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ABSTRACT
This manual provides a condensed users description and theory for TRW's
Vortex-Lattice Method Subsonic Aerodynamic Analysis for Multiple-Lifting-
Surfaces (N. Surface) Program HA010B. The program is designed to provide
solutions of engineering accuracy for determining the aerodynamic loads on
single- or multiple-lifting-surface configurations that represent vehicles
in subsonic flight, e.g., wings, wing-tail, wing-canard, lifting bodies,
etc. The manual describes the preparation-of the input data, associated
input arrangement, and the output format for the program data, including
specification of the various operational details of the program such as
array sizes, tape numbers utilized, and program dumps. As supplementary
information, the manual includes a full description of the underlying theory
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B(X,Y,Z) the first of two coordinate points that define the shape and
location of a skew-shaped horseshoe vortex filament.
C chord
+b/2
1 b 2C mean geometric chord (MGC), C = -J_ C dY
CD wing drag coefficient
cd section drag coefficient
CF aerodynamic cleanness factor
cF force coefficient
ch section hinge moment coefficient
CL wing lift coefficient
c section lift coefficient
c al additional section lift coefficient
al
cb basic section lift coefficient
CM wing moment coefficient
c section moment coefficient
m
Cn n = 1,2,3,..., constants
CN wing normal lift coefficient
c section normal lift coefficient
n
c pressure coefficient, c = (p - p)/q.P P
CT  wing thrust coefficient
tNote: Symbols defined in the text may be omitted from this list.
x
LIST OF SYMBOLS (Continued)
c section coefficient for thrust
t
CX  force coefficient for X direction component
c section coefficient for force acting in the X direction
x
D(X,Y,Z) the second of two coordinate points that define the shape and
location of a skew-shaped horseshoe vortex filament.
F force
Fn n = 1,2, 3,...., etc., constants
h height above the ground plane






P(X,Y,Z) coordinates of a field point for which the induced-velocity
vector is calculated.
q dynamic pressure, q = 1/2 p V 2
R radius




t1 elapsed time (seconds) measured from the start of the execution
of the program
t2  elapsed time (seconds) for the execution of the last case
V free stream velocity
W dummy span defined as the independent variable in the interpolation
routine used to calculate the lifting-surfaces span dimensions
(see Section 7.416]).
xi
LIST OF SYMBOLS (Continued)
X
Y coordinate axes of a right-handed Cartesian coordinate system.
Z
X
X-Y-Z coordinates that locate the 1/4 chord of the mean geometric
chord (MGC) location in the general coordinate system.
Z
awing angle of attack measured on the X-Z plane relative to the
X-coordinate axis and the free stream velocity vector.
aR 0  wing angle of attack for zero lift (CL = 0)
B Prandtl-Glauert compressibility factor, a = 1 - M_2
r circulation strength of a vortex filament
6 increment of span
6f deflection of flap
6LA deflection of left aileron
6 RA deflection of right aileron
6tab deflection of trim-tab
A determinant
AL increment in lift
AS increment in area
E geometric twist (angle) of chord plane
A sweepback angle
7T pi, 7 = 3.14159 (as used in the program)
p. free stream density
dihedral angle
influence function coefficient
scalar part of the influence function coefficient
lAB unit vector defined by two field points A(X,Y,Z) and B(X,Y,Z).
IN unit vector normal to a surface
IV unit vector for the induced velocity
xii
LIST OF SYMBOLS (Continued)
X
lY unit vectors parallel to the X, Y, Z, coordinate axes respectively.
lz
SUBSCRIPTS:
CG center of gravity
CP center of pressure
C/4 one-quarter chord point location


























C.G. center of gravity
C.P. center of pressure
L,E, leading edge
MAC mean aerodynamic chord
MGC mean geometric chord
NCD number of chord discontinuities
NCE number of chord elements




PROGRAM NUMBER: HA010B (N.SURFACE)
PROGRAM TITLE: TRW Vortex-Lattice Method Subsonic Aerodynamic
Analysis for Multiple-Lifting-Surfaces
TAPE NUMBER: T00078 or A10202
STATUS: Production
LANGUAGE: Fortran V
SYSTEM: UNIVAC 1108/CDC 6500 Computer
CORE STORAGE REQUIREMENTS: Approximately 50K words
TYPICAL EXECUTION TIME: 2 to 5 minutes per case (UNIVAC 1108)
DESCRIPTION:
The aerodynamic airload distribution and spatially-integrated force and moment
coefficients are calculated for single- or multiple-lifting-surface configuration:
by an improved vortex-lattice method developed by TRW. In this method, the in-
fluence of each surface is represented by a network of concentrated line vortices
distributed on the surfaces and behind the surface-trailing-edges. The strength
or circulation of these vortices is determined by the requirement that the flow
be parallel to each surface at a discrete number of boundary control points or co-
location points that is equal to the number of unknown vortex strengths. The
treatment of the control point boundary conditions incorporated in the analysis
(TRW's) is based on the exact surface geometry, i.e., no linearization or other
usual simplifying assumptions are made. This feature makes it possible to perforE
more accurate calculations for general non-planar lifting surface configurations.
The effect of the leading-edge flow separation on the airload coefficients for
theoretically sharp leading-edges is evaluated by an approximate technique based
on the vortex-lift leading-edge suction analogy. Numerical solutions can be per-
formed including as many as 200 separate vortex filaments or elemental surfaces
for symmetric and 100 for unsymmetric aerodynamic loadings respectively. The ex-
tension of the imcompressible solutions to compressible flows (O<M<l) is accom-
plished via the Prandtl-Glauert transformation. Flight over a ground plane is
calculated by the method of images as a special option of the program.
The output consists of data presented for ready engineering use such as pressure
distributions, section coefficients, and spatially-integrated coefficients. Exact
numerical solutions or arrays of solutions extrapolated using the lifting line
theory from two or more exact vortex-lattice solutions may be output for multiple-
and single-lifting-surfaces respectively. Other program features include:
double precision matrix inversion, 4060-microfilm or Calcomp output, short or long
print-format output, etc. An outline of the program analysis and execution op-
tions is presented in Pages 1-2 through 1-3.
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PROGRAM ABSTRACT (Contd.)
ANALYTICAL MODEL FEATURES AND EXECUTION OPTIONS OUTLINE
ANALYSIS
* The aerodynamic airload distributions on single- or multiple-lifting surface
configurations are calculated by an improved (TRW's) vortex-lattice method.
* The treatment of the control points is based on the exact geometry of the
lifting surfaces, i.e., none of the usual linearization or other simplifying
assumptions in the literature are incorporated in the analysis.
* The effect of leading-edge flow separation for theoretical-sharp leading
edges (i.e., vortex-lift) is calculated by an approximate technique based on
leading-edge suction analogy.
* Compressibility effects are accounted for via the Prandtl-Glauert trans-
formation.
* Ground effects are calculated by the method of images that provides for
exact analytical solutions for a flat ground plane of infinite extent,
i.e., the boundary conditions of parallel flow at the ground plane are
exactly satisfied.
* Arrays of solutions may be extrapolated from two exact vortex-lattice
solutions by a method procedure based on the lifting-line theory.
VEHICLE CONFIGURATIONS
(See Table 1.01, Page 1-4)
* Single Surface: (XQT ISURF Option)
A single surface of any configuration, shape, or form with or without
severe surface discontinuities may be considered. This includes lifting
surface configurations with flaps, ailerons, slots, with or without
camber.
* Multiple Surfaces: (XQT NSURF Option)
Up to five separate lifting surfaces of any configuration, shape, or form
can be considered simultaneously. In each surface the effect of severe
surface discontinuities can be considered in the same manner as outlined
above for the single surface analysis. Multiple-lifting-surface configura-
tions that may be analyzed include: wing-tail-fins, canard-wing-fins,
thick-wing, lifting-b6dy, and many other configurations. The complexity
of the configurations that may be successfully analyzed depends on the
maximum number of elemental panels or control points that can be con-






1) Short-Print: the surface geometry, the airload force and pitching
moment section coefficients, and all the force and moment spatially-
integration airload coefficients are output for each of the lifting
surfaces considered.
2) Long-print: the short-print output, and the details of the lift
(pressure coefficient) and vorticity distribution on each of the
lifting surfaces considered are output.
3) Debug-Print: the long-print output plus the details of the induced
velocities and influence coefficients are output.
* Tape Output
1) The lifting surface vortex-lattice geometry, section aerodynamic co-
efficients, etc. that are calculated in obtaining solutions are output
on magnetic tape in the format required for executing the TRW plotting
option, or
2) By executing the plotting option (TRWPLT) included in the program,
4060-microfilm or Calcomp plots output of solutions (#1 above) can be
obtained directly.
SPECIAL OPTIONS
* Ground effects: flight in the presence of a very near ground plane may
be calculated.
* Lifting-Line: arrays of solutions may be obtained by extrapolation from
two exact vortex-lattice solutions using a method based on the lifting-
line theory. This option at present (HAO10OB) is available only for single-
lifting-surface configurations.
EXECUTION TIME
* Symmetric loadings: about one minute per vortex-lattice solution for 100
elements.
* Unsymmetric loadings: about four minutes per vortex-lattice solution for
100 elements.
* With ground effects: about twice the time required for out-of-ground.
* Lifting-line arrays: about 1/2 minute extra running time.
* Maximum time: about four minutes and eight minutes per vortex-lattice
solutions of out-of-ground and in-ground problems. The running times
are based on 200 and 100 vortex-lattice elements for symmetric and un-
symmetric loadings respectively.
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TABLE 1.01 - REPRESENTATIVE LIFTING-SURFACE PROBLEMS OF VARIOUS CONFIGURATIONS THAT CAN BE
SUCCESSFULLY SOLVED USING THE TRW VORTEX-LATTICE ANALYSIS PROGRAM NO. HAO1OB
NUMBER OF EXECUTION
VORTEX-LATTICE CONFIGURATION ELEMENTAL TIME PER EVALUATION OF RESULTS
PANELS CASE
TYPE: THIN-SURFACE
PROBLEM: WINGS OF AR = 6
I 80 34 sec
0 EI I Es RESULTS: VERY SUCCESSFUL
DIFFICULTY: NONE
TYPE: THIN-SURFACE











100 42 sec RESULTS: VERY SUCCESSFUL
DIFFICULTY: NONE
TYPE: THIN-SURFACE





162 98 sec -PROBLEM: NORTH AMERICAN XB-70162 98 sec
t iRESULTS: VERY SUCCESSFUL
I1 1 .DIFFICULTY: NONE
TYPE: LIFTING-BODY
PROBLEM: NASA-MSC #040A ORBITER
RESULTS: NOT SUCCESSFUL
DIFFICULTY: THE NUMBER OF ELEMENTAL120 sec
172 PANELS THAT CAN BE CONSIDERED SIMULTA-[vert. fin] NEOUSLY IS INSUFFICIENT TO PROVIDE
omitted J VALID SOLUTIONS. BY NEGLECTING THE
FUSELAGE THICKNESS THE THIN-SURFACE




2.1 Analytical Procedures Review
It is a well know fact in aerodynamic theory that any surface, whether
part of a body of finite thickness or merely an infinitesimally thin sheet, may
be represented by a sheet of vorticity bound on the surface and a trailing
vortex sheet shed behind the trailing edge. The velocity at any point in the
flow field is the sum of the velocity vector induced by the vortex sheets and
the free stream velocity vector. The strength of the vorticity representing
the surface is determined by the requirement that the velocity vector computed
as the sum of velocity induced by the vortex sheets and the free stream, be
parallel to the surface. The strength of the trailing edge vortex sheet is
determined from the surface bound vortex sheet strength using the conservation
of vorticity laws for steady flow (i.e., Helmholtz vorticity laws) together
with the requirement that there be no force exerted on the sheet, which means
that the trailing edge vortex sheet must be everywhere parallel to the stream-
(1,2,3)t
lines of the flow
In the vortex lattice method, the influence of the surface is represented
by a network of concentrated line vortices, distributed on the surface and
behind the trailing edge (4' 5 ) . The strength of these vortices is determined by
the requirement that the flow be parallel to the surface at a number of boundar3
point or co-location points which are equal to the number of unknown vortex
strengths. The location of the trailing vortices must be assumed, and thus
may not happen to be exactly parallel to the streamlines. However, the path
of the vortex sheet behind the wing may be guessed beforehand with fairly
good accuracy, and since, in most instances, the results are not strongly in-
fluenced by the assumed path of the trailing vortices, excellent results of
high accuracy are usually obtained (6 )
2.2 Vortex-Lattice Equations
The vortex lattice network arrangement used in the present analysis is
illustrated in Figure 2.01t. As shown in the figure, the wing surface is
divided uniformly into a number of elemental panels of approximately equal size,
The vorticity on the upper and lower surfaces of each panel is represented by a
tSuperscript in parathesis denote references listed in Section 8.
tFigures and Tables of this section are found at the end of the section.
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single bound vortex line which is located in accordance with 2-D theory at the
1/4 chord of the panel (7 ) . The location of the control point or co-location
point is arbitrary and is usually selected at the mid point between adjacent
vortex lines which corresponds to the 3/4 chord of the panel. Since the vor-
tex filaments cannot be discontinuous, the bound vortices for each panel are
bent at both ends forming a pair of trailing vortices which must extend to
infinity. In this manner these vortices represent the vorticity in the trail-
ing edge vortex sheet. The bound vortex at the 1/4 chord of the panels and
the pair of trailing vortex filaments define a generalized skew-shaped (oblique)
horseshoe vortex filament of strength F. The number of horseshoe vortex fila-
ments is equal to the number of panels or control points. The velocity at
the control points is by definition parallel to the surface, and hence, the
corresponding normal velocity components to the surface are exactly equal to
zero. This boundary condition when applied to the jth panel is given by
°() * + 4 k(j)) = 0 (2.2.01)
(. k=1
where:
lN = the unit vector normal to the surface at the jth control
point,
Vm = the free stream velocity vector,
V. = the scalar magnitude of the free stream velocity vector,
rk  = the strength of circulation of the kth panel horseshoe
vortex filament,
k(j) = the induced velocity vector influence function of the kth
panel horseshoe vortex evaluated at the jth control point,
K = the total number of panels for all the lifting surfaces
considered.
The induced velocity vector and influence vector functions are calculated
in accordance with the induced velocity law of Biot and Savart (2 ,3 ). Using the




v r /Vi(j) k /V
V . 4r k(j)Sk(j) (2.2.02)
Idx X r - r-)
S (r r ) (2.2.03)
The calculation of the vector influence functions (j) are somewhat tedious
but straightforward. In the present analysis the trailing vortices are assumed
to be straight lines which extend to infinity and which are oriented at an
angle a/2 in the manner shown in Figure 2.02. In this instance the bound vor-
tex and trailing vortices for each panel form a generalized skew-shaped horseshoe
vortex of the same configuration analysed in References 8 and 9. Analytical
solutions for the vector influence functions are presented in Section 2.3. The
number of unknown horseshoe filament circulation strengths Fk are equal to the
number of boundary condition equations for the control points. Using matrix
notation, these boundary conditions which were given in Equation 2.2.01, become
[A.] + -V- x [Bj,k] = 0
[A + [Bk (2.2.04)
By inverting the matrix [Bj,k], the unknown circulation strengths Fk are obtained
]= - [A.] x [Bj k ]  (2.2.05)
In the presence of a ground plane, exact analytical solutions are obtainable
by the method of images by assuming the ground plane to be perfectly flat and
of infinite extent. Under these conditions, the boundary requirement for the
flow at the ground plane is exactly satisfied by defining a mirror image of
the vortex lattice directly below at a distance equal to twice the altitude
from the ground plane, The calculation of the induced velocity (Equation





k ) = the influence function of the image vortex lattice.k(j)
Note that in the present formulation, none of the usual linearization or other
simplifying assumptions were made on the boundary conditions at the control
points (e.g., References 10 and 11). Therefore, severe variations in lifting
surfaces planform such as twist, camber, dihedral, etc. are treated exactly and
more accurate solutions may be obtained.
2.3 Influence Coefficients
Consider the straight vortex-filament element of length AS that is il-
lustrated in Figure 2.03. In computing the induced velocity vector for the
vortex filament at a field point P(O,Y,Z), the influence coefficient is ob-
tained by integrating Equation 2.2.03 within the appropriate boundary condi-
tions described in the figure. It follows
--rAV = -A (the induced velocity) (2.3.01)
At = IV Al (the influence coefficient) (2.3.02)
where 1V and Ai are a unit vector and a scalar quantity, respectively. These
are given by
-- -+ Z -+ Y -+
V = - 1AQ X IQP R 1Y R 1Z (2.3.03)
h + AS hA = R (h+ AS) 2 + R2  h 2 + (2.3.04)(2.3.04)
R = Y2 + Z2  (2.3.05)
The above equations can be used to determine the influence coefficient
vector for any field point P(X,Y,Z) of any complex-shaped filament if it is
assumed that it is composed of a discrete number of rectilinear increments AL
(illustrated in Figure 2.03) and by performing the appropriate coordinate
transformations. For the generalized skew-shaped vortex filament in Figure 2.02,
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the calculation of the influence coefficient vector for any flow field P(X,Y,Z)
is performed in this manner. Making use of the localized coordinate system in
Figure 2.04, the shape of the skew-shaped vortex filament is prescribed by the
coordinates of points B-D given by
B = B(-c, -a, -d) (2.3.06)
D = D(c, a, d) (2.3.07)
c = a tan(A) (2.3.08)
d = a tan() (2.3.09)
If the vortex filament is broken into three elements, i.e., -- A-B, D-E-o,
and B-C-D, the influence coefficient vector for the filament is equal to the sum
3
1= V i Ai (2.3.10)
i=1
Segment #1 (m-A-B)
The contribution of segment #1 for an arbitrary field point P(X,Y,Z) is
calculated as follows. The coordinates of point A are given by
A = A(X, -a, -d') (2.3.11)
d" = d + (X + c) tan(a/2) (2.3.12)
and making use of the geometry according to the sketch below,
B h I  A h 4  Q r
h3  h2  R
P
h 1 = (X + c) + (d" - d) (2.3.13a)
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h2 = V(Y + a)' + (Z + d) (2.3.13b)
h 3  (X + c)2 + (Y + a) 2 + (Z + d) (2.3.13c)
cos () =- 1 2 3 (2.3.13d)2h1 h2
R = h 2 1 - (cos y) 2  (2.3.13e)
h = h 2 cos (y) (2.3.13f)
Using Equation 2.3.04, the scalar part of the influence coefficient can now be
computed
1 = 1 + (2.3.14)1 R 2 2
(h I + h4) + R
The calculation of the vector part of the influence coefficient will be
considered next. The coordinates of point Q shown on the sketch are
Q = Q(Xq , Y , Z q) (2.3.15a)
X = - c + (h1 + h4 ) cos (a/2) (2.3.15b)
Y = - a (2.3.15c)
Z =- d - (h1 + h 4 ) sin (a/2) (2.3.15d)
and the unit vectors for the line segments B-Q and Q-P can now be calculated
1BQ = 1X cos (a/2) - 1Z sin (a/2) (2.3.16)
1QP = X R lY + 1Z- (2.3.17)
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then, the vector part of the influence coefficient, i.e., a unit vector, is
given by the vector cross-product
1V1 = 1BQ x 1QP (2.3.18)
Segment #2 (D-E-m)
The contribution of segment #2 for the same arbitrary field point P(X,Y,Z)
is calculated in the same manner as outlined for segment #1; specifically,
Equations 2.3.19 through 2.3.23 are used in place of 2.3.11, 2.3.12, 2.3.13,
and 2.3.15 respectively, where
E = E (X, a, +d') (2.3.19)
d' = d - (X - c) tan (a/2) (2.3.20)
1 (X - c) 2 + (d - d')2 (2.3.21a)
h2 (Y - a) 2 + (Z - d)2  (2.3.21b)
h3= (X - c) 2 + (Y - a) 2 + (Z - d) 2  (2.3.21c)
Xq = c + (hl + h ) cos (0/2) (2.3.22a)
Y = a (2.3.22b)
q
Z = d - (hl + h4) sin (a/2) (2.3.22c)
-- + -+ -- (2.3.23a)
1V2  1DQ X 1QP
IDQ = 1Bq (2.3.23b)
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Segment #3 (B-C-D)
The contribution of segment #3 for the same arbitrary field point P(X,Y,Z)
considered for segments #1 and #2 is calculated in a like manner as outlined in
detail for segment #1. For segment #3, the coordinates of points B(-c,-a,-d) and
D(c,a,d) are used to determine the solutions for
hI =2 + a 2 + d2  (2.3.24a)
2 2 2
h 2 = v(X - c) 2 + (Y - a) 2 + (Z - d) 2  (2.3.24b)
h3 = (X + c) 2 + (Y + a) + (Z + d) (2.3.24c)
2 2 2h +h - h
cos (y) = - 2 (2.3.24d)
2h1 h2
h = h2 cos (y) (2.3.24e)
R h 2  - (cosy) 2  (2.3.24f)
and using Equation 2.3.04, the scalar part of the influence coefficient for
segment #3 (B-D) can now be computed
A = (2.3.25)3 R (h h) 2 + R2  h4 2 + R
Next, to calculate the vector part of the influence coefficient the
coordinates of point Q(X q,Y q,Z ) must be calculated first. Accordingly
X = c + h4 (2c/hl) (2.3.26a)
Y = a + h4 (2a/hl) (2.3.26b)
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Z = d + h4 (2d/h )  (2.3.26c)
_-_+f -.- t
The unit vectors IBQ and 1QP are given by
-- - c 2 -+ 2d (2.3.27)
IBQ = X + 1Y h h 
QP+ = X+ ( X  X + Y - ) + - Z (2.3.28)
from which the vector part of the influence coefficient, i.e., the unit vector
--
>
1V3, can be calculated by simply taking the vector cross-product
-+ -- + -- + (2.3.29)
1V = - 1BQ X 1QP
2.4 Exact-Theory Aerodynamic Forces and Moments
The net aerodynamic force vector exerted on the jth panel (i.e., jth
elemental surface) is calculated using
F× V (2.4.01)
+ KV. V rk/V. (2.4.02)
V V 47Tr k(j)
k=l
where
AL. = the length vector of the bound vortex filament of the panel,
V. = the velocity vector computed as the sum of free stream and
3 induced velocity vectors evaluated at the midpoint of the
bound vortex of the jth panel,




-k(j) the vector influence function of the kth panel evaluated at
midpoint of the jth bound vortex.
The force vector F. is assumed to act at the midpoint of the bound vortex fila-
ment of the kth panel. The corresponding section aerodynamic load coefficients
and integrated wing force and moment coefficients are obtained by the appro-
priate summation of the forces F. acting on each panel. In determining these
quantities the following relations derived from the exact analysis are used
Force Coefficients for jth Panel
F /(p. V)
CF = 2 AS. V 9 (IX) (2.4.03)
X,j l
CFy,j = 2 AS * (Y) (2.4.04)(/ 2
F./(p V)
cFZ = 2 AS. (lZ) (2.4.05)
Differential Pressure Coefficients
L ) j AF./(p VcpL - cpU = 2 ( AS. . (2.4.06)
Lifting Surface Section Airload Coefficients
For each lifting surface, by summing up the appropriate force contributions,
1 F ___.
Cn(y) C cF AY. (2.4.07)
Z,j j Y
aS.
Ct(Y) C FX,j AY (2.4.08)
AS AS.C AY ( X(C/4) + C FXj
Cm(Y) C2 FZ ,j A , yC 3 IAY3 (.z. (C/4)
(2.4.09)
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CQ(Y) = Cn(Y) cos(a) + Ct(y) sin(a) (2.4.10)
Cd - Ct(y) cos(a) + Cn(Y) sin(a) (2.4.11)
Lifting Surface Spatially-Integrated Airload Coefficients
CN = - c Sj (2.4.12)
j Z,j
CT = C- F AS (2.4.13)
T X,j
CM (C/4) S X - C Zaj (2.4.14)
= 
5 C AS( Z - C (2.4.15)%(C/4) S (C Fy,j a FZ ,j 1
C 1 C AS cF  Xj Yaj
(C/4) S j FX, j aj) (2.4.16)
CL = CN cos(a) + CT sin(a) (2.4.17)
CD CT cos(a) + CN sin(a) (2.4.18)
S=X - x/4 )  (2.4.19)
Yaj = Y . (2.4.20)
Za = (C/4) (2.4.21)
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In equations 2.4.07 through 2.4.16 the summations are performed over the
vortex-lattice elemental surfaces that correspond to each lifting surface. To
obtain the total force for the sum of N lifting surfaces, the summation is
carried out over all the panels (j=l,J) and the reference dimensions for the
first lifting surface (n=l) are used.
2.5 Approximate-Theory Aerodynamic Forces and Moments
In the preceding sections the procedure for obtaining exact solutions
for the aerodynamic forces and moments by the vortex lattice method were
developed. To generate an array of such solutions (for instance by varying
the wing angle of attack) would be considered unwise because of the excessive
computing time expenditure required. Instead, an array of approximate
solutions of sufficient engineering accuracy may be obtained by extrapolation
from two exact vortex lattice solutions by using the lifting line theory.
Accordingly, for a single lifting surface, given two exact solutions obtained at
two different angles of attack al, and a2, the extrapolated solutions for any








aRo = al 1 (2.5.02)
CL = m (a - aRo) (2.5.03)
Wing Moment Coefficients (Pitching, Rolling, and Yawing) about C/4
CM 
- CM
CL - CL (2.5.04)
CM = CM1 - CM CL1  (2.5.05)
S= CM + CL (2.5.06)
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Wing Section Lift Coefficients
a l(Y) - cP2 (y) (2.5.07)
1(Y) CL1 - CL2
C2b = Cl(y cal(y) C 1 (2.5.08)
eC(y) = Ceal(y) CL + cb (Y) (2.5.09)
Wing Section Induced Drag Coefficients
.cdCdi() 12 - e 2 (2.5.10)\C = 21 2 Y)
Cd = Cd - C di(y) c9l(y)2 (2.5.11)
o(Y) 1(Y)
di(Y) = d i  + cdi(y) Ce(y) (2.5.12)
or using the lifting line theory exact results,
c d = 1 _ 1_ c(y)2 (2.5.13)
i(y) = f cal (Y) 21 (Y)
Equation 2.5.13 is recommended in the analysis of wing planforms of moderate
aspect ratio and negligible sweep and dihedral angles.
Wing Induced Drag Coefficient
+b/2
CDi  S b/2 cdi( Cy) dY (2.5.14)
which when expressed as a function of CL becomes
C = CD + CDi CL + CD C
Di io  L i2 L (2.5.15)
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The coefficients D. , D. and CD. are constants which may be evaluated from
o 2
three separate approximate solutions.
Drag Due to Skin Friction
cdf = 2 CF (CONSTANT) (2.5.16)
f= cd
CD = df (2.5.17)
where CF is the aerodynamic cleanness factor which is defined as
C S
EQUIVALENT FLAT PLATE AREA D 7
CF = WETTED AREA 2S.5.18)
The total drag coefficients are obtained as the sum of induced drag and skin
friction drag for the wing section coefficients and the integrated wing co-
efficients respectively.
2.6 Vortex Lift
Experimental studies of sharp leading edge delta wings have shown that
at even relatively low angles of attack the flow separates from the leading
edge and rolls up into two vortex sheets or cone shaped cores of rotating
fluid particles with the axes of rotation located approximately parallel to
the leading edges(1 2' 1 3 )  In general, this vortex flow results in an increase
in lift that is called vortex lift or non-linear lift, and an increase in drag
resulting from the loss of leading edge suction. Although it is desirable to
avoid the formation of the separated flow vortex sheets because of the high
drag, it is a phenomenon which is always encountered by low aspect ratio
highly swept wings operating near the stalling attitude. Furthermore, the
separated vortex flow phenomenon is not restricted to this type of wing
planform but is a general characteristic of all sharp leading-edge wings
regardless of their leading-edge sweep angle.
The attached flow and separated vortex flow over blunt and sharp lead-
ing edge wings respectively are schematically illustrated in Figure 2.05.
For the attached flow (blunt leading edges) there exists a net thrust force
which is called the leading edge suction. This force may be interpreted to be
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exerted by the bound vortex filaments at the leading edge. For sharp leading
edges, attached flow cannot exist because of the infinitely large velocity
and low pressure required, and therefore, the flow separates locally dis-
placing the leading edge bound vortex filaments into the cavity formed by the
separated flow. The vortex filaments in the cavity are not free vortices and
therefore they will exert a net force in the normal direction to the wing
surface because of the reorientation of the velocity vector.
Exact analytical solutions for sharp leading edge wings with leading
edge separated flow are available in the published literature for a very re-
strictive range of wing geometries.1 4'1 5'1 6 )  Usually these solutions are based
on the assumption of conical flow, and as a consequence, only perfect delta wing
planforms which feature no twist, no camber, and straight trailing edges
can be considered. Therefore, in the prediction of the vortex lift for
arbitrary sharp leading edge wing planforms, only empirical methods or
approximate theory is available. The most successful analytical techniques
are based on the vortex-lift leading-edge suction analogy. The method is
based on the assumption that the vortex lift vector can be estimated trom the
leading edge thrust or suction force associated with the flow over the wing
planform without separated flow at the leading edge. It follows (see
Figure 2.05)
Acn = cos (AL) |c) (2.6.01)
v E) LE a
Actv = - ct  (2.6.02)
ACmv(c/4) = - X C / 4 ) (2.6.03)
Actv = Acnv cos() + Actv sin (a) (2.6.04)
Acdv = - Actv cos(a) + Acnv sin(a) (2.6.05)
These increments represent the force and moment coefficients due to the vortex
lift which must be added to each lifting surface section coefficients in order t
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obtain the net forces on the wing corresponding to the case of no leading edge
suction. In the derivation of these relations, the vortex lift distribution
has been assumed to act at the leading edge and normal to the wing chord plane.
Because of the approximate manner in which the leading edge suction thrust
coefficient is calculated the evaluation for the vortex lift effects are only
applicable to lifting surface planforms having a flat chord plane. Note that
the thrust coefficient is calculated by integration of the forces in chordwise
strips acting in all the bound vortices of the vortex-lattice matrix. Such an
integration will provide accurate evaluations of the leading edge thrust if
the chord plane is flat or if a very large number of chordwise rows are con-
sidered. If an infinite number of chordwise rows are considered, the vortex-
lattice method will provide solutions equivalent to the potential flow solutions
and an exact evaluation of the leading edge suction force will result. In the
latter case, the leading edge suction thrust coefficient could be evaluated from
the force exerted by a few of the leading edge bound vortices.
The spatially integrated wing coefficient increments due to the leading
edge vortex lift are calculated from the wing section coefficient span dis-
tributions given in Equations 2.6.01 through 2.6.05, as follows
+b/2
ACL = Act C dY (2.6.06)
-b/2
if +b/2




ACMp,v(C/ 4 )- S C b/ 2  - Acnv (LE X(/4)
+ Actv (ZLE- Z(T/ 4 )) C dY (2.6.08)
For obtaining approximate solutions of the vortex lift at selected wing angles
of attack from two or more exact vortex lattice solutions, the following
assumption is made which yields accurate results
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3
n (Yv,) C1 (Y) + C2(Y) (2.6.09)
Act (Y,a) = C3 (Y) + C a2 (2.6.10)
The quantities C1, C2, C3, and C4 are constants which are evaluated from the
two vortex lattice solutions obtained at different angles of attack ~1
and a2 in the manner described in Section 2.5.
2.7 Surface Discontinuities
Surface discontinuities occurring in the wing surface such as those
encountered at the aileron-flap juncture cannot be treated exactly by the
vortex lattice solution technique. Although by increasing the number of
elements or control points the accuracy of the solutions should in principle
be improved, sharp discontinuities in the surface may cause local oscillations
on the solutions that become more severe as the number of elements are in-
creased. To circumvent this problem, a cosine smoothing option whose effect
is illustrated in Figure 2.06 has been adopted. The affected span length 6
is prescribed by the program user as an execution input. A value of 1/5 of
the semispan is recommended. In addition, various other options for spacing
the elements in the spanwise and chordwise directions have been made avail-
able. These include constant spacing, cosine spacing, and spacing prescribed
as an execution input. For deflected control surfaces, a minimum of four
elements of approximate equal size per chordwise row is recommended, the last
element corresponding to the deflected surface.
The airload section coefficients for the flapped surfaces are calculated
in a similar manner to the wing section coefficients (Section 2.4). By con-
sidering only the forces on the bound vortices on the flapped surfaces
(Xj-~,.j) it follows
C I E c AS (2.7.01)
AS
Cff CF_ AY y, (xjXh,j)
1 1 I
Ct (Y ) - Cf CF AY y, (X.-X,) (2.7.02)f 2-17
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Ch (Y) = Cf cFz AY.hj
AS1SF Sj Z - ZN, j d
zcFj -a Y, (x Xh,j) (2.7.03)
Cf() (Y)Cn cos(a) + t (y)sin(a) (2.7.04)
edi, f() = - tf (Y)cOS(a) + Cnf (Y) sin(a) (2.7.05)
For obtaining approximate solutions (see Section 2.5) the following
assumptions are made
ct (Y,a) = Fl(Y) + F2() (2.7.06)
Cdif (Y,a = F3(Y) + F4(Y) cZ (Ya) (2.7.07)
Chf(Y,a) = F 5 (Y) + F6(y) a2 (2.7.08)
The quantities Fl, F2, .. F 6 are constants which are evaluated from two exact
vortex lattice solutions obtained at different angles of attack al and a2'
2.8 Lift in the Presence of a Fuselage
Two options for calculating the lift in the presence of a generalized
cylindrical-shaped fuselage are possible:
1) Analytical Method - Circular Shaped Fuselage
In this method the effect of a circular shaped fuselage of radius R and of
infinite length is analyzed by the method of images. According to the hydro-
dynamic theory, the boundary conditions of zero normal flow to the fuselage
surface due to wing trailing vortices are satisfied by defining a pair of
vortex filament images inside the fuselage. Since the free stream velocity
vector is neglected in satisfying the boundary conditions on the fuselage,
only approximate solutions which are valid at small angles of attack are
obtainable (i.e., the fuselage attitude is oriented parallel to the wing
trailing vortices). Using cylindrical coordinates with the axis of symmetry
located at the center of the fuselage, the location of the pair of images
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for a wing trailing vortex filament is determined from
Image # 1 Image # 2
X = X X = X (63)
r= r rI = (64)
rI = - r = r (65)
where X
r the coordinates and circulation strength at a point in a
r Jwing trailing vortex filament.
The calculation of the induced velocity of the pair of images is performed
by integration in the manner outlined in Section 2.3 from which the calcula-
tion of the induced velocity vector influence functions follows.
The effect of the presence of a circular shaped fuselage on the wing
bound vortices cannot be determined by exact analysis except under very re-
strictive assumptions for the wing geometry. Therefore, a relatively simple
and approximate approach has to be adopted. The effect of the presence of
the fuselage on the velocity induced by the bound vortices is assumed to be
the same as its effect on a two-dimensional uniform rectilinear flow. Thus,
the velocity component induced by the bound vortices at some point P in the
flow field is increased by a factor
+ (I i)2 (2.8.04)
which is an exact correction for a straight and infinite bound vortex line
intersecting the cylinder axis of symmetry at 900 . The approximation will
be valid for wings having small sweepback angles and slender fuselages
centered at the wing axis of symmetry.
tThe sum of the contribution of images #2 will be zero for symmetric wing
loadings.
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2) Vortex-Lattice Method - Arbitrary Shaped Fuselage
The effect of the presence of an arbitrary shaped fuselage on the wing
lift can be calculated using the vortex lattice method.t The accuracy of the
solutions that are obtained depends on the selection of the number of control
points and their location on the fuselage surface. For accurate calculation
of the fuselage it would probably require an equal or larger number of con-
trol points on the fuselage surface than the number used for the wing. The
main advantages of using the vortex-lattice method in preference to other
analytical methods (e.g., the method of images) are: (1) non-planar wings of
arbitrary planform may be analyzed, (2) no restriction is placed on the cross
section, length or shape of the fuselage, and (3) the accuracy desired for
obtaining solutions can be obtained by increasing the number of panels or by
varying the location of the control points at the surface of the fuselage.
In the present vortex-lattice program (HAO10OB), the treatment of exact fuselage-
wing vehicle configurations is severely limited by the total number of elemental
vortex-filament surfaces (about 100) that can be considered simultaneously.
At present, only by an approximate representation of the fuselage (e.g., by
defining an equivalent flat surface) can the fuselage-wing configurations be
analyzed by the program.
2.9 Program Qualification Tests
The vortex lattice method is suitable for determining accurate solutions
for the aerodynamic loads on lifting surfaces of arbitrary planforms. Never-
theless, for conventional wing planforms featuring negligible dihedral and
small camber, generally more exact analytical solution methods based on the
integral lifting surface ( ) and lifting line theories (16 ) are available.
These solutions and equivalent experimental test results have been used to
demonstrate the accuracy of the present vortex-lattice analytical method. (8 )
For wing planforms with severe surface discontinuities, only comparisons
tit is a well known fact in hydrodynamic theory that the presence of arbitrary
bodies immersed in a steady subsonic or supersonic flow field can be repre-
sented by distributions of sources and sinks inside the volume occupied by
the bodies. Mathematically, the distributions of sources and sinks may be re-
placed by distributions of doublets or vortex filaments located on the surface
of the bodies. If the vortex filament representation is adopted (i.e., the
vortex lattice method), a rectangular vortex ring for each panel in the sur-
face of the bodies is defined with the corresponding control points located
at the center of each panel.
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against available experimental test results can be performed. In general
it should be noted that: (1) the vortex lattice solutions are affected by the
number of surface elements, the location of the control points, and the geo-
metric arrangement of the vortex lattice network which are input quantities
prescribed by the program users, (2) for conventional wing planforms with
moderate aspect ratio and moderate dihedral and sweepback angles, the lift-
ing line methods will provide more accurate solutions, and (3) when the wing
surface is placed very near a ground plane, large differences in the span and
chord lift distributions in comparison with out-of-ground conditions occur;
therefore, ground effects can only be properly analyzed by the integral lift-
ing surface or the vortex lattice method. In the lifting line method the
local section aerodynamic characteristics are assumed to depend only on the
airfoil section properties for two dimensional flow (i.e., infinite aspect
(17, 18)
ratio) which are generally determined from wind tunnel tests. In
the presence of a very near ground plane this assumption is not valid.
2.9.1 Vortex-Lattice Geometry and Control Point Locations
The effect of varying the vortex lattice geometric arrangement for a
fixed wing planform on the solution of the spatially integrated wing airload
coefficients is demonstrated in Table 2.01. Predictions are presented for
a delta wing planform of aspect ratio of two. Both constant spacing and
cosine spacing of the elements in the spanwise and chordwise directions are
considered. Nevertheless, the differences between solutions on the integrated
wing coefficients is found to be negligible, i.e., within one percent. On
the other hand, the variation of the vortex lattice arrangement due to constant
and variable (cosine) spacing of the elements shows a significant effect on
the predictions for the spanwise section lift distribution in the region near
the wing tip (see Figure 2.07). Based on the results presented, it is con-
cluded that constant span spacing of the elements provides more reasonable
solutions than variable spacing for wings of low aspect ratio (% 2). For
moderate to high aspect ratio wings, the opposite is found to be true. As a
general rule, accurate solutions are obtained by selecting not less than
ten spanwise elements and not less than four chordwise elements. The spacing
of the elements should be such that adjacent elements have approximately equal
size and equal configuration. Furthermore, the accuracy of the predicted
spatially integrated wing coefficients depends primarily on the total number
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of elements considered, i.e., errors in the calculated local airload co-
efficients will cancel out in the integration process.
The effect of varying the control point locations on the wing integrated
airload coefficients for a delta wing of aspect ratio of two is presented in
Table 2.02. As shown in the table, by moving the control points aft of the
3/4 chord of the panels, an increase in the wing airloads and a forward shift
of the center of pressure results. Similar conclusions are drawn for wings
of moderate aspect ratio and negligible sweepback angles (see Table 2.03).
Although for the low aspect ratio delta wing planforms better agreement be-
tween analytical and experimental solutions are obtained with the control
point locations aft of the 3/4 chord of the panels, the best control point
location which provides accurate results for any wing planform is considered to
be at the 77 percent of the elemental chords.
(7
' 19)
2.9.2 Wings of Moderate Aspect Ratio and Negligible Sweepback
Three different basic wing planforms of aspect ratio of six having
no twist and zero sweepback at the 1/4 chord are considered. Solutions for
the integrated wing airload coefficients using the present vortex lattice
program and the lifting line theory (1 8 ) are compared in Table 2.03. The
lattice network arrangements and corresponding section lift distributions for
the vortex lattice solutions are shown in Figure 2.08. The comparison of the
calculated span loadings for the rectangular and the straight tapered wings
against lifting line semi-empirical predictions( 20' 21) is presented in
Figure 2.09. A qualitative evaluation of results shows that the program pre-
dictions are in good agreement with the lifting line exact theory and the
lifting line semi-empirical predictions.
2.9.3 Wings of Low Aspect Ratio and Large Sweepback
Wing planforms of low aspect ratio having no twist and large leading
edge sweepback angles for which comprehensive wind tunnel test data are
available are considered. (2 3' 24) The range of wing planforms includes delta,
clipped delta, and straight tapered configurations of aspect ratios ranging
from two to four and leading edge sweepback angles as large as 600 (see
Table 2.04). The airfoil sections are relatively thin (, 3 percent) with
sharp or rounded nose sections. Under these conditions locally separated
flow at the wing leading edge with the accompanying vortex lift and loss of
leading edge suction force occurs. Analytical solutions for the wing plan-
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forms were generated by the program assuming no separated flow and fully sepa-
rated flow at the leading edges. Analytical predictions for the integrated
airload coefficients are compared with the experimental test results in
Table 2.04. Comparisons for a range in angle of attack from 00 to 250 are
shown for four representative wing planforms in Figures 2.10 through 2.12.
Comparisons of the lift distribution on the lifting surface for a delta wing
planform are presented in Figure 2.13. The analytical solutions in the table
and the figures were calculated assuming a control point location of 77 percent
of chord for the elemental panels. An evaluation of the overall results leads
to the following conclusions.
1) The analytical solutions for the integrated wing lift coefficients
are found in excellent agreement with the wind tunnel test results
(Figure 2.10). In general, the analytical solutions with and without
leading edge suction bound the experimental results.
2) Analytical solutions for the wing drag coefficients when compared
with the experimental results, although in less agreement, showed the
same trends as for the lift (Figure 2.11).
3) The analytical solutions for the integrated wing pitching moment
coefficients about the 1/4 of the mean geometric chord are not
found to be in good agreement with the wind tunnel test results
(Figure 2.12). Differences of the order of 25 percent are encountered
for the delta wing planform of aspect ratio of two and somewhat
smaller for the other wings. The reasons for the discrepancies
encountered for the pitching moment probably arise from two sources.
First, the test data for the wings were deduced from tests conducted
for wings with a slender fuselage. To obtain the characteristics of
wing alone, data for the fuselage alone was subtracted from the wing-
fuselage data and, as a result, the wing-fuselage interference effect
was neglected. Second, for the delta wing configurations the calcu-
lated lift in the tip regions is extremely large while in the real
test environment stalling in these regions would surely occur. This
would result in a redistribution of the vorticity on the wing upper
and lower surfaces which cannot be represented accurately by the vor-
tex lattice theory (see Figure 2.13). In addition, it should be
noted that the pitching moment error for the C/4 location is somewhat
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misleading in assessing the accuracy of the vortex lattice method
since at this location the magnitude of the pitching moment is of
zero order, i.e., more than an order of magnitude smaller than the
wing lift coefficient. The error in the pitching moment predictions
for the C/4 location (Figure 2.12) represents a difference of about
2,5 % of C on the location of the center of pressure at moderate
angles of attack (a < 50) that is equivalent to about 1% of the
maximum chord length of the wing. Another point worth noting is that
the vortex lift was found to be many times smaller than the wing lift
calculated by the vortex lattice method. Therefore, the approximate
treatment of the vortex lift by the suction analogy is considered
satisfactory in determining the net airload sum for the wing.
2.9.4 Ground Effects
Analytical solutions that include the ground effects are obtainable
by the method of images by assuming the ground plane to be perfectly flat and
of infinite extent. Under these conditions, the boundary requirements for the
flow at the ground plane are exactly satisfied by defining a wing image
located directly below the wing at a distance equal to twice the altitude from
the ground plane. For altitudes equal or greater than one chord length, the
lifting line and the lifting surface analytical techniques provide comparable
and accurate solutions to the problem. When the altitude from the ground
plane is diminished below the one-chord length, the chordwise distribution of
circulation is very strongly affected by the presence of the ground plane.
In this range of altitudes, only the lifting surface methods such as the
vortex lattice analysis technique can be expected to provide accurate solutions.
The accuracy of the present program for predicting ground effects may
be demonstrated by comparing analytical solutions against lifting line pre-
.. (25, 26) (26)dictions and experimental test results. In accomplishing these
objectives, ground effects were calculated for three different wing planforms
for which comprehensive wind tunnel test and/or flight data are available.
A comparison of results is shown in Figure 2.14. In examining the figure, the
following observations are made:
1) For the rectangular wing planform of aspect ratio of six shown in
the figure (Figure 2.14[A]), the program predictions of the ground
effects are found to be in perfect agreement with the flight test
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data (2 6 ) for the range of altitudes tested. As expected, the lifting
(25, 26)line theory is inaccurate very near the ground plane (H/C < 1).
2) For the straight tapered wing of aspect ratio of ten (Figure 2.14[B]),
the program predictions are found in very good agreement with the ex-
perimental data obtained in the wind tunnel. (2 7 ) Again, at distances
very near the ground plane, the lifting line theory (2 6 ) proves to be
inaccurate. An illustration of the corresponding variation of the
span lift distribution due to the ground effects is also shown in the
figure.
3) For a delta wing of aspect ratio of 2.309 (Figure 2.14[C]), the
present program predictions are compared with semi-empirical results
(28)
reported by Fox. The analytical predictions of the ground effects
by the program are found not to be in very good agreement with these
results. However, the accuracy of this data is suspected since the
wing lift coefficient out-of-ground is found to be about 20 percent
larger than reported by other investigators for comparable delta
wing planforms operating at the same angle of attack(2 3 , 24) (see
Figure 2.10, Configuration Cl).
2.9.5 Wings of Unusual Planforms
Analytical predictions of the aerodynamic characteristics for wings
having large sweepback angles and unusual planforms obtained by the present
(29, 30)program and the lifting line theory are compared in Figures 2.15 and
2.16. In the first figure, the span loading distribution predictions for
three different wing planforms of aspect ratio of six having continuous and
broken sweepback of 450 at the 1/4 chord are presented. In all three cases
good agreement is found between the vortex lattice and the lifting line pre-
dictions. Although the larger discrepancies are.found at the root region, the
small differences encountered in the span loading predictions are probably
due to the greater accuracy of the vortex lattice method for representing the
real problem. Predictions for the lift slope and the location of the center
of pressure on the wing surface also shown in the figure are found to be in
good agreement. In the second figure (Figure 2.16), predictions of the effect
of varying the sweepback angle on the wing lift slope for straight tapered
wings of aspect ratio of six are compared. Again, a comparison between the
vortex lattice and lifting line solutions are found to be in good agreement.
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2.9.6 Wings With Severe Surface Discontinuities
The accuracy of the present vortex lattice program for analyzing wing
planforms having severe surface discontinuities is considered in this section.
Such discontinuities arise from two sources: (1) sharp discontinuities in
the wing surface such as: abrupt changes in the wing dihedral, the presence
of wing-tip end plates, boundary layer flow fences, etc., and (2) trailing
edge surface discontinuities arising from large deflections of control devices
such as flaps or ailerons. The solutions for one example of each of these
types of discontinuities is considered and compared against experimental
results or other theoretical solutions.
1) Wing of Aspect Ratio of Four with End Plates
The exact analytical treatment of arbitrary wing planforms with end
plates at the tip can only be performed using the exact geometry (no
linearization) in prescribing the boundary conditions. The problem
presents the most severe test for the analytical method because of
the very large velocities induced in the spanwise directions by the
end plate bound vortex filaments. Analytical predictions performed
by the present program are compared with experimental results( 3 1)
for a rectangular wing of aspect ratio of four with large end plates
in Figure 2.17. The analytical results showed a stronger effect of
the end plates on the wing lift (about 30 percent larger) than ob-
tained in the wind tunnel experiments. This discrepancy is probably
due to the presence of separated flow in the corners of the wing-end
plate junctures which would account for the loss of lift.
2) Straight Tapered Wing of Aspect Ratio of Six with Flapped Surfaces
A straight tapered wing of aspect ratio of six having simple trail-
ing edge flapped surface of 25 percent of chord is considered. The
flapped surfaces are assumed to be constituted by the wing flaps and
the ailerons which extend from the root to the 62.5 percent and from
the 62.5 percent wing station to the tip respectively (see Figure 2.18).
Analytical solutions were obtained by the program for symmetric and
unsymmetric span loadings. Symmetric span loadings were calculated
for the wing operating with the flaps extended 300 and the ailerons
neutral, and unsymmetric span loadings, by assuming unequal aileron
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deflections of 10' down and 150 up for the left and right ailerons
respectively. The handling of the flap-aileron junction surface
discontinuity was treated using the smoothing procedure described
in Section 2.7 using 6/(b/2) value of 0.20. A summary of the princi-
pal results obtained were plotted using the program standard plotting
option and are presented in Figure 2.18. A comparison between the
results obtained and the lifting line and thin airfoil theory analyt-
ical predictions (9 ) are presented in Table 2.05. As shown in the
table, the vortex lattice method predictions for the airload incre-
ments due to the flapped surface deflections are found to be smaller
than by the other method. The discrepancies in the results probably
are due to the fact that in the present vortex lattice method the
exact geometry of the wing section camber distributions are con-
sidered while for the other method (thin airfoil theory) approximate
geometric boundary conditions (which are valid only at very small
flapped surface deflections) are used. The fact that the vortex
lattice predictions for the wing airloads increments are smaller is
a most revealing result. Note that solutions obtained based on
thin airfoil theory usually overestimate the effect of the flapped
surfaces by about 20 percent.
2.9.7 Multiple-Surface Configurations
The accuracy of the present vortex-lattice analysis program in ob-
taining solutions for vehicle configurations that are represented by two or
more lifting surfaces is to be evaluated in this section. Typical example
configurations under this category are: wing + horizontal tail (2 surfaces),
wing + canard control surface (2 surfaces), thick wing (2 surfaces), wing +
horizontal tail + vertical tail + fuselage (4 surfaces), lifting body (2 or
more surfaces), etc. The significant characteristic of the multiple-surface
problem is the mutual influence or interference effect that each surface
exerts on all the other surfaces. Such problems can only be properly
analyzed by the vortex-lattice and surface-integral ( 7 ) methods. In de-
termining the accuracy of the present analysis, analytical predictions were
performed for three representative vehicle configurations for which wind-
tunnel or flight data of sufficient quantity and accuracy is available. The
results obtained, a comparison between analytical predictions versus experi-
mental data, are presented in Figures 2.19 through 2.21. The vehicle con-
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figurations and type of experimental data sources studied were as follows:
1) out-of-ground wind tunnel tests conducted for a wing + canard surface +
slender fuselage model in Reference 32, 2) flight test data in and out of
ground conducted for the Douglas F5D-1 prototype airplane with a modified
ogee wing, and 3) flight test data in- and out-of-ground for the North
American XB-70 Airplane. In examining the comparisons presented in
the figures, it must be concluded that the present vortex-lattice analysis
method is capable of predicting the aerodynamic loads within a few percent
(1 percent to 5 percent) of the experimental results. The details of the
technical evaluation that led to this conclusion are discussed below.
1) Out-of-Ground Predictions
Analytical predictions for lift, induced drag, and pitching moment
for the wing-canard-fuselage model are compared against wind tunnel
test results in Figure 2.19. The predictions for the lift co-
efficient are found to be in remarkable agreement with the test
data, i.e., within one percent. This result was obtained not-
withstanding of the very strong mutual interference effect that
the canard surface exerts on the wing that is predicted by the
analysis (see Table 2.06). The induced drag predictions are
also found to be in very good agreement with the test data,
especially if it is taken into account the fact that the
magnitude of the induced drag force is much smaller (by a
Factor of ' 10) in comparison with the lift force. Similarly,
comparisons for the pitching moment are given about the C.G.
and the trailing-edge of th-e wing root chord. Although a very
large discrepancy is found between the predicted and the test
data for the pitching moment when expressed about the C.G., the
scale of the pitching moment here is very small and misleading.
By expressing the pitching moment about the aftermost location of
the wing surface, the trailing-edge of the wing root chord, a
more meaningful evaluation of results is possible. This fact can
be corroborated by calculating the discrepancy of the location of
the center of pressure that reveals the cause for the discrepancy
in the pitching moment. Accordingly, the predicted location of
the center of pressure when compared against the test data is off
by about ten percent of the wing C, or, about three percent of the
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model length. Since varying the vortex-lattice arrangement or the
number of control points showed no significant change on the pre-
dictions, it is concluded that the analytical predictions repre-
sent an exact solution. Then, the small discrepancy encountered
in the pitching moment (Figure 2.19d) or center of pressure lo-
cation can only be attributed to wind tunnel test measurement
errors or to the fact that the exact geometry of the wind tunnel
model was only approximately represented by the vortex-lattice
arrangement used in carrying out the calculations of analytical
predictions.
2) In-Ground-Predictions
Analytical predictions for the lift of full-size vehicles in
flight in the presence or absence of a very near ground plane
are compared against flight test data (3 4) in Figures 2.20 and 2.21.
In general, relative good agreement is found between the analytical
predictions and the flight test data. Although better agreement
is found for the out-of-ground comparisons, this finding is not
surprising when considering the great difficulties encountered in
obtaining accurate data very near the ground plane. Corrections
on the lift due to varying control surface deflections, jet thrust,
etc., that include the ground effect are difficult to assess and
are generally ignored.
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TABLE 2.01 - VORTEX-LATTICE GEOMETRY EFFECT ON THE CALCULATED WING AIRLOADS (PROGRAM HAO1OB)
FOR A DELTA WING OF ASPECT RATIO = 2, OPERATING AT c = 100 AND M = 0.25
VORTEX MATRIX GEOMETRY WITH L. E. SUCTION NO L. E. SUCTION EXECUTION
(BLUNT L. E.) (SHARP L. E.) TIME
NO. SPAN SPAN NO. CHORD CHORD TOTAL NO. CL  C C C C CC/4) SECONDS
ELEMENTS SPACINGt ELEMENTS SPACINGt ELEMENTS L D M( ) L D M(/4) SECONDS
1 14 0 5 0 70 0.3708 0.0476 -0.0825 0.4071 0.0722 -0.0882 39
2 14 1 5 0 70 0.3765 0.0472 -0.0845 0.4149 0.0735 -0.0905 38
3 14 0 5 1 70 0.3717 0.0488 -0.0801 0.4074 0.0729 -0.0860 39
4 14 1 5 1 70 0.3770 0.0478 -0.0830 0.4152 0.0739 -0.0890 39
5 20 0 5 0 100 0.3739 0.0486 -0.0827 0.4098 0.0729 -0.0885 73
6 20 1 5 0 I00 0.3765 0.0483 -0.0843 0.4141 0.0734 -0.0904 73
7 20 1 5 1 100 0.3772 0.0495 -0.0818 0.4137 0.0738 -0.0881 74
8 14 1 9 0 136 0.3752 0.0477 -0.0837 0.4127 0.0733 -0.0895 106
C1
tLEGEND
1 = COSINE SPACING





AC/ 4 = 560
TABLE 2.02 - VORTEX-LATTICE CONTROL POINT LOCATION EFFECT ON THE CALCULATED WING AIRLOADS (PROGRAM HAO1OB)
FOR A DELTA WING OF ASPECT RATIO = 2, OPERATING AT a = 100 AND M = 0.25
LOCATION OF CONTROL POINT
75% 80% 83% 77%
% OF ELEMENT CHORD
NO. SPAN ELEMENTS 14 14 14 14
VORTEX MATRIX SPAN SPACINGt 1 1 1 
0
GEOMETRY NO. CHORD ELEMENTS 5 5 5 5
CHORD SPACINGt 0 0 0 0
C
CL 0.3673 0.3908 0.4044 0.3708
WITH L. E. CWITH L. E. CD. 0.0462 0.0527 0.0568 0.0476
SUCTION 1
(BLUNT L. E.)
M(C/4) -0.0846 -0.0838 -0.0823 -0.0825
CL 0.4051 0.4359 0.4602 0.4071




M(C/4) -0.0903 -0.0892 -0.0885 -0.0882
tLEGEND Cl AR - 2
1 = COSINE SPACING TR = 0
0 = CONSTANT SPACING A-/4 - 560
C /4
TABLE 2.03 - WING AIRLOAD PREDICTION COMPARISONS FOR WING PLANFORMS OF MODERATE ASPECT RATIO
GEOMETRY AERO COEFFICIENTS AT a = M100,  = 0
WING LIFT
ANALYSIS PLANFOP ASPECT TAPER SWEEP CL CM(/4) CD SLOPE WING A. C.
ANALYSIS PLANFORIL M(C/4) D SLOPE A C
RATIO RATIO A(C/4) C /DEG %
RECTANGULAR 6 1 0 0.7567 0.0004 0.0355 0.07567 24.99
TRW VORTEX-LATTICE METHOD
(PROGRAM HAO10B) TAPERED 6 1/3 0 0.7795 0.0031 0.0367 0.07795 24.59
CONTROL POINT AT 757
ELLIPTICAL 6.04 0 0 0.7865 -0.0211 0.0377 0.07865 27.71
NACA REPORT NO. 631(18) RECTANGULAR 6 1 0 0.7870 0 0.0345 0.07870 
25.00
NACA REPORT NO. 
(1 8 )
SECTION LIFT SLOPE TAPERED 6 1/3 0 0.8195 0 0.0363 0.08195 25.00
a = 27 x 57.3
o ELLIPTICAL 6 0 0 0.8220 0 0.0358 0.08220 25.00
RECTANGULAR 6 1 0 0.7779 0.0068 0.0373 0.07779 24.12
TRW VORTEX-LATTICE METHOD
(PROGRAM HAO10B) TAPERED 6 1/3 0 0.8011 0.0097 0.0387 0.08011 23.78
CONTROL POINT AT 77%
ELLIPTICAL 6.04 0 0 0.8081 -0.0149 0.0398 0.08081 26.84
NACA REPORT NO. 631(18) RECTANGULAR 6 1 0 0.7286 0.0044 0.0295 0.07286 
24.40
SECTION LIFT SLOPE TAPERED 6 1/3 0 0.7564 0.0045 0.0307 0.07564 24.40
a = 0.099
0
(NACA0012 AIRFOIL) ELLIPTICAL 6 0 0 0.7610 0.0046 0.0307 0.07610 24.40
TABLE 2.04 - WING AIRLOAD PREDICTION COMPARISONS FOR WING PLANFORMS OF MODERATE ASPECT RATIO AT a= 50
CONFIGURATION TEST CONDITIONS ANALYSISt (PROGRAM HA010B) EXPERIMENT WING AIRLOAD COEFFICIENTS C. P. LOCATION
WITH L. E. NO L. E.
ASPECT TAPER SWEEP ANGLE AIRFOIL MACH REYNOLDS SUCTION SUCTION NACA RM C C % C
RATIO RATIO A(C/4) SECTION NUMBER NUMBER (BLUA0T L. E.) (SHARP L. E.) L C
X 0.1849 0.0193 -0.0423 47.87
DELTA 2 0 56.00 NACA 0.25 16.6 x 106 X 0.1941 0.0248 -0.0435 47.410003-63
X 0.1830 0.0165 -0.0333 43.19
X 0.2433 0.0210 -0.0412 41.93
DELTA 3 0 45.00 NACA 0.25 10.6 x 106 X 0.2547 0.0304 -0.0422 41.560003-63
X 0.2390 0.0200 -0.0332 38.89
X 0.2893 0.0215 -0.0384 38.27
3% THICK
DELTA 4 0 37.00 ROUNDED 0.25 9.1 x 106 X 0.3029 0.0348 -0.0391 37.90NOSE
L SECTION X 0.2830 0.0255 -0.0299 35.56
X 0.3104 0.0216 -0.0007 25.22
3% THICK 6
TAPERED 3.08 0.39 11.50 BICONVEX 0.25 8.3 x 10 X 0.3214 0.0362 +0.0023 24.28
SECTION
X 0.2860 0.0278 +0.0121 20.76
X 0.2615 0.0213 -0.0203 32.76
3% THICK
TAPERED 3 0.40 40.6' BICONVEX 0.25 8.4 x 106 X 0.2722 0.0319 -0.0186 31.83
SECTION
X 0.2710 0.0275 -0.0175 31.45
X 0.3000 0.0254 0.0000 25.00
3% THICK 6
RECTANGULAR 2 1.0 00 BICONVEX 0.61 4.4 x 10 X 0.3109 0.0352 +0.0031 24.00
SECTION
X 0.2650 0.0271 +0.0150 19.339
X 0.2800 0.0295 -0.0226 33.07
3/8 THICK
CLIPPED 2 0.33 37.0* BICONVEX 0.61 4.8 x 10 X 0.2918 0.0336 -0.0204 31.99
DELTA SECTION
X 0.2600 0.0310 -0.0161 31.92
tCOLOCATION POINT LOCATION AT 77% OF ELEMENT CHORD
AND ed = 0.007 WERE USED IN THE ANALYSIS.
o
TABLE 2.05 - COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AIRLOAD COEFFICIENT INCREMENTS DUE TO FLAP DEFLECTION
FOR A 25% OF CHORD FLAPPED SURFACE
SECTION COEFFICIENT INCREMENTS PER DEGREE OF FLAP
DEFLECTION AT Y/(b/2) = 0.40
AcZ/6f Acm(C/4)/6f Acn/ 6 f Ach/6 f
VORTEX LATTICE METHOD
(PROGRAM HA010B) 0.040 -0.01166 0.0566 -0.0140
LIFTING LINE THEORY
(WAKE II PROGRAM )  0.0672 -0.01138 0.0487 -0.0164
Note: The results presented were calculated for a 25% chord flap deflected 300 with
the wing operating at zero angle of attack (See Figure 2.18).
TABLE 2.06 - MULTIPLE-LIFTING-SURFACES INTERFERENCE EFFECT PREDICTIONS (HAO01OB)
FOR A SELECTED WING-CANARD-FUSELAGE CONFIGURATION (SEE FIGURE 2.19)
WING LIFT COEFFICIENT CL BASED ON S AND a = 12.50
WING CANARD CENTER FUS FUS NOSE SUM AT C.G.
COMMENT S = 694.18 S = 113.04 S = 17.53 S = 26.44 S = 694.18
T 7 71 iT 7T
WINIG ALONE 0.7391 0.7091
CANARD ALONE 0.5214 0.0849
WING + CANARD 0.6694 0.4129 0.7366
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FIGURE 2.02 - GEOMETRY CONVENTION FOR A SKEW-SHAPED HORSESHOE VORTEX FILAMENT
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FIGURE 2.03 - VELOCITY INDUCED BY AN ELEMENTAL VORTEX FILAMENT OF LENGTH AL
DEFINED IN A LOCALIZED COORDINATE SYSTEM
B2-3(-c,-a,-d)
a /2
b C (0, 0, 0) +xV
+Y D (c, a, d) ,
FIGURE 2.04 - GEOMETRY CONVENTION FOR A SKEW-SHAPED HORSESHOE VORTEX FILAMENT
DEFINED IN THE LOCAL COORDINATE SYSTEM
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FIGURE 2.05 - ILLUSTRATION OF THE ORIGINS OF THE VORTEX LIFT
LEADING EDGE
COSINE SMOOTHING
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3.0 INPUT
3.1 General Directions for Program Input
Five separate modes of execution are permitted for the TRW
Vortex-Lattice Analysis Program #HAO10B (N.SURFACE). These include:
(1) two main execution modes for solving lifting-surface problems
by the vortex-lattice method, i.e., SQT ISURF and NSURF execution,
(2) two test execution modes for determing the accuracy of the
matrix inversion procedure, i.e., XQT ISURFT and NSURFT execution,
and (3) one auxiliary execution mode used for obtaining Calcomp
or 4060-microfilm output, i.e., XQT TRWPLT execution.
1) Main Execution Modes
Two main execution modes are permitted: XQT ISURF and SQT NSURF.
These modes are used to analyze single- or multiple- lifting surface
configurations respectively. Punched cards are used as the input media.
NAMELIST statements and formatted statements are used exclusively. The
input data is classified into groups, i.e., Group #1, Group #2, Group #3,
and Group #4. A brief description of the information contained in
each group and the arrangement order for input is given below:
Group No. Function Contents Type of Input
#1 Execution Mode Card 7/8 punch, space, "A" format
(START) Mode = ISURF or NSURF XQT, space, mode
#2 Job Identification 1. Job Title "A" format
(title) and Comments (1 card)
2. Comments "A" format
(3 cards)
#3 Job execution controls Namelist NAMELIST
and solution specifi- $INPUT
cations
#4 Job/Jobs Termination $ENDJ0BS "A" format
(END)
2) Test Execution Modes
Two test execution modes are permitted: XQT ISURFT and SQT NSURFT.
These two modes are used to determine the accuracy of the matrix in-
version procedure for the ISURF and NSURF execution modes respectively.
Only the execution mode card is required for input for the test
execution modes, as follows:
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3.1 General Directions for Program Input (Continued)
Group No. Function Contents Type of Input
#1 Execution Mode Card 7/8 punch, space "A" format
(ONLY) Mode = ISURFT or XQT, space, mode
NSURFT
3) Auxiliary Execution Mode
One auxiliary execution mode is permitted: XQT TRWPLT. This exe-
cution mode is contained in the second file of the program PCF tape
and is used to generate Calcomp or 4060-microfilm output. The required
input consists of the TRWPLT input instructions and a data tape. The
description of the preparation of the input instructions is presented
in Reference 35. The format and contents of the data tape which is
generated in the execution of the main execution modes of the program
is described under "Tape Output" in Section 5.3.
In preparing the program input (the main execution modes) the
following conventions must be observed:
1. The first input card per case should be placed immediately
following the XQT MODE card for the first case or behind
the last card of the previous case for multiple case input.
Blank cards between cases or input data groups should not be
included in the input data deck.
2. For each case the arrangement of the input data must be
ordered by groups, i.e., Group #1, Group #2, Group #3 and
Group #4.
3. The last card of the input data deck is the end of jobs
card (Group #4). This card must have $ENDJOBS on it only
(Columns 2-9).
4. For namelist input, the first card must have the namelist
on it only (i.e., $INPUT in columns 2-7).
5. For namelist input, data cards must be punched between
columns 2-80. Continuation cards may be freely used by
starting on the.next line where the previous line left off.
Every card must terminate with a comma (,). Variables that
are input via NAMELIST must be dimensioned, for example:
NSS(1) = 8,
X(1) = 10, 15, 15, 20, 20, 20, 30,....
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There is no fixed order in which the variables are to be
entered. They may be grouped at the user's discretion.
The following abbreviations may be used for repeating fields
in a table:
X(1) = 10, 2*15, 3*20, 30, ...... is equivalent to
X(1) = 10, 15, 15, 20, 20, 20, 30, ..... or
X(1) = 10, X(4) = 3*20, X(2) = 2*15, ... etc.
6. For namelist input, the last card must have $END on it only
(Columns 2-5).
7. Differentiation between similar looking characters: To avoid
confusion due to the similarity in appearance of certain
characters, the following rules should be followed:
a. The alphabetic I is used as opposed to the numeric 1
(one).
b. The alphabetic Z is written Z as opposed to the
numeric 2 (two).
c. The alphabetic 0 is written 0 as opposed to the
numeric 0 (zero).
The detailed input instructions and definitions of all input
quantities for the program are presented in this section in the
following sequence: 1) program input setup guide (Pages 3-8, 3-9),
2) program input instructions (Pages 3-10 through 3-17), AND 3)
an alphabetical list of all input quantities (Pages 3-18 through
3-20). In addition, the following information that is related to
the preparation of the program input is found in the following
sections or figures of this report:
1) Vehicle Geometry Sign Convention:
see Figure 3.01, Page 3-4.
2) Vortex-Lattice Arrangement Restrictions:
see Section 3.2.
3) Input Card-Deck-Setup Examples:
see example problems, Section 6.1.





3.1 General Directions for Program Input (Continued)
a IZ
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FIGURE 3.01 - LIFTING-SURFACES INPUT GEOMETRY SIGN CONVENTION
(RIGHT HANDED COORDINATE SYSTEM)
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3.2 Vortex-Lattice Arrangement Restrictions
The configuration of the vortex-lattice or arrangement of elemental
panels that is specified in the input determines the validity of the
solutions. In general, bad solutions are obtained when the number of
elemental panels that determines the vortex-lattice arrangement is in-
sufficient to properly represent the problem geometry. Other sources
that lead to bad solutions are: the presence of sharp discontinuities
in the lifting-surfaces geometry, unequal panel dimensions for adjacent
elemental panels, and improper spacing of trailing vortices shed from
forward surfaces that impinge on rear surfaces. The indicators that
warn of the presence of bad solutions are:
1. The drag calculated for the sum of the total number of surfaces
considered in a solution is negative. Although, negative drag
is not always a good indicator for bad solutions because its
magnitude is.generally much smaller than the lift and therefore
subject to more severe numerical roundoff errors, positive drag
is unquestionably always an indicator of a good solution.
2. The calculated lift versus angle of attack curve is not smooth.
The source of the errors that led to a bad solution can be de-
termined by examining the magnitude of the calculated circulation
for the vortex filaments or the spanwise lift distribution (see
Figures 5.3 and 5.8).
3. The calculated values for lift and drag are out of range, i.e.,
the solution blew.
In the opposite side, a solution or a set of solutions may be considered
to be good if by increasing the number of elemental panels or rearranging the
configuration of the vortex-lattice by a small amount leads to a negligible
variation of the magntude of the calculated airload coefficients. It should
be noted that: "there is no shortcut or formula presently available that, if
followed, will always guarantee the generation of good solutions." The
program user should be aware of this fact and should follow good judgement
based on experience in aerodynamics in assessing the validity of the vortex-
lattice solutions that he generates.
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3.2 Vortex-Lattice Arrangement Restrictions (Continued)
As a guide to engineers using the vortex-lattice analysis method for the
first time, the user should adhere to the following general directions:
1. The larger the number of elemental panels used for representing
a given lifting-surface configuration, the more accurate will be
the solutions that will be obtained.
2. Adjacent panels should be of approximately equal size and should
have approximately the same configuration, i.e., the variation
in size and configuration between adjacent panels should be as
small as possible (Figure 3.02[A]).
3. The width of panels in a column of one or more lifting surfaces
should be exactly the same and must line up perfectly (Figure
3.02[B]). This requirement arises because of the approximate
representation of the vorticity distribution on the lifting
surfaces by discrete-size vortex filaments that are used in the
vortex-lattice method. Note that the trailing vortices must
lie equidistant to the co-location points in a row of elemental
panels downstream. As a special feature of the program (TRW
Vortex-Lattice Analysis Program #HAO10B), the trailing vortices
can be located exactly in line with a column of co-location points
(Figure 3.02[C]). In this instance, the velocity induced by
these vortices at the co-location points (which may be indefinite)
is simply ignored.
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ERROR: THE SIZE OF THE FIN PANELS DOES NOT
A) SIZE OF ADJACENT PANELS. MATCH THE SIZE OF THE ADJACENT WING
PANELS.
B) WIDTH OF DOWNSTREAM PANELS
iI
ERROR: THE SIZE OF THE FUSELAGE PANELS
DOES NOT MATCH THE WIDTH OF THE
WING PANELS
DOUGLAS F5D-1 PROTOTYPE AIRPLANE
WITH A MODIFIED OGEE WING
ERROR: THE SPACING OF THE CANARD SURFACE
TRAILING-EDGE VORTICES DOES NOT
MATCH THE SPACING OF THE WING
C) SPACING OF UPSTREAM VORTICES O-LOCATION POINTS.
ERROR: THE WIDTH OF THE FUSELAGE PANELS WING-CANARD-FUSELAGE TEST MODEL
DOES NOT MATCH THE WIDTH OF THE FOR WIND TUNNEL TEST
CANARD SURFACE PANELS. (NASA TM X-120)
FIGURE 3.02 - ILLUSTRATION OF POOR VORTEX-LATTICE ARRANGEMENT
OVERSIZED INSERTS ARE SHOWN IN ERROR
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3.3 PROGRAM INPUT SETUP GUIDE
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
VZ RUN 54589,TRW0001,3303AOOO01P,3.1 JOB CARD
VN MSG FILE REQ. TAPE 1 FH432 3 FSTRN 1 MESSAGE CARD
V ASG X=Ai0202 PROGRAM PCF TAPE NO,
V ASG F REQUIRED IF TRw PLOT
V PLT OPTION IS USED
.V XQT CUR READ-IN PROGRAM CARDS
TRW X (LOAD THE PROGRAM)
ERS
IN X
PEF X (IF PLOT OPTION USED)
TRI X
TOC
V XGT MPDE (MODE= NSURF OR ISURF) EXECUTION MODE CARD
JOB TITLE FOR 0JB 1 (1 CARD) JOB TITLE-START JOB 1
CaMMENTS,REGUIRED FOR JOB 1 (3 CARDS) COMMENTS
$INPUT START NAMEIST $INPUT
NFLG,IFLG, JO8-EXECUTION FLAGS
K0UT,KTi,KT2,KT3,LINX, OUTPUT SPECIFICATIONS
NWING,NFUS,NVTAIL, LIFTING SURFACE TYPE




NJOB,ALFA,MACHNsHEIGHT,FLAPDJ,AILDJNS.LV, FLIGHT ATTITUDE SPECS
NJOBL,WCL, LINEARIZED THEORY
COL0CPWSMOTHLFLAPaLDRAG,CLEANFPPMECFCUTOF1ICUTMF2  OPTIONAL INPUT CONST,
SEND END NAMELIST $INPUT
JOB TITLE FOR JOB 2 (1 CARD) JOB TITLE-START JOB 2
$INPUT START NAMELIST $INPUT
NAMELIST DATA DATA FOR JOB 2
SND EEND NAMELIST $5NPUT
SENDJBS END OP ALL JOB5
V XQT TRWPLT EXECUTE PLOT OPTION











NPOSN1 = 600, 950
NPOSN2 = 600, 925
NPOSN3 = 600. 900
NPOSN4 = 600o 50
CHARSZ = 10_ _O_1!,0_,O0
V = 7/8 PUNCH.
NOTE: THE FOLLOWING CONTROL CARDS ARE OPTIONAL FOR INPUT
vN MSG = MESSAGE CARD (REQUIRED FOR NASA-MSC)
v PLT = REOUIRED FOR PLOT OUTPUT
INPUT INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE CALCOMP/4060-MICROFILM PLOT-OUTPUT OPTION,
XQT TRWPLT, ARE FOUND IN REFERENCE 35. THESE INSTRUCTIONS HAVE BEEN
OMITTED IN THE PRESENT REPORT.
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3.3 PROGRAM INPUT SETUP GUIDE (CONTINUED)
ANNT1 ID = EXAMPLE PROB, 1 - MULTIPLE-SURFACE ANNOTATIUNb (EXAMPLE)
ANNOT2 = ID = CAPABILITY DEMONSTRATION RUN
ANNOT3 = ID = A.G0MEZ/ 5 JULY 72
ANN1(T4 = ID =
TITLE = ID = ISOIETRIC PROJECTION OF LIFTING SURFACES PLOT LABELS 
(EXAMPLE)
XLABEL = ID = HORIZONTAL AXIS, SEMISPANS
YLABEL = ID = VERTICAL AXIS SEMISPANS P
XHI= 1.5 PLOT SCALE (EXAMPLE)
XL =-1,
YHI =  1.5
YL2=-, .
PLOT c 2,1, 3,1, ENDLST PLOT INSTRUCTIONS
E.NDPLT FOR 1ST, FILE
ANOTSV = 0
'i0ADV = 1
PLOT = 5,1, 6,1, ENDLST
EIDPLT
.IOAD\V 1
PLOT = 2,2, 3,2, ENDLST
ENDPLT
N:ADV = 1
PLOT = 2,3, 3,3, ENDLST
ErlDPLT
F.iDF IL
E10ADV 1 PLOT INSTRUCTIONS
PLOT z 2,1, 3,1, ENDLST FOR 2ND. FILE,,ETC.
E ,IDPLT
N'ADV I
PLT = 5,1, 6,1, ENDLST
EN DPLT
-IADV = 1
PLGT = 2.2, 3,2, ENDLST
ENDPLT
NPADV = 1
PLOT = 2,3, 3,3, ENDLST
ENrDPLT
ENDFIL
E'.IDRUN END OF PLOTS CARD




------ *------ w ------------------ m--------**----- -m------- --- ------------
3.4 INPUT INSTRUCTIONS
------- --------------- w---------m------f-a...............---------
GROUP 1 - EXECUTION MODE CARD,
* FIVE SEPARATE EXECUTION MODES ARE PERMITTED *
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
(1) V XQT NSURF (COLUMNS 1-11) 1 TO 5 LIFTING SURFACES MAY BE CONSIDERED
SIMULTANEOUSLY.
(2) v XQT ISURF (COLUMNS 1-11) ONLY 1 LIFTING SURFACE MAY BE CONSIDERED
WITH OR WITHOUT LINEARIZED LIFT OPTION,
(3) v XQT NSURFT (COLUMNS 1-12) MATRIX INVERSION.TEST FOR XQT NSURF MODE.
(4) V XGT ISURFT (COLUMNS 1-12) MATRIX INVERSION TEST FOR XQT ISURF MODE.
(5) V XgT TRwPLT ICoL.UMNS I.12 ) PLOT opTION(REFERENCE 35)
GROUP 2 - JOB IDENTIFICATION (TITLE) AND COMMENTS,
* REQUIRED INPUT FOR NSURF AND ISURF EXECUTION MODES *
CARD I FORMAT(13A6tA2) (TITLE(I),I=1,14)
CARDS 2,3,4 FORMAT((13A6,A2)) (COMTSCIbIl=i,42) (JOB I ONLY)
GROUP 3 - VORTEX-LATTICE ANALYTICAL SOLUTION SPECIFICATIONS,
* REQUIRED INPUT FOR NSURF AND ISURF EXECUTION MODES *
** NAMELIST INPUT FORMAT **
NAMELIST/INPUT/ NFLG ,IFLG ,KOUT ,KTI ,KT2 ,KT3 ,LINX
* ,NWING oNFUS ,NVTAILNSS ,X ,Y ,Z ,E ,C
* ,XICR ,YSPAN ,NCS ,XC ,ZOC ,WFLAPl,WFLAP2,WFLAP3,PLAPC
* ,TABC DFLAPDJ,TABDJ ,AILDJ ,XCG ,YCG ZGCG ,REFS ,REFC
* ,REFB ,GSCALE,NJOB ,ALFA ,MACHN ,HEIGHTFLAPD,AILD oNSOLV
* ,NJOBL ,WCL ,C0L4CP,WSM0TH,LFLAP ,LDRAG ,CLEANF,PMECF ,CUTOFI
* ,CUTOF2
** JOB-EXECUTION FLAGS **
(1) NFLAG REQUIRED FOR NSURF EXECUTION MODE,
---------------------------------------
(NFLG(N),N=1,M) NUMBER OF SPANWISE VORTEX-LATTICE ELEMENTS ASSIGNED
TO THE N SURFACE, WHERE M.LE.5,
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3.4 INPUT INSTRUCTIONS (CONTINUED)
(NFLG(N+5),NSm,M) NUMBER OF CHORDWISE VORTEX-LATTICE ELEMENTS ASSIGNED
TO THE N SURFACE.
(NFLG(N+10),N=1,M) NUMBER OF CHORDWISE DISCONTINUITIES ASSIGNED TO THE
N SURFACE, WHERE,
NFLG(N+1O),EQ,O NO FLAPS AND/OR AILERONS,
NFLG(N+10),GE,1 WITH FLAPS AND/OR AILERONS,
NFLG(N+1O),EQ.2 WITH TAB SURFACE,
NFLG(16) = 0 ZOC(K,J) INPUT IS DIMENSIONLESS (NORMALIZED BY C(J)).
= 1 ZOC(KJ) INPUT IS DIMENSIONED USING THE SAME UNITS AS
THE WING PLANFORM SPECIFICATIONS (E,Gr y(J),X(U),ETC,)
NFLG(17) = 0 NO EFFECT (OUT-OF-GROUND),
= 1 GROUND EFFECTSI.E.,FLIGHT IN THE PRESENCE OF A GROUND
PLANE ARE CALCULATED,
NFLG(18) : 0 NO EFFECT,
= 1 ARRAYS OF SOLUTIONS USING LIFTING LINE THEORY ARE
CALCULATED FROM A PAIR OF EXACT VORTEX-LATTICE
SOLUTIONS, THIS OPTION NOT OPERATIONAL AT PRESENT,
NFLG(19) = 0 NO EFFECT,
= 1 CALCOMP OR MICROFILM PLOT DATA TAPE IS GENERATED,
NFLG(20) =ND PRINT-OUTPUT CONTROL EFFICIENCY FLAG ASSIGNMENT,
USED AS FOLLOWS,
ND,GE,O = SHORT-PRINT OUTPUTs IE,. NAMELIST $INPUT,
SURFACES GEOMETRY, AIRFOIL MEAN-CAMBER, AND,
SECTION AND SPATIALLy-INTEGRATED AIRLOAD
COEFFICIENTS ARE OUTPUT,
ND,GE,i = VORTEX-LATTICE GEOMETRY DETAIL IS OUTPUT.
ND,GE,2 = VORTEX-LATTICE ELEMENTAL LIFT AND INDUCED
VELOCITY ARE OUTPUT
NDGE,5 = VORTEX-LATTICE GEOMETRY DETAIL, AND INDUCED
VELOCITY INCREMENTS ARE OUTPUT.
ND,GE,8 = DEBUG OUTPUT FOR PROGRAM CHECK/DEVELOPMENT,
IE,, NAMELISTS SDBUGi, SDBUG2 AND $DBUG3
ARE OUTPUT,
ND,GT 15ANDNFLG(17),GE,1 = DEBUG OUTPUT FOR PROGRAM
CHECK/DEVELOPMENT* I,E,. NAMELIST SREFLEX
IS OUTPUT,
(2) IFLAG REQUIRED FOR ISURF EXECUTION MODE,
------- -------------------------------
IFLG(1) 0 SYMMETRIC LIFT LOADING, NOT REQUIRED FOR INPUTVALUES
= UNSYMMETRIC LIFT LOADING, ARE ASSIGNED IN EXECUTION
IFLG(2) = NSD NUMBER OF SPAN DISCONTINUITIES, NSD= 0 1,2,3,0R 4,
REQUIRED INPUT IF IFLG(4),NE,O.
IFLG( 3 ) = NSE NUMBER OF SPAN VORTEX-LATTICE ELEMENTS, NSE.LE,NSEMAX,
WHERE NSEMAX=41 AND 21 FOR SYMMETRIC AND UNSYMMETRIC
LIFT LOADING RESPECTIVELY.
IFLG( 4 ) 0 EQUAL SPAN-SPACING FOR VORTEX-LATTICE ELEMENTS.
i 1 COSINE (VARIABLE) SPAN SPACING OF VORTEX-LATTICE
ELEMENTS,
* 2 SPAN-SPACING OF VORTEX-LATTICE ELEMENTS IS TO BE
ASSIGNED IN THE INPUT, (YSPAN(N),NwINSE),
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3.4 INPUT INSTRUCTIONS (CONTINUED)
IFLG(5) 2 NCD NUMBER OF CHORD DISCONTINUITIES, WHERE NCD=O AND NCD81
MUST BE ASSIGNED TO UNFLAPPED AND FLAPPED WING SURFACES
RESPECTIVELY,
IFLG(6) = NCE NUMBER OF CHORD VORTEX-LATTICE ELEMENTS, NCELEtNCEMAX,
WHERE NCEMAX=9, AND NCE,GE,2 FOR FLAPPED SURFACES,
IFLG( 7 ) ' 0 EQUAL CHORD-SPACING FOR VORTEX-LATTICE ELEMENTS,
2= COSINE (VARIABLE) CHORD SPACING OF VORTEX-LATTICE
ELEMENTS,
IFLG(8) = 0 NO EFFECT,
i 1 ARRAYS OF SOLUTIONS USING LIFTING LINE THEORY ARE
CALCULATED FROM A PAIR OF EXACT VORTEX-LATTICE
SOLUTIONS.
IFLG(9) = 0 NO EFFECT,
= 2 GROUND EFFECTS.IE,,FLIGHT IN THE PRESENCE OF A GROUND
PLANE ARE CALCULATED,
IFLG(10) = NU PRINT-OUTPUT CONTROL EFFICIENCY FLAG ASSIGNMENT,
USED AS FOLLOWS,
ND.GE,O z SHORT-PRINT OUTPUTs, sE., NAMELIST SINPUT,
SURFACES GEOMETRY, AIRFOIL MEAN-CAMBER, AND,
SECTION AND SPATIALLY-INTEGRATED AIRLOAD
COEFFICIENTS ARE OUTPUT,
NDGE, = VORTEX-LATTICE GEOMETRY DETAIL IS OUTPUT,
ND.GE,2 = VORTEX-LATTICE ELEMENTAL LIFT AND INDUCED
VELOCITY ARE OUTPUT
ND.GE,5 = VORTEX-LATTICE GEOMETRY DETAIL, AND INDUCED
VELOCITY INCREMENTS ARE OUTPUT,
ND.GE,8 = DEBUG OUTPUT FOR PROGRAM CHECK/DEVELOPMENT,
I,E,, NAMELISTS SDBUGi, SDBUG2, AND SDBUC3
ARE OUTPUT,
ND,GT,15AND,IFLG(9),GE,l 2 DEBUG OUTPUT FOR PROGRAM
CHECK/DEVELOPMENT, I,E,. NAMELIST SREFLEX
IS OUTPUT,
IFLG(C1) = 0 NO EFFECT.
o1 OUTPUT SOLUTIONS FOR CHORDWISE AND SPANWISE SECTION
AIRLOAD COEFFICIENTS,
IFLG(12)= 0 NO EFFECT,
= I OUTPUT SURFACE PLANFORM GEOMETRY ON CALCOMP/MICROFILM
PLOT TAPE,
IFLG(13)= 0 NO EFFECT,
1 OUTPUT CHORD AND SPAN SECTION AIRLOAD COEFFICIENTS ON
CALCOMP/MICROFILM PLOT TAPE,
IFLG(14)2 0 NO EFFECT,
OUTPUT LINEARIZED SOLUTION OF AIRLOAD COEFFICIENTS ON
CALCOMP/MICROFILM PLOT TAPE,
IFLG(15) NOT A REQUIRED INPUT, VALUE ASSIGNED IN EXECUTION,
* OUTPUT SPECIFICATIONS **
KOUT (=6 IF OMITTED) PRINT BCD OUTPUT PHYSICAL UNIT ASSIGNMENT,
KTI (al IF OMITTED) SCRATCH/WORK PHYSICAL UNIT ASSIGNMENT,
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3.4 INPUT INSTRUCTIONS (CONTINUED)
KT2 (aS, ASG LOGICAL UNIT F, IF OMITTED) CALCOMP/MICROFILM D
R UM OR
TAPE PHYSICAL UNIT ASSIGNMENT,
KT3 (=3 IF OMITTED) SCRATCH/WORK PHYSICAL UNIT ASSIGNMENT,
LINX (=56 IF OMITTED) MAXIMUM NUMBER OF LINES PER PAGE FOR PRINTED
OUTPUT,
** SURFACE TYPE CLASSIFICATIONS **
* OMIT FOR XQT ISURF EXECUTION MODE *
NWING (=1 IF OMITTED) NUMBER OF SYMMETRIC LIFTING SURFACES, E,Gle WING
SURFACES, THAT MUST BE ORDERED AS FOLLOWS,
N = 1,2,3#,.,,NWING, (NLE5)
NFUS (=0 IF OMITTED) NUMBER OF ANTISYMMETRIC LIFTING SURFACES, E,GI,
VERTICAL SURFACE/S ASSIGNED TO REPRESENT A FUSELAGE OR A VERTICAL
FIN, THAT MUST BE ORDERED AS FOLLOWS,
N : 1,2,3,,.,,NWING+NFUS. (N,LE,5)
NVTAIL (=0 IF OMITTED) NUMBER OF ANTISYMMETRIC LIFTING SURFACES, E,G,,
VERTICAL SURFACE/S ASSIGNED TO REPRESENT A VERTICAL FIN, TWIN
FINS, END PLATES, ETC,, THAT MUST BE ORDERED AS FOLLOWS,
N = 1,2,3,,,,,NWING+NFUS+IABS(NVTAIL), (N.LE.5)
NVTAIL MAY BE ENTERED AS A POSITIVE OR A NEGATIVE INTEGER IN
ORDER TO SPECIFY SYMMETRY ABOUT THE PLANE Y=O, I,E,e
+ INTEGER = ANTISYMMETRIC SURFACE, EG. A SINGLE FIN,
INTEGER = SYMMETRIC SURFACE, EG, TWIN FINS,
NS (NOT AN INPUT QUANTITY) TOTAL NUMBER OF SURFACES TO BE CONSIDERED
THAT IS CALCULATED INTERNALLY USING THE FOLLOWING FORMULA
NS= NWING + NFUS + IABS(NVTAIL) (NS.LE,5)
N (NOT AN INPUT QUANTITY) ORDER NUMBER ASSIGNED TO NTH.SURFACE.
** SURFACE PLANFORM SPECIFICATIONS **
* NS= I FOR XQT ISURF EXECUTION MODE *
(NSS(N),N=1,NS) STORAGE ORDER NUMBER ALLOCATED TO THE LAST SPAN
STATION ENTRY FOR THE N LIFTING SURFACE, WHERE,
NSS(1) = NUMBER OF SPAN STATION ENTRIES
ALLOCATED TO THE FIRST SURFACE,
NSS(N)-NSS(M) = NUMBER OF SPAN STATION ENTRIES
ALLOCATED TO THE N SURFACE, IN
ORDER, Nl,2,,*,MoN,,,SNS,
(X(J),JlsNSS(NS)) LONGITUDINAL COORDINATE OF JTH, POINT OF THE
REFERENCE LOFT LINE, EG, FUSELAGE STATIONS,
(Y(J),Ji,.NSS(NS)) SPANWISE COORDINATE OF JTH, POINT OF THE REFERENCE
LOFT LINE, E,G., WING STATIONS,
(Z(J),J=1sNSS(NS)) VERTICAL COORDINATE OF UTH, POINT OF THE REFERENCE
LOFT LINE, EG, WATERLINE STATIONS,
(E(J),J=:1NSS(NS)) ANGLE OF TWIST OF CHORD.PLANE RELATIVE TO THE
LONGITUDINAL COORDINATE FOR THE AIRFOIL SECTION
AT THE JTH,POINT OF THE REFERENCE LOFT LINE,
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3.4 INPUT INSTRUCTIONS (CONTINUED)
(C(J),Jrl,NSS(NS)) CHORD LENGTH DIMENSION OF THE AIRFOIL SECTION AT
THE JTH.POINT OF THE REFERENCE LOFT LINE.
(X0CR(J),J=1,NSS(NS)) (OMIT FOR XQT ISURF) THE RELATIVE LOCATION OF THE
REFERENCE LOFT LINE IN CHORDS MEASURED FROM THE
LEADING EDGE FOR THE JTH.POINT,
(X0CR(N),N=1) (OMIT FOR XQT NSURF) THE RELATIVE LOCATION OF THE
REFERENCE LOFT LINE IN CHORDS MEASURED FROM THE
LEADING EDGE ASSUMED CONSTANT FOR THE NTH,SURFACE
(YSPAN(N),NalsNSE1) (REQUIRED IF(IFLG.GE,2) ) SPAN STATIONS THAT BOUND
THE VORTEX MATRIX ELEMENTS,
** AIRFOIL SECTION (CAMBER) SPECIFICATIONS **
(NCS(N),NU1lNS) NUMBER OF CHORD STATIONS ALLOCATED FOR
DESCRIBING THE AIRFOIL SECTION MEAN CAMBER
LINE FOR THE NTH, LIFTING SURFACE, WHERE,
NCS(N),GE,2, AND/OR NCS(N)tLEtIO,
((XoC(K,N),K=NCS(N)),N=1,NS) CHORD STATION OF AIRFOIL SECTION, .!Eo,
DISTANCE FROM THE LEADING EDGE MEASURED IN
CHORDS ALONG THE AIRFOIL SECTION CHORD PLANE,
((Z0C(KJ),K=,NCS(N)), AIRFOIL SECTION MEAN CAMBER SPECIFICATION,
J=1,NSS(NS),AND, I#E,s NORMAL DISTANCE TO THE MEAN CAMBER
N=I,NS) LINE MEASURED IN CHORDS FROM THE AIRFOIL
SECTION CHORD PLANE* CORRESPONDING TO THE
JTH, POINT OF THE REFERENCE LOFT LINE,
** CONTROL SURFACE GEOMETRY SPECIFICATIONS **
(WFLAP1(N),N=,NS) SPAN DISTANCE FROM PLANE OF SYMMETRY TO THE INNER
BOUNDARY OF THE FLAP SURFACE/S. WHERE,
IF(WFLAPI(N).EQOO) FLAP SURFACE IS CONTINUOJS
AT THE CENTER SPAN SECTION,
IF(WFLAPI(N)LE,1,0) DISTANCE MEASURED IN SPANSj
(WFLAP2(N),N=1,NS) SPAN DISTANCE FROM PLANE OF SYMMETRY TO THE OUTER
BOUNDARY OF THE FLAP OR THE INNER BOUNDARY OF THE
AILERON SURFACES, WHERE,
IF(WFLAP2(N).LE,1,I) DISTANCE MEASURED IN SPANS,
(WFLAP3(N),N=,NS) SPAN DISTANCE FROM PLANE OF SYMMETRY TO THE OUTER
BOUNDARY OF THE AILERON SURFACES, WHERE,
IF(WFLAP3(N).LE,1.0) DISTANCE MEASURED IN SPANS,
(FLAPC(J),J=1,NSS(NS)) (OMIT FOR XQT ISURF) FLAP/S AND/OR AILERONS CHORD
LENGTH FOR THE JTHPOINT OF THE REFERECE LOFT
LINE, WHERE,
IF(FLAPC(J).LT.1.0) FLAPC(J) IS NORMALIZED BY C(J),
(FLAPC(N),N=1NS) (OMIT FOR XQT NSURF) FLAP/S AND/OR AILERONS CHORD
LENGTH FOR THE NTH,SURFACE, WHERE,
IF(FLAPC(N),LT.1,0) FLAPC(N) IS NORMALIZED BY C(J),
(TABC(J),Jx1,NSS(NS)) (OMIT FOR XQT ISURF) TAB OR AUXILIARY ELEVONS CHORD
LENGTH FOR THE JTH,POINT OF THE REFERENCE LOFT LINE.
WHERE,
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3.4 INPUT INSTRUCTIONS (CONTINUED)
IF(TABC(J),LT*,) TABC(J) IS NORMALIZED BY C(~).
(TABC(N),N=1,NS) (OMIT FOR XQT NSURF) TAB OR AUXILIARY ELEVONS CHORD
LENGTH FOR THE NTH,SURFACE, WHERE,
IF(TABC(N),LT,1) TABC(N) IS NORMALIZED BY C(J).
(FLAPDJ(N),Nv=INS) (OMIT FOR XQT ISURF) FLAP DEFLECTION (DEGREES)p WHERE,
IF(FLAPDJ(N).GT,O) FLAP DEFLECTION IS DOWN,
IF(FLAPDJ(N).LT.0) FLAP DEFLECTION IS UP,
(TABDJ(N),N=1,NS) (OMIT FOR XGT ISURF) TAB DEFLECTION (DEGREES), WHERE,
IF(TABDJ(N),GT,O) TAB DEFLECTION IS DOWN,
IF(TABDJ(N),LT0,) TAB DEFLECTION IS UP.
((AILDJ(L,N),L=1,2), (OMIT FOR XQT ISURF) AILERON DEFLECTIONS (DEGREES),
N=1,NS) WHERE, L=1 DENOTES LEFT AILERON AND L=2 DENOTES
RIGHT AILERON, AND,
IF(AILDJ(L,N),GTO) AILERON DEFLECTION IS DOWN,
IF(AILDJ(LN),LTO) AILERON DEFLECTION IS UP,
IF(AILDJ(1,N).NE,AILOD(2,N)) ANTISYMMETRIC LIFT,
** REFERENCE DIMENSIONS **
* OMIT FOR XQT ISURF EXECUTION MODE *
XCG (=0.0 IF OMITTED) LONGITUDINAL LOCATION OF THE CENTER OF GRAVITY
MEASURED FROM THE LOFT COORDINATE SYSTEM ORIGIN,
YCG (=0.0 IF OMITTED) SPANWISE LOCATION OF THE CENTER OF GRAVITY
MEASURED FROM THE LOFT COORDINATE SYSTEM ORIGIN,
ZCG (=0.0 IF OMITTED) VERTICAL LOCATION OF THE CENTER OF GRAVITY
MEASURED FROM THE LOFT COORDINATE SYSTEM ORIGIN.
REFS (=1000,0 IF OMITTED) REFERENCE AREA FOR NORMALIZING THE CENTER
AERODYNAMIC FORCE AND MOMENT COEFFICIENTS,
REFC (=100,0 IF OMITTED) REFERENCE CHORD FOR NORMALIZING THE CENTER
AERODYNAMIC FORCE AND MOMENT COEFFICIENTS,
REFB (=100.0 IF OMITTED) REFERENCE SPAN FOR NORMALIZING THE CENTER
AERODYNAMIC FORCE AND MOMENT COEFFICIENTS,
GSCALE (=1.0 IF OMITTED) GEOMETRY SCALING FACTOR THAT IS USED AS FOLLOWS,
ALL DIMENSIONAL PHYSICAL QUANTITIES ARE MULTIPLIED BY GSCALE
BEFORE EXECUTION, WITH THE EXCEPTION OF HEIGHT(N), THUS CHANGING
THE SCALE OF THE INPUT GEOMETRY TO ANY DESIRED UNITS, AND, GSCALE
IS SET EQUAL TO UNITY BEFORE THE NEXT JOB-RUN,
** FLIGHT ATTITUDE AND MULTIPLE-SURFACE SOLUTION SPECIFICATIONS **
NJOB NUMBER OF SEPARATE FLIGHT CONDITIONS OR JOB RUNS TO
BE CALCULATED,
(ALFA(N),N=1,NJdB) FLIGHT ATTITUDE ANGLE OF ATTACK (DEG,), I,E,, ANGLE
BETWEEN FREE STREAM VELOCITY VECTOR AND THE LOFT
COORDINATE SYSTEM LONGITUDINAL AXIS (XwAXIS).
(MACHN(N),N=1,NJOB) FLIGHT MACH NUMBER BASED ON FREE STREAM SPEED OF
SOUND,
(HEIGHT(N),N=$,NJ0B) ALTITUDE MEASURED FROM THE GROUND PLANE TO THE
VEHICLE LOFT COORDINATE SYSTEM ORIGIN (X=YzZ=O),
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3.4 INPUT INSTRUCTIONS (CONTINUED)
(FLAPDJ(N),N=%,NJ0B) (OMIT FOR XQT NSURF) FLAP DEFLECTION (DEGREES), WHERE,
IF(FLAPDJ(N).GT,O) FLAP DEFLECTION IS DOWN,
IF(FLAPDJ(N)LT,O) FLAP DEFLECTION IS UP,
((AILDJ(L,N)pL=1,2), (OMIT FOR XQT NSURF) AILERON DEFLECTIONS (DEGREES),
N=1,NJ08) WHERE* L=1 DENOTES LEFT AILERON AND L=2 DENOTES
RIGHT AILERON, AND,
IF(AILDJ(LN),GTO) AILERON DEFLECTION IS DOWN,
IF(AILDJ(LN),LT,Q) AILERON DEFLECTION IS UP,
IF(AILDJ(1,N),NEAILDJ(2,N)) ANTISYMMETRIC LIFT,
((NS0LV(M,N)oM1,2) (OMIT FOR XQT ISURF) MULTIPLE SURFACE SOLUTION
N=1,...5) SPECIFICATION FLAG, TO BE USED AS ILLUSTRATED IN
THE FOLLOWING EXAMPLE,
NSPLV = 1,1, 2,2, 1,2o 1#3o 2*0,
MULTIPLE-SURFACE INDEPENDENT SOLUTIONS ARE OBTAINED
FOR THE FOLLOWING COMBINATIONS,
SURFACE 1 TO SURFACE I = SURFACE 1 ONLY,
SURFACE 2 TO SURFACE 2 = SURFACE 2 ONLY,
SURFACE 1 TO SURFACE 2 2 SURFACES 1 AND 2 ONLY
SURFACE 1 TO SURFACE 3 = SURFACES 1 THROQUGH 3~
** LINEARIZED THEORY LIFTING-LINE SOLUTIONS OPTION **
* OMIT FOR XQT NSURF EXECUTION OPTION *
NJOBL (=0 IF OMITTED) NUMBER OF LINEARIZED LIFTING LINE
SOLUTIONS TO BE EXECUTEDs
WCL(1) = 0 OR 1 (REQUIRED INPUT IF IFLG(8),GE,I) LINEARIZED SOLUTION
SPECIFICATION THAT IS USED AS FOLLOWS,
IF(WCL(1),EQ.O) ALFA(J),Jm1,NJOBL ARRAY CALCULATED,
IF(WCL(1),EQ.1) WCL(J+1),#JINJOBL ARRAY CALCULATED
(WCL(J+1),J1NJ0BL) (REQUIRED INPUT IF(IFG(B),GE,IANDWCL(),GE,I)
WING LIFT COEFFICIENT
** OPTIONAL-INPUT EXECUTION CONSTANTS **
COLOCP (=0.75 IF OMITTED) COLOCATION POINT OR CONTROL POINT LOCATION
SPECIFICATION FOR THE VORTEX LATTICE ELEMENTS, A RANGE OF
0,75-0,83 IS GENERALLY USED.
WSMOTH (=0.10 IF OMITTED) FLAP AND/OR AILERON DISCONTINUITY COSINE-
SMOOTHING OPTION, WHERE,
IF(WSMOTH.LT,1,0) WSMOTH INPUT IN SPAN UNITS,
IF(WSMOTHGT.1,0) WSMOTH INPUT IN PHYSICAL UNITS,
LFLAP (=0 IF OMITTED) FLAPPED SURFACE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FLAG, USED
AS FOLLOWS,
IF(LFLAP,EQ,0) EXACT GEOMETRY OF FLAP OR AILERON IS USED IN
EVALUATING BOUNDARY CONDITIONS,
IF(LFLAP,EQ,I) LINEARIZED-FIRST ORDER THEORY I$ USED IN
EVALUATING BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR THE FLAP-
OR AILERON SURFACES,
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3.4 INPUT INSTRUCTIONS (CONTINUED)
LDRAG (Q0 IF OMITTED) CALCULATION OF INDUCED DRAG FLAGo USED AS FOLLOWS,
IF(LDRAG.EQO) VORTEX LATTICE SOLUTION IS OUTPUTe
IF(LDRAGEQ,1) LIFTING-LINE THEORY IS USED IN CALCULATING
THE INDUCED DRAG (XQT ISURF ONLY),
CLEANF (=0,0035 IF OMITTED) SURFACE SKIN FRICTION AERODYNAMIC CLEANNESS
FACTOR (= SF/AW) USED FOR XQT ISURF EXECUTION MODE ONLY,
PMECF (=1.0 IF OMITTED) PITCHING MOMENT EMPIRICAL CORRECTION FACTOR
USED FOR XQT ISURF EXECUTION MODE, IF(PMECFEQG,), THEORETICAL
SOLUTION IS OUTPUT,
CUTOF1 (=0.0001 IF OMITTED) CUTOFF LIMIT FOR RADIUS TO A VORTEX FILAMENT
ELEMENT FROM A FLOW-FIELD POINT NORMALIZED BY THE VORTEX FILAMENT
SPAN,
CUTOF2 (=0.0029 IF OMITTED) CUTOFF LIMIT FOR ANGLE (RADIANS) MEASURED
BETWEEN A VORTEX FILAMENT AND A FLOW-FIELD POINT RELATIVE TO THE
ORIGIN OF THE VORTEX LOCAL COORDINATE SYSTEM,
DELALF (=1.0 IF OMITTED) ANGLE OF ATTACK INCREMENT BETWEEN THE TWO EXACT
VORTEX-LATTICE SOLUTIONS THAT ARE GENERATED FOR DETERMINING THE
LINEARIZED (LIFTING LINE) THEORY ARRAYS OF SOLUTIONS,
GROUP 4 - JOB/JOBS TERMINATION CARD
* REQUIRED INPUT FOR NSURF AND ISURF EXECUTION MODES *
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CARD 1 FORMAT(9H SENDJOBS) MUST HAVE SENDJOBS IN COLUMNS 2-9
(COLUMN 1 FIELD MUST BE LEFT BLANK)
NOTE: INPUT INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE CALCOMP/4060-MICROFILM PLOT-OUTPUT OPTION,
XQT TRWPLT, ARE FOUND IN REFERENCE 35. THESE INSTRUCTIONS HAVE BEEN
OMITTED IN THE PRESENT REPORT.
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3.5 ALPHABETICAL LIST OF INPUT QUANTITIES (CONTINUED)
VARIABLE DIMENSION UNITS RESTRICTION CLASS DESCRIPTION 
AND/OR FUNCTION
NJOBL INTEGER NONE ISURF ONLY LINEAR OPT NO,OF SEPARATE 
FLIGHT ATTITUDES
FOR LIFTING-LINE SOLUTIONS1
NSOLV INTG(12) NONE NSURF ONLY ATTITUDE MULTIPLE-SURFACE SOLUTION 
FLAG,
NSS INTG(5) NONE NONE SURF,PLAN STORAGE ALLOCATION-ORDER 
INDEX,
NVTAIL INTEGER NONE NSURF ONLY SURF,TYPE NO,VERT,ANTISYMM, SURFACES,
NWING INTEGER NONE NSURF ONLY SURF,TYPE NO,SYMMETRIC WING SURFACES,
PMECF REAL NONE ISURF ONLY OPT,CONS, PITCHING MOMENT FACTOR,
REFB REAL L NSURF ONLY REF.DIM, REFERENCE 
SPAN LENGTH.
REFC REAL L NSURF ONLY REF,DIM, REFERENCE CHORD LENGTH,
REFS REAL L**2 NSURF ONLY REF,DIM, REFERENCE AREA,
SF REAL L**2 ISURF ONLY OPT,CONS EQUIVALENT FLAT PLATE AREA,
TABC REAL(30) L NSURF ONLY FLAP/AILL TAB CHORD LENGTH,
TABDJ REAL(5) DEC, NSURF ONLY FLAP/AIL, TAB-SURFACE DEFLECTION,
WCL REAL(21) NONE ISURF ONLY LINEAR OPT WING LIFT COEFFICIENT FOR
__LIFT-tNG LINE SOLUTIONS,
WFLAPI REAL(5) L NONE FLAP/AIL. FLAP SPAN INNER-EDGE DIM,
WFLAP2 REAL(5) L NONE FLAP/AILL AILERON SPAN INNER-EDGE DIM.
WFLAP3 REAL(5) 'L NONE FLAP/AILt AILERON SPAN OUTER-EDGE DiM,
WSMOTH REAL L NONE OPT,CON5, COSINE SMOOTHING SCALE,
XCG REAL L NSURF ONLY REF.DIM, LONGITUDINAL LOCATION OF CG,
X REAL(30) L NSURF ONLY SURF,PLAN REF,LOFT LINE X-COORDINATEt
REAL(10) L ISURF ONLY SURF,PLAN REF.LOFT LINE X-COORDINATE1
X0C REAL(105) L/C NSURF ONLY AIRFOIL CHORD STATION FOR AIRFOIL SECT,
REAL(10) L/C ISURF ONLY AIRFOIL CHORD STATION FOR AIRFOIL SECT,
X0CR REAL(30) L/C NSURF ONLY SURF,PLAN RELATIVE LOCATION OF REF,LOFTLINE,
REAL L/C NSURF ONLY SURF,PAN RELATIVE LOCATION OF REF,LOFT
LINE,
y REAL(30) L NSURF ONLY SURF,PLAN REF,LOFT LINE Y-COORDINATE,
REAL(tO) L ISURF ONLY SURF,PLAN REF,LOFT LINE YCOORpINATEo
YCG REAL L NSURF ONLY REF,DIM, SPANWISE LOCATION OF C,G,
YSPAN REAL(42) L ISURF ONLY SURF,PLAN SPAN STATIONS THAT BOUND VORTEX
LATTICE ELEMENTS,
Z REAL(30) L NSURF ONLY SURF.PLAN REF.LOFT LINE Z-COORDINATE,
REAL(10) L ISURF ONLY SURF,PLAN REF.LOFT LINE ZCOORDINATE,
ZCG REAL L NSURF ONLY REF,DIM, VERTICAL LOCATION OF C,G,
ZoC REAL(10,30) L/C NSURF ONLY AIRFOIL MEAN CAMBER FOR AIRFOIL SECT,
REAL(1O.10) L/C ISURF ONLY AIRFOIL MEAN CAMBER FOR AIRFOIL SECT,
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3.6 LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS FOR INPUT




C,G. CENTER OF GRAVITY




.GE. GREATER OR EQUAL
,GT. GREATER THAN
IABS ABSOLUTE VALUE OF AN INTEGER CONSTANT
INTG INTEGER
IE., EQUIVALENT TO








1.0 PROGRAM DATA TABLES
TABLE 4.01 - INITIAL VALUES
VARIABLE DIMENSION RESTRICTION INITIAL VALUE/S
AILDJ REAL(2,5) NSURF ONLY 10*0,0,
REAL(2,13) ISURF ONLY 20*0.0,
ALFA RLAL(10) NSURF ONLY 10*00,0
REAL(20) ISURF ONLY 20*0,0,
RAL(0) NSURF ONLY 2*100,O,28*.00O
REAL(10) ISURF ONLY 10*100,0,
CLEANF REAL ISURF ONLY 0,0035,
COLOCP REAL NONE 0.75,
CUT4F1 REAL NONE 0.0001,
CUTO~2 REAL NONE 0,0029,
DELALF REAL ISURF ONLY 1.0
E REAL(30) NSURF ONLY 30*0,0,
REAL(10) ISURF ONLY 10*0.0,
FLAPDJ REAL(S) NSURF ONLY 5*0.0,
REAL(10) ISURF ONLY 10*0.0,
FLAPC REAL(30) NSURF ONLY 30*0.25,
REAL ISURF ONLY 0.3,
GSCALE REAL NSURF ONLY 1.0,
HEIGHT REAL(10) NONE 10*1,0E+5,
IFLG INTG(15) ISURF ONLY o,o,10o,0,O,1,0,,0,0,0,O0O0,0
KPUT INTEGER NONE 6,
KT1 INTEGER NONE It
KT2 INTEGER NONE B,
KT3 INTEGER NONE 3,
LDRAC INTEGER ISURF ONLY O,
LFLAP INTEGER NONE O,
LINX INTEGER NONE 56,
'1ACHN RLAL(12) NONE 10*0.0,
ICS INTG(5) NSURF ONLY 2,4*0,
INTEGER ISURF ONLY 2,
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TABLE 4.01 - INITIAL VALUES (CONTINUED)
VARIABLE DIMENSION RESTRICTION INITIAL VALUE/S
NFLG INTG(20) NSURF ONLY 10,0,O0,0,O,40,0,,00,0,0,OoO ,0,0,3,Ot,4
NFUS INTEGER NSURF ONLY Of
NJOB INTEGER NONE 1,
NJOBL INTEGER ISURF ONLY 20,
NSOLV INTG(12) NSURF ONLY 1, ,10*01
NSS INTG(5) NSURF ONLY 2,4*0
INTEGER ISURF ONLY 2.
NVTAIL INTEGER NSURF ONLY O0
NWING INTEGER NSURF ONLY i,
PMECF REAL ISURF ONLY iOi
REFB REAL NSURF ONLY 100,01
REFC REAL NSURF ONLY 100,0,
REFS REAL NSURF ONLY 1000,0,
TABC REAL(30) NSURF ONLY 3000,125
TABDJ REAL(5) NSURF ONLY 5*0,0,
WCL REAL(21) ISURF ONLY +1,O,0,04o-0,30,2Ot140O,.+O*l,
+O,2,*03,+4t*0O,5+0,6,*0.7+O+8,o
+09,9*l,0+11,p*1,2*+1,3o*1.4,+115,
WFLAP1 RLAL(5) NSURF ONLY 50,0,
REAL ISURF ONLY 010
WFLAP2 REAL(5) NSURF ONLY 5*0.6,
REAL ISURF ONLY 0,6,
WFLAP3 REAL(5) NSURF ONLY 50190o
REAL ISURF ONLY 1,0.
WSMOTH REAL NSURF ONLY Oi$
REAL ISURF ONLY 0,2,
XCG REAL NSURF ONLY 0,0,
X REAL(0O) NSURF ONLY 30*0,0e
REAL(10) ISURF ONLY 10e0,0,
XC REAL(1O,5) NSURF ONLY 0,O100,48*0,O
REAL(10) ISURF ONLY 0,O,1,0,~OO.0,
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TABLE 4.01 - INITIAL VALUES (CONTINUED)
VARIABLE DIMENSION RESTRICTION INITIAL VALUE/S
XOCR REAL(30) NSURF ONLY 30*0,25,
REAL ISURF ONLY 0,25,
REAL(30) NSURF ONLY 30*0.0,
REAL(1O) ISURF ONLY 0, ,100,08*1000 0,
VCG REAL NSURF ONLY 0,0,
YSPAN REAL(42) ISURF ONLY 42*0,0,
Z REAL(30) NSURF ONLY 30*0,0,
REAL(10) ISURF ONLY 10*0,0,
ZCG REAL NSURF ONLY 0.0,
70C REAL(1U,3Z) NSURF ONLY 300*0,0,
REAL(10,10) ISURF ONLY 100*0,0,
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5.0 OUTPUT
5.1 General Description of Output
The printed-output and tape-output for the main execution modes
of the program are organized in the following manner.
1) Raw Data
The input data for all the case studies that are to be executed
by the computer which includes punched card data up to and including
the $ENDJOBS card is printed in the first page or pages in the exact
form it was read into the computer, i.e., raw data including punched-
card errors, etc.
2) Initial Values
For each individual case study to be executed the job-execution
flags, geometry data, flight data, etc. are output via NAMELIST state-
ment, i.e., the values of all the input variables are output via
$INPUT.
2) Short-Print Output (NFLG(20) or IFLG(10) = 0)
The following tables are output under the short-print output
option:
Table Title & Description Table # in Section 5.2
Lifting-Surface Geometry Table 5.01
(one for each surface)
Camber for Airfoil Section Table 5.02
(one for each surface)
Section Airload Coefficients Table 5.03
(one for each surface)
Spatially-Integrated Airload Table 5.04
Coefficients
Linearized (Lifting-Line) Solutions Table 5.05
(ISURF execution mode only)
Job/Jobs Termination Output Table.5.06
4) Long-Print Output (NFLG(20) or IFLG(10) 2)
The short-print tables and the following tables are output under the
long-print option:
Table Title & Description Table # in Section 5.2
Vortex-Lattice Geometry Detail Table 5.07
(one for each surface)
Lift Distribution Detail Table 5.08
(one for each surface)
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5.1 General Description of Output (Continued)
5) Debug-Print Output (NFLG(20) or IFLG(10) 5)
In addition to the short-print and long-print tables, the follow-
ing tables are output under the debug-print option
Table Title & Description Table # in Section 5.2
Vortex-Lattice Induced Velocity Table 5.09
Matrices Detail
(one for each surface)
6) Program Checkout-Print Output (NFLG(20) or IFLG(10 > 16)
Under the program checkout-print option, detail data on the
vortex-lattice velocity induced for each individual vortex filament
is output via NAMELIST statement, accordingly
Table Title & Description Table # in Section 5.2
Program Checkout & Debug Print Table 5.10
7) Tape Output (NFLG(19) or IFLG (11) through IFLG(14) > 1)
A summary of the analytical solutions generated by the program
is output on magnetic tape. This output is used by the auxiliary
execution mode (TRWPLT) for generating 4060-microfilm or Calcomp
output. A detailed description of the format and variables output
on tape is presented in Section 5.3.
8) Execution Diagnostics and Job Abort Output
See Section 5.4.
9) Alphabetical List of Output Quantities
See Section 5.5.
10) List of Abbreviations for Output
See Section 5.6.
11) Sign Conventions for Output
The sign conventions adopted for output purposes are described
in Figure 5.01 (Page 5-3).
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FIGURE 5.01 - LIFTING-SURFACE SOLUTIONS SIGN CONVENTIONS FOR OUTPUT
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5.2 Printed-Output Format Summary
1) Short-Print Output
TABLE 5.01 - LIFTING-SURFACE GEOMETRY (One for Each Surface)
LIFTING SURFACE NC= Nj
SP AiN nl 0T TIP ROOT TIP AREA ASPECT MEAN MGC YBAR XRAR ZBAR
CHOPD CHORD TWIST TWI ST RATIO CHORD (MAC) (MGC (MGCI (MGCI
b CR CT S AR C C Y X "
R T R T mean
FLAP FLAP FLAP FLAP TAR L.AIL R.AIL CIHED. SWErP NO.SPAN NO.CHOD NO.CHORD
SPANI SPAN2 SPAN3 D FLFC DEFLFC DFFLEC DEFLEC M;C/4 MGC/4 ELEMENTS ELEMFNTS DISCONT.
Y1 Y2 3 6 tab LA RA (C/4) (C/4)
FUS STA WING STA WL STA ARFA CHORD SPAN
X(CG) Y(CG) ZICGI S(CG) C(CG) B(CGI
Xref Yref ref Sref ref bref
WS Y X(LF) X(C/4) X(TE) TWIST DIHF(C/4) SWFP(C/4) C(WING) C(FLAPI C(TAB3)
W y z XLE X(C/ 4 ) XE (C/4) A(C/4) C Cf Ctab
%%4
5.2 Printed-Output Format Summary (Continued)
TABLE 5.02 - AIRFOIL-SECTION CAMBER (One for Each Surface)
XA(1)/C XA(2)/C XA(3)/C XA(4)/C XA(5)/C XA(61/C xA(7)/C XA(8l/C XA9)I/C KA IOI/C
X Y LA(I)/C 1A(2)/C ZA(31/C ZA(41/C ZA(5)/C ZA(61/C ZA(7)/C ZA(R)/C ZA(9)/C ZA(10)/C




C a n) n)
+ Za C
+Z
5.2 Printed-Output Format Summary (Continued)
TABLE 5.03 - SECTION AIRLOAD COEFFICIENTS (One for Each Surface)
[A] NSURF Execution Mode
SECTION AIPLOAD COEFFICIENTS-SUPFACE NO.=NjIINi, Nk
J Y Y SCN SCX SCL SCD SMP C/4 SCLC/B IXL IYL IZL
Y/b Y Z W n x c d  em(C/4) c C/b section airloads unit vector
Ln
[B] ISURF Execution Mode
SECTION LIFT COEFFCIFNTS
**** **** ***** ** *
J ZY/R Y C SCL SCLC/B DLIFT SCM(C/4) IXL LYL lZL
j Y/(b/2) Y C c. co C/b AL/q. Cm(C/ 4) airload unit vector
(:J :1 NiD 4/) )W:S tuO)S liS (1 r3,) 3S ialos IDS g/Z A
NU91 IV/dVIl NOI L)ns 31 -ON 4oii:)ns JI HlIM
--( 'Id (Z/q)/1
* ** ** ** ** *~iz*(fld)- 1d3) 3dnsSS1d GbOH3 * * * * * IDS 1A
000100006b OOOOw* 000L* 00009, oooos* OOOO47 Ocoof* OOOoi 0000T* 00000, i -X
* * * * * * * * * * /E3lX-X) NOliVLS OdUHJ
I*I *i** * *n*9 I** :*** a* * ;* *** *** *m*:
(panu-puoo) SI&ajoDIlaaoo cIvoIIiv moioII9S -[q] CO~gYrnVjL
(panuTluoo) XiaumiS quui.oa indino-paqutaj Z-
5.2 Printed-Output Format Summary (Continued)
TABLE 5.04 - SPATIALLY-INTEGRATED AIRLOAD COEFFICIENTS
[A] NSURF Execution Mode
INTECRATED AIRLOAU COEFFICIENTS-SURFACE NOS.= Ni -Nk
E FCrj ECX ECY ECL ECD ECMP ECMR ECMY EXA EZA ES EMGC EB
roll yaw
III
Sa I a I I a
*** AIRLOAD SUMS ***
AC
AC
DETERMINANT= A SCALE= s *
[B] ISURF Execution Mode
%ING AIPLIAD COEFFICIENTS
*************************
ACL hCDI WCMP WCMR WCMY IXL lYL ILL DELTA SCALE
CL C D (/4) C CM airload unit vector A S
wITH LF SUCTION i roll yaw
NO Lt SUCtarred entries in the table (*) refer to calculated values of vortION-lift incrents.
Note: Starred entries in the table (*) refer to calculated values of vortex-lift increments.
5.2 Printed-Output Format Summary (Continued)
TABLE 5.05 - LINEARIZED (LIFTING-LINE) SOLUTIONS (ISURF Execution Mode Only)
[A] Basic Lift Distribution
LINEARIZED SOLUTION WING COEFFICIENTS
* ****** *********************
WITH LE SUCTION NO LE SJCTION
ALFA WCL WCD WCM(C/4) WCL WCDO WCM(C/4)
CL CD C/ 4) CL CD CM
v v v(T/4)
[B] Linearized Solutions
LINEARIZED SOLUTION WITH LE SUCTION
ALFA ALFAHO WCL WCL CMP CMR CMY
SLOPE SLOPE SLOPE
aRo CL m mpitch mroll yaw
WITH LE SUCTION NO LE SUCTION FLAP/AILERON
y 2Y/8 SCL SCDI SCM(C/4) SCL SCDI SCM(C/4) FGN PCX FCH
Y/(b/2) / c d  c c c ch/ ( ) 1Cd Cm(C/4) CIv i,v my(c/4) nf Xf C f
i  
v iv v(C/4) nl XC
WITW LE SUCTION WCL C/ WCD6p cD WM(*/4)w C- L/03 CLCCDNO LE SUCTION / / (C/4) / i
Z... i-9 NOISHIJA Olx JhnsIN / u "U g31j Ald'Oj Z3 =Iwi± C13ScjVI3 / I 1 :wji S~ofl *
apoW UoT~fl3axg "flSN [VI
IflaLfo N~OIIVNIKaa.L SqOf/aOf -90~ .gaqvi
T
~J A
I 7tI)s los SloS IviiS q/AZ A
3dU1S 3u Li01S 3dOIS
AW3 ~ ?1w:)r 31 1:)m U ijvmfIv jIv
NOI.JflS :31 HIIM NUJIlmos U13ZIS3NI1
suoT-InTOS p9a~aU~r Palv~auI-fTTVWEudS [0]
(panuuluoo) SiOIInIOS (RINI'1-ONII'I) aQlZIHVHIII -90*9 31M
(panUT:IUOD) Aa-mmS quuuoa Indino-paqiua.1 Z-
5.2 Printed-Output Format Summary (Continued)
2) Long-Print Output
TABLE 5.07 - VORTEX-LATTICE GEOMETRY DETAIL (One for Each Surface)
J K Y Z WL EW OWL DC DS
j k Y Z w -W AW AC AS1 I
J K XV YV ZV 1XV 1YV IZV XN YN IN 1XN LYN 11N
k Coordinates of B(X,Y,Z) Unit Vector 1B Control Point P(X,Y,Z) Normal Unit Vector
5.2 Printed-Output Format Summary (Continued)
TABLE 5.08 - LIFT DISTRIBUTION DETAIL (One for Each Surface)
LIFT DISTRIBUTION DETAIL-SURFACE NO.Nj/( N, Nk)
J K P(X) P(Y) P(Z) AREA CPN G(X) G(Y) G(Z) VI(X) VI(Y) VI(Z) GAMA
Sk Coordinates of C(K,Y,Z) AS (cL- c ) Unit Vector 1v Induced Velocty Vector r k
Ul 3) Debug-Print Output
TABLE 5.09 - VORTEX-LATTICE INDUCED VELOCITY MATRICES DETAIL (One for Each Surface)
VORTEX LATTICE MATRIX DETAIL-SURFACE NO,NJ/(NiN k)
J K NP NG VFS(MAT) VIN(MAT) P(X) PCY) PCZ) B(X) B(Y) R(Z) O(X) D(Y) D(Z)
J k m n VNn *m,nl n Control Point P(XY,Z)n  Coordinates of B(X,Y,Z)m Coordinates of D(X,Y,Z)mj k m n
5,2 Printed-Output Format Summary (Continued)
4) Program Checkout and Debug Print Output
TABLE 5.10 - PROGRAM CHECKOUT AND DEBUG PRINT
[A] Induced Velocity Calculation Detail-Print





TANA = Tan(a) Branch -- A-B
GAMA = r
PSIF =








VCOS =. iV Branch B-C-D
SEND
[B] Ground Effect Mirror Image Calculation Detail-Print
Origin: Subroutine REFLEC (A10 or B12)
SREFLEX
PX = X of P(X,Y,Z)
Py = Y of P(X,Y,Z)
X1 = X coordinate for intermediate point
Y1 = Y coordinate for intermediate point
PHI = c, rotation angle (radians)
ALFAR = a, angle of attack (radians)
RX = X coordinate of mirror-image point
RY = Y coordinate of mirror-image point




5.3 Tape-Output Format Summary
In exercising the Calcomp/4060-microfilm plot-option of the program
through the execution of XQT TRWPLT, the auxiliary execution mode, a data
tape (or an internal unit) has to be provided in addition to the plotting
instructions. The data tape is generated in the main execution modes of
program, XQT NSURF or XQT ISURF, when the tape output option is specified
in the input, i.e., NFLG(19) # 0 or IFLG(12), IFLG(13), and IFLG(14) # 0.
The data in the data-tape is organized into a number of separate files,
each file containing a single solution or a separate class of informa-
tion. The data in each file is organized as illustrated below:
Execution Mode File No. Type of Information Reference
NSURF #1 Geometry for ist. Surface Example #1
#2 Geometry for 2nd. Surface (Section 6.2)
#3 Geometry for 3rd. Surface
#4
#5 Geometry for 4th. Surface
#6
#7 Geometry for 5th. Surface
ISURF #1 Geometry for ist. Surface Example #2
#2 Chordwise pressure distribution (Section 6.3)
#3 Spanwise airload distribution
#4 Linearized airload solution
The data record format adopted for each file is given by
IREC, N, DATA 1 , DATA2, . . . . . , DATAN,
IREC, N, DATA1 , DATA2, . . . . . , DATAN,
Ir it I II I
II II 11 I! !!
END OF FILE
where
IREC is the record type or number
N is the number of variables
DATA. is the i t h variable in the record1
The definition of the variables that are output in the data-tape is
presented in Table 5.11.
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TABLE 5.11 - TAPE-OUTPUT FORMAT SUMMARY
File Execution Origin Record No. No. Words Data Function
Mode Routine No. IREC N
1 6 XLE' YLE' ZLE, XTE' YTE' ZTE' Isometric Projection of the
i NSURF A03 2 3 XF1' F' ZF1' Nth Lifting-Surface Geometry
3 3 XF2' YF2' ZF2 '
1 7 Y, XLE' XC/4' XTE' XHF, CW, CF
,
2 2 YFl' F1' Ortographic Projection of the
I Lifting-Surface Geometry
3 2 YF2' XF2 '
j ISURF B03
4 3 Y, ZLE, ZTE'
5 6 XLE' YLE' ZLE' XTE' YTE' ZTE' Isometric Projection of the
6 3 X F F' Ith Lifting-Surface Geometry
7 3 XF2' YF2' ZF2 '
1 2 X/C, (c - c ) Chordwise Pressure Distribution
PU pL
k ISURF B05 Y/b, c, cd, cm(C/ 4 ), n x , chf Span Distribution of Section
2 10 Airload Coefficients for
c v, cd , cm  , Vortex-Lattice Solution
v v v(C/4)
Y/b, c , Cd' Cm(C/4)' Cnf' Cxf chf' Span Distribution of Section
1 10 Airload Coefficients for
ISURF B06 C , Cd , Cm Linearized Solutionsv v(C/4)
2 7 a, CL' CD' CM(/ 4 )' CL ' CD ' CM , Spatially-Integrated
v v v(C/4) Airload Coefficients
5.4 Execution Diagnostics and Job Abort Output
Aside from the system (the computer) diagnostic error messages that may
be output in the normal execution of the program, diagnostic or job termination
messages are output when unallowable errors are incurred in the execution.
Generally, these errors result because of bad input or because some of the cal-
culated dependent variables fall outside the range of the program. A complete
list of the error messages that may be output by the program and the corrective
action that should be taken for each individual case is presented below:
1) JOB ABORTED BECAUSE, No. OF LIFTING SURFACES = N EXCEEDS FIVE
Origin: Subroutine LOFT (A03)
Cause: The number of lifting surfaces specified in the input
exceeds the maximum number of lifting surfaces allowed
in execution.
Correction: The absolute value sum of NWING, NFUS, and NVTAIL must be
less than or equal to five. Revise accordingly.
2) JOB ABORTED BECAUSE, NO. OF SPAN ELEMENTS = NSE EXCEEDS 60
Origin: Subroutine LOFT (A03)
Cause: The number of spanwise elements of the vortex-lattice
geometric configuration exceeds the maximum number of
allowable elements.
Correction: Decrease the number of spanwise elements in the vortex-
lattice by revising the entries in NFLG(1), NFLG(2),
.. , NFLG(5).
3) JOB ABORTED BECAUSE, NO. OF CHORD ELEMENTS = NCE EXCEEDS TEN
Origin: Subroutine LOFT (A03)
Cause: The vortex-lattice number of chordwise elements assigned to
the Nt h surface exceeds the maximum allowable number.
Correction: The value assigned to NFLG(6), NFLG(7),l,or, NFLG(10)
cannot exceed 10. Revise these entries accordingly.
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5.4 Execution Diagnostics and Job Abort Output (Continued)
4) JOB ABORTED BECAUSE, NO. OF VORTEX-LATTICE ELEMENTS = NVME EXCEEDS 100
Origin: Subroutine LIFTX (A04)
Cause: Too many elemental panels are considered simultaneously
in obtaining a solution, i.e., the number of elements
in the induced-velocity matrix exceeds the maximum
allowable number.
Correction: A smaller number of lifting-surfaces or a smaller number
of elemental panels per surface has to be considered in
obtaining a solution. To achieve these objectives
revise the entries made for NSOLV, and NFLG(1) through
NFLG(10).
5) JOB ABORTED BECAUSE, MACH NO. = MACHN EXCEEDS 0.90
Origin: Subroutine MAIN (A01)
Cause: The free stream Mach Number assigned to a given solution
exceeds the maximum allowable limit of the program.
Correction: Revise the entries made for the MACHN array.
6) JOB ABORTED BECAUSE, NO. OF SPAN STATIONS = NSS EXCEEDS 30
Origin: Subroutine LOFT (A03)
Cause: Too much data input for the X, Y, Z, E, C, and X0CR arrays.
Correction: Revise entries for NSS, X, Y, Z, E, C, and XOCR.
7) JOB ABORTED BECAUSE, No. OF CHORD STATIONS = NSC EXCEEDS 10
Origin: Subroutine LOFT (A03)
Cause: Too much data input for XOC and ZOC arrays.
Correction: Revise entries for NCS, XOC, and ZOC.
8) JOB ABORTED BECAUSE, NO. OF SPAN ELEMENTS = NSPE NOT PERMITTED
Origin: Subroutine LOFT (A03)
Cause: The number of span elements assigned to any lifting
surface has to be a positive integer.
Correction: Revise (increase) entries for NFLG(1), through NFLG(5).
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5.4 Execution Diagnostics and Job Abort Output (Continued)
9) J4B ABORTED BECAUSE, NO. OF WING CHORD ELEMENTS = NWCE NOT PERMITTED
Origin: Subroutine LOFT (A03)
Cause: Too few chordwise elements assigned to the Nt h lifting
surface.
Correction: Revise (increase) entries for NFLG(6) through NFLG(10).
10) JOB ABORTED BECAUSE, INPUT ERROR IN NSS FLAG, NSS(N) = II.LT.NSS(M)=12
Origin: Subroutine LOFT (A03)
Cause: Input error incurred in the NSS array specification.
Correction: Revise entries for NSS array.
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5.5 ALPHABETICAL LIST OF OUTPUT QUANTITIES
-------- --------------------------------------------------------------------
* PROGRAM OUTPUT OPTIONS *
(1) - SHORT-PRINT OUTPUT, NFLG(20),OR.IFLG(.O),EQ,O,
(2) - LONG-PRINT OUTPUT, NFLG(20),ORIFLG(O),GE,2,
(3) - DEBUG-PRINT OUTPUT, NFLG(20).OR,IFLG(1O),GE,5,
(4) - PROGRAM-CHECKOUT, NFLG(20).OR,IFLG(1O),GE,B,
(5) - PLOT TAPE OUTPUT, NFLG(19).OR,(IFLG(!),I=11,1 4 ),GE , ,
* INPUT-DATA OUTPUT - NAMELIST INPUT *
-------- -------------------------
NAMELIST INPUT, SEE INPUT VARIABLES LIST (SECTION 3,4) FOR DEFINITION
OF INPUT VARIABLES IN NAMELIST INPUT,
* STANDARD-PRINT OUTPUT - SHORT-PRINT, LONG-PRINT, OR DEBUG-PRINT *
----------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------
VARIABLE COMMENT UNITS t DEFINITION
AC INTG,COEFF, AERODYNAMIC CENTER FOR ELEMENTAL SURFACE NO. 1.
ALFA DEG, ANGLE OF ATTACK MEASURED 'RELATIVE TO THE FREE
STREAM VECTOR AND THE X-COORDINATE AXIS,
ALFARZ ISURF DEG,. WING ANGLE OF ATTACK FOR CL=0,O,
ALTITUDE L ALTITUDE ABOCE THE GROUND PLANE, I,E., THE
SHORTEST STRAIGHT-LINE DISTANCE MEASURED FROM
THE COORDINATE SYSTEM ORIGIN (Xay=Z=O) TO THE
GROUND PLANE,
AREA GEOMETRY L**2 PROJECTED AREA OF LIFTING SURFACE.
AREA ND.GE;2 L**2 AREA OF AN ELEMENTAL SURFACE,
AREA GEOMETRY L**2 REFERENCE AREA USED FOR NORMALIZING THE C.G.
S(CG) AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS,
ASPECT RATIf GEOMETRY ASPECT RATIO OF LIFTING SURFACE, I,E., EQUAL TO
(SPAN**2)/AREA
B(X) NDO.GE,5 L X-COORDINATE OF POINT B(X,Y,Z) THAT DEFINES
THE GEOMETRY OF THE VORTEX FILAMENT B-D,
R(Y) ND.GE,5 L Y-COORDINATE OF POINT B(X,YZ) THAT DEFINES
THE GEOMETRY OF THE VORTEX FILAMENT B-D,
B(Z) ND.GE,5 L Z-COORDINATE OF POINT B(XYZ) THAT DEFINES
THE GEOMETRY OF THE VORTEX FILAMENT B-D,
C(FLAP) GEOMETRY L CHORD LENGTH OF FLAP AND/OR AILERONS,
tBlank entries denote dimensionless quantities.
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5.5 ALPHABETICAL LIST OF OUTPUT OUANTITIES (CONTINUED)
VARIABLE COMMENT UNITS DEFINITION
C(TAB) GEOMETRY L CHORD LENGTH OF TAB OR AUXILIARY FLAP SURFACE,
C(WING) GEOMETRY L CHORD LENGTH OF LIFTING SURFACE CHORD-PLANE,
CG INTG,COEFF, CENTER OF GRAVITY LOCATION DEFINED BY REFERENCE
DIMENSIONS,
CHORD GEOMETRY L REFERENCE CHORD LENGTH USED FOR NORMALIZING THE
C(CG) CG,* AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS,
CMP SLOPE ISURF WING PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT SLOPE, I.E,,
= D(WCMP)/D(ALFA),
CMR SLOPE ISURF WING ROLLING MOMENT COEFFICIENT SLOPE, I,Et,
= D(WCMR)/Q(ALFA).
CMY SLOPE ISURF WING YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT SLOPE, IE.,
= DCWCMY)/D(ALFA),
CPN ND,.GE,2 NORMAL FORCE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT FOR AN
ELEMENTAL SURFACE,
D(X) ND.GE,5 L X-COORDINATE OF POINT DCX#Y#Z) THAT DEFINES
THE GEOMETRY OF THE VORTEX FILAMENT SBD,
D(Y) ND.GE,5 L X-COORDINATE OF POINT D(XYZI THAT DEFINES
THE GEOMETRY OF THE VORTEX FILAMENT B-Ds
D(Z) ND,GE,5 L X-COORDINATE OF POINT D(XoYeZ) THAT DEFINES
THE GEOMETRY OF THE VORTEX FILAMENT B-D,
DC ND.GE,1 L CHORD INCREMENT OF A VORTEX-LATTICE ELEMENTAL
SURFACE.
*DETERMINANT INTG.COEFF. VALUE OF DETERMINANT IN VORTEX-LATTICE MATRIX
INVERSION,
DIHED(MGC/4) GEOMETRY DEC, DIHEDRAL ANGLE BASED ON THE 1/4-CHORD LOCATION
OF THE MEAN GEOMETRIC CHORD AND ROOT CHORD
SPAN STATIONS,
DS ND.GE,1 L**2 TRUE AREA INCREMENT OF A VORTEX-LATTICE
ELEMENTAL SURFACE,
DWL ND,.GE,i L TRUE SPAN DIMENSION OF A VORTEX-LATTICE
ELEMENTAL SURFACE,
E INTG.COEFF. DESIGNATION OF ELEMENTAL SURFACE (NTH SURFACE),
EB INTG,COEFF, L SPAN OF ELEMENTAL SURFACE,
ECD INTG,COEFF, INDUCED DRAG COEFFICIENT FOR ELEMENTAL SJRFACE,
ECL INTGCOEFF, LIFT COEFFICIENT FOR ELEMENTAL SURFACE,
ECMP INTG.COEFF. PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT FOR ELEMENTAL
SURFACE.
ECMR INTG,COEFF, ROLLING MOMENT COEFFICIENT FOR ELEMENTAL
SURFACE-
ECMY INTG,COEFF. YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT FOR ELEMENTAL SURFACE
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5.5 ALPHABETICAL LIST OF OUTPUT QUANTITIES (CONTINUED)
VARIABLE COMMENT UNITS DEFINITION
ECN INTG.COEFF, NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT FOR ELEMENTAL SURFACE,
ECX INTG.COEFF, HORIZONTAL FORCE COEFFICIENT FOR ELEMENTAL
SURFACE.
ECY INTG,COEFF, SIDE FORCE COEFFICIENT FOR ELEMENTAL SURFACE,
ELAPSED TIME COMMENT TIME ELAPSED SINCE START OF EXECUTION.
EMGC INTG.COEFF, L MEAN GEOMETRIC CHORD OF ELEMENTAL SURFACE.
ES INTG,.COEFF, L**2 AREA OF ELEMENTAL SURFACE,
EW ND.GE,1 L TRUE SPAN COORDINATE MEASURED AT POINT B OF AN
ELEMENTAL SURFACE VORTEX FILAMENT,
EXA INTG,COEFF, L LONGITUDINAL STATION FOR 1/4-CHORD POINT
LOCATION OF ELEMENTAL SURFACE MEAN GEOMETRIC
CHORD,.
EZA INTG.COEFF, L WATERLINE STATION FOR 1/4-CHORD POINT LOCATION
OF ELEMENTAL SURFACE MEAN GEOMETRIC CHORD.
FCH ISURF HINGE MOMENT SECTION COEFFICIENT FOR FLAP OR
AILERON CONTROL SURFACES,
FCN ISURF NORMAL FORCE SECTION COEFFICIENT FOR FLAP OR
AILERON CONTROL SURFACES,
FCX ISURF CHORUWISE FORCE SECTION COEFFICIENT FOR FLAP OR
AILERON CONTROL SURFACES,
FLAP DEFLEC GEOMETRY DEG. FLAP DEFLECTIONs I,Ev, + 0 DOWN,
FLAP SPANI GEOMETRY L OR L/B SPAN LOCATION OF THE INNER EDGE OF THE FLAP,
FLAP SPAN2 GEOMETRY L OR L/B SPAN LOCATION OF THE OUTER EDGE OF THE FLAP OR
INNER EDGE OF THE AILERON,
FLAP SPAN3 GEOMETRY L OR L/B SPAN LOCATION OF THE OUTER EDGE OF THE AILERON,
FUS STA GEOMETRY L LONGITUDINAL STATION (X-COORDINATE) FOR THE
X(CG) LOCATION OF THE CENTER OF GRAVITY.
GAMA NOGE,2 STRENGTH OR CONCENTRATED VORTICITY FOR THE
VORTEX FILAMENT OF AN ELEMENTAL SURFACE DEFINED
BY THE POINTS B(X,Y,Z) AND DCX,Y,Z),
G(X) ND.GE,2 X-COMPONENT OF THE UNIT VECTOR THAT DEFINES THE
LINE OF ACTION OF THE LIFT FORCE ACTING ON AN
ELEMENTAL SURFACE,
G(Y) ND,GE,2 Y-COMPONENT OF THE UNIT VECTOR THAT DEFINES THE
LINE OF ACTION OF THE LIFT FORCE ACTING ON AN
ELEMENTAL SURFACE,
G(Z) NDOGEo2 Z-COMPONENT OF THE UNIT VECTOR THAT DEFINES THE
LINE OF ACTION OF THE LIFT FORCE ACTING ON AN
ELEMENTAL SURFACE,
J SPAN ARGUMENT OR INDEX,
JeB TIME COMMENT TIME ELAPSED FOR EXECUTION OF LAST DJOB
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5.5 ALPHABETICAL LIST OF OUTPUT QUANTITIES (CONTINUED)
VARIABLE COMMENT UNITS DEFINITION
K CHORD ARGUMENT OR INDEX,
L/D ISURF LIFT TO DRAG RATIO,
L.AIL DEFLEC GEOMETRY DEG, LEFT AILERON DEFLECTION, IE, * DOWN, AND,
- = UP,
MACHN MACH NUMBER OF THE FREE STREAM VELOCITY.
MEAN CHORD GEOMETRY L MEAN CHORD OF LIFTING SURFACE, I,E,, EQUAL TO
AREA/SPAN
MCC (MAC) GEOMETRY L MEAN GEOMETRIC CHORD THAT IS DEFINED EQUAL TO
THE MEAN AERODYNAMIC CHORD,
NO OUTPUT VALUE ASSIGNED TO NFLG(20) OR IFLG(10),
NG NO.GE,5 SECOND ARGUMENT OR INDEX OF VORTEX-LATTICE
INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT MATRIX,
Ne,CHORD GEOMETRY NUMBER OF CHORD DISCONTINUITIES FOR THE LIFTING
DISCON, SURFACE VORTEX-LATTICE REPRESENTATION,
N0,CHORD GEOMETRY NUMBER OF CHORD ELEMENTS FOR THE LIFTING-
ELEMENTS SURFACE VORTEX-LATTICE REPRESENTATION,
N0,PL0T FILES COMMENT NUMBER OF FILES OUTPUT ON UNIT KT2 THAT ARE
USED IN THE PROGRAM PLOTTING OPTION,
NO,SPAN GEOMETRY NUMBER OF SPAN ELEMENTS FOR THE LIFTING-SURFACE
ELEMENTS VORTEX-LATTICE REPRESENTATION,
NP ND,GE,5 FIRST ARGUMENT OR INDEX OF VORTEX-LATTICE
INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT MATRIX,
P(X) NDGE,2 L X-COORDINATE OF A FIELD POINT ABOUT WHICH
THE INDUCED VELOCITY IS CALCULATED,
P(Y) ND,GE.2 L Y-COORDINATE OF A FIELD POINT ABOUT WHICH
THE INDUCED VELOCITY IS CALCULATED,
P(Z) NDGE,2 L Z-COORDINATE OF A FIELD POINT ABOUT WHICH
THE INDUCED VELOCITY IS CALCULATED,
ROOT CHORD GEOMETRY L CHORD LENGTH OF THE ROOT STATION,
RP0T TWIST GEOMETRY DEG, GEOMETRIC TWIST OF CHORD PLANE AT THE ROOT,
STATION (WASHIN), WHERE,
* = LEADING EDGE UPs AND - * LEADING EDGE DOWN,
R.AIL DEFLEC GEOMETRY DEG, RIGHT AILERON DEFLECTION, I,El *'= DOWN, AND,
. = UP,
*SCALE INTG,COEFF, AVERAGE VALUE OF ELEMENTS IN THE VORTEX-LATTICE
MATRIX
SCD SECT.COEFF SECTION DRAG COEFFICIENT,
SCDI ISURF SECTION COEFFICIENT FOR INDUCED DRAG,
sCL SECT,COEFF, SECTION LIFT COEFFICIENT,
SCLAI ISURF ADDITIONAL LIFT DISTRIBUTION SECTION LIFT
- OEFFICIENT,
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5.5 ALPHABETICAL LIST OF OUTPUT QUANTITIES (CONTINUED)
VARIABLE COMMENT UNITS DEFINITION
SCLB ISURF BASIC LIFT DISTRIBUTION (WCL0O,O) SECTION LIFT
COEFFICIENT,
SCLC/B SECTCOEFF, SECTION SPAN LOADING COEFFICIENT, I.Ei,
SCL*(C/B),
SCN SECTCOEFF, SECTION NORMAL AIRLOAD COEFFICIENT, IE,.
ACTING IN THE -Z DIRECTION,
SCX SECT.COEFF, SECTION CHORDWISE AIRLOAD COEFFICIENT, I,Ej,
ACTING IN THE +X DIRECTION,
SMP C/4 SECT.COEFF. SECTION PITCHING-MOMENT COEFFICIENT ABOUT THE
LOCAL 1/4-CHORD LOCATION,
SPAN GEOMETRY L SPAN OF LIFTING SURFACE,
SPAN GEOMETRY L REFERENCE SPAN LENGTH USED FOR NORMALIZING THE
B(CG) C,G, AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS,
SWEEP(MGC/4) GEOMETRY DEG, SWEEPSACK ANGLE BASED ON THE 1/4-CHORD LOCATION
OF THE MEAN GEOMETRIC CHORD AND ROOT CHORD
SPAN STATIONS,
TAB DEFLEC GEOMETRY DEG, TAB DEFLECTION, IE., + = DOWN,AND,- 2 UP.
TIP CHORD GEOMETRY L CHORD LENGTH OF THE TIP STATION,
TIP TWIST GEOMETRY DEG, GEOMETRIC TWIST OF CHORD PLANE AT THE TIP#
STATION (WASHOUT), WHERE,
+ = LEADING EDGE UP, AND - * LEADING EDGE DOWN,
TWIST GEOMETRY DEG. GEOMETRIC TWIST OF THE CHORD PLANE, WHERE,
+ = LEADING EDGE UPAND, - • LEADING EDGE DOWN,
VFS(MAT) ND.GE,5 V/UFS FREE STREAM VECTOR VELOCITY COMPONENT NORMAL
TO THE ELEMENTAL SURFACE AT THE COLOCATION
POINT P(X,YZ),
VIN(MAT) NDGE,5 V/UFS INDUCED VELOCITY VECTOR COMPONENT NORMAL. TO
THE ELEMENTAL SURFACE AT THE COLOCATION POINT
P(X,Y,Z) DUE TO THE VORTEX FILAMENT DEFINED BY
B(X,Y*Z) AND D(X,YZ) POINTS,
VI(X) ND.GE,2 V/UFS X-COMPONENT OF THE VELOCITY VECTOR INDUCED BY
THE SUM OF ALL ELEMENTAL SURFACE VORTEX
FILAMENTS,
VI(Y) ND,GE,2 V/UFS Y-COMPONENT OF THE VELOCITY VECTOR INDUCED BY
THE SUM OF ALL ELEMENTAL SURFACE VORTEX
FILAMENTS,
VI(Z) NDGE,2 V/UFS Z-cOMPONENT OF THE VELOCITY VECTOR INDUCED BY
THE SUM OF ALL ELEMENTAL SURFACE VORTEX
FILAMENTS,
W SECT.COEFF, L CUMULATIVE WETTED-SPAN DIMENSION IN CORE,
WCDI ISURF WING INDUCED DRAG COEFFICIENT,
WCL ISUJRF WING LIFT COEFFICIENT,
WCL SLAPE ISURF WING LIFT SLOPE, I.E, WCL/(AFA-ALFAR4)
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5.5 ALPHABETICAL LIST OF OUTPUT OUANTITIES (CONTINUED)
VARIABLE COMMENT UNITS DEFINITION
WCMP IIURF WING PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT ABOUT 1/4 MAC,
(MAC= MEAN AERODYNAMIC CHORD)
WCMR ISURF WING ROLLING MOMENT COEFFICIENT,
WCMY ISURF WING YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT,
WING STA GEOMETRY L SPAN STATION (Y-COORDINATE) FOR THE LOCATION OF
Y(CG) THE CENTER OF GRAVITY,
WL ND,GE,1 L SPAN COORDINATE IN-CORE FOR POINT B OF AN
ELEMENTAL SURFACE VORTEX FILAMENT,
WL STA GEOMETRY VERTICAL WATER-LINE STATION (Z-COORDINATE) FOR
Z(CG) THE LOCATION OF THE CENTER OF GRAVITY,
WS GEOMETRY L WETTED-LENGTH SPAN STATION,
X L X-COORDINATE DEFINED FOR A RIGHT-HAND LOFT
COORDINATE SYSTEM,
XA(N)/C CAMBER L/C CHORD STATION NORMALIZED BY CHORD LENGTH FOR
THE NTHLOCATION, Ns i2,3to,,o,tO,
XBAR GEOMETRY L LONGITUDINAL COORDINATE FOR THE 1/4CHQRD
LOCATION OF THE MEAN GEOMETRIC CHORD,
X(C/4) GEOMETRY L LONGITUDINAL STATION (X-COORDINATE) OF THE
1/4-CHORD LOCATION OF THE CHORD PLANE,
X(LE) GEOMETRY L LONGITUDINAL STATION (X-COORDINATE) OF THE
LEADING EDGE OF THE CHORD PLANE,
XN ND,GEl L X-COORDINATE OF THE COLOCATION POINT OF AN
ELEMENTAL SURFACE,
X(TE) GEOMETRY L LONGITUDINAL STATION (X-COORDINATE) OF THE
TRAILING EDGE OF THE CHORD PLANE,
XV ND,GE,1 L X-COORDINATE OF POINT B OF AN ELEMENTAL SURFACE
VORTEX FILAMENT,
Y L Y-COORDINATE DEFINED FOR A RIGHT-HAND LOFT
COORDINATE SYSTEM,
Y* SECT,COEFF, DIMENSIONLESS SPAN COORDINATE, I,E,. Y/SPAN,
YBAR GEOMETRY L SPAN COORDINATE FOR THE 1/4-CHORD LOCATION
OF THE MEAN GEOMETRIC CHORD,
YN ND,GEl L Y-COORDINATE OF THE COLOCATION POINT OF AN
ELEMENTAL SURFACE,
YV NDGEq~ L Y-COORDINATE OF POINT B OF AN ELEMENTAL SURFACE
VORTEX FILAMENT
Z L Z-COORDINATE DEFINED FOR A RIGHT-HAND LOFT
COORDINATE SYSTEM,
ZA(N)/C CAMBER L/C VERTICAL LOCATION OF MEAN"CAMBER PLANE RELATIVE
TO THE CHORD PLANE AND NORMALIZED BY THE CHORD,
ZBAR GEOMETRY L VERTICAL COORDINATE FOR THE 1/4mCHORD LOCATION
OF THE MEAN GEOMETRIC CHORD.
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VARIABLE O0MMENT UNITS DEFINITION
ZN ND.GE1 L Z-COORDINATE OF THE COLOCATION POINT OF AN
ELEMENTAL SURFACE,
ZV NO,GEi L Z-COORDINATE OF POINT B oF AN ELEMENTAL SURFACE
VORTEX FILAMENT
1XL SECT.COEFF, UNIT VECTOR IN THE +X DIRECTION FOR SECTION
AIRLOAD,
iXN ND.GE,l XCOMPONENT OF THE NORMAL-UNIT-VECTOR AT THE
COLOCATION POINT OF AN ELEMENTAL SURFACE,
1XV NOD,GE, X-COMPONENT OF THE UNIT VECTOR THAT DEFINES THE
SPANWISE ORIENTATION OF THE VORTEX FILAMENT OF
AN ELEMENTAL SURFACE,
1YL SECT.COEFF. UNIT VECTOR IN THE +Y DIRECTION FOR SECTION
AIRLOAp.
1YN ND.GE9I Y-COMPONENT OF THE NORMAL-UNIT-VECTOR AT THE
COLOCATION POINT OF AN ELEMENTAL SURFACE,
1YV ND.GE,1 Y-COMPONENT OF THE UNIT VECTOR THAT DEFINES THE
SPANWISE ORIENTATION OF THE VORTEX FILAMENT OF
AN ELEMENTAL SURFACE,
1ZL SECT,COEFF, UNIT VECTOR IN THE +Z DIRECTION FOR SECTION
AIRLOAD.
1ZN ND,GE,l Z-COMPONENT OF THE NORMAL-UNIT-VECTOR AT THE
COLOCATION POINT OF AN ELEMENTAL SURFACE,
1ZV ND.GEsl Z-COMPONENT OF THE UNIT VECTOR THAT DEFINES THE
SPANWISE ORIENTATION OF THE VORTEX FILAMENT OF
AN ELEMENTAL SURFACE,
* PROGRAM-CHECKOUT OUTPUT - NAMELIST DBUGVi, DBUGV2, DBUGV3, OR REFLEX *
VARIARLE COMMENT UNITS DEFINITION
ALFAR ND.GT,15 RAD, ANGLE OF ATTACK,
B ND.GE,5 L X-Y-Z COORDINATES OF POINT B(X,YZ) THAT
DEFINES THE LOCATION OF THE ELEMENTAL VORTEx
FILAMENT B-D,
C0SR ND,GT,15 COSINE(ALFAR),
D ND,GE,5 L X-Y-Z COORDINATES OF POINT D(X,YZ) THAT
DEFINES THE LOCATION OF THE ELEMENTAL VORTEX
FILAMENT B-D,
GAMA NDGE.5 STRENGTH OR CONCENTRATED VORTICITY OF THE
VORTEX FILAMENT B-D,
P ND.GE,5 L X-Y-Z COORDINATES OF THE FIELD POINT P(X,Y#Z),
PHI ND.GT,15 RAD, ROTATION ANGLE,
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VARIABLE COMMENT UNITS DEFINITION
PSIF ND,GE,5 INFLUENCE FUNCTION PSI,
PX NDGT,15 L X-COORDINATE,
PY ND.GT,15 L Y-COORDINATE,
RX ND,GT,15 L X-cOORDINATE FOR IMAGE POINT,
RY ND.GT,15 L Y-COORDINATE FOR IMAGE POINT,
TANA NDGE,5 TANGENT OF ALPHA,
VCOS ND,GE,5 X-Y-Z COMPONENTS OF THE INDUCED VELOCITY
VECTOR AT POINT P(X,YZ) DUE TO THE VORTEX
FILAMENT B-D,
X1 ND,GT,15 L X-COORDINATE FOR INTERMEDIATE POINT,
Yl ND,GT,15 L Y-COORDINATE FOR INTERMEDIATE POINT,
ZL ND,GT,15 L ALTITUDE,
5.6 LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS FOR OUTPUT
-----------I 1--------------------- ------ ----------------------------------------------------
ALFA ANGLE OF ATTACK
AIL AILERON
ASSIG, ASSIGNMENT
CAMBER AIRFOIL SECTION MEAN CAMBER SPECIFICATIONS
CL LIFT COEFFICIENT
CONS. CONSTANT
C,G. CENTER OF GRAVITY




GEOMETRY LIFTING SURFACE GEOMETRY SPECIFICATIONS





5.6 LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS FOR OUTPUT (CONTINUED)
L LINEAR DIMENSION
.LE. LESS OR EQUAL
.LT. LESS THAN
L/B LINEAR DIMENSION NORMALIZED BY THE SPAN
L/C LINEAR DIMENSION NORMALIZED BY THE CHORD
L**2 AREA UNITS, I#E,o LINEAR UNITS SQUARED
NDGE.1 NFLAG(20) OR IFLAGIO) GREATER OR EQUAL TO I
NDGE.2 NFLAG(20) OR IFLAG(10) GREATER OR EQUAL TO 2
NDGE,5 NFLAG(20) OR IFLAG(10) GREATER OR EQUAL TO 5
ND,GT,15 NFLAG(20) OR IFLAG(1O) GREATER THAN 15
OPT. OPTIONAL
RAD. ANGLE MEASURED IN RADIANS
REF REFERENCE
SECT,COEFF, AIRLOAD SECTION COEFFICIENTS
SURF, SURFACE






EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. I - MULTIPLE SURFACE ANALYSIS CAPABILITY OEMONSTRATION
VZ RUN T54589.TRWO1001 3303A,1001,C,5,1 GOMEZ TRW9 PLT
N MSG FILE REG. TAPE 1 FH432 3 FSTRN I








EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 1 - MULTIPLE SURFACE ANALYSIS CAPABILITY DEMONSTRATION
TASK 702, PROJECT 3
3
03A, MJO 147033, AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS AND DESIGN




NSS(1).3, NCS(l)I2, NFLG(I)-28, NFLG(6)=4, NFLGII1 I1,
X(1)=330O., Y110.40..,400., Z(1)=2*O.-17.63, E(1-2*4.-1., XOCR(I)=31.,
C(1)= 2.40-110,, XOC(l,1)=O.,,*1 FLAPC(1)-3O0.30, TABC(1)13:0.0,
FLAPDJ(1)- 40), AILDJ(11)=-20 1 15., WFLAP1(1IOWFPLAP2(I ) 40wFLAP3(1)=140.,
MHTAIL=I,
NSS(2).5, NCS(2)=2, NFLG(2)=B, NFLGI7)-3, NFLG(12I I,~




NSS(3)=7, NCS(3)I2, NFLG(3)=2. NFLGIB)=4,
X(6)=2.-5C,, Y(6)-2*0., Z(6)-=0,-20., E(6)=2*0,, XoCR6).2*0., C(6)=8O,2OO., 39 PUNCHED-CARDS INPUT DECKXOC(1,3)=c.,1.,
MVTAIL-1, REQUIRED FOR XQT NSURF
NSS(4)-9, NCSI4)=2, NFLG(4)-3, NFLG(9)=4, NFLG(14).I.
X(8)=2150., Y(8)-2-40,, Z(8) -10,,-40., E(8)=2*O0, XOCRI8)=2*1,
C(B).25.,10., XOC(1,4)=O.,1., FLAPC(B)=2*0.5, TABC(8)I2*0,10.
FLAPDJ(4)- 30., WFLAP1(4)=~oWFLAP2(4)30sWFLAP3(4)=30.,
NACELE ,
NSS(5)=12, NCS(5)*2, NFLG(5)-2, NFLGCIO)6,
X(10)3*-30., Y(10)3*40., Z(O)'1010O-*-10 1. EIlO))*DC. XOCR(1IO)-*0eI
C(10)-30., 2*601, XOC(1,5)=O.,1,,
XCG=0.O, REFPC32.681, REFB.280,D REFS=8200,O
KT2=B, NFLG(19)=1, NJOB=I, ALFA10., MACHN=0,2, NSOLV-12O,0
SEND
EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 1 - MULTIPLE SURFACE ANALYSIS CAPABILITY DEMONSTRATION
$INPUT






















NPOSN3 = 600D, 900
NPOSN4 * 600, 50
ANNOT1 ID0 EXAMPLE PROS, 1 - MULTIPLE-SURFACE
ANNOT2 S ID = CAPABILITY DEMONSTRATION RUN
ANNOT3 = ID = A.COMEZ/ 5 JULy 72
ANNOT4 = ID
CHARSZ : 1.01.01.0.,1.0
TITLE = ID * ISOMETRIC PROJECTION OF LIFTING SURFACES
XLABEL = 10 = HORIZONTAL AXIS, SEMISPANS 120 PUNCHED-CARDS INPUT DECK
YLABEL 
= 
ID VERTICAL AXIS SEMISPANS










PLOT s 5,1, 6,1, ENOLST
ENDPLT
O = 22 3,2, ENLST ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OA0V = OF POOR QUALITY




PLOT = 2,1, 3,1, ENDLST
EDJOPLT
'JOADV = 1
PLOT = 5,1, 6,1. ENDLST
ENOPLT
GENERAL NOTES: 1. v = 7/8 PUNCH
2. COMMENTS ARE PRINTED IN "ITALIC TYPE"
3. DASHED-LINES INDICATE THE START OF A NEW OUTPUT PAGE (-- - - - - - - - - - - - -)
4. BROKEN-SOLID-LINES INDICATES OUTPUT HAS BEEN EDITED ( --)- - )
6-1
6
6.1 INPUT-DATA LISTINGS (CONTINUED)
NOADV * 1
PLOT - 2.2. 3,12 ENDLST
ENDPLT
NOADV * 1




PLOT . 2,1, 3,1, ENDLST
ErNDPLT
NOAOv = 1
PLOT . 5,1, 6,1, ENDLST
ENOPLT.
NOADV = 1
PLOT = 2,2, 3,2. ENOLST
PEJDPLT
IOADV = 1




PLOT = 2,1, 3.1, ENOLST
ENOPLT
NOADV I
PLOT . 5,1, 6,1, ENDLST
ENDPLT
NOADV - 1
PLOT - 2,2, 3,2, ENDLST
ENDPLT
NOADV * 1




PLOT . 2,1, 3,1. ENDLST
ENDPLT
NOADV c 1
PLOT = 5,1, 6,1, ENOLST
ENDPLT
NOADV = 1
PLOT - 2,2, 3,2, ENDLST
ENOPLT
OIADV = 1




PLOT - 2.1, 3,1, ENDLST
ENDPLT
NOADV = I
PLOT - 5,1, 6,1, ENOLST
ENDPLT
NOADV - 1
PLOT * 2,2, 3,2, ENOLST
ENDPLT
NOADV = I




PLOT - 2,1. 3,1, ENDLST
ENDPLT
NOADV = 1
PLOT = 5,1, 6,1, ENDLST
ENDPLT
NOADV = 1
PLOT - 2,2, 3,2, ENDLST
ENDPLT
NOADV * 1






6.1 INPUT-DATA LISTINGS (CONTINUED)
EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 2 - SINGLE SURFACE ANALYSIS CAPABILITY DEMONSTRATION
VZ RUN T54589.TRW.ID02.3303A.1002.C,.,1 GOMEZ TRW










EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 2 - SINGLE SURFACE ANALYSIS CAPABILITY DEMONSTRATION
TASK 702, PROJECT 3303A. MJO 147033. AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS AND DESIGNSUBSONIC-FLOW LIFTING SURFACE ANALYSIS, TRW PROGRAM NO, HAOIOB (NSURF)
A,V.GOMEZ/ 5 JULY 1972
$jNPUT
NSS=2, NCS.2, IFLG(2)=0,16,0, IFLGISI)..4,OI IFLGIOI1t, IFLGOI.CARDS INPUT DEC5,X=2*0., Y=0,0,300,, Z-2*0,0, E=20,O, C=510,5,0, XOCR=0.25, XOC=O.0,,0. 14 PUNCHED-CARDS INPUT DECK
WFLAPI:O., WFLAP20O,625 WFLAP3'1,0, FLAPCOI,25, WSMOTM40,25, REQUIRED FOR XQT ISURF












ISCALY 1,1 305 PUNCHED-CARDS INPUT DECK
NXR * 24 REQUIRED FOR XQT TRWPLT





NPOSN2 . 600, 925




CHARSZ * 1.0, 10,3 1.0, 1.0
ANNOT1 =10 I EXAMPLE PROS, 2 - SINGLE-SURFACE
ANNOT2 =10 I CAPABILITY DEMONSTRATION RUN
ANNOT3 I 0 * A,GOMEZ/ 5 JULY 72
ANNOT4 ID
TITLE = 10 * LIFTING SURFACE PLANFORM GEOMETRY
XLABEL ID * HORIZONTAL AXIS, SEMISPANS
YLABEL ID S VERTICAL AXIS SEMISPANS
XLO '-1.1
XHI * 1.1
YLO . -. 5
YHI : 1.7






PLOT = 1,2. 2,2, ENDLST
ENDPLT
NOAOV= 1
PLOT - 1,3, 2,3, ENDLST
ENDPLT
NOADV- 1
PLOT * 1,4, 2,4, 3,4, ENDLST
ENDPLT
TITLE - ID 
= 
ISOMETRIC PROJECTION OF WING PLANFORM
YLO = -1.1
YHI * 1.1
PLOT * 1,5, 2,5, ENDLST
EIOPLT
NOADV 1
PLOT = 3,5, 4,5. ENDLST
ENOPLT
NOADV 1I
PLOT * 1,6, 2.6, ENDLST
ENOPLT
NPLOT DV 17, 27, ENDLST FIGURE # 2, ISOMETRIC PROJECTION OF WING
ENOPLT
PLOT = 5,5, 2,5, ENDLST
ENOPLT
NOADV = 1
PLOT = 6.5, 4,5, ENDLST
ENDPLT
NOADV = 1
PLOT = 3,6, 2,6, ENDLST
ENDPLT
NOADV 1
PLOT = .,7, 2,7, ENDLST
ENDPLT
ENOF IL
ANNOT1 = ID = EXAMPLE PROB. 2 - SINGLE-SURFACE
ANNOT2 = Io 
=  
CAPABILITY DEMONSTRATION RUN
ANNOT3 = 10 =  A.GOMEz/ 5 JULy 72
ANNOT4 I10 
•
CHARSZ 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0
TITLE = 10 
= 
CHOROWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION (CPL-CPU)
XLABEL 
= 
10 * HORIZONTAL DISTANCE, CHORDS
yLABEL = ID DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
XLO = 0.0
XHI = 3.1
YLO =-3.0 FIGURE # 3, CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
YHI = 9.0
CADD = 0.0. 0.0
PLOT = 1.1, 2.1, ENDLST
E!JDPLT
NOADV = 1
CADD : .2. 0.5
NPLT 1. ENDLS ORIGINAL PAGE IS
6-3 OF POOR QUALITY
6.1 INPUT-DATA LISTINGS (CONTINUED)
NOADV 4 1
CADD - 0,41 1,0




PLOT - 1,6, 2,6, ENDLST
ENDPLT
IOADV -i
CADD - 3.8, 2.0
PLOT - 1,8, 2,8, ENDLST
ENDPLT
NOADV F 1
CADD = 1.0, 2.5
PLOT = 1,9, 2,9, ENOLST
ENDPLT
NOADV - I


















TITLE =10 I SPAN AIRLOAD DISTRIBUTION
XLABEL = 10 - HORIZONTAL DISTANCE, SEMISPANS
YLABEL : ID - SECTION LIFT COEFFICIENT CL





PLOT • 1,1, 2,1, ENOLST
ENjDPLT
YLABEL * 10 SECTION INDUCED DRAG COEFFICIENT COl
PLOT = 1,1, 3,1. ENDLST FIGURE # 5, SECTION INDUCED DRAG COEFFICIENT
ENOPLT _
YLABEL = 10 - SECTION PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT CMAC
YLO -1.5
YHI 1.0 FIGURE # 6, SECTION PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT
PLOT 1,1, 4,1. ENOLST
ENDPLT
ENODFIL
TITLE = 10 : LINEAR SOLUTION - SPAN AIRLOAD DISTRIBUTION
XLASEL = 10 - HORIZONTAL DISTANCE, SEMISPANS





PLOT = 1.1, 2,1. ENDLST
ENDPLT FIGURE 4 7, SECTION LIFT COEFFICIENT ARRAY
OADV x 1
PLOT = 1,2, 2,2, ENDLST (LINEAR SOLUTION)
ENOPLT
NOADV - 1
PLOT - 1,3, 2.3. ENDLST
ENDPLT
NOADV * 1
PLOT = 1,4, 2.4, ENDLST
ENDPLT
NOADV - 1
PLOT * 1,5, 2,5, ENDLST
ENDPLT
NOADV 1
PLOT = 1,6, 2,6, ENDLST
ENDPLT
NOADV = 1
PLOT - 1,7. 2,7, ENDLST
ENDPLTNOADV * 1
PLOT = 1,8, 2,8, ENDLST
ENDPLT
YLABEL 10 SECTION INDUCED DRAG COEFFICIENT CDI
PLOT = 1,1, 3,1, ENDLST
ENDPLT
NOADV = 1
PLOT = 1,2, 3,2, ENDLST
ENOPLT
NOADV = 1 FIGURE # 8, SECTION INDUCED DRAG COEFFICIENT ARRAY
PLOT 1,3, 3,3, ENDLST
FNOPLT (LINEAR SOLUTION)
NOADV = I
PLOT = 1,4, 3,4, ENDLST
ENDPLT
'JOADV = 1
PLOT = 1,5, 3,5, ENDLST
ENOPLT
NOAOV 1I
PLOT • 1,6, 3,6, ENDLST
ENDPLT
NOADV = 1
PLOT = 1,7, 3.7, ENDLST
ENDPLT
'JOADV = 1
PLOT = 1,8. 3.8, ENDLST
ENDPLT
YLABEL = 10 a SECTION PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT CMAC
YLO = -1.5
YHI = 1,3
PLOT 1,1, 4,1, ENDLST FIGURE # 9, SECTION PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT ARRAY
ENDPLT
OADyV 1 (LINEAR SOLUTION)
PLOT = 1,2, 4,2, ENDLST
ENDPLT
6-4
6.1 INPUT-DATA LISTINGS (CONTINUED)
NOADV * 1
PLOT - 1,3. 413, ENDLST
ENDPLT
NOADOV - 1
PLOT * 1,4. 4,4. ENDLST
ENOPLT
NOADV - 1
PLOT = 1,5. 4,5, ENDLST
ENOPLT
NoADV 1I
PLOT = 1,6, 4,6, ENOST
ENDPLT
'10ADV I
PLOT 1,7, 4,17 ENDLST
ENDPLT
NOADV - 1
PLOT = 1,8, 4,8, ENDLST
ENDPLT
YLABEL' ID = FLAP/AIL NORMAL FORCE COEFF CNF
YLO = '2.0
YWI * 4.0
PLOT = .1, 5,1, ENOLST
ENDPLT
I0ADV = I
PLOT = 1,2, 5,2, ENOLST
ENDPLT
~IOADV 1I
PLOT = 1,3, 5,3, ENDLST FIGURE A 10, FLAP NORMAL FORCE SECTION COEFFICIENT ARRAYENOPLT
1'OADV I (LINEAR SOLUTION)
PLOT . 1,4, 5,4, ENDLST
ENOPLT
NOADV r 1
PLOT . 1.5, 5,5. ENDLST
ENDPLT
NOADV * 1
PLOT - 1,6, 5,6, ENDLST
ENDPLT
NOADV * 1
PLOT = 1,7, 5,7, ENOLST
ENDPLT
NOAODV * 1
PLOT - 1,8, 5,8, ENDLST
ENDPLT
YLABEL- I10 FLAP/AIL HORIZ FORCE COEFF CXF
PLOT - 1,1, 6,1, ENDLST
ENDPLT
NOAOV * 1
PLOT = 1,2, 6,2, ENDLST
ENDPLT
NOADV = 1
PLOT = 1,3, 6,3, ENDLST
ENDPLT FIGURE # 11, FLAP CHORD FORCE SECTION COEFFICIENT ARRAY
NOADV = 1
PLOT = 1,4, 6,4, ENDLST (LINEAR SOLUTION)
ENDPLT
NOADV = 1
PLOT * 1,5, 6,5, ENDLST
ENOPLT
NOADV 1I
PLOT - 1,6, 6,6, ENDLST
ENDPLT
NOAOV = 1
PLOT = 1,7, 6,7, ENDLST
ENDPLT
NOADV * I




ID FLAP/AIL HINGE MOMENT COEFF CHF
YLO z -1.5
YHI = 1.0
PLOT 1.1, 7,1, ENDLST
ENDPLT
NOADv * 1
PLOT = 1,2, 7,2, ENDLST
ENOPLT
NOADV I FIGURE # 12, FLAP HINGE MOMENT SECTION COEFFICIENT ARRAy
PLOT = 1,3, 7,3, ENDLST
PLOT = 1,4, 7,4, ENDLST
FNDPLT
NOADV = 1
PLOT = 1,5. 7,5. ENDLST
ENDPLT
NOADV = I
PLOT = 1,6, 7,6, ENDLST
ENDPLT
NOADV =
PLOT = 1,7, 7,7, ENDLST
ENDPLT
NOADV * I




10 I WING AIRLOAD COEFFICIENTS
XLABEL 1 = WING ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALFA
XLO i -15.0
XHI = 25.0 FIGURE # 13, WING AIRLOAD COEFFICIENTS
YLO -1.0
YHI * 3-i (LINEAR SOLUTION)






6.1 INPUT-DATA LISTINGS (CONTINUED)
EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 3 - XB870 AIRPLANE SUBSONIC AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS
VZ RUN T54989,TRW,1003,3303A,1003,C,5,1 GOMEZ TRW










EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 3 - XB-70 AIRPLANE SUBSONIC AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS
TASK 7C2. PROJECT 3303A, MJO 147033, AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
SUBSONIC-FLOW LIFTING SURFACE ANALySIS, TRW PROGRAM NO, HAGI0B INSURF)
A.V.GOMEZ/ 5 JULY 1972
SINPUT









NSS(2).9,NCB(2) 3,NFLG(2).6,NFLG(7).2,XOCI1,2).00,0.5,1,0, 36 PUNCED-CARDS INPUT DECK










X(10)..-1463.0,.1312.018, Y(10)0,,57.27, Z(10)=2*0.0.EI0)-2 *0.0*
C(1O)=740.O,640,O,XOCRC10)=I.O,1.0,XOC(1,3)0.,1.0O
MFINSaj,
NSS(4)=i3, NCS(4)=2, NFLG(4)=3, NFLG(9)=2, XOC(1,4)0.0,,0, XOCR(12)=2*1,0,
X(12).-50.5.36.0, Y(12)=2-171.81, Z(12)=0.862 1j71j,81# E(12)='1.0,-1.0D
C(12)1328,1313,83.07,





NJOB=1, ALFA'O1 MACHN= 0,20, NSOLV=1,1,1,2,1,4,















NPOSN1 - 600, 950
NPOSN2 2 600, 925




ANNOT1 10 - EXAMPLE PROS, 3 - XB-7C AIRPLANE REQUIRED FOR XT TRWPLT
ANNOT2 
= 
ID = SUBSONIC AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS (PLOT OPTION)
ANNOT3 - I1D A.GOMEZ/ 5 JULY 72
ANNOT4 10 ID
CHARSZ = 1o.00 01.0.1.0
TITLE = ID 
= ISOMETRIC PROJECTION OF LIFTING SUNFACES
XLABEL I = HORIZONTAL AXIS, SEMISPANS













PLOT : 5,1, 6,1. ENDLST
ENDPLT
'OAODV I
PLOT = 2,2, 3.2, ENDLST
ENDPLT
'IOADV = 1




oLOT = 2.1, 3,1, ENOLST
E!JDPLT
'IOADV 1
PLOT z 5,1, 6,1, ENDLST
F'IDPLT
',OADV =
PLOT a 2,2, 3,2, ENDLST
EtOPLT
PLOT 2, 3,3, ENDLST ORIGINAL PAGE IS
F'IOPLT
ENOFIL OF POOR QUALITY
NOADV * 1
PLOT • 2.1, 3,1, ENOLST
ENDPLT
NOADV 1
PLOT = 5.1, 6,1, ENDLST
ENDPLT
IOADV 1
PLOT = 2, 3,2, ENDLST
F.IDPLT 6-6
6.1 INPUT-DATA LISTINGS (CONTINUED)
NOADV - i




PLOT - 2,1, 3,1, ENDLST
ENOPLT
NOADV - 1
PLOT = 5.1, 6,1. ENDLST
E:NDPLT
NOADV. = 1
PLOT = 2.2. 3,2, ENOLST
ENDPLT
NOADV = 1




PLOT = 2,1, 3.1, ENDLST
E14DPLT
NOADV * 1
PLOT = 5.1, 6,1, ENDLST
F.JOPLT
NOADV = 1
PLOT = 2.2, 3,2, ENDLST
ENDPLT
'OADv = 1




PLOT = 2,1, 3r,1 ENOLST
ENOPLT
NOADV - 1
PLOT = 5,1, 6,1. ENDLST
EF DPLT
O0ADV = I
PLOT = 2.2, 3,2, ENDLST
ENDPLT
NOADV 1



















EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 4 - THICK WING PROBLEM AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS
TASK 702, PROJECT 3303A, MJO 147033, AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
SUBSONIC-FLOW LIFTING SURFACE ANALYSIS, TRW PROGRAM NO, HAO108 (NSURF)








XOC(,I)= .00, ,05. .10, ,15, ,20, .30, .40, .60, .80, 1,0,
XOC(1,2)m 00, 05, .10, .15, .20, 3 0, 40, .60, 580, 1.0,
ZOC(1,1)=.O,.4443,,05853, .06682,.07172 ,07502 ,07254,05704. ,03279,DO
70C(1.2).0,.04443,,05853,.06682, 07172 .07502.,07254..05704.032790,
ZOC(1,3) .0,- 04443,-.05853,-,06682" ,07172-0Z..,702 07254 05704.,03279,.0,
Z3C(1,4 .0,-,04443,-.05853,-.06682',,07172 '.07502*,07254.*,05704, g30279 .0o
X OO 0,0,
0, 1, 0,10, 35 PUNCIED-CARDS 
INPUT DECK
O 0.0. 0.'0.Z = , . 0,1  REQUIRED FOR XQT NSURF
E 0.0,3. 0.0,






















PRAN T 0 62 PUNCHED-CARDS INPUT DECK
NTYPE - 0 REQUIRED FOR XQT TRWPLT







6.1 INPUT-DATA LISTINGS (CONTINUED)









1,0. 1.0, 1.0. 1,0
ANNOT2 IO * SUBSONIC AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS
ANNOT 2 =10 I SUBSONIC AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS





TITLE IDt ISOMETRIC PROJECTION OF LIFTING SURFACES
XLABEL ID a HORIZONTAL AXIS, SEMISPANS
YLABEL 
= 















PLOT = 5,1, 6,1, ENDLST
ENOPLT
NOADV * 1
PLOT - 2.2, 3,2, ENDLST
ENDPLT
NOADV * 1




PLOT . 2,1, 3t,1 ENDLST
ENOPLT
NOAOV = 1
PLOT * 5,1, 6,1* ENDLST
ENDPLT
NOADV = I
PLOT . 2.2, 3,2, ENDLST
ENDPLT
NOADV * 1





EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 5 - DEBUG-PRINT OUTPUT OPTIONS DEMONSTRATION
*.................................****...*................***
V7 RUN T54589,TRW,1005,3303A,10005,C,1. GOMEZ TRW








EXAMPLE NO.5 - DEBUG-DUMP DEMONSTRATION/ NFLGI20)= 0
TASK 702, PROJECT 
3 3
03A, MJO 147033, AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
SUBSONIC-FLOW LIFTING SURFACE ANALYSIS, TRW PROGRAM NO. HAD0IOB (NSURF)
A.V.GOMEZ/ 5 JULY 1972
$INPUT
NWING=I1
NSS(1)2*. NCS(1)=2, NFLG(1)=3, NFLG(6)=2. NFLG(I1)sl
X(1)=2*0., Y(1)O.,10., Z(1)'2*0,, E(1)=2*0,, C(1)=2*10., XOCR(I)=2*O.25,
XC(1)=0.,1. FLAPDJ(1)= 10., NJOB=I, ALFA= 5. MACHN 0., NSOLV*1.1,
NFLG(23 )= 0,
FEND
EXAMPLE NO.5 - DEBUG-DUMP DEMONSTRATION/ NFLG(20)= 1
PINPUT
NFLG(2?1= 1,
SEND 33 PUNCHED-CARDS INPUT DECK
EXAMPLE ND.5 - DERUG-DUMP DEMONSTRATION/ NFLG(20)= 2
$INPUT REQUIREDFOR XQT ISURF
NFLG(2c) = 2,
$END




EXAMPLE NO.5 - DEBUG-DUMP DEMONSTRATION/ N'FLG20)' 8$INPUT
,lTLG(2?)= 8.
SEND











6.2 EXAMPLE PROBLEM # 1 , MULTIPLE-SURFACE ANALYSIS CAPABILITY
SUBSGNI-L-.., LiAIiNG SURFACE ANALYSIS PROGRAM HAOB
TKW YRTL,4 INC., iHCUSTON OPERATIONS
,"LdXTCN, TEXAS (770581
JOBS INPUT LIST ...
7 SAT NSURF
E XAM PLE PROBALEM Nfl. I - MULTIPLE Sue6 ANALYSIS CAPABILITY DEMONSTRATION
TASK 712, PROJEICT 3303A, MJO 14703j, ILUYivmIC ANALYSIS ANU DESIGN
SURSONIC-FLOW LIFTING SURf-ACE ANALY~i. , l.~. POGRAM NO. -AnIMB IN5SF)
A. V-um~/ 5 JULY 1972
$ INPUT
NWING=2, NPUSAI, NVTAIL=-2,
FLAPLIJ(I 40., AILUJII,1-2n.,I5.. ,LrI1OhPL2A)0WFA311O.
MHTAIL=1,
NSS12)=5, NCSI2I=2, NFLG121IA, NFLutII=j, NFLu(12)= 1,
XI4)=2*151., Y(410.,40., Z14)= 2*. . XlA*-.OLR(4)2Z*E., C(4)=30-,20.,
FLAPDJI21=-30., .#rLA~lIZ)..kPLAPZ2140.WFLAP32)4).,
MFUSEL=A,
NSS(3)=7, NCSI3I=2, NFLG(3)-2, NFL.,1o34,
X(6I=2*-51., Y(6I=2*10.. ZI6)=(.,-2A., XOCRI6)=2*0)., C16)-8T.,21.,
MVTA1L=1,
NSS(4)=9. NCSI41=2, NFLGI41=3, NFL.t' )=4. -L.(14)I,
C(81=25.,10., XDC(I,4I=0.,S., FLAPLI.J='*U.D. TABCIAI2Z*O.I0,
FLAPDJI41= 30., tLAPI..=.,WFLAP2141=3(l.,WFLAP3(4)-30..
NAC EL R=1,
NSS51112, NCS55J2, NFLG(S)=Z, NFL.tiAlho,
SCG=fl.", REFC=32.651, REPR=28n.Ot,.-*AU,
KT2=8, NFLG19ISl, NJO8=1, ALFAS1Y., M,.LNr.J. NSULV=12*n,
SEND
EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 1 - MULTIPLE SU 6 ANALYS1SCAPAdILITY DEMONSTRATIUN
$ INPUT
NWING=2, NFUSn, NATAIL-0, NFL(19j=- N L=Il 1.2, FLAPDJ 3.-1.
NFLGI 11=14,4,
SEND
SENOJOBS, DASHED LINE INDICATES NEW PAGE
7 XAT NSURF
JOAFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 lU li - L 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 1 - MULTIPLE SURFACE ANALYSIS CAP PAGE







N WING = 2,
N VTAIL = -2,
NFUS+1




ASCALE = . 10'lTCnEXT1I,
NSS + 3, +,, +7,+9
NCS + 2, +j.' +2,+2
+2,
N + .330OCTYOE.O2, .30(CYTlOE+nz,






-. 3T001E02 .TEOonOEXN,)n .U)U2OL+00, l.7nnnnqF7E,0
.OoO.TTSYYFOA, .TnoY0OYETT, ..vuAAAuoO0T . YOOYDDYTSR.TY
.nnTO'TlnTEX00, .nOOOEXT,') .Xuu0JJUUL+O, .rY30E,,
.BYD007flYE,00, .DY~nOoOSETY, . u )ZAjt+AX0'3, .OY0EXS
Y nTorTno( E+00, .40AGU0'J-~ . 1400030n E+03.
.00'n,,0D.YTE+no, .40P0000OE.32, -XUUSAJAUO.0, nlnolOr-3lE,00,
.4000TYYY)nEXO2, .40Ynl37OEX2, .4-,JAL+0.D2 .4nnYTYTOYE=02,
.4mnn3'YTOEPf2, OrOOCOO')00' .vAALuc'uuDDo j0OD~f~n0EXl'),
.0rVOO0TYEn0, nonO000EXnYO, iU jAJvuL+O, .3)0OO30DTE~fln,
.OnYmn)n~E,00, .COOO0IOnE+Cin, *jvjAUA.*E03, .111003001E+01),
.DOnfTO0'E.-00, noooonOO00O, uuoIS'DA.3 .YDOGOOODE,7Y
.OOOOOOEEO, rjooOOnnnOEPn, oO4JJuot+OO'
7 = .0000000MEXTD, nnUUUGAL+,,A -. 176331-35E,02,
-. 2YYOTlOflE.f02, - .20f0OOEXY)2. . GA DU.L..nOl -. Z73030EE=2,
-. I OWT0IEXD2, -.400noYDYEXT2, iUU5AJ"UULXO2, .YT00YYEX7T0, 0RIGINAL PAGE IS
00 , AonV~77EXD2, .(lODTTOETX, .AXuuXotOO. ..0D3TOO0E0FS
O0Tl)T7lnnE.Y0n, .(,OrOODOEX, , Auu.JuuutDDq nlO000OnE+'0, OF POOR QUJALTYx
.OOn),oYT0TYE,7fl, .TT00D0S0EXn, U OOUUUUVL+0,DD
S .4fYTY~oYEY1, .40UoJAUuAtUi. -10DY'0W30E*0S
-2nn30j)I0)E.01, -. 20000r'TTE,01, uwvu t+0OLXYD n.Onl'),) E+0n,
.00T7YTYTnE*00, .DT'30OOEYn, uuj'-)+O .firD0,OD~nEXin,
.n00303o'OE.Y0, . O1TOlOOE.Tn, vuuJJJJ)u.+O') .O1JnO)0EXnn.
.0Yr'TllOS,00, C~lTPOCIOE-n'), .U.,3JUUUL+0.0. .03000YDYTE0D,
.YY'cnnnon7nET0, .CTTOO0YYEXLOO, on')OOO~OO .Y30lTE.n1)'
.0073E177F=YY~nr, . CPOOD"E.l'$, UUUUXJl.XLAO0DT nn3nO0n0TE+OO.
.0O7Y7~,X~f, CCnoOlOECo, V..~l)JAGA=X0ll
C = .4C.ODO0T'EX2, .4nj)jJAUj.+,*J, . 10100011E+02,
.3011 0,) 1 1)E +'2, . 2 D n(),.n.1 nE+ D2 1 . 0L,%JJUUJL+02 , .200TDODTTE*03,
.25SY0T0YYlE.02, I100OD0nnEmZ, *-,uADAUL=O2, .6005033R*0f2,
.6T0750YE+02, OOO0n0o0nD, .AL)oOuujt+*O. 'O0fl040
-- --- - - -- 
- - - -- -- -
- -- - ------------------------------------6-9
6.2 EXAMPLE PROBLEM # 1, MULTIPLE-SURFACE ANALYSIS CAPABILITY (CONTINUED)
.flnnnivnCf.00, .C0000000E+D0, .0ia0 UUIA+13O .OOO0e)(0lEOO.
.fononlYonAE+of, f'()n0E+onf. .uu3Jo(JE+10. .'ot) 00W) E +onl,
.0onfflAmonoE~ol .O101onf*+rO. .0uooj+o .130000OE+nn.
.onooflo0'E(, .OnOnOMO()E~nn, VuJVJ+o
xOC = .nOOCrnE*,Of, . 1ouu(lt.~+3i, . flOO1010E.OO.
.ooolVlooOEO, .rO')E+00 . .00000I-1, ujj~u0E~oo. *nqon00E~n,o
.O1flon'V0E.O. .01OOOO)OO~.fO OVJJUUI+00, iAonon0'.Efn0,
.nnn(m~,) C000000n~OfEOfln * j3 *t+q .000000,")fE+00,
bC ='nE+)n nO(onlroor)0nE+0 lUUUUJUUL+I1,UO . .110~OflOnE00
.A1O~E+0, nonnonpoErn, .UV~UJJULO0, .oonOlOE+11),
:noorn~o onnono-1E+0n, UU aUJuJL00, .oqoio3fE+')1,
. oon)'E11 .foo~ooE+00, .0JLU5JU-OO, fl,031)00nnE+nn.
.onmninne*+10fl, .oonooofoE*no, .UJ0lJL+00.O *,ro~oO'flOE+lO,
.oniniifof)F~wO. cnonioofE+on, l.Q3J+l Voin)n~E+,jo,
*oonflnnnlnE,O. con,)oonn~E*nn, .OUJUu00L+OO, .1)0000300E4O00,
.ioflofl'nYnE*oo. V0A(Onl00E+r n, .0 uuuOOEo0J.O f~~lf~l.O
.1onninO'~iFoo, .COOOOOAE+fl. Vuouujjtoo, n')noi~llE+')D,
*flVnnnnnf-0, .CCO0')AE'n', OUUJJJJV.Oo, no~fnqOn0CEo,),
*OmOflflnnE+^of, CI'onOl0(E+00~, Uvuju~o .100MOOOnE,~fl
*AnnnnnnnE~foo, Vo!~nnnl~nE*~nft vuUujf0 *qQ0000E(0,
.nnooinflFlfl, .00OOOOnE+0O, .0(0U000JLA+)O .ooooolffoEno,
*O~lV'EO, .0oonOoOFCf, U0D0U+0 OOOOO~nE+On,
.fnlOOoflfloO, .00nV000nVE+flO. Vquuu~o .Thfo~onE03,
.Of~lO~fE C0M, .o-)oEn' .Juu~ujouut'VJ, .000010EflO,
nnnooo')+00 .00 e00E.n0, * juut~o .o0'0o(E')n'
.ooof~lnmEon, .0nooflOO~flOE , Quu0u~a .OO')OOOOOE,~fl,
.nnnIOnfE~no, .CfOOOOOE+00.~ U.oujujk.+Oo .OOOfnlEO,
.m000 I~n f''01)0')E,~j~~ UUUJUL)nO n')-)O'nOE'nn
.0001fl'.ET1, .0* Onn~r, UUUUL3, .onnn~n
. .nE00, i0nn '0oE.02, u.i.0uc+00). .0)lr001E.nn,
.250Fnn0, .00n~nE+00 uu~ju+0 oononnnoEnn,
.2500ooo0nE,00, o2noonltEnnO. U*JW0.+0 nononon.VVEfno,
*250nonon0,+o, onnnn0onmEon, ou~uu~o oinr ~n
. Annon E~o ..8 00n'p0Cfnj, *OO u.Juu0,JL1, j n')floorEo0Eno
------IFo IOIW-10 -------------------------------
.oonnnrF+0, I") )00nE~ n, UujuuuE+0, 11lo6-10no
6.2 EXAMPLE PROBLEM # 1, MULTIPLE-SURFACE ANALYSIS CAPABILITY (CONTINUED)
.3nn0000000E+01. .30O00000En0 .1,U00000k00, .12500000E+00,
.1000nOOOE+O0, .10n00On0E+00, .1>UUDOuc+0O, .12500000E+00,
.125n0000E+On, .12500nO0E+00 .1Lu000006+O0 .12500000E+00,
.12500^10E+00, .125000nE+T0, .13)oo00L +00. .12500000E+00,
.12500OE+0, .12500000E+00, .1+31UU .+0t0 *  .125o0000oE+00












ALFA = .I0o000 OE+02, .00JUJujL+u u 30 .OO 0000E+OO,
.00o001onE.00, .00000000E+00, ..UUUU00UO+OO, .0000)00E+(00,
.n000001nnE+0, .n000000E+00, .0OUU0uOJJ0+0, .00O00OO00E+00
.OI000OElT+00, .I0000OO0E+00, .AJ00000,0+00, .00000OOOE+00,
.*0r nTE+00. .o00000on00E+o0o UJJUUOu*OO, .000000nOE+ ,
MACHN = .200O00C0E+0O, .OuuAuU+UO, .n000o00o E+00,
.00n000qnE.00, .OCO0000EO00 .UUOUUUJ00 00, .0000000E+00,
.00000nO nE+00, .COO000000E+0, .U00UOU000E00
HEIGHT = .1000000E+05, .100oUOt+O, .10000000E+05,
.10000"OE+05, .10000000E+05, .lOUOOUOE005, .101000E+05,
.100nnnnnOE.05, .1OCOOOOOE+05, .10OU00OUc.05,
FLAPDJ = .400000OnE+02, -. 302U.OJOL+U.l .00000000E+00
.30000000E+02 .0C000000E+00,
TABDJ = .0000000000E+00, .00OU+00 O0. .00000000E+00,
.000000rE+00, .n0000001E+00,
AILUJ = -. 2000000E+02, .15UUUU0E+O1, .000000E+00
.00000000nE+00, . 9nO0000E+00, .000OJOUOk+0, .00000000E+00.
.00000000E+00, .00 n0000E+00, .Ou0UUOOE+00O
NFLG = +28, 8 .2 +3,
+2. +4. +1 +4,
+4, +6, +1. +1,
+0, +1, +o
+0, +1, +, +4,
+0, + 0, +, +0
+0, +0, +0. +0,
SEND
----------------------------------------------------------
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 t+ 11 Al 1 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 1 - MULTIPLE SURFACE ANALYSIS CAP PAGE
VALUE 28 8 2 3 2 4 3 4 4 o 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 4 ALFA= .00 MACHNO .000C ALTITUDE=****** 2
LIFTING SURFACE NO I SURFACE 
= WI
SPAN ROOT TIP kuuT TIP AREA ASPECT MEAN MGC YBAR XBAR IBAR
CHORD CHORD [n.1E IwIST RATIO CHORD (MACI (MGC) (MGCI (MGCI
280.000 40.000 10.000 4.JU00 -1.0000 8199.59 9.5615 29.284 32.681 56.591 5.489 -5.655
FLAP FLAP FLAP FLAP TAB L.AIL R.AIL DIHED. SWEEP NO.SPAN NO.CHORD NO.CHORD
SPANI SPAN2 SPAN3 DOL-Lt UEFLEC DEFLEC DEFLEC MGC/4 MGC/4 ELEMENTS ELEMENTS DISCONT.
.000 40.000 14n.000 4U.0OU .000 -20.000 15.000 10.000 12.494 28 4 1
FUS ~TA *IN STA WL STA AREA CHORD SPAN
X(tGU YI6GI LICGI SICG CICGI B(CG)
.00o .00 .000 8200.000 32.681 280.000
WS Y Z X(LE) X(L/4) XITEI TWIST DIHEIC/4) SWEP(C/4) CIWINGI CIFLAP) C(TAB)
-141.543 -140.000 -17.633 20.JUU 1.500 3 .003 -1.003 -10.000 -12.494 10.000 3.000 .800
-127.388 -126.061 -15.175 15.boo 19.364 30.000 -.303 -10.000 -12.494 14.182 4.255 1.135
-113.234 -112.122 -12.717 11.o3o 1o.227 30.000 .394 -10.000 -12.494 18.364 5.509 1.469
-99.080 -98.182 -10.259 7.*a 11.091 30.000 1.091 -10.0 -12.494 22.545 6.764 1.804
-84.926 -84.243 -7.801 -.Z7 9.955 30.000 1.788 -10.000 -12.494 26.727 8.018 2.138
-71.771 -71.304 -5.343 -.949 o.818 30.000 2.485 -10.000 -12.494 30.909 9.273 2.473
-56.617 -56.365 -2.886 ->.Jv9l .682 30.000 3.182 -10.000 -12.494 35.091 10.527 2.807
-42.463 -42.425 -.428 -4.47e .546 31.000 3.879 -10.0On -12.494 39.272 11.782 3.142
-28.309 -28.309 .000 -10.ou .000 3n.000 4.000 .000 .000 40.000 12.000 3.200
-14.154 -14.154 .000 -1u.uou .000 30.100 4.000 .000 .OnO 40.000 12.000 3.200
.000 .000 .000 -IU.UoU .000 30.000 4.000 .000 .000 40.000 12.000 3.200
14.154 14.[54 .000 -IU.jU3 .000 30.000 4.000 .000 .00.0 00 000 12.000 3.200
28.309 28.309 .00(  -1u.3OuU .000 30.000 4.000 .000 .000 40.000 12.000 3.200
42.463 42.425 -. 428 -9.7z .546 30.100 3.879 10.000 12.494 39.272 11.782 3.142
56.617 56.365 -2.886 -5.ui j.682 31.000 3.182 10.000 12.494 35.091 10.527 2.807
70.771 70.304 -5.343 -. 9u ,.818 30.n0 2.485 10.000 12.494 30.909 9.273 2.473
84.926 84.243 -7.801 3.4 L v.955 30.000 1.788 10.000 12.494 26.727 8.018 2.138
99.080 98.182 -10.259 1?.- 1J.091 30.000 1.091 10.000 12.494 22.545 6.764 1.804
113.234 112.122 -12.717 11..oo 16.227 30.000 .394 10.000 12.494 18.364 5.509 1.469
127.388 126.061 -15.175 15.o10 19.364 30.000 -. 303 10.000 12.494 14.182 4.255 1.135
141.543 140.000 -17.633 2U.UOU 4.500 30.000 -1.000 10.000 12.494 1O.OOC 3.000 .800
---------------------------------------------------------
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 11 L 12L 1 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. I - MULTIPLE SURFACE ANALYSIS CAP PAGE
VALUE 28 8 2 3 2 4 3 4 4 . I 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 4 ALFA= .00 MACHNO= .0nC ALTITUDE=****** 3
XA(I)/C XAiJ)/i AA(3)/C XAII)/C XA(5I/C XA6)/C X8(7)/C XAI8)/C XA9I/C XAlLOI/C
.0000 1..Uo .000o .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
X Y LA(I)/C ZAl,/L LA~A./C ZA(41/C 2A(5)/C ZAI6)/C ZA(7)/C ZA(8)/C ZA[9)/C LAIIOI/C
30.0000 .000 .0000 .0UUU .J00O .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
30.n0000 40.0000 .no0n . .00 .110" .00 n .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
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6.2 EXAMPLE PROBLEM # 1, MULTIPLE-SURFACE ANALYSIS CAPABILITY (CONTINUED)
7 3 1.674+01 -8.026+01 -7.559+00 -1.s8.-3l 9.780-01 1.551-01 1.946+01 -7.528+01 -6.635+00 -3.872-02 -1.619-01 9.861-01
8 3 1.532+01 -7.030+01 -5.981+n0 -1.394-1 9.784-01 1.527-01 1.839.01 -6.533+01 -5.022+00 -4.727-02 -1.616-01 9.859-01
9 3 1.390+01 -6.035+01 -4.427+Oo -1.,3v-UI 9.788-01 1.503-01 1.732+01 -5.537+01 -3.428+00 -5.583-02 -1.593-01 9.856-nl
10 3 1.248+01 -5.039+01 -2.898+0U -.. a3-U±. 9.791-01 1.479-01 1.625+01 -4.541+01 -1.853+00 -6.439-02 -L.580-01 9.853-01
11 3 1.106+01 -4.043+01 -1.394+0u -o.LE- I 1.000+00 6.434-03 1.569+01 -3.538+01 -1.036+00 -6.957-02 -6.844-13 9.976-01
12 3 1.100+01 -3.033+01 -1.329+0U u.uu 1.0nOo00 0.000 1.5.7+01 -2.528+01 -1.002+00 -6.976-02 0.000 9.976-01
13 3 1.100+01 -2.022+01 -1.329+0u U.J D 1.000+00 0.000 1.5o7+01 -1.517+01 -1.002+n0 -6.976-92 0.000 9.976-01
14 3 1.10+1 -1.C11+01 -1.329+0u .OJJ 1.000+00 0.000 1.567+01 -5.055+00 -1.002+00 -6.976-02 0.00n 9.976-01
15 3 1.100+01 1.9C7-06 -1.329+00 U.UUOJ 1.000+0 0.000 1.567+01 5.055+00 -1.002+00 -6.976-02 0.000 9.976-01
16 3 1.100+nl I.11+01 -1.329+0U v.ud 1.00+00 0.000 1.567+01 1.517+01 -1.002+00 -6.976-02 0.000 9.976-01
17 3 1.100+11 2.C22*01 -1.329+0 U.UUl 1.000+0~ 0.000 1.567+01 2.528+01 -1.002+00 -6.976-02 0.000 9.976-01
18 3 1.1n0+1l 3.033+01 -1.329+00 o.z,-±U 1.000*+1 -6.434-03 1.569+01 3.538+01 -1.036+00 -6.957-02 6.844-n3 9.976-1l
19 3 1.106+Cl 4.C43+01 -1.394+0. 1.)2-01 9.791-01 -1.479-01 1.625+01 4.541+01 -1.853+00 -6.439-02 1.56n-nl 9.853-01
20 3 1.248+01 5.039+01 -2.898+00 1.3-1UI 9.7d8-01 -1.503-01 1.732+01 5.537+01 -3.428+00 -5.583-02 1.593-01 9.856-01
21 3 1.390+01 6.035+01 -4.427+0 I.304-LI 9.784-01 -1.527-01 1.839+01 6.533+01 -5.022+00 -4.727-02 1.606-nl 9.859-01
22 3 1.532+01 7.030+01 -5.981+00 i.J.v-ui 9.b60-01 -1.551-01 1.946+01 7.528+01 -6.635+00 -3.872-02 1.619-11 9.861-01
23 3 1.674+01 8.C26+01 -7.559+nj 1.ov-U1 9.171-01 -1.574-01 2.053+01 8.524+01 -8.267-+0 -3.017-02 1.631-1 9.861-01
24 3 1.816+01 9.022+01 -9.163+0,J I. Ej-01 9.773-01 -1.598-01 2.16+01 9.520+01 -9.917+00 -2.162-02 1.643-01 9.862-01
25 3 1.957+01 l.0n2+02 -1.079+0, I.Jiv-0 9.769-01 -L.622-01 2.2.o701 1.052+02 -1.159+01 -1.309-02 1.656-01 9.861-01
26 3 2.99+1nl 1.101+02 -1.244+01 i.35.-3I 9.7o5-01 -1.645-01 2.374+01 1.151+02 -1.327+01 -4.575-03 1.668-01 9.860-01
27 3 2.241+01 1.2~I+02 -1.412+01 L.J3i-g1 9.701-01 -1.69-01 2.481+01 1.251+02 -1.498+01 3.916-03 1.680-01 9.858-01
28 3 2.383+01 1.300.02 -1.582+01 1.390-, 9.757-01 -1.692-01 2.588+01 1.350+02 -1.670+01 1.236-02 1.692-01 9.855-01
1 4 2.775+01 -1.400+02 -1.759+01 -o.u±4-uc 9.629-01 1.720-01 2.914+01 -1.350+02 -1.674+01 1.236-02 -1.715-01 9.851-01
2 4 2.7'8+01 -1.300+02 -1.585+n0 -o.o0-0z 9.831-01 1.708-01 2.891+01 -1.251+02 -1.500+01 3.914-03 -1.710-01 9.853-01
3 4 2.641+01 -1.201+02 -1.412+01 - w.o.l-dJ 9.833-01 1.697-nl 2.869.01 -1.151+02 -1.325+01 -4.572-03 -1.704-01 9.854-01
4 4 2.573+01 -1.01+02 -1.24'0+nL -o..ao-3O 9.834-01 1.686-01 2.847+01 -1.052+02 -1.151+nl -1.308-02 -1.698-01 9.854-01
5 4 2.516+01 -1.C02+02 -1.070+01 -u.o4U-UL 9.836-01 1.675-01 2.824+01 -9.520+01 -9.771+00 -2.161-02 -1.692-01 9.853-01
6 4 2.439+nl -9.022+01 -9.001+Ou -.. o+1-±z 9.838-01 1.664-n1 2.802+01 -8.524+01 -8.038+00 -3.014-02 -1.686-31 9.852-01
7 4 2.372+01 -8.C26+01 -7.317+0n -o.-.-uz 9.840-01 1.652-01 2.779+01 -7.528+01 -6.308+00 -3.868-02 -1.680-01 9.850-01
8 4 2.305+01 -7.030+01 -5.645+0J -o.u41-J4 9.842-01 1.641-01 2.757+01 -6.533+01 -4.582+07 -4.722-02 -1.674-01 9.848-01
9 4 2.237+01 -6.035+01 -3.985+0U -. o '-0z 9.844-01. 1.630-01 2.735+01 -5.537+01 -2.860+00 -5.576-02 -1.667-01 9.844-01
10 4 2.170+01 -5.039+01 -2.337+0, -. 4u-OU 9.84b-01 1.618-01 2.712+01 -4.541+01 -1.142+00 -6.431-02 -1.661-01 9.840-01
11 4 2.103+n1 -4.043+01 -7.004-01 -. JLu-3 1.300+03 7.035-03 2.700+01 -3.538+01 -2.471-01 -6.957-02 -7.219-03 9.976-01
12 4 2.100+nl -3.033+01 -6.293-01 u. UU 1.000+00 0.000 2.700+01 -2.528+01 -2.C98-01 -6.976-02 0.000 9.976-01
13 4 2.100+1i -2.022+01 -6.293-01 .03ou 1.000+00 0.000 2.700+01 -1.517+01 -2.098-01 -6.976-02 0.000 9.976-01
14 4 2.100+01 -1.011+01 -6.293-01 U.0jJ 1.000+01 0.00n 2.7o0+01 -5.055+00 -2.098-01 -6.976-02 0.000 9.976-01
15 4 2.100+01 1.907-06 -6.293-01 U.ubu 1.000+01 0.000 2.700+01 5.055+00 -2.098-01 -6.976-02 0.000 9.976-01
16 4 2.100+01 .C011+01 -6.293-01 .00Uu 1.000+03 0.000 2.700+01 1.517+01 -2.098-01 -6.976-02 0.000 9.976-01
17 4 2.100+01 2.022+01 -6.293-n1 u.00U 1.030+01 0.000 2.700+01 2.528+01 -2.098-01 -6.976-02 0.000 9.976-01
18 4 2.100+01 3.0 3+01 -6.293-0± .92JJ- I.n00+00 -7.035-03 2.700+01 3.538+01 -2.471-01 -6.957-02 7.219-03 9.976-01
19 4 2.103+01 4.043+01 -7.004-01 o.ove-3 9.846-01 -1.618-01 2.712+01 4.541+01 -1.142+00 -6.431-02 1.661-01 9.840-01
20 4 2.170+01 5.039+01 -2.337+0U .. +-U4 9.844-01 -1.630-01 2.735+01 5.537+01 -2.860+00 -5.576-02 1.667-01 9.844-01
21 4 2.237+01 6.035+01 -3.985+00 U .o.,- 9.842-n1 -1.641-01 2.757+01 6.533+01 -4.582+00 -4.722-02 1.674-01 9.848-01
22 4 2.305+01 7.030+01 -5.645+0U o.u.9-uL 9.840-01 -1.652-01 2.779+01 7.528+01 -6.308+00 -3.868-02 1.680-01 9.850-01
23 4 2.372+01 8.126+01 -7.317+0, .oi-uc 9.838-01 -1.664-01 2.802+01 8.524+01 -8.038+00 -3.014-02 1.686-01 9.852-01
24 4 2.439+01 9.C22+01 -9.001O+0 o.40-uv 9.836-01 -1.675-01 2.824+1n 9.520+01 -9.771+00 -2.161-02 1.692-01 9.853-01
JUBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 b 7 8 9 1u 11 iL 1I 14 15 16 17 18 19 23 EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. I - MULTIPLE SURFACE ANALYSIS CAP PAGE
VALUE 28 8 2 3 2 4 3 4 4 L . . 1 0 0 0 1 1 4 ALFA= .00 MACHNO= .0000 ALTITUDE=***** 8
J K XV YV ZV IAV LYV IZV XN YN ZN LXN IYN IZN
25 4 2.506+11 1.002+02 -1.070+01 o.o,-u 9.834-01 -1.686-01 2.847+01 1.052+02 -1.151+01 -1.308-02 1.698-01 9.854-01
26 4 2.573+01 1.101+02 -1.240+0L U.o02-Ul 9.d33-01 -1.697-nl 2.669+01 1.151+02 -1.325+01 -4.572-03 1.714-01 9.854-01
27 4 2.641+1 1.201+02 -1.412+01 u,.oj-L 9.831-01 -1.708-01 2.891+01 1.251+02 -1.500+01 3.914-03 1.710-01 9.853-01
28 4 2.708+01 1.300+02 -1.585+01 o. or-u 9.829-01 -1.720-01 2.914+01 1.350+02 -1.674+01 1.236-02 1.715-11 9.851-01
(EOF PLOT FILE 1) - FILE # 1 = WING GEOMETRY SOLID LINE INDICATES THE OUTPUT HAS BEEN EDITED
"--- - --- C - ---
JUBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 - 1, 14 14 16 17 18 19 20 EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. I - MULTIPLE SURFACE ANALYSIS CAP PAGE
VALUE 28 8 2 3 2 4 3 4 4 1 I1 1 0 . - 1 1 4 ALFA= .00 MACHNO= .0000 ALTITUDE=****** 9
LIFTlNU SURFACE NO= 2 f_ SURFACE # 2 = HORIZONTAL TAIL
SPAN ROCT TIP Iul i P AREA ASPECT MEAN MGC YBAR XBAR ZBAR
HORD C CHORD i nI T.IST RATIO CHORD IMACI (MGC)I (MGC C (MGC
81.10' 3.00 20.nnn000 -2.,u9 -L.±000 2100.00 3.200 25.010 25.333 18.667 131.000 -19.337
FLAP FLAP FLAP FLAP In+ L.AIL R.AIL OIHED. SwEEP NO.SPAN NO.CHORD NO.CHORO
SPANi SPAN2 SPAN3 OCrLt a trLEC DEFLEC DEFLEC MGC/4 MGC/4 ELEMENTS ELEMENTS DISCONT.
.nn 40.000 4n.000 -3-y. .000 .11. .000 .000 10.620 8 3 1
FU, , nl1o STA SL STA AREA CHOPD SPAN ORIGINAL PAGE IS
XAIul Y4 t I Z(Cb) SICG) C(CGI u(CG.
. .u 3 .000 3 20.00 32.681 280.0on OF POOR QUALITY
WS Y L XILU ALI/l XIT) T*IST UIHEIC/4) SWEPIC/41 CIWING) CIFLAP) CITASI
-40.1O0 -41.00' -20.000 13.,u 1 .)30 153:).10 -2.000 .o00 -10.620 20.0n0 10. 00 3.
n n
-36.010 -3&.00 -2n.000 12o.,u ±,.250 15.000 -2.00
n  
.000 -10.620 21.007 10.000 3.000
-32.140 -32.000 -2.000n 12u.uu, 1,.500 15.00 -2.n0n .n00 -10.62n 22.00~ 10. nn 3.00n
-28.nr
n  
-28.000 -20.n00 127.u Liz. 7
5 0  
15. )01 -2.000n .0On -11.620 23.00 10.00 3.000
-24.
n n  





-2n.n0 -21.0 -20.000 12o.Jo~ 1'l.250 15 .0 
n  




-16.0~ -1.000r -20.00n 12+4.uu, ±o.500 15).o0l -2.0"0 ..00 -1.620 26.00 10.001) 3.n00
-12.1"1 -12-.00 -20.000 12'.0 L9.75O 1 .00 -2.000 .000nn -10.620 27.lnr 10. nn 3.000





n P  
-2n.0
P q  
121.,,J 1o.Z0 L .W " -2.00' 
'
0 -10.620 29'.1- 1. 0.+4 3.n00
* .000 -20.000 120.uU I,1.500 15'.
1  
-2.00 -. 909 36.866 30.07 13.111 3.'90
4. n 4.000 -20.00n 121.u ,,,.250 15,.00 -2.300 .000 10.620 29.0nn 10.00 3.0
n n
8.,00 .000o -20.000 12.-. 1. .n0 15C.003n -2.
n00 .000 10.620 28.C00 10.000 3. 00
12.100 12.0'n -20,00 12.u- o 715
0  
15S .I -2.1n0 .000 10.620 27.
n  
10 .n000 3.1 0
16.1n 12.000 -2p.nn 124..uu ,i,.510 15.0.0 1 -2.00n .000 10.620 26.n0' 10.000 3."00
20.0 2 .000nn -20.n00 12.u , ±,,.250 15.InO -2.000 n.00 10.621 25.000 10.'0 3.000
24."
n









n1 32.m00 -20.00n 120.', -. 5100 15 ).)
n ,  
-2.n00 .000 10.620 22.0n 10. 00 3. 00
36.1(00 36.000 -20.000 12., 1L-S.50 150.00 -2.03 .000 10.620 21.000 10.030 3.?10
40. 70 41.9000 -2. 000 13J.uuu i n.00 15').300 -2.000 .000 10.620 20.00o 10.00 3.
n 00
6-14
6.2 EXAMPLE PROBLEM # 1, MULTIPLE-SURFACE ANALYSIS CAPABILITY (CONTINUED)
35 3 1.425+02 1.C000+01 -1.974+01 0.000 1.000+00 0.000 1.475+02 1.500+01 -1.991#01 3.490-02 0.000 9.994-01
36 3 1.425+02 2.COO+ 01-1.974+01 0.00 1.000+00 0.000 1.475+02 2.500+01 -1.991+01 3.490-02 0.000 9.994-01
37 3 1.425+02 3.000+01 -1.974+01 0.00U 1.000+00 0.000 1.475+02 3.500+01 -1.991+01 3.490-02 0.00 9.994-01
,- FILE # 2 = HORIZONTAL TAIL GEOMETRY
(EOF PLOT FILE 21




- 1~--- - _
JUBFLAG t 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 lu 11 I, i 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 1 - MULTIPLE SURFACE ANALYSIS CAP PAGE
VALUE 28 8 2 3 2 4 3 4 4 1 1 U 1 0 0 0 1 1 4 ALFA= .00 MACHNO= .000C ALTITUDE=****** 12
/ SURFACE # 3 = FUSELAGE
LIFTIN SURFACE NO= 3
SPAN RIOT TIP kUUT TIP AREA ASPECT MEAN MGC YBAR XBAR ZBAR
CHORD CHORD I.ST T.IST RATIO CHORD (MAC) (MGC) (MGCI (MGCI
.100 80.000 200.000 .UOU .u0OO .06 .0000n .000 148.568 .000 -12.858 -11.428
FLAP FLAP FLAP FLAP TAB L.AIL R.AIL DIHED. SWEEP NO.SPAN NO.CHORD NO.CHORD
SPAN1 SPAN2 SPAN3 DH-LtL UELEC DEFLEC DEFLEC MGC/4 MGC/4 ELEMENTS ELEMENTS DISCONT.
.000 .600 1.000 .Ouu .000 .C00 .000 89.999 56.310 2 4 0
FUS 3TA w1N6 STA WL STA AREA CHORD SPAN
X)I6u Y(LG) ZLCG) S(CG) C(CG) BICGI
.OU .000 .000 8200.000 32.681 280.000
WS Y Z X(Ltl XLL/ ) XITE) TWIST DIHE4C/4) SWEP(C/4) CIWING) CIFLAP) C(TA8)
-20.000n .000 -20.000 -50.U00 .000 15A.000 .000 -89.999 -56.310 200.000 50.000 25.000
-18.000 .000 -18.000 -50.uoU -3.000 138.00n .000 -89.999 -56.310 188.00C 47.000 23.500
-16.000 .000 -16.000 -5U.uUO -0.000 126.000 .000 -89.999 -56.310 176.000 44.000 22.000
-14.n00 .000 -14.000 -50.DU0 -9.000 114.000 .000 -89.999 -56.310 164.000C 41.000 20.500
-12.000 .000 -12.000 -50.0O0 -A1.000 102.00 .000 -89.999 -56.310 152.000 38.000 19.000
-10.000 .000 -10.000 -50.uUO -1>.000 90.000 .000 -89.999 -56.310 140.000 35.000 17.500
-8.0nn .000 -8.000 -50.U00 -1o.000 76.000 .000 -89.999 -56.310 128.000 32.000 16.000
-6b.00 .000 -6.n000 -50.00 -4I.000 66.000 .00 -89.999 -56.310 116.00C 29.000 14.500
-4.r0n .000 -4.000 -50.uvo -o+.000 54.00n .000 -89.999 -56.310 104.000 26.000 13.000
-2.0no .000 -2.000 -50.000U -eI.000 42.000 .00
n  
-89.999 -56.310 92.00C 23.000 11.500
.000 .000 .000 -50.00 -30.000 30.000 .000 26.565 -74.835 80.000 20.000 10.000
2.000 .000 -2.000 -50.0U0 -47.000 42.000 .000 89.999 56.310 92.000 23.000 11.500
4.000 .000 -4.000 -50.u00 -Z4.000 54.000 .000 89.999 56.310 104.000 26.000 13.000
6.10 .000 -6.000 -50.02U -41.000 66.000 .000 89.999 56.310 116.000 29.000 14.500
8.000 .000 -8.0 0 -8. 50.0 -16.000 78.000 .000 89.999 56.310 128.OOC 32.000 16.000
10.10 .000n -10.000 -50.0OU -15.000 90.00 .o00 89.999 56.310 140.000 35.000 17.500
12.000 .000 -12.000 -5v.00 -Ld.000 102.000 .000 89.999 56.310 152.000 38.000 19.000
14.100 .000 -14.000 -50.000 -9.000 114.000 .000 89.999 56.310 164.00 41.000 20.500
16.000 .00.000 -000 -50.000 -0.000 126.000 .000 89.999 56.310 176.000 44.000 22.000
18.000 .00 -I8.oo000n -50.000 -3.000 38.000 .ooo000 89.999 56.310 188.000 47.000 23.500
20.000 .000 -20.000 -50.000 .000 150.000 .000 89.999 56.310 200.000 50.000 25.000
39 4 1.125+02 0.000 -2.000+01 -9.796-01 0.000 2.009-01 8.125+01 0.000 -1.000+01 0.000 -1.000-00 0.000
40 4 1.500+01 0.000 0.000 V.79o-01 0.000 -2.009-01 8.125+01 0.000 -1.000+1 0.000 1.-000+0+00000 . 0
IEOF PLOT FILE 3) FILE 
# 3 = FUSELAGE GEOMETRY
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ii 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 1 - MULTIPLE SURFACE ANALYSIS CAP PAGE





, SURFACE # 4 = VERTICAL FINS
LIFTIG SURFACE NO= 4
SPAN ROOT TIP kuul TIP AREA ASPECT MEAN MGC YBAR X8AR ZBAR
CHORD CHORD TIwl±T T.IS RATIO CHORD IMAC) (MGC) 0MGCl IMGC)
30.00 25.000 10.000 .0000 .0000 525.00 1.7143 17.500 18.571 40.00C 136.072 -22.857
FLAP FLAP FLAP -LAP TAB L.AIL R.AIL DIHED. SWEEP NO.SPAN NO.CHORD NO.CHORD
SPA4I SPAN2 SPAN3 OtFLt; UEFLEC DEFLEC DEFLEC MGC/4 MGC/4 ELEMENTS ELEMENTS DISCONT.
.000 30.o00 30.000 30.000 .000 .000 .000 89.999 20.556 3 4 1
FU 3STA *LNO STA WL STA AREA CHORD SPAN
X(I0) Y(LGI I1CGI SICG) CICG) BICG)
.UUU .000 .000 8230.000 32.681 280.000
WS Y I XILt) 1i/l) XITE) TWIST DIHEIC/4) SWEPIC/4) C(WING) CIFLAPI CITABI
.000 40.000 -10.000 125.000 L1.250 150.000 .000 -14.036 72.560 25.00C 12.500 2.500
1.500 40.000 -11.500 12>.7>0 131.812 150.000 .00
n  
89.999 20.556 24.25C 12.125 2.425
3.000 40.000 -13.000 12.5u 1,2.375 150.000 .000 89.999 20.556 23.500 11.750 2.350
4.500 40.000 -14.500 127.Z>)0 lj.937 150.000 .000 89.999 20.556 22.750 11.375 2.275
6.nn0 40.000 -16.000 12.000uu 13.500 150.000 .000 89.999 20.556 22.000 11.000 2.200
7.500 40.000 -17.500 12o.710 134.062 150.000 .000n 89.999 20.556 21.250 10.625 2.125
9.000 40.000 -19.000 12 .U0 1.4.625 1501.000 .000 89.999 20.556 20.50 10.250 2.050
10.500 40n.n0 -2n.500 130.±,0 1>,.187 150.000 .000 89.999 20.556 19.75C 9.875 1.975
12.000 40.000 -22.000 131.oud 1,..750 150.000 .n00 89.999 2n.556 19.00C 9.500 1.900
13.501 40.000 -23.500 131.1 U 1So.312 150.00 .000 89.999 20.556 18.25C 9.125 1.825
15.100 40.0nn -25.000 134. u0 1o.875 150.000 .nn0 89.999 20.556 17.50C 8.750 1.750
16.501 40.000 -26.500 13..0 131.437 150.000 .DO) 89.999 20.556 16.75C 8.375 1.675
18.n00 4n.00n -28.000 134.U0 I0..000 150.000 .000 89.999 20.556 16.000 8.000 1.600
19.50 41.000 -29.500 134..l0 13i.562 15n.000 .000 89.999 20.556 15.250 7.625 1.525
21.n00 40.000 -31.000 13.>U00 139.125 150.0nn .n00 89.999 20.556 14.50C 7.250 1.450
22.5' 40.00n -32.500 13o.±su iv.687 150.030 .000 89.999 20.556 13.750 6.875 1.375
24.n00 47.000 -34.000 137.000 10,.250 150.000 .000 89.999 20.556 13.00C 6.500 1.300
25.500 41.000 -35.50 137.1vo I0.812 150.000 .000 89.999 20.556 12.250 6.125 1.225
27.000 40.000 -37.000 13o. ou i1.375 151.000 .o00 89.999 20.556 11.50C 5.750 1.150
28.5n00 43.000 -38.500 139.dD0 1,1.937 150.000 .000 89.999 20.556 10.750 5.375 1.075
30.000 40.000 -40.00
n  
140.00u 1i*.500 150.000 .000 89.999 20.556 10.000 5.000 1.000
6-15
b
6.2 EXAMPLE PROBLEM # 1, MULTIPLE-SURFACE ANALYSIS CAPABILITY (CONTINUED)
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 it L+ 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 2
n  
EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. I - MULTIPLE SURFACE ANALYSIS CAP PAGE
VALUE 28 8 2 3 2 4 3 4 4 o IL j 1 0 0 1 1 1 4 ALFA- .00 MACHNO= .000C ALTITUDE=****** 15
XA(I)/C XAiaI/L AAi)/C XA(41/C XAI5)/C XA(61/C XAI7)/C XAI8)/C XA(91/C XAIIn/C
.0000 1.o uu .0000 .0000 .00 .000 n.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
K Y LAII)/C LAI,1/ LAiL)/C ZA(41/C ZA(5)/C LA(6)/C LA(7)/C ZA(81/C LA(9)/C ZAtIIIIC
150n,0(0 40.)000n .0000 .Juu o. 0 .0000 .0000 .0000 .00 000 1 .0000 .0100
150.0010 40.0000 .0000 .uu .o1 .0,00 .n00n .0000 .0000 .n091 .0000 .0000
J K Y Z WL tn OwL DC CS
42 1 4.000*01 -1.500+01 5.000+00 . 4*UL 1. .1+01 4.167+00 3.750+01
43 1 4.000+0nl -2.5n001 1.500+01 4.L3Jt 1.01001 3.333+00 2.917+01
44 1 4.nn000+01n -3.500+01 2.50+01 *..+ IU 1.1rO+01 2.500+10 2.083+01
42 2 4.'00+01 -1.50001 5.000+u 4.o2,+Ut 1.071+01 4.167+00 3.750+01
43 2 4.n00+n1 -2.500+01 1.590+01 4.4t*OzL 1.000+0L 3.333+00 2.917*01
44 2 4.10*+01 -3.500+01 2.500+01 *.>+niL 1.000+01 2.500+00 2.083+01 INPUT SURFACE
42 3 4.*000+1 -1.500+01 5.000+00 '.U~+U2 1.300+01 4.167+00 3.750+01
43 3 4.000a01 -2.50001 1.500+11 4.4t+uL 1.000+01 3.333+00 2.917+01
44 3 4.000 01 -3.500+01 2.500+01 4.3t)+U 1.011+01 2.500+00 2. 83+01
42 4 4. r000+1 -1.50n01 5.0000 4-.O+u 1.00n0+0 1.250+01 1.125+02
43 4 4.000+01 -2.500+01 1.500+01 4.l0+U 1.00+01 1.000+01 8.750+01
44 4 4.n00+0L -3.500+01 2.500+01 .z +drO 1.000+01 0.500*00 6.250+01
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 lu Li 1i 1+ 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 1 - MULTIPLE SURFACE ANALYSIS CAP PAGE
VALUE 28 8 2 3 2 4 3 4 4 o 1 1 u 1 0 0 3 1 1 4 ALFA= .00 MACHNO= .00C ALTITUDE=****** 16
J K XV YV ZV LA 1YV ILV XN YN ZN LXN IYN ILN
44 4 1.444+02 4.C00+01 -3.000+01 1.43-JI 0.000 -9.829-01 1.484+02 4.000+01 -3.500+01 0.000 1.000+00 0.000
EF PLT FILE 4) FILE # 4 = LEFT VERTICAL FIN GEOMETRY(EOF PLOT FILE 4)
J K Y Z WL tL OWL DC DS
42 1 -4.000+01 -1.500+01 5.000+0U 4.4J/u, 1.000n01 4.167+01 3.750+01
43 1 -4.n000+01 -2.50P+01 1.5nn0+0 4.43t02 1.000101 3.333+00 2.917+01
44 1 -4.n00+01 -3 .570+01 2.500+01 *.s? +Uc 1.000+01 2.500+00 2.083+01
46 1 4.000*01 -1. 50001 5.00n+Ouv 4.a u 1.103+01 4.16700 3.75 +01
47 1 4.000+A1 -2.5C04+1 1.510(+I 4.42 *u 1.001+01 3.333+0+ 2.917+01
48 1 4."00+l -3.500+01 2.500+01 .345+ 1.01)+01 2.5n0+n0 2.083+01
42 2 -4. 00+71 -1.500*01 5.000*00 *. Lc*uZ 1.0nO*)I 4.167+00 3.750+01
43 2 -4.900+01 -2.5n00+01 1.50'*
0
iL .L .ou n 1 000+01 3.333+00 2.917-01
44 2 -4.n00001 -3.50+01I 2.500.0e 4.>13*U 1.00+)1 2.50+00 2.083+01
46 2 4.00011 -1.50+01 5.000+00 .. c>.* LZ 1.00+01 4.167+00 3.750+01
47 2 4.100+01 -2.5r0+01 l..5n0+± .. cvi+uz 1.0n0+01 3.333+10 2.917+01
48 2 4.n00+01 -3.5C00+ 2.5*0+01 4. Z, +J 1.0*1+11 2.50010+ 2.'83+01
INPUT SURFACE + IMAGE SURFACE
42 3 -4.n00+l -1.50001 5.000+0u 4. *,.+, 1.0V71+0 4.10+01 3.750+01 (NVTAIL MINUS)
43 3 -4.010+01 -2.5C+01 1.5n0+01 ,...cJc L.n 0+11 3.333+0 2.917+1
44 3 -4.00+01 -3.500+01 2.50+1 4.Dto+u, 1.103njn 2.51A*00 2.083+01
46 3 4.00*01 -1.50C+01 5.n000* U 4.o±*0i 1.0)+01+ 4.167+00 3.750+01
47 3 4.000 +1 -2.50f)01 1.500+r '.. v L1 .1*01 3.333+01 2.917+01
48 3 4.ln0001 -3.5'0+01 2.50+0Snri s.o vU 1.0"0+01 2.500+10 2.083+01
42 4 -4.r000*1 -1.5+01 5.000*1 .+ L+ Oz 1.00311 1.25*+01 1.125+12
43 4 -4.100+01 -2.5n+01 1.5 0+01i .4~+*50 1.000 .1 1.000+n1 8.750+91
44 4 -4.000+01 -3.500+01 2.5 0001 ,.±4. V 1.00n7+01 7.5000n 6.250+n1
46 4 4. 0nl-0 -1.500+01 5.000+ A .,, , 1.000+01 1.250+01 1.125*02
47 4 4.0*0+nl -2.500 01 1.0509+1 q .-- +UZ 1., 0 1 1.00~01 8.750+01
48 4 4. n001 -3.500+01 2.5n0+ni *. Z>*u 1.011+31 7.501+00 6.250+01
J K XV YV ZV 0A* IYV 1ZV XN YN LN IXN IYN 1LN
42 1 1.2b0+'A -4.000+01 -1.0I+1 1 ..*o -u 0.)1 -9.018-01 1.3'302 -4.00*'1 -1.510+01 0.1n0 1.000qn 0  1.00
43 1 1.3f8+12 -4.0C0+01 -2.n +0** .. i-ol Q.03 -9.018-1 1.347+12 -4.0.+n01 -2.500+01 0.oo0 1.100+00 13.00
44 1 1.356+02 -4.0100' 1 -3.r0O0+0i -.- I- 0.10 -9.018-01 1.391+02 -4.000+01 -3.50'+01 0.00
n  
1.000+00 0.100
46 1 1.260+02 4.n00+01 -1.0mn0+1 9.cL-JI 3. 1i -9.018-01 1.313+02 4.n00001 -1.500C01 0.100 1.093+01 1.000
47 1 1.3n8+02 4.r00+01 -2.00+11i 4.3.i-1 0. 0 -9.1s-11l 1.347+02 4.r0+0n1 -2.510+11 0.000 1.000*0 .000on
48 1 1.356+12 4.0Cr+01 -3n00+ "l .jZi-Ji 0. ,1 -9.)18- -1 1.391+02 4.00+911 -3.510+1 0.000 l.000+no 0.000
- - ---- - - - --
---- ---- -. . - - -. .... ...
44 2 1.381*02 -4.0**,0 -3.r0++ .a.od-uv 0.1)1 -9.298-1 1.411+02 -4.00+01 -3.5'1+j 0.00 . 1.0*00+1 1.00046 2 1.302+02 4.C~'+01 -1. . + J.oo,-.u 0."3 -9.298-01 1.341+2 4.0n 0+11 -j.5n0+ % .nnn 1.300*+0 0.n00
47 2 1.342+02 4. "+01 -2.'~0+,j 1.uow- 0.1 ? -9.298- 1 1.376+12 4.00+01 -2.50n+01 0.110 1.000n+0 1.100
48 2 1.381+02 4.r+O01I -3.+O, .ou-u, 0.Th:' -9.298- L 1.411+12 4.nn0+01 -3.500+01 0.100 1.00+01 1.0n
42 3 1.344+2 -4.P0+01 -1. 00+01 L. o;-ul 0.0) -9.545-11 1.378+12 -4.0'0+01 -1. 500+01 0.000 1.110+00 0.10043 3 1.375+02 -4.000+01 -2.00+0, .90o-01 0.13) -9.545-11 1.405+n2 -4.000+01 -2.500+01 0.00 L.nl000+ 0.000
44 3 1.408+02 -4. 00+Oj -3.'"0 + Z.4o-J 1.1-I -9.545-'l 1.432+"2 -4.(nOl01 -3.510+ 1 1..0n+0*0 0.00
46 3 1.344+'2 4.000+ 0 -1.r~~0+ & .9O-u .j)) -9.545-11 1.378+02 4.0r0+11 -1.500 11 0.0 0 10.O0n00 0.000
47 3 1.375+02 4.^r0+01 -2.ri + t l o.-J4 0.1'?) -9.545-11 1.4r5+12 4.00n+1l -2.5n0 *1 1.100 1. 1010n 0.n00
48 3 1.406+12 4.C'+01 -3.r*nil -. o,-u1 1'.,'1 -9.545-01 1.432+02 4.0rl+11 -3. 5001 0.0011 I.109 0.100
42 4 1.4)b+'2 -4.0PO3*0 -L.000+ , .d4J-uL 0.1') -9.829-01 1.472+n2 -4.100+'t -1.500+01 0n00 1. I+n 0"  0.10343 4 1.425+02 -4.j'1+n0 -2. 1+0,n . r-It .. 1 -9.829-01 1.478+'2 -4. 0+01 -2. 500+ 1 0.000 1.n +10 1.00
44 4 1.444+"2 -4.00 01l -3.rCm+e1 1.o,-vI 0.10 -9.829-01 1.484+12 -4. r+l -3.500+01 0.000 l.0,nt .1n00
46 4 1.46+02 4.0'*+01 -1.000+01 i..,a-i 1.001 -9.829-^1 1.472+^2 4.000*01 -1.500+,1 0.000 1.000+00 .0nn
47 4 1.425+r2 4.m0+01 -2.0++, i.o,,-, 0.3 n -9.829-n1 1.478+02 4.00+01n -2.500+01 0.100 1.0,0+10 0.00
48 4 1.444+02 4.0'001+ -3. roo) 1 .sIo-, 1.~' -9.829-'1 1.484.02 4. 00+,1 -3.500+"I 0.100 1.000+00 1.000
LEOF PLUT FILE 51 FILE # 5 = RIGHT VERTICAL FIN GEOMETRY (IMAGE)
6-16
6.2 EXAMPLE PROBLEM # 1, MULTIPLE-SURFACE ANALYSIS CAPABILITY (CONTINUED)
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 11 I, L, 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 1 - MULTIPLE SURFACE ANALYSIS CAP PAGE
VALUE 28 8 2 3 2 4 3 4 4 o I 0 1 0 0 0 1 4 ALFA= .00 MACHNO= .00OC ALTITU[IE
=
I**** 18
LSURFACE # 5 = ENGINE NACELLES
LIFTING SURFACE NO. 5
SPAN ROOT TIP KuuT TLP AREA ASPECT MEAN MGC YBAR XBAR ZBAR
CHORD CHORD InlT I.IST RATIO CHORD (MAC) (MGC) (MGCI (MGCJ
21.30n 3I.000 60.0nn .uVo~ .O00o 1050.0 .3810 52.500 54.285 40.00 -16.429 -. 952
FLAP FLAP FLAP PL*P IAB L.AIL R.AIL DIHED. SWEEP NO.SPAN NO.CHORD NO.CHORC
SPANI SPAN2 SPAN3 DetLL, FLEC DEFLEC DEFLEC MGC/4 MGC/4 ELEMENTS ELEMENTS DISCONT.
. 00 .600 1.00 .Uu .000 .00 .000 89.999 36.870 2 6 0
FUS ~IA 1N STA WL STA AREA CHORD SPAN
X(iLu) Y(.GI 1(CGI SICG) C(CGI B(CG)
.uul .000 .000 8200.000 32.681 280.000
WS Y Z XILt) A(L/1l X(TEI TWIST DIHE(C/4) SWEPIC/4) CIWING) CIFLAPI CITABI
.n00 4.000 10. 000 -3U.-.0 -4z.500 .000 .007 89.999 -73.142 31.00D 7.500 3.750
1.000 40.000 9.000 -30J.uu -c1.750 3.0n0 .000 89.999 36.870 33.00C 8.25n 4.125
2.09 40.000 8.on0 -3U.vuu -1.000 6.000 .000 89.999 36.870 36.000 9.000 4.500
3. 0n 4An.00 7.0nn0 -3u.0UJ -"J.250 9.000 .00 89.999 36.870 39.000 9.750 4.875
4.00n 40.000 6.000 -3u.Ou -19.500 L2.z30 .000. 89.999 36.870 42.000 10.500 5.250
5.*0n 41.:nn 5.00C -35.uuv -L*.750 15.A00 .000 89.999 36.870 45.00C 11.250 5.625
6.nn0 40.00n 4.nnn -30.uuu -,18.00 18.000 .o0n 89.999 36.870 48.00C 12.000 6.000
7.0n0 40.000 3.000 -3U.vUu -17.250 21.000 .000 89.999 36.870 51.OOC 12.750 6.375
8.000nn 4.000 2.no0 -3U0.UO -1.500 24.000 .007 89.999 36.870 54.000 13.500 6.750
9.n00 40.000 1.000 -30.uu, -1>.750 27.000 .007 89.999 36.870 57.00C 14.250 7.125
L0.~ 41.000 .n07 -3v.uOU -19.000 30.000 .000 89.999 36.870 60.000n 15.000 7.500
11.7T 40.000 -1.n0n -3Q.UUU -s.O000 30.000 .000 89.999 .000 60.00C 15.000 7.500
12.7l0 4n.00 -2.P00 -3u.uou -1,.000 30.000 .000 89.999 .000 60.000 15.000 7.500
13.1n 41.n00 -3.00O -30.JOU -. 000 30.000 .000on 89.999 .000 60.000 15.000 7.500
14.110 41.070 -4.000 -3U.0uU -15.000 30.000 .000 89.999 .000 60.00" 15.000 7.500
15.00n 40.00n -5.000 -3v.AUJ -1 .O00 30.000 .00 89.q999 .000 60.00C 15.000 7.500
16.n00 40.000 -6.000 -3..0ou -i1.000 30.000 .007 89.999 .000 60.000 15.000 7.500
17.n00 40n.00 -7.000 -3v.UuU -. 3.000 00 .00 89.999 .000 60.00C 15.000 7.500
18.in0 40.000 -8.000 -30.UOJ -,.000 3D0.0l .000 89.999 .000 60.000 15.000 7.500
19.700 47.000 -9.000 -3u.sUU -,.000 30.000 .007 89.999 .000 60.000 15.000 7.500
20.A00 40.000 -10.000 -30.UOu -1,.000 37. 00 .000 89.999 .000 60.000 15.000 7.500
. ----..- __ ----. __- -.- __ _ -
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 lu 1I 1I tI 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 EXAMPLE PROBLEM NU. 1 - MULTIPLE SURFACE ANALYSIS CAP PAGE
VALUE 28 8 2 3 2 4 3 4 4 o 1 U 1 C 0 7 1 1 4 ALFA= .00 MACHNO= 0000 ALTITUDE = ***** 20
J K XV YV ZV IA9 IYV ILV XN YN LN 1XN 1YN 11N
50 5 -8.75001 4.000+01 1.00001 9.040-51 0.000 -4.258-01 5.625+01 4.00+001 5.010*+0 0.000 1.000*+0 0.000
51 5 1.250Al1 4.000*01 O.000 .1UJu 0.000 -1.00000 1.750*01 4.000+01 -5.00000 0.000 1.000+00 0.000
50 6 -3.750+03 4.000O01 1.000+OI 9.J4>-l 0.000 -3.560-01 1.312+01 4.00001 5.000+00 0.000 1.000+00 0.000
51 6 2.250+01 4.000+01 0.000 0.030 0.n00 -1.000n00 2.750+01 4.n00001 -5.000*00 0.000 1.000+00 0.000
IEOF PLJT FILE 6) FILE # 6 = LEFT ENGINE NACELLE 
GEOMETRY
J K Y NWL to DWL DC DS
50 1 -4.000+01 5.000+00 5.000,00u .IL+J2U 1.000+01 5.000+00 7.500+01
51 1 -4.000+01 -5.000+00 3)' 0+01 -. ei3+U~ 1.000*01 1.000+01 1.000.02
- ---"" 5 -_ _ '" -- " ---- ----- _-
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1J IIZ 1 14 15 16 17 IB 19 20 EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 1 - MULTIPLE SURFACE ANALYSIS CAP PAGE
VALUE 28 8 2 3 2 4 3 4 4 o IL 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 4 ALFA= .00 MACHNO= .000C ALTITUDE
=
****** 21
J K XV YV ZV IxV IYV ILV XN YN ZN 1XN 1YN 1IN
53 1 -2.875*01 4.000*01 1.000*01 L.Au-O1 0.000 -9.923-11 -2.438+01 4.000+01 5.000*00 0.000 I.O0O+00 0.000
54 1 -2.750*01 4.000+01 0.000 0.U00 0.000 -1.00+0 -2.250+n1 4.000+01 -5.7000+0 0.00n 1.n00+00 0.000
50 2 -2.375+01 -4.0C00 01 1.OoO+ni .3U-l01 0.000 -8.480-01 -1.688+01 -4.000+01 5.000+00 0.000 1.000+00 0.000
51 2 -1.75n+n1 -4.001+01 0.000 o.0U3 0.000 -1.on00*7 -1.25001l -4.000+01 -5.000n+0 0.000 1.00000 0.000
53 2 -2.375+01 4.000+01 1.0001 .0OU-l1 O.000 -8.480-01 -1.688+01 4.000+01 5.Co00on 0.000 1.000n 0 0.000
54 2 -1.75001 4.000+01 n0.000 0.u3 0.000 -1.000+00 -1.250+01 4.000+01 -5.000+00 0.000 1.000+00 0.000
50 3 -1.875+01 -4.00o0+nl 1.000+0 7.974-UI 0.000 -6.644-01 -9.375+00 -4.000*01 5.000+00 0.000 1.000+00 0.000
51 3 -7.500*0 -4.00001 0.000 0.001 0.000 -1.O0qn00 -2.500+0 -4.000C01 -5.000+00 0.000 1.000O+0 0.000
53 3 -1.875+A1 4.00001 1.0n0001 n .. 7'-Ul 0.000 -6.644-01 -9.375+*0 4.0(0+01 5.000+n0 0.000 1.m0000 0.000
54 3 -7.50+01 4.000+01 0.000 0.5U 0.1o3 -1 .OO+*0 -2.50+00 4.000o01 -5.00000 0.000 oo I.00oo00 0.000
50 4 -1.375+01 -4.007P 01 l.000*o1 .*L11-JI O.no0 -5.241-71 -1.875+00 -4.00+01 5.CO+00 0.000 1.000+00 0.000
51 4 2.500+l -4.000+01 O.000 U.JJu 0.000 -1.007+00 7.500+00 -4.000+01 -5.000+00 0.000 1.000+00 0.000
53 4 -1.375+01 4.CC0001 1.0010+ o.>17-ul 0.000 -5.241-01 -1.87500n 4.000+01 5.C00+00 0.000 1.000*00 0.000
54 4 2.500300 4.000*01 0.000 0. uO 0.000 -1.nn00o 0 7.530+n0 4.00011 -5.00Ono 0.000o 1.000+00 0.000
50 5 -8.750+*0 -4.00001 100001 .0*01 +-ul 0.00 -4.258-01 5.625+00 -4.000C01 5.000+00 0.00) 1.000+00 0.000
51 5 1.250+01 -4.00+01 0.000 u.UJJ 0.000 -1.700+00 1.750+01 -4.00+01 -5.000+00 0.000 1.0n+o00 0.300
53 5 -8.750+00 4.00n+01 1.000+01 9.uo-1 0.000 -4.258-01 5.625+00 4.000+01 5.0O0O00 0.000 1.000*0 0.000
54 5 1.250*01 4.000*01 0n.n0 v.0 U 0.00 -1.000+*q 1.750+01 4.000+01 -5.0n0*00 0.000 1.000no0 0.000
50 6 -3.750*0 -4.C00001 1.000+*1 9.'.,-Ol 0.00 -3.560-01 1.31201 -4.000+01 5.000+00 0.000 1.000+00 0.000
51 6 2.250+01 -4.000+01 0.000 .030 0.A00 -1.0on0000 2.750+01 -4.000+01 -5.000+00 0.000 1.000*00 0.000
53 6 -3.750+00 4.000+01 1.000n01 0.34 -U1 0.000 -3.560-01 1.312n01 4.O0OtOl 5.000+00 0.000 1.000+00 0.000
54 6 2.250+01 4.00nn 1O 0.O0 0.000 0.000 -1.000+07 2.750+01 4.000+01 -5.00000 0.000 1.00*+00 0.00n
(EOF PLOT FILE 71.,- FILE # 7 = RIGHT ENGINE NACELLE GEOMETRY (IMAGE) (NO VORTEX-LATTICE SOLUTIONS THIS TIME BECAUSE NSOLV = 12-0)
**** JOB TIME= 40 / ELAV.cU [IML= 40 / NO.PLOT FILES= 7 / NSURF EXEC. VERSION 6-1E-72 ***
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.2 EXAMPLE PROBLEM # 1, MULTIPLE-SURFACE ANALYSIS CAPABILITY (CONTINUED)
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 U1 11 LZ i 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. I - MULTIPLE SURFACE ANALYSIS CAP PAGE















NSS = +3, +, +7 *9,
+12,
NCS = +2, .. +2,
X .300000E+02, .30JUvUUOu£0L, .300030E+02,
.1500STn
0
E03, .15n0000OE03, -00UU0UU*02, -. 50000n00EO02,
.15I00VE+n3, .15000003E+3, -.juUO0UULA02, -. 3000t0E3nOE2,
-. 3rnorO3nE0+2, .OCOOOOOnE+0, .U00OuUuu0+00o .o000O0OOE+00,
.nnonnE+0 , .0000000E*00, .UUUUU30OU*00 .00000000E*
n
0
.000000 o 00, .COCn00OOE+En .OUOUUU0 00UU .OUL*'0
.0OOO00300E+0, .0000n00nE+0n, .UUUoUUO*00-
.00000000E*OA, . 0r03000E*O, .0U
00' p .I ,Fl0f
Y = .n0onoE00 o+00, --
.0000000n0 E00, .40C. .. c*Ou, .f00000000E+00,
.40000000E02. O- G -j -- .. .oooo .0E*T, .UuUo JoU* .oo, ..oo~oDOOOE*3O, ?Olu pA.G T iS
.4A00n0f ... 'U2, .lUuLuUELue, .00000E30, 00
. sIOEO0, .;00000qOEOlnn .OuO U000nEO
NFLG + +14, *+, 2, *3, F pOOR
*4, *6, *, *1,
0, +1*, *0. ,.
*3, I, *U, *4.
NSOLV = 1, L. *l. +2.
*0. *0n. +. +9,
+0, +n, +' +1),
SEND
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 I2 1, 14 15 16 17 18 19 21 EXAMPLE PRUBLEM NO. 1 - MULTIPLE SURFACE ANALYSIS CAP PAGE
VALUE 14 4 2 3 2 4 3 4 4 o C 0 1 0 0V 1 4 ALFA= .00 MACHNO= .00( ALTITUDE=***** 23
-SURFACE # I = WING
LIFTING SURFACE NOU=
SPAN ROOT TIP KulI TP AREA ASPECT MEAN MGC YBAR XBAR LBAR
CHORD CHORD T. IL I.IST RATIO CHORD (MACI (MGC) (MGCI MGC)
280.100 4).000 10.0OO 4.0uu -1.-100 8199.t9 9.5615 29.284 32.681 56.591 5.489 -5.655
FLAP FLAP FLAP IFLI IAl L.AIL R.AIL DINED. SWEEP NO.SPAN NO.CHORD NO.CHORC
SPAN1 SPAN2 SPAN3 DcFLc uLELEC DEFLEC DEFLEC MGC/4 MGC/4 ELEMENTS ELEMENTS DISCONT.
.n10 43.010 143.C0n 3J.u U .30 -23.030 15.010 I1.0on 12.494 14 4 1
FU T1 AA, STA WL STA AREA CHORD SPAN
X u ) IGI ZICGI S(CG) CICG) BICGI
*.,v .100 .003 8201.031 32.681 280.000
WS Y Z X(L.) AlL/*) X(TEI TWIST JIHE(C/41 SWEP(C/41 C(WINGI C(FLAPI CITAB)
-141.543 -143.000 -17.633 2u.uOu ".500 31.0A0 -1.003 -10.00
n  
-12.494 10.00r 3.00 .800
-127.388 -126.061 -15.175 1.o:o 69.364 3:.300 -. 303 -1 .03 -12.494 14.182 4.255 1.135
-113.234 -112.122 -12.717 11.oao 10.227 3'.300 .394 -10.000 -12.494 18.364 5.509 1.469
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1U i1 L, 1, 14 15 16 17 18 19 21 EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. I - MULTIPLE SURFACE ANALYSIS CAP PAGE
VALUE 14 4 2 3 2 4 3 4 4 o i I o 1 I 0 3 1 r 4 ALFA= .10 MACHNO= ."300 ALTITUDE=***** 27
LIINU SURFACE NU= 2 , SURFACE # 2 = HORIZONTAL TAIL
SPAN ROOT TIP KuuT liP ARFA ASPECT MEAN MGC YBAR XBAR LBAR
CHORD CHORD Iinl T.IST RATIO CHORD (MACI (MGCI IMGCI (MGCI
a .n"O 30.01 2*.n0
n  
-2.*o*u -. l0 23 1.33 3.21 25.  '3 25.333 18.B66 131.010 -19.337
FLAP FLAP FLAP FLAP I b L.AIL R.AIL OLHED. SWEEP NO.SPAN NO.CHORD NC.CHORD
SPAN1 SPAN2 SPAN3 D£EF.e utFLLC DEFLEC DEFLEC MGC/4 MCC/4 ELEMENTS ELEMENTS DISCONT.
*.n0 4.000 40.000 -1U.u .300 .03 .03 .300 10.623 4 3 1
FUS ala * n STA WL STA AREA CHORD SPAN
XIL~J I6 G) ZICGI SICGI CICGI B(CG)
.u0 .303 .C30 d20n.030 32.681 280.03
WS Y Z XILL) Al/ XKITI) TWIST DIMEIC/41 SWEPIC/41 CIINGI C(FLAPI C(TAB)
-43,3 r -43.037 -2)C.O 130.u:Ou r. 300 15 .000 -2.00 .pl( -1,.62) 20.0r 10.00 3.031
-36.000 -3b.01r -2n.0ol 129.Su I,,.O50 15r.003 -2.nDi .0 -1
0
.620 21.000 10.0n 3.310
-32.1) -32. p -21." 12o.uu .00 15 1. -2.00' * I -n1.62n 22.0 10.3n 3.333
-28.3r -28.
1
) -21.00 121.uyo 1.75C, 15 .0 ) -2./0 .n39 -1.620 23.00r 13.0T0 3.110
-24.30o 
-24.030 -20.)00 12o.vr 1.00 15 .003 -2.0330 *33 -10.623 24.000 10.003 3.30




-10.620 25.03C 11.000 3.?10
-16.303 -16b.3 -20.000 124.-uu4 I.0O 15.37C0 -2.03 .?n0 -10.62 26.30r 10.03 3.' 0
6-18
6.2 EXAMPLE PROBLEM # 1, MULTIPLE-SURFACE ANALYSIS CAPABILITY (CONTINUED)
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. I - MULTIPLE 
SURFACE ANALYSIS CAP PAGE
VALUE 14 4 2 3 2 4 3 4 4 6 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 4 ALFA- 
.00 M4ACINO .0000 ALTITUDE.****** 29
NOTATION = I/(1,1) INDICATES A SOLUTION FOR SURFACE # I IS OU:
CONSIDERING SURFACE # 1 ONLY
LIFT DISTRIBUTION DETAIL-SURFACE NO.- 1/I 4, 11
J K P(X) P(II PIZI ARFA CPN G(IX) GIY G(Z) VI(XI) 
VIY) VI(ZI GAMA
1 1 17.771 -130.043 -15.795 61.2737 3.3527 .34119 -. 06387 
.95313 .00681 .04141 -. 17854 -. 4900*01
1 2 20.801 -130.043 -15.815 61.2737 1.7490 .05820 -. 15014 .95501 
.00755 -. 01219 .11125 -. 2596-01
1 3 23.831 -130.043 -1!.836 61.2737 1.3456 .02500 -. 16349 .97011 .01244 
-. 02245 .14417 -. 2020f01
1 4 27.056 -130.011 -15.673 78.7805 1.4206 -. 08275 -.19426 .95939 -. 00291 
-. 05451 .24787 -. 2750-01
2 1 12.14q -110.130 -12.544 89.4594 3.6325 .36292 -. 04957 .96069 
.01147 .04791 -. 20024 -. 7763+01
2 2 16.569 -110.130 -12.500 89.4594 1.8395 .04458 -.14618 .95622 .00767 -.01218 
.12551 -.3991401
2 3 20.9q4 -110.130 -12.456 89.4594 1.3923 .01126 -.16091 .97176 .01373 
-.02528 .15789 -.3055+01
2 4 25.685 -110.066 -12.046 115.0192 1.4516 -.09578 -.17580 .95316 -.01031 
-.06225 .26009 -.4114+01
3 1 b.520 -90.217 -'.490 117.6450 3.6836 .35231 -.04444 .96960 .01832 
.05187 -. 18846 -.1037,02
3 2 12.338 -90.217 -q.332 117.6450 1.8443 .02797 -.14298 .95842 .00863 
-.01114 .14300 -.5268+01
3 3 18.156 -90.217 -1.175 117.6450 1.3934 -.00604 -.15W7 .97241 .01407 
-.02837 .17523 -.4023+01
3 4 24.326 -q0.133 -8.530 151.2579 1.4599 -.11189 -.17427 .95098 -.01234 
-.07074 .27510 -.5444+01
4 1 .894 -70.304 -E.631 145.8307 3.6999 .34018 -.03982 .98049 .02646 .05886 
-.17482 -.1292+02
4 2 8.106 -70.304 -6.312 145.8307 1.8325 .01275 -.13974 .96273 .01119 
-.00709 .15943 -.6496+01
4 3 15.318 -70.304 -5.993 145.8307 1.3765 -.02220 -.15653 .97496 .01600 
-.02896 .19178 -.4930+01
4 4 22.967 -70.200 -5.060 187.4966 1.4587 -.12940 -.17317 .95062 -.01264 
-.07727 .29190 -.6745+01
5 1 -4.731 -50.391 -3.969 174.0164 3.7010 .31920 -.03878 1.00180 .03905 
.08887 -.14914 -.1544*02
5 2 3.875 -50.391 -3.440 174.0164 1.8367 -.00222 -.13817 .97988 .02102 
.02520 .17948 -.7777+01
5 3 12.481 -50.391 -2.910 174.0164 1.3647 -.04057 -.15699 .99271 .02914 
.00085 .21522 -.5837601
5 4 21.551 -50.237 -1.473 223.7353 1.5111 -.15875 -.19925 .95198 -.00958 -.05840 
.32466 -.8291*01
6 1 -7.605 -30.327 -2.661 188.4164 2.9548 .19307 -.00159 1.03889 .05375 
.05764 -.01928 -.137702
6 2 1.713 -30.327 -2.011 198.4164 1.8781 -.05007 -.00323 1.02343 .03848 .03440 
.22382 -.8753+01
6 3 11.031 -30.327 -1.361 188.4164 1.8211 -.07307 -.00357 1.04030 .0554 
.01229 .24676 -.8488+01
6 4 20.707 -30.231 .631 242.2497 2.5312 -.27833 -.02616 .96685 -.01725 -.03472 
.45125 -.1531*02
7 1 -7.667 -10.110 -2.634 188.7236 3.3638 .24995 .00000 1.03270 .04789 
.00121 -.07631 -.1570+02
7 2 1.667 -10.110 -1.981 18.7236 1.9792 -.03493 .00000 1.01830 .03349 
-.00063 .20857 -.9236*01




JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 1 - MULTIPLE SURFACE 
ANALYSIS CAP PAGE
VALUE 14 4 2 3 2 4 3 4 4 6 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 4 ALFA 10.00 MACHNO- .2000 ALTITUDE.****** 
30
ALTITUDE = *N**D* (OUT-OF-RA4NE) INDICATES OUT-OF-GROUND SOLU
J K PIX) PlY) PIZI AREA CPN GIX) GIY) G(Z 
VIXI) VIIYI VI(Z) GAMA
7 4 20.598 -10.110 .871 242.6446 2.5103 -. 28709 .00000 
.95976 -. 02505 -. 00408 .46074 -. 1506+02
8 1 -7.667 10.110 -2.634 188.7236 3.0956 .21128 
.00000 1.03348 .04867 -. 00887 -. 03764 -.144502
8 2 1.667 10.110 -1.981 158.7236 1.9130 -. 04119 .00000 
1.02066 .03586 .01086 .21483 -. 8927+01
8 3 11.000 10.110 -1.329 188.7236 1.7759 -. 07342 .00000 
1.04517 .06036 .03008 .24707 -. 8287*01
8 4 20.598 10.110 .871 242.6447 2.5360 -. 28774 .00000 .96247 
-. 02233 .05741 .46138 -. 1522+02
9 1 -7.605 30.327 -2.661 188.4164 1.7018 .00832 .00273 
1.04643 .06073 -. 15159 .16573 -. 7931*01
9 2 1.713 30.327 -2.011 188.4164 1.5863 -. 08984 .00343 
1.02816 .04292 -. 09623 .26378 -.7393*01
9 3 11.031 30.327 -1.361 188.4164 1.9069 -. 08257 .00356 
1.02887 .04394 -. 04469 .25636 -. 8887*01
9 4 20.812 30.33- .151 242.2497 2.7306 -. 27140 .07493 .97250 
-. 00857 .05019 .44222 -.163002
10 1 -4.731 50.391 -3.969 174.0164 4.1886 .46248 -.
00276 .99352 .00629 -. 17412 -. 28819 -. 1748+02
10 2 3.875 50.391 -3.440 174.0164 1.2275 .05866 .12210 .95762 
-.01324 -.07832 .12412 -.5197+01
10 3 12.481 50.391 -2.910 174.0164 .0575 .01032 .14506 .96198 
-.00576 -.02547 .16699 -.2460.00
10 4 21.623 50.327 -2.705 223.7354 -1.0120 .08627 .20403 .96674 
.00579 -.00429 .08615 .5596*01
11 1 .894 70.304 -f.631 145.8307 2.7466 .29936 .04758 
.95330 .00598 -. 03044 -.13597 -.9593,01
11 2 8.106 70.304 -6.312 145.8307 .9028 .02562 
.13365 .94006 -. 00739 .02986 .14276 -.3200*01
11 3 15.318 70.304 -5.993 145.8307 .1729 .00992 .14861 
.95370 -. 00249 .05172 .15537 -. 6194+00
11 4 22.906 70.166 -6.432 187.4966 -. 8072 .14641 .14447 
.96873 .00081 .03465 .01952 .3739*01
12 1 6.520 q0.217 -q.490 117.6451 2.2243 .25439 .058 
58 .94589 .00274 -. 01894 -. 09057 -. 6260+01
12 2 12.338 90.217 -6.332 117.6451 .7000 .03237 .13975 
.94368 -. 00392 .02380 .13648 -. 2000*01
12 3 18.156 90.217 -5.175 117.6451 .0548 .02020 .15283 
.95951 .00165 .03383 .14750 -. 1583*00
12 4 24.277 90.106 -S.636 151.2579 -. 9045 .16038 .14584 
.96904 -. 00002 .01263 .00876 .3380+01
13 1 12.145 110.130 -12.544 89.4594 1.8027 .22442 
.03557 .94099 .00103 -. 01156 -. 06041 -. 3852+01
13 2 16.569 110.130 -12.500 89.4594 .5268 .04149 
.14521 .94626 -. 00069 .02140 .12722 -. 1141*01
13 3 20.994 110.130 -12.456 89.4594 -.0457 .03258 .15657 .96396 
.00583 .02580 .13597 .1003*00
13 4 25.648 110.046 -12.888 115.0192 -.9786 .17458 .14715 .96912 -.00024 
.00293 -.00416 .2779*01
14 1 17.771 130.043 -1!.795 61.2737 1.4769 .20591 .09940 
.93714 -. 00036 -. 00721 -. 04189 -. 2159+01
14 2 20.801 130.043 -15.815 61.2737 .3656 .05347 .14983 
.94730 .00105 .01920 .11496 -. 5428*00
14 3 23.831 130.043 -15.836 61.2737 -. 1681 .04725 .15941 
.96484 .00672 .02022 .12175 .2524*00
14 4 27.039 130.000 -16.102 78.7805 -1.0584 .18867 .13981 
.96958 -. 00095 -. 00176 -. 01755 .205701




JOSFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 b16 17 18 19 20 EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 
1 - MULTIPLE SURFACE ANALYSIS CAP PAGE
VALUE 14 4 2 3 2 4 3 4 4 6 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 4 ALFA 10.00 MACHNO- 
.2000 ALTITUDE-****** 31
j y* Y L W SCN SCX SCL SCD SMP C/4 SCLC/B XL IYL 
IZLL
L -. 4644 -130.043 -15.805 131.433 1.8747 -. 2683 1.8928 .2789 -.1718 .0878 
.0830 .1551 -.9844
2 -. 3933 -110.130 -12.522 111.212 L.9819 -.2948 2.0030 .2930 -.1648 
.1356 .0961 .1349 -. 9862
6-19
.2 EXAMPLE PROBLEM # 1, MULTIPLE-SURFACE ANALYSIS CAPABILITY (CONTINUED)
3 -.3222 -90.217 -9.411 90.992 2.0043 -.2704 2.0207 .3011 -.1616 .1600 .1117 .1208 -.98644 -.2511 -70.304 -6.472 70.771 2.0121 -.2422 2.0236 .3073 -.1573 .2234 .1284 .1067 -.9860
5 -. 1800 -50.391 -3.704 50.551 2.0607 -.1946 2.0632 .3240 -.1654 .2718 .1599 .1465 -.9762
6 -.1083 -30.327 -2.336 30.331 2.3410 .1312 2.2827 .4213 -.3828 .3256 .2765 .0260 -.9606
7 -.0361 -10.110 -2.308 10.110 2.4373 .0652 2.3889 .4346 -.3557 .3413 .2866 .0000 -.9581
8 .0361 10.110 -2.308 10.110 2.3674 .1151 2.3115 .4311 -.3721 .3302 .2864 .0000 -.9581
9 .1083 30.327 -2.336 30.331 2.0505 .2890 1.9692 .4063 -.4763 .2809 .2681 -.0740 -.9606
10 .1800 50.391 -3.704 50.551 .9796 -.4496 1.0428 .0920 .3296 .1374 .0870 .2057 .974711 .2511 70.304 -6.472 70.771 .6223 -.1647 .6415 .0715 .2238 .0708 .1478 .1459 .9782
12 .322 90.217 -9.411 90.992 .4004 -.0955 .4109 .0529 .2246 .0366 .1615 .1469 .9759
13 .3933 110.130 -12.S22 111.212 .2207 -.0486 .2258 .0299 .2254 .0153 .1753 .1478 .9734
14 .4644 130.043 -15.805 131.433 .0590 -.0140 .0605 .0078 .2332 .0028 .1891 .1401 .9719
INTEGRATED APLOA COEFFICIENTS-SURFACE NOS.= I - 1
E FCN ECX ECY ECL ECD ECMP ECMR ECMY EXA EZA ES EMGC E8
1 1.6858 -.0753 .0648 1.6733 .2186 -.1030 -.1375 -.0076 5.49 -5.66 8199.59 32.68 280.001 .1404. .1345* .0037* .1149* .156R* .0243* -.0094* .0092* 5.49* -5.66* 8199.59* 32.68* 280.00*
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 1 - MULTIPLE SURFACE ANALYSIS CAP PAGEVALUE 14 4 2 3 2 4 3 4 4 6 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 4 ALFA= 10.00 MACHNO= .2000 ALTITUDE-****** 32
*** AIRLOAD SUMS ***
AC 1.6858 -.0753 .0h48 1.6733 .2186 -.1030 -.1375 -.0076 5.49 -5.66 8199.59 32.68 280.00
CG 1.6857 -.0753 .0648 1.6732 .2186 -.3992 -.1388 -.0063 .00 .00 8200.00 32.68 280.00
AC .1404* .1345* .0037* .1149* .1568* .0243* -.0094* .0092* 5.49* -5.66* 8199.59* 32.68* 280.00*
CG .1404* .1344* .0037* .1149* .1568* .0240* -.0095* .0093* .00* .00* 8200.00* 32.68* 280.00*
* OETERPINANT= .1721+35 * SCALE= .4057-02 *
THE LIFT COEFFICIENT FOR THE WING ALONE, 1/(1,1), IS CL = 1.6732 WITH L.E. SUCTION (BLUNT L.E.)
= 1.7881 NO L.E. SUCTION (SHARP L.E.)
NOTATION = 1/(1,2) INDICATES SOLUTION FOR SURFACE # 1 IS OUTPUT
CONSIDERING SURFACES # 1 AND # 2 SIMULTANEOUSLY.LIFT OISTRI8UTIO* DETIL-SURFACE NO. 11 1. 2)
J K P(X) P(YI P(ZI AREA CPN GIX) GIYI GILI VIIX) VIIY) VI(Z) GAMA
1 1 17.771 -130.043 -15.795 61.2737 3.1425 .31837 -.07038 .95354 .00802 .03862 -.15499 -.4593+011 2 20.801 -130.043 -15.815 61.2737 1.6534 .05411 -.15123 .95632 .00875 -.01141 .11563 -.2454.011 3 23.931 -130.043 -15.836 61.2737 1.2875 .02272 -.16403 .97138 .01353 -.02097 .14675 -.1933+01
1 4 27.056 -130.011 -15.673 78.7805 1.3894 -.08469 -.19473 .96119 -.00124 -.05213 .25029 -.2690+01
2 1 12.145 -110.130 -12.544 89.4594 3.3616 .33326 -.05804 .96127 .01295 .04482 -.16955 -.7184+012 2 16.569 -110.130 -12.500 99.4594 1.7175 .03951 -.14761 .95838 .00952 -.01039 .13105 -.3727.012 3 20.994 -110.130 -12.456 89.4594 1.3184 .00932 -.161f9 .97387 .01546 -.02226 .16141 -.2892+01
2 4 25.685 -110.066 -12.046 115.0192 1.4129 -.09848 -.17652 .95619 -.00756 -.05737 .26371 -.4003+01
3 1 6.520 -90.217 -'.490 117.6450 3.3530 .31651 -.05474 .97087 .02014 .05015 -.15115 -.9436+013 2 12.338 -90.217 -9.332 117.6450 1.6965 .02178 -.14486 .96210 .01146 -.00651 .15011 -.4846+013 3 18.154 -90.217 -5.175 117.6450 1.3052 -.00967 -.15976 .97597 .01674 -.02159 .18004 -.3769+013 4 24.326 -90.133 -8.530 151.2979 1.4156 -.11550 -.17528 .95533 -.00859 -.06081 .28052 -.5278+01
4 1 .894 -70.304 -e.631 145.9307 3.3054 .29793 -.05246 .98561 .02937 .06755 -.12933 -.1155+024 2 8.104 -70.304 -t.312 145.8307 1.6594 .00481 -.14261 .97073 .01588 .00967 OLL7011 -.5882+0114 3 15.319 -70.304 
-. 993 145. 8307 1.2825 
-.02760 -.15839 .98190 .02027 
-.00915 .20042 -.4594.014 4 22.967 -70.200 
-5.060 187.4966 1.4233 -.13463 -.17456 .95660 -.00816 -.05378 .30129 -.6581+01
5 1 -4.731 -50.391 -3.969 174.0164 3.0735 .22060 
-. 07095 1.03529 .05122 .16994 
-. 03546 -. 1283+025 2 3.875 -50.391 -3.440 174.0164 1.7399 -. 02271 -. 14665 1.00926 .03140 .11899 .21380 -. 7367+015 3 12.481 -50.391 -2.910 174.0164 1.3955 -. 04723 -. 16073 1.01103 .03501 .09099 .23575 -. 5969*01
5 4 21.551 -50.237 -1.473 223.7353 1.5714 -.15479 -.19029 .95913 -.00789 .01769 .33482 -.8622+01
...................................................................................
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 EXAMFLE PROBLEM NO. I - MULTIPLE SURFACE ANALYSIS CAP PAGEVALUE 14 4 2 3 2 4 3 4 4 6 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 4 ALFA= 10.00 MACHNO= .2000 ALTITULE=.***** 33
6 1 -7.605 -30.327 -2.661 198.4164 3.0243 .33613 -. 00070 1.03018 .04427 .18413 -. 16200 -. 1829+026 2 1.713 -30.327 -2.011 189.4164 2.1643 -. 02451 -. 00309 1.01287 .02735 .15~93 .19863 -. 1009+02
6 3 11.031 -30.327 -1.361 188.4164 1.9240 -. 06319 -. 00352 1.03328 .04810 .12577 .23724 -. 8967:01
6 4 20.707 -30.231 .631 242.2497 2.5434 -. 27064 -. 02594 .96082 -. 02419 .04952 .44557 -. 1538+02
7 1 -7.667 -10.110 -2.634 1R8.7236 4.7329 .42732 .03000 1.02377 .03896 .04678 -.25367 -.2209+027 2 1.667 -10.110 
-1.981 188.7236 2.4835 -.00090 .00000 1.00259 .01779 .04444 .17455 -.1159+027 3 11.000 -10O.IL -1.329 198.7236 2.0141 -.05192 .00000 1.03039 .04558 .03885 .22557 -.9399+017 4 20.598 -10.110 .871 242.6446 2.5659 -.27347 .00000 .94594 -.03887 .02672 .44712 -.1539+02
8 1 -7.667 10.110 -2.634 188.7236 4.5395 .40490 .03000 1.02298 .03818 -.06000 -.23126 -.2118+028 2 1.667 10.110 -1.991 1 8.7236 2.4184 -.00464 .0000 1.00421 .01940 -.03917 .17829 -.1129.028 3 11.000 IL.110 -1.32q 158.7236 1.9977 -.05550 .00000 1.03261 .04781 -.01502 .22915 -.9322.018 4 20.599 10.110 .871 242.6447 2.5856 -.27536 .00000 .94899 -.03581 .02470 .44901 -.1551+02
9 1 -7.605 30.327 -2.661 199.4164 2.4864 .12055 .03203 1.04000 .05349 -. 28414 .05385 -. 1159+029 2 1.713 30.327 -2.011 198.4164 1.5337 -.06992 .00331 1.01926 .03343 -. 226+8 .24423 -.8546+01
9 3 11.031 30.327 -1.361 189.4164 2.0084 -. 07382 .00351 1.02224 .03695 -. 16170 .2479q -. Q360+01Q 4 20.812 30.339 .151 242.2497 2.7493 -. 25802 .07435 .96941 -. 01458 -. 03993 .43522 -. 1641+02
10 1 -4.731 50.391 -3.969 174.0164 3.6302 .37907 .02497 1.02369 .01616 -. 25100 -. 18991 -. 1515+0210 2 3.875 50.391 -3.440 174.0164 1.1086 .04230 .12928 .98401 -.00482 -.16684 .15344 -.4694+0110 3 12.481 50.391 -2.910 174.0164 .0280 .00593 .14816 .97827 -.00128 -.11083 .18447 -.1199+00
6-20
6.2 EXAMPLE PROBLEM # 1, MULTIPLE-SURFACE ANALYSIS CAPABILITY (CONTINUED)
10 4 21.623 50.327 -2.705 223.7354 -1.0585 .09538 .20498 .97367 .00802 -.08489 .09426 
.5853*01
11 1 .894 70.304 -f.631 145.8307 2.3284 .25476 .06073 .95726 .00868 -. 03558 -. 08850 -. 8133-01
11 2 8.106 70.304 -6.312 145.8307 .7175 .01733 .13650 .94737 -.00280 .01597 .15338 -. 2543801
11 3 15.318 70.304 -5.993 145.8307 .0672 .00482 .15045 .96079 .00225 
.03417 .16334 -. 2408+00
11 4 22.906 70.166 -6.432 187.4966 -. 8666 .14342 .14527 .97242 .00329 
.01610 .02551 .4014O01
12 1 6.520 90.217 -C.490 117.6451 1.8759 .21660 .07943 .94703 
.00463 -. 01646 -. 05127 -. 527901
12 2 12.338 90.217 -5.332 117.6451 .5447 .02590 .14172 .94753 
-. 00087 .01943 .14385 -. 1556+01
12 3 18.156 90.217 -5.175 117.6451 -. 0391 .01649 .15407 .96388 
.00515 .02703 .15239 .1128+00
12 4 24.277 90.106 -. 636 151.2579 -. 9576 .15765 .14637 .97117 
.00164 .00549 .01269 .3577+01
13 1 12.145 110.130 -12.544 89.4594 1.5216 .19363 .09437 
.94162 .00261 -. 00829 -. 02857 -. 3252*01
13 2 L6.969 110.130 -12.500 99.4594 .4001 .03624 .14672 .94864 
.00139 .01956 .13294 -. 8681*00
13 3 20.994 110.130 -12.456 99.4594 -. 122q .02957 .15748 
.96681 .00829 .02261 .13q59 .2697+00
13 4 25.649 110.046 -12.888 115.0192 -1.0216 .17225 .14750 .97028 
.00071 -. 00023 -. 00127 .2901+01
14 1 17.771 130.043 -15.795 61.2737 1.2612 .18248 .10609 .93761 .00093 
-. 00436 -. 01770 -. 1843*01
14 2 20.8OL 130.043 -15.815 61.2737 .2675 .04927 .15097 .94875 .00238 
.01835 .11947 -. 3971*00
14 3 23.831 130.043 -15.836 61.2737 -. 2280 .04493 .15003 .96654 
.00823 .01860 .12440 .3423+00
-----------------------------------------------------------
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 A 9 1u i 1i L. 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 1 - MULTIPLE SURFACE ANALYSIS CAP PAGE
VALUE 14 4 2 3 2 4 3 4 4 u 1L I 1 C 0 0 1 n 4 ALFA= 10.00 MACHNO= .200C ALTITUDE
=
****** 34
J K P(X) PYI) P(Z) AktA CPE G(X) G(YI GIL) Viltx VI(Y) Vill) GAMA
14 4 27.n39 13C.000 -16.10 70.71o -1.091"; .18681 .14106 .97032 -. 00030 -. 00338 -. 01540 .2121+01
LIT uITkr.oUTIUK DETAIL-SURFACE NO.= 211 1, 21
J K P(X) P(Y) PIZ) A~ac CPN G(X) G(Y) GIL) VIIX) VI(Y) VI(zI GAMA
16 1 129. 62 -30.10n -19.26 1,>.IUUU -2.0648 -. 15909 -. 04257 1.01734 .026a4 .13977 .33758 .6303*01
16 2 135.312 -3C.000 -19.481 l .UU00 -1.1296 -.00198 -. 00352 1.01865 .02474 .14480 .17611 
.3514+01
16 3 142.476 -30.000 -20.06q 4UO.UUUd -. 999 .07207 .01089 .95773 .01278 .14485 .10001 .4999+01
17 1 124.687 -IC.00 -19.110 Io.iauu -2.3959 -. 20n35 -. 05144 .99651 .03078 .02060 
.37890 .1024+02
17 2 133.437 - . 2 -19.42.175 7.0Qu -1.20bt -.0572 -.0384 1.n0975 .92718 .02335 .17946 .5255+01
17 3 142.462 -9.996 -20. 17 eUV.J00U -1.0489 .08261 -. Cn00 .99736 .01255 .02330 .09104 .5243+01
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 EXAMPLE 
PRORLEM NO. I - MULTIPLE SURFACE ANALYSIS CAP PAGE
VALUE 14 4 2 3 2 4 3 4 4 6 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 4 ALFA 10.00 MACHN - .2000 ALTITUDE-****** 35
j y* Y Z w SCN SCX SCL SCO SMP C/4 SCLC/B lXL 
LYL ILL
8 .0361 10.110 -2.308 10.110 2.8677 -. 186R 2.8565 .4655 -. 3274 
.4081 .2787 .0000 -. 9604
9 .1083 30.327 -2.336 30.331 2.3172 .2074 2.2460 .43R4 -. 4495 .3203 .2567 -.
0740 - 9636
10 .1800 50.391 -3.704 50.551 .8315 -. 3056 .8719 .0913 .3204 .1149 
.0954 .2051 .9741
11 .2511 70.304 -6.472 70.771 .4477 -. 1057 .4593 .0514 
.2239 .0507 .1443 .1462 .9787
12 .3222 90.217 -9.411 90.992 .2510 -. 0535 .2565 .0343 .2255 
.0228 .1585 .1472 .9763
13 .3933 110.130 -12.522 111.212 .0993 -. 0188 .1010 .0140 .2262 
.0068 .1729 .1480 .9738
14 .4644 130.043 -15.905 131.433 -. 0344 .0069 -. 0351 -. 0048 .2339 
-. 0016 .1872 .1403 .9722
SECTION AIRLOAD COEFFICIENTS-SURFACE NO.
= 
2/1 I, 2)
J * Y Z W SCN SCX SCL SCD SMP C/4 SCLC/8 IXL IYL ILL
16 -. 3750 -30.000 -19.378 311.563 -1.3465 -. 05g98 -1.3157 -. 2442 
.1100 -. 3700 .0720 .0109 .9973
17 -. 1250 -10.000 -19.269 291.563 -1.5277 -. 1234 -1.4831 -. 2867 .1088 -. 5098 .0825 -.
0000 .9966
18 .1250 10.000 -19.269 291.563 -1.5890 -. 1398 -1.5406 -. 3002 .1024 -. 5296 
.0806 .0000 .9967
19 .3750 30.000 -19.378 311.563 -1.2446 -. 0397 -1.2188 -. 2230 .1079 -.3428 .0676 
-. 0109 .9977
INTEGRATED AIRLOAD COEFFICIETSSURFACE NOS.
= 
I - 2
E ECN ECX ECY ECL ECD ECMP ECMRP ECMY EXA ELZA 
ES EMGC EB
1 1.7593 -. 1156 .0667 1.7526 .1917 -. 0474 -. 1396 -. 0077 5.49 -5.66 8199.59 
32.68 280.00
1 .1401* .1362* .0029* .1143* .1585* .0292* -. 0091* .0009. 5.49* -5.66* 8199.59* 
32.68* 280.00*
2 -1.4401 -.0948 -. 0002 -1.4018 -. 3434 .1023 .0065 -. 0012 131.00 -19.34 
2000.00 25.33 80.00
2 -. 0977* .08948 .0000 -. 1127* .T764* -. 0257* .0012* .0012* 131.00* -19.34* 2000.00* 25.33* 80.00*
----------------------------------------------------------
JODFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. I - MULTIPLE SURFACE ANALYSIS 
CAP PAGE
VALUE 1 4 2 3 2 4 3 4 4 6 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 4 ALFA
= 
10.00 MACHNO .2000 ALTI TUDE-***** 36
*** AIRLOAD SUMS *-*
AC 1.4080 -. 1387 .0667 1.4107 .1079 1.3113 -. 1391 -. 0078 5.49 -5.66 8199.59 
32.68 280.00
CG 1o4080 -. 1387 .0667 1.4107 .1079 1.0509 -. 1405 -. 00b5 .00 00 8200.00 
32.68 280.00
XC .1163* .1553* 2 .068 .1771 1255 -. 0090* .0090 5.49 -5.66* 8199.59* 32.68* 280.00*
CG .1163' .1593* .0029 .086R* .1T77L* .1336' -.0091* .0090* .00* .00* 8200.00* 
32.68* 280.00'
* DETERMINANT= .2376*13 * SCALE- .3941-02 *
END OF XQT NSUIRF ** JOB TIMF= 68 / ELAPSED TIME
=  
79 / NO.PLOT FILES' 7 / NSURF EXEC. VERSION 6-18-72 ***
6-21
5.2 EXAMPLE PROBLEM # 1, MULTIPLE-SURFACE ANALYSIS CAPABILITY (CONTINUED)











NPOSN 1 bO. 950
NPOSN2 = 600, 925
NPOSN3 = 600. 900
NPOSN4 = 60T, 50
ANNOTI = 10 = EXAMPLL Prfn. I - MULTIPLE-SURFACE
ANNOT2 = ID = CAPA.cILT ucLMuASTRATIC RUN
ANNOT3 = IU = A.buMbLt 5 JULY 72
ANNUT4 = 10 =
CHARSZ = I.O,1.0,1..,.u
TITLE = UI = ISOMETRIL PuJLLTION OF LIFTING SURFACES
XLAEL = ID - HORIZuNIAL AALa SEMISPANS








PLOT = 5,1, 6,1, ENULI
ENDPLT
NOADV = I
PLOT = 2,2. 3,2, ENULIl
ENDPLT
NOADV = 1





PLOT = 2,1, 3,1, ENULST
ENDPLT
NOADV = 1
PLOT = 5.1, 6,1, ENUL I
ENDPLT
NCAV = 1
PLOT = 2,2. 3,2, ENLaI
ENDPLT
NOADV = I






PLOT = 2,1, 3.1, ENULT
ENDPLT
NCADV = 1
PLOT = 5,1., 61, ENUL-I
ENODPLT
NOADV = 1
PLOT = 2.2, 3,2, ENULbI
ENDPLT
NOAOV = I





PLOT = 2,1, 3,1, ENuLI
ENOPLT
NGAOV = 1
PLOT = 5,1, 6,1, ENuL3 lFNDPI T
NOADV = I




--- _- - ' J_- " -_-'"
NOACV = SOME OF THE OUTPUT OMITTED, SEE INPUT-DATA LISTING ON PAGES 6-1 AND 6-2.





PLOT = 2,1, 3,1, ENULuf
ENDPLT
NOACV = L
PLOT = 5., b6,1, ENULo l
POT '= ,,, , GINAL PAGE IS
ENDPLTPLOT = 212, 3,.2, ENULO O






6.3 EXAMPLE PROBLEM # 2, SINGLE-SURFACE ANALYSIS CAPABILITY
SUBSONIL-tLUw LIFTING SURFACE ANALYSIS PROGRAM HA01IB
IKw SYSTLM INC., HOUSTCN OPERATIONS
HousTON, TEXAS (77058)
***. JOBS INPUT LIST ***
7 XQT ISURF
EXAMPLE PRUALEM NO. 2 - SINGLE SURFa t ANALYSIS CAPABILITY DEMONSTRATION
TASK 72, PROJECT 3303A, MJO 14703., ACKUUYNAMIC ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
SUBSUNIC-FLOW LIFTING SURFACE ANALY IS, TKW PROGRAM KC. HAOIO (NSURF)
A.v.buMbLI 5 JULY 1972
SINPUT
NSS=2, NCS=2t IFLG(2)=0,16,0, IFLGI l0| , UO. IFLG(8I1 IFLG10l-5.
X=2-n.", Y=f.0,30.C, Z=2*0.0, E=2*0.U, L.I.J,5.0, XCCR=0.25, XOC=0.0,1.0.
WFLAPl=n., WFLAP2=r.625, WFLAP3=1I., tLAVPL=U.5, WSMCTH=0.259
PMECF=I, LORAG=1, CLEANF=f.0035, NJuoal, MALriw=0.2, ALFA=5. DELALF=-12,
FLAPDJ=30. , ALLOJ=Il.0,-15.0.
KT2=8, IFLG(I)I=4*1,





JOBFLAG I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Lu LAAMeLL PRObLEM NO. 2 - SINGLE SURFACE ANALYSIS CAPABILITY DEMONSTRATION PAGE
VALUE 1 0 16 0 1 4 0 1 0 ALF-
=














PMECF = .IOT T00E+01.n
DELALF = -. 12030PrnE+02,
NSS =+2
NCS = +2.
x .0Tnnm0C0CE+Gr. .000JUUL-U.O n .0n0000E+0O.
.C0000 T0E+0 . OT0000E+AT. .00UUu0UJE+00. .000o0OnoE+00,
.00O0000E+00, . 1000000 E+0n, .oQu0U0UOtQ30,
Y = ..00C00lr E+00, .30U00OQ OZ. . 10000000E+04,
.11OnnOOE+4, .IrrcOO0 E+04, .IuOU0U 0c+ 0 4, .1000000 E+04,
.1Onn00nnE+04. .1 Cn000nE+n4, .Iu0UUOtL+04,
Z = .03Cl01rj E+0, .0n'OJ uuuue, .00.000OOE+00.
.Y00ToFOqE+00, . OCY00E+r0, .udUUout+00, .f01000fE+ ,.
.no0i nF00 +00. .Conln0 Eno. .uuUJ000UL+ 0,




.OO00000YE+CO, .0000Ofl0E0 0 .(0uOUuOuE+00 .
C = .150000rnE+n2 .50UUuaouE+Oi, .1007000jE+03,
.10000000nE+3, .I0000000lE+3, .IUAYUJUJUOt3, .100000E+03.
.l00on"tE+03, .1OOnO000E+03, .iJJUOU-OO03,
XOC = .(00000OE+00, .1o0uult0uL, .000000 +00,
.O00n000E+n, .C0on00E+00, .GIO uuOcOu*90, .00000 0E+0,
.Y000100EtTO, .C00000E+C'% ..IJS.t00 ST+.
zOC = .r0nnCEnE+00, .n0UUuUL+JU, .0000)1OP 0E+nO,
.00O000rE+00, .Or00000E+10, . OJuOQju+01, .)1000000E+00,
.Cn0nO010E+00, .0000n-0OE+0, .OuOSOOUUJc+0, .0000o flE+00,
.nnnnon E o0, .CUJoonO FnO ,uOUUOUUU+10, .nr).nOn0OF 
n
0
.(OYOMn.n0E+nT .o rT 0nc.OE+0, .v0Jtuut+0+, .TI,nnn0OE+01.
.Y0n00000(E+00, .CT000E+n0, .U00UJOUut+00, .0 00000TE+Y0,
.00000nn0E0, .CTO00onnE+t0, .0U0OJUt+O0. .*0o1nYa0E3
n 
,
.OOOnnlOE+0, .Cn00000000OO E+, .uOO0uOu O00, .i0000(OnE+0O,
. n0000100E+00, .0 EOonnErn+0, .uuU00OOt*30, .070nnn O0E
+ n
,
.0YOifOE+0Y, .CO00f000oE+, .U0OJOUUtUt+00 .00o00nnnE+00,
.0000000oonE+0, .nre00n0')E+fn, .duuuOUUJO +00, .0000Y00E+7n,
.o0000n000nE+, .nTOCOt E,00, .UDJOSU0L.00., .0fn00nn 0E+n ,
.O'OnnnE+O, .rnlO, onE .OuOUjuvt3+O0 -)OOof nE+nr!
.000,YPE+P0, .Tcrnn000E+0n, .uUOOOu0c+, .000000cE+000
.n00n00nE E+o0, .TO "OOnEn00, .jJ0300 U00U 0, .0300T000E+n0,
.oo000E+0, e0n0000)E+n00. .U0#UJUUU+00. .O03Ol00 En,
.)OOYOOnOE+0, .0OO000 E+0O, .UO UU0Uc0+a0, .O000009E+In.
.O,0, OE+00, -- . ~OT ,,0000 -- . UU-t-+0 . - -3000O E* 00,
.n000onnOE+00, . 0n000nE+00, .00uJU'JO +0O, .c00000t00E+0,
.000n000nE+n0, .CoCOYO1E+l, .OOjuJoc00*OO, .000l000YrE*+0n
.0000 n E+00. UU'U0000E* uJUUUUL+O, .0n00000E+00,
0 00000.0 OO Y 0 TO, .Ou out00 .00  0 000 f0.
0 0 0 . C000000RP. UuOJU ut.D0. 00 000E 0,
. nn00 00000E +00,
XOCR .25T0COrE+10,
WFLAPI = .00 ~0T0E+no.
WFLAP2 = .6250Pr"E+I0,
wFLAP3 = .1(0000 rE+01,
FLAPC = .2500000Sn E+00
SMOTH = .25 000E+00,
YSPAN = .1ln000O00E+0l .n0OUuOuvt+JU, .LOnE00OF+0n,
.no0001n0n0E+0 .n Cnr000E+n0, .UUOUOa0.+00, .n0000OnE+r)0
.0n000700E+00, .000000 0E+ ,OY .UO0O0'J0++0. .00n00000E+00,
.O000000nE+O0, .00000n00E+00, .uOuuOuUU+O0,Y .00o000 E+10,
.Oonor000 E+O0, .C000 05E+n0), .vujOJU0uOc+O, .000000OOE+00n
.O0~nnn E+00, .OOfn00E+0,O .UOJUJLJO OL0, . I00oT0E+q ,
.0000fl0E+00, .1000000E+0, .UUUJ300JL+00, .0000000E+00,
.T000flYVE+00. .C'CTOflCE0, .OOIOJUJtO+00, .O00000000E0,
.0(C00n00E+00 .0r00000nE+0, .uuuOJUU+,00, .n00000000nnE+00
.0On0000000E+0 .0no00OnE+T', .OUU0000Uc+00, .nOOOOnE+00,
.000onnn E+00, .0000OnE+0p, .U000uoOuE+O0,
6-23
.3 EXAMPLE PROBLEM # 2, SINGLE SURFACE ANALYSIS CAPABILITY (CONTINUED)
NJOB * +
NJOBL = +9,
ALFA = .5C wr.00En0, .000T, .ut*UO,+ . .000000OE+00,
.00100000E+00, .C00000OOE+'0, .0OIUUODJ+L03, .10o000E+0,
.fE000000+00, .COYon.oEn0f n ,OUU1UVOOt, ..0OOD000 E+00,
.n OOqnqE*nn . nPOn n nF .nnt u1UOjo qO, .n 10 on nE n
.YOO0OOE+r0, .rnc00~-E+n0, .JUunuou nO, .0o0000nE+0n,
.n000nn0 0E+no,
MACHN = .2Cr E+0 , . utO O.O0uU tu+, ,OOo 3000~to+00
.000onI10r E00, .OOO00E+TE0, .oAJugtoL+o0, .00DConOE+1O
.O1 fO0E+,00I, .Crrr0000E+n0, .uuuut*J00,
HEIGHT = .Ir00rr00E+i5, .n1
0
0Od *UUL+U, .100000n E+05,
.100q000E+n5, . 100000,15, .12UJJJt*0+O5, .10)0000nE+05,
.I'0P" nE+05, . P10000001E+5, .iVUUJuJAL+05,
FLAPDJ = .3000 *rrE+02n, OuuvL+tu. .00CO,09E+0E 1
.000onn00E+00, .:OOA"OIE+00, .ubUuUu.a+00, .o 0n000CO+0,
.00'0000'E+00, .00nnon0.E+fo, .uoJuouoL0,
AILOJ = . 100rrnE+02, -. 150judoe.jt , .1001 1030E+03





. 0fnO 1.E+0On, .000000+I, .,UJUUUOL02+00, .00000'1OE+00,
.10001'0TE+30, .CrCCAOOE+'Y, .UvjJuuuOc*00. .OYioioOE+0,
.inn00 IF +00,
WCL = .I000CCE+01, .nOOUGI uJrt+uo, .25000O00E+00,
.5nn0000000E+0 .75000000E+rn, .iuOJubudc+Ol .L25OOOOE+31,
.15nno0000F01 .115000O0E+l1, .i oj.ugout+O1 .5)ro0000OE+0,
.60000000nE+0n .800~rO00E+00, .9G0UUUUAt0, .100n0000E+nl,
.11000003E+CI .12C0000E+n1 .0 .l: :OujUu+OI 14o00000E+1,
.15000EOE+o1, .16O0Y00nE 1,
CLEANF = .350000CE-02,
IFLG = +0, *., +16, +0,
+1, +4, +0. +*1




----- - - - -- -- - -- - -- -
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ito rAAPLe PRUoLEM NC. 2 - SINGLE SURFACE ANALYSIS CAPABILITY DEMONSTRATION PAGE
VALUE 1 0 16 0 1 4 0 1 0 n LtL* 
=  
PLACHNUd= *00 FLAPD= .0, AILERONU= .00 .00 ALTITUDE=****** 2
WING GECMETRY
SPAN ROOT TIP uT lIP AREA ASPECT MEAN MGC Y8AR XBAR ZBAR
CHORD CHORD T isT TEIST RATIO CHORD (MAC) (MGC) (MGCI (MGC)
60.000 15.00 5.000 .Ouuu .JYo0 o00. 1 6. 000 10.nn0 10.833 12.50C -. 000 .000
FLAP FLAP FLAP ILIk ALRN ILN R CIHED SWEEP NO.SPAN NO.SPAN NO.CHORD NO.CHORD
SPANI SPAN2 CHORD SPii svANZ .HORDO I/4MGC 1/IMGC VORTICES DISCONT VORTICES DISCONT
.n00 .625 .250n .o .000 .2500 .00 -. 00' 16 0 4 1
2Y/B Y XLE X11/ 1 A-E ATE L E SWEEP C/4 DIHEC C CF
-1.0n -3!.000 -1.250 .uuQ . o~O 3.750 .000 .0nn .3 .00C 5. 00n 1.250
-. 875 -26.25' -1.563 .uu .125 . 8B ."-1 .0n) ..00 .000 6.250 1.563
-. 75n -22.500 -1.875 .JjJ 3.750 .625 .0n0 .009 .00 .00r 7.500 1.875
-. 625 -18.750 -2.188 .uOu 4.375 0.563 .000 .00 .000 .n' 8.750 2.188
-. 500 -15.00 -2.500 .ou .33000 1.50 1 .n *, .Cn00C 10.00 2.500
-. 375 -11.25" -2.813 .,ua ,.625 8.438q 00 .00 . .0n 11.250 2.813
-. 25
^  
-7.50' -3.125 .uUj o.250 '.315 .000 .0n .n00 .n0 z1.500 3.125
-. 125 -3.750 -3.430 .ouu 1.875 1':.312 .nn .000 .n00 .000 13.750 3.438
.300 .000 -3.750 .. u /.500 11.25 .000 .000 . .090 15.000 3.150
.125 3.750 -3.438 .ju o.d875 1 .312 .101 .000 .000 .100 13.750 3.438
.25
n  
7.500 -3.125 .uo;u .250 9.375 .nin .00n .00 .001 12.500 3.125
.375 11.250 -2.813 .3o o.625 0.438 n ' .0
n n  
.30n .n00 11.250 2.813
.500 15.00r -2.50n .ujj 1.00
0  
7.00 .n00 .00n .00n .000 10.300 2.500
.625 18.75' -2.188 °.Ju o.375 o.563 .nO
n  
.000 .000 .000 8.750 2.188
.750 22.500 -1.875 .+U ,.753 5.625 .000 .00 .000 .n0e 7.500 1.875
.875 26.25: -1.563 .uo ,.125 4.88 .0' .000 000 6.250 1.563
1.000 30.n00 -1.250 .0 u0 .s00 3.75 .n0 .n03 .000 .000 5.000 1.250
XA(11/C XA(Lc)/, AAIJ/C XA(4)/C XA(5)/C XAbJI/C XA(7)/C XA18)/C XA[9)/C XA(I)/C
.0070 1.22u3 .,303 .100' . 30 0 .3000 .011C .1012 .010
Y 2Y/B LAI11/C, LZA.)/ LLaJL/C ZA(4)/C LA(5)/C ZAI)/C ZA(7/C ZA(8)/C ZA(91/C ZAI1OI/C
3.01 1 .00 0n00 .iuOU
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 j, tAAPLL PRULEO NL. 2 - SINGLE SURFACE ANALYSIS CAPABILITY DEMONSTRATION PAGE
VALUE 1 1 lb 1 1 4 01 AorA *=4* MAC NO= .003n FLAPD= .n AILEFOND= .00 .30 ALTITUDE=****** 3
J K Y DY OC U0
I 1 -2.813+0 3.750+71 1.460+0 0.l/+.2J
2 1 -2.437+"1 3.75+n) 1.7L9+"' u.*3 +u
3 1 -2.062+41 3.750+0t 2.n31+' 1.ol00
4 1 -l.68 +1 3.750C. 2.34400 o.lov+I 0
5 1 -1.312+,1 3.750+0 2.o56+uJ 1.00.+uJ
6 1 -9.375 2 3.7+.0 2.969 . .: llouai1 ORIGINAL PAGE IS7 I -5.6 25391 3.751+: 8 3 7 ,1+ t . I
S1 -1.875 50n0 3.594S+ a . +u4+u
1 1 .6275+0. 3.)075+0. 3.41+0, I.2JO1++ OF POOR QUALITYIn 1 5.625+00 3.75 +, 3.281+qu I.,aou
11 1 9.375+P 3.75+,1 2.9.0+?u i.I+I ,i
12 1 1.J12+'1 3.15r+on 
2
.656+0u ".oui±u
13 1 1.6 7' 3.75c,, 2.344+02 o.7uitUo
14 1 2.it02 13.750+"' 2.131+"j l.o't+v/
15 1 2.431 +1 3.751+00 1.719+ 1 o.4'2,









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































6.3 EXAMPLE PROBLEM # 2, SINGLE SURFACE ANALYSIS CAPABILITY (CONTINUED)
1 4 2.813+00 -3.00001 0.00)0 1.o-01 9.829-01 1.000 3.867+n0 -2.813.01 0.000 0.300 0.000 1.000+00
2 4 3.516+0n -2.625+01 0.000 .43-0O 9.829-01 1.000 4.727+0- -2.437+01 0.010 0.000 0.00 1.000+00
3 4 4.219+01 -2.25+1 0.010 i.tas-vt 9.829-01 1.0" 5.586+01 -2.062+01 0..nni 0.000 0.000nno 1.000+01
4 4 4.922+"' -1.875+01 0.no i.8.-ut 9.d29-11 1.000 6.445+01 -1.687+01 0.000 1.100 0.n0 1I.o00+0
5 4 5.625+0n -1.500+01 0.nn0 1.o+-ul 9.329-1 O .000 7.3.5+00 -1.31201 0.(0090000 0.00 1.on0o
6 4 6.328+01 -1.125+01 r.n0
~  
I.os-1 9.629-l 1 .000 8.164+00 -9.375+00 0.0" 0.000 M 0.00 1.0n00+0
7 4 7.n31.01 -7.500+00 ".10 *.a-ut 9.dZ9-ri .101 9.123-+1 -5.6250 0.000 0.000 0n.n00'n .n+)
8 4 7.734+0" -3.15"+0" f.0nO 1.6-ul 9.829-"1 .n00 9.883+~" -1.875+10 o0.0o n.)00 0.n 10 1.00 01
9 4 8.438+" 1.0"0 0.000 -1.o's-ut 9.+29-111 1.0" 9.83+0" 1.875+100 ' ".100 I.'nn0 1.000+')"
n10 4 7.734+0, 3.15+00 0.0" -1.0+-, .4.+29-.1 1.100 9.r23+*10 5.625+0 I.0) 0.0011) 0.00 1."00+031
11 4 7.131+"1 7.500+00 0.00 -1.ra.-ol 9.d29-01 0.00' 8.164+0 9.3751n 0.0'00 0 .000 n .010 1.000+01
12 4 6.328+n" 1.125+1 1.00 -,.-,o-u1 9.629-1 0.0" 7.305+ 1.312+1 0.0"3 0.000nn n.000nn 1.000+00
13 4 5.625+01 1.500+01 0.00n -I.a.-ul 9.B29-nl0 .oQ0 6.445+"' 1.687+01 0.000 0.n00 0.0 o1.00+00
14 4 4.922+01 1.875+01 0.n00 -1.o.4-Ui 9.29-01 1.001 5.586+." 2.162+01 0.000 ".00 0.n000 1.01+01
15 4 4.219+r" 2.25"+01 0.r 1 -1.os-u 9.029-01 1.011 4.127+00 2.437+1 100 .000 0.000 1.000+00nn
16 4 3.516*01 2.625+01 0.00 -1.o*s- 9.829- 1 .001 3.b66700 2.813+01 0.030 0.010 0.00n 1.000+o 1
I EIF PLOT I LE LI 
,  
FILE # 1 = PLANFORM AND ISOMETRIC PROJECTION OF WING GEOMETRY
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 1U LAMIPLt PRUBLEM NO. 2 - SINGLE SURFACE ANALYSIS CAPABILITY CEMUNSTRATION PAGE
VALUE 1 0 16 0 1 4 1 1 0 * ALi-A= .03 MACnNU= .2001 FLAPD= 3r.01 AILEROND= 10.00-15.00 ALTITUDF=***** 6
LIFI DISTRIBUTHIN DETAIL
J K P(XL P(YI PIZI ALna GCP GIX b(Y) Gll VI(X) VIIYI Vl(ZI GAMA
1 1 -1.055 -28.125 .00U 5.5134 1.327 .18852 ."1178 .99082 -."0340 -. 00080 -.10174 -. 9404+00
1 2 .352 -28.125 .nu .,1'. .3212 .03974 -. 00083 .99334 -. n0271 -. 00383 .04741 -. 2273.00
1 3 1.758 -28.125 .05 .c/sl -. 0919 .03029 -. 01315 .99150 -. 00017 -. 00811 .05610 .64d2-01
1 4 3.155 -28.125 -.07.0 s./lo -. 6745 .11748 .12814 .97888 -. "n176 -.00830 -. 02180 .4162+n1
2 1 -1.289 -24.375 ."Oj o.* > L1.911 .27112 .11694 .98863 -. 1n0604 .00645 -. 18449 -. 1658+01
2 2 .430 -24.375 ."Os .'rs .473+ .05538 - .0115 .99192 -. 10508 -. 00127 .n3176 -. 4108+00
2 3 2.14d -24.375 .10, 1. -. 975 .04nl19 -. ^1419 .99102 -. 00091 -.01054 .04675 .8413-01
2 4 3.853 -24.375 -. 11 u.s> -. 8292 .12703 .n2447 .97830 -.10214 -. 01716 -.04174 .7159+00
3 1 -1.523 -20.625 .00n I.oil, 2.7622 .41890 .12618 .98731 -. 01063 .15867 -. 33256 -. 2836+01
3 2 .5nd -20.625 .0nu .i1 .6154 .17346 -."153 .98927 -. 10588 .:3973 .01368 -. 6317+n0
3 3 2.539 -2 .25 ."n2 4. -. 0922 .02 38 -. 00254 .98661 -. 0n223 .01929 .06264 .9435-01
3 4 4.565 -21.625 -.174 I.o11' -. 5961 .n0499 -.05n06 .97736 -. n0005 .00324 .03131 .6084+00
4 1 -1.758 -16.875 .11u o..o8 1.1438 .13108 . 90194 1.00915 .00983 .08152 .05601 -. 1213.01
4 2 .58o -16.875 .00u a. 89+ 1.3541 -.0785 .0"01 1.00239 .00762 .05801 .09501 -. 1232+01
4 3 2.931 -1.8E75 .00u +.7o1 1.2399 -. 01719 .r0075 1.re092 .11391 .03621 .09439 -. 1444+01
4 4 5.225 -16.875 .23, o.70 1.7137 -. 14609 -. 09182 .9791r -."03" -. 02711 .23280 -. 2084+01
5 1 -1.992 -13.125 .n0u 9.ou 1.401 .O0811 .r0551 1.00628 .00940 .04241 -. 00113 -. 1846+'1
5 2 .664 -13.125 . 1 9.v9ov 1.1431 -. 1355 .Cr037 1.00674 .11129 .12523 .0907 -. 1508+01
5 3 3.321 -13.125 .0nu U.u9 1.3280 -. 02116 .1G221 1.01754 .02737 .00497 .10843 -. 1725+ 1
5 4 5.888 -13.125 .33, '.ro,, 2.1637 -. 21901 -. 05619 .97864 -. 00911 -. 05307 .30511 -. 2886+01
6 1 -2.227 -. 375 .10 1.1.sLno 1.6506 .13076 .01817 1.r0433 .10822 .02996 -. 04386 -. 2435+01l
6 2 .742 -9.375 .nu I*.jjj 1.lb13 .I0505 -. "0012 I.00690 .11128 .01716 .08151 -.1715+01
6 3 3.711 -9.375 .0j i. I.d I.2083 -. 02104 .00219 1.01875 .n2820 .00125 .1083n -. 1838+01
6 4 6.580 -9.375 .371 l.Lo 2.133d -. 22464 -. 05500 .97573 -. 010il -.01435 .31192 -. 319 +01
7 1 -2.451 -5.125 .305 ,I.sdJ 1.619, .12925 .3b108 1.00469 .00840 .03291 -. 04234 -. 2639+01
7 2 .820 -5.625 .00n3 ,,.s 1.146 .00319 -. ('0n07 1.(0723 .01175 .02384 .n8396 -. 1866+01
7 3 4.ln2 -5.625 .Ols i.ss./ 1.255o -. '2213 .00231 1.31816 .02871 .11185 .10940 -. 2013+01
7 4 7.273 -5.625 .410 L,.U4( 2.135 -. 2217 -."5523 .97314 -. 09957 -. 02077 .31074 -. 3538*01
8 1 -2.695 -L.75 .0"n 1i..7o0 1.319+ .06572 .n0411 1.r1825 .01089 .01800 .12131 -. 2352+01
8 2 .898 -1.875 .0o ±i.7o. 1.1612b .0n"27 -. 0001 1.00834 .31265 .01376 .08188 -. 2069+01
8 3 4.492 -1.875 .n0J ,,.,1u, 1.3u. b -. 1L313 .rI137 1.01972 .02985 .00782 .1003b -. 2324+01
8 4 7.66 -1.675 .44, 1. -/lo/ 2.17od -. 21373 -. 15059 .9738" -. 10682 -.10857 .30381 -. 3937+01
9 1 -2.695 1.875 .0nJ is.'lou 1.34c5 .16910 -. 01432 1.Ob608 .01081 -. 11657 ."1792 -. 2393+01
9 2 .88 1.875 .n" Ij.o1+o L.1613 .0079 .In002 1.n00824 ."1257 -.0145 .08637 -. 2083+01
9 3 4.492 1.E75 .0J 1. lor 1.3301 -. 01294 -. I135 1.01933 .02978 -. 01083 .10017 -. 2332+01
9 4 7.966 1.875 .44 , -r 1oo 2.1.07; -. 21245 . 5662 .97198 -.0171 -.0 163 .30346 -. 3393901
........................................-----------------------------------------..
JOIFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 i L.e.PLc PRUOLtd Nd. 2 - SINGLE SUHFACE ANALYSIS CAPABILITY CEMONSTRATION PAGE
VALUE I 0 16 0 I 4 1 , .LF = I .11 AL.INC= .2. n  FLAPD= 31.01 AILERCNS= 10n.0-15.00 ALTITUDF+=***** 7
J K P X' I P(Y) P(LI An+. CPN G(l ) (Y) G(ZL VI{X) VI(YI) V il) GA1A
10 1 -2.41 5.625 .""u ,.J,1 1.'1. .14"61 -. P879 1."433 .1,811 -. 03168 -. 15372 -. 2173.0110 2 .82' 5.t25 .7r, 1 . 8 1.1121 .1'297 .r001' 1.'692 .11146 -. 02492 .08219 -1910+1nl
I 3 4.12 5.625 ."nd +.s I 1.2671 -. 2129 -. 0222 1.l1154 .128'" -. n1537 .Ild5+ -. 2132+01
10 4 7.273 5.625 .410 i.~.Jsw 2.132! -. 21044 . 5530 .97362 -. 11121 .10951 .33153 -. 3543+01
11 1 -2.227 .375 
1
"u (1.ao 1.831' .15552 -.1"72 1.r361 .?758 -. 12875 -. b68+7 -. 2133+0111 2 .742 9.315 .n ,, u 1.216+ ."10n6 .r021 1.10622 .11063 -. 11896 .17709 -. 1795+01
11 3 3.111 7 9.375 ."Ou I.co 1.2820 -. 1862 -. "1Lq4 l."17+8 .12764 -. 01025 .10588 -. 1861+1l
II 4 6.581 9.375 .37, i*.1,o 2.127 
-. 22111 .15524 .97216 -. 01122 .12541 .30974 -. 3193+11
12 1 -1.992 :3.125 .0 9. u 1.8004 .14~88 -. 01918 1.r0410 .0,775 -. 0338 n  -. b')"1 -. 2385+0112 2 .66 13.125 ."" u 0.~+ 1.23"h .n'793 .01017 1.0n573 ."112) -. 21L38 .79"22 -. 1635+ 112 3 3.321 13.125 .,n, 9 5-, 1.3232 -. 11734 -. 1081 I."1693 .^2oB8 -. 00597 .10459 -. 1719+1l12 4 5.888 13.125 .33 .ou 2.141: -. 21811 .1554 .734" -. 1112 .035,)2 .30577 -. 272+01
13 1 -1.7'1 16.875 . o. /o 1.730 .13505 -. 20844 1.0483 .01731 -. 15286 -."481. -. 2122+113 2 .58o 16.675 . o.6!,i 1.1o .079 .na111 l.r315 .I0796 -. 03768 ."'921 -. 1421+0113 3 2.93 1.875 .10 0./o1, 1.282 -. "1102 -. 1115 1. I 827 ."1976 -. 2143 .19124 -. 1482+1113 4 5.219 1+.875 .267 lo.91 1.963* -. 18713 .'7144 .97*11 -. :0921 .)2739 .27465 -. 2321+1nl
14 1 -1.523 2.625 .2u 1.5il: 2.435; .29151 
-. '122 .99539 -. 401f 6 -.n4161 -. 21491 -. 2480+0114 2 .508 20.625 3.n .51 1.137? .14128 .'10186 .99649 ."1319 -. 12813 .1458(, -. 1057+0119 3 2.539 2.Z 625 .0O 7.ol .72sJ .01196 .1'12" . s594 .1?658 -. 11385 .18519 -. 73620)
14 4 4.557 2.625 .11+ .l .97 -. 19717 .15259 .V7714 -. "552 .12029 .18,449 -. n1001+1
15 1 -1.289 24.375 .00, . 2.1220 .22491 -. "1L46 .99512 -. M105 -. 11467 -. 13819 -. 1743+0115 2 .4311 24.315 .00= :** .94',' .13329 .0r69 .99626 .011038 -. 31487 .05386 -. 8149+00
6-26 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
6.3 EXAMPLE PROBLEM # 2, SINGLE-SURFACE ANALYSIS CAPABILITY (CONTINUED)
15 3 2.148 24.375 .000 o.41>b .6917 .00864 .00090 .99439 .00294 .00605 .07847 -. 5946+00
15 4 3.861 24.375 .07 a..4, .8318 -. 06429 .02005 .98029 -. 00353 .02554 .15173 -. 7167+00
16 1 -1.055 28.125 .000 .,7u 1.4994 .15883 -. 00993 .99632 .00125 -. 01310 -. 07198 -. 1056+01
16 2 .352 28.125 .00oo >.e7 .7532 .02289 .000n48 .99731 .00140 -. 00333 .06426 -. 5309+00
16 3 1.758 28.125 .000 5.7o4 .5929 .01547 .00057 .99454 .00297 .00725 .08165 -. 4169+00
16 4 3.160 28.125 .05. .- 1 4 .7185 -. 05405 .02202 .98285 -. 00088 .02528 .14133 -. 5052+00
SECTICK LIFT COEFFCIENTS
*0* *0 *** 0* **6*0***
J 2YIH Y 1 ILL SCLC/b DLIFT SCM(C/4) lXL 1YL IZL
1 -. 9375 -28.125 5.±± .- A57 .0212 .0179 .1592 -. 2090 .0039 -. 9779
2 -. 8125 -24.375 o.o1 .,88 .0436 .0164 .2064 -. 2882 -. 007e -. 9575
3 -.6875 -20.625 8.1,, .1348 .0995 .0373 .2109 -. 4021 -. 0351 -. 9149
4 -. 5625 -16.875 9.7> 1.4801 .2000 .0750 -. 3138 .0488 .0319 -. 9983
5 -. 4375 -13.125 10.o, 1.,128 .2679 .1005 -. 3603 .0650 .0188 -. 9977
-----------------------------------------------------------
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1iU AAMLL PRUbLEN NC. 2 - SINGLE SURFACE ANALYSIS CAPABILITY 
DEMONSTRATION PAGE





J 2Y/B Y I dL SCLC/ DLIFT SCMIC/41 1lL 1YL I1L
6 -. 3125 -9.375 Ll1u-? i.b560 .3380 .1155 -. 3400 .0476 .0167 -.
9987
7 -.1875 -5.625 1.1 1.411 .3371 .1264 -. 3403 .0489 .0171 -.9987
8 -. 0625 -1.875 14.87, 1.4982 .3590 .1346 -.3652 .0679 .0199 
-.9975
9 .0625 1.875 l. .7 .i± 059 .3618 .1353 -.3641 .0660 -. 0193 -.9976
1n .1875 5.625 1i. ,.699 .343. .1288 -. 3375 .0422 -. 116E -.
9990
11 .3125 9.375 Il.o/D 1.o155 .3197 .1199 -. 3326 .0327 -. 0156 -. 9993
12 .4375 13.125 I.u-z 1..286 .2884 .1082 -. 3392 .0351 -.nl6C -.
9993
13 .5625 16b.875 .. i.-505 .2423 .0909 -. 3139 .0239 -. 0207 
-. 9995
14 .6875 20.625 d.-1 i.JO050 .1767 .0663 -.0965 -. 1265 -.001e 
-. 9920
15 .8125 24.375 o.o21 1.1281 .1293 .0485 -.0917 -. 0975 .0023 
-. 9952
16 .9375 28.125 -.u 92 .927 .0837 .0314 -. 0888 -. 0616 -. 0005 
-. 9981
LlnunuISE PRESSURE CISTRIBUTION DETAIL
* .. * * .* 4 * *. * + * . * 0 * +6 ChORD STATION (X-XLE)/C ** * *** * * * * *
.000,0 .on100 .lUouu .30000 .40000 . 5 00fn .60000 .70000 .80000 .90000 
1.0010
2Y/8 SCL * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * CHCR PRESSURE (CPL -CPUI*1ZL * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
-. 9375n .22394 .0000 1.14720 .. 90oo9 .35283 .16668 .03442 -. 20002 -. 52180 -.67879 -.46203 
.0000
-. 8125n .37276 .00010 1.65431 I.0i.'1 .51954 .24824 .06495 -. 23406 -.63718 -.83396 -.56809 
.00000
-. 68750 .69553 .00On 2.3818 1I.4coo .68589 .26519 .0n4147 -. 19268 -. 47385 -.60139 -. 40627 
.0000
-. 56251 1.26758 .00000 1.05074 1.370 2 1.05704 1.03363 1.19592 1.37696 1.76307 1.79813 1.12427 .n000
-. 43751 1.49499 .,00000 1.36321 1.4o1 1.15630 1.06851 1.13271 1.51927 2.C7141 2.17831 
1.37405. .0000
-. 31250 1.5417C .fP000 1.57340 1.-119, 1.18521 1.04215 1.07802 1.45926 2.02268 
2.14759 1.35966 .no00nn0
-. 18751 1.52661 .0n007 1.54483 1. 4ou 1.16737 1.0261b 1.16334 1.44846 2.01846 2.14869 1.36166 
.00000
-.V625n 1.47994 .nC0O1 1.3916 1L 747 1.17273 1.08654 1.13702 1.51517 2.07175 2.18523 
1.38017 .03000
.06250 1.48708 .000"1 1.32158 1.4uU1 1.18122 1.09275 1.14208 1.51807 2.07118 2.18224 1.37772 .00000
.18750 1.55654 .0000 1.6164. 6.8404 1.19584 1.04465 1.07727 1.45764 2.02099 2.14628 
1.35896 .00000
.31250 1.60371 .nc 0 0 1.73140 *.-7-u, 1.242273 1.07424 1.9775 1.46973 2.02303 2.14143 
1.35431 .00000
.43751 1.61626 .00onnni 1.71431 i. 4.70 1.26257 1.10782 1.13857 1.50812 2.05038 2.15598 
1.36009 .0000
.56250 1.54.65 .000n 1.6521d 1.,J8 O 1.23849 1.09829 1.12230 1.44227 1.90889 1.98277 
1.24683 .0000
.68751 1.30395 .nOOo 2.1934, 1.50±0U 1.08733 .78122 .68276 .78758 .98184 .99991 .62768 
.00000
.81251 1.12801 .noro 1.83631 i.7oL± .98328 .74549 .66448 .73445 .86575 .85238 .52803 .00000
.93750 .89240 .000 1.3707 1.0U451 .77990 .61449 .5637 .63191 .74796 .73675 .45646 .00000
(EOF PLOT FI ILE 2)FI I 2 = CHORDWIrSE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTTION
(VORTEX-LATTICE SOLUTONfl
---- -- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 iO :.M/L± PROBLEM NC. 2 - SINGLE SURFACE ANALYSIS CAPABILITY DEMONSTRATION 
PAGE
VALUE 1 0 16 0 1 4 2 1 0 4 ALt ,00 PACHN = .2nn FLAPD= 30.00 AILEROND= 10.00-15.00 ALITUDE****** 
9
SPAN.iPE SECTICN LIFT DISTRIBUTION DETAIL
WITH LL IULTIUN NO LE SUCTION FLAP/AILERON
Y 2YIB SCL 1Lul SCMIC/4I SCL SCDI SCM(C/4) FCN FCX FCH
-30.000 -1.OnO0 . O0n00 .OUoU .00001^0 .10030n .700C .O OcO .00000 OC,00000 .000000
-28.500 -. 950nO .211350 -. liO b- .15782b .255351 .121873 .169923 -. 667522 .0657n3 .166881
-27.00 -90 '0 .26232n -. 4l1o3, .163420 .304245 .027894 .174946 -. 697576 .057773 
.174394
-25.500 -. 85000 .319920 -. uj811i .179243 .379079 .034834 .195508 -. 752306 .115413 .188077
-24.000 -. 8O00 .392975 -. 9914 .218600 .513978 .043915 .251866 -. 863516 .099693 .215879
-22.500 -. 75000 .494723 -.±uov7 .264024 .712633 .057087 .323933 -. 954174 .054842 .238544
-21.000 -. 700000 .646929 -. L41947 .238232 .919462 .077707 .313158 -. 735714 .030169 .183928
-19.500 -. 65r00 .865756 -. 144,0 .072602 1.078728 .108538 .131153 .044270 .073504 -. 011067
-18.000 -. 600000 1.110079 .0O7/10 -. 166264 1.192642 .145766 -. 143566 1.111887 .174742 -. 277972
-16.500 -. 550001 1.309547 .0171 -. 342695 1.293113 .182199 -. 347213 1.924460 .294011 -. 481115
-15.n00 -.50000 1.426180 .44 d.o -. 387815 1.394953 .211302 -. 396400 2.202364 .398997 -. 550591
-13.500 -. 450000 1.485347 .c,01U+ -. 363598 1.479298 .227870 -. 365261 2.181211 .472546 -. 545303
-12.000 -. 40000n 1.517628 .-Lov -. 340768 1.526280 .227974 -. 338389 2.132749 .502063 -. 533187
-10.500 -. 351000 1.535604 .il1' -. 335373 1.541010 .217465 -. 333886 2.128010 .499477 -. 532002
-9.000 -. 3A00Y 1.542580 .L0019 -. 335356 1.541399 .2n7196 -. 335681 2.134788 .489267 -. 533697
-7.500 -. 250000 1.540784 .A0o79o -. 333884 1.538536 .204129 -. 334502 2.133996 .486293 -. 533499
-6.000 -.20000 1.530501 .±uoj v -. 334714 1.530064 .207580 -. 334834 2.133683 .486540 -. 533421
-4.500 -. 150000 1.512358 . i3O, -. 342043 1.512993 .215817 -. 341869 2.143509 .484450 -. 535877
-3.000 -. 100000 1.491912 .ocIJo -. 353280 1.492323 .225626 -. 353167 2.160066 .479888 -. 540017
-1.501 -. 050000 1.477241 .c,8.o -. 362353 1.477140 .233037 -. 362381 2.173242 .475508 -. 543310
-. 00 -nn000000 1.474079 ."D141 -. 365161 1.473834 .235250 -. 365228 2.176532 .473209 -. 544133
1.50 .050000 1.483564 .2z 647 -. 361480 1.483489 .231758 -. 361501 2.170549 .473377 -. 542637
3.0nn .100 ICOnn 1.55680 . 4 -. 351891 1.505925 .222633 -. 351824 2.157114 .416057 -. 539278
4.500 .15000 1.534928 .LI ji -. 340n97 1.535278 .210748 -. 340001 2.141458 .479846 -. 535365
6.M00 .2lo00n 1.563015 .2Lu075 -. 331585 1.562784 .200400 -. 331449 2.130541 .482603 -. 532635
7.50P .2500n0 1.584665 .loo -. 328312 1.583492 .194469 -. 328635 2.127422 .483403 -. 531856
9.00 .30000 1.600502 .143211 -. 328111 1.599889 .193047 -. 328280 2.127567 .43688 -.
531892
10.500 .350000 1.61165 .144±ol -. 327940 1.614407 .195589 -. 327170 2.126671 .484741 
-. 531668
6-27
6.3 EXAMPLE PROBLEM # 2, SINGLE SURFACE ANALYSIS CAPABILITY (CONTINUED)
12.n00 .400000 1.617052 .A~.449 -. 329t50 1.o21535 .198772 -. 328417 2.130054 .484090 -. 532514
13.50
^  
.450000 1.614868 . Iotuld -. 337417 1.611735 .19785C -. 338279 2.147656 .477286 -. 536914
15.000 .500000 1.599256 .ooUc4 -. 34463" 1.583182 .190016 -. 349n77 2.149363 .455048 -. 537341
16.501 .55000 1.7017 .io oI> -. 323o76 1.5485"5 .176166 -. 326018 2.027192 .38d729 -. 506198
18.r00 .6rP000 1.477211 .iuulu -. 85j 4 1.520269 .157898 -. 238651 1.68815 .253743 -. 422o04
19.500 .650010 1.375936 .,,,u -. 1527d2 1.490g 1 .138966 -. 121422 1.245816 .170199 -. 311469
21.0 .700000 1.283082 -. ou7i1, -. 084713 1.438796 .124210 -. 041903 .920555 .080987 -. 230139
22.5q0 .7500'" 1.212442 -. u1oo 77 -. 0723-1 1.o57426 .115552 -."32528 .819186 .051487 -. 204797
24.00 .80000, 1.146327 -. u vou -. 087516 1.255644 .109213 -. 056962 .828428 .053268 -. 207107
25.500 .85000r ."65549 .u?loo -. 096447 1.144706 .111167 -.074684 .821118 .054492 -. 205280
27.000 .900000 .969372 .U'o9n -. 094144 1.129906 .09"884 -. 77502 .771032 .047431 -. 192580
28.5
0  
.95T"00 .86654" .oulvi -. 086750 .913453 .179632 -.n73852 .70"636 .036763 -. 175159
33.000 1.OPC""
I  
.000000 .uuUJuu .0300 00' .0 0.00 .0" .00000 .0njqC1 .ono000
(IOF PLOT FILE 3) --F ILE # 3 = LIFT, INDUCED DRAG, AND PITCHING MOMENT SECTION COEFFICIENTS
(VORTEX-LATTICE SOLUTION)
JIBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 b 9 IV LAAiPLL PRbtLEM NC. 2 - SINGLE SURFACE ANALYSIS CAPABILITY CEMONSTRATION PAGE
VALUE 1 0 lo ,' j 4 0 1 C 4 LFa= 8.00 CALHN+= .2007 FLAPI= 30.00 AILEROND= 10.10-15.00 ALTITUDE=t****8 10
sING AIPLLAD COEFFICIENTS
8CL WCDI LMP WCPR WCMY IXL IYL IZL DELTA SCALE
WITH LE SUCTION 1.32943 .135o1 -.+1io .04229 -. 10086 .0140)89 -. "00498 -. 99901 .4971+35 .1661-11
NO LE SUCTION 1.39743 .21590 -. o>+oo .04171 -. 03028 .066115 .00000 -. 997819
* DIVIDE CHECK AT C41425
OK TO IGNORE
* CIVIDF CHECK AT r41425
Lin.cA.LEU SCLUTIUN WITH LE SUCTION
**,,880*088,8***888**88888*88*8**
ALFA ALFAKu wLL WCL CMP CMR CMY
SLOPE SLLPE SLOPE
5.000 -i.o 1.3294 .17886 .n0n22 .00"04 .00005
0 Y/a SCLAE SCLB SCL SCM11/4)
-3r,:jj -A 3,Vl0 .0)000 .00000 .0n000 .n0n00
-28.uou -. 49333 .9186 -. 99178 .23049 .15113
-26.0 u -. oouo7 I.C"414 -I.03309 .31184 .16816
-24. uo -. oUOO 1.01436 -1.01915 .39585 .21579
-22.u V -. 1 o3 1.0o552 -. 90133 .54179 .25888
-21.,o -. 0ou07 1.0UT71 -. 64552 .78630 .12274
-18.uou -. oUJOO I.00506 -. 29957 1.13"5 -. 19571
-16.u~ -. JJ133 1.0 112 -. n3d79 1.34531 -. 39282
-14.u~u -. 4o67 1.,1895 .07693 1.45814 -. 37730
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 v LA.AeriL PRCILE" NC. 2 - SINGLE SURFACE ANALYSIS CAPABILITY CEMONSTRATION PAGE
VALUE 1 0 16 0 1 4 1 1 0 4 OLA" j.1) MACLN= .2"00 FLAPO= 30.0" AILEROND= 10.00-15.00 ALTITUDE=****** 11
+Y/ SCLAI SCL SCL SCM(1/4)
-12.uou -. ojalO l.1S3 .13490 1.50624 -. 33419
-1".ueu -. i 3 1.11472 .17854 1.52754 -. 32886
-B.J*u -. ou
8
7 .9,55' .2737 1.5382 -. 31640
-6.v~u -. a"JL .97205 .22o77 1.519'4 -. 3r483
-4.1v -. 1 33 .93920 .24520 1.49391 -. 329)2
-
2
.Juu -.Uo07 .9 81 .2615" 1.46944 -. 36917
-. uu -. UJo, .6)b22 .27103 1.46249 -. 38721
2.J~o .o6ob7 .9675 .27261 1.41801 -. 371454
.uou .133a3 .9,708 .26758 1.51337 -. 32912
6.rv .U10 .9977 .26226 1.'515, -. 30331
8.u03 .coo 7 .9,244 .25959 1.57897 -. 31719
1. . 3 o 1.01131 .25239 1.59686 -. 33131
12. 00 .. u10j 1.O
9
66 .2358 1.or544 -. 32956
14.U3o .00,0 7 i.2"2 .21469 1.59999 -. 34663 OF POOR QUALITY
16.U . >3 1."+83 .16639 1.56339 -. 35687
18. C .u u 1.rd'785 .04186 1.40749 -. 26597
20.u o .ouo7 1.815 -. 111"8 1.33554 -. 11839
22.u o' .1s> 1.'2o4 -. 22383 1.22615 -. 064912
4.vo .oiofC L.'o73h -. 27117 1.14 18 -. 19538
'i.Oj .ooo L.f1 471 -. 31l17 L.n2952 -. 11147
2B.8Jv .9.,>3 .91814 -. 32425 .89636 -. 10C16
31. V . oor)O .1) C0 1.0 05 n
0
1 .0 j nI
-------------------------------------------------------------
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 +j cAri/Lc PFRGOLEF C. 2 - SINGLE SURFACE ANALYSIS CAPABILITY CEMONSTRATION PAGEVALUE 1 10 " I 4 0 1 , oLFA= 1.30 PACIIN0= .2'r1 FLAPCO 3"^.0 AILEPOND= 10.11-15.11 ALTITUDE=***** 12
Lli-c lZEU SCLUTI.JN WITH LE SUCTION
ALFA ALrhou -cL WCL CPP LMR CMY
SLOPE SLOPE SLOPE
-11.854 -+.o, .',? .n788o .1nO22 .0"04 .r0035
JIlbFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 t 7 + 9 .o t-*A .~c PRLuLEV NC. 2 - SINGLE SURFACE ANALYSIS CAPAdILITY CEMONSTRATION PAGE
VALUE 1 4 r = . AC0N5= .2I' FLAPD= 32."' AILFPOND= 10.n-15.'0 ALTITUDF=***** 13
Lli c,lLE E SCLIITION WITH LE SUCTION
6-28
6.3 EXAMPLE PROBLEM # 2, SINGLE-SURFACE ANALYSIS CAPABILITY (CONTINUED)
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 LU LAAMPLL PROBLEM NO. 2 - SINGLE SURFACE ANALYSIS CAPABILITY DEMONSTRATION PAGE
VALUE 1 0 Lo 0 1 4 0 1 ALFA= ,.00 MACHNO- .2000 FLAPD 30.00 AILEROND= 10.00-15.00 ALTITUDE ****** 16
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 LU LAAMLL PROBLEM NC. 2 - SINGLE SURFACE ANALYSIS CAPABILITY DEMONSTRATION PAGE
VALUE 1 0 1 1 4 0 0 4 . LFA= .00 ACLHNO= .200n FLAPD= 30.00 AILEROND= 10.00-15.00 ALTITUDE.****** 20
LliAKlZED SCLUTICN WITH LE SUCTION
ALFA ALrtAu WCL WCL CMP CMR CMY
SLOPE SLOPE SLOPE
13.503 -11.vo 2.0000 .07886 .00022 .0004 .00005
WITH Lt ULIIUN NO LE SUCTION FLAP/AILERON
Y 2Y/8 SCL .uL~l CMIC/4) SCL SCOI SCM(C/4) FCN FCX FCH
-30.000 -1.on00000 .00no0 .Juuuo .O0000n .000 000 .00oo .000000 .000000 .000000 .000000
-28.000 -. 933333 .846498 .u,oZo .161354 .948306 .179898 .189343 -. 509958 .021626 .127490
-26.00 -. 866667 .975183 .u3ad,0 .171091 1.091802 .201369 .203150 -. 548887 .056085 .137222
-24.000 -. 800000 1.109572 .U0uUo .216524 1.398895 .400929 .296068 -. 662415 .028898 .165604
-22.000 -. 733333 1.269711 .AUL117 .267835 1.861343 .753473 .430532 -. 715877 -. 039961 .178969
-20.000 -. 666667 1.508509 .LU . .151275 2.100656 .783859 .314267 -. 110440 .045348 .027610
-18.00 -. 600000 1.810541 .io9sl1 -. 146758 2.003084 .388527 -. 093422 1.157260 .358593 -. 289315
-16.00O -. 533333 2.043458 .4310, -. 350218 1.965215 .136478 -. 371362 2.039362 .663232 -. 509841
-14.000 -.466667 2.154820 .- L 4o -. 364573 2.115328 .205799 -. 375333 2.173559 .844779 -. 543390
-12.n00 -. 4C0090 2.197950 .- o7oo -. 335930 2.219985 .292431 -. 329923 2.109684 .9C8632 -. 527421
-10.000 -. 333333 2.207985 .4o7':7 -. 330483 2.215269 .295625 -. 328498 2.106126 .9C0286 -. 526531
-8.000 -. 266667 2.198371 .>ad -. 335216 2.192240 .298401 -. 336887 2.128665 .891915 -. 532166
-6.000 -. 2CTCC0 2.170860 .>.979 -. 341592 2.169746 .321727 -. 341896 2.143098 .853877 -. 535774
-4.00 -. 133333 2.123763 . ,4' J -. 345769 2.125430 .346816 -. 345315 2.126333 .882309 -. 531583
-2.00n -. 066667 2.078726 .jo2~d -. 346873 2.078827 .364948 -. 346845 2.093673 .813206 -. 523418
-. 000 -. 000000 2.063465 .. 8~l. -. 345593 2.062856 .373147 -. 345759 2.074288 .852506 -. 518572
2.000 .066667 2.086115 .8ovouo -. 344100 2.086180 .369683 -. 344082 2.083681 .856071 -. 520920
4.000 .133333 2.141754 .13J4 -. 343153 2.142637 .354385 -. 342911 2.119630 .872627 -. 529907
6.000 .200000 2.2C1798 .j34b4' -. 331378 2.201248 .334192 -. 337529 2.135381 .8E4108 -. 533845
8.n00 .266667 2.244474 .. 4L.oL -. 325435 2.241490 .318140 -. 326255 2.107132 .879660 -. 526783
o10. n .333333 2.275009 .$u8 Lo -. 318168 2.278538 .313152 -. 317198 2.084673 .875953 -. 521168
12.000 .40000 2.295901 .19ou0 -. 321529 2.306565 .316765 -. 318597 2.096136 .877257 -. 524034
14.000 .466667 2.258736 .Lo1., -. 329975 2.279681 .258726 -. 335214 2.114841 .861008 -. 528710
16.000 .533333 2.268043 .047j4 -. 316165 2.232036 .221972 -. 326664 2.041261 .783673 -. 510315
18.000 .6CC000 2.183553 . 74l -. 236087 2.285982 .351015 -. 207927 1.712967 .585816 -. 428242
20.0 .666667 2.065214 .1o 659 -. 122818 2.382999 .566088 -. 035451 1.257704 .339441 -. 314426
22.000 .733333 1.961440 .lo99£ -. 072108 2.325266 .599061 .027916 1.019716 .212299 -. 254929
24.00 .800000 1.856542 .1uor4 -. 079648 2.116473 .474832 -. 008186 .985184 .196913 -. 246296
26.100 .866667 1.703253 .ilI,.l -. 3860d5 1.874422 .380624 -.039026 .942345 .187464 -. 235586
28.900 .933333 1.5123E .1l1o o -. 081675 1.634103 .332212 -. 047316 .855400 .161215 -. 213850
3.3100n 1.nn r .000nn00 .0UU0 u .0030)0 .0000n .00000 .000000 .00000 .0 0000 .000000
WITH LE SUCTION WUL= o.JVJJD / WCCI= .25831 I WCMCI/4)= -. 26917 / L/D= 7.74255
NO LE SUCTICN .ol0U1 / .42297 / -. 22422 / 5.15497
_ - - - -- r
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 LAAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 2 - SINGLE SURFACE ANALYSIS CAPABILITY DEMONSTRATION PAGE
VALUE 1 0 16 0 1 4 0 1 0 L~*.-= .00 MACNO= .2000 FLAPU= 30.n? AILEROND= 1.00-15.00 ALTITUDE=***** 2I
Ll A AIlED SCLUTICN WING COEFFICIENTS
.IT LE SUCTION NO LE SUCTION
ALFA LL WCD WCMIC/4) WCL WCD WCM(C/41
-12.000 -. UIL .0156 -. 2749 -. 0322 .0299 -. 2810
-11.n000 .o17 .0162 -. 2747 .0469 .0307 -. 2808
-10.000 . 175 -. 2744 .1266 .0326 -. 2803
-9.000 .<,,. .0196 -. 2742 .2070 .035B -. 2797
-8.0
n n  
..U .0224 -. 2740 .2879 .1402 -. 2190
-7.00 .L 1 .0260 -. 2738 .3695 .0458 -. 2780
-6.000 .4oo, .0303 -. 2735 .4517 .0526 -. 2770
-5.00* .- 0o .3354 -. 2733 .5346 .0607 -. 2757
-4.00n .oL97 .04L2 -. 2731 .6181 .0700 -. 2743
-3.no0 .ou.o .0 47 -. 2729 .7021 .n805 -. 2728
-2.000 .717 .0051 -. 2726 .7869 .0922 -. 2711
-1.0n0 .dO b .032 -. 2724 .8722 .1051 -. 2692
.000 .'>1 .3721 -. 2722 .82 .1193 -. 2672
1.000 1.- u .1817 -. 2720 1.0448 .1347 -. 2650
2.00 0 1.Uir .0920 -. 2711 1.1320 .1513 -. 2626
3.00n i.lI .1932 -. 2715 1.219 .1691 -. 2601
4.000 1.2,,o .1150 -. 2713 1.3"83 .1881 -. 2575
5.000 IL-v .1276 -. 2711 1.3974 .2084 -. 2547
6.000 L..uo3 .1410 -. 2709 1.4872 .2299 -. 2517
7.000 1.o4L .1551 -. 2706 1.5775 .2526 -. 2485
8.000 .,uoU .1700 -. 2704 1.6685 .2765 -. 2452
9.000 1.o 4v .1856 -. 27n2 1.7601 .3016 -. 2418
10.500 1.l"71 .2020 -. 27 0 1.8523 .3280 -. 2382
11.000 .oLo .2191 -. 2697 1.9452 .3556 -. 2344
12."'n 1.0 14 .2370 -. 2695 2.0387 .3844 -. 2304
13.n09" L.*v .2556 -. 2693 2.1328 .4144 -. 2263
14.000 .O .2750 -. 2691 2.2275 .4456 -. 2221
L5.000 L.18n .2952 -. 2688 2.3229 .4781 -. 2177
16.000 .no,) .3161 -. 2086 2.4189 .5118 -. 2131
17.000 L.L1,1 .3377 -. 2684 2.5155 .5467 -. 2084
18.000 .n~o .3601 -. 2682 2.6127 .5828 -. 2035
(EOF PLOT FILE 4) FILE # 3 = LINEARIZED SOLUTION ARRAY (EXTRAPOLATED USING LIFTING-LINE 
THEORY)
***0 JOB TIME= 133 / LLrPEU TIML= 133 / NU.PLOT FILES= 4 / ISURF ExFC. VERSION 6-E1-72 *0**
XQT TRWPLT OUTPUT OMITTED, SEE INPUT LISTINGS (PAGE 6-3 THROUGH 6-5) 6-29
t6-29
6.4 EXAMPLE PROBLEM # 3, NORTH AMERICAN XB-70 AIRPLANE
SUBSONIC-FLOW LIFTING SURFACE ANALYSIS PROGRAM HA010B
TRW SYSTEMS INC., HOUSTON OPERATIONS
HOUSTON, TEXAS (77058)
*.* JOBS INPUT LIST ...
7 XYT NSURF
EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO, 3 - XB-70 AIRPLANE SUBSONIC AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS
TASK 7:2. PROJECT 3303A, MJO 147033, AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
SUBSONIZ-FLOW LIFTING SURFACE ANALYSIS, TRW PROGRAM NO, HA010B (NSURF)





















C(10)=7 40.2,64C, xOCR(IO)10 1.0.1.0,XOC(1,3)0,,1.0,
MFINS=1,
NSS(4)=I3, NCS(4)=2, NFLG(4)I3. NFLG(9)2, XOC(1,4)O,0,1,, , XOCR(12)2.1.0.




, ZCC=5.5,YCG=O.J, REFS=906883,0, REFC=942.38, REFB=1260,0,
NJOB=1, ALFA=I-, MACRN. 0.20, NSOLV=11,1,2,1,4,





JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO, 3 - XR-70 AIRPLANE SUBSONIC AEROD PAGE















NSS +7, *9, +11, +1
+0,-
NCS : +2, +3,





















ALFA = 10'GOo0E+02 .Oo00000ooE+o0o0 
.o0000O000E*O
.00000:00E+00, ,00J0OOOOE+00 .0000000O03. ,00000000E+00,
.COOOO0OOE+O0, .20033000E+00, .0000000+OJ. .0000OOOE+00,
.00000 OO-00, .00OOC3OE*03, 
.OOOOOOE*OO. 
.
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 E*00,
o00000.DOF+00, 
. OUO0O3E002 O000 0oOOE+, .O00000OOE+OC,
.O0003:OOF+CO.
MACHN m 2,-3O0OOE+00, .OCOOOCOOE+00, o00000OOE+00,MAC0000N00-+00 3 003E  0oc, 0 3000000+0 0 OOO 0 000E+ ,
.0000OOTE.O0, .0010000E*00, .O00000O0E03,





.I0030000E+05.1000:OOFG05, .U00 E+051 .1000 0000+05.
FLAPOJ = CZOOE+00, .OCCOCOCE+00, .O0000 00E+00,
.ooooL:ooF.oo, 0 E+,0C 00 E+00, . ORIGINAL PACGE ISTASDJ : ,'< 6COE.O0, .0C30000E+00, .000000EO00,
.00000000L:00. 
.200003E+00,
AIlDJ = . ;300E+00, .CC00000E+CO, .COO00000E+O0, OF POOR QUALITY000oo000E+oo, .:OoD303'E+0., . 00000O.+O0, .000DOO00E+00,
.O00O o00EO00 .00000JE+*0, 
.02000000L+00,
NFLG 22. 6, +2, +3
+6, +2. +3
2. +3, +0, +*Oi, O +0, *0,




6.4 EXAMPLE PROBLEM # 3, NORTH AMERICAN XB-70 AIRPLANE (CONTINUED)
---------- -------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 10 19 20 EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO, 3 * X-70 AIRPLANE SUBSONIC ARO0 PASE
VALUE 22 6 2 3 0 6 2 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 ALF
A"  
100 MACMNNO .0000 ALTITUOeS***** 2
SSURFACE # I = WING
LIFTING SURFACE NOP 1
SIaN ROOT TIP ROOT TIP AREA ASPECT MEAN MGC vBAR XBAR ZBAR
CHORO CHORD TWIST TWIST RATIO CHORD (MAC) (MGCI IMGC) (MGC)
104.q95 117,756 2.200 .0000 -3,0000 6196,66 1,7790 59.019 76,777 17,943 .59,772 1970
FLA' FLAP FLAP FLAP TAB L,AII R,AIL DINED. SWEEP NO.SPAN NOCHORD NO,CHORO
SPAN1 SPAN2 SPAN3 DEFLEC DEFLEC DEFLEC DEFLEC MGC/4 MnC/4 ELEMENTS ELEMENTS DISCONT
-_00 .600 1.000 ,000 !000 .000 .000 ,000 58,795 22 6 0
FUS STA WING STA WL STA AREA CHORD SPAN
X(CG) Y(CG) Z(CG) S(CG) c(CG) B(CG)
-60,491 .000 ,45S 6297,748 78,531 105.000
WS Y z X(LE) X(C/4) XITE) TWIST DINE(C/4) SWEPIC/4) C(WINO) C(FLAP) C(TABI
-52.498 -52,497 .000 -2,200 -1,650 ,000 -3,000 .000 -58,795 2,200 ,550 275
-47.246 -47,247 .000 -13,756 -10,317 ,000 -3,000 ,000 -58,795 13,756 3,439 1I719
-41.999 -41,998 .000 -25,312 -18,984 .000 -3,000 ,000 -58,795 25,312 6,325 3,164
-36.749 -36,748 .000 -36,867 -27,651 ,000 -3,000 .000 -8,795 36,867 9,217 41605
-31.499 -31,498 .000 -48,423 -36,317 ,000 200 o000 -8,795 48.423 12.106 61053
-26.249 -26,248 ,000 59979 44.984 000 2.250 000 8,795 59,979 14.
9
95 7,497
-20.999 -20,998 .000 -71,535 -53,651 ,000 -.,700 .000 " ~S.795 71,~35 17,884 8,942
-15,749 -15,749 ,051 -83,090 -63,054 -2,946 -1,150 -,82 -1,878 80,144 20,026 10106
-10.500 -10,499 .044 -94,645 -72.036 -4.206 -,600 ,441 8,795 90,437 22,609 11,309
-5.250 -9,250 .304 -108,075 -82,109 -4,208 -.050 .441 -63,185 103,867 25,967 12198
.000 ,G10 .000 -121.965 -92.525 -4,208 .000 .000 63,260 117,756 29,439 141720
5.250 5,250 .304 1-08.075 -82,109 -4.208 -. 050 -,441 63,183 103,867 25,967 12,983
10.500 10.499 .044 -94,645 -72,036 4.,208 -.600 -.441 8,795 90,437 22,609 11.305
15.749 15,749 .051 -83,090 -63;054 -2,946 -1.150 .882 61,878 80,144 20,036 1o,018
20,99 20,99R .000 -71,535 -53,651 .000 -1,700 .000 58,795 71,535 17,884 81943
26.249 26,248 .000 -59,979 -44,984 .000 -2.250 000 58,795 59,979 14,995 7,497
31.499 31,498 .000 -48,423 -36,317 .000 -2,800 .000 58,795 48,423 12, 06 6,052
36.749 36,748 .300 -36,867 -27.651 .000 -3,000 .000 58,795 36,867 9,217 4*608
41.999 41,998 .000 -25.312 -18,984 ,000 -3,000 .000 08,795 29,312 6,328 3,1t'
47.248 47,247 .000 -13.756 -10,317 .000 -3.000 .000 $,795 13 756 3,439 1,714
52,498 52,497 .000 -2,200 -1,650 .000 -3,000 .000 $8,795 21200 ,550 .279
------ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO, 3 - XB-70 AIRPLANE SUBSONIC AIROD PAGE
VALUE 22 6 2 3 0 6 2 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 1 t 0 ALFA .00 MAeHNO .0000 ALTITUDE******..
XA(1)/C XA(2)/C XA13)/C XA(4)/C XA(5)/C XA(6)/C XA(7)/C XA(I)/C XAI(9/C XA(10 /C
.0000 1.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
S y ZA)/C ZA(2)/C ZA)/C ZA/C A(4/C ZA(51/C ZA(6)/C ZA(7)1/C ZA(81/C A(9)/C ZA(IOI/C
-4.2:83 .00 '0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
-4.2o83 4,7725 03000 .0000 0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
-4.2083 9,5450 .0300 .0000 .0000 *0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
-4.2083 14,3174 ,0300 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 0000  0000
.0000 19.0899 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
.0000 33.4074 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 10000 .0000 .0000 .0000 ,0000
.0000 52.4973 10000 .0000 .0000 .0000 0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 ,0000 .0000
(EOF PLOT FILE 1) - FILE # I = WING GEOMETRY
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO, 3 - XR-70 AIRPLANE SUBSONIC AIROO PAGE
VALUE 22 6 2 3 0 6 2 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 ALFA. ,00 MACHNO. .0000 ALTITUDE**..... 4
LIFTING SURFACE NO* 2
/ 
SURFACE # 2 = CANARD CONTROL SURFACE
SPAN ROOT TIP ROOT TIP AREA ASPECT MEAN MGC YBAR XBAR ZBAR
CHORD CHORD TWIST TWIST RATIO CHORD (MAC) (MGCI (MGC) (MGCI
28.635 2:0792 8.059 3.0000 3.0000 413,07 1.9850 14,425 15,362 6.106 -147,385 -6,256
FLAP FLAP FLAP FLAP TAB L,AIL R,AIL DIHED, SWEEP NO,SPAN NO.CHORD NO,cHORD
SPAN1 SPAN2 SPAN3 DEFLEC DEFLEC DEFLEC DEFLEC MGC/4 MGC/4 ELEMENTS ELEMENTS DISCONTI
.00 ,60 . : 100 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 21,746 6 2 0
FUS STA WING STA WL STA AREA CHOHD SPAN
X(CG) Y(CG) Z(CC) S(CG) C(CG) B(CG)
-60,491 .000 ,458 6297,748 78.531 105,000
WS Y Z X(LE) X(C/4) X(TE) TWIST UIHE(C/I) 5WEP(C/4) C(WINOG) CFLAP) C(TAB)
-14.317 -14,317 -6,083 -146,124 -144,109 -138,065 3,000 .000 -21,746 8,059 2,015 1,007
-12.886 -12,886 -6.083 -147,013 -144,680 -137,681 3,000 .000 -21,746 9,332 2,333 1,167
-11.454 -11.454 -6.083 -147,903 -145,251 -137,297 3.000 .000 -21,746 10,606 2,651 1,326
-10,522 -10,022 -6.083 -148,792 -145,822 -136,913 3.000 .000 -21,746 11,879 2,970 1,485
-8.590 -8,590 -6.83 -149.682 -146.394 -136,530 3,000 ,000 -21,746 13,152 3,288 11644
-7.159 -7,159 -6.083 -150,571 -146,965 -136,146 3.000 .000 -21,746 14,425 3,606 1O809
-5.727 -5,727 -6.083 -151,460 -147,536 -135,762 3,000 .000 -21,746 15,699 3,925 1,962
-4.295 -4,295 -6.083 -152.350 "148.107 -135,378 3.000 .000 -21,746 16,972 4,243 2,121
-2.863 -2,863 -6.083 -153.239 -148,678 -134,994 3,000 .000 -21.746 18,248 4,561 2,281
-1.432 -1,432 -6.083 -154,129 -149,249 -134,610 3,000 ,000 -41,746 19,118 4,880 2,440
-.o00 .0C0 -6.083 -155,018 -149.820 -134.227 3.000 -6,610 -70,370 20,792 5,198 2,599
1.432 1,432 -6.083 -154,129 -149,249 -134,610 3,000 ,U00 21,746 19,518 4,880 2,440
2,863 2.863 -6.083 -153,239 -148,678 -134,994 3.000 .000 21,746 18,249 4,561 21281
4,295 4,295 -6.083 "152,350 -148.,107 -135,378 300 0 .000 21,746 16,972 4.243 2.121
6-31
6.4 EXAMPLE PROBLEM # 3, NORTH AMERICAN XB-70 AIRPLANE (CONTINUED)
5.727 5,727 -6.383 -151,460 -147,536 -135,762 3.000 .000 21,746 18,699 3,925 1i962
7.159 7,159 -6.083 -150.571 -146,965 -136,146 3,000 .000 21,746 14.425 3,606 l,803
8,590 R,59- -6,383 -149,682 -146.39
4  
-136,530 3.000 .000 21.746 13,152 3,288 1,644
10.022 10,022 -6.083 -148,792 -145,822 -136,913 3.000 .000 21,746 11.879 2.970 1,485
11.454 11,454 -6.083 -147,903 -145.251 -137,297 3,000 .000 21.746 10.606 2.651 1,526
12.886 12,886 -6.083 -147,013 -144,680 -137,681 3,000 .000 21,746 9.332 2,333 11167
14.317 14,317 -6.083 -146,124 -144,109 -136,065 3,000 .000 21.746 8,059 2,015 1,00?
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO, 3 - XB-70 AIRPLANE SUBSONIC AEROD PAGE
VALUE 22 6 7 3 0 6 2 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 ALFA= ,00 MACHNO .0000 ALTITUDE ******
XA(1)/C XA(2)/C xAI )/C XA(4)/C XA(5)/C XA(6)/C XA(7)/C XA(8)/C XA(9)/C XA(10)/:
.0330 .5000 1.000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 ,0000 .0000
x y ZA(1)/C ZA(2)/C ZA(3)/C ZA4)/C ZA(5/C (6)/C ZA ZA(7)/C ZAS8)/C ZA(9)/C ZA(10)/C
-143.b28 .3000 .0000 .0000 .0882 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
-143.5A28 14.3174 ,0000 .0000 .0882 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 10000 .0000
(EOF PLOT FILE 21- FILE A 2 = CANARD CONTROL SURFACE GEOMETRY
------------------------------------------------------------
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO, 3 - X8-70 AIRPLANE SUBSONIC AEROD PAGEVALUE 22 6 2 3 0 6 2 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 ALFA- .00 MACHNO= .0000 ALTITUDE*..**.. 6
SURFACE # 3 = FUSELAGE
LIFTING SURFACE NO- 3
SPAN ROOT TIP ROOT TIP AREA ASPECT MEAN MGC YBAR XBAR ZBAR
CHORD CHORD TWIST TWIST RATIO CHORD (MAC) (MGC) (MGC) (MGC)
9.545 61,666 53.333 .0000 .0000 548,83 ,1660 57.500 57,600 2,329 -158,981 ,O00
FLAP FLAP FLAP FLAP TAB L.AIL R.AIL DIHED, SWEEP NO,SPAN NO,CHORO NO,CHORSDAN1 SPAN2 SPAN3 DEFLEC DEFLEC DEFLEC DEFLEC MGC/4 MGC/4 ELEMENTS ELEMENTS DISCONT,
.300 .6 1.30 .00 .000 .000 .000 .000 75,784 2 3 0
FUS STA WING STA WL STA AREA CHORD SPAN
X(CG) YCCG) Z(CG) S(CG) C(CG) 8(CC)
-60,491 .000 ,458 6297,748 78,531 105.000
ws Y Z XLE) X(c/4) X(TE) TWIST OIHE(C/4) SOEP(C/4) C)WING) C(FLAP) C(TAB)
-4.772 -4,772 ,330 -162,668 -149,334 -109,334 ,000 .000 -75,784 53,33 13,333 6,667
-4.295 -4,295 .330 -164,760 -151,218 -110,593 .000 .00D -75,784 54,166 13,542 6:771
-3.818 -3,818 .000 -166,852 -153.102 -111,852 ,000 .000 -75,784 55,00 13,750 61875
-3.341 -3.341 .330 -168.944 -154,986 -113,111 .000 .000 -75,784 55,833 13,958 6,979
-2.863 -2,863 .300 -171,036 -156.870 -114,370 .DOC .000 -75,784 56,666 14,167 7,083
-2,386 -2.386 .300 -173,128 -158.753 -115,629 .000 .000 -75,784 57,500 14,375 7,187
-1.909 -1,939 .300 -175.221 -160.637 -116.887 .000 .000 -75,784 58,333 14,583 7,292
-1.432 -1,432 .000 -177.313 -162,521 -11,146 .000 .00O -75,784 59,166 14,792 7,396
-.954 -,954 .330 -179,405 -164.405 -119,405 ,000 000 -75,784 60,300 15,000 7,500
-.477 -,477 .300 -181,497 -166.289 -120,664 000 .00D0 -75,784 60,833 15.208 7,604
.500 ,.30 .000 -183.589 -168,173 -121.923 .000 23.020 -57.119 61,666 15,417 7,708
.477 ,477 .DO0 -181,497 -166.289 -120,664 .000 .000 75.784 60.833 15,208 7,604
,954 .954 .000 -179.405 -164,405 -119,405 .000 .000 75,784 60,000 15,000 7,5001.432 1.432 .000 -177.313 -162.521 -118,146 .000 .0OO 75,784 59,166 14,792 7,3961.909 1,939 .300 -175.221 -160.637 -116,887 .000 .000 75,784 58,333 14,583 7,2922.386 7,386 .300 -173,128 -158.753 -115,629 .000 .000 75,784 57,500 14,375 71187
2.863 2,R63 .300 -171,036 -156.870 -114,370 ,000 OO. 75,784 56,666 14,167 7,0833.341 3,341 .00 -168.944 -154,986 -113,111 .000 .000 75,784 55,833 13,958 6,9793.818 3,91 .300 -166.852 -153.102 -111,852 ,000 .0OO 75,784 55,300 13,750 6,8754.295 4,295 .300 -164.760 -151,218 -110,593 .000 .0OO 75,784 54.166 13,542 6,7714.772 4,772 .300 -162.668 -149.334 -109,334 .000 .000 75.784 53.333 13,333 6,667
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 3 - XB-70 AIRP.ANE SUBSONIC AEROD PAGEVALUE 22 6 2 3 0 6 2 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 ALF A =  ,OU MACHNO = .0300 ALTITUDE.***** 7
XA(1)/C XA(2)/C XA(3)/C XA4)/C XA(5)/C XA(6)/C XA(7)/C XA(8)/C XA(9)/C XA(10)/1
.0330 1.0000 .U000 ,0000 .0000 .000U .0000 .000i .0000 .0000
X Y ZA(1)/C ZA(2)/C ZA(3)/C ZA14)/C ZA(5)/C ZA(6)/C ZA(7)/C ZA(B)/C ZA(91/C ZA()10/C
-121.9228 .3-, .030 0 0000 .000 .000 O .0000 .0 0000 .3000
-109.3344 4.7725 .0300 .0000 .3000 .0000 . 00 00 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
(EOF P.OT FILE 3) - FILE # 3 = FUSELAGE GEOMETRY
------------------------------------------------------------
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO, 3 - XB-70 AIRPLANE SUBSONIC AEROD PAGEVALUE 22 6 2 3 0 6 2 3 2 3 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 ALFA= ,00 MACHNO = ,0000 ALTITUDE...* ... 8
LIFTING SURFACE NO SURFACE # 4 = VERTICAL FINSLIFTING SURFACE NO' 4
SPAN ROOT TIP ROOT TIP AREA ASPECT MEAN MGC VBAR XBAR ZBAR
CHOR CHORD TWIST TWIST RATIO CHORD (MAC) (MGC) (MGC) (MGCI
14.391 27,344 6.922 -1.0030 -1.0000 246,56 ,8399 17,133 19,162 14.317 -15,691 -5,442
6-32
6.4 EXAMPLE PROBLEM # 3, NORTH AMERICAN XB-70 AIRPLANE (CONTINUED)
FLAP FLAP FLAP FLAP TAB LAIL RAIL DIMD, SWEEP NO,SPAN NO,CMORO NOtcORD





.000 .600 1.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 69,999 57,426 3 2 0
FUS STA WING STA W6: STA AREA CHORD SPAN
X(CG) Y(CG) 2(Cc) 81CG) C(C) B(CG)
-60,491 ;00O0 458 6297,746 78531 100,000
ws Y Z X(LE) X(C/4) X(TE) TWIST DI4E(C/4) SWEP(C/4) C(WINO) C(FLAP) C(TAB)
.000 14,317 .073 -31,552 -24,716 -46208 -1.000 -"441 85,620 27,346 6,836 3:4
.720 14,317 -.646 -30.171 -23,590 -3,845 1.000 89,999 57,426 26,323 6,581 3 2 0
1,439 14,317 .1,366 -28,789 .22.464 .3,467 1.000, 89,999 57,426 25,302 6,32S 3,
2.159 14,317 -2.085 -27,408 -21,336 -3,127 -1,000 89,999 7,426 24,121 6,070 3,031
2.878 14,317 -2,8005 -26,026 -20,212 -2,767 -1,000 09,999 07.426 231260 S1815 2,907
3.598 14,317 -3,524 -24,640 -19,065 -2,406 *1,000 89.999 07,426 22,239 S5I60 21760
4.317 14,317 -4.244 -23,263 -17,959 -2,046 -1,000 89,9999 7,426 21116 5,304 2,60t
5.37 14,317 -4,963 -21,882 -16,633 -,689 -1,000 89,999 17,426 20,197 5,049 2,.02
'
5,756 14,317 -5.683 -20,500 -15,707 -. 323 1,000 69,999 07,426 19,17 4,794 2,39
6.476 14,317 -6,402 -19.119 -14,580 -,905 -1,000 89,999 $7*426 18,156 4,39 21269
7.195 14,317 -7.122 -17,737 -13.454 -,604 -1.000 39,999 67,426 17,13 4,283 214
0
7.915 14,317 -7.842 -16,356 -12,3286 ,244 1,000 69,999 7,426 16,113 4,028 2,01
4
9.635 14,317 -86.561 -14,974 -11,202 ,117 -1,000 89,999 67,426 15,09 3,773 1, 6
9,354 14,317 -9,281 -13,593 -10,075 ,477 1,000 39,999 37,426 14,070 3 ,i
8  
1,709
10,C74 14,317 -10.000 -12,211 -8i949 ,837 -1.000 89,999 17,426 13,049 3 262 1,631
10.793 14,317 -10.720 -10,830 *7;823 1,198 -1,000 89,999 57,426 12,028 3,007 1,003
11.513 14,317 -11.439 -9,448 -6.697 1,558 -1,000 69,999 $7,426 11,007 2,752 11376
12.232 14,317 -12.159 -8,067 -55.71 1,919 -1.000 69,999 57,426 9.986 2.496 1,246
12.952 14,317 -12,878 -6,685 -4,444 2,279 -1,000 69,999 07,426 8,966 2.241 li2t
13.671 14,317 -13.598 -5,304 -3,318 2,640 -1.000 89,999 57,426 7,944 1,986 ,993
14.391 14,317 -14.317 -3,922 -2,192 3,000 -1,000 69,999 07,426 6,922 '1 I3 : 6 t
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 13 19 20 EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO, 3 - X6*70 AIRPLANE SUBSONIC AEROD PAGE
VALUE 22 6 2 3 0 6 2 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 ALFAw .00 MACNNOA .0000 ALTITUDE
*
..
* ** *  9
xA(1)/C xA(2)/C xA()/C /C X14)//C (xA5)/C 96(6)/C XA(7)/C XA(8)/C A(9)/C / X(10)/C
,0000 1.0000 .0000 0000 .000 0 0000 O O .0000 .0000 ,0000
X y ZA(1)/C ZA(2)/C ZA(3)/C ZA(4)/C ZA(5)/C ZA(6)/C ZA(7)/C ZA6(8)/ ZA(9)/C ZA(10)/C
-4.2083 14.3174 .0000 .0000 *0000 . 00000 .000  .0000 00000 ,000 . 0
3.0000 14.3174 .0000 .0000 ,0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 ,0000 .0000 .0000
(EOF PLOT FILE 4)- FILE # 4 - LEFT VERTICAL FIN GEOMETRY
(EOF PLOT FILE 5)- FILE # 5 = RIGHT VERTICAL FIN GEOMETRY (IMAGE) NOTATION = 1/(1,1), INDICATES SOLUTION FOR SURFACE # I IS OUTPUI
CCONSIDERING SURFACE # I ALONE.
SECTION AIRLOAD COEFFICIENTS-SURFACE NO,. 1/( 1, 1)
S . y z W SCN SCX SCL SCD SMP C/4 SCLC/B IXL 1Yt. IZL
12 .Z227 2,386 .000 2.386 .2030 .0019 ,1996 ,0356 -,0496 .2118 -,0034 .0011 -1.0000
13 ,0682 7,159 .368 7,159 .2600 -.0018 ,2564 .0448 -.0431 .2413 .0081 ,0315 -,9995
14 .1136 11 931 1,026 11.931 ,2622 -,0062 ,2593 ,0445 -,0515 .2156 ",0089 ,0265 -,9996
15 ,1591 16,703 1,517 16,704 ,3139 -,0071 ,3103 .0533 -,0405 .2332 -.0196 ,0956 -,9996
16 .2045 21,476 1,846 21,477 .3283 -,0146 ,3259 ,0545 -,0241 .2188 ",034 ,0175 -,9992
17 .2500 26,248 2.022 26.249 ,3339 -.0271 ,3335 .0533 -,0180 .1905 -.,0398 ,0139 -,9991
16 .2955 31,021 2,040 31.022 .3442 -.0341 ,3449 .0538 -,0192 ,1625 .,0496 .0118 -,9987
19 .3409 35,793 1,770 35,794 .3752 -.0407 ,3766 ,0581 -.0239 .1398 -.0557 ,0009 -,9984
20 .3864 40,566 1,293 40,567 .4301 -.0493 ,4321 ,0661 .,0281 ,1171 ",0562 .0011 -,9984
21 .4318 453,338 616 45.339 .5193 -.0655 ,5228 .0788 *,0349 ,0894 -,0594 .0020 -,9982
22 .4773 50,111 .338 50,112 .7439 -,1086 ,7515 ,1103 -.0721 .0633 -,0666 .0039 -,9978
------ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO, 3 - XB-70 AIRPLANE SUBSONIC AEROD PAGE




INTEGRATED AIRLOAD COEFFICIENTS-SURFACE NOS, I - IOO QUALITY
E ECN ECX ECY ECL ECD ECMP ECMR ECMY EXA EZA ES EMGC EB
1 ,3048 -.0160 -,0000 ,3030 .0372 -,0622 -,0000 -,0000 -59,77 ,97 6196,66 76,78 104,99
1 .0396- .0163* .00000 .0361* .0230. -.0064. -.0000. .0000 -59,77- .97. 6196,66* 76,78* 104,99-
** AIRLOAD SUMS .**
AC .3048 -,116? -.0000 .3030 .0372 -.0622 -.0000 -.0000 -59,77 ,97 6196.66 76,78 104,99
CG .2990 -. 0157 -.0000 .2981 .0366 -,0624 -,0000 -,0000 -*0,49 ,46 6297,75 76,53 1051,00
AC .0396. *0163* .0030 .0361- .0230* -,0064 -,0000 0000* '59,77. .97. 6196,66* 76,78. 104,99"
CG .38Q9 .0161* .0000. .0356* .0226* -.0066- -,0000 .0000* -60,49* .46. 6297,75e 78.53- 105100'
* ODETERMINANT- -,1875.13 * SCALE ,1731-01 
*
LIFT COEFFICIENT FOR WING ALONE IS CL= 0.2981 WITH L.E. SUCTION (BLUNT L.E.)
= 0.3337 NO L.E. SUCTION (SHARP L.E.)
SECTION AIRLOAD COEFFICIENTS-SURFACE NO,- 1/( 1, 2)
NOTATION = 1/(1,2), INDICATES SOLUTION FOR SURFACE # 1 IS OUTPUI
CONSIDERING SURFACES # I AND # 2 SIMULTANEOL6-33
6.4 EXAMPLE PROBLEM # 3, NORTH AMERICAN XB-70 AIRPLANE (CONTINUED)
J Y. Y L w SCN SCX SCL SCOD SMP C/4 SCLC/B IXL 1YL IZL
12 .0227 2,386 C30O 2,386 .1354 .0041 .1327 ,0242 -. 0469 .1408 -,0027 ,0009 -1,0000
13 .:682 7,159 .368 7.159 .1769 .0004 .1742 .0308 -.0438 .1640 -.0074 .0313 -,9995
14 .1136 11,931 1.026 11.931 .1944 -,0033 .1920 .0332 -. 0495 .1596 -.0091 ,0266 -,9996
15 .1593 16,703 1,517 16.704 .2452 -.0049 ,2423 ,0417 -,0399 .1821 -.0197 .0197 -.9996
16 .2045 21.476 1,846 21.477 .2743 -. 0116 .2722 ,0456 -. 0259 .1827 -.0353 .0174 -,9992
17 .250n 26,248 2.022 26,249 ,2932 -. 0230 .2928 ,0469 -. 0196 .1672 -,0397 ,0138 -,9991
18 .2955 31,021 2,040 31.022 ,3134 -. 0304 13139 .0491 -"0199 .1479 -,0496 .0118 -,9987
JO3FLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO, 3 - XB-70 AIRP.ANL SUBSONIC AEROD PAGE
VALUE 22 6 2 3 0 6 2 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 ALFA= 10.00 MACHNO= ,2000 ALTITUDE ****.* 11
J y. Y Z W SCN SCX SCL SCD SMP C/4 SCLC/B 1XL IYL 12L
19 .3400 35,793 1,770 35.794 .349/ -.0374 ,3509 .0542 -.0240 ,1302 .,3556 .0009 -. 9985
20 .3864 4-,566 1,293 40.567 ,4081 -.0464 ,4100 .0628 -,0278 .1111 -,0561 .0010 -,9984
21 .4318 45,339 .816 45,339 .4991 -.0627 .5030 .0759 -. 0345 .0860 -,0593 .0019 -.9982
22 .4773 50,111 .338 50.112 .7241 -.1053 .7313 .1074 -.0711 .0519 *,0664 .0039 -,9978
SECTION AIRLOAD COEFFICIENTS-SURFACE NO,- 2/( 1, 2)
J Y Y I W SCN SCX SCL SCD SMP C/4 SCLC/B 1XL 1YL 1ZL
27 .0833 2,386 -6.196 107,733 ,9782 ,0897 ,9478 ,1854 -. 1495 .6179 .1061 -.0158 -,9942
28 .250n 7,159 -6.112 112.505 1.1336 .0804 1,1024 ,2108 -. i194 ,5554 .1311 -,0246 -,9911
29 .4167 11.931 -6,063 117,278 1,1479 .0670 1.1189 .2110 -. 1132 .3978 ,1249 -,0314 -,9917
INTEGRATED AIRLOAD COEFFICIENTS-SURFACE NOS, 1 - 2
E EZN ECX ECY ECL ECD ECMP ECMR ECMY EXA EZA ES EMGC EB
1 .2470 -. 132 .00330 .2464 ,0300 -,0667 .00000 -,0000 -59,77 ,97 6196,66 76,78 104,99
1 33F39 .714'* .0000* .0308* .0196- -.0070. -0000 .0000- -59,77. ,97* 6196,66. 76,78* 104.99"
2 1.3700 .813 .0000 1.0396 ,2658 -,1462 -,0000 ,0000 -147,38 -6,26 413,07 15,36 28,63
2 .0000. .30000 .0030- .C000 .0000. .0000* .0000' '0000* -147138* -6.26. 413,07* 15,36. 28,63*
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 EXAMPLE PROBLE' NO, 3 - XB-70 AIRPLANE SUBSONIC AEROD PAGE
VALUE 22 6 2 3 0 6 2 3 2 0 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 ALFAZ 10,00 MACHNO= .2000 ALTITUD ****....... 12
.** AIRLOAD SUMS *..
AC .3192 -. 307 .0030 .3157 .0478 .0133 -n.000 -0000 -59,77 .97 6196.66 76.78 104,99
CG ,3141 -,CC
7 7  
.0030 .3106 .0470 .0099 "'0000 -.0000 -60,49 .46 6297,75 78,53 105,00
AC .(33F- .0147 *  .0033* .3C08* ,0196* -.0070- -.0000. .000. -59,77* .97- 6196,66- 76,78* 104,99'CG .332 .1 37' .30030 .0303* .0195* -.0072- -,0000. .0000* -60,49* ,46. 6297.75. 78,53- 105.00-
* DETERMINANT
= 
-. 1070+22 * SCALE= .1505-UI * LIFT COEFFICIENT FOR WING +CANARD CONTROL SURFACE IS
CL = 0.3106 (WITH L.E. SUCTION)
SECTION AIRLOAD COEFFICIENTS-SURFACE NO,. 1/( Il 4) NOTATION = 1/(1,4), INDICATES SOLUTION FOR SURFACE # 1 IS OUTPUT
CONSIDERING SURFACES #1, #2, #3, and #4 SIMULTANEOUSLY
J Y' Y Z W SCN SCX SCL SCU 5MP C/4 SCLC/B 1XL 1YL 1ZL
12 . 227 2.386 .030 2.386 .1155 .0303 ,1137 .0201 -.0336 .1207 -.1]129 .0043 -,9999
13 .2682 7.159 .368 7.159 .1494 -.0023 .1476 .0256 -. 0329 .1389 -,3303 ,0388 -,9988
14 .1136 11.931 1,026 11.931 .1832 -.0006 ,1805 ,0317 -.0271 .1501 -.0833 .0469 -,9954
15 .1591 16,7-3 1,517 16.704 .2314 -,0024 .2283 ,0398 -.0596 .1715 .0191 -,0209 -,9996
16 .2045 21,476 1.846 21,477 .2616 -.0126 .2598 ,0432 -.0402 .1744 -.0264 .0150 -,9995
17 .250 26,.249 2.022 26.249 .2986 -.0148 .2966 .0493 -,0296 .1694 -.0426 ,0146 -,9990
18 .2955 31, 21 2.040 31.022 .3212 -.0306 .3217 .0505 -.0213 .1516 .30460 .0108 -,9989
19 .340 o  35,793 1,77: 35,794 .3511 -.0372 .3523 .0545 -.0240 .1307 -.0555 .0009 -.9985
20 .386d 4 .566 1,293 40.567 .4076 -,0455 ,4093 ,0629 -.0280 .1110 -,3555 .0009 -.9985
21 .43i 45,33 .816 45.339 .4988 -.0615 .5019 ,0759 -.0346 .0858 -,0593 ,0019 -,998222 .4773 5,,11 .338 50.112 .7226 -.1047 ,7298 .1073 -.0710 .0518 -.3663 .0039 -,9978
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
JOBFLAG 1 2 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 EXAIPLE PHOBLE 1 NO. 3 - XR-70 AIRP.ANE SUBSONIC AEROD PACE
VALUE 22 6 2 3 0 6 2 3 2 0 0 O 0 o 0 0 0 1 1 0 ALFA= 10,00 MACHNO
= 
.2300 ALTITUE......** 13
SECTION AIRLOAD COEFFICIENTS-SURFACE NO.= 2/( 1, 4)
J Y* Y Z W SCN ScX SCL SCD SMp C/4 SCLC/B 1XL 1YL 1ZL
27 ._833 7,386 -6.196 107,733 1.0252 .1017 ,9920 .1957 -.1433 .6468 .1166 -.0164 -,993 028 .250 7.159 -6.112 112.505 1.2074 .0904 1.1734 .2254 -.1308 .5911 .1312 -.0246 -.991129 .4167 11.931 -6.63 117.278 1.2471 ,0793 1.2144 .2303 -.1267 .4318 ,1267 -.0315 -,9914
SECTION AIRLOAD COEFFICIENTS-SURFACE NO.= 3/( 1, 4)
J Y* Y w SCN SCx SCL SCO SMP C/4 SCLC/B 1XL 1YL 1ZL
32 .250r .7,386 .033 137.607 .0288 .0079 .0270 .0064 ".0150 .1626 .3693 -.2129 -.9746
6-34
6.4 EXAMPLE PROBLEM # 3, NORTH AMERICAN XB-70 AIRPLANE (CONTINUED)
SECTION AIRLOAD COEFFICIENTIB-URPACE NO,I 4/( 1, 4) SECTION LIFT COEFFICIENTS FOR SURFACE # 4 ARE OUT OF I
........ *........**.. **t*******. 
. . SEE NOTE # . t
J Y* Y Z W SCN SCx SOL SGD SMP C/4 SCLC/B IX). 1Y. 1.
38 .9949 14,317 -2,074 151.937..*..*..*.......**. ..** 943,53992590,07930**.. t0748 .9943 .0766
39 .9949 14,317 -6,943 156.7346153.4659'*..0** 6682,7775 445,7413 796.36737956,2665 .0032 "1:0000 0033
40 .9940 14,317 -11,811 161.531 75.2273 -93,2598 90,2768 -3,1313 -53,5006 64.7788 ',0162 ,9997 -10165
INTEGRATED AIRLOAD COEFFICIENTS-SURFACE NOS,' 1 - 4
E ECN ECX ECY ECL ECD ECMP ECMR ECMY EXA EA2 ES EMGC ED
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
JOBFLAG I 2 3 1 18 9 D II 12 I 14 I1 It 20 EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 3 - X8-70 AIRPLANE SUBSONIC AERO PAGE
VALUE 22 6 2 3 0 6 2 3 2 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 .0 1 0 ALFA- 10.00 MACHNO' .2000 ALTITUDE-&... I1
INTEGRATED AIRLOAD COEFFICIENTS-SURFACE NOS*. I - 4
...........................................A
E ECN ECX ECY ECL ECD ECMP ECMR ECMY EXA EZA ES CEMC EB.
1 .2368 -. 0129 *0000 .2355 .0285 *.0651 -.On0O -*0000 -59.77 .97 6196.66 76.78 In*.99
I *031r4* 0129 -D0000- .0286* 01682- .*0070' *0000* .0000* .59:77* .97 6196.66* 76.78 10*.99
2 1i1362 0927 *0000 1.IO8 .2889 -*ISil -*0000 0000 -197.36 -6.26 13.07 14.36 28.63
2 .0000* *0000* *0000 o *0000* 00000 .0000* .0000* .0000' -197.3* -6.26 413*07. IS.36' 28.63*
3 *0288 *0079 *0000 ,270 .0128 -*.011 0000 *0000 -158.9 .fn S8983 1*.rn 9.5
j .0000 ' .O0000* 0  .0000. .000. *0000' .0000* .0000* -ISs.9A* .00' s96,63 57.60 9.s9
N *0710 .0372 .0000 .0764 -. 0243 .0324 -. 0000 .0000 -15.69 -5.e4 93*.13 le.16 19.39
.***O***, 0372. ..000*O**...S95.0331****.*.** *0000 *.0000' -15.69* .449* q93.13 19.16* 14.39*
60 AIRLOAD SUMS 00*
AC :3209 *.0089 .0000 .3176 :0469 .019S -*0000 *.0000 *59.77 .97 6196.66 76.78 10499
CG .3157 *.0088 *0000 3)125 0462 *01S9 .:0000 .0000 -60.49 .uA 6297.75 71.53 105.00
AC 2727076* .0159* -. 000'266 . .618 3 97,3708.....** *0000* **O0000' 59.77* *97* 196*66' 76*79 109.99*
CG 268.3302* .0156' -. 0000'269'2510. 966104 .... .0000* -0000* '60.9* *06' 6297.75 78,53* InS.00'
i - DETERMINANT- 5384+32 * SCALE *1409-01 *
VORTEX-LIFT INCREMENTS FOR SURFACE # 4 ARE OUT OF RANGE
SEE NOTE # 2. t
*.. JO
B 
TIME- 246 / ELAPSED TIME- 246 / NO.PLOT FILES- 5 / NSURF EXEC. VERSION 6-18-72 ''.'
XQT TRWPLT PRINTED OUTPUT OMITTED
SEE INPUT DATA LISTINGS
t
NOTES: [1] THE SECTION COEFFICIENTS CALCULATED FOR SURFACE # 4, THE VERTICAL FINS, ARE OUT OF RANGE OF
THE "F" FORMAT SPECIFICATION USED FOR THE PRINTED OUTPUT. THIS ANOMALY ARISES BECAUSE OF
THE MANNER IN WHICH THESE COEFFICIENTS ARE CALCULATED, i.e.,, THE AIRLOADS OBTAINED IN THE
VORTEX-LATTICE SOLUTION ARE NORMALIZED BY (DIVIDED BY) THE PROJECTED AREA OF THE SURFACE
ON A HORIZONTAL PLANE WHICH IS OF ZERO ORDER FOR A VERTICAL SURFACE. THIS PROGRAMMING
ERROR DOES NOT IN ANY WAY AFFECT THE ACCURACY OF THE VORTEX-LATTICE SOLUTION OR THE
SPATIALLY-INTEGRATED AIRLOAD COEFFICIENTS WHICH ARE NORMALIZED BY A DIFFERENT AREA.
[2] THE VORTEX-LIFT INCREMENTS CALCULATED FOR SURFACE # 4, THE VERTICAL FINS, ARE OUT OF RANGE
AND IN ERROR FOR THE SAME REASONS OUTLINED IN NOTE # 1.
[3] TO DEMONSTRATE THE VERACITY OF THE SOLUTIONS CALCULATED WITH AND WITHOUT VERTICAL FINS A
COMPARISON OF THE NET-AIRLOAD COEFFICIENTS ABOUT THE C.G. OBTAINED FOR THE VORTEX-LATTICE
SOLUTIONS (WITH L.E. SUCTION) IS GIVEN BELOW
CODE DESCRIPTION CL CDi CMCG
(1,1) WING ALONE 0.2981 0.0366 -0.0624
(1,2) WING + CANARD 0.3106 0.0470 +0.0099
(1,4) WING + CANARD + FUSELAGE + VERT. FINS 0.3125 0.0462 +0.0159
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6.5 EXAMPLE PROBLEM # 4, THICK-WING ANALYSIS
SUBSONIC-FLOW LIFTING SURFACE ANALYSIS PROGRAM HAOIOB
TRW SYSTEMS INC., HOUSTON OPERATIONS
HOUSTON, TEXAS (77058)
**** JOBS INPUT LIST ****
7 XQT NSURF
EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 4 - THICK WING PROBLEM AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS
TASK 702, PROJECT 3303d, MJO 147033, AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
SUBSONIC-FLOW LIFTING SURFACE ANALYSIS, TRW PROGRAM NO. HAO1OB (NSURFi
A.V.GOMEZI 5 JULY 1972
$INPUT




XOC(1.1)= .00, .05, .10, .15, .20, .30, .40, .60, .80, 1.0,





X = 0,0, 0,0,
Y - 0,10, 010,
Z - 0,0, 0,0,
C * 10,10, 10,10.
E - 0,0, 0.0,










XCGO0.0, REFC=IO0.0, REFB=20.0, REFS=200.0,





JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 EXtMPLE PROBLEM NO. 4 - THICK WING PROBLEM AERODYNAMI PAGE















NSS = +2, +4, +6, +0,
+0,
NCS = 10, +10. +2. +0
X = .000OOOOOOE+00, .00000000E+00, .0000000n -
.00000000COOOOOE00, .00000000EO, 0000
.O O O O O O O O E 0 0 , .O O O O O O O OE 0E - _ __ _ ._ _ . _- - - " 0 _0









ALFA = .IOOOOOO000E+02 .0000000EOO+00, .00000000E+00,
.OOOO00000OOE00 , .O0000000E+O .00000000E+00 .00000000E+00,
.00000000E+00, .0000000OE+0C .00000000E+00, .00000000E00,
OCO0000000OE00 OE+000000CEOC OOOOOOOOE00, .0000OOO00E+00,
.O00000000E+00, .00000CCOE+OC, .00000000E+00, .00000000E+00,
.O0000000E+00,
MACHN .OO0000COOOE+C, .000000COE+00, .00000000E+00,
.00000000E.00, .O00000COE+OC, .00000000E+00, .00000000E+00,
.000000E00, 
.OOOO00COE+00, .OOOO00OOO00OE+00,
HEIGHT .1000000E+05, .1000OOE+05, .10000000E+05,
.10000000E05, .10000000E+05, .10000000E+05, .100000001+05,
.LO0OO5.000000+000. 0 I000+00E.OS 10000000E+0 5..IOFL PDJ .+0, .0000000E+05,00 .00000 00000E,
TBOJ = .00000000Eoo ooooo0oo .00000000E+00 .00000000E+00.QUALITY30oo0 ,0 . oooooOO.0 , 
. 0000 000. OF POOR QUALITY
.00000000OO 00, .0000000OE+OC,




NFLG = O, +10. +10, +0,
+0. +5, +5, +5,
+0 +0. +0, +0,
+0 +0, +0' +0,+0, +1, 21, + ,
NSOLV = +1, +2, +3, 3+0, +0, +0, +0,
- 0, 0, +0, +0,
SEND
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6.5 EXAMPLE PROBLEM # 4, THICK-WING ANALYSIS (CONTINUED)
. -------------------
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 4 - THICK WING PROBLEM AEROOYNAMI PAGE
VALUE 10 10 10 0 0 5 5 5 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 ALFA
=  
.00 MACHN0 .0000 ALTITUDE.*****S* 2
LIFTING SURFACE NO- 1 - SURFACE # I - LOWER SURFACE
SPAN ROOT TIP ROOT TIP AREA ASPECT MEAN MGC YBAR XBAR ZBAR
CHORD CHORD TWIST TWIST RATIO CHORD IMACI (MGCI (MGCI (MGCI
20.000 10.000 10.000 .0000 .0000 200.00 2.0000 10.000 10.000 5.000 .000 .734
FLAP FLAP FLAP FLAP TAB L.AIL R.AIL DINED. SWEEP MO.SPAN NO.CHORD NO.CHORD
SPAN1 SPAN2 SPAN3 DEFLEC OEFLEC DEFLEC DEFLEC MGC/4 MGC/4 ELEMENTS ELEMENTS DISCONT.
.000 .600 1.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 10 5 0
FUS STA WING STA WL STA AREA CHORD SPAN
X(CGI Y(CGI Z(CGI SICGI CICGI BICGI
.000 .000 .000 200.000 10.000 20.000
WS Y Z X(LE) X(C/4) X(TEI TWIST DIHEtC/4) SWEPIC/41 CIWINGI CIFLAPI CITABI
-10.000 -10.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
-9.000 -9.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
-8.000 -8.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
-7.000 -7.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
-6.000 -6.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
-5.000 -5.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
-4.000 -4.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
-3.000 -3.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
-2.000 -2.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
-1.000 -1.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
.000 .000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
1.000 1.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
2.000 2.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
3.000 3.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
4.000 4.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
5.000 5.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
6.000 6.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
7.000 7.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
8.000 8.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
9.000 9.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
10.000 10.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
------ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
JOSFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 4 - THICK WING PROBLEM AERODYNAMI PAGE
VALUE 10 10 10 0 0 5 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 ALFA- .00 MACHNDO .0000 ALTITUDE-E***** 3
XAIII/C XAI21/C XA131/C XA(4)/C XA(5)I/C XA161/C XA(t7/C XA(8)/C XA(91/C XA(IO)/C
.0000 .0500 .1000 .1500 .2000 .3000 .4000 .6000 .8000 1.0000
X Y ZA(I)/C ZA(2I/C ZA(31/C ZA|41/C ZA(51/C ZA(61/C ZA(T)/C ZA181/C ZA(9)/C ZA(I01/C
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0444 .0585 .0668 .0717 .0750 .0725 .0570 .0328 .0000
.0000 10.0000 .0000 .0444 .0585 .0668 .0717 .0750 .0725 .0570 .0328 .0000
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 4 - THICK WING PROBLEM AERODYNAMI PAGE
VALUE 10 10 10 0 0 5 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 1 2 ALFA= .00 MACHNDO .0000 ALTITUDE-****** 6
LIFTING SURFACE NO= 2 - SURFACE # 2 = UPPER 
SURFACE
SPAN ROOT TIP ROOT TIP AREA ASPECT MEAN MGC YBAR XBAR ZBAR
CHORD CHORD TWIST TWIST RATIO CHORD (MAC) (MGCI (IMG (MGC)
20.000 10.000 10.000 .0000 .0000 200.00 2.0000 10.000 10.000 5.000 .000 -.734
FLAP FLAP FLAP FLAP TAB L.AIL R.AIL DINED. SWEEP NO.SPAN NO.CHORD NO.CHORD
SPAN1 SPAN2 SPAN3 DEFLEC DEFLEC OEFLEC DEFLEC MGC/4 MGC/4 ELEMENTS ELEMENTS DISCONT.
.000 .600 1.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 10 5 0
FUS STA WING STA WL STA AREA CHORD SPAN
X(CGI Y(CG) Z(CG) SICGI C(CG) 8(CG)
.000 .000 .000 200.000 10.000 20.000
WS y Z XILE) XIC/4) X(TE) TWIST DIHE(C/41 SWEPIC/4) CIWINGI CIFLAP) C(TABI
-10.000 -10.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
-9.000 -9.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
-8.000 -8.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
-7.000 -7.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
-6.000 -6.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
-5.000 -5.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
-4.000 -4.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
-3.000 -3.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
-2.000 -2.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
-1.000 -1.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
.000 .000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
1.000 1.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
2.000 2.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
3.000 3.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
4.000 4.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
5.000 5.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
6.000 6.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
7.000 7.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
8.000 8.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
9.000 9.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
10.000 10.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
6-37
6.5 EXAMPLE PROBLEM # 4, THICK-WING ANALYSIS (CONTINUED)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 4 - THICK WING PROBLEM AERODYNAMI PAGE
VALUE 10 10 10 C 0 5 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 ALFA- .00 MACHNO .0000 ALTITUDE=****** 7
XAII)/C XA(2)/C XA(31/C XA(41/C XA(5/C XA6)1/C XA(I7/C XA(BI/C XA(9)iC XAIlOl/C
.0000 .0500 .1000 .1500 .2000 .3000 .4000 .6000 .8000 1.0000
x ZAII/ A2/C ZAC C ZA4)/C ZA(5I/C ZA(61/C AtI71/C ZA(8)/C ZA(91/C ZA(10I/C
.0000 .0000 .0000 -.0444 -.0585 -.0668 -.0717 -.0750 -.0725 -.0570 -.0328 .0000
.0000 10.0000 .0000 -.0444 -.0585 -.0668 -.0717 -.0750 -.0725 -.0570 -.0328 .0000
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 1B 19 20 EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 4 - THICK WING PR(BLEM AERODYNAMI PAGE
VALUE 10 10 10 0 0 5 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 ALFA- .00 MACHNO= .0000 ALTITIUDE=***** 10
LIFTING SURFACE NO
= 
3 -- SURFACE # 3 = THIN WING (FLAT PLATE)
SPAN ROOT TIP ROOT TIP AREA ASPECT MEAN MGC YBAR XBAR ZBAR
CHORD CHORD TWIST TWIST RATIO CIORD (MACI (MGC) (MGC) (MGC)
20.000 10.000 10.000 .0000 .0000 200.00 2.0000 10.000 10.000 5.000 .000 .000
FLAP FLAP FLAP FLAP TAB L.AIL R.AIL CIHED. SWEEP NO.SPAN NO.CHORD NO.CHORD
SPANI SPAN2 SPAN3 DEFLEC DEFLEC DEFLEC DEFLEC MGC/4 MGC/4 ELEMENTS ELEMENTS DISCONT.
.000 .600 1.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 10 5 0
FUS STA WING STA WL STA AREA CHORD SPAN
X(CGI YICGI (ICGI S(CG) C(CGI B(CG)
.000 .000 .000 200.000 10.000 20.000
WS Y Z XILE) XIC/41 XITEI TWIST DIHE(C/41 SWEP(C/4 C(WINGI CIFLAPI CITAB)
-10.000 -10.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
-9.000 -9.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.S00 1.250
-8.000 -8.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
-7.000 -7.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
-6.000 -6.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
-5.000 -5.00c .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
-4.000 -4.OCO .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
-3.000 -3.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
-2.000 -2.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
-1.000 -1.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
.000 .000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
1.000 1.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
2.000 2.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
3.000 3.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
4.000 4.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
5.000 5.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
6.000 6.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
7.000 7.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
8.000 8.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
9.000 9.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
10.000 10.000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1.250
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 4 - THICK WING PROBLEM AFRODYNAMI PAGE
VALUE 10 10 10 0 0 5 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 ALFA=  .00 MACHNO= .0000 ALTITLUDE=*** * 11
XAII)/C XAI2)/C XA13)/C XA(41/C XA(5)/C XAI6)/C XAITI/C XA(BI/C XA(9)/C XAllO)/C
.0000 1.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
X Y ZA(I)/C ZAI2)/C ZA3)1/C 2A(41/C ZA(SI/C ZAb6)/C ZA(71/C ZA(8)/C ZA(q9/C ZAIlO)/C
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
.0000 10.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
-~- - _ - _- --
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 LO 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 4 - THICK WING PROBLEM AERODYNAMI PAGE
VALUE 10 10 10 0 0 5 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 ALFA= .00 MACHNO= .0000 ALTITUDE
=
****** 13
J K XV YV 2IV [xV YV 11 X YN ZN 1XN IYN IZN
25 3 2.000+00 -6.000+00 0.OO 0.000 1.000+00 0.000 3.000+00 -5.000+00 0.000 0.00 oo
26 3 2.000+00 -4.000+00 O.OCC 0.000 1.000+00 0.000 3.000+00 -3.000+00 n0 " .. .O000D03
27 3 2.000+00 -2.00+0 0 0.0CC 0.000 1.000+00 0.000 3.00D+n -- .uo 0.00 1.000+00
28 3 2.000+00 0.000 O.C000 0.000 1.000+00 oD" -"_ - .... u 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000+00
29 3 2.000+00 2.000+00 O.OCO 0.000 O  .. u+00 -1.000,00 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000+00
30 3 2.000+00 4.000+00 .000 7.00+00 1.000+00 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000+00
31 3 2.0n" .------- .vuU 1.000+00 0.000 7.000+00 3.000+00 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000+00
-.. uu O.OCO 0.000 1.000+00 0.000 7.000+00 5.000+00 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000+00
S o.00*0+0 6.00000 O.OCO 0.000 1.000+00 0.000 7.000+00 7.000+00 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000+00
32 5 6.000+00 8.000+00 0.0CO 0.000 1.000+00 0.000 7.000+00 9.000+00 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000+00
I(EOF PLOT FILE 3)
LOWER SURFACE
LIFT DISTRIBUTION DETAIL-SURFACE NO.- 1/I 1, 21
J K PIXl P(YI PIZI AREA CPN G(Xl G(Y) GIZ) VIIX) VI(Y) VI(Z) GAMA
1 1 -2.000 -9.000 .444 4.0000 2.7285 .17193 .00000 1.01942 .03461 -1.11482 .00172 -.2729+01
1 2 -.000 -9.000 .734 4.0000 -.1951 .04557 .00000 .84616 -.13865 -.95122 .12807 .1951+00
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200'0- = 070)" POO -0 a gP'O 
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ZV7IJ 3 N1 111 VIHZ90 0SNOIT7OS0 YJIIZV7-00H10 Z  10-0086 '31VOS * Z140L4' INN31310 *
*OO*0Z *0001 *O0'OOZ *00" *00" *0000" *0000' *4600' .*aV0 *90£0' *0000' *9LEO' *OLEO* 03
*OO'Z *00.01 *OO'0Z *EL' *00' *0000' *0000" *ZZLO' *8£30' *900E0 *0000. *SLEO' *OLEO' 3v
OOOZ 00'01 00O00z 00' 00' 0000' 0000' ZEOO'- ES"0* 4L±" 0000' 8LE0'- Z41*' 03
00"OZ 00.01 00'0OZ EL' 00' 0000* 0000' 0900'- ES4' 3L±" 0000' OLEO'- Z763' 3v
*** SNS 0vol0iv ***
*00'0Z *00*01 O*O"OOZ •00 *00' 0000- *0000' *-600' 89 0' *90c0' *0000' *OLEO' *8L O3'
OO'OZ 00,01 00'00z 00' 00* 0000' 0000' ZEO0- Es4O' .' 0000' 8LEO'- ZSLt3'
*O0'Oz *00"01 0O'Ooz ,L'- *00' *0000 *0000" *0000' 00000' *0* OOOD' .0000' *0000' z
OO'OZ 00'01 O0'00ooZ EL'- 00 000 0000 ' 0000 000 00 00' 00 0000 0000 Z
*OO'oZ *OO'OT *O'OOZ ' ' L 00 *OCOO *0000' *0000* *0000' *0000' *0000. *0000' *0000' T
O0"OZ 00'01 *0'OOZ EL' 00 00 0000 ' 0 000 ' 0000 ' 0000 0000 0000 0000 1
93 333 13 V73 313 1323 9323 8923 023 133 A33 X33 N33 3
E -E -'SON 33vfnS-SJ.N313jjj303 OVOIIV011 03U 31N
6666'- 0000* zi10'- 6191' 1610'- 0430, OEZ
°
' 1I10'- 19Z3' 00016t 000' 000'6 0031' ZE
0000'1- 0000 1t00'- 11Z7' 3SOO- OILO' Zz7' 106O'- it"4 O00O'L 000* 000I 00SE iE
0000'1- 0000 0800'- ZEZ* 100' 9080' 490S 9M0'- L90S*' 000'* 000" 000*S OSZ' O
0000'1- 0000* 9800'- OLZ*' 6Z00* S60* 6161' 1640'- 914' 000'34 000 O00'E 0031I 6Z
0000'1- 0000' 0600'- b16iz' 1EO00 9L80' 9S' 6160'- LL±S" 000O'1 000* 000"1 OOSO' z
171 1AT 3X 131 9 1/3 3 dWS 03S 13S X3S N3S m 7 A *A r
(E 'S )IE ='ON 33V3flS-SN113d O30 018V NO133S
61 ******•.3alni 0000" OH31v 00'01 "13 Z 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 3 3 0 0 OT 01 O01 3OVA
33Vd IM3NA0083 W38011d 1ONIA 131M± -4 *ON 331909d 31dWVX3 OZ 61 91 LT 91 s1 1 E1 Z1 11 01 6 9 L 9 4 E Z 1 190or
-_ _ 
___- -4 -- _
SI0-6199"' 31V3S * EZ40914 -NVN31 O3130 *
*O0'Oz s00'01 OO'00oz *00' *00 *0000* *0000' *1000* .000' *zOO0' *000' *000' *3000' 093
*00'z .00*01 *0'00 OOz 4W *00' •0000" *0000* *1000' *000' *ZO000' *0000" *E3000 *E000' 3v




LESS* 0000' 1L4Z" 8S09' 03
00'0z 00'01 00'00Z EL' 00. 0000' 0000'- 0610'- SWOE' LESS' 0000' LZ' 8909' 3v
CZ00- = 0  '"87P'O = "D 99 0 = 70 030191
( 'r) DNI XIH$ g0 SMOIO 110709 0ZV-X10A
81 *..-s.3onll3lV 0000. -ONH3V 00"01 -V83V Z T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 S 0 0 01 0 1 0 3 fl3VA
33Vd IVNAOO3V W33O190d NIM 31H1 -V *ON 331908 313W3 VX OZ 61 91 11 91 ST 1T ET Z1 11 01 6 9 L 9 5 v c z 1 v31dBO
-------------------------------------------------------------
*00*0 Z *00*01 00'00Z *CL'- *00* *0000" *0000" 0000' *0000 *0000' *0000' *0000' *0000* z
00"07 00'01 00*00z EL'- 00" 0000' 0000'- S494' SOLO*' 610'- 0000' 811e* OO9'- Z
*00'0 *0001 *OO*OO *EL' *00' *0000" *0000' .1000' *000' *z000' *0000' *E300' *E000' 1
OOOZ 00'01 0000 3L4 00* 0000 0000- 1OS'- 9BLZ' 93SSB 0000' EZI" 6069' 1
83 39W 3 S3 3 VX3 AW33 W33 dW33 023 33 3 X3 N33 3
Z -I -'SON 33v89flS-SLN3 18803 OVO3IV1 031V9031NI
0096' 0000* 109Z' TZI- 061' E900'- 19Z'- Z1Z' LO0Z3'- 000'6z 99'- 000'6 003' 1Z
LL66 0000. 0090' Z94Z'- 199E' LLLO'- EZ64'- i"0' Z6'- 000LZ 99- O00'L OOSE' OZ
8L66' 0000' OL90' ZtZ9- 60ZS' OLZO'- EZE'- 091 ZEO'- 000'"g 899- 000'" OOZ' 61
6866' 0000* 64O S0611'- Z919 09100- OOEZ'- E 147 -TZ- OOO'EZ 899'- OOOE 0061V 81
6866' 0000'- 6S0' C690'- " 139* LZO1'- 9L41- 1760' 1S9T*- 000'1t 999'- 000'1 0030' LI
171 1A1 1X1 8/3135 4/3 dS 03S 335 3 N3S  Z A *A r
0071.200.dd201 '(7 'zT in .'ON 33v9ls-S.NWl12I88902 030193 N011331
SZ66'- 0000' 3ZZ' 140£' L90'- 6901' 1809' S100'- ZL191 000'6 99' 000'6 00"9' 01




0017' 446' E1ZZ' 8Lb6' 000' 899' 00'L 00I3' 6
9166'- 0000* 0690' 6891 0363'- tZ61' LL36' 9z71' 946"' 000'S 99' 000'S 007Z 8
1866'- 0000* 9190' E346' 089'- S891' 3806' 4831' 69b"' 000"E 99' O00'E 00T1' L
4966'- 0000, ISO' 944"' 11L'- r91' Z688 L±SE1 89z6' bOO' 99'9 000'1 0030' 9
171 1AT 1X1 9/313 V/3 dS 03S 13S x35 N3S 7 A *A r
i0 'I )11 -'03 3Vd*fln-*343312 J18 0301I 30133S
LI **s*..3c11±11 o 0000. -0mV3 00-01 -31 7 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 S 0 0 o1 O1 01 3013A
13Vd IVNA0033V 331390d SNI 31 -0ON W319098 3189333 OZ 61 81 Lt 91 51 41 1 1ZT 11 01 6 8 L 9 S t E Z 1 0 18'0 r
"-_3nNIIN0) SI--- .NIM- K 't # W3.80.d 3.dVX3 S* (oQflNIi.N03) SISA1VNV E*JIM-)121H1 'fr # W31503d 31d1{VX3 S'9
6.6 EXAMPLE PROBLEM # 5, DEBUG-PRINT OUTPUT OPTIONS
SUBSONIC-FLOW LIFTING SURFACE ANALYSIS PROGRAM HA1OB
TRW SYSTEMS INC., HOUSTON OPERATIONS
HOUSTON, TEXAS (77058)
.*.. JOBS INPUT LIST ***
7 XOT NSURF
EXAMPLF N0,5 - DEBUG-DUMP DEMONSTRATION/ NFLG(20)= 0
TASK 7-2, PROJECT 3303A., MJO 147033, AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
SUBSONIC-FLOW LIFTING SURFACE ANALYSIS, TRw PROGRAM NO. HAOIOB (NSURFI
A.VGOMEZ/ 5 JULY 1972
SINPUT
NwING=1,
NSS(1)=2, "!CS(1)2. NFLGI1)=3, NFLG(6)=2, NFLG(il)=II
X(1)=2*0., Y(1)= .,10I., Z(1)=2*0., E(1)=2*0., C(1)=2010., XOCR(1)2*0O.25,
XOC(1)=0.,1., FLAPDJ(1) 10., NJOB=I, ALFA = 5, MACHNS 0,, NSOLV1,te,
NCLG(2) = ,=
SEND


















EXAMPLE NO.5 - DEBUG-DUMP DEMONSTRATION/ NFLG(20)= 16
$INPUT





JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 EXAMPLE NO,5 - DEBUG-DUMP DEMONSTRATION/ NFLG(20)5 0 PAGE












CUTOF 2  = .2930030E-02,
LFLAP +0,
GSCALE .IJ00O000E+01.
NSS +2, +0. +0, +0'
NCS +2, +0, +O,
X = .'33200E+00, .0G000OCOE+00, onn~--










ALFA C.5:O.330E+01, .OOOCO00E+00, ,000000E+00,




.00oo0000Eo 0. .30030003E00, .00000000E+OJ, ,000000E+00E+,
.0000o0ooooEo, .30320003E+00, .000oo00EtO OJ 0000000E+00,
*00n00 0oE+00,
MACHN = .3):300E+O3, .OC00O3000E+00, .0000000E+00,
.00000-00E+00, .30030000E+00, .O0000000E+OJ, ,00000000E+00,
OOO1O GOE+GO, .f000030003+0, .3000300L+00,





FLAPDJ = .I :C000E+02, .OC0O3O300 0, .0000000E+00, ORIGINAL PAG
.uOOO030DDE10 , .!300003E+00 A S
TABDJ = . 300E+00, .0000300 +30, .o00o00000E+0, OF POO aIo 00,D0, ,DJOUD000E+00, POOR QUALITYAILDJ = . 0-0L0+00. .3C300003E+00, .0000000UE+O00
.00O3:00OE+00, .3'00000E0, .300000 +0j, .0000OOO+00,
.00000,:00E 00, .3103003JE+00 .00000O00L+0J,
NFLG = +3, +0t, +0, +,
+2, +0, *O
4-, +0, +1 +0
+0. +0. *0 , + ,
j , +,1 tO, +0
NSOLV = +, +1, +0 , +0'
,3, +0, +0l; + * +0, +0.
SEND
6-40
6.6 EXAMPLE PROBLEM # 5, DEBUG-PRINT OUTPUT OPTIONS (CONTINUED)
------ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 9 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 EXAMPLE NOI3 - DEBUO-DUMP DMONSTRATION NFLG(20)' 0 PAGE
VALUE 3 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 ALFA- .00 MACHNOF 0000 ALTITUDE .... # 2
LIFTING SURFACE NO* 1
4***.***************
SPAN ROOT TIP ROOT TIP AREA ASPECT MEAN MGC vBAR XBAR ZBAR
CHORn CHORD TWIST TWIST RATIO CHORD (MAC) (MOCC (MGCI (MGC)
2T,.00 12C,C0 10.000 .00 0 .0000 200,00 2,0000 10,000 10,000 5,000 .000 1000
FLAP FLAP FLAP FLAP TAB L.AIL R,AIL DIHED. SWEEP NO,SPAN NO,CHORD NO CHORD
SbV1 SPAN2 SPANJ OEFLEC DEFLEC DEFLEC OEFLEC MGC/4 MGC/4 ELEMENTS ELEMENTS DISCONT,
.00 .603 1.000 10.000 .000 ,000 .000 .000 ,00O 3 2 1
FUS STA WING STA WL STA AREA CHOMOD SPAN
X(CG) Y(CG) ZICG) S(CG) C(CG) B(CG)
.000 '00 ,000 1000  000 0,,000 1001,000
vS Y Z X(LE) x(C/4) XITE) TWIST OIEICl/4) SWEP(C/4) C(WING) CIFLAP) CITASI
-10.200 -10,0 0 .000 -2,500 .000 7,500 .000 000 .000 10.000 2,500 1250D
-9.000 -9,000 .000 -2,500 ,000 7,500 .000 000 D000 10.000 2.500 11250
-6.000 -8,000 .00 -2.500 ,000 7,500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2,500 1,20
-7.300 -7,000 .000 -2,500 ,000 7,500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2,500 11250
-6.000 -6,000 .000 -2.500 .000 7.500 ,000 .000 .000 10,000 2,500 1,250
-5.000 -5,000 .300 -2.500 .000 7,500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2.500 1,250
-4.'00 -4.000 .300 -2.500 .000 7,500 :000 .000 ,000 10,000 2,500 1:250
-3.200 -3,000 .000 -2,500 000 7,500 000 000 000 10,000 2,300 1,250
-2.300 -2,000 .00 -2.500 .000 7,500 .000 .000 .000 10,000 2,500 1,250
-1.00 -1.000 .000 -2,500 .000 7,500 .000 .000 .000 10,000 2,500 1,250
.)00 ,o00 .000 -2,500 .000 7,500 D000 ,o00 .000 10.000 2,500 1,250
1.300 1,200 .000 -2.500 .000 71500 .000 .000 .000 10,000 2,500 1,250
2.00 2,000 .000 -2,500 000 7,500 .000 .000 .000 10,000 2,500 1,250
3.,00 3,000 .000 -2.500 .000 7,500 .000 .000 .000 10,000 2,500 1,250
4,00 4,000 .000 -2,500 ,000 7,500 .00O .000 .000 10,000 2,500 1,250
5.-00 5,320 .000 -2.500 .000 7,500 0 00 .000 000 10,000 21500 1,250
6.300 6.320 .000 -2.500 o000 7,500 ,000 .000 .000 10,00 2,500 11250
7.300 7,020 .000 -2.500 ,000 7,500 .000 .000 .000 10,000 2,500 1,250
8,CO00 ,000 .000 -2,500 .000 7.500 .000 .000 .000 10.000 2,500 1,250
9.000 9,000 .000 -2,500 .000 7,500 ,000 .000 .000 10,000 2,500 1,250
10.00 10.10 .000 -2.500 .000 7,500 .000 .000 .000 10,000 2,500 1250
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 16 19 20 EXAMPLE NO.5 - DEBUG-DUMP DEMONSTRATION/ NFLG(20)I 0 PABE
VALUE 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 ALFA= .00 MACHNO* .0000 ALTITUDEs****** 3
XA(1)/C XA(2)/C XA(3)/C XA(4)/C XA(5I/C XA(6)IC XA(7)/C XAI()/C XA(91/C XA(IO)/C
.0000 1.CO0 .0000 0000 .0000 .000 .0000 .0000 0000 .0000
x Y ZAI(1)/C ZA(2)/C ZA(3)/C ZA14)/C ZA(51/C ZA(67C ZA(7)/C ZA(B)/C ZA1(9/C ZA(10)/C
.0000 .0?0 .0300 0000 .0000 0000 .0000 0UOO OD00 .0000 .0000 .0000
.0300 10.0030 ,0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 ,0000
SECTION AIRLOAD COEFFICIENTS-SURFACE NO,. 1/( 1, 1)
J Y. Y Z W SCN SCX SCL SC0 SMP 0/4 SCLC/B IXL IYL IZL
2 -.C000 -,000 ,030 .000 ,4870 .0062 ,4846 .0430 -.1245 .2423 .0163 .0000 -,9999
3 .3333 6,667 .000 6.667 .3010 -.0247 ,3020 ,0241 .0141 .1510 ,0038 -,0163 -,9999
INTEGRATED AIRLOAD COEFFICIENTS-SURFACE NOS,. 1 - I
E ECN ECX ECY ECL ECO ECMP ECMR ECMY EXA EZA Es EMGC EB
1 ,3630 -.0144 .0000 ,3629 .0173 -.0321 -,0000 -.0000 .00 .00 200.00 10,00 20,00
S .164. .0164 .0000* .0149- .0178* .0041* ".0000* '0000. .00* .00D 200,00. 10.00* 20,00*
------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 EXAMPLE NO,5 - DEBUG-DUMP DEMONSTRATION/ NFLG(20) 0 PAGE
VALUE 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 ALFA= 5,00 MACHNO. ,0000 ALTITUDE.*.**** 4
-** AIRLOAD SUMS .**
AC .3630 -,0144 .000 .3629 .017J -,0321 -. ,0000 -,0000 ,00 00 200,00 10.00 20,00
CG .3726 -.3029 .0030 .0726 .0035 -.0006 -,0000 -.0000 .00 .00 1000.00 100,00 100,00AC .3164. .3164 .0000* .0149- .0178- .0041. -,0000* .0000 o00* .00* 200,00 10i00 20,00-
CG .2033. ,0033. ,0000. ,0030. .0036. ,0001. -,0000. .0000* .00. ,00. 1000.00. 100,00. 100.00.
* DETERMINANT =  .1073*02 * SCALE= ,7042-01 *
...* JOB TIML= 1 / ELAPSED TIML= 1 / NO,PLOT FILES= 0 / NSURF EXEC, VERSION 6-18-72 .**
***6-41..............................................................
6-41
6.6 EXAMPLE PROBLEM # 5, DEBUG-PRINT OUTPUT OPTIONS (CONTINUED)
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 EXAMPLE N0,! - DEBUG-DUMP DEMONSTRATION/ NFLGO20)* 1 PAGE




XA(1)/C XA(2)/C XA(3)/C XA(4)/C XA(5)/C XA(6)/C XA(7)/C XAt))/C XA(9)/C XA(0O)/C
,0300 1.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .OUOO .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
x y ZA(1)/C ZA(2)/C ZA(3)/C ZA(4)/C ZA(5)/C ZA(6)/C ZA(7)/C ZA(I)/C Z2I9)IC ZA(10)/I
.0300 .0210 .0300 .0030 00OD0 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
.000 10.:1 ,CJO .OOCO .3003 0000 0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
J K v Z WL EW DWL DC DS
1 1 -6.657+C2 3.000 6,667+CD 6,667+00 6.667-00 7,500+00 5,00001
2 1 -5.960-09 C.000 0.000 0,000 6.667+00 7,500+00 5,000*01
3 1 6.667+00 3,000 6,667+00 6,667+00 6.667*00 7.500+00 51000*01
1 ? -6.66
7
+OC 3.000 6,667+00 6,667+00 6.667*00 2,500*00 1,667401
2 2 -5.-60-08 0.000 0,000 0.000 6.667-00 2.500'00 1,667*01
3 2 6.667+00 3.000 6.667+00 6.667*00 6.667+00 2.500*00 1,667*01
J K XV YV ZV 1XV 1YV izv XN YN ZN iXN lYN lZN
1 1 -6.250-01 -1.00+01 3,C000 0,000 1.000+00 0.000 3,125600 -6,667*00 0,000 0,000 0.000 1,00000
? 1 -6.250-01 -3.333+00 0,000 0,000 1.000400 0,000 3,125*00 -5.960-08 0.000 0,000 01000 100D0*00
3 1 -6.250-01 3.333+00 0.000 0.000 1000*00 0,000 3,125+00 6,667-00 0.000 0.000 0,000 11000+00
1 2 5.625+0C -1.000+01 0,000 0,000 1.000*00 0,000 6,875*00 -6.66700 0.000 0.000 0.000 11000+00
2 2 5.625+00 -3.333+00 0,000 0.000 1.000*00 0.000 6,875*00 -5.960-08 0,000 0.000 0,000 0000*00
3 2 5.625+00 3.333+00 0.000 3,000 1.000*00 0.000 6,875*00 6.667*00 0,000 0.000 0.000 11000+00
SECTION AIRLOAD COEFFICIENTS-SURFACE NO,. 1/( 1, 1)
J Y* Y z W SCN SCX SCL SCO SMP C/4 SCLC/B iXL IYL IZL
2 -.O00o -,02 .000 ,000 .4870 .0062 ,4846 ,0430 -.1245 ,2423 .0103 .0000 -,9999
3 .3333 6,667 .000 6,667 .3010 -.0247 ,3020 .0241 .0141 .1510 .0038 -,0163 -,9999
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 EXAMPLE NO,5 - DEBUG-DUMP DEMONSTRATION/ NFLG(ZO)I I PAGE
VALUE 3 0 C : 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 ALFA- 5,00 MACHNO = .0000 ALTITUDE=****** 8
INTEGRATED AIRLOAD COEFFICIENTS-SURFACE NOS.= 1 - 1
* ***.................................... ....... **
E ECN ECX ECY ECL ECD ECMP ECMR ECMY EXA EZA ES EMGC EB
1 .3630 -,2144 .0000 .3629 .0173 -.0321 -.0000 -.0000 .00 203.00 1000 20,00
1 .164. .3164" *0033" .0149* .0178* .0041. -,0000 ,0000* ,00* .00. 200.00. 10@00* 20,00*
*** AIRLOAD SUMS ***
AC .3630 -.0144 .0030 .3629 ,0173 -.0321 -*0000 -,0000 .00 .00 200,00 10.00 20,00
CG .:726 -.1029 .0000 .C726 .0035 -.0006 -,0000 -.0000 ,00 .00 1000,00 100.00 100,00
AC ..164. .164. .0030 .0149* .0178. .0041. -.000* 0000.* 00* .00o 200.00. 10.00* 20,00
CG ,:033. , :33* .0030* .C030 .0036. .0001. -,000O* .0000. ,00* .00. 100 10000* 100100'
* DETERMINANT= .1073*+02 * SCALE= ,7042-01 *
**** JOB TIME= 1 / ELAPSED TIME= 2 / NO,PLOT FILES= 0 / NSURF EXEC, VERSION 6-18-72 ****
........................... .................................... * --............ .........
- _-- - _ - - _ --~
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6. 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 EXAMPLE NO.5 - DEBUG-DUMP DEMONSTRATION/ NFLG(20)- 2 PAGEVALUE 3 0 , 2 0 2 3 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 ALFA- .00 MACHNO =  0000 ALTITUDE....... 11
XA(I)/C XA(2)/C XA(3)/C XA4)/C XA(5)/C XA(6)/C XA(7)/C XA(8)/C A(9)/C XA(10)/I
.0330 1.0000 .000u .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .03C30 0000 .0000
X Y ZA(l)/C ZA(2)/C ZA()/C ZC ZA6C ZA7C Z)/C 2/64)/C 26)5)/C 06(6)/C A(7)/C A)8)/C ZA(9)/C A2(10)/
1000 .2 1030JO0 .0000 .000 .0000 .0000 .0000U .0 0000 .0000 ,0000
J K y Z WL E DWL DC DS
1 1 -6.667+0- ,0300 6,667+03 6.667+00 6.667+00 7,500+00 5,000.01 O Z t BY
2 I -5. -O . 3,000 000 6.667*00 7,500*00 5.00001INAL PAGE I
3 1 667+0 .000 6667C 6,667+00 6.6600 7 0 7.50000 5,000"01 OF 'POOR QUALITY
6-42
6.6 EXAMPLE PROBLEM # 5, DEBUG-PRINT OUTPUT OPTIONS (CONTINUED)
1 2 -6.667+00 0.000 6,667*00 6 *,66700 6.667*00 2.00*00 1,667*01
2 2 -5.960-0R 0.000 0*000 0.000 6,667*00 2,.00*00 1,667*01
3 2 6.667+00 0.000 6,667+00 6,667+00 6.667*00 2,500*00 1,667601
J K XV YV ZV IXV IYV 1ZV XN YN ZN iXN IYN IZN
1 1 -6,750-01 -1.000*01 0.000 0,000 1,O00000 0,000 3,125*00 -6,667+00 0,000 0.000 0,000 1000*00
2 1 -6.250-01 -3.333+00 0.000 0O000 1,000*00 01000 3.125*00 *.960g-08 0,000 0,000 0,000 1*000600
3 1 -6.250-01 3.333+00 0,000 0,000 1,000*00 0.000 3.125*00 6,667400 0,000 0,000 0,000 1000*00
1 2 5.625+00 -1.000*01 0,000 0.000 1.000*00 01000 6,875*00 -6,667+00 0.000 0,000 0,000 1,000*00
2 2 5.625+00 -3.333+00 0.000 0.000 1.000*00 0.000 6,875*00 -,.960-08 0.000 0,000 0,000 1t000*00
3 2 5.625+00 3.333+00 0.000 0,000 1,000*00 0.000 6,875*00 4,667*00 0,000 0.000 0,000 11000*00
LIFT DISTRIBUTION DETAIL-SURFACE NO,. 1/( 1, 1)
................ *.........***** **...*. **.......
J K P(X) P(Y) P(Z) AREA CPN GIX) GCYI G(Z) VI(X) VI(Y) VI(Z) GAMA
1 1 -,625 -6.667 .000 50,0000 ,3925 " 0344 .0000 ,99673 ,00054 ,00968 ,00332 *,1472*01
1 2 5,620 -6,667 .054 16,6667 ,0302 *o003la0 -01462 ,96035 .00287 *,00oo472 1090sa8 *370*0
----------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 10 19 20 EXAMPLE NO,5 - DEBUG-DUMP DEMONSTRATION/ NFLG(I20) 2 PAGE
VALUE 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 O O 0 0 O 0 1 0 2 ALFA- 5,00 MACHNOF .0000 ALTITUDE-****** 12
2 1 -.625 -.000 .000 50,0000 .3178 -.01521 .00000 1,10190 .00541 o00000 .10236 -*,19201
2 2 5.616 -.00 .109 16,6667 ,9942 -,01031 .00000 199872 .00253 ,00000 ,09747 -,1243*01
3 1 -.625 6.667 .000 50,0000 .3925 .08384 .00000 ,99673 ,00054 .,00568 ,00332 *,1472*01
3 2 5.62C 6.667 .054 16.6667 .0302 -,00380 .01627 199893 *00267 ,00472 ,09088 *.3780-01
SECTION AIRLOAD COEFFICIENTS-SURFACE NO,. 1/( i 1)
J y YV Z w SCN SCX SC. SCO SMp C/4 SCLC/B 1tL IYL iZL
2 -.0000 -,000 .000 .000 ,4870 .0062 ,4846 .0430 -,1245 ,2423 .0103 .0000 -,9999
3 .3333 6,667 ,000 6.667 .3010 -.0247 .3020 .0241 ,0141 .1510 *0038 -,0163 -,9999
INTEGRATED AIRLOAD COEFFICIENTS-SURFACE NOS.' 1 - I
.......................* ** . . ......***.**** ...* *.
E ECN ECX ECY ECL ECD ECMP ECMR ECMY EXA EZA ES EMGC EB
1 .3630 -.0144 .0000 .3629 .017. -,0321 -,0000 -.0000 ,00 .00 200,00 10,00 20,00
1 .-164. .0164* .0030* .0149. ,0178. .0041. -,0000* 0000 0000 * 00 20000 10.00- 201000
*** AIRLOAD SUMS ***
AC .3630 -.0144 .0000 .3629 .0173 -.0321 -*0000 -.0000 *D00 00 200.00 10,00 20,00
CG .0726 -,0C29 .0000 ,0726 00o35 -.0006 -*0000 -.0000 ,00 .00 1000,00 100.00 100.00
AC .0164* ,0164* .0000* .0149* ,0176* .0041* -,0000* .0000* 100* .00 200,00. 10,00* 20006
cG .0033 3 . *o33 .0000* .0030- 0036. .0001 -.,0000* .0000* 00 .00* 1000,00* 100OO* 100,00*
* DETERMINANT ,1073*02 * SCALE- ,7042-01 *
**** JOB TIME- 1 / ELAPSED TIME 3 / NO,PLOT FILESB 0 / NSURF EXEC, VERSION 6-18-72 .***
...............*....*.**..............*.....*.*....*** * *.....*..................... . . . ....
_ -J -_..]. - - - - "---- - - - -- fil --
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 EXAMPLE NO,5 - DEBUG-DUMP DEMONSTRATION/ NFLG(20)- 5 PAGE
VALUE 3 0 0 C 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 5 ALFA ,.00 MACHNO
= 
.0000 ALTITUDE ....... 15
XA1(2/C XA(2)/C XA(3)/C XA04)/C XA(5)/C XA( 6 )/C XA(7)/C XA(8)/C XA(9)/C XA(IO)/C
,0000 1,0030 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 1000 .0000
X y ZA(1)/C ZA(2)/C ZA(J)/C ZA(4)/C ZA(5)/C ZA(6)/C ZA(7)/C ZA18)/C ZA(9)/C ZA(10)/C
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
.0000 10.OC22 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .000 .0000 .0000 .0000
J K Y Z WL EW DWL DC DS
1 1 -6.667,00 3.000 6,667,00 6,667+00 6.667*00 7,500*00 5,000+01
2 1 -5.960-0 R OO. 0,000 0,000 6.667*00 7,500*00 5.000*01
3 1 6.667+00 0,000 6,667+00 6,667+00 6,667*00 7,500*00 5.000*01
1 2 -6.667+00 .000 6,667+00 6,667+00 6.667+00 2.500*00 1.667*01
2 2 -5.960-09 0.000 0,000 0,000 6,667*00 2,500*00 1,667*01
3 2 6.667+00 0.000 6,667*00 6.667'00 6.667400 2.500*00 1.667401
6-43
F
6.6 EXAMPLE PROBLEM # 5, DEBUG-PRINT OUTPUT OPTIONS (CONTINUED)
J K XV YV ZV 1xV IYV izV XN YV ZN ixN JYN IZN
1 1 -6.250-01 -1.000+01 0,000 0,000 1.00000 0,000 3,125*00 -6,667.00 0,000 0.000 01000 11000+00
2 1 -6.250-01 -3.333+00 0,000 0.000 1.000*00 0,000 3,125600 -5,960-08 0.000 0,000 0,000 1,000+00
3 1 -6.750-01 3.333+00 0,000 0,000 1.000*00 0,000 3,125*00 6,667+00 0,000 0,000 0.000 1000+00
1 2 5.62500 -1.000*01 0.000 0.000 1.000*00 0,000 6,875#00 -6,667+00 0,000 0.000 0.000 l1000+00
2 2 5.625+00 -3.333+00 0,000 0.000 1.000"00 0,000 6,875*00 -5.960-08 0,000 01000 01000 1,000*00
3 2 5.625+00 3,333+00 0,000 0.000 1.000+00 0,000 6,875*00 6.667+00 0,000 0.000 01000 1,000+00
VORTEX LATTICE MATRIX DETAIL-SURFACE NO,. 1/( 1, 1)
J K NP NG VFS(MAT) VIN(MAT) P(X) P(Y) P(Z) B(X) B(Y) B(Z) D(X) D(Y) I(Z)
2 1 1 1 -.R716-01 ,1113+00 .3125+01 -,5960-07 .0000 -,6250*00 ,3333+01 0000 -,6250.00 ,3333*01 o0000
2 1 1 2 -.8716-01 -.5010-01 .3125+01 -,5960-07 ,0000 -,6250+00 ,3333+01 10000 -,6250.00 1000*02 .0000
2 1 1 3 -.R716-01 .2476-01 ,3125-01 -,5960-07 .0000 ,5616:01 *,3333+01 :108500 , 6166 4 ,3333401 ,1085*00
2 1 1 4 -.8716-01 -,6688-01 ,3125401 -,5960-07 .0000 ,5616+01 ,33301 1085+00 ,5625Oi :1000-02 .0000
3 1 2 : -. 8716-01 -,2505-01 .3125+01 ,6667+01 .0000 -,6250*00 *,3333*01 10000 -,6250000 ,3333*01 .0000
3 1 2 2 -,1716-01 ,1072*00 ,3125*01 ,6 66 7+01 ,0000 -,6250*0 ,3333+01 .0000 -.6250600 .1000*02 .0000
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 EXAMPLE NO,5 - DEBUG-DUMP DEMONSTRATION/ NFLG(20ZO 5 PAGE
VALUE 3 0 0 i 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 D 1 0 5 ALFA- 5,00 MACHNO= ,0000 ALTITUDE.****.* 16
J K NP NG VFS(MAT) VIN(MAT) P(X) P(Y) P(Z) B(X) B(Y) B(Z) D(X) D(Y) D(Z)
3 1 2 3 -,.716-31 -,3346-01 ,3125+01 ,6667+01 ,0000 ,5616*01 -,3333+01 ,108500 ,5616001 ,3333'01 ,1085*00
3 1 2 4 -.8716.01 ,2002-01 .3125+01 ,6667+01 ,0000 ,5616+01 ,3333*01 1085#00 ,5625601 ,1000+02 ,0000
2 2 3 1 -.25R8+00 ,9435-01 .6847+01 -.5960-07 ,3256-00 -.6250*00 -,3333.01 0000 -.6250600 ,3333+01 .0000
2 2 3 2 -.2588+00 -,5275-01 .6847+01 "-,
5 9
60-07 ,3256+00 -,6250#00 ,3333+01 0000 -,6250600 1000'02 .0000
2 2 3 3 -.2588+00 .1814+00 ,6847+01 -.5960-07 .3256+00 .5616*01 -,3333+01 11085+00 .5616.01 ,3333-01 .1085*00
2 2 3 4 -,2588+00 -.3772-01 ,6847+01 -.5960-07 ,3256+00 ,5616+01 ,3333+01 .1085+00 ,5625.01 ,100002 .0000
3 2 4 1 -,8716-01 -.2831-01 .6875+01 ,6667+01 .0000 -"6250*00 -.3333+01 0000 -.6250600 ,3333+01 .0000
3 2 4 2 -.R716-01 .9421-01 .6875+01 ,6667+01 .0000 -,6250-00 .3333*01 .0000 -.6250*00 ,1000+02 .0000
3 2 4 3 -.8716-01 -.1977-01 .6875+01 .6667+01 .0000 ,5616401 -,333301 11085+00 ,5616*01 ,3333401 .1085+00
3 ? 4 4 -. +716-01 .1795+00 ,6875+01 .6667+01 .0000 ,5616-01 .3333+01 1085+00 ,5625*01 ,1000402 .0000
LIFT DISTRIBUTION DETAIL-SURFACE NO,. 1/( 1, 1)
J w P(X) P(Y) P(Z) AREA CPN G(X) G(Y) G(Z) VIX I() VI(Z) GAMA
1 1 -.625 -6.667 .003 50.0000 .3925 .08384 .00000 ,99673 .00054 ,00568 .00332 *,1472#01
1 2 5,62c -6.667 .054 16,6667 .0302 ".00380 -.01627 ,99893 00287 .,00472 ,09o88 -,3780-01
2 1 -. 625 -. 000 .000 50,0000 .3178 ".01521 .00000 1,00160 00541 .00000 .10236 -.1192+01
2 2 5.616 -.000 .109 16,6667 ,9942 -.01031 .00000 .99872 00253 ,00000 ,09747 .,%243+01
3 1 -,625 6.667 .OCO 50,0000 .3925 ,08384 .00000 ,99673 .00054 *,00568 ,00332 .,1472+01
3 2 5,620 6.667 .054 16,6667 .0302 -,00380 .01627 ,99893 .00287 ,00472 ,09088 -,3780-01
SECTION AIRLOAD COEFFICIENTS-SURFACE NO,- 1/( 1, 1)
J Y* Y Z W SCN SCX SCL SCO SMP C/4 SCLC/B IXL lYL IZL
2 -.C000 -,000 .000 .000 .4870 .0062 ,4846 ,0430 -,1245 ,2423 ,0103 .0000 -.9999
3 .3333 6,667 '000 6,667 ,3010 -.0247 .3020 .0241 .0141 ,1510 .0038 -.0163 -,9999
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 EXAMPLE NO,5 - DEBUG-DUMP DEMONSTRATION/ NFLC(20). 5 PAGE
VALUE 3 O 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 I 1 0 5 ALFA= 5,00 MACHNO= .0000 ALTITgDE****** 17
INTEGRATED AIRLOAD COEFFICIENTS-SUNFACE NQS,= 1 - 1
E Ecrl ECX ECY ECL ECD ECMP ECMR LCMY EXA EZA ES EMGC EB
1 .363 -. :144 .0030 .3629 .0173 -.0321 -. 0000 -,0000 ,00 ,00 200,00 10,00 20,00
1 .:16 4 ' .3164* ,003C* .0149- .0178- .0041. -. 0000 0000 00- .0 - . .00- 200,00. 10,00. 20,00'
** AIRLOAD SUMS *0
AC .363t; -,3144 ,0030 .3629 .0173 -.0321 -,0000 -,0000 ,00 .00 200,00 10,00 20,00
CC .:.776 -.029 .0030 .0726 .0035 -. 0006 -.0000 -. 0000 .00 .00 1000,00 100.00 100,00
AC *2164. ,.164" .0030* .0149" .01708 .0041* -. 0000* ,0000. ,00* ,00. 200,00. 10100- 20,00*
CC .033 .033* 0000 . o 0030* .0036. .0001* -. 0000 .0000 00 . 100000 3.00. 100,00 100,00*
- OETERMINANT
=  
.1073+02 * SCALE= .7042-01 .
0** 4 JOd TIME 1i / ELAPSED TIME= 4 / NO,PLOT FILES= 0 / NSURF EXEC. VERSION 6-18-72 **'*
6-44 OFil 20 QUAL'.
6.6 EXAMPLE PROBLEM # 5, DEBUG-PRINT OUTPUT OPTIONS (CONTINUED)
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 10 19 20 EXAMPLE NO,5 - DEBUO-OUMP DEMONSTRATION'. NFLG(201) 8 PACE
VALUE 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 8 ALFA 00 MACHNO* .0000 ALTITUDE"****** 20
XA(1)/C XA(2)/C XA(3)/C XA4)/C XA(51/C XA(6)/C XA(7)/C 6A(8)/C X1(9)/C XA(10)/C
.000 1.0000 ,0000 ,0000 .0000 .0000 ,0000 .0000 ,0000
x Y ZA(1)/C ZA(2/ Z /C )/C A(.) 26(4)/C ZA(5)/C ZA(6)/C ZA(7)/C ZA(8)/C ZAI9)/C ZA(10)/C
.0300 .30o0 .0300 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
.0200 10, 0 .03 00 ,0000 .00 0 .0000 .0000 00000 .0000 .00  .0000 .0000
J K Y z WL EW OWL DC DS
1 1 -6.667+00 3.000 6,667+00 6,667+00 6,667*00 7.500*00 5,000*01
2 1 -5.960-08 0.000 0,000 0,000 6.667*00 7,500*00 5,000*01
3 1 6.667+00 3.000 6,667+00 6,667+00 6.667*00 7,100*00 5t000*01
1 2 -6.667+00 0.000 6.667+00 6,667*00 6.667-00 2.50000 1.667*01
2 2 -5.960-08 0.000 0.000 0.000 6.667*00 2,500*00 1,667*01
3 2 6.667.00 0.000 6,667+00 6,667+00 6.667+00 2,500*00 1,667*01
J K XV YV ZV IXV 1YV izV XN YN ZN IXN IYN IZN
1 1 -6.250-01 -1.000*01 0,000 0,000 1,000*00 0,000 3,125*00 6,667+00 0.000 0,000 0,000 1 000000
2 1 -6.250-01 *3.333*00 0,000 0.000 1.000*00 0,000 3,125*00 -. 960-08 0.000 0.000 0,000 OD0000
3 1 -6.250-01 3.333+00 0.000 0,000 1,000*00 0,000 3,125*00 6,667+00 0,000 0,000 0,000 11000*00
1 2 5.625+00 -1.000+01 0,000 0.000 1,000*00 0,000 6,875*00 -6.667+00 0,000 0,000 0.000 11000+00
2 2 5.625+00 -3.333+00 0,000 0,000 1.000*00 0.000 6,875*00 -5.960-0 0,000 0,000 0.000 11000*00
3 2 5.625+00 3.333+00 0,000 0,000 1.000*00 0,000 6,875*00 6,667+00 0,000 0,000 0,000 11000*00
SDBUGV1
p .31250000E+01, -,59604645E-07, .00000000E*00e
B = -.62500000E+00, -,3333333E+01, .0000000000,












VCOS .30402735E+00, .000000O0E+00, ,93255563E*01l
SEND
VORTEX LATTICE MATRIX DETAIL-SURFACE NO,- 1/( 1, 1)
J K NP NG VFS(MAT) VINIMAT) P(X) P(Y) P(Z) B(X) B(Y) B(Z) DOX) D(Y) DIZ)
2 1 1 1 -.8716701 ,1113*00 ,3125+01 -,5960-07 .0000 *,6250*00 -,3333+01 ooo00 -,6250*00 ,3333*01 .0000
SDBUGVI
P .31250000E+01, -.59604645E-07, OOOO0000000E*00
B = -.62500000E+00, ,33333332E+0 OOO0000000E*00
0 -.62000000E000, .99999996E+01, 0000000E*O00#













VCOS = -,11274380E000, -,15628919E+00, -.20987647E+01,
SEND
SDBUGVI
P * .31250000E+01, -.59604645E-07, .00000000E+00,
B = -.62500000E+00. -.10000000E+02, 0000000000,












VCOS -.11274381E+00, ,15628920E*00, -.20987647E+01,
SEND
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P .56202524E+01, ,66666664E+01, .54265035E-01,




E+00.0 .56250000E+01. .99999996E+01, *Oo00000E+O0,s
TANA -.43660927E-01 OpGAMA = 79577538E-01,
PSIF .20C42719E+01,
VCO .97413603E-01, .32468731E-01, .20021014EO1I,
SDBUGV2
PSIF -.20042719E 01,








LIFT DISTRIBUTION DETAIL.-SURFACE NO, 1/( 1, 1)
... *...*....*..........*......................
J K P(X) P(Y) P(Z) AREA CPN G(X) G(Y) G(Z) VI(X) VI() VIIZ) GAMA
1 1 -.625 -6.667 .000 50,0000 .3925 ,08384 .00000 199673 .00054 ,00566 .00332 .,1472+011 2 5.620 -6.667 .054 16,6667 .0302 -,00380 -.01627 '99693 .00287 .,00472 ,09088 * 3780-01
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 EXAMPLE NO,5 - DEBUG-DUMP DEMONSTRATION/ NFLG(O20)* 8 PAGE
VALUE 3 0 C 'J 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 B ALFA- 5,00 MACHNO- .0000 ALTITUDE=...... 21
J K PCX) Ply) P1Z) AREA CPN G(X) G(Y) G(LZ) VI(XI) VI(Y) VI(z) GAMA
2 1 -.625 -. 000 .000 50,0000 .3178 -.01521 .00000 1,00160 .00541 03000 .10236 *.1192+012 2 5.616 '.300 .109 16,6667 .9942 -.01031 .00000 199872 .00253 100000 09747 -.1243+01
3 1 -,625 6.667 .003 50,0000 .3925 .06384 .00000 ,99673 .00054 .,00568 .00332 -,1472+013 2 5.620 6.667 .054 16,6667 .0302 -. 00380 .01627 199893 .00287 .00472 .0908866 .,3780-01
SECTION AIRLOAD COEFFICIENTS-SURFACE NO,. 1/( 1, 1)
........... ............... * . *...................... ...
J Y. z V w SCN SCX SCL SCD SMP C/4 SCLC/B IXL 1YL IZL
2 -. 0000 -,3 033 .000 .4870 .0062 ,4846 ,0430 -,1245 ,2423 .0103 ,0000 -,99993 .3333 6,667 .000 6.667 .3010 -. 0247 .3020 .0241 .0141 .1510 .0038 -.0±63 -,9999
INTEGRATED AIRLOAD COEFFICIENTS-SURFACE NQS,- 1 - 1
................. ..................... ....................
E EC ECx ECY ECL ECD ECMP ECMR ECMY EXA EZA ES EMGC EB
'-_-c -. 144 .000 .3629 .017. -,0321 -,0000 -,0000 ,00 .00 200,00 10.00 20,001 .164. .-164* ,0000. .0149. .0178. .0041* -,0000- .0000. ,00. .00. 200.00. 10,00. 20,00*
*. AIRO0AU SUMS ...
AC .363C -,144 .004 .3629 .3173 -.0321 -. 0000 -. 0000 00 .00Do 200,00 10.00 20,00
CG .726 - :-29 .0003 .C726 .0035 -. 0006 -. 0000 -.0000 .00 .00 1003,30 100.00 100,00AC 164. . 164 .000 * .C149. .0178. .0041 -,o00ooo0 .0000 t00. .00 200,00. 10,00. 20D00CG .:43)- .433* .0004. .0030* .0036* .001w -. 0000. .0000* o00* 00- 1000.00. 100.00. 100,00.
SDETERMINANT= .1073*02 * SCALE- .7042-01 *
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 EXAMPLE NO.5 - DEBUG-DUMP DEMONSTRATION/ NFLG620)s B PAGEVALUE 3 0 20 2 J3 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 B ALFA- 5,00 MACHNO .0000 ALTITUDF..... 22
**** JOB TIME= 3 / ELAPSED TIME= 7 / 40,PLOT FILES. 0 / NSURF EXEC, VERSION 6-19-72 ...*
6-46
6.6 EXAMPLE PROBLEM # 5, DEBUG-PRINT OUTPUT OPTIONS (CONTINUED)
__~~r-- ---- ~-- -__-
JOSFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 EXAMPLE NOS - DEBUGODUMP. DBMONSTRATION/ NPLG(OI I PAGE
VALUE 3 0 C 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 & 0 16 ALFIA .00 MACHN0. ,000 ALTITUDE..... 25
XA( 1 )/C XA(2)/C XA(3)/C XAC4)/C XA(5)/C XA(6)/C XA(7)/C 
XAI6)/C XA(9)/C XI(10)/c
,0000 1.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 ,0000 .0000 
.0000
x Y ZA(1)/C ZA(2)/C ZA(3)/C ZA(4)/C W(5)/C ZA(6)/C ZA?()/C ZA(a)/C ZA(92/C ZA(10)/C
.0000 000 00 .0000 0 0  0 , 0000 0000 .0000 ,0000 .0000 ,0000 ,0000
.0000 10.0030 .000000 00D0 0000 *0000 0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000
J K Y Z WL EW OWL OC DS
1 1 -65607+00 0.000 6,667*00 6,667+00 6,667*00 7,500*00 5,000*01
2 1 -5.Q60-08 0.000 0.000 0.000 6,667*00 7.50000 5100001
3 1 6.667+00 0.000 6,667+00 6,667*00 6,667*00 7,100*00 5,000*01
1 2 -6.667.00 0.000 6,667+00 6,667+00 6.667*00 2,50000 1,667401
2 2 -5.960-08 0.000 0:000 0,000 6,667*00 2,500*00 1,667*01
3 2 6.667+00 0.000 6,66700 6,667+00 6,66700 2,500*00 1,667*01
J K XV YV ZV lXV IYV iZV xN YN ZN IXN SYN ZN
1 1 -6.250-0 -1,000+01 0,000 0,000 1,000*00 0,000 3,125900 "0.66700 0,000 0,000 0,000 &,000*00
2 1 -6.250-01 -3.33300 0.000 0,000 1,000*00 0,000 1200 0,000 0000 00000
3 1 -6.250-01 3,333*00 0,000 0,000 1,000*00 0,000 3,125*00 p.667 00 0,000 O,0O0 0 000 1,000*
1 2 5.625+00 -1.000+01 01000 0,000 1.000*00 0,000 6,875*00 o,667+00 0,000 0,000 0,000 1000 00l o
2 2 5.625*00 -3.333*00 0,000 0,000 1.000*00 0,0D 6,175"00 "s,90-o 0100 0,000 
0.000 1000*00
3 2 5.625+00 3.333*00 0,000 0,000 1.000000 000 6,75*00 4,667*00 0,000 0,00o 0000 1,0000
SDBUGVI
P .31250000E01, -,59604645E07, ,0000000E*00



























ABOUT 50 PAGES OF OUTPUT OMITTED




SEND XL IYL IZL
SREFLEX 
../a IXL IYL 1ZL
pX 19923995248E04, -.1245 ,2423 ,0103 .0000 -,9999







ZL * .100~~ -- " INTEGRATED AIRLOAU COEFFICIENTS-SURFACE NOS.- 1 - 1
COSP **...*** "* *""""
SEND
.CN ECX EcY ECL ECD EC
M
P ECMR ECMY EXA EZA ES EMGC EB
1 .363n -0144 .0030 .3629 .0173 -. 0321 -,0000 -,0000 ,00 .00 200,00 10100 
20o,00
1 .-164. .C164- .0000. .0149- .0178 .0041- -.0000- .0000. 00* .00 200.00. 1000' 
20,00'
S** AIRLOAD SUMS .*
AC .3630 -.:144 .0003 .3629 .0173 -.0321 -.0000 -10000 ,00 .00 200,00 10,00 
20,00
CG .-726 -,0029 .0003 .0726 .0035 -.0006 -.0000 -.0000 D00 ,00 
1000.00 10000 I100,00








.1073+02 * SCALE- ,7042-01 *
----- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------
JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 EXAMPLE NO.5 - DEBUG-DUMP DEMONSTRATION/ NFLG(20)- 16 PAGE




6 / ELAPSED TIME
=  




6.6 EXAMPLE PROBLEM # 5, DEBUG-PRINT OUTPUT OPTIONS (CONTINUED)
XQT NSURFT 
24 AUG 72 10'20' 3.974









3.216000+00 8.90C000000 -1.167000+01 8.323000.00 9.99200000AI [3.031000*00 -1.030000+00 4.180000,00 9.073000+00 9.783000-01ST MATRIX
1.032000+01 5.690000+00 -3.600000.00 3.780000-02 1.514000+01
3.220950-01 2.931715-01 9.424216-03 
-8.727428-02 




-6.201933-02 1.070551-01 9.264558-02 INVERSE MATRIX - M] -
-2.496730-02 







-. 673617-19 1.000000*00 1.734723-18 -L.029992-18 -8.613617-19
0.000000 8.673617-19 1.000000,00 -2.463172-18 
-1.734723-18UNIT MATRIX [][M]4.3368C-19 9.757820-19 0.000000 1.003000+00 1.301043-18





24 AUG 72 10'20' 6.109
- - -- -~ f --- - --- 
-' -- - -- 
-





-1.167000.01 8.323000,00 9.992000+00 TEST MATRIX = [M]3.031000 00 -1.030C00+00 4.180000+00 9.073000,00 9.783000-01
1.032000+01 5.690000+00 
-3.600000+00 3.780000-02 1.514000+01
3.220950-01 2.931715-01 9.424216-03 
-8.727428-02 
-1.363442-011.081531-01 1.619780-03 3.541707-02 1.522940-03 
-2.353400-02
-9.700874-02 -1.258476-01 -6.201933-02 1.070551-01 9.24558-02 INVERSE MATRIX = [M] -
-2.496730-02 








-8.673617-19 1.000000,00 1.734723-18 
-1.029992-18 
-8.673617-190.000000 8.673617-19 1.000000000 
-2.463172-18 
-1.734723-18 UNIT MATRIX = [M] 1M]4.336809-19 9.757820-19 0.000000 1.00000030 1.301043-18






1) EXAMPLE PROBLEM # 1, MULTIPLE-SURFACE ANALYSIS CAPABILITY
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2) EXAMPLE PROBLEM # 2, SINGLE-SURFACE ANALYSIS CAPABILITY
NOTE: THE FIRST TWO PLOTS ARE SHOWN BELOW, THE REMAINDER OF THE PLOT-OUTPUT
FOR THIS PROBLEM IS PRESENTED IN FIGURE 2.18[C] (PAGES 2-49 THRU. 2-52)
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6.7 PLOT-OUTPUT (CONTINUED)
3) EXAMPLE PROBLE4M 3, NORTH AMERICAN XB-70 AIRPLANE
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7.0 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
7.1 Operating Procedures
The "TRW Vortex-Analysis Program #HAO10B (N. SURFACE)" is written in
Fortran V source language for execution in the UNIVAC 1108 computer, with
a 65K core or a computer of similar configuration. Five separate execution
modes for the program are permitted:
1) XQT ISURF or XQT NSURF
Two main execution modes for solving lifting-surface problems by
the vortex-lattice method are permitted. NAMELIST statements are used ex-
clusively for input of numeric quantities along with "A" formatted read
statements for titles and comments. Card input and tabular printed output
are on units 5 and 6 respectively. In addition to the program PCF tape,
which is assigned to an unused unit, the following units* are also used:
Unit 1 (KT1) Input data is stored in unit 1 for all the cases that
are to be executed.
Unit 8 (KT2) Output plot-data tape or drum physical unit assign-
ment that is required as an input for the auxiliary
execution mode.
Unit 3 (KT3) Work tape or drum physical unit assignment.
2) XQT ISURFT or NSURFT
Two test execution-modes for determining the accuracy of the matrix
inversion procedure are permitted. The test execution-modes require no
input data. Tabular printed output is on unit 6.
3) XQT TRWPLT
One auxiliary execution mode that is used for obtaining Calcomp or
4060-microfilm output is permitted. This mode of execution requires two
modes of input, a tape or drum file (Unit KT2) containing the plot data
accompanied by punched-card input describing the manner in which the data
is to be plotted. A generalized input processor is used which compares
the input symbols to an internal symbol table and stores the data in the
appropriate address. The card format, which is input in unit 5, consists
of BCD symbol equivalences to the input data in a free-form mode. Printed
output is in unit 6 and plot output on magnetic tape (PLT tape assignment).
*Units, 1, 3, and 3 (KT1, KT2, and KT3) may be reassigned in execution
(see input instructions).
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VORTEX-LATTICE ANALYSIS PROGRAM (HAOIOB)
7 XQT NSURF - 7 XQT NSURFT . 7 X.T ISURF r 7 XQT ISUHFT
EXECUTION MODE EXECUTION MODE EXECUTION MODE EXECUTION MODE
AO1 NSURF(MAIN) - Al8 NSURFT(MAIN) - 801 ISURF(MAIN) - B20 ISURFT(MAIN)
A02 BLKDAT A14 DMATIN B02 BLKDAT L B13 DMATIN
A03 LOFT A17 PAGE - 803 LOFT B19 PAGE
-404 LIFTX - 804 DLIFT
A05 ABORTJ - 805 INTERP
406 CORDF - 806 DLINER
A07 CAMBER BO7 SPANI
408 FLAPS BOB CHORDI
A09 FLAPI - B09 CHORDT
A10 PEFLEC - 810 FLAPS
All ISOMET - 811 VORTEX
412 ROTATE - 812 REFLEC
413 v RTEX 813 DMATIN
414 nMATIN 8B14 DTP
415 r0TP, B- 81 CROSP
416 CROSP B16 ROTATE
417 PAGE 17 CURFIT
B18 CURVE
819 PAGE
FIGURE 7.01 - TRW VORTEX-LATTICE ANALYSIS PROGRAM OVERLAY STRUCTURE
(END F FILE) END OF FILE CARD (LAST CARD)
A- - -El EN AUXILIARY EXECUTIRN MODE TRWPLT
TRWPLT INPUT DATAI
S INPUT DATA FDR LAST CASE
INPUT
TITLE FFR LAST CASE
$END
INPUT DATA FR NTH. CASE MAIN EXECUTION MODE ISURF R NSURF
$INPUT I '
TITLE FOR NTH. CASE
$END
INPUT DATA FOR FIRST CASE
$INPUT
COMMENTS (3 CARDS
TITLE FOR FIRST CASE




PEF X (REUIRED FR TRWPLT) 
TAPE QUALIRDS
V XQT CUR
SvASG F (REQUIRED FOR TRWPLT)
FMSG ILE RED. TAPE 1 FH432 3 FSTRN 1
v PLT (REQUIRED FOR TRWPLT 4060-MICROFILM OUTPUT) JOB RUN CARD (FIRST CARD)
VZ RUN T54589,TRW,999,3303A,IO33A,P,8,2 GOMEZ, A
v 7/8 PUNCH




7.1 Operating Procedures (Continued)
The program overlay diagram for the main and test execution modes is
presented in Figure 7.01 (Page 7-2). The program control deck setup
is illustrated in Figure 7.02 (Page 7-3).
7.2 Execution Time
For the main execution modes of the program, i.e., XQT ISURF or
XQT NSURF, the execution time required to complete a single case is pri-
marily dependent on the total number of vortices or elemental surfaces
that are considered simultaneously in arriving at a solution. The other
factors that affect the execution time are due to the execution of the
special options of the program, such as: ground effects, lifting-line
extrapolated solutions, tape output, surface discontinuities (flaps or
tabs), and the execution of XQT TRWPLT, the auxiliary mode of execution,
for obtaining Calcomp or 4060-microfilm plots. A simple but approximate
estimate of the total execution time for completing a given job may be
determined using:
t(seconds) = AT1 + NC x ( N x AT2 (N ) + N x AT3
M) (7.2.01)
No. Surfaces
NM = NS x Ne,n
n = (7.2..02)
where: AT1 = 20 Time required (seconds) to load the program.
AT2 = Time required (seconds) to obtain a single vortex-
lattice solution (see Figure 7.03).
AT3 = 10 Time required (seconds per plot) for the XQT TRWPLT
execution
N C = Number of cases to complete job.
1=  No ground effects.
S 2 With ground effects.
N = Number of plots.
p
NM = Number of elements in the vortex-lattice matrix.
NS1=  1 Unsymmetric loading.
= 0.5 Symmetric loading
N Number of elemental panels for the nth, surface
e7-,n
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7.3 Program Organization
The present version of the "TRW Vortex-Lattice Analysis Program
#HAO10B (N.SURFACE)" that is described in this report constitutes an
expanded and modified version that was derived from two older prototype
programs., i.e., "TRW's Single Surface Vortex-Lattice Analysis Program
#HA009A/B (ISURF)," and "TRW's Multiple Surface Vortex-Lattice Analysis
Program #HAO10A (NSURF)." The prototype programs were developed speci-
fically for analyzing single-surface and multiple-surface configurations
respectively. The present version (HA010B) incorporates the same analyti-
cal procedures and basically the same source-program code found in the
prototype programs and differs only in the input and output format that
is used. In addition, the "TRW Generalized Plot Program TRWPLT
(Reference 35)" is included in the PCF tape for providing Calcomp and
4060-microfilm plot-output. Five separate modes of execution are per-
mitted (see Section 7.1) that include: (1) two main execution modes for
solving lifting-surface problems by the vortex-lattice method, (2) two
test execution modes for determining the accuracy of the matrix inversion
procedures, and (1) one auxiliary execution mode that is used for obtain-
ing Calcomp or 4060-microfilm output. The source program (absolute and
symbolics) in the program PCF tape is arranged in the following form:
ist. File 2nd. File 3rd File






The source program for each of the main execution modes (XQT NSURF or
SQT ISURF) is organized in the following manner: one main (driver) routine,
one block data (initial values) subroutine, one-vortex-lattice-geometry
calculation subroutine, one vortex-lattice-solution calculation subroutine,
and a number of special purpose calculation subroutines. The functions
performed by each category are as follows:
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7.3 Program Organization (Continued)
Main (Driver) Routine
1) Read input data (Unit 5) for all cases to be executed and
store the input data in a drum file (Unit 1) for later use
and initiate calculations by calling the block data sub-
routine.
2) Read data for the first case (or subsequent cases) from the
data drum file (Unit 1).
3) Call the vortex-lattice-geometry calculation subroutine for
determining all the geometric parameters that will be
needed.
4) Setup angle of attack loop and multiple-surface loop (if
applicable) and proceed to obtain the vortex-lattice-
solutions by calling the vortex-lattice-solution calcula-
tion subroutine.
5) Finalize the first case (or subsequent case) by printing
the execution elapsed time and the number of plot files
created. Go back to #2 and start the execution of the next
case.
Block Data (Initial Values) Subroutine
1) Stores data for the initial values (built-in Tables, see
Section 4).
Vortex-Lattice-Geometry Calculation Subroutine
1) Calculate the geometry of the vortex-lattice for all the
lifting surfaces that are defined in the input.
2) Calculate the geometric parameters that define each
lifting surface, e.g., the lifting surface reference
dimensions.
3) Output the calculated geometry for each lifting surface.
4) Output on tape (Unit 8) the geometry for each lifting-
surface using the special format required for the plot-
ting option (XQT TRWPLT).
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7.3 Program Organization (Continued)
Vortex-Lattice-Solution Calculation Subroutine
1) Calculate the influence coefficient matrix.
2) Invert the influence coefficient matrix and determine
the vorticity or circulation for all the vortex-filaments
of the lifting surfaces that are considered simultaneously.
3) Calculate the airload distribution on each lifting surface
and perform all the required summations.
4) Calculate the section-airload coefficients and output same
as printed output and on tape (Unit 8) if applicable.
5) Finalize the calculations by printing the spatially-
integrated airloads for each lifting surface and the
net airload summations.
Special Purpose Calculation Subroutines
1) Perform calculations directed towards a limited objective.
The program logic flow diagrams for the main (driver) routine and the
principal subroutines of the program are presented in Figures 7.04 through
7.09 following Section 7.5. A description of the functions performed by
each individual routine are presented in Sections 7.4 and 7.5.
7.4 Program Routines for XQT NSURF
1) MAIN ROUTINE (A01) (237 FORTRAN Statements)
This is the main routine or driver routine for the XQT NSURF execution
mode of the program that performs solutions for multiple-lifting-surfaces
problems by the vortex-lattice method.
2) SUBROUTINE BLKDAT (A02) (55 FORTRAN Statements)
This is a block data routine where the initial values (built-in tables)
of selected input variables are stored (see Section 4.0).
3) SUBROUTINE LOFT (A03) (864 FORTRAN Statements)
Subroutine LOFT constitutes the vortex-lattice geometry calculation
routine. In this routine all the geometry calculations are carried out.
It includes the setup of the vortex-lattice field point coordinates,
unit vectors, areas, etc., and the calculation of the reference dimensions
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7,4 Program Routines for XQT NSURF (Continued)
for each lifting surface that is input. Also, as a special option
(NFLG(19) # 0), the geometry of the vortex-lattice is output on tape or
any specified internal unit which is used as the input 
data-tape in the
execution of XQT TRWPLT for generating Calcomp/4060-microfilm plot-output.
4) SUBROUTINE LIFTX (A04) (1,178 FORTRAN Statements)
This is the vortex-lattice-solution calculation subroutine for multiple-
surface analysis (XQT NSURF). In this subroutine all the calculations
directed towards obtaining a solution for a given vortex-lattice origi-
nate, that include: calculate influence coefficients, calculate 
the cir-
culation strength of the vortex-filaments, etc. In addition, the section
airload coefficients, lift distribution, and spatially-integrated sums
of airload force and moments are performed.
5) SUBROUTINE ABORTJ (A05) (92 FORTRAN Statements)
All diagnostic and job termination output originates in this subroutine.
Tests are performed in this routine for selected key variables during
the execution and if unallowable errors are incurred the job execution is
aborted.
6) SUBROUTINE CORDF (A06) (60 FORTRAN Statements)
This routine calculates the planform dimensions at a wing station for a
lifting surface, e.g., Y, XLE' XTE' C, Cf, Ctab , etc., as a function
of a function of a dummy argument W.
7) SUBROUTINE CAMBER (A07) (53 FORTRAN Statements)
Subroutine CAMBER determines the normal coordinate of the median camber
line of an airfoil, i.e., Z /C as a function of X /C.a a
8) SUBROUTINE FLAPS (A08) (169 FORTRAN Statements)
This routine together with Subroutine FLAPI is used to update the coordinate
and unit normal vector (no deflection) of a field point on the surface of
a lifting-surface due to flap and/or trim-tab deflection.
9) SUBROUTINE FLAPI (A09) (28 FORTRAN Statements)
See Subroutine FLAPS (#8).
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10) SUBROUTINE REFLEC (AlO) (53 FORTRAN Statements)
Subroutine REFLEC calculates the coordinates of a mirror image of a field
point using the ground plane as the mirror plane. It is used in the
ground effect analysis for determining the coordinates of the image vortex-
lattice.
11) SUBROUTINE ISOMET (All) (27 FORTRAN Statements)
It transforms the coordinates of a given field point (P(X,Y,Z) to a new
coordinate system P(X',Y',Z') that is used to obtain an isometric pro-
jection of the vortex-lattice.
12) SUBROUTINE ROTATE (A12) (45 FORTRAN Statements)
It transforms the coordinates of a given field point P(X,Y,Z) to a new
coordinate system P(X',Y',Z') involving a prescribed rotation and
translation.
13) SUBROUTINE VOR'TEX (A13) (189 FORTRAN Statements)
Subroutine VORTEX calculates the induced velocity or influence coefficient 
-
for a field point P(X,Y,Z) due to a skew-shaped horshoe vortex filament
of circulation strength F defined by the field points B(X,Y,Z) and D(X,Y,Z).
14) SUBROUTINE DMATIN (Al4) (149 FORTRAN Statements)
Subroutine DMATIN is a double precision, 100 x 100, matrix inversion
routine.
15) SUBROUTINE DOTP (A15) (17 FORTRAN Statements)
It calculates the dot-product of two vectors.
16) SUBROUTINE CROSP (A16) (20 FORTRAN Statements)
It calculates the vector cross-product of two vectors.
17) SUBROUTINE PAGE (Al7) (43 FORTRAN Statements)
This subroutine causes a new page to be started and the job title and
job execution flags to be printed at the top of the page in the program
execution.
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7.5 Program Routines for XQT ISURF
18) MAIN ROUTINE (B01) (211 FORTRAN Statements)
Same as #1 (A01) except the solution for a single-lifting-surface is
considered exclusively.
19) SUBROUTINE BLKDAT (B02) (55 FORTRAN Statements)
Same as #2 (A02) except the solution for a single-lifting-surface is
considered. exclusively.
20) SUBROUTINE LOFT (B03) 935 FORTRAN Statements)
Same as #3 (A03 except the solution for a single-lifting-surface is
considered exclusively.
21) SUBROUTINE DLIFT (B04) (699 FORTRAN Statements)
Same as #4 (A04) except the solution for a single-lifting-surface is
considered exclusively.
22) SUBROUTINE INTERP (B05) (406 FORTRAN Statements)
Subroutine INTERP is used to calculate coefficients from two exact
vortex-lattice solutions at different angles of attack. These coefficients
are used to generate arrays of approximate solutions that are based on the
lifting-line theory linearized analysis technique.
23) SUBROUTINE DLINER (B06) (601 FORTRAN Statements)
Subroutine DLINER calculates arrays of approximate solutions using the
coefficients determined by INTERP.
24) SUBROTINE SPANI (B07) (125 FORTRAN Statements)
This routine is. used to calculate constant and variable span spacing of
the vortex-lattice elemental panels.
25) SUBROUTINE CHORDI (B08) (77 FORTRAN Statements)
Subroutine CHORDI calculates constant or cosine spacing of the vortex-
lattice elemental panels in the chordwise direction.
26) SUBROUTINE CHORDT (B09) (44 FORTRAN Statements)
Same as #6 (A06) except the presence of a trim-tab has been omitted.
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27) SUBROUTINE FLAPS (B10) (93 FORTRAN Statements)
Same as #8 (A08) except the presence of a trim-tab has been omitted.
28) SUBROUTINE VORTEX (B11) (190 FORTRAN Statements)
Equivalent to #13 (A13).
29) SUBROUTINE REFLEC (B12) (50 FORTRAN Statements)
Equivalent to #10 (A10)
30) SUBROUTINE DMATIN (B13) (149 FORTRAN Statements)
This is a double precision, 70 x 70, matrix inversion routine.
31) SUBROUTINE DOTP (B14) (18 FORTRAN Statements)
Equivalent to #15 (A15).
32) SUBROUTINE CROSP (B15) (21 FORTRAN Statements)
Equivalent to #16 (A16).
33) SUBROUTINE ROTATE (B16) (46 FORTRAN Statements)
Equivalent to #12 (A12).
34) SUBROUTINE CURFIT (B17) (103 FORTRAN Statements)
The CURFIT routine calculates the coefficients of cubics that are used
by the CURVE subroutine.
35) SUBROUTINE CURVE (B18) (58 FORTRAN Statements)
Using the coefficients of cubics calculated by the CURFIT subroutine, the
subroutine CURVE determines the value and the derivative of a given function
at selected values of the independent variable. CURVE together with CURFIT
constitute a spline point (cubic), continuous derivative, interpolation
procedure used in the program.
36) SUBROUTINE PAGE (Bl9) (40 FORTRAN Statements)
Same as #17 (A17), except, the title and the job execution flag IFLG used
in XQT ISURF are output.
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37) MAIN ROUTINE (Al8) (76 FORTRAN Statements)
This routine performs a matrix-inversion test by calculating the inverse-
matrix and the unit-matrix using the values of a 5 x 5 built-in matrix.
38) MAIN ROUTINE (B20) (76 FORTRAN Statements)
Equivalent to #37 (A18).
7.7 Program-Logic Flow Diagrams
The program-logic flow diagrams for the main (driver) routines
and the most important calculation routines that are used in the main
execution modes (XQT NSURF and XQT ISURF) are presented in Figures
7.04 through 7.06 (see Pages 7.14 through 7.19).
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A) M1AIN ROUTINE (AO1) XOT NSURFSTART
KT1 1




L- READ (UNIT #5) AND PRINT
(UNIT #6) INPUT DATA FOR
PRINTED _ ALL CASES TO BE EXECUTED
UTPUT UP TO ENDOBS CARD, AND
- STORE SAME INDRUM/TAPE
UNIT #KT1
1420 CONTINUE
READ (UNIT OKT) ANDLP
















FIGURE 7.04 - LOGIC-FLOW-DIAGRAMS FOR THE MAIN (DRIVER) EXECUTION ROUTINES L l008 QUA ITY
(PROGRAM HA01OB)
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B) MAIN ROUTINE (BO1) XQT ISURFSTART
PUNCHED-CARD
DATA 1
READ (UNIT #5) AND PRINT
L- - (UNIT #6) INPUT DATA FOR
ALL CASES TO BE EXECUTED
UP TO $ENDJOBS CARD, AND
- -STORE SAE IN DRUM/TAPE
UNIT #KT1
1090 CONTINUE
UNIT #KT1 READ (UNIT #KT1) AND PRINT




DO 1360 N=1, NJOB
(JOB LOOP)






CALCULATE ARRAY OF SOLUTIONS
USING LIFTING-LINE THEORY - - -- - - - - - CALLDLINER
AND VORTEX-LATTICE SOLUTIONS
PRINTEDPRINT Js- RMINATION1
1360 CONTINUE ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
GO TO 1090
FIGURE 7.04 - LOGIC-FLOY-DIAGRAMS FOR THE MAIN (DRIVER) EXECUTION ROUTINES
(PROGRAM HAOIOB) [CONTINUED]
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A) SUBROUTINE LOFT (A03)
SUBROUTINE LOFT
SNSURF = NWING + NFUS + IABS(NVTAIL)








I_ OUTPUT SURFACEOUTPUT GEOMETRY & CAMBER
IF(NFLG(20).GE.1)
.I -D A OUTPUT VORTEX-LATTICE
G EOMETRY ONTAPE
NO IMAGE OPTION ?
(NVTAIL.LT.0)
YES
IMAGE GEOMETRY No CALCULATE IMAGE
CALCULATED ? (SYMMETRY ABOUT .)
YES
2060 CONTINUE
FIGURE 7.05 - LOGIC-FLOW-DIAGRAMS FOR THE VORTEX-LATTICE GEOMETRY CALCULATION
ROUTINES (PROGRAM HAO10B)
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UNIT #KT2 OUTPUT VORTEX-LATTICEGEOMETRY ON TAPE
RETURN
FIGURE 7.05 - LOGIC-FLOW-DIAGRANS FOR THE VORTEX-LATTICE GEOMETRY CALCULATION
ROUTINES (PROGRAM HAO1OB) [CONTINUED]
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SUBROUTINE LIFTX(NSI1NS2)
) SUBROUTINE LIFTX (A04)
ENTRY
DO 1520 NSF NS, NS2
IN-SURFACE LOOP)
ALCULATE VMAT(NV) AND AMAT(NGNV)
.E., FREE STREAM VELOCITY VECTOR
AND INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS MATRIX
SUMMATIONS
PR E IIF(NFLG(20).GE.)
TT OUTPUT T(N DO 2360 NSF= NS1 NS2





DO 2330 J= J1, J2(SPANHISE LOOP)
DO 1640 NSF= NS1I NS2
(LIFTING-SURFACE LOOP)
ET CHOROWISE SUMS
EOUAL TO ZEROCOMPUTE VORTICITYFOR ELEMENTAL PANELS
EG(J,K) DO 2550 K= 1 K2
(CHORDWISE L06P)
1640 CONTINUE O IlCMUEAIRLOAD
ELEMENTAL PANELS











DO 2110 NSF= NS1, NS2




OTPUTF P RL A SUMS
IF -U 
FOR EACH SORDAC E
DO 2100 J= 3, 3(SPANWISLLE OP
PRINTED UTPUT AIRLOAD SUMS
OUTPUTLL




PERFORM CHORD ISEAIRLOAD SMAIN
FPR~l7TlDIF(NFL (2 ).GE.2)





PERFORM SURFACES OF POOR QUALIy
AIRLOAD SUMMATIONS
2110 CONTINUE
FIGURE 7.06 - LOGIC-FLOW-DIAGRAMS FOR THE VORTEX-LATTICE SOLUTION CALCULATION
ROUTINES (PROGRAM HAOIOB)
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B) SUBROUTINE DLIFT (B04) SUBROUTINE DLIFT
CALCULATE VMAT(NV) AND AMAT(NG,NV)
I.E., FREE STREAM VELOCITY VECTOR
AND INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS MATRIX
TIF(IFLOIO).GE. 5)
P..INTED - OUTPUT VMAT(NV)
OUTPUT AND AMAT(NG,NV) OALI AIRLADSUMMATIONS
INVERT AMAT(NG,NV)I DO 2220 J= I, NiSPV
(SPANWISE LOOP) I
COMPUTE VORTICITY
FOR ELEMENTAL PANELS SET CHORDYISE SUMS
EG(J,K) I I EOUAL TO ZERO
COMUTE INDUCED VELOCITY DO 212 K 1, NV
VECTORS (CHORDWISE LOOP)
SET SUMMATIONS COMPUTE AIRLOADS FOR
EQUAL TO ZERO ELEMENTAL PANELS
PERFORM CHORDISE
DO 1990 J= 1, NSPV AIRLOAD SUMMATIONS
RDO 19 ,= 1R NCV 2120 CONTINUE(CHORDWISE LOOP)
COMPUTE AIRLOADS FOR OUTPUCOEFFICIENTSIO
PERFORM CHORDWISE 2220 CONTINUE
AIRLOAD SUMMATIONS
PRINTED IF(IFLG(10).GE.) PRINTED OUTPUT AIRLOAD SU1S
OUTPUT OUTPUT ELEMENTAL PANEL OUTPUT FOR WING





FIGURE 7.06 - LOGIC-FLOW-DIAGRAIS FOR THE VORTEX-LATTICE SOLUTION CALCULATION
ROUTINES (PROGRAM1 HA010R) [CONTINUED]
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9.0 SOURCE-PROGRAM LISTING
V MAP NSURFNSURF NSU 10 1
SEG AOt-AO2-AO3-A04-A05-AO6-A07-AO8-A
O9-A10-A 1 1 -A I 2-A13-A14-, NSU 20 2
A15-A16-AI7 NSU 30 3
V MAP ISURFISURF ISU 10 4
SEG B01-802-803-804-B05-806-607-808-BO9-810-811-812-813-814-, ISU 20 5
815-816-817-818-B19 ISU 30 6
V MAP NSURFT,NSURFT NSUT 10 7
SEG A18-A14-A17 NSUT 20 8
V MAP ISURFT,ISURFT ISUT 10 9
SEG 820-813-819 ISUT 20 10
V FOR AOI,AOl AOL 10 11
C AO1 20 12
C AOL 30 13
C AOL 40 14
C * MAIN ROUTINE N-SURFACE VORTEX LATTICE ANALYSIS PROGRAM HAOLO.B-71* A01 50 15C AOl 60 16
C * THEORY AND PROGRAM DEVELOPED BY ANTULIO V. GODMEZSTAFF ENGINEER * AOL 70 17
C * TRW SYSTEMS GROUP, DIVISION OF TRW INC., HOUSTON, TEXAS - 77058 * AO1 80 18
C * VERSION 2 ROUTINE (DOUBLE PRECISSION-LANGLEY MATINV SUBROUTINE) * AOL 90 19
C * TRW MULTIPLE-SURFACE VORTEX-LATTICE PROGRAM - REVISED 8 AUG.72 *AOl 100 20
C * PROGRAM DEVELOPED BY A.V.GOMEZ (TRW SYSTEMS) ON JUNE-JULY 1971 *A01 110 21
C AOI 120 22
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXAOI 130 23
C A01 140 24
REAL MACHN(10 AOl 150 25
DIMENSION STOREL41, COMMTS(421 A01 160 26
DIMENSION WCL(21),ALFA(20),HEIGHTI10) A01 170 27
DIMENSION SYMLFIS),NSOLVI2,6),NFLGI20) A01 IBO 28
C AOI 190 29
C AO1 200 30
COMMON/DATADO/ TITLE(II4). ALFAO, ZHO, CMAK AOL 210 31
C AOl 220 32
COMMON/DATAO1/ KIN, KOUT, KTI, KT2, KT3, KREC, KFILE, LIN, LINX A01 230 33
1 ,RAD, PIE, CUTOFI, CUTOF2, DELALF, LFLAP, LDRAG, COLOCP AOL 240 34
2 lIFLGI20), EXECK(15) AOI 250 35
C AOL 260 36
COMMON/DATA02/ NhING, NFUS, NVTAIL, NSS(51t NSSO(5), NCS(5) AO1 270 37
1 ,X(301, Y(30, Z(301 E(301, C(301) XOCR(30), FLAPC(30),TABC(301 A01 280 38
2 ,WSMOTH, EWE(301, ELE(301, ETEI30), EHE(30), EHEE(301 AOL 290 39
3 ,XOCI01,5), ZOCk0,30) AOl 300 40
C AOl 310 41
COMMON/DATA03/FLAPDJ(I5,TABDJI5),AILDJ(2,51,DELTFI(5)tDELTF2(5) A01 320 42
1 ,WFF11(5), WFFL2(51, WFF21(51, FF22(51, WFF31(5) AOl 330 43
2 ,WFLAPI(5), WFLAP2(5), WFLAP3(5) AOl 340 44
C AOI 350 45
COMMON/DATAOS/XCGYCGZCGREFS,REFCREFB A01 360 46
C. AOL 370 47
EQUIVALENCE (NFLGIFLGI A01 380 48
C AOL 390 49
NAMELIST/INPUT/KCUTKTIKT2,KT3,LINX,NWINGNVTAILNFUSCOLOCP AOI 400 50
* ,CUTF1,CUTOF2 AOl 410 51
* ,LFLAPGSCALE AOl 420 52
* ,NSS,NCSX,Y,Z,E,C,XOC,ZOC,XOCR A01 430 53
S FLAPI,WFLAP2,FLAP3FLAP3,FLAPCTABCWSMOTH A01 440 54
* ,XCG,YCG,ZCGREFS,REFC,REFB 401 450 55
* ,NJOB.ALFA.MACHN,HEIGHT,FLAPBDTADJAILDJ AO 460 56
* NFLG,NSOLV 01 470 57
C A01 490 59
DATA TEST/6H SENDJ/ A01 500 60
DATA NJOB/1/, NJORL/20/, ALFA/20*0.0/ 401 510 61
O DATA WCL/t.0, -0.41-0.3,-0.2,-0.1,0o.00.10.2,0.30.4,0.5,06, AOl 520 
62
* 0.,0.9,.0,1.11.2,*.3,1*4,1.5,1.6/ AOI 530 63
DATA MACHN/10O0.C/, HEIGHT/10*I0000.0/ AO1 540 64
DATA SYMLF/5*0.0/,NSOLV/l,1,0*0/ AOL 550 65
C A01 560 66
C AOL 570 67
1000 FORMAT(13A6,A2 AOl 580 68
C AOl 590 69
1010 FORMATI//,15X,14H**** JOB TIME-=l4,16H / ELAPSED TIME=,I4, AO1 600 70
1 17H I NO.PLOT FILESI,14,35H / NSURF EXEC. VERSION 6-18-72 *8*, A01 610 71
2 //,15X,4712H*I,/,I15X,47(2H**) I AO1 620 72
C AOI 630 73
1020 FORMATIIHIlOX,35H**** JOBS INPUT LIST-CONTINUED ****,/l1X I AOl 640 74
1030 FORMAT(IX,13A6,A2) A01 650 75
1040 FORMAT(IX,11H7 XQT NSURF) AOI 660 76
C AOl 670 77
1050 FORMAT(IHI,///,//,/29X, AOl 680 78
I 53HSUBS3NIC-FLOh LIFTING SURFACE ANALYSIS PROGRAM HAOIOB,//,37X, A01 690 79
2 36HTRW SYSTEMS INC., HOUSTON OPERATIONS,//,44X, .A01 700 80
3 22HHOUSTON, TEXAS (77058),///,16X, A01 710 81
4 25H**
*
* JOBS INPUT LIST ****,tl 1X ) AOl 720 82
C A01 730 83
C AOl 740 84
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXAO 750 85C AOI 760 86
C AOI 770 87
C A01 780 88
CALL BLKDAT AOI 790 89
REWIND KT1 AOI 800 90
WRITE (K3UTt0501 A01 810 91
V = 7/8 PUNCH
9-1
WRITE (KOUT,10501 AOl 820 92
WRITE (K3UT,10401 AO 830 93
LIN=15 AO 840 94
1060 READ (KIN,1000ISTORF(II,I=1,14) AOL 850 95
WRITE (KT100OOO01STOREIIl=1,141 AOI 860 96
IF ILINX-LINI 107C,1080,1080 AOL 870 97
1070 WRITF (KOUT,1020) A01 880 98
LIN= 3 AOL 890 99
1080 LIN= LIN +1 AO1 900 100
WRITE IK3UT,0O30)(STOREII(TI=L,141 401 910 101
C AOL 920 102
IF ISTORE(I).NE.TEST) GO TO 1060 AO 930 103
FND FILE KTI AOL 940 104
REWIND KTI AOL 950 105
WRITE (KIUT,10401 AOL 960 106
C AOL 970 107
NCOMT=-I AOL 980 O18
NCALCP
= 
-1 AOL 990 109
ISUM = 0.0 AOL 1000 110
GSCALE= 1.0 AOI 1OLO 111
C AOL 1020 112
CALL RESET AOI 1030 113
C AOI 1040 114
C AOL 1050 115
1OQO REAC (KT1,1000)(TITLEIIl11,14) AOI 1060 116
IFITITLEILI.EQ.TEST) CALL FXIT AOI 1070 117
IF INCOMT) 1IOO,1100,l11O AOL 1080 118
1100 READ (KT,1000OO(CCMMTS(II,I=1,42) AOI 1090 119
1110 NCOMT= I AOL 1100 120
REAC (KTI,INPUTI AOI 1110 121
C AOL 1120 122
IF (NCALCP) 1120,1120,1140 AOl 1130 123
1120 NCALCP= 1 AOI 1140 124
1130 REWIND KT2 AO1 1150 125
1140 CONTINUF AOI 1160 126
C AOI 1170 127
NSURF= NWING +NFLS +IARS(NVTAILi AOL 1180 128
NSYM = NWING + NFUS AOI 1190 129
DO 1160 NSF=I,NSLRF AOI 1200 130
SYMLFINSF) = 0.0 AOI 1210 131
IF INSYM-NSF) 1150,1160.1160 AOI 1220 132
1150 SYMLF(NSFI = 1.0 A01 1230 133
1160 CONTINUE A01 1240 134
C AOI 1250 135
C AOI 1260 136
ALFAO= 0.0 AOI 1270 137
ZHO = 10000.0 A01 1280 138
CMAK = 0.0 AOL 1290 139
C AOL 1300 140
XCG = GSCALFXCG A1OL 1310 141
YCG = GSCALF*YCG AOI 1320 142
ZCG = GSCALE*ZCG AOL 1330 143
RFFC= GSCALF*REFC AOI 1340 144
REFB= GSCALE*REFB AOI 1350 145
REFS= GSCALF*GSCALE*REFS AOL 1360 146
C AOI 1370 147
IF (WSMOTH-1.01 1180,1180,1170 AOL 1380 148
1170 WSMOTH
= 
WSMOTH*GSCALF AOL 1390 149
1180 CONTINUE AOL 1400 150
C AOI 1410 151
00 1240 N=1,1 AOL 1420 152
IF (WFLAPINI-1.01 1200.1200,1190 AOl 1430 153
1190 WFLAP LAINI WFLAPI(N)*GSCALE AOL 1440 154
1200 IF (WFLAP2(N-I.O) 1220.1220.1210 AOl 1450 155
1210 WFLAP2(N) = WFLAP2I(N)GSCALE AO1 1460 156
1220 IF (WFLAP3(NI-L.CI 1240,1240,1230 AOI 1470 157
1230 WFLAP3(N) = WFLAP3(NI*GSCALE AOL 1480 158
1240 CONTINUE AOL 1490 159
C AOL 1500 160
JX= NSSINSURF) AOI 1510 161
DO 1270 K=1,10 AOL 1520 162
DO 1260 J=l,JX AOL 1530 163
IF ( IFLGI 16l 120,1260.1250 AOI 1540 164
1250 ZOC(K,JI= ZOC(K,J)I/CIJ) AOL 1550 165
1260 CONTINUE AOL 1560 166
1270 CONTINUE AOL 1570 167
C AOL 1580 168
DO 1310 J=1,30 AOI 1590 169
X(JI = X(Ji*GSCALE AOI 1600 170
Y(J) = Y(J)*GSCALE AOl 1610 171
Z(J) = Z(JI*GSCALE AOL 1620 172
CIJ) = C(J)*GSCALE AOI 1630 173
IF (FLAPC(JI-1.0I 1290,1290.1280 AOI 1640 174
1280 FLAPC(JI= FLAPC(J)*GSCALE AOL 1650 175
1290 IF (TABC(JI-1.O0 1310,131C,1300 A01 1660 176
1300 TABCIJI = TABC(JI*GSCALE AOL 1670 177
1310 CONTINUE AOL 1680 178
C AO1 1690 179
GSCALE= 1.0 A01 1700 180
C A01 1710 181
C AOL 1720 182
CALL PAGE AOl 1730 183
WRITE (K3UT,INPUTI AOL 1740 184
C AOI 1750 185
C AOL 1760 186
C AOL 1770 187
CALL LOFT AOL 1780 188
C AOI 1790 189
C AOI 1800 190
On 1420 N=1,NJO8 A01 1810 191
C AOI 1820 192
ALFAD= ALFAIN) AOI 1830 193
HEIGT= HEIGHT(NI AOL 1840 194
ALFAn= ALFAD AOI 1850 195
ZHO = HEIGT AOI 1860 196
CMAK = 0.0 AOL 1870 197
9-2
EXECK(= 1.0 AO 1880 19
IF IMACHN(NI-0.95) 1320,1320.1330 A01 1890 199
1320 CMAK = MAC HN(N AOI 1910 200
C 
AO L910 201
CALL ABORTJ(5,CMAK,N A01 1920 202
C AOL 1930 203
EXECK(II= SORT(1.0-CMAK**2) 601 1940 204
1330 CONTINUE A01 1950 205
SAOL 1960 206
C A01 1970 
207
C DO 1390 L-1,6 A01 1980 208
NSI= NSOLV1,L) AO1 92000 209
NS2= NSOLVI2,L) AOL 2000 210
IF INS2) 1390,1390,1340 AOL 2010 211
1340 CONTINUE AOL 2020 212
C A01 2030 213
TEST = 0.0 A01 2040 214
DO 1350 M-NS1,NS2 A01 2050 215
SYMLF(M)
= 
0.0 A01 2060 217
1350 TEST= TEST + ABS AILDJ(IM) - AILODJI2tMI -0.01 2070 217
IF (TEST) 1380,1380,1360 A01 2080 218
1360 CONTINUE AOL 2090 
219
DO 1370 M=NS1,NS2 A01 2110 220
1370 SYMLF(M)= 1.0 A01 2110 221
1380 CONTINUE A01 2120 222




CALL LIFTX(ALFADHEIGT,SYMLFNSI,NS21 A 012150 225
C AOl 2160 226
C AO1 2170 227
1390 CONTINUE 601 2180 228
C AO1 2200 230
CALL TIMEIIMS) A01 2210 231
IS= IMS/1000 AO1 2220 232
ISJB= IS-ISUM 601 2230 
233
ISUM= IS AOL 2240 234
C 
AOL 2250 235
LIN= LIN6 A01 2260 
236
IF (LINX-LINI 1400,1410,1410 A01 2270 237
1400 CALL PAGE A01 2280 
238
1410 WRITE (KOUT,1OLOISJB,IS,KFILE A01 2290 239
LIN= LIN + LINX 
A01 2300 240
C AO61 2310 241
1420 CONTINUE 601 2320 
242
C AOI601 2330 243
GO TO 1090 AO1 2340 244
C TO1001 2350 245
C AOL 23e0 246
END A01 2370 
247.
V FOR A02,A02 A02 10 248
C 602 20 249
C A02 30 250
SUBROUTINE BLKDAT A602 40 251
C A02 50 252
C * TRW MULTIPLE-SURFACE VORTEX-LATTICE PROGRAM - REVISED 8 AUG.72 *A02 60 
253
C * PROGRAM DEVELOPED BY A.V.GOMEZ (TRW SYSTEMS) ON JUNE-JULY 1971 *AO2 70 284
C A02 80 
255
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXxxxx XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXA02 90 256
C A02 100 
257
CDMMON/DATAOO/ TITLE(141, ALFAO. ZHO, CMAK A02 110 258
C A02 120 259
COMMON/DATAOI/ KIN, KOUT, KTL, KT2, KT3, KREC, KFILE, LIN, LINX A02 130 260
1 ,RAD, PIE, CUTOFI, UTOF2, DELALF, LFLAP, LDRAG, COLOCP AO02 140 261
2 ,IFLG(20), EXECK(151 602 150 262
C A02 160 263
COMMON/DATAO2/ NUING, NFUS, NVTAIL, NSS(51, NSSO(5), NCSS) A602 170 264
1 .X30), Y430), Z(301, E(30), C(301, XOCR(30), FLAPC(301,TABC(30) A02 180 265
2 ,WSMOTH, EWE(301, ELE301, ETE(30O, EHE(30I, EHEE(301 A02 190 266
3 ,XOC(1O5),S 1 ZC(10,30) A02 200 267
C A602 210 268
COMMON/DATAO3/FLAPDJ(5),TABDJ(5),AILDOJ2,51,DELTFIS),ODELTF2(5) A02 220 269
1 ,WFFIL(5), WFF12151, WFF21I5), WFF22(5, WFF31(5) A602 230 270
2 ,WFLAPI(51, WFLAP2(5, WFLAP3(5) A02 240 271
C A602 250 272
COMMON/DATAO4/ WINGD(5,16), JN1(5), JN2(5), KN215), SYMGF(5),NSURFAO2 260 273
1 ,EW(60,10, EY(6Ot10), EC(60,10) ES(60,10I) EG(60.101 AO2 270 274
2 ,ENI60,10,6), EVt6010.6), VVINDXI60,10,31 A02 280 275
C AO2 290 276
COMMON/DATAOS/XCG,YCGZCGREFSREFREFB A602 300 277
C AO02 310 278
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXxXXXXXA02 320 279
C A02 330 280
DATA KIN/5/, KOUT/6/, KTI/1/, KT2/8/, KT3/3/, KREC/O/, KFILE/O/ A02 340 281
1,LIN/0/, LINX/56/ RAD/57.2958/, PIE/3.14159/, CUTOFI/0.0001/ A602 350 282
2,CUTOFZ/O.0029/, DELALF/I.O/. LFLAP/O/, LDRAG/O/. COLOCP/0.75/ A02 360 283
3,IFLG/10,0,0,0,0, 4,0,0.0,0, 5*0, 0,0,1,0,4/EXECK/15*0.0/ A02 370 284
C A02 380 285





/ AO2 410 288
3,WSMDTH/0.10O XCC/O.0,1.0,48*0.0/,ZOC/300*0.0/ A02 420 289
C A02 430 
290
DATA FLAPDJ/S*0.C/,TABDJ/I*0.0/,AILDJ/100.0/ A02 440 291
DATA WFLAPI/5*0.0/,WFLAP2/5*O.A0/,WFLAP3/5*1.00/ A02 450 292
C A02 460 293
DATA XCG/IO.0/YCG/0.0/ZCG/0.0/,REFS/1000.0/,REFC/IOO.O/ ADZ 470 294
1 ,REFB/100.0/ A02 480 295
C AO02 490 296
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXxxxxxxXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX KXXA02 500 297
C AO02 510 298
RETURN A02 520 299
C xxXXXX AO2 530 300
9-3
C A02 540 301
END AO2 550 302
V FOR A03,A03 A603 10 303
C A03 20 304
SUBROUTINE LOFT A03 30 305
C A03 40 306
C * TRW MULTIPLE-SURFACE VORTEX-LATTICE PROGRAM - REVISED 8 AUG.72 *A03 50 307
C * PROGRAM DEVELOPED BY A.V.GOMEZ (TRW SYSTEMS) ON JUNE-JULY 1971 *A03 60 308
C A03 70 309
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXxXXXXXXXXXXXXXxxXXXXXXXXXXX X XXXKXXXAO3 80 310
C A603 90 311
DIMFNSION CnS1l3),COS213)t,CS331 A03 100 312
nIMENSION DUMYF(CI A603 110 313
C A03 120 314
C A03 130 315
COMMON/DATAO1/ KIN, KOUT, KTI, KT2, KT3, KREC, KFILE, LIN, LINX A03 140 316
1 tRAO, PIE, CUTOFIt CUTOF2, nELALF, LFLAP, LDRAG, COLOCP A03 150 317
2 ,IFLG(20I , EXECK(15) A03 160 318
C A603 170 319
COMMON/DATAO2/ NWlNGo NFUSt NVTAIL, NSS(5), NSSOIS), NCSS) A603 180 320
1 X(30), Y(301, Z(30), E(30), C(30), XOCR(30), FLAPC(30),TABC130) A03 190 321
2 WSMOTH, EWE(30), ELE(30), ETE(301, EHE30), EHEE(30) A603 200 322
3 XOC(10,5), ZOC(10,30) A03 210 323
COMMON/DATA22/'IMAGEF(5).JSINGP(5) A03 220 324
C A03 230 325
COMMON/DATAO3/FLAPDJ(5),TABDJ(5),AILDJ(2,51,DELTFL(S),DELTF2(5) A03 240 326
I ,UFFII(5I), WFFI2(5, WFF21(), WFF22(51, WFF31(5) A603 250 327
2 ,WFLAP145), WFLAP2(5), WFLAP3(5) A03 260 328
C A603 270 329
COMMON/DATA04/ lINGD(5,16), JN1I51, JN2(5), KN2(5), SYMGFISINSURFAO3 280 330
1 ,EWI60,10), EY(60,101 EC(60,10), ESI6O,10, EGI60,10) 603 290 331
2 ,EN(60,10,6), EV(60,10,6), VVINOX(60,10,3 A03 300 332
C A03 310 333
COMMON/DATAOS/XCGYCG,ZCGREFS.REFCREF 8A03 320 334
C A603 330 335
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXX XA03 340 336
C A03 350 337
1000 FORMAT(1X,//,8XI A03 360 338
C A03 370 339
1010 FORMAT(50X,19HLIFTING SURFACE NO=t12,/50OX,211He*l///[X, A03 390 340
1 60H SPAN ROOT TIP ROOT TIP AREA , A03 390 341
2 59H ASPECT MEAN MGC YBAR XBAR ZBAR,/,A03 400 342
361H CHORD CHCRD TWIST TWIST , A03 410 343
4 60H RATIO CHORD (MAC) (MGCI (MGC) IMGC),/A03 420 344
5/,tX,3F10.3,2F10.4,FLO.2,FO.4,5F10.3,//,LX, A603 430 345
6 60H FLAP FLAP FLAP FLAP TAB L.AIL , A03 440 346
7 60H 9.AIL DIHED. SWEFP NO.SPAN NO.CHORD NO.CHORDO/AO3 450 347
8,61H SPANI SPAN2 SPAN3 DEFLEC DEFLEC OEFLECA03 460 348
Q 60H DEFLEC MGC/4 MGC/4 ELEMENTS ELEMENTS DISCONT., A03 470 349
*/,tX,9F10.3,1,2110,//,34X, A603 480 350
I 56HFUS STA %ING STA WL STA AREA CHORD SPAN ,/,A03 490 351
234X,56H X(CG) YICGI Z(CG) SICGI C(CGI BICG),/,AO3 500 352
331X,6F10.3,///,L1 ) A03 510 353
C A03 520 354
1020 FORMATIX) A603 530 355
C A603 540 356
1030 FORMAT(IX, A603 550 357
1 60H WS Y Z XILE) X(C/41 XITE) , A03 560 358
2 60H TWIST DIHEIC/4) SWEP(C/4) C(WING) C(FLAPI CITAB) t A03 570 359
3 /,lXl A03 580 360
1040 FORMAT( 1Xt 12FIC.3 ) A603 590 361
C A03 600 362
1050 F3RMATI21X,50H XA(1)/C XA(2)/C XA(31/C XA(41/C XA(5)/C, A03 610 363
1 50H XA(6)/C XA(71/C XA(8)/C XA()/C XAI10)/Ct//,21 X A03 620 364
2 10F10.4,///,Ix, 40H X Y ZA(1)/C ZA121/C, AO3 630 365
3 60H ZA(31/C ZA(4)/C ZAIS)/C ZA(6/C ZA(71/C ZA(8)/C, A03 640 366
4 20H ZA(9)/C ZA(10)/C,/IX ) A603 650 367
1060 FORMAT( IX,12FO0.4 I A03 660 368
C A03 670 369
1070 FORMAT(3X,4HJ K, 40H Y Z WL EW , A03 680 370
1,30H OWL DC DS '/'IX) A03 690 371
1080 FORMATIX,213,12(1PEIO.31 ) A603 700 372
C AO03 710 373
1090 FORMAT(3XI1HJ,2X.IHK,5X,2HXVt8X,2HYV,8X,2HZV,BX,3HXV,7Xt3H1YV,7XA03 720 374
* 3H11ZV,7X2HXNBX,2HYN,8X,2HIN,8X,3HIXN,TX,3HLYN,7X,3HIZN./,XI) A03 730 375
1100 FORMAT( 18, 213, 12(1PE10.3) ) A03 740 376
C A03 750 377
110 FORMAT(I5XtLH8,9X2HCP8X,2HCT,8X,2HER,8XZHET,8X,1HS,9X 2HAR,BX, A03 760 378
* 2HMCBX,3HMGC,6R,4HYMGC,6X,4HXMGC,6X,4HZMGC,/,Ix) A03 770 379
1120 FORMATIIX,12F10.3 ) A03 780 380
C AO03 790 381
1130 FORMAT(IX,/,1X114H(IEF PLOT FILE,13,IH) ) A03 800 382
C A603 810 383
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXAO3 820 384
C A603 830 385
C A03 840 386
C A03 850 387
C *** INITIALIZE *** A03 860 388
C A03 870 389
XEROX = 0.0 A03 880 390
ZEROX = 0.0 A03 890 391
NWING= NWING f NFLS 403 900 392
NSURF= NWING * [ABS(NVTAIL) A03 910 393
MFLAG= 100 A03 920 394
IF(NVTAIL.LT.01 NFLAG= NWING +1 A03 930 395
NFUS = 0 A03 940 396
C A03 950 397
CALL ABORTJ(I,XEROX,NSUPF) A03 960 398
C A03 970 399
SUMW = 0.0 A03 980 400
C A03 990 401
NX= 30 A03 1000 402
DO 1190 N=1NX AO03 1010 403
9-4
EWFINI= SUMW A03 1020 404
ELE(NI= XINI - CIN)*XOCRINI A03 1030 405
ETE(NI= ELE(N) + CINI A03 1040 406
CFLAP = FLAPCIN) A03 1050 407
CTAB = TABC(N) A03 1060 408
C A03 1070 409
IF (CFLAP-1.0) 1140,1150,1150 A03 1080 410
1140 CFLAP - CFLAP*C(NI A03 1090 411
1150 IF (CTAB-1.0 110,1170.1170 A03 1100 412
1160 CTAB = CTAB*C(NI A03 1110 413
1170 CONTINUE A03 1120 414
EHEINI - ETEINI - CFLAP A03 1130 415
EHEEIN)I ETE(N) - CTAB A03 1140 416
IF IN-NX) 1180,1190,1190 A03 1150 417
1180 Nt= N+1 A03 1160 418
1190 SUMM - SUMW + SQRT( (ZIN)-ZINIll*2 + (Y|NI-Y(N1)l**2 ) A03 1170 419
C A03 1180 420
NO - 1 A03 1190 421
JI1 0 A03 1200 422
DO 1200 N=1,NSURF A03 1210 423
J2- NSS(NI A03 1220 424
CALL ABORTJ(OJ2,J1l A03 1230 425
JI= J2 A03 1240 426
NSSO(N)= NO A03 1250 427
1200 NO = NSSINI +1 A03 1260 428
JI = 1 A03 1270 429
C A03 1280 430
CALL ABORTJ(6,XEROXNI) A03 1290 431
C A03 1300 432
C A03 1310 433
C *** N-SUPFACF LOOP *** A03 1320 434
C A03 1330 435
00 2060 NSF-1,NSURF A03 1340 436
C A03 1350 437
C A03 1360 438
C ** CALCULATE WETTED LENGTH ** A03 1370 439
C A03 1380 440
NREPET= 0 A03 1390 441
IF(NSF.GE.MFLAG) NREPET= 1 A03 1400 442
NSFM1= NSF - 1 A03 1410 443
NSF5 = NSF + 5 A03 1420 444
NSFIO= NSF + 10 A03 1430 445
NSPV = IFLGINSFI A03 1440 446
NCV = IFLG(NSFS) A03 1450 447
NCOIS= IFLG(NSFIO) A03 1460 448
NCVW NCV - NCOIS A03 1470 449
NSPV1I NSPV + 1 A03 1480 450
NCVI = NCV + I A03 1490 451
NB = NSSINSF) A03 1500 452
NO - NSSO(NSF) A03 1510 453
NK MNCSINSF) A03 1520 454
OCORD I.0O/FLOAT(NCVWI O03 1530 455
IMAGEF(NSFI= NSPV A03 1540 456
JSINGP(NSF)- 0 A03 1550 457
C A03 1560 458
CALL ABORTJI3,XEROX,NCVI A03 1570 459
CALL ABORTJ(7,XEROXNK) A03 1580 460
CALL ABORTJ(8,XEROXNSPV) A03 1590 461
CALL ABORTJ(9,XEROX,NCVW) A03 1600 462
C A03 1610 463
BOTU =(EWE(NBI-EWE(NO)I A03 1620 464
C A03 1630 465
DELTFI(NSF) = WSOTH A03 1640 466
DELTF2NSF) = WSMOTH A03 1650 467
C A03 1660 468
IF (DELTFIINSFI-1.01 1210,122011220 A03 1670 469
1210 DELTFINSF) = DELTFI(NSF)*BOTU A03 1680 470
DELTF2(NSF) = DELTF2(NSFI*BOTU A03 1690 471
1220 CONTINUE A03 1700 472
C A03 1710 473
WFFIINSFI = WFLAPIINSF) A03 1720 474
WFF21(NSF) = WFLAP2(NSF) A03 1730 475
WFF31(NSF) - WFLAP34NSF) A03 1740 476
C A03 1750 477
IF (WFFIINSFI-1.01) 1230,1240,1240 A03 1760 478
1230 WFF11(NSF) = WFFIIINSF)*BOTU A03 1770 479
1240 IF (WFF21(NSFI-1.01) 1250.1260.1260 A03 1780 480
1250 wFF21(NSFI = WFF21INSFI*BOTU A03 1790 481
1260 IF (WFF31(NSFI-1.011 1270,1280,1280 A03 1800 482
1270 WFF3L(NSFI = WFF31INSF)*80TU A03 1810 483
1280 CONTINUE A03 1820 484
C A03 1830 485
WFFII(NSF) = WFFII(NSF) - DELTFIINSFI/2.0 A03 1840 486
WFF21(NSFI = WFF21(NSF) - DELTFI(NSFI/2.0 A03 1850 487
WFF31(NSFI = WFF31(NSF) - DELTFI(NSFI/2.0 A03 1860 488
C A603 1870 489
WFFI2(NSFI = WFFIIINSF) + DELTFIINSFI A03 1880 490
WFF22(NSFI = WFF21INSF) + DELTFtINSFI A03 1890 491
C A03 1900 492
C A03 1910 493
C ** CALCULATE WING PANELS ** A03 1920 494
C A03 1930 495
IF (NSF-NWING) 1290,1290,1300 A03 1940 496
1290 CONTINUE A03 1950 497
SYMF= 2.0 A03 1960 498
SPAN = BOTU*2.0 A03 1970 499
WINGD(NSF,11= YINB)*2.0 A03 1980 500
GO TO 1310 A03 1990 501
1300 CONTINUE A03 2000 502
SYMF= 1.0 A03 2010 503
SPAN= BOTU A03 2020 504
WINGDINSF,1= SPAN A03 2030 505
1310 CONTINUE A03 2040 506
C A03 2050 507
WINGOINSF,21= C(NO) A03 2060 508
WINGDINSF,31= C(NB) A03 2070 509
9-5
WINGDINSF,41= EINOI A03 2080 510
WINGDINSF,5)= E(NB) A03 2090 511
C A03 2100 512
DSPAN= SPAN/FLOAT(NSPV) A03 2110 513
C A03 2120 514
JNII(NSF) = JI 403 2130 515
JN2(NSF) = JL +NSPV -1 A03 2140 516
KN2(NSFI = NCV A03 2150 517
J2 - JN2iNSFI A03 2160 518
J3 = J2 +1 A03 2170 519
C A03 2180 520
CALL ABORTJ(2,XERCX.J31 A03 2190 521
C A03 2200 522
SYMGF(NSFI= SYMF A03 2210 523
C A03 2220 524
C A03 2230 525
C A03 2240 526
C ** VnRTEX LATTICE GECMETRY ** A03 2250 527
C A03 2260 528
DO 1390 J=JLtJ3 A03 2270 529
C A03 2280 530
WS= -BOTU*(SYMF-1.0) + nSPAN*FLCATIJ-JIl A03 2290 531
WAA- ABS(WSI A03 2300 532
WA = WAA + EWE(NC) A03 2310 533
C A03 2320 534
CALL CORDF(WAIYAwXLE XTFZLEEPStCW,CF,CTABTANDTANS,RATS,M1,IM2 A03 2330 535
C A03 2340 536
SIGN=I.0 A03 2350 537
TEST= 0.0001-WAA A03 2360 538
IF (TEST) 1320,1330,1330 A03 2370 539
1320 SIGN= WS/WAA A03 2380 540
1330 YB= YA*SIGN A03 2390 541
IF INCDIS-11 1350,11340,1340 A03 2400 542
1340 CW= CW - CF A03 2410 543
1350 CONTINUE A03 2420 544
C A03 2430 545
DO 1360 K=1,NCV A03 2440 546
C A03 2450 547
XKM= FLOATIK-1I) A03 2460 548
C A03 2470 549
EY(JKI= WS A03 2480 550
EC(J,K)= CW*DCORO A03 2490 551
EW(IJK)= WA A03 2500 552
C A03 2510 553
EV(JK.II= XLE + CW*DCORD*(0.25+XKMI A03 2520 554
EV(JK,2= YB A03 2530 555
EV(J.K,3= ZLE A03 2540 556
C A03 2550 557
ENIJ.K,1I= XLE + CW*DCORD*(COLOCP + XKMI A03 2560 558
FNIJ,K,2)= YB A03 2570 559
EN(J.Ke3)= ZLE A03 2580 560
C A03 2590 561
1360 CONTINUE A03 2600 562
C A03 2610 563
C A03 2620 564
IF (NCDIS-I) 139C,1370,1380 A03 2630 565
1370 CONTINUE A03 2640 566
C A03 2650 567
K= NCV A03 2660 568
ECIJKI = CF A03 2670 569
EVIJ,K1)= XTE - CF*0.75 A03 2680 570
ENIJK,11= XTE - CF*I1.0 - COLOCPI A03 2690 571
GO TO 1390 A03 2700 572
C A03 2710 573
13n0 CONTINUE A03 2720 574
K= NCV A03 2730 575
ECIJK)I= CTAB A03 2740 576
EVIJ,K,I)= XTE - CTAB*0.75 A03 2750 577
EN(JK,1)= XTE - CTAB*( 1.0 - COLOCP I A03 2760 578
K= K -1 A103 2770 579
EC(J,KI = CF - CTAB A03 2780 580
EVIJK1l)1 XTE - CTAB - EC(JKI*0.75 A03 2790 581
ENIJ,K,11= XTE - CTAR - EC(J,KI)*1.0 - CULOCP) A03 2800 582
C A03 2810 583
C A03 2820 584
1390 CONTINUE A03 2830 585
C A03 2840 586
C A03 2850 587
00 1410 J=J1,J3 A03 2860 588
C A03 2870 589
WA= EW(J,1) A03 28P0 590
C A03 2890 591
CALL CORODFIWA,YAXLEXTF,ZLF.EPS,CW,CFCTAB,TAND,TANS,RATSMI,M2) A03 2900 592
C A03 2910 593
DO 1400 K=1,NCV 403 2920 594
C A03 2930 595
XFl= EV(J,K,Il A03 2940 596
LFI= EV(J,K,3) A03 2950 597
C A03 2960 598
CALL CAMBEP(NSF,NK,M1,M2,RATSEPS,XLF,CW, XFIZFI) A03 2970 599
C A03 2980 600
EVIJK,3) = ZFI A03 2990 601
C A03 3000 602
XFI= FNIJK,LI A03 3010 603
ZFI= ENIJ,K.3) A03 3020 604
C A103 3030 605
CALL CAMRER(NSFNK,M1,M2,RATS.EPS,XLE,CW, XFILFI) A03 3040 606
C A03 3050 607
EN(J,K,3) = ZF1 A03 3060 608
C A03 3070 609
1400 CONTINUE A03 3080 610
1410 CONTINUE A03 3090 611
C 03 3100 612
SORIGINAL PAGE I ao3 311 613
C ORI N Ao3 3120 614
DO 1430 J=J1,J2 OF POOR QUALI A03 3130 615
9-6
J3- J* A03 3140 616
C A03 3150 617
DO 1420 K=1tNCV A03 3160 6198
EY(JK)= FY(J3I)-EYIJ.K) A03 3180 620
ESIJK)= O.5*EYIJKl*( EC(J.K) +ECIJ3,K) I A03 3190 621
C A03 3200 622
ENIJK.I)= 0.5*( ENIJK.1I + ENIJ3,Kt) I A03 3210 623
EN(J,K,2)= 0.5*( ENIJK,2) + EN(J3,K,2) I A03 3220 624
EN(J,K,31= 0.5*( EN4(JK,31 + EN(J3,K,3) I A03 3230 625
C A03 3240 626
1420 CONTINUE A03 3250 
627
1430 CONTINUE A03 3260 628
C A03 3270 
629
C A03 3280 630
C ** CALCULATE UNIT VECTORS 03 3290 631
C A03 3300 632
DO 1490 J=JI,J2 A03 3310 633
J3- J+l A03 3320 634
C A03 3330 635
00DO 1480 KxltNCV A03 3340 636




0.0 A03 3360 638
SUM2= 0.0 A03 3370 639
DO 1440 L-1,3 A03 3380 640
M- L +3 A03 3390 641
EVIJ,K,M-) EV(J3,K,L) - EV(JeK,Li A03 3400 642
ENIJK,M)= EN(J.K,L) - 0.5*( EV(J3,KL)+EV(JeK.L) I A03 3410 643
SUM1= SUM1 + EVIJK,MI**2 A03 3420 644
1440 SUM2= SUM2 + EN(JK,MI**2 A03 3430 645
C A03 3440 646
SUM1 = SQRTISUMIl A03 3450 647
SUM2 = SRT(SUM2 A03 3460 648
C 403 3470 649
D00 1450 L=1,3 A03 3480 650
M L +3 A03 3490 651
EVJ.K,M= EVIJ,K,MI/SUM1 A03 3500 652
EN(J,K,1) = XTE - CTAB - EC(JK*(1.0 - COLOCP) A03 3510 653
C A03 3520 654
C A03 3530 655
1390 CONTINUE A03 3540 656
C A03 3550 
657
C A03 3560 658
D00 1410 J=JL,J3 A03 3570 659
C A03 3580 660
WA= EWIJ.1) A03 3590 661
C A03 3600 662
CALL COROF(WA,YA,XLEXTEZLE,EPS,CW,CFCTABTANO,TANS,RATS,MIM2) A03 3610 663
C A03 3620 664
DO 1400 K=1INCV A03 3630 665
C A03 3640 666
XFI- EV(J.K,t11 A03 3650 66?
ZFI. EV(J,K,3) £03 3660 668
C A03 3670 669
CALL CAMRERINSFNK,M,M2,RATSEPStXLECMW XFl1ZFII A03 3680 670
C A03 3690 671
EV(J,K,3) = ZF1 A03 3700 672
C A03 3710 673
XFI= EN(JKll A03 3720 674
ZFI
= 
ENIJK,31 A03 3730 615
C A03 3740 676
CALL CAMBERINSF,NKM1.M2,RATSEPSXLE.CW, XFLZFI) A03 3750 677
C A03 3760 678
EN(J,K,3) = ZFl A03 3770 679
C A03 3780 680
1400 CnNTINUE A03 3790 681
1410 CONTINUE A03 3800 682
C A03 3810 683
C A03 3820 684
C A03 3830 685
00 1430 J=J1,J2 A03 3840 686
J3= J+l A03 3850 687
C A03 3860 688
00 1420 K=1NCV A03 3870 689
C A03 3880 690
EYIJ.K1
= 
EYJ3,KI-EYIJ.K) A03 3890 691
ESIJ,K1) 0.5*EYIJKIlI ECAJ,K) +ECIJ3KI A03 3900 692
C A03 3910 693
EN(IJK,11 0.5*1 ENIJK.11 + EN(J3K,1l I A03 3920 694
ENJ,K.21
= 
0.5*( ENJI,K.2) + ENIJ3,K,2I I A03 3930 695
ENIJ,K,3I= 0.5( ENIJK,3) . ENIJ3,K,3) I A03 3940 696
C A03 3950 697
1420 CONTINUE A03 3960 698
1430 CONTINUE A03 3970 699
C A03 3980 700
C A03 3990 701
C ** CALCULATE UNIT VECTORS *A £03 4000 702
C A03 4010 703
DO 1490 J=JlJ2 A03 4020 704
J31 J l A03 4030 705
C A03 4040 706
DO 1480 K=,NCV A03 4050 707
C A03 4060 708
SUMI= 0.0 A03 4070 709
SUM2= 0.0 £03 4080 710
DO 1440 L=1,3 A03 4090 711
M= L +3 A03 4100 712
EV(JKMil= EVIJ3,KLI - EVIJKLI A03 4110 713
ENIJK,MI) EN(J,K,L) - 0.5*1 EV(J3,KLI*EV(J,KtL I A03 4120 714
SUMI= SUMI + EVIJKM)I**2 A03 4130 715
1440 SUM2= SUM2 + ENIJ,K,M)**2 A03 4140 716
C A03 4150 717
SUMi = SQRTISUMII A03 4160 718
SUM2 = SQRTISUM2) A03 4170 719
C A03 4180 720
00 1450 L=1.3 A03 4190 721
9-7
M= L +3 A03 4200 722
EVIJK,M= EVIJ,KMI/SUM1 A03 4210 723
COSI(LI= -ENIJK,M)/SUM2 A03 4220 724
1450 COS2IL)= -EVIJK,VI A03 4230 725
C 403 4240 726
CALL CROSP(COS1,CCS2,COS3) A03 4250 727
C A03 4260 728
SUM2= 0.0 A03 4270 729
DO 1460 L-1.3 A03 4280 730
1460 SUM2= SUM2 + COS3L)**2 AO03 4290 731
C A603 4300 732
SUM2= SQRTISUM2) A03 4310 733
C A03 4320 734
00 1470 L=13 A603 4330 735
M L+3 A603 4340 736
1470 EN(J,KM)= COS3(L)I/SUM2 A03 4350 737
C AO03 4360 738
1480 CONTINUE A03 4370 739
1490 CONTINUE A03 4380 740
C AO03 4390 741
C A03 4400 742
C ** CALCULATE WING CCNSTANTS ** A03 4410 743
C AO03 4420 744
C WINGD(NSURF. 1) = B, SPAN A03 4430 745
C WINGDINSURF, 2) = CR, ROOT CHORD A03 4440 746
C WINGD(NSURF 3) = CT, TIP CHORD A03 4450 747
C WINGD(NSURF, 4) = ER. GEOMETRIC TWIST AT ROOT STATION AO03 4460 748
C WINGD(NSURF. 5) = ET, GEOMETRIC TWIST AT TIP STATTION 403 4470 749
C WINGDINSURF. 6) = S. AREA AO03 4480 750
C WINGD(INSURF 7) = AR, ASPECT RATIO A03 4490 751
C WINGDINSURF, 8) = CM, MEAN CHORD A03 4500 752
C WINGD(NSURF, 9) = MGC, MEAN GECMETRIC CHORD A03 4510 753
C WINGD(NSURF.10 = YMGC, SPAN LOCATION OF 1/4 MGC 803 4520 754
C WINGD(NSURF,11) = XMGC, HORIZONTAL MOMENT ARM TO 1/4 MGC A03 4530 755
C WINGOD(NSURF,121 = ZMGC. VERTICAL MOMENT ARM TO 1/4 MGC A03 4540 756
C WINGDINSURF,13) = DIHEDRAL ANGLE OF 1/4 MGC AO03 4550 757
C WINGD(NSURF,14) = SWEEP ANGLE OF 1/4 MGC AO03 4560 758
C A03 4570 759
C A03 4580 760
JX = 100 403 4590 761
DJX = FLOAT(JXI A03 4600 762
DSPAN= SPAN/DJX A03 4610 763
ZERO = DSPAN/2.0 A03 4620 764
C A03 4630 765
SUMA = 0.0 A03 4640 766
SUMY = 0.0 A03 4650 767
SUMC = 0.0 A603 4660 768
SUMX = 0.0 A03 4670 769
SUMY = 0.0 A03 4680 770
SUMZ = 0.0 A03 4690 771
C A03 4700 772
DO 1530 J=1,JX AO03 4710 773
C A603 4720 774
WS -ROTU-ISYMF-1.0 + OSPAN-FLOATIJ-1) * ZERO A03 4730 775
WA= ABSIWS) + EWFNO) AO03 4740 776
C AO03 4750 777
CALL COROF(WA,YA,XLEXTFZLEEPS,CWCFCTARtTANDTANS,RATS,M1eM2I A03 4760 778
C A03 4770 779
DA= CW*DSPAN AO03 4780 780
IFISYMF-1.01520,1520,1500 A603 4790 781
1500 DA= DA/SQRTI 1.0 * TAND**2 I A03 4800 782
1520 CONTINUE AO03 4810 783
C A03 4820 784
DAC = DA*CW A03 4830 785
XFI = XLE + CW/4.0 A03 4840 786
ZFI = ZLE AO03 4850 787
C A03 4860 788
CALL CAMBER(NSFNK,M1,M2,RATSEPS,XLE,CW, XFI,ZFI) AO03 4870 789
C AO03 4880 790
SUMA = SUMA + DA A03 4890 791
SUMC = SUMC + DAC AO03 4900 792
SUMX = SUMX DA*XFI AO03 4910 793
SUMY = SUMY + DA*YA A03 4920 794
SUMZ = SUMZ + 04*ZF1 A03 4930 795
C AO03 4940 796
1530 CONTINUE O03 4950 797
C A603 4960 T98
C A03 4970 799
WINGD(NSF, 6) = SUMA AO03 4980 800
WINGD(NSF, 7) = (WINGD(NSFl)**21/WINGDINSF,61 A03 4990 801
WINGOINSF, RI = WINGDINSF,6)/WINGDINSF1) 0AO3 5000 802
WINGD(NSF, 91 = 5LMC/SUMA A03 5010 803
WINGDINSF,10) = SUMY/SUY/SUMA AO03 5020 804
WINGDINSF,11I = ELMX/SUMA A03 5030 805
WINGD(NSF,12) = SUMZ/SUMA A03 5040 806
C A603 5050 807
WA= 0.5*( EWE(NO) + EWE(NBI I 403 5060 808
C AO03 5070 809
CALL COROF(WA YAXLF,XTFZLE EPS,CW,CFCTAB,TANDTANSRATS,MP2) A03 5080 810
C AO03 5090 811
WINGOINSF,13) - RAD*ATAN( TAND ) A603 5100 812
WINGD(NSF,141 = RAD*ATAN( TANS ) A03 5110 813
C 803 5120 814
C 403 5130 815
C A03 5140 816
C ** WING GEOMFTRY ** A03 5150 817
C AO03 5160 818
CALL PAGE A03 5170 819
WRITE (KOUT,101O)NSFeWINGO(NSFI),I=1,12),WFLAPI1NSFIWFLAP2(NSFIAO3 5180 820
1,WFLAP3(NSFIFLAPDJ(NSFITABDJ(NSFi.AILDJ(I,NSF),1=1.2),(WINGDINSAO3 5190 821
2FIII=13,14),NSPV,NCVNCDISXCG.YCGZCGREFS.REFCREFB A03 5200 822
C A03 5210 823
LIN = LIN + 19 AO03 5220 824
WRITE IKOUT,1030) A03 5230 825
LIN= LIN+3 AO03 5240 826
C A03 5250 827
9-8
C A03 5260 828
OSPAN= SPAN/20.0 A03 5270 829
00 1580 J-1,21 A03 5280 830
C A03 5290 831
WS= -BOTU*ISYMF-1.01 + DSPAN*FLOAT(J-11 A03 5300 832
WAA ABS(S) ' A03 5310 833
WA = WAA + EWE(NC) A03 5320 834
C A03 5330 835
CALL CORDFIWAYA,XLE,XTEZLEEPSCW,CFCTAB,TANDTANSRATS,M1,M2 A03 5340 836
C A03 5350 837
SIGN = 1.0 A03 5360 838
TEST= 0.0001 - WAA A03 5370 839
IF (TEST) 1540,1550,1550 A03 5380 840
1540 SIGN- WS/WAA A03 5390 841
1550 YB= YA*SIGN A03 5400 842
DINE = SIGN*RAD*ATAN(TAND) A03 5410 843
BETA = SIGN*RAD*ATAN(TANS) A03 5420 844
XC04- XLE + CW/4.0 A03 9430 845
C A03 5440 846
IF (LINX-LINI 1560,1570,1570 A03 5450 847
1560 CALL PAGE A03 5460 848
WRITE (KOUT,1030 A03 5470 849
LIN = LIN +2 A03 5480 850
1570 WRITE I(KUT.1040O)SYB,ZLEXLEXCO4.XTE.EPSDIHEBETA*CW,CFCTAB A03 5490 851
LIN- LIN +1 A03 5500 852
1580 CONTINUE A03 5510 853
C A03 5520 854
C A03 5530 855
C A03 5540 856
C ** AIRFOIL SECTION ** A03 5550 857
C A03 5560 858
WRITE (KOUT,1000) A03 5570 859
LIN= LIN +7 +3 A03 5580 860
IF (LINX-LIN) 1590,1600,1600 A03 5590 861
1590 CALL PAGE A03 5600 862
LIN= LIN +7 A03 5610 863
1600 WRITE (KOUT,1050O(XOC(I.NSFi),11,10) A03 5620 864
LIN= LIN +1 A03 5630 865
C A03 5640 866
DD 1650 J=NONB A03 5650 867
IF ILINX-LINI 1610,1620.1620 A03 5660 868
1610 CALL PAGE A03 5670 869
WRITE (KOUT,1050)(XOC(INSF)OI1,10) A603 5680 870
LIN= LIN +7 A03 5690 871
1620 CONTINUE A03 5700 872
C A03 5710 873
DO 1630 K=1,10 A03 5720 874
1630 DUMYF(K)=O.O A03 5730 875
K=0 A03 5740 876
DO 1640 KN=1,NK A03 5750 877
K- K+I A03 5760 878
1640 DUMYFIK)= ZDC(KNJ) A03 5770 879
WRITE (KOUT,10601X(JYI(J),(DUMYF(I),I=-I- 10) 03 5780 880
LIN- LIN +1 A03 5790 881
1650 CONTINUE A*03 5800 882
C A03 5810 883
C A03 5820 884
LIN= LIN +3 A03 5830 885
IF (LINX-LINI 1660,167011670 A03 5840 886
1660 CALL PAGE A03 5850 887
LIN= LIN+3 A03 5860 888
1670 WRITE (KOUT,1000) A03 5870 889
C A03 5880 890
C A03 5890 891
C A03 5900 892
C *** DEBUG OUTPUT *** A03 5910 893
C A03 5920 894
J16 = JNI(NSF) A03 5930 895
J26 = JN21NSF) A*03 5940 896
1680 JI = JNI(NSF) A03 5950 897
J2 = JN2(NSFI A03 5960 898
K2 - KN2(NSF) A03 5970 899
IF (IFLG(20)-I 1880,1690.1690 A03 5980 900
1690 CONTINUE A03 5990 901
C A03 6000 902
J3 = J2 +1 A03 6010 903
C AO03 6020 904
LIN= LIN +2 A03 6030 905
IF (LINX-LIN) 17C001710,1710 A03 6040 906
1700 CALL PAGE A03 6050 907
LIN= LIN +2 A03 6060 908
1710 WRITE (KOUT,1070) A03 6070 909
C A03 6080 910
DD 1770 KsI,K2 A03 6090 911
LIN- LIN +1 A03 6100 912
00 1760 J=JI,J2 A03 6110 913
IF (JSINGP(NSF).EQ.JI GO TO 1760 A03 6120 914
LIN= LIN +1 A03 6130 915
IF (LINX-LINI 1720,1730.1730 A03 6140 916
1720 CALL PAGE AO03 6150 917
WRITE (KOUT,10701 A03 6160 918
LIN= LIN +2 +1 A03 6170 919
1730 JPI= J +1 A03 6180 920
WA= EWE(NO) A03 6190 921
TEST= ABS(EW(JK)-EWIJPI,K)) -0.001 AO03 6200 922
IF (TEST) 1750,1750,1740 A03 6210 923
1740 WA= 0.5*( EW(JK) + EW(JP1,K) ) A03 6220 924
1750 WB= WA - EWE(NO) A03 6230 925
WRITE (KOUT,10OBO)JK,(EN(JKII1I=2,31,WBWAEYIJ,KIEC(JKI,ESIJ,A03 6240 926
*KI A03 6250 927
1760 CONTINUE A03 6260 928
1770 WRITE (KOUT,1020) A*03 6270 929
C A03 6280 930
LIN= LIN + 3 A03 6290 931
IF (LINX-LIN) 1780,1790.1790 A03 6300 932
1780 CALL PAGE A03 6310 933
9-9
LIN= LIN + 3 A03 6320 934
1790 WRITE (KOUT,1000I A03 6330 935
LIN= LIN +2 A03 6340 936
IF (LINX-LIN) 18CO,1810.1810 A03 6350 937
1800 CALL PAGE A03 6360 938
LIN
= 
LIN +2 A03 6370 939
1810 WRITE (KOUT,tO90) A03 6380 940
C A03 6390 941
00 1850 K=I1K2 A03 6400 942
LIN
= 
LIN +1 A603 6410 943
DO 1840 J=J1,J2 A03 6420 944
IF (JSINGP(NSF).EQ.JI GO TO 1840 A03 6430 945
LIN= LIN +1 A03 6440 946
IF (LINX-LINI 1820,1830.1830 A03 6450 947
1820 CALL PAGE A603 6460 948
WRITE (KOUT,1090) A03 6470 949
LIN= LIN +2 A603 6480 950
1830 CONTINUE A03 6490 951
WRITE (K3UT,11001JK,IEV(JK),I=1.6l(ENIJ,K,I),I-1,6) A603 6500 952
1840 CONTINUE A03 6510 953
1850 WRITE.(KOUT,1020) A03 6520 954
C A03 6530 955
C A603 6540 956
LIN= LIN +3 A03 6550 957
IF (LINX-LIN) 1860,1870.1870 A03 6560 958
1860 CALL PAGE A603 6570 959
LIN= LIN +3 A03 6580 960
1870 WRITE IKOUT,10001 A03 6590 961
C A03 6600 962
C A603 6610 963
C A03 6620 964
C * WRITE ON CALCOMPLOT TAPE * A03 6630 965
C A03 6640 966
1880 IF (IFLGi19)-I) 2020,1890,1890 A03 6650 967
1890 CONTINUE A03 6660 968
C A603 6670 969
KFILE = KFILE +1 A03 6680 970
KREC = 1 A603 6690 971
KWORD = 6 A603 6700 972
C A03 6710 973
J1 = J16 A03 6720 974
J2 = J26 A603 6730 975
J3 = J26 +1 A03 6740 976
REFL = WINGn(lI,)/2.0 A03 6750 977
XZER = WINGD(1,11) A03 6760 978
YZER = 0.0 A603 6770 979
ZZER = WINGDI1,121 A03 6780 980
C A03 6790 981
C * RECORD 1 - FILE NSURF * A03 6800 982
C A03 6810 983
DO 1900 J=Jl,J3 A03 6820 984
C A03 6830 985
WA = EWI(J11 A03 6840 986
C A03 6850 987
CALL COROF(WAYAXLEXTE,ILE,EPS,CW,CF,CTABTAND,TANSRATS,MI M2) A03 6860 988
C A03 6870 989
YLE= EV(J1,21 A603 6880 990
YTE= YLE A03 6890 991
ZTE= ZLE A603 6900 992
XLC= XLE A03 6910 993
C A03 6920 994
CALL CAMBER(NSF,NK,M1,M2,RATS,EPS,XLC,CW, XLE,ZLE A603 6930 995
C A603 6940 996
SHE= YLE A03 6950 997
CALL FLAPIINSFWA,SHE,XTECF,CTA8,TAND, XLEYLE,LLE, COS3) A03 6960 998
C 403 6970 999
CALL CAMBER(NSF,KK,M1,M2,RATSEPSXLE,CW, XTE,ZTEI A603 6980 1000
C A03 6990 1001
SHE= YTE A603 7000 1002
XLC= XTE A03 7010 1003
CALL FLAPIINSF,WA,SHE,XLCCFCTABTAND, XTF,YTELTE, COS3 A03 7020 1004
C A603 7030 1005
CALL ISOMET(XLEVLE,LLE. REFL,XZERYZERZZER) A03 7040 1006
CALL ISOOETIXTEYTEZTE, REFL,XLERvYIERZER) A603 7050 1007
C A603 7060 1008
1900 WRITE (KT2)KREC,KhORD,XLEYLEZLE,XTE,YTEZTE A03 7070 1009
C A603 7080 1010
C A603 7090 1011
C * RECORD 2 - FILE NSURF * A603 7100 1012
C A603 7110 1013
KREC= KREC +1 A603 7120 1014
KWORD= 3 A603 7130 1015
ITET= I A03 7140 1016
C A03 7150 101700 1960 J=J1,J3 A603 7160 1018
C A03 7170 1019
WA = EW(J,ll A03 7180 1020
C A03 7190 1021
CALL CORDFIWAYAXLE,XTE.ZLEEPS,CW,CFCTAB,TAND,TANSRATS,MI,42) A03 7200 1022
C A03 7210 1023
ITET = -ITET A03 7220 1024
KFW = (ITET + 1112 A603 7230 1025
KFB = (1 - ITET)/2 A603 7240 1026
C A03 7250 1027
DD 1950 KX=1,K2 A03 7260 1028
C A03 7270 1029
K = KX*KFW - (K2+1-KX)*KFB A603 7280 1030
XFL = EV4J,K,1) - 0.25*EC(J,K) A03 7290 1031
YFI = EV(J,K,2) A03 7300 1032
ZFI = ZLE A03 7310 1033
C A03 7320 1034
XF2 = XFI + EC(J,K) A03 7330 1035
YF2 = YF1 A03 7340 1036
ZF2 = ZLF A603 7350 1037
C A603 7360 1038
IF (ITETI 1910,1910,1930 A603 7370 1039
9-10
1910 CALL CAMBER(NSFNK,MI.M2,RATSEPSXLECMW XFZF2) A03 7380 1040
C A03 7390 1041
SHE- YF2 A03 7400 1042
CALL FLAP I(NSFWASHE. XTE CF,C TAB,TAND, XF2,YF2,ZF2, COS31 A03 7410 1043
C A03 7420 1044
CALL ISOMETIXF2,VF2.ZF2, REFLXERRYZERZZERI A03 7430 1045
C A03 7440 1046
WRITE (KT2)KRECKWORD,XF2,YF2,ZF2 A03 7450 1047
C A03 7460 1048
IF (K2-KXI 1920,1920,1950 A03 7470 1049
1920 CALL CAMBER(NSFNKML,M2,RATSEPS.XLECW. XFIZFI) A03 7480 1090
C A03 7490 1051
SHE- YF1 A03 7500 1052
CALL FLAP INSF,WA,SHEXTEoCFCTABTAND, XFIYFIZFI* C053) A03 7510 1053
C A03 7520 1054
CALL ISOMETIXFlVFltZFI, REFLXZER,YZER,ZZERI A03 7530 1055
C A03 7540 1056
WRITE (KT2IKRECKORD,XF1,YFLZF . A03 7550 1057
GO TO 1950 A03 7560 1058
C A03 7570 1059
1930 CALL CAMBER(NSFNK,M1,M2,RATSEPSXLE,CW, XF1,ZF1l A03 7580 1060
C A03 7590 1061
SHE- YF1 A03 7600 1062
CALL FLAPI(NSF,WASHE.XTECF.CTABTAND, XF1,YFI,ZFI, C0531 A03 7610 1063
C A03 7620 1064
CALL ISOMET(XFI,YFI,ZFI, REFLXZERYZERZZER) A03 7630 1065
C A03 7640 1066
wRITE IKT2)KREC,KhORD,XFI.YFItZF1 A03 7650 1067
C A03 7660 1068
IF (K2-KX) 1940,1940,1950 A03 7670 1069
1940 CALL CAMBERINSFNK,MLM2.RATS.EPSXLECM, XF2,ZF2) A03 7680 1070
C A03 7690 1071
SHE= YF2 A03 T700 1072
CALL FLAPI(NSFWASHE.XTECF,CTABtTANO, XF2,YF2,ZF2, COS3I A03 7710 1073
C A03 7720 1074
CALL ISOMET(XF2,VF2,ZF2, REFLLXZER.YZER,ZZERI) 03 7730 1075
C A03 7740 1076
WRITE (KT2)KREC,.kORDXF2,YF2,ZF2 A03 7750 1077
C A603 7760 1078
1950 CONTINUE A603 7770 1079
1960 CONTINUE A03 7780 1080
C A03 7790 1081
C A603 7800 1082
C * RECORD 3 - FILE NSURF + A03 7810 1083
C A03 7820 1084
KREC= KREC +1 A03 7830 1085
KMORD= 3 A03 7840 1086
ITET = -1 A03 7850 1087
C A03 7860 1088
DO 2010 K=2,K2 A03 7870 1089
C A03 7880 1090
DO 2000 J=JI,J3 A03 7890 1091
C A03 7900 1092
IF IITETI 1970,1970,1980 A03 7910 1093
1970 JR- J A03 7920 1094
GO TO 1990 A03 7930 1095
1980 JR= JI+J3 -J A03 7940 1096
1990 CONTINUE A03 7950 1097
C A03 7960 1098
WA = EMIJR,K) A03 7970 1099
C A03 7980 1100
CALL COROF(WAYA,XLE,XTEZLEEPS,CW,CFCTABTANDTANSRATS,M1,M2I A03 7990 1101
C A03 8000 1102
XFI = EV(JRK,11 - 0.25*EC(JRK) A03 8010 1103
YFI = EVIJRK,2) A03 8020 1104
ZF1 = ZLE A03 8030 1105
C A03 8040 1106
CALL CAMBERINSFNK,MIM2,RATSEPSXLECW F X LFZFII A03 8050 1107
C A03 8060 1108
SHE = YFI A03 8070 1109
CALL FLAPI(NSFIA,SHE,XTE,CF,CTAB,TAND, XF1,YF1,ZF1, COS3) A03 8080 1110
C A03 8090 1111
CALL ISOPETIXF1,F1I,ZFI1 REFL,XZER,YZERZZER I 603 8100 1112
C A03 8110 1113
2000 WRITE IKT2IKREC,KORD,XF1,YFI.ZF1 A03 8120 1114
C A03 8130 1115
C A03 8140 1116
ITET= -ITET A03 8150 1117
C A03 8160 1118
2010 CONTINUE A03 8170 1119
C A03 8180 1120
C A03 8190 1121
END FILE KT2 A03 8200 1122
LIN= LIN +2 A03 8210 1123
WRITE (KOUT,11301KFILE A03 8220 1124
C A03 8230 1125
C A03 8240 1126
2020 CONTINUE A03 8250 1127
C A03 8260 1128
C A03 8270 1129
C *** COMPUTE IMAGE VERTICAL SURFACES *6* A03 8280 1130
C A03 8290 1131
IF INREPET.EQ.0I GO TO 2060 A03 8300 1132
NREPET= 0 A03 8310 1133
IMAGEFINSFI= 2*IPAGEFINSF) A03 8320 1134
JI = JN1(NSFI A03 8330 1135
J2 = JN2INSFI A03 8340 1136
J3 * J2 +1 A03 8350 1137
JI= J3 A03 8360 1138
JSINGPINSFI= J3 A03 8370 1139
SYMGF(NSF) = 2.0 A03 8380 1140
WINGD(NSF,61 = WINGDINSF,61*2.0 A03 8390 1141
WINGD(NSF,10) 0.0 A03 8400 1142
00 2050 J=J1,J3 A03 8410 1143
JI= JI +1 A03 8420 1144
DO 2040 K=1,K2 A03 8430 1145
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DO 2030 L=1,6 A03 8440 1146
ENIJI,KL) = EN(J,KL) A603 8450 1147
2030 EVIJI,KLI = EVIJK,LI A603 8460 1148
EY(JI,KI = FYIJ,K) A03 8470 1149
ES(JI,K) = ES(JK) A03 8480 1150
EW(JI,Kl= FW(J,KI A603 8490 1151
EC(JIKi= ECIJ.K) A603 8500 1152
EN(J,K,2 = -ENIJ,K,2) A603 8510 1153
EVIJ,K.2) = -EV(JK,2) A03 8520 1154
2040 CONTINUE A03 8530 1155
2050 CONTINUE AO03 8540 1156
JN2(NSFI) JI -1 603 8550 1157
GO TO 1680 AO03 8560 1158
C A03 8570 1159
C AO03 8580 1160
2060 J1= JN2(NSFI 2 A603 8590 1161
C A603 8600 1162
RETURN A603 8610 1163
C XXXXXX A603 8620 1164
C AO03 8630 1165
END A03 8640 1166
V FOR 04,A04 A604 10 1167
C A604 20 1168
C A04 30 1169
SUBROUTINE LIFTX(ALFA,ZHEIGTSYPLFNSURFL,NSURF2I A04 40 1170
C A604 50 1171
C * TRW MULTIPLE-SLRFACE VORTEX-LATTICE PROGRAM - REVISED 8 AUG.72 *A04 60 1172
C * PROGRAM DEVELOPED BY A.V.GDMEZ (TRW SYSTEMS) ON JUNE-JULY 1971 *A04 70 1173
C A604 80 1174
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXxXXKXXA04 90 1175
C A04 100 1176
DOUBLE PRECISION SCALESUPIETERM,AMAT(O100,100VMAT(100) A04 110 1177
DIMENSION JNO(5I 604 120 1178
DIMENSION SYMLF(IS , SUMSLI41 A04 130 1179
DIMENSION P13),8(31I(31 A604 140 1180
DIMENSION COS1(31,COS213tC53OS313) A04 150 1181
DIMENSION PW13),8631,DW(3) 604 160 1182
DIMENSION SUML(Z,5,31SUMR(2,5,3),SUMP2,5,31,FACN(5,3) A04 170 1183
DIMENSION SUMLGI(3)SUMPGI31,FACNGI3I A04 180 1184
DIMFNSION ZUML(2,5,3),ZUMRI2,5,31,ZUMP(2,5,31 A04 190 1185
DIMENSION LUMLGI31,ZUMPGI3IZACNGI3IZUMSL(4) A04 200 1186
C A604 210 1187
CDMMON/OATAOl/ KIN, KOUT, KT1, KT2, KT3, KREC, KFILE, LIN, LINX A04 220 1188
1 ,RAD, PIE, CUTOFI, GUTOFZ, DELALF, LFLAP, LDRAG, COLOCP A04 230 1189
2 ,IFLG(20), EXECK(15) A604 240 1190
C A04 250 1191
COMMON/DATAO2/ NING, NFUS, NVTAIL, NSS(5), NSSO(5), NCS(5) A04 260 1192
1 ,X(301, Y130), ZI30), E(30), C(301, XOCR(30), FLAPCI30),TABC(30) A04 270 1193
2 ,WSMOTH, EWE(301, ELE(30), ETE(301, EHE(30), EHEE(30I A04 280 1194
3 ,XOC(10,5), ZOCI10,30) 604 290 1195
COMMON/DATA22/IMAGEF(S),JSINGPS) A604 300 1196
C A04 310 1197
COMMON/DATA03/FLAPDJ(5I,TABDJ(5),AILDJ(2,5),DELTFI(5IDELTF2(5I A04 320 1198
1 ,WFFIL(5), WFFI2(51, WFF21(5), WFF22(5), WFF31(5) A604 330 1199
2 ,WFLAPI(5), WFLAP2(5), WFLAP3(5) A04 340 1200
C AO04 350 1201
COMMON/DATA04/ hINGDI5,16), JN1(51, JN2S51, KN2(5), SYMGF(5),NSURFA04 360 1202
1 ,EW(60,10), EY(60,101, EC(60,10), ES(60.101, EG(6,10I) AO4 370 1203
2 ,EN(60,I0,6), EVI60,10,6), VVINDX(60,10,31 A04 380 1204
C AO4 390 1205
COMMON/DATA05/XCGYCG,ZCGREFS,PEFCREFB A604 400 1206
C A604 410 1207
C A604 420 1208
1000 FORMAT(IXI A04 430 1209
1010 FORMAT(1X,//,lx) A04 440 1210
C A04 450 1211
1020 F3RMAT(34X,41HVORTEX LATTICE MATRIX DETAIL-SURFACE NO.=,I2,2H/I( 2AO4 460 1212
1,1H,I2,IHI,/,34X,511IH*),//.lX) A04 470 1213
1030 FORMAT( IX,12H J K NP NG, AO4 480 1214
2 60P VFS(MAT) VIN(IMT) PIX) P(Y) P(Z) (X) , A604 490 1215
3 50H BIY) BZI O(X) DI(Y) DIZ) /,IXI) A04 500 1216
1040 FORMAT(1X,413,IIF1O.41 A04 510 1217
C A604 520 1218
1050 FOPMAT(36X,37HLIFT DISTRIBUTION DETAIL-SURFACE NO.=,12,2H/I,12, A04 530 1219
1,1H,I,ZHt,/36X,47(IH*I,//,1X) A04 540 1220
1060 FORMATI3X,4HJ K,SX,40HP(X) PLY) P(Z) AREA t A04 550 1221
160HCPN GIX) GIY) G(ZI VIIXI VIY) AO04 560 1222
215HVI(Z) GAMA t /ItlX A04 570 1223
1070 FORMAT( lX, 213, 3FLO.3, 2F10.4, 6FI0.5, E10.4 ) AO4 580 1224
C A604 590 1225
1080 FORMAT434X.41HSECTION AIRLOAD COEFFICIENTS-SURFACE NO.=,l2,2H/(,I2AO4 6C00 1226
1,IH112,IHi,/,34X,5141LH*)//,IX) A04 610 1227
1090 FORMAT(3X,52HJ Y* Y Z W SCN SCX,A04 620 1228
l 6X,58HS:L SCD SMP C/4 SCLC/R LXL IYL 1ZL tA04 630 1229
2 /ItX I A04 640 1230
1100 FORMAT(IX,13,FB.4,3F9.3.6F9.4,3F9.4) A04 650 1231
C A04 660 1232
1110 FORMATI///,34X,45HINTEGRATED AIRLOAD COEFFICIENTS-SURFACE NOS.=,12AO4 670 1233
1,2H -,I2,/,34X,51(1H*,///, 29H E ECN ECX ECY,AO04 680 1234
2 54H ECL ECD ECMP ECMR ECMY EXA, A04 690 1235
3 33H FLA ES FMGC EB./, IX) A04 700 1236
1120 FORMATI(X,.2, EF9.4, 5F9.2 I A04 710 1237
C 604 720 1238
1130 FORMAT(IX1,/49X,20H*** AIRLOAD SUMS ***l//, A04 730 1239
* 3H AC,8F9.4,5Fq.2, /,3H CG,8F9.4,5F9.2, AO04 740 1240
*/4H AC B(FR.41H*I,5(FB.2,1H*),/4H CG ,8(F8.4.1H*1,5(F8.2,1H*), A04 750 1241
1 //37Xl,4H* DETERMINANT=,EIO.4,9H * SCALE=,EIO.4,2H *,//,lX) A04 760 1242
1140 F;RMAT(IX,I2,IX,I(FB.4,IH*,I5FB.2,lHe) ) A04 770 1243
C AO04 780 1244
C A04 790 1245
C XIXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXAO4 800 1246
C A04 810 1247
C AO04 820 1248
9-12 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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C A04 830 1249
C * INITIALIZE * A04 840 1250
C A04 850 1251
ALFAR- ALFA/RAO A04 860 1252
TANA - TAN(ALFARI 04 870 1253
COSA = 1.0/SQRT'II.0+TANA**2) A04 880 1254
SINA = TANA*COSA A04 890 1255
TANV= -TAN(0.5*ALFAR) A04 900 1256
TANVG. -TAN(1.5*ALFARI) 04 910 1257
UNIT = 0.25/PIE A04 920 1258
UNITG= -UNIT A04 930 1259
C A04 940 1260
C A04 950 1261
DO 1160 NSF=NSURF1,NSURF2 A04 960 1262
C A04 970 1263
NZERO= JNI(NSF) A04 980 1264
TEST. SY4LFINSF) A04 990 1265
IF (TEST) 1150,1150,1160 A04 1000 1266
1150 NZERO= IMAGEF(NSFI/2 + NZERO AO4 1010 1267
IFIJSINGPINSFI.NE.0 NZERO= NZERO +1 A04 1020 1268
1160 JNO(NSF)= NZERO A04 1030 1269
C A04 1040 1270
C A04 1050 1271
C A04 1060 1272
C * CALCULATE MATRICES VMAT(NVI S AMATINGNVI * A04 1070 1273
C A04 1080 1274
NV - 0 A04 1090 1275
C A04 1100 1276
C A04 1110 1277
DO 1520 NSF=NSURF1,NSURF2 A04 1120 1278
C A04 1130 1279
K= NSF + 5 A04 1140 1280
JL = JNI(NSFI A04 1150 1281
J2 = JN2(NSFI A04 1160 1282
K2 = KNZ(NSFI A04 1170 1283
NZERO = JNO(NSF A014 1180 1284
NSPV. IMAGEFINSF) A04 1190 1285
NCV - IFLG(K) A04 1200 1286
NM = 0 A04 1210 1287
NOo NSSO(NSFl A04 1220 1288
C A04 1230 1289
C A04 1240 1290
C A04 1250 1291
00 1480 KV=1,K2 A04 1260 1292
DO 1450 JV=NZEROJ2 A04 1270 1293
IF (JSINGP(NSF).EQ.JVI GO TO 1450 A04 1280 1294
NV= NV+1 A04 1290 1295
C A04 1300 1296
SYMGF2= SYMGFINSFI-1.0 A04 1310 1297
SYMGF3.SYMGF(NSF)*2.0 A04 1320 1298
C 404 1330 1299
COS1(1) = COSA A04 1340 1300
COSI21)- 0.0 A04 1350 1301
COSi(3l= -SINA A04 1360 1302
C A04 1370 1303
DO 1170 L=1,3 A04 1380 1304
LP3- L +3 A04 1390 1305
COS2IL)= EN(JV.KV,LP31 A04 1400 1306
1170 PILl= EN(JV.KV.L) A04 1410 1307
C A01 1420 1308
JPI. JV +1 A04 1430 1309
WA - EWEINOO) A04 1440 1310
TEST= ABS( EW(JVKV) - EWIJPI,KVI ) - 0.001 A04 1450 1311
IF (TEST) 1190,1190.1180 A014 1460 1312
1180 WA * (EWIJVKV) + EWIJPIKV) 1/2.0 A04 1470 1313
1190 CONTINUE A04 1480 1314
SHE = EN(JVKV,2) A04 1490 1315
C A04 1500 1316
CALL CORDFIWAYAXLE,XTE ZLEEPSCWCF,CTAB.TANO,TANSRATS,MIM2) A04 1510 1317
CALL FLAPSINSFWASHE,XTE.CFCTABTAND, P.COSZ) A04 1520 1318
CALL DOTP(COSICCS2,VMATDPI A04 1530 1319
C A04 1540 1320
C A604 1550 1321
VMAT(NV)= VMATDP A04 1560 1322
C A604 1570 1323
C A04 1580 1324
00 1200 L1,.3 AO4 1590 1325
1200 COSIILI= COS2(L) A04 1600 1326
C A604 1610 1327
C A04 1620 1328
C A04 1630 1329
NG= 0 A04 1640 1330
D0 1440 NSP=NSURFI,NSURF2 A04 1650 1331
C A04 1660 1332
JO = JNO(NSRI A0 1670 1333
J3 = JN1INSR) A04 1680 1334
J4 = JN2(NSRI A04 1690 1335
K4 - KN2ZNSR) A04 1700 1336
C A04 1710 1337
SYMGF2 - SYMGFINSR) -1.0 A04 1720 1338
SYMGF3 =-SYMGFINSRI + 2.0 A04 1730 1339
SYMLOG = SYMLFINSR) A04 1740 1340
C A04 1750 1341
DO 1430 KG=1,K4 A04 1760 1342
C A04 1770 1343
NV = 0 A04 1780 1344
C A04 1790 1345
C A04 1800 1346
00 1520 NSF=NSURFI,NSURF2 A04 1810 1347
C A604 1820 1348
K. NSF + 5 A04 1830 1349
J1 = JNI(NSF) A04 1840 1350
J2 - JN2(NSFI A04 1850 1351
K2 - KN2(NSFI A04 1860 1352
NZERO = JNOINSFI A04 1870 1353
NSPV= IMAGEFINSFI A04 1880 1354
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NCV = IFLGIKI A04 1890 1355
NM = 0 A04 1900 1356
NOO= NSSO(NSFI A04 1910 1357
C A04 1920 1350
C A04 1930 1359
C A04 1940 1360
D0 1480 KV=ltK2 A04 1950 1361
00 1450 JV=NZEROJ2 A04 1960 1362
IF (JSINGP(NSF).FQ.JV) GO TO 1450 A04 1970 1363
NV= NV+1 A04 1980 1364
C A04 1990 1365
SYMGF2= SYMGF(NSFI-1.O A04 2000 1366
SYMGF3=-SYMGF(NSFI+2.0 A04 2010 1367
C A04 2020 1368
COSI(1)= COSA A04 2030 1369
COS1121= 0.0 A04 2040 1370
COS1(3)= -SINA A04 2050 1371
C A04 2060 1372
00 1170 L=1,3 A04 2070 1373
LP3
= 
L +3 A04 2080 1374
COS2(Ll= EN(JVKVLP31 A04 2090 1375
1170 P(L)= FN(JV,KVtLI A04 2100 1376
C A04 2110 1377
JPl
= 
JV +1 404 2120 1378
WA = EWEINOOI A04 2130 1379
TEST= ABS( EW(JV,KV) - EW(JPIKVI I - 0.001 A04 2140 1380
IF (TEST) 1190,1190,1180 A04 2150 1381
1180 WA = (EW(JV,KVI + EW(JPIKVI )/2.0 A04 2150 1382
1190 CONTINUE 604 2170 1383
SHE = EN(JVKV,2)I 04 2180 1384
C 404 2190 1385
CALL CORDF(WA5YA XLF XTE ZLEEPS,CW,CF,CTABTAND,TANStRATSM1,821 A04 2200 1386
CALL FLAPS(NSF,WA.SHEXTE,CF,CTAB,TAND, PCOS21 04 2210 1387
CALL DOTP(COSl,CCS2,VMATOPI A04 2220 1388
C A04 2230 1389
C A04 2240 1390
VMATINV)= VMATDP A04 2250 1391
C A04 2260 1392
C A04 2270 1393
D0 1200 L=1,3 A04 2280 1394
1200 COSI(LI= COS2(L) A04 2290 1395
C A04 2300 1396
C A04 2310 1397
C A04 2320 1398
NG= 0 A04 2330 1399
0D 1440 NSR=NSURFI,NSURF2 A04 2340 1400
C A04 2350 1401
JO = JNO(NSR) A04 2360 1402
J3 = JNLI(NSR) A04 2370 1403
J4 = JN2(NSR) A04 2380 1404
K4 = KN2(NSRI A04 2390 1405
C A04 2400 1406
SYMGF2 = SYMGF(NSRI - 1.0 A04 2410 1407
SYMGF3 -SYMGF(N3R) + 2.0 A04 2420 1408
SYMLOG = SYMLFINSR) A04 2430 1409
C A04 2440 1410
00 1430 KG=1,K4 A04 2450 1411
D0 1420 JG=JO,J4 A04 2460 1412
IF (JSINGP(NSRI.EQ.JG) GO TO 1420 A04 2470 1413
NG= NG+1 A04 2480 1414
C 404 2490 1415
JPI = JG+1 A04 2500 1416
WA= EW(JGKG) A04 2510 1417
C A04 2520 1418
00 1210 L=1,3 A04 2530 1419
LP3= L3 A04 2540 1420
BILl= EVIJGKGL A04 2550 1421
1210 D(L)= EV(JP1,KGL) A04 2560 1422
C A04 2570 1423
SHE = 8(21 A04 2580 1424
C A04 2590 1425
CALL CORDF(WA,YA,XLE,XTEZLEEPSCW,CF,CTAB,TANDTANSRATS,M1,M2) A04 2600 1426
CALL FLAPS(NSRWA,SHEXTE,CFCTABTAND, RBCOS3) A04 2610 1427
C A04 2620 1428
WA = EW(JP1,KG) A04 2630 1429
SHE = D(21) 04 2640 1430
C A04 2650 1431
CALL COROFIWA,YA,XLE,XTF,ZLEEPS,CWCF,CTAB,TAND,TANSRATS,MI,M2) A04 2660 1432
CALL FLAPS(NSRWA,SHF,XTECFCTAB,TAND, DCOS3) A04 2670 1433
C A04 2680 1434
DO 1220 L=1,3 A04 2690 1435
PW(LI = P(L) A04 2700 1436
BW(LI = BR(L A04 2710 1437
1220 OW(L) = D(L) A04 2720 1438
C A04 2730 1439
CALL VORTEX(P,BD,TANV,UNIT, VI,COS2) A04 2740 1440
CALL DOTPICnS1,CCS2,SUM1) A04 2750 1441
C A04 2760 1442
SUMI= SUMI*VI A04 2770 1443
SUM2 = 0.0 A04 2780 1444
C A04 2790 1445
IF IIFLGil17)-1 1240,1230,1230 A04 2800 1446
1230 CONTINUE A04 2810 1447
C A04 2820 1448
CALL REFLEC(BZHEIGT,ALFAR.COSA| A04 2830 1449
CALL REFLECDZHEIGT,ALFARCOSA) A04 2840 1450
C A04 2850 1451
CALL VORTEX(PIB,0,TANVGTUNITG, VICOS2) 404 2860 1452
CALL DOOTPCOSI,CCS2,SUM3) A04 2870 1453
C A04 2880 1454
SUMI= SU1 + SUM3*VI A04 2890 1455
C A04 2900 1456
1240 CONTINUE A04 2910 1457
C A04 2920 1458
ITEST= J3 -JO 404 2930 1459
IF (ITFST) 1250,1300,1300 404 2940 1460
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1250 JH . J3 - J4 - JG A04 2950 1461
IFIJSINGP(NSR).NE.OI JH= JG-JG+J3 A04 2960 1462
IF (JH-JGI 1260,1300,1300 A04 2970 1463
1260 CONTINUE A04 2980 1464
C A604 2990 1465
JPI = JH +1 A04 3000 1466
WA. EWiJHKGI A04 3010 1467
C A604 3020 1468
00 1270 L=1,3 A604 3030 1469
LP3= L +3 604 3040 1470
B(Ll EVIJHKG,LI A04 3090 1471
1270 DILl= EVIJPt1KG,L) A04 3060 1472
C A604 3070 1473
SHE = B121 A04 3080 1474
C A604 3090 1475
CALL CORDF(WAYAXLE,XTE.ZLEEPS,CWCFCTABTANDTANS,RATSMNI.M2 604 3100 1476
CALL FLAPSINSR,WA,SHEXTECF,CTA8,TAND, 8BCOS3) A04 3110 1477
C A04 3120 1476
WA = EWIJP,KGI A604 3130 1479
SHE = D12) A04 3140 1480
C A04 3150 1481
CALL CORDF(IWAYAXLE,XTEZLEsEPS,CWCFCTABTAND,TANS,RATS,MIM2)I A04 3160 1482
CALL FLAPSINSR.WASHE,XTE.CF.CTABTAND, DtCOS3) A04 3170 1483
C A04 3100 1484
IF(JSINGPINSR).LE.JH.OR.JO.LE.J31 A604 3190 1485
* CALL VORTEX( P,8D.0 TANVUNIT, VICOS2 I A04 3200 1486
IF(JSINGPINSRI.GT.JH.AND.JO.GT.J3) A604 3210 1487
CALL VORTEX( P,DB, TANVUNIT, VICOS2 I A04 3220 1488
CALL OOTPICOS1,CCS2,SUM2) 604 3230 1489
C A04 3240 1490
SUM2= SUM2*VI A604 3250 1491
C A604 3260 1492
IF (IFLG(171-1) 1290.1280,1280 A604 3270 1493
1280 CONTINUE A604 3280 1494
C A04"3290 1495
CALL REFLEC(B,ZHEIGTALFARCOSAI) 04 3300 1496
CALL REFLECIDZHEIGT,ALFARCOSAI A04 3310 1497
C A604 3320 1498
IF(JSINGP(NSRI.LE.JH.OR.JO.LE.J31) 04 3330 1499
* CALL VORTEX( P,B,D, TANV,UNIT, VICOS2 I A04 3340 1500
IFIJSINGPINSRI.GT.JH.AND.JO.GT.J31 A04 3350 1501
* CALL VORTEXI P,C,8, TANVUNIT, VI,COS2 I A04 3360 1502
CALL DOTPICOSICOS2,SUM4) A04 3370 1503
C A604 3380 1504
SUM2= SUM2 * SUM4*VI A04 3390 1505
C A04 3400 1506
1290 CONTINUE A604 3410 1507
C A604 3420 1508
1300 CONTINUE A604 3430 1509
C A04 3440 1510
C A04 3450 1511
ANATINGNVI * SUMI + SUM2 A04 3460 1512
C 604 3470 1513
C A04 3480 1514
IF (EXECKI1I-1.0) 1310.1410,1410 A604 3490 1515
1310 IF (IFLGI201-5) 1410,1320,1320 A04 3500 1516
1320 IF (NM-11 1330,1330,1390 A04 3510 1517
1330 LIN- LIN +4 604 3520 1518
NM= 10 604 3530 1519
IF ILINX-LINI 1340,1350,1350 A604 3540 1520
1340 CALL PAGE 604 3550 1521
LIN= LIN +4 604 3560 1522
1350 WRITE (KOUT,10O20)SF,NSURFINSURF2 A04 3570 1523
1360 LIN= LIN +2 A04 3580 1524
IF ILINX-LINI 1370,1380.1380 A604 3590 1525
1370 CALL PAGE A604 3600 1526
LIN= LIN +2 A604 3610 1527
1380 WRITE (KOUT,10301 A04 3620 1528
1390 LIN= LIN +1 A04 3630 1529
IF (LINX-LINI 137C,1400.1400 A604 3640 1530
1400 WRITE (KOUT,1040)JV,KV,NV,NG,VMATINVI,AMATING,NVIIPW(II,[1,
3 ),(BAO 4 3650 1531
1W Il=1,3),lOWII),I'1,3) A604 3660 1532
1410 CONTINUE 604 3670 1533
C A604 3680 1534
C A04 3690 1535
1420 CONTINUE A604 3700 1536
1430 CONTINUE A604 3710 1537
1440 CONTINUE 604 3720 1538
C A04 3730 1539
C A04 3740 1540
CALL ABORTJI4.SUMINGI A04 3750 1541
C A604 3760 1542
C A604 3770 1543
1450 CONTINUE A604 3780 1544
C A604 3790 1545
IF IEXECK(IISI-I.0 1460,1480,1480 A604 3800 1546
1460 IF (IFLGI20-5) 1480,1470,1470 A604 3810 1547
1470 WRITE (KOUT,10001 A04 3820 1548
LIN- LIN +1 A04 3830 1549
1480 CONTINUE A04 3840 1550
C A604 3850 1551
C A04 3860 1552
LIN= LIN +3 A04 3870 1553
IF ILINX-LINI 1490,1500,1500 A04 3880 1554
1490 CALL PAGE A604 3890 1555
GO TO 1510 A604 3900 1556
1500 WRITE (KOUT,10101 A04 3910 1557
1510 CONTINUE A604 3920 1558
C A604 3930 1559
1520 CONTINUE A604 3940 1560
C A04 3950 156L
C A604 3960 1562
C A604 3970 1563
C A604 3980 1564
C * SOLVE FOR GAMA * A04 3990 1565
C A04 4000 1566
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NM 0 A04 4010 1567
SUP= 0.0 A04 4020 1568
DO 1540 J=I1NV A04 4030 156Q
00 1930 K 1,NG A04 4040 1570
NM= NM+1 A04 4050 1571
1530 SUP= SUP + DA35 AMAT(K,J) I A04 4060 1572
1540 CONTINUE A04 4070 1573
C A04 4080 1574
SCALE = FLOAT(NMI A04 4090 1575
SCALE - SUP/SCALE A04 4100 1576
C A04 4110 1577
00 1560 J=1,NV A604 4120 1578
00 1550 K=-1NG A04 4130 1579
1550 AMAT(J,K)= AMATIJK)I/SCALE A04 4140 1580
1560 CONTINUE A04 4150 1581
C 404 4160 1582
C A04 4170 1583
CALL OMATINIAMAT.NV,DETERM) A04 4180 1584
C A04 4190 1585
C A04 4200 1586
NG= 0 A04 4210 1587
00 1640 NSR=NSURFINSURF2 A04 4220 1588
C A04 4230 1589
JO = JNO(NSR) A04 4240 1590
J3 = JNL(NSR) A04 4250 1591
J4 = JN2(NSR) A04 4260 1592
K4 = KN21NSR) A04 4270 1593
C A04 4280 1594
DO 1630 K=1,K4 A04 4290 1595
00 1620 J=JOJ4 A04 4300 1596
IF IJSINGPINSR).EQ.JI GO TO 1620 A04 4310 1597
NG=NG+1 A04 4320 1598
C A04 4330 1599
SUP- 0.0 A04 4340 1600
NV= 0 A04 4350 1601
DO 1590 NSF=NSURF1,NSURF2 A04 4360 1602
C A04 4370 1603
NZERO
= 
JNOINSFI A04 4380 1604
JI = JN1I(NSF) A04 4390 1605
J2 = JN2(NSF) A04 4400 1606
K2 = KN21NSFI A04 4410 1607
C A04 4420 1608
DO 1580 KV=1,K2 A04 4430 1609
DO 1570 JV=NZEROJ2 A604 4440 1610
IF (JSINGPINSFI.EQ.JV) GO TO 1570 A04 4450 1611
NV=NV+I A04 4460 1612
SUP = SUP - VMAT(NV)*AMAT(NVNGI A04 4470 1613
1570 CONTINUE A04 4480 1614
1580 CONTINUE A04 4490 1615
1590 CONTINUE A04 4500 1616
C A04 4510 1617
SUP = SUP/SCALE A04 4520 1618
SUM = -SUP A04 4530 1619
C A04 4540 1620
EG(J.Kl= SUM/EXECK(ll A04 4550 1621
C A04 4560 1622
ITEST= J3 - JO A04 4570 1623
IF (ITEST) 1600,1620,1620 A04 4580 1624
1600 JH = J3 + J4 - J A04 4590 1625
IF(JSINGP(NSRI.NE.0) JH= J -JO +J3 A604 4600 1626
IF (JH-JI 1610,1620,1620 A04 4610 1627
1610 EGIJHK)= EG(J,K) A04 4620 1628
1620 CONTINUE A04 4630 1629
1630 CONTINUE A04 4640 1630
1640 CONTINUE A04 4650 1631
C A04 4660 1632
C A04 4670 1633
C A604 4680 1634
C A04 4690 1635
C * SOLVE FOR INDUCED VELOCITY MATRIX * A04 4700 1636
C A604 4710 1637
DO 1800 NSF=NSURF1,NSURF2 A04 4720 1638
C A04 4730 1639
NZERO
= 
JNO(NSFI A04 4740 1640
JI = JNI(NSF) A04 4750 1641
J2 = JN2(NSFI A04 4760 1642
K2 = KN2(NSF) A04 4770 1643
C A04 4780 1644
DO 1790 K=1,K2 A04 4790 1645
no 1780 J=NZEROtJ2 A04 4800 1646
IF (JSINGP(NSFI.FQ.JI GO TO 1780 A04 4810 1647
C A04 4820 1648
JPl= J +1 A04 4830 1649
WA = EWJK)i A04 4840 1650
SYMGF2= SYMGFINSFI -1.0 A04 4850 1651
SYMCF3=-SYMGFINSFI .2.0 A04 4860 1652
SYMLDG= SYMLFINSF) A04 4870 1653
C A04 4880 1654
DO 1650 L=1.3 A04 4890 1655
LP3= L +3 A04 4900 1656
SUMSL(L) = 0.0 A04 4910 1657
R(Ll= EV(J,K,LI A04 4920 1658
1650 OIL)= EV(JP1, K,L) A04 4930 1659
C A04 4940 1660
SHE = R(2) A04 4950 1661
C 404 4960 1662
CALL CORDFIWAYA,XLE,XTEZLEEPS,CWCF.CTA8,TANOTANSRATS,M1,M2I A04 4970 1663
CALL FLAPSINSF,WA.SHE,XTE CFCTAB,TAND, B8COS31 A04 4980 1664
C 404 4990 1665
WA = EW(JPI,KGI A04 5000 1666
SHE = D(21 A04 5010 1667
C A604 5020 1668
CALL CODOF (WAYAXLEXTE,ZLE,EPSCWCFCTA8,TANDOTANS,RATS MIM2) A04 5030 1669
CALL FLAPSINSFWA.SHEXTECFCTARTAND, DOCOS3) A04 5040 1670
C A04 5050 1671
no 1660 L=1,3 404 5060 1672
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1660 PILl= 0.5*( B(Li+D(L) 04 5070 1673
C A04 5080 1674
C A04 5090 1675
00DO 1740 NSR-NSURFINSURF2 A04 5100 1676
C A04 5110 1677
JO = JNOINSR) A04 5120 1678
J3 = JN1NSR) A04 5130 1679
J4 - JN2(NSRI A04 5140 1680
K4 = KN2INSRI A04 5150 1681
SYMGF2= SYMGF(NSPI -1.0 A04 5160 1682
SYNGF3-SYMGF(NSR| +2.0 A04 5170 1683
C A04 5180 1684
00 1730 KG-lK4 A04 5190 1685
00 1720 JG=J3.J4 A04 5200 1686
IF IJSINGPINSRIoEQ.JG) GO TO 1720 A04 5210 1687
C A04 5220 1688
JP1- JG +1 A04 5230 1689
WA = EW(JGKG) A04 5240 1690
C A04 5250 1691
00 1670 L=1,3 A04 5260 1692
LP3- L +3 A04 5270 1693
8IL)= EVIJGKG,LI A04 5280 1694
1670 S(LL EVIJP1,KGL) A04 5290 1695
C A04 5300 1696
SHE = BII2 A04 5310 1697
C A04 5320 1698
CALL CORDF(WA.yAXLEXTEZLEEPS.CWCFCTABTANDTANSRATSMIM21 A04 5330 1699
CALL FLAPSNSFWASHEXTECFCTABTAND, BCOS3) A04 5340 1700
C A04 5350 1701
WA = EWIJP1,KGI A04 5360 1702
SHE = D(21 A04 5370 1703
C A04 5380 1704
CALL COROFIWA.YA XLEXTE.ZLEEPSCWCFCTABTANOTANSRATSMIM21 A04 5390 1705
CALL FLAPS(NSF,WASHEXTECF.CTAB,TAND, DCOS3 A04 5400 1706
C A04 5410 1707
C A04 5420 1708
CALL VORTEX(PBD,1TANV.UNITV,COS2) A04 5430 1709
C A04 5440 1710
DO 1680 L=1,3 A04 5450 1711
1680 SUMSLLI SUNSLtLI - EG4JGKGI*VITCOS2(L) A04 5460 1712
C A04 5470 1713
IF (IFLGII7I-11 1710,1690,1690 A04 5480 1714
1690 CONTINUE A04 5490 1715
C A04 5500 1716
CALL REFLEC(B,ZHEIGT,ALFARCOSAI A04 5510 1717
CALL REFLECIOZHEIGTALFARCOSAI A04 5520 1718
C A04 5530 1719
CALL VORTEX(PBC.TANVG.UNITGVItCOS2) A04 5540 1720
C A04 5550 1721
DO 1700 L=1.3 A04 5560 1722
1700 SUMSLILI= SUNSLIL) - EGIJGKGI*VI*COS2EL) A04 5570 1723
1710 CONTINUE A04 5580 1724
C A04 5590 1725
1720 CONTINUE £04 5600 1726
1730 CONTINUE A04 5610 1727
1740 CONTINUE A04 5620 1728
C A04 5630 1729
00D 1750 L=1,3 A04 5640 1730
1750 VVINDX(J,K,L)= SUMSL(L)IEXECKI A04 5650 1731
C A04 5660 1732
ITEST- J1 - NZERC A04 5670 1733
IF 4(TESTI 1760,1780,1780 A04 5680 1734
1760 JH= J +J2 -J A04 5690 1735
[F(JSINGP(NSF).NE.0) JH= J -NZERO +J1 A04 5700 1736
IF (JH-J) 1770,1180,1780 A04 5710 1737
1770 CONTINUE A04 5720 1738
C A04 5730 1739
VVINDX(JHKl) = VVINXJKl) A04 5740 1740
VVINDX(JHK,2) =-VVINDXi(JK2) A04 5750 1741
VVINDX(JHK,3) = VVINOX(J,K,3) A04 5760 1742
C A04 5770 1743
1780 CONTINUE A04 5780 1744
1790 CONTINUE A04 5790 1745
1800 CONTINUE A04 5800 1746
C A04 5810 1747
C A04 5820 1748
C A04 5830 1749
C A04 5840 1750
C ** LIFTING SURFACES A[RLOAD COEFFICIENTS * A04 5850 1751
C A04 5860 1752
DO 1830 L=1,3 A04 5870 1753
ZUNLG(LI = 0.0 A04 5880 1754
ZUMPG(L = 0.0 A04 5890 1755
ZACNG(L 0.0 A04 5900 1756
SUMLG(L) = 0.0 A04 5910 1757
SUMPG(L) = 0.0 A04 5920 1758
FACNG(L) = 0.0 A04 5930 1759
00DO 1820 4-1,2 A04 5940 1760
00DO 1810 N=1,5 A04 5950 1761
LUMLIM,N,LI = 0.0 A04 5960 1762
LUMR(MN,L) = D.C 604 59q70 1763
LUMP(M,NLI = 0.C A04 5980 1764
SULIM.N,L = O.C A04 5990 1765
SUMNIPMNL = 0.0 A04 6000 1766
1810 SUMP(MN.L| = 0.0 A04 6010 1767
1820 CONTINUE A04 6020 1768
1830 CONTINUE A04 6030 1769
C A04 6040 1770
00DO 1840 N=1,NSURF A04 6050 1771
FACN(NIl = 2.0/.INGOIN,61 A04 6060 1772
FACN(N,2) = FACNIN,I1)/WINGO(N,91 A04 6070 1773
1840 FACNIN.31 = FACN(NI)/WINGD(NI) A04 6080 1774
FACNG1) = 2.0/REFS 604 6090 1775
FACNG(2) = FACNG(II/REFC A04 6100 1776
FACNG(3) = FACNGI1I)/REFB A04 6110 1777
C A04 6120 1778
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C A04 6130 1779
C A04 6140 1780
D0 2110-NSF=NSURF1,NSURF2 A04 6150 1781
C A04 6160 1782
NM i 0 A04 6170 1783
J1 = JNI(NSFI A04 6180 1784
J2 = JN2(NSF) A04 6190 1785
K2 = KN2(NSFI A04 6200 1786
NOO = NSSO(NSF) A04 6210 1787
C A04 6220 1788
SYMGF2 = SYMGFINSFI -1.0 AO4 6230 1789
SYMGF3 = -SYMGF(NSF) +2.0 A04 6240 1790
C A04 6250 1791
DO 2100 J=J1,J2 A04 6260 1792
IF IJSINGP(NSFI.EQ.JI GO TO 2100 A04 6270 1793
C A04 6280 1794
JPl
= 
J +1 A04 6290 1795
WI = EW(J,I) 404 6300 1796
W2 = EW(JP11L) A04 6310 1797
IF(JSINGP(NSF).GT.J.AND.JNOINSF).GT.JI) W1= W2 A04 6320 1798
IFIJSINGP(NSF).GT.J.AND.JNOINSFI.GT.J1I W2= EW(Jl) A04 6330 1799
WA = EWF(NOOI A04 6340 1800
W8 = 2.0*( WI-WA ) A04 6350 1801
TEST= ABSIWI-W2) -0.1 A04 6360 1802
IF (TEST) 1860,160.1850 A04 6370 1803
1850 WA = (W1+W21/2.0 A04 6380 1804
WB = ABS( WL-W2 I A04 6390 1805
1860 CONTINUE A04 6400 1806
C A04 6410 1807
CALL CORDF(W1,Y1,XLIXTI7ZL1,EPI,CWI,CFI,CB1,TADI,TASI.RATSC,1,M21AO4 6420 1808
CALL CORDF(W2,YZ2,XL2,XT2,ZL2.EP2CW2,CF2,CB2,TAD2,TA52tRATS,M1,M2)A04 6430 1809
CALL CDRDF(WAYA,XLE,XTEZLE,EPS,CWCFCTABTAND,TASO, RATS,MI,M2)A04 6440 1810
C A04 6450 1811
TANLE= (XL2-XL1)/C.001 A04 6460 1812
TANDE= (ZL2-ZL1I/0.0001 A04 6470 1813
FOSLF= ABS(Y2-Y1)/0.0001 A04 6480 1814
IF(FOSLE.GT.0.OOCI TANLE= TANLE/FOSLE A04 6490 1815
IFIFOSLE.GT.0.OOC1) TAND = TAND/FOSLE A04 6500 1816
IF(TEST.LT.O.0 IANLE= 0.0 A04 6510 1817
IF(TEST.LT.O.0 1TAND = 0.0 A04 6520 1818
FOSLE = SQRT(1.0 * TANLE**2 A04 6530 1819
XHE = 0.5*+ XTI+KT2 -CFI-CF2 I A04 6540 1820
XHEE = 0.5*( XTI+XT2 -CBt-CB2 1 A04 6550 1821
COSD = 1.O/SQRTI 1.0 + TAND**2 ) A04 6560 1822
SIND= 1.0 A04 6570 1823
IFITAND.LT.O) SIND= -1.0 A04 6580 1824
IFICOSD.GT.O.OOOCI) SIND= TANO*COSD A04 6590 1825
CW = 0.5*( Cwl+CW2 ) A04 6600 1826
DO 1870 L=1,4 A04 6610 1827
1870 ZUMSLILI = 0.0 A04 6620 1828
C A04 6630 1829
C A04 6640 1830
DO 2040 K=1,K2 A04 6650 1831
C A04 6660 1832
NM= NM +1 A04 6670 1833
C A04 6680 1834
COS1(I)= VVINDX(IJK,1) + COSA A04 6690 1835
COSI(2)= VVINDX(JK,2) 404 6700 1836
COS1(3)= VVINDX(J,K,3) - SINA A04 6710 1837
C A04 6720 1838
DO 1980 L=1,3 A04 6730 1839
B(LI= EV(J,K,L) A04 6740 1840
1880 D(L)= EV(JP1,KLI A04 6750 1841
C A04 6760 1842
SHI = 8(12) 04 6770 1843
SH2 = 0(2) A04 6780 1844
C A04 6790 1845
CALL FLAPS(NSF,W1,SHIXTICFI,C1B,TADI, BCOS3) A04 6800 1846
CALL FLAPS(NSF,W2,SH2,XT2,CF2,CB2,TAD2, 0,COS3) A04 6810 1847
C A04 6820 1848
SUMS = 0.0 A04 6830 1849
00 1890 L=1,3 A04 6840 1850
PIL)= 0.5*( BIL + D(L) 1 A04 6850 1851
COS2(L)= DIL)-B(L) A04 6860 1852
IF(JSINGPINSF).GT.J.AND.JNO(NSF).GT.JI) COS2(LI= -COS2(L) A04 6870 1853
1890 SUMS = SUM + CS02(L)**2 A04 6880 1854
SUM8 = SQRTISUM8I 404 6890 1855
o0 1900 L=1,3 A04 6900 1856
1900 COS2(L = COS2(LI/SUMR A04 6910 1857
C A04 6920 1858
C A04 6930 1859
CALL CROSP(COSI,CCS2,COS3I A04 6940 1860
C A04 6950 1861
SLIFT= EG(JKI*SM8 A04 6960 1862
C A04 6970 1863
C A04 6990 1864
D00 1910 L=1,3 A04 6990 1865
SUMSL(LI= SLIFT*COS3(L) A04 7000 1866
ZUMSL(LI = ZUMSL(L) + SUMSL(L) A04 7010 1867
SUMLG(L)= SUMLG(L) * SUMSL(L) A04 7020 1868
SUML(1,NSF,L)= SLML(1,NSF.LI + SUMSL(LI A04 7030 1860
1910 SUML(2,NSF,LI= SLML(1.NSFLI A04 7040 1870
C A04 7050 1871
X1 = P(1) - WINGD(NSFI11) A04 7060 1872
X2 = P(21 A04 7070 1873
X3 = P(3) - WINGO(NSF,12I A04 7080 1874
C A04 7090 1875
SUMPI1,NSF,1)= SLFPII,NSFI) + I X1*SUMSLI3) -X3*SUMSL(1 I A04 7100 1876
SUMPIl,NSF,2)= SLVP(INSF,2) - I X2*SUMSL(3) -X3*SUMSL(2) I A04 7110 1877
SUMP(1,NSF,3)= SLMP(1,NSF,3) - ( X2*SUMSL(1) -XI*SUMSL(2) I A04 7120 1878
C A04 7130 1879
XI = PI1) - WINGC(1,11) A04 7140 1880
X2 = P(2) A04 7150 1881
X3 = 0(33 - WINGDOI,12) A04 7160 1882
C A04 7170 1883
SUMP(2,NSF,1)= SLMP(2,NSF,1) + ( X1*SUMSL(3) - X3*SUMSL(I1) A04 7180 1884
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SUMP2Z,NSF,21= SLMPI2,NSF,21 - I XZ*SUMSLS3I - X3*SUMSL2 I A04 7190 
1885
SUMP(2,NSF,3 SLMP(I2NSF,3) - I X2SSUMSLI) - X1*SUMSL(2 I A04 
7200 1886
A04 7210 1887
SP) - CG 04 7220 1888
X2 = P(l) - YCG A04 7230 1889
X3 = P(2) - ZCG 604 7240 1890
X3 P(3) A04 7250 1891
SUMPGII)= SUNPG(I) I XISUMSL(31 - X3*SUNSLI1 ) A04 7260 1892
SUMPG(2l= SUMPG(2) - XZtSUMSL(3) - X3SUSL(2 I 6A04 7270 
1893
SUMPG(3= SUMPG(3) - I x2*SUMSLII - Xl1SUMSLI2I 604 7280 
1894
A04 7290 1895
C A04 7380 1896
SUM8= 0.0 804 7300 1896
00 1920 L1.3 A04 7310 
1897
1920 SUM8= SU48 + SUPSL4LL**2 604 7320 
1898
SUMSL(41 SQRT(SUM8) A04 7330 
1899
no 1930 L1,63 A04 7340 1900
1930 SUMSL4LI
= 
SUMSLIL/SUMSL4) A04 7350 1901
C A04 7360 
1902
C A04 7370 1903
C 604 7380 1904
IF (EXECKII1S-1.CI 1940,20302030 04 7390 
1905
1940 IF 4IFLG(20-2) 2030,1950,1950 A04 7400 
1906
190O IF INN-t) 1960,1160.2010 604 7410 1907
1960 LIN LIN +4 604 7430 
1909
NM = 10 604 7430 1910
IF (LINX-LINI 1970,1980,1980 0 70 1910
1970 CALL PAGE A04 7450 
1911
LIN= LIN 4 A04 7460 
1912
1980 WRITE (KOUTLOSO2NSFNSURF1,NSURF2 A04 7470 1913
LIN
= 
LIN +2 A04 7480 
1914
IF (LINX-LIN) 19SC,2000,2000 A04 7490 1915
1990 CALL PAGE A04 7500 
1916
LIN- tIN .2 A04 7510 
1917
2000 WRITE (KOUT,1060) A04 7520 1918
2010 LIN= LIN 1 A04 7530 
1919
IF ILINX-LINI 1990.2020.2020 A04 7540 
1920





















AP LE 604 7630 
1929




C A04 7660 
1932
SCTS ZUMSL(II A04 7670 1932
IF(SCTS.GT.O.0O SCTS= 0.0 A04 7670 1933
SNFC = ABS4FOSLE*SCTS 6A04 7680 
1934
IF(ZUMSL(3).LT.O.0 6 SNFC- -SNFC A04 7690 1935
ZUMSL(LI= -SCTS 604 7700 1936
LUMSL42)= SCTS*TANLE A04 7710 1937207 7720 1938
LZUSLI3I
= 
SNFC 604 7730 1939
C 604 7730 
19439
Xl = Pl) - WINGONSF,11) 604 7740 1940
X2 = P(21 A04 7750 
1941
X3 = P(31 - WINGO(NSF,12) 604 7760 1942
C 
A04 7770 1943
ZUMP(I,NSFt)= ZLMP(1,NSF,1) + 4 XI*ZUMSL(3 - X3*ZUMSL(I I A04 7780 1944
ZUMPI(lNSF,21)= ZLMPIINSF,21 - XZ4ZUMSL(3) - X3*ZUMSL42I A04 7790 
1945
ZUMP(I,NSF,3)= ZLMPI.NSFt3) - ( X2*ZUNSL(I) - XILUMSLI2 I 604 7800 1946
C 
A04 7810 1947
XI = P(1l - WINGC(1,111 A04 7820 1948
X2 = P(2) A04 7830 
1949




ZUMPI2,NSF,1= UMP,NSF, I XIZUMSL(I3 X3*UMSL( I A04 7860 1952
ZUMP42,NSF,21 ZLMPI2,NSF,2 - ( X2*ZUMSL(31 X3*ZUMSL(2) 6A04 7870 1953




- XZUMSL(2 I A604 7880 1954604 7890 1955
C 604 7900 
1956
Xl P41) - XCG 604 7910 1957
X2 = P(231 - VCG 604 7920 
1958




LUMP414 ZUMPG(I) XI*ZUMSL3) - X3*ZUMSL(I1) A04 7940 1960
LUNPG(2= ZUMPG(2) - X2*ZUMSL3I.- X3*LUMSL(2) . A04 7950 1961
ZUNPG(3)= ZUMPGI3 - I X2*ZUMSL() - XI5*ZUMSL(2) I A04 7960 1962
C A604 7970 1963
00 2050 L=1,3 604 
7980 1964
ZUMLG(LI = ZUNLGILI + ZUMSL(LI 604 7990 1965
ZUML(1INSF,14= ZUML11,NSFLl + ZUMSL4LI 604 8000 
1966
2050 LUML(Z2NSFL) ZLMLI.NSF.L) A604 8010 
1967
604 8020 19683 9
IF (EXECK15)-1.Cl 2060,210C,2100 604 8040 
1970
2060 IF IIFLG(20I-2) 2100,2070,2070 A04 8050 1970
2070 LIN= LIN +2 A04 8050 
1971
IF (LINX-LINI 2080.2090.2090 604 8060 1972
2080 CALL PAGE 604 8070 
1973
GO TO 2100 A04 8080 
1974
2090 WRITE IKOUT,1O000 604 8090 
1975
WRITE IKOUT1000I 604 8100 
1976
2100 CONTINUE 604 8110 
1977
C 
6 04 8120 1978
C 
A04 8130 1979
SUMR(INSF.11 = ( SUML(INSF,1)*COSA - SUMLIINSF,3*ISINA I A04 8140 
1980
SUMR(l.NSF,2I = SUMLIINSF,2) 604 8150 
1981
SUMR(LNSF,3) - I-SULI1,NSF,3ICOSA - SUML(LNSFIL)*SINA 604 8160 1982
C 604 8170 1983
SUMR(2,NSF,I) - !LMRINSF,14 604 8180 1984
SUMR42tNSF,2) - SUMR(1.NSF,21 A04 8190 
1985
SUMR(2,NSF,31 = SUMR(INSF,3) A04 8200 1986
C A604 8210 1987
SUML(INSF,3I) -SUMLI11,NSF,3 04 8220 
1988
SUML(2,.NSF,31) -SUML1,NSF,3) A04 8230 
1989
C 404 8240 1990
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LUMP(II,NSF,I = I ZUMLI,NSF.lI*COSA - LUML(I,NSF.31*SINA I A04 8250 19Q1
ZUMRIINSF,2 = ZUML(INSF,2) A04 8260 1992
ZUMR(1,NSF,3) = (-ZUML(1,NSF,3)*COSA - ZUML(INSFl)*SINA ) A04 8270 1993
C A04 8280 1Q94
ZUMRI2,NSF,1) = IUMR(IINSFtll 404 8290 1995
ZUNPI(2NSF.2I = ZUMR(1,NSF,21 A04 8300 1996
1UMN12,NSF,31 = IUMR(r,NSF,31 A04 8310 1997
C A04 8320 1998
LUML(IINSF,3)- -ZUMLI1NSF,31 A04 8330 1999
ZUMLI2,NSF,31= -IUML(I,NSF,3) 404 8340 2000
C A04 8350 2001
2110 CONTINUE A604 8360 2002
C A04 8370 2003
C A04 8380 2004
C A04 8390 2005
DO 2130 N=NSURFItNSURF2 A04 8400 2006
C A04 8410 2007
DO 2120 L=1,3 A04 8420 2008
LUML(IZNL = ZUPLI1.N,LI*FACNII.1) A04 8430 2009
ZUMR(2,N,L = ZUMR(1,N,L)*FACN(1.1) A04 8440 2010
LUML(I1N,L) = ZUVL(I1N,LI)FACNIN,I) A04 8450 2011
LUMR(1,N,L) = ZURI11,N,L)*FACN(N,1) A04 8460 2012
SUML(2,N,L) = SUML(1,N,LI*FACN(II,1 604 8470 2013
SUMR(2,N,L) = SUMR(I.N,L)*FACN(1,1) A04 8480 2014
SUML(1INL) = SUPL(I,N,L)*FACN(N,1) A04 8490 2019
2120 SUMRPIIN,LI = SLMRII,NLI*FACN(K,1I A04 8500 2016
C A04 8510 2017
ZUMP(1INI) = ZUPP( 1,N1I*FACN(,21 A04 8520 2018
ZUMPI1,N,2) = ZUMP(1,N,21*FACNIN,3) A04 8530 2019
ZUMPI(L.N.31 = ZUMPI.N.3 *FACN(N,31 A04 8540 2020
LUMPI2,N,1) = LUP(2,N1I)*FACN(1,2) A04 8550 202L
ZUMPI2,N,2) = ZUMP2,N,21*FACN(1,31 A04 8560 2022
ZUMPI2,N,31 = ZUMPI2,N,3)*FACN(1,3) A04 8570 2023
C A604 8580 2024
SUMP(IINl) = SUMPI(,N,11*FACNIN21 A604 8590 2025
SUMP(II,N,2) = SLMP(1,N,2)*FACN(N,31 A04 8600 2026
SUMP(1,N,31 = SU8P(1,N.3)*FACN(N,3) A04 8610 2027
SUMP(2,N,I) = SUMP(2,N.I)*FACN(1,2) A04 8620 2028
SUMPI2,N,21 = SUMP(2,N,2I*FACN(1,3) A04 8630 2029
2130 SUMP(2,N,31 = SLPI2,N,31*FACN(1,3)I 04 8640 2030
C A04 8650 2031
C A04 8660 2032
00 2150 N=2,NSURF2 A04 8670 2033
DO 2140 L=1,3 A04 8680 2034
ZUML(2,1,L) = ZUML(2,1,L) ZUML(2.N,L) A04 8690 2035
ZUMRI2.1,L) = ZUMR(2,1,L) + ZUM8(2,NL) A04 8700 2036
ZUMP(2,1,L) = ZUPP(2,1,LI + ZUMP(2,N,LI A04 8710 2037
SUML(2.1,LI = SUML(2lLI + SUML+SUML2,NL) A04 8720 2038
SUMR(2,1,L) = SUOR(2,1,L) * SUMR(2,NLI A04 8730 2039
2140 SUMP(2,1.LI = SUMP(2,1,L) + SUMP(2,NL) A04 8740 2040
2150 CONTINUE A04 8750 2041
C A04 8760 2042
LUMLILNSFtLI= ZLPLILNSFLI + ZUMSLIL) A04 8770 2043
2050 ZUML(2,NSF,L- ZLML(II.NSFLI A04 8780 2044
C A04 8790 2045
IF (EXECKI1SI-I.C) 2060,210C,2100 A04 9800 2046
2060 IF (IFLGI201-21 2100,2070,2070 A04 8810 2047
2070 LIN= LIN +2 A04 8820 2048
IF (LINX-LINI 2080,2090,2090 A04 8830 2049
2080 CALL PAGE A04 8840 2050
GO TO 2100 A04 8850 2051
2090 WRITE (KOUT,10001 A04 8860 2052
WRITE (KDUT,10001 A04 8870 2053
2100 CONTINUE A04 8880 2054
C A04 8890 2055
C A04 8900 2056
SUMR(1,NSFIL = I SUML(INSF,I*COSA - SUML(INSF,31*SINA I A04 8910 2057
SUMR(1,NSF,21 = SUML(1,NSF.21 A04 8920 2058
SUMRI1,NSF,31 = (-SUMLIl,NSF,31*COSA - SUML(I,NSF,1*SINA I A04 8930 2059
C A04 8940 2060
SUMR(2.NSF,I) = SUMR(iLNSFIl A04 8950 2061
SUMR(2,NSF,21 = SUMR(1,NSF,2) A04 8960 2062
SUMR(I2,NSF,3 = LMR(I1,NSF,3) A04 8970 2063
C A04 8980 2064
SUMLII NSF,31= -SUMLII,NSF,3) A04 8990 2065
SUML(2,NSF,3)= -SUMLI1,NSF,31 A04 9000 2066
C A04 9010 2067
ZUMR(INSF,I = ( ZUMLII,NSF ,1*COSA - ZUML(I,NSF,3I*SINA I A04 9020 2068
LUMR(I NSF,2) = LUML(t1NSF,2) A04 9030 2069
/UMR(1,NSF,3) = (-ZUML(I1,SF,31*COSA - UML(INSF,1I*SINA I A04 9040 2070
C A04 9050 2071
ZUMR(2,NSF,1I = IUMR(INSFI) A04 9060 2072
LUMRI2,NSF.2) = 2UMR(1,NSF,2) A04 9070 2073
ZUMR(2,NSF,3) = JUMR(1,NSF,31 A04 9080 2074
C A04 9090 2075
ZUMLIL,NSF,3)= -2UMLI1,NSF,3) A04 9100 2076
ZUMLI2,NSF,3)= -ZIML(1,NSF,3) A04 9110 2077
C A04 9120 2078
2110 CONTINUE A04 9130 2079
C A04 9140 2080
C A04 9150 2081
C A04 9160 2082
00 2130 N=NSURFI,NSURF2 A04 9170 2083
C A04 9180 2084
DO 2120 L=1.3 404 9190 2085
ZUML(2,N,L) = ZUML(I1N,L)*FACNIIl1 A04 9200 2086
ZUMR(2,NL) = ZUMR(I,N,L)*FACN(l,1) A04 9210 2087
ZUMLIIN,L) = ZUML(1,NL)*FACNIN1) A04 9220 2088
ZUMR(I1N,L) = ZMR(I1,N,L)*FACNIN,1) A04 9230 2089
SUMLI2,N,L) = SLPL(I,NLI*FACNII,1) A04 9240 2000
SUMR(2,N,L) = SUR(1t,NLI*FACN(1,1) A04 9250 2091
SUMLIIN,L) = SUML(I1N,LI*FACNIN,1) 404 9260 2092
2120 SUMP(1,N,L) = SLR(1,N,L)*FACN(,11I A04 9270 2093
C A04 9280 2094
ZUMP(IIN,1) = ZUPP(I,N,II*FACN(t,21 A04 9290 2095
IUMPIItN,21 = ZUMP(I,N,21*FACNIN,3) A04 9300 2096
9-20
ZUMPI1.N,31 = ZUMPILN,31*FACNIN3) A04 9310 2097
ZUMPI2,NIl) = LUMPI2,Nl)*FACN(1.2) A04 9320 2098
LUMPI2,N,21 = ZUMPI2,N,21*FACNI1,3) A04 9330 2099
ZUMP(2,N,31 = ZUMP(I2N,3)*FACN(I1,3 A04 9340 2100
C A04 9350 2101
SUMPII.NI) = SUMP( 1,N,1*FACN(IN,2 A04 9360 2102
SUMPIIN,21 = SIMP(I.N,2)*FACNi(N31 A04 9370 2103
SUMPIN,3) = SUMP(I,N,31*FACN(N,3) A04 9380 2104
SUMP(2,N.1) = SUMP(2,N,L)*FACN.2) A04 9390 2105
SUMPI2,N,21 = SUMPI2,N.2*FACNIL,3) A04 9400 2106
2130 SUMP(2,N,3) = SUPPt2N,31*FACN(I,31 A04 9410 2107
C A04 9420 2108
C A04 9430 2109
00 2150 N-2,NSURF2 A04 9440 2110
00 2140 L=I1,3 604 9450 2111
ZUML(2,1,L =UL) ZUL(2,1.L+ ZUMLI2,N*Ll A04 9460 2112
ZUMR(2,1,LI = ZUMRIZ.1,LL + ZUMR(2,NL) A04 9470 2113
ZUMPZ2,1,L = ZUMP2,.ILI + ZUMP(2,N.LI A04 9480 2114
SUMLI2,1,L) = SUML(2,1,L) + SUML(2,NLI A04 9490 2115
SUMR(Z.1,L) = SMR(2,1,L) + SUMRI2,NL) A04 9500 2116
2140 SUMPI2.1.L) = SLMP(2,1,LI . SUMPI2,NLI A604 9510 2117
2150 CONTINUE 604 9520 2118
C A604 9530 2119
DO 2160 L=1.3 A04 9540 2120
ZUMLGIL)= ZUMLGILI*FACNGI1) A04 9550 2121
2160 SUMLG(L)= SUMLG(L)*FACNG(1) A04 9560 2122
ZUMLG(31= -ZUMLG(31 A04 9570 2123
SUMLG(31= -SUMLG(3) 604 9580 2124
C A04 9590 2125
ZUMPGI1I = ZUMPGI1)*FACNG(2) A04 9600 2126
ZUMPG(2) = ZUMPGI2)*FACNG(3) A04 9610 2127
ZUMPG(3) = ZUMPG(3)*FACNG(3) A04 9620 2128
C A04 9630 2129
SUMPG(I) = SUMPG(1)FACNG2I) A04 9640 2130
SUMPG(2) = SUMPG(21*FACNGI31 A04 9650 2131
SUMPG(3) = SUMPGI3)*FACNGI3) A04 9660 2132
C A04 9670 2133
ZACNGI21 = ZUMLG(I)*COSA + ZUMLGI3I*SINA A04 9680 2134
LACNG(31 = ZUMLG(2) A04 9690 2135
ZACNG()I = ZUMLG(3I*COSA - ZUMLG(1I*SINA A04 9700 2136
C A04 9710 2137
FACNG(2I = SUMLGIII*COSA + SUMLG(3)*SINA A04 9720 2138
FACNG(I3 = SUMLG(2) A04 9730 2139
FACNGII = SUMLG(3)*COSA - SUMLG41*SINA A04 9740 2140
C A04 9750 2141
C A604 9760 2142
C A04 9770 2143
C ** LIFTING SURFACES AIRLOAD SECTION COEFFICIENTS ** A04 9780 2144
C A04 9790 2145
DO 2360 NSF=NSURF1,NSURF2 604 9800 2146
C A04 9810 2147
NM = 0 A04 9820 2148
JI = JN1(NSF) A04 9830 2149
JZ - JN2(NSF) 604 9840 2150
K(2 = KN2(NSF) 604 9850 2151
NLERO = JNOINSF) 604 9860 2152
NOO = NSSO(NSFI 604 9870 2153
C A04 9880 2154
SYMGF2 = SYMGF(NSFI -1.0 A04 9890 2155
SYMGF3 = -SYMGFINSFI +2.0 A604 9900 2156
SPAN = WINGD(NSF,1I A04 9910 2157
C A604 9920 2158
n0 2330 J=NZERO,J2 A04 9930 2159
IF (JSINGPINSFI.EQ.JI GO TO 2330 A04 9940 2160
C A04 9950 2161
JPl= J +1 A04 9960 2162
NM = NM +1 A04 9970 2163
WL = EW(J.11 A04 9980 2164
W2 = FWIJPI,1I 604 9990 2165
WA = EWE(NOO A0410000 2166
W8 P 2.0*( WI-WA 60410010 2167
TEST = ABS( WI - 62 I - 0.001 A0410020 2168
IF ITESTI 2180,2180,2170 A0410030 2169
2170 WA = (WI+W2)/2.0 A0410040 2170
W8 = ABS( WI-W2 I 60410050 2171
2180 CONTINUE A0410060 2172




CALL CORDF(WA,YAXLE,XTEZLE.EPSCWCFCTABTAND,TASD, RATS,Ml,M21A0410110 2177
C A0410120 2178
TANLE = (ELEIM2)-ELE(M1II/WR A0410130 2179
FOSLE = SQRT(1.0 * TANLE**2) A0410140 2180
XHE = 0.5*1 XTI+XT2 -CF1-CF2 I A0410150 2181
XHEE = 0.5*( XT1+XT2 -CB1-C82 I A60410160 2182
COSD 1.OI/SQRT( 1.0 + TAND**2 ) A0410170 2183
S1NO= 1.0 A60410180 2184
IFITAND.LT.0 SIND= -1.0 A0410190 2185
IFICOSO.GT.0.OOOCI SIND= TANOD*COSD A0410200 2186
CW = 0.5*1 CWI+CW2 I A0410210 2187
AREA= WB*CW*( COSD*SYMGF2 + SIND*SYMGF3 I A0410220 2188
IF(AREA.LT.1.OE-tI AREA=wB*CW*( COSD*SYMGF3 + SIND*SYMGF2 ) A0410230 2189
XC04 = O.5*(XLIXL2) + 0.25*CW A0410240 2190
C A0410250 2191
SCN = 0.0 A0410260 2192
SCX = 0.0 A0410270 2193
SPM = 0.0 A0410280 2194
SCL = 0.0 A60410290 2195
SCD = 0.0 A60410300 2196
A0410310 2197
C A0410320 2198
DO 2250 K=1,K2 A0410330 2199
C A0410340 2200
COSl(l)= VVINDXIJK,11 + COSA A0410350 2201
COS1(2)= VVINDX(JK2) A60410360 2202
9-21
COSIL(3= VVINOX(J,K,31 - SINA A0410370 2203
C A0410380 2204
00 2190 L=1,3 A0410390 2205
LP3- L +3 A0410400 2206





SHL = 8(21 A0410440 2210
C A0410450 2211
CALL FLAPS(NSF,1,SHI,XT1,CFI,CB1,TAD1, BCOS3I 60410460 2212
CALL FLAPS(NSFtW2,SH2.XT2,CF2,CB2,TAD2, DCOS3 A0410470 2213
C A0410480 2214
SUMS = 0.0 A0410490 2215
00 2200 L=1.3 A0410500 2216
PILl. 0.5*( BILl + DILl I A0410510 2217
COS2IL)= DIL)-B(ILl 0410520 2218
2200 SUM8= SUM8 + COS2IL)**2 A0410530 2219
SUM8 = SQRT(SUM8I) 0410540 2220
DO 2210 L=1,3 A0410550 2221
2210 COS2(L)I COS2(LI/SUM8 A0410560 2222
C A0410570 2223
C A0410580 2224





DO 2220 L=1,3 A0410640 2230
2220 SUMSL(Ll= SLIFT*COS3(L) A0410650 2231
C A0410660 2232
C A0410670 2233
DCN = -SUMSLI31*SYMGF2 * SUMSLII)*SYMGF3 A0410680 2234
C A0410690 2235
SCN = SCN + DCN A0410700 2236
SCX = SCX + SUMSL(1I) 0410710 2237
SPM = SPM - DCN*I(P(11-XCO4)/CWI A0410720 2238
C A0410730 2239
C A0410740 2240
SUM8= 0.0 A0410750 2241
DO 2230 L=1,3 A0410760 2242
2230 SUM8= SU8 + SUMSL(L)**2 A0410770 2243
SUMSL(4)= SQRTISUM8I A0410780 2244
DO 2240 L=1,3 A0410790 2245
2240 SUMSL(Ll= SUMSL(L)/SUMSL(4) A0410800 2246
C A0410810 2247
C A0410820 2248
2250 CONTINUE A0410830 2249
C A0410840 2250
C A0410850 2251
SCN= SCN*(2.0/AREA)I 0410860 2252
SCX= SCX*(2.0/AREA) A0410870 2253
SPM- SPM*(2.0/AREAI A0410880 2254
C A0410890 2255
SCL= SYMGF2*(SCN*COSA-SCX*SINAI+SYMGF3*ISCNI A0410900 2256
SCDO SYMGF2*(SCX*SINA+SCN*SINANAISYMGF3*SCX*COSA) A0410910 2257
C A0410920 2258
SCLCOB= SCL*CW/SPAN A0410930 2259
C A0410940 2260
RY = ENIJ,1,2) A0410950 2261
8Z = ENIJ.1,3) A0410960 2262
C A0410970 2263
C A0410980 2264
IF (NM-II 2260,2260,2310 60410990 2265
2260 LIN= LIN +4 A0411000 2266
IF (LINXK-LIN) 2270C,2280,2280 A0411010 2267
2270 CALL PAGE A0411020 2268
LIN= LIN +4 A0411030 2269
2280 wRITE (KOUT,10801iSF,NSURF1,NSURF2 A0411040 2270
LIN= LIN +2 A0411050 2271
IF (LINX-LIN) 2290.230C02300 A0411060 2272
2290 CALL PAGE A0411070 2273
LIN= LIN +2 A0411080 2274
2300 WRITE (KOUTIO90) A0411090 2275
2310 LIN= LIN+I A0411100 2276
IF (LINX-LIN) 225C,2320.2320 A0411110 2277





LIN= LIN +1 A0411170 2283
C A0411180 2284
C A0411190 2285
2330 CONTINUE A0411200 2286
LIN= LIN +2 A0411210 2287
IF ILINX-LIN) 2340,2350,2350 40411220 2288
2340 CALL PAGE A0411230 2289
GO TO 2360 A0411240 2290
2350 WRITE (KOUT,10001 AO411250 2291
WRITE (KOUT,1000) A0411260 2292




C ** LIFTING SURFACES AIRLOAD SUMMARY ** 40411310 2297
C A0411320 229P
LIN = LIN + 12 A0411330 2299
C A0411340 2300
IF (LINX-LINI 237C.238C,2350 A0411350 2301
2370 CALL PAGE A0411360 2302
LIN = LIN + 12 A0411370 2303
2380 WRITE (K3UT,111OI)NSURF1NSURF2 A0411380 2304
C A0411390 2305
C 40411400 2306
DD 2410 N=1,NSURF2 A0411410 2307
C A0411420 2308
9-22
LIN = LIN - 2 A0611430 2309
IF ILINX-LINI 239C,2400.2400 A0411440 2310
23Q0 CALL PAGE A0411450 2311
LIN = LIN + 12 A0411460 2312
WRITE (KOUT,111IIOSURF1,NSURF2 A0411470 2313










2410 CONTINE A0411580 2324
C A0411590 2325
LIN = LIN + 11 A0411600 2326
IF (LINX-LIN) 2420,2430.2430 A60411610 2327
2420 CALL PAGE A0411620 2328
LIN = LIN + 11 60411630 2329















V FOR A05.105 A05 10 2345
C A05 20 2346
C A05 30 2347
SUBROUTINE ABORTJ(NOGOTEST,ITEST) A605 40 2348
C A05 50 2349
C * TRW MULTIPLE-SURFACE VORTEX-LATTICE PROGRAM - REVISED 8 AUG.72 *A605 60 2350
C * PROGRAM DEVELOPED BY A.V.GOMEZ ITRW SYSTEMS) ON JUNE-JULY 1971 *A05 70 2351
C A05 80 2352
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXA05 90 2353
C A05 100 2354
C A605 110 2355
COMMON/DATAOI/ KIN, KOUT, KTI, KT2, KT3, KREC, KFILE, LIN, LINX A05 120 2356
L ,RAD, PIE, CUTOFI, CUTOF2, DELALF, LFLAP. LDRAG, COLOCP A05 130 2357
2 ,IFLGIZO , EXECK(IS) A05 140 2358
C A05 150 2359
EQUIVALENCE ID,NI A05 160 2360
C A05 170 2361
DATA CMAK/0.90/ A05 180 2362
DATA 15/5/,I10/1C,100/100/160/60/0/25/30/ A05 190 2363
C A05 200 2364
C AS05 210 2365
1000 FORMAT(IX.//,3X,25H *** JOB ABORTED BECAUSE * A05 220 2366
1 23HNO.OF LIFTING SURFACES=,12,17H EXCEEDS FIVE ***,/,3X,6711H*l )AO5 230 2367
C A05 240 2368
1010 FORMAT(IX,//,3X,25H *** JOB ABORTED BECAUSE , A05 250 2369
2 20HNO.OF SPAN ELEMENTS=,I2,16H EXCEEDS 60 *** , /,3X,6311H*) )A05 260 2370
C A05 270 2371
1020 FORMATIIX,//,3X,25H *** JOB ABORTED BECAUSE , A05 280 2372
3 2IHNO.OF CHORD ELEMENTS=,I2,16H EXCEEDS TEN *** /le3X,65(1H*) IA05 290 2373
C A05 300 2374
1030 FORMAT(IX,//,3X,25H *** JOB ABORTED BECAUSE 6A05 310 2375
4 2QHNO.OF VORTEX MATRIX ELEMENTS=,I2,16H EXCEEDS 100 ***,/.3X.7211A05 320 2376
*H*l I A05 330 2377
C A05 340 2378
1040 FORMATIlX,//e3X.25H *** JOB ABORTED BECAUSE , A05 350 2379
5 9HMACH NO.-, F6.3, 17H EXCEEDS 0.90 ***,/, 3X, 5711H*l I ) 0 360 2380
C A05 370 2381
1050 FORMAT(IX,//,3X.25H *** JOB ABORTED BECAUSE , A05 380 2382
6 17HNO.SPAN STATIONS=,12.15H EXCEEDS 25 ***,/,3X,59(1H*) I A05 390 2383
C A05 400 2384
1060 FORMAT(IIX,//.3X25H *** JOB ABORTED BECAUSE , A05 410 2385
7 I8HND.CHORD STATIONS=,I2,15H EXCEEDS 10 ***./,3X,60(lH*I I A05 420 2386
C ADS 430 2387
1070 FORMATIIX//,3X,25H *** JOB ABORTED BECAUSE * A05 440 2388
8 20MNO.OF SPAN ELEMENTS=,12,18H NOT PERMITTED ***,/,3X,65t1H*i ) A05 450 2389
C A05 460 2390
1080 FDRMAT(IX,i/,3X,25H *** JOB ABORTED BECAUSE , A05 470 2391
9 26HNO.OF WING CHORD ELEMENTS=.I2,I8H NOT PERMITTED ***,/,3X,71(1HA05 480 2392
**I I A05 490 2393
C A05 500 2394
1090 FORMAT(lX,//,3X,25H *** JOB ABORTED BECAUSE A05D 510 2395
* 32HINPUT ERROR IN NSS FLAG, NSS(NI-11H.LT.NSSIMI=I2,4H *** A05 520 2396
* /,AX,7511H*)) ADS 530 2397
C 405 540 2398
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXAO5 550 2399
C A05 560 2400
C ADS 570 2401
C A05 590 2402
GD TO (1100,1110,1120,1130,1140,1150,1160,1170,11801190),NOGO A05 590 2403
1100 IF (II15.LT.ITEST) WRITE I(KOUTI000)ITEST A05 600 2404
IF(IS.LT.ITFST) CALL EXIT A05 610 2405
RETURN A05 620 2406
1110 IF (160.LT.ITEST) WRITE (KOUT,1IO10ITEST A05 630 2407
IF(160.LT.ITESTI CALL EXIT A05 640 2408
RETURN AS05 650 2409
1120 IF (I110.LT.TTESTI WRITE (KOUTI1020IITEST ADS05 660 2410
IFIIO.LT.ITFST) CALL EXIT A605 670 2411
9-23
RETURN A05 680 2412
1130 IF I 1100.LT.ITFSI) WRITF (KOUT.1030)ITEST A05 690 2413
IF(ILOO.LT.ITESTI CALL EXIT AO5 700 2414
RETURN 405 710 2415
1140 IF (CMAK.LT.TESTI) WRITE IKOUT,1040)TEST AO05 720 2416
IF(CMAK.LT.TEST) CALL EXIT AO5 730 2417
REFTURN A05 740 2418
1150 IF (125.LT.ITEST) WRITE (KOUT,1050IITEST A05 750 2419
IF(125.LT.ITEST) CALL EXIT 605 760 2420
RETURN 405 770 2421
1160 IF (110.LT.ITEST) WRITE (KOUT10O60)ITEST A05 780 2422
IFIIIO.LT.ITEST) CALL EXIT A05 790 2423
RETURN A05 800 2424
1170 IF IITEST.LT.0I %RITE IKOUT,1070IITEST A05 810 2425
IF(ITEST.LT.0 CALL EXIT A05 820 2426
RETURN A05 830 2427
1180 IF (ITEST.LT.0) WRITE IKOUT,1080) TEST A05 840 2428
IF(ITEST.LT.0) CALL EXIT A05 850 2429
RETURN A05 860 2430
1190 0= TEST k05 870 2431
IF (N.LE.ITFST) hRITE (KOUT,1090)NITEST A05 880 2432
IF(N.LE.ITFST) CALL FXIT A05 890 2433
RETURN 405 900 2434
C A05 910 2435
END A05 920 2436
V FOR A06,AO6 A06 10 2437
C A06 20 2438
C A06 30 2439
SUBROUTINE CORDFIWAYAXLE,XTE.ZLE,EPS,CdCF,CTB,TANDTANS,RMI,MIA06 40 2440
C AO06 50 2441
C * TRW MULTIPLE-SURFACE VORTEX-LATTICE PROGRAM - REVISED 8 AUG.T2 *A06 60 2442
C * PROGRAM DEVELOPED BY A.V.GnMEZ (TRW SYSTEMS) ON JUNE-JULY 1971 *AO06 70 2443
C A06 80 2444
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXAO 90 2445
C AO6 100 2446
COMMON/DATA02/ NWING, NFUS, NVTAIL, NSS(St NSSO(S), NCS(5) A06 110 2447
1 ,X(30), Y(30), Z(30), F130), C1301, XnCR(30), FLAPC(30),TABC(301 A06 120 2448
2 ,WSMOTH, EWE(30), ELEI30), ETE(30), EHE(30), EHEEI30) AO6 130 2449
3 ,XOC(IO,5) Z1OC(O1,301 A06 140 2450
C A06 150 2451
C A06 160 2452
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXAO6 170 2453
C A06 180 2454
C 406 190 2455
C AO6 200 2456
M= -1 A06 210 2457
NX= 30 AO06 220 2458
DO 1020 L=2,NX A06 230 2459
IF (M) 1000.1000,1020 AO06 240 2460
1000 TEST- WA - EWE(L) -0.001 A06 250 2461
IF (TEST) 1010,C10101020 A06 260 2462
1010 M=L A06 270 2463
1020 CONTINUF 406 290 2464
C A06 290 2465
IF IM-2) 1030,1040,1040 AO06 300 2466
1030 M=2 A06 310 2467
1040 MI= M-1 A06 320 2468
C AO6 330 2469
RATS=(WA-EWEIM1)II/(EWE(EW-EWEM) A06 340 2470
C A06 350 2471
XLE = ELE(MI) + RATS*I ELEIM) - ELE(MII I A06 360 2472
XTE = ETE(MI) + RATS*I ETE(M) - ETE(MI )I A06 370 2473
XHE = EHE(MI) + RATS*( EHE(MI - EHEIM11 I 406 380 2474
XHEE= EFEE(M1)+ RATS*( EHEE(MI -EHEEIMl) I 406 390 2475
EPS = EIMI) + RATS*( E(M)-E(IMl I A06 400 2476
ZLE = ZIMII + RATS*( Z(M)-Z(Mi) I A06 410 2477
CW = XTE - XLE A06 420 2478
CF = XTE - XHE A06 430 2479
CTR= XTE - XHEE AO06 440 2480
R = RATS A06 450 2481
C AO06 460 2482
OY = YIM)-Y(ML) AO6 4O0 2483
OW = EWE(M)-EWEI)I) AO6 480 2484
YA = Y(MI) * RATS*DY AO06 490 2485
TANC = 100000.0 A06 500 2486
TEST= ABS(DY) -0.001 0AO6 510 2487
C 06 520 2488
IF (TEST) 1060,1C60,1050 AO06 530 2489
1050 TANO= I(ZMII-Z())/DY A06 540 2490
1060 TANS= (X(M) C(MI*(0.25-XOCRIMII-XIM1)-C( 11)*0.25-XOCRIMIIl)/DW A06 550 2491
C A06 560 2492
RETURN AO06 570 2493
C XXXXXX b06 580 2494
C A06 590 2495
END 806 600 2496
V FOR 407,AC7 AO7 O1 2497
C A07 20 2498
C A07 30 2499
SUBROUTINE CAMBFR(NSFNK,MI,R2,RATS,FPS,XLECW, XFZFI A07 40 2500
C 607 50 2501
C * TRW MULTIPLE-SLRFACE VORTEX-LATTICF PROGRAM - REVISED 8 AUG.72 *A07 60 2502
C * PROGRAM DEVELOPED BY A.V.GOMEZ (TRW SYSTEMS) ON JUNE-JULY 1971 *AT0 70 2503
C A07 80 2504
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXA07 90 2505
C A07 100 2506
nIMENSION ZOCYI(CI A07 110 2507
C A07 120 2508
COMMON/DATA01/ KIN, KOUT, KT1, KT2, KT3, KREC, KFILE, LIN, LINX A07 130 2509
1 ,RAD, PIE, CUTOFI, :UTOF2, DELALF, LFLAP, LORAG, COLOCP A07 140 2510
2 ,IFLG(20), EXECK(15) A07 150 2511
9-24
C A07 160 2512
CDMMON/DATA02/ NlING, NFUS, NVTAIL, NSS(51, NSSO(5)t NCS(5) AOT 170 2513
1 .X(30), YI30., Z(30), E(301, Ci301, XOCRI301, FLAPC(30,TABCI30) A07 180 2514
2 ,WSMOTH, EWE(30). ELE(30), ETE(301, EHE(30), EHEE(301 A07 190 2515
3 ,XOCi(10.5), OC(10,303 A07 200 2516
C A07 210 2517
C XX XX XXxXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXxA07 220 2518
C A07 230 2519
C A07 240 2520
C A07 250 2521
C A07 260 2522
IF(CW.LE.1.OE-41 RETURN A07 270 2523
Dno 1000 L=I,NK A07 280 2524
1000 ZOCY(L)= ZOC(LMI) + RATS*(ZOC(L,M21-ZOC(Lt,M1) A07 290 2525
C AOT 300 2526
XOCREF = XOCR(IMI ) RATS*IXOCR(IM2I-XOCRIII) A07 310 2527
TANE = TAN(FPS/RADI A07 320 2528
XDCT = (XF-XLEI/CW A07 330 2529
C AO7 340 2530
N2 = -1 A07 350 2531
DO 1030 L=2,NK A07 360 2532
IF (N2) 1010.1010,1030 A07 370 2533
1010 TEST= XOCT - XOCILNSF) - 0.001 A07 380 2534
IF ITEST) 1020.1020,1030 A07 390 2535
1020 N2=L A07 400 2536
1030 CONTINUE AO07 410 2537
IF (N2-LI 1040,1C40,1050 A07 420 2538
1040 N2= 2 A07 430 2539
1050 NL= N2-1 A07 440 2540
C A07 450 2541
RAT = (XOCT - XOC(NlNSF))/(XOC(N2,NSFI-XOC(NL,NSFI) A07 460 2542
DELZ= CW( ZOCY(NII + RAT*( ZOCY(NZI-ZOCY(N1 I I AO7 470 2543
C A07 480 2544
ZF = ZF + DELZ + TANE*( XF - XLE - CW*XOCREF I A07 490 2545
C A07 500 2546
RETURN A07 510 2547
C A07 520 2548
END A07 530 2549
V FOR AOB,A08 A08 10 2550
C A08 20 2551
C AO8 30 2552
SUBROUTINE FLAPSINSF,WA,SHEK,XTF,CFCTAB.TAND, PCOSN) A08 40 2553
C A08 50 2554
C * TRW MULTIPLE-SURFACE VORTEX-LATTICE PROGRAM - REVISED 8 AUG.72 *A08 60 2555
C * PROGRAM DEVELOPED BY A.V.GOMEZ (TRW SYSTEMS) ON JUNE-JULY 1971 *A08 70 2556
C A08 80 2557
C XXXXXxXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXA08 90 2558
C A08 100 2559
REAL NOAIL,NOGO AO8 110 2560
DIMENSION P(3), COSN(3) A08 120 2561
C AO8 L30 2562
C A08 140 2563
COMMON/DATAO1/ KIh KOUT, KTI, KT2, KT3, KREC, KFILE, LIN, LINX A08 150 2564
1 ,RAO, PIE, CUTOFI, CUTDF2, DELALF, LFLAP, LDRAG, COLOCP A08 160 2565
2 ,IFLGI20), EXECK(15) 08 170 2566
C AOS 180 2567
COMMON/DATA02/ NING, NFUS, NVTAIL, NSS(51, NSSO(5), NCS(5) A08 190 2568
1 X(30 Y(3(3030) (3030 (30 , E(301, C30), XOCR(301, FLAPC(301,TABC(30) A08 200 2569
2 ,WSMOTH, EWE(30I, ELE(30), ETE(30), EHE(30), EHEE(30) A08 210 2570
3 ,XOC(10,51, ZOC10,30) A08 220 2571
C AO8 230 2572
COMMON/OATAO3/FLAPDJ(51.TABDJISI,AILDJ(2,51,DELTFI1(5),ELTF2(5) A08 240 2573
1 ,WFFIL(51, WFFL2(5, WFF21(51, WFF22(5), WFF3115) A08 250 2574
2 ,WFLAP1451, WFLAP215), WFLAP315) AO8 260 2575
C A08 270 2576
C XXXXXXXXXXXxXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXA08 280 2577
C A08 290 2578
C AO8 300 2579
C A08 310 2580
N= NSF A08 320 2581
N10
= 
NSF +10 AO8 330 2582
NOFLAP = IFLGINLO) A08 340 2583
IF(NOFLAP.LT.11 NOFLAP. I A08 350 2584
NOTAB = NOFLAP - I A08 360 2585
C A08 370 2586
C 408 380 2587
IF (NOFLAP) 1310,1310,1000 A08 30O 2588
1000 XFLAP = Pill - ( XTE - CF I A08 400 2589
XTAB = PI(1 - ( XTE - CTAB I A08 410 2590
IF (XFLAPI 1310,1310,1010 A08 420 2591
1010 CONTINUE A08 430 2592
C AO8 440 2593
C A08 450 2594
COSD = 1.OI/SQRTI1.0+TAND**2) A08 460 2595
SINC = TAND*COSD A08 470 2596
C A08 480 2597
COSX = COSN()l A08 490 2598
COSY = CDSN2I)*CCSD - COSN(31*SIND A08 500 2599
COSZ = COSN(3)*CCSD + COSNI2I*SIND A08 510 2600
C AO8 520 2601
FLAPD = FLAPDJIN) A08 530 2602
TABO = TABDJ(N) 408 540 2603
AILD = AILDJ(1IN) A08 550 2604
SIGN = 1.0 A08 560 2605
C AOB 570 2606
IF (SHEK) 1020,1C30,1030 A08 580 2607
1020 SIGN = -1.0 AOB 590 2608
AILD = AILDJ(2,N) A08 600 2609
1030 CONTINUE A08 610 2610
NOAIL = ABSIAILDI - 0.1 A08 620 2611
C ADOB 630 2612
C A08 640 2613
DFLAP= 0.0 A08 650 2614
9-25
OAILO= 0.0 A08 660 2615
DTAB = 0.0 A08 670 2616
C AOS 680 2617
NO = NSSOINI A08 690 2618
YA = WA - EWEINO) A08 700 2619
WFF32 = WFF31(NI + WFF22IN)-WFF21(NI 408 710 2620
C AOB8 720 2621
TST11 = YA - WFFII(N) A08 730 2622
TST12 = YA - WFFL2(N) AO8 740 2623
TST21 = YA - WF21(N) 408 750 2624
TST22 = YA - WFF22(N) A08 760 2625
TST31 = YA - WFF31(N) AOB 770 2626
TST32 = YA - WFF32 A08 780 2627
C A08 790 2628
C A08 800 2629
IF (NOFLAPI 1120,1120,1040 A08 810 2630
1040 IF (WFLAPI(NI)I ICe,1080,1050 A08 820 2631
1050 IF (TSTtll 1120,1120,1060 A08 830 2632
1060 IF (TSTI2) 1070,1080,1080 AO8 840 2633
1070 SMF = 0.5*( 1.0 + SIN( PIE*(TSTII/IDLTFI(NI -0.51 I I A08 850 2634
DFLAP = SMF*FLAPO A08 860 2635
OTAB = SMF*TABD AO8 870 2636
GO TO 1120 408 880 2637
1080 IF I(TST21) 1090,1C90,1100 408 890 2638
1000 SMF = 1.0 A08 900 2639
DFLAP = SMF*FLAPC AO8 910 2640
OTAB = SMF*TA8O 408 920 2641
GO TO 1120 A08 930 2642
1100 IF ITST221 1110,1120,1120 408 940 2643
1110 SMF = 0.5*( 1.0 + SIN( PIE*(TST21/DFLTF2(NI +0.51 I AO8 950 2644
DFLAP = SMF*FLAPO A08 960 2645
DTAB = SMF*TABD A08 970 2646
C A08 980 2647
C 408 990 2648
1120 IF INOAIL) 1210,1210,1130 A08 1000 2649
1130 SMF = 1.0 AO 1010 2650
DAILD = SMF*AILD A08 1020 2651
1140 IF (TST2II 1150,1150,1160 A08 1030 2652
1150 SMF = 0.0 A08 1040 2653
DAILD = SMF*AILD 408 1050 2654
GO TO 1210 A08 1060 2655
1160 IF (TST22) 1170,1180,1180 408 1070 2656
1170 SMF = 0.5+( 1.0 + SINt PIE*(TST21/DELTF2IN) -0.51 1 I 408 1090 2657
0AILD = SMF*AILD A08 1090 2658
Gf TO 1210 A08 1100 2659
1180 IF (TST311 1210,1190,1190 A08 1110 2660
1100 IF (TST32) 1200,1150,1150 A08 1120 2661
1200 S4F = 0.5*( 1.0 + SINI PIE*ITST31/DELTF2INI +0.51 I I AOB 1130 2662
OAILD = SMF*AILOD 08 1140 2663
C A08 1150 2664
1210 CONTINUE 408 1160 2665
C A08 1170 2666
C A08 1180 2667
IF (XTABI 1260,1220,1220 AO8 1190 2668
1220 NOG = ABS( 0TABI -0.1 A08 1200 2669
IF INOGO) 1260,1230,1230 A08 1210 2670
1230 TANF = TAN( OTA8/RAD I AO 1220 2671
COSF = I.O/SQRT(I.0+TANF**2I AO 1230 2672
SINF = TANF*COSF A08 1240 2673
04OR = XTAB*SINF AO8 1250 2674
C AO8 1260 2675
XCOS = COSX*COSF - COSZ*SINF A08 1270 2676
ZCOS = COSZ*COSF + COSX*SINF A08 1280 2677
C AO 1290 2678
COSX = XCOS A08 1300 2679
COSZ = /COS A08 1310 2680
C AO 1320 2681
IF (LFLAPI 1240,1240.1250 A08 1330 2682
1240 Pill = Pi1) - XTAB*(.0O-COSF) A08 1340 2683
P(2I = P(2I + ODNR*SIND A08 1350 2684
P(3) = P(3) + DNCR*COSOD 08 1360 2685
1250 CONTINU A08 1370 2686
C AO 1380 2687
C AO8 1390 2688
1260 NOGO = ABS( OFLAP + DAILD) - 0.1 A08 1400 2689
IF (NOGO) 1300,1300,1270 A08 1410 2690
1270 TANF = TAN( (DFLAP + DAILD I/RAC I AOS 1420 2691
COSF = L.O/SQRT(1.0 +TANF**21 A08 1430 2692
SINF = TANF*COSF AO8 1440 2693
DNOR = XFLAP*SINF A08 1450 2694
C A08 1460 2605
XCOS = COSX*COSF - CnSZ*SINF AOB 1470 2696
ZCOS = COSZ*COSF + COSX*SINF 808 1480 2697
C A08 1490 2698
COSX = XCOS A08 1500 26Q9
COSZ = ZCOS AO8 1510 2700
C A08 1520 2701
IF (LFLAP) 1280,1280,1290 A08 1530 2702
1280 P(ll = PII - XFLAP*(I.O-COSF)I 08 1540 2703
*(2) = P21) + DNOR*SIND A08 1550 2704
P13 = P(3) + ONOR*COSD A08 1560 2705
1290 CONTINUE A08 1570 2706
C 408 1580 2707
C A08 1590 2708
1300 CONTINUE A08 1600 2709
C A08 1610 2710
COSN(I) = COSX A08 1620 2711
COSN(2) = C'SY*CCSD + COSZ*SIND A08 1630 2712
COSN3) = COSZ*CCSO - COSY*SIND A08 1640 2713
C 408 1650 2714
C 08 1660 2715
1310 RETURN AO8 1670 2716
C A08 1680 2717
END AO8 1690 2718
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CALL ROTATE( XLE,ZLE, ZERC,ZERO, PHIP, ZERO,ZERO, XLE,ZLE I All 200 2819
CALL ROTATE( YLE,XLF, ZEROZLERO, PHIP, ZERO,ZERO, YLF,XLE I All 210 2820
CALL ROTATE( YLE,ZLE, ZERC,ZERO, PHIQ. ZERO,ZERO, YLE,ZLE I A11 220 2821
C All 230 2822
RETURN All 240 2823
C XXXxxX All 250 2824
C All 260 2825
END All 270 2826
V FOR Al2,A12 A12 10 2827
C A12 20 2828
C A12 30 2829
SUBROUTINE ROTATE( XIY XOYO. PHI, XF,YF, XTYT ) Al2 40 2830
C A12 50 2831
C * TRW MULTIPLE-SURFACE VORTEX-LATTICE PROGRAM - REVISED 8 AUG.72 *A12 60 2832
C * PROGRAM DEVELOPED BY A.V.GOMEZ (TRW SYSTEMS) ON JUNE-JULY 1971 *A12 70 2833
C Al2 80 2834
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXA12 90 2835
C A12 100 2836
XS = X-XD A12 110 2837
VS = Y-YO A12 120 2838
RHO= SQRT( XS**2 + YS**2) A12 130 2839
ERROR= 0.0001 A12 140 2840
TESTX= ARS(XSI-ERROR 412 150 2841
TESTY= ABSIYS)-EQROR A12 160 2842
IF (TESTX) 1000,ICOO,1030 A12 170 2843
1000 IF (TESTYI 1010,1010,1020 A612 180 2844
1010 ZET= 0.0 A12 190 2845
GO TO LLO1 A12 200 2846
1020 ZET= 1.570795*(YS/ABS(YSI) - XS/YS A12 210 2847
GO TO 1110 AL62 220 2848
1030 ZET= ABS(YS/XS) A12 230 2849
IF (TESTYI 1050,IC50,1040 A12 240 2850
1040 ZET=ATAN(LETI A612 250 2951
1050 CONTINUE A12 260 2852
IF (XSI 1070,1060,1060 A612 270 2853
1060 IF YS 1100,1110,1110 61AI2 280 2854
1070 IF (YSI 1090,.0C1080 A12 290 2855
1080 ZET= 3.14159 - ZET A612 300 2856
GO TO 1110 A612 310 2857
1090 ZET= 3.14159 ZET A612 320 2858
GO TO 1110 A12 330 2850
1100 ZET= 6.28318 - LET A612 340 2860
1110 CONTINUE A12 350 2861
ZPP
= 
PHI + ZFT 612 360 2862
XR = RHO*COS(ZPPI A612 370 2863
YR = RHO*SINZPPI A612 380 2864
XT= XF + XR A12 390 2865
YT= YF . YR A12 400 2866
C A12 410 2867
RETURN A612 420 2868
C XXXXXX A12 430 2869
C A612 440 2870
END 412 450 2871
V FOR A13,A13 A613 10 2872
C A613 20 2873
C A13 30 2874
SUBROUTINE VORTE)(PBD.TANAGAMA, VIVCOSI A613 40 2875
C A613 50 2876
C * TRW MULTIPLE-SURFACE VORTEX-LATTICE PR3GRAM - REVISED 8 AUG.72 *A13 60 2877
C * PRnGRAM DEVELOPED BY A.V.GOMEZ (TPW SYSTEMSI ON JUNE-JULY 1971 *A13 70 2878
C A13 80 2879
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIIXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XA3 90 2880
C A613 100 2881
DIMENSION P 31, (3),01(3) A13 110 2882
DIMENSION COS1(3 ,COS2(3),COS3(3), X(3),4(31,VCOS(3) A13 120 2883
DIMENSION G(3) A613 130 2884
C A13 140 2885
COMMON/DATAOI/ KIN, KOUT, KTI, KT2, KT3, KREC, KFILE, LIN, LINX A13 150 2886
1 ,RAD, PIE, CUTOFI, CUTOF2t DELALF, LFLAP, LORAG, COLOCP A613 160 2887
2 ,IFLG(20), EXECK(15) A13 170 2888
C A13 180 2889
NAMELIST/DBUGV1/P,B,D,TANAGAMAPSIF,VCCS A13 190 2890
NAMELIST/DBUGV2/PSIF,VCOS A613 200 2891
NAMFLIST/DBUGV3/PSIFtVCOS 413 210 2892
C A13 220 2893
1000 FORMATIIX,//,XlI A13 230 2894
C A613 240 2895
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXA13 250 2896
C A613 260 2897
C A613 270 2898
C A613 280 2899
NOTE= IFLG(2O) - 8 413 290 2900
TANAS= TANA**2 A613 300 2901
COSA= 1.0 - TANAS/2.0 A13 310 2902
IF (TANAS-0.0001) 1020,1010,1010 A613 320 2903
1010 COSA= 1.0/SQRT(TANAS1.0I A613 330 2904
1020 SINA= COSA*TANA A613 340 2905
C A13 350 2906
SCALE= SQRTI(D(II-B(llI**2+(0(2)-8(
2 1)**2+(D(3 )-BI 3 ))** 2I A13 360 2907
DO 1030 K=1,3 A613 370 2908
X(K)= (P(K)-0.5*4((K)+D(K))/SCALE A13 380 2909
A1K)= (0.5*((K)-B(KI))/SCALE A613 390 2910
1030 VCOSIKI= 0.0 A13 400 2911
C A613 410 2912
C 613 420 2913
C A13 430 2914
C * SEGMENT INF-A-8 * A13 440 2915
C A13 490 2916
HS = TANA*( X(1)+ (ill) A13 460 2917
C 613 470 2918
9-28
HS1 = IX(11+A(1I)**2 + H5**2 A13 480 2919
HS2 = IX(21+A(21)**2 + (X(3)+A(3I-H5l**2 A13 490 2920
HS3 = (X(1+A(lII**2 + IX(21+A(21)**2 + (X131A(31)*
0
2 A13 500 2921
Hi = SORT(HSII A13 510 2922
H2 = SORT(HSZ)I 13 520 2923
C A13 530 2924
COSG= 0.0 A13 540 2925
SING= 1.0 A13 550 2926
TEST = CUTOF1 - HI 13 560 2927
C A13 570 2928
IF (TEST) 1040,1C50,1050 A13 580 2929
1040 CDSG= (HS3-H1-H-HS2)/2.0*HI*HZI 13 590 2930
SING= SQRT(ABSI.0-COSG**2)) A13 600 2931
1050 CONTINUE 413 610 2932
C 813 620 2933
R = H2* SING A13 630 2934
H4 = H2*COSG A13 640 2935
SH14= HI+H4 813 650 2936
C 813 660 2937
PSIF
= ( 1.0 +SH14/SQRT(SH14**2+R**2) I/R 813 670 2938
C 813 680 2939
COSIIII = COSA 813 690 2940
COSI(2) = 0.0 A13 700 2941
COS1(3 = SINA A13 710 2942
COS21) = I X(1)*Atl1-SH14*COSA )/R A13 720 2943
C3S2(2) = I I(21+A(2) )/R A13 730 2944
COS243) = I X(3)+A(3)-SH14*SINA I/R A13 740 2945
C A13 750 2946
CALL CROSP( COS1,COS2,C053) A13 760 2947
C A13 T770 2948
00 1060 K=1.3 A13 780 2949
1060 VCOS(Kl
= 
PSIF*CCS3(IKI 13 790 2950
C 813 800 2951
IF (NOTEI 1080,1070,1070 At3 810 2952
1070 WRITE (KOUT,1000) A13 820 2953
WRITE (KOUT,DBUG1l A13 830 2954
1080 CONTINUE A13 840 2955
C A13 850 2956
C A13 860 2957
C A13 870 2958
C * SEGMENT D-E-INF * A13 880 2959
C A13 890 2960
H5 = TANA*(X(1)-A(Ill A13 900 2961
C A13 910 2962
HSI = (xII(-AII**2 + H5**2 A13 920 2963
HS2 = (X(23-A(21)**2 + (X(31-A(33-H51**2 A13 930 2964
HS3 = (X(I)-A(II3)**2 (X(2I-A(2)3**2 + (X(3)-A(331**2 A13 940 2965
HI = SORTIHSI) A13 950 2966
H2 = SQRTIHS2)I 13 960 2967
C A13 970 2968
COSG= 0.0 413 980 2969
SING
= 
1.0 A13 990 2970
TEST - CUTOFI - HL A13 1000 2971
C A13 1010 2972
IF (TEST) 1090,1100.1100 A13 1020 2973
1090 COSG= (HS3-HS1-HS2)/(2.0*H1*H2) A13 1030 2974
SING= SQRT(ABS(I.0-COSG**2)1 A13 1040 2975
1100 CONTINUE A13 1050 2976
C A13 1060 
2977
R = H2*SING A13 1070 2978
H4 = H2*COSG A13 1080 2979
SH14- HI.H4 A13 1090 2980
C A13 1100 
2981
PSIF= (-1.0 -SH14/SQRTISHI4**2+R**21 I/R A13 1110 2982
C A13 1120 
2983
COSI(1) COSA A13 1130 2984
COSI(2)C 0.0 A13 1140 2985
C0S1(3)= SINA A13 1150 2986
COS2(1=. ( XI3-A(1)-SH14*COS )/R A13 1160 2987
COS2(2)= (IX(21-A(2 ) /R A13 1170 2988
COS2(31= I X(3)-A(3A-SH14*SINA +R A13 1180 2989
C A13 1190 
2990
CALL CROSPICOSI,CS2.COS3) A13 1200 2991
C A13 1210 2Q92
DO 1110 K-1,3 A13 1220 2993
1110 VCOS(K= VCOS(K) + PSIF*COS3IK) A13 1230 2Q94
C A13 1240 2995
IF (NOTE) 1130,1120,1120 813 1250 2996
1120 WRITE (KOUTDBUGN21 A13 1260 2997
1130 CONTINUE A13 1270 2998
C A13 1280 2999
C A13 1290 3000
C A13 1300 
3001
C * SEGMENT 8-C-D * A13 1310 
3002
C A13 1320 
3003
HS1 = 4.0*1 A(11 2 + A121*42 + A(314*2 I A13 1330 3004
HS2 = (XII1-A(II3**2 + (XI2I-A(2))t*2 + (X(33-A(31)**2 A13 1340 3005
HS3 = (XI11+A(1b*2 + (X(ZIA(Z2)1**t2 + (X(31)+A(3))**2 A13 1350 3006
HI = SIORT(HSI) A13 1360 3007
HZ = SORTIHS2I A13 1370 3008
C A13 1380 3009
COSG= (HS3-HSI-HS2)/(2.0*H*H2l A13 1390 3010
SING= SORTIABS(1.0-COSG*21 I A13 1400 3011
PSIF- 0.0 A13 1410 3012
TEST = ABSISINGI - UTOF2 A13 1420 3013
C A13 1430 
3014
IF (TEST) 1170,1170,1140 A13 1440 3015
1140 CONTINUE A13 1450 3016
C A13 1460 3017
R = H2*SING A3 1470 3018
C A13 1480 3019
TEST = R/HI - IO.C*CUTOF1 A13 1490 3020
IF (TEST) 1170.1170,1150 A13 1500 3021
1150 CONTINUE A13 1510 3022
C A13 1520 3023
RS = R**2 A13 1530 3024
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H4 = H2*COSG A613 1540 3025
SH14= HI+H4 613 1550 3026
TI= 1.0 + 2.0*H4/H1 A13 1560 3027
C A13 1570 3028
PSIF= (SH14/SQRT(SH14**2+RS) 
-H4/SQRT(H4**2+RS)I/R A13 1580 3029
C A13 1590 3030
no 1160 K=1.3 A13 1600 3031
G(Kl= AIKI*TI A13 1610 3032
COSIIKI= (G(K)-(K)II/R A13 1620 3033
1160 C3S2(KI -2.0*41K)/H A13 1630 3034
C A613 1640 3035
CALL CROSP(COSI,CCS2,COS3) A13 1650 3036
C A613 1660 3037
1170 CONTINUE A613 1670 3038
C A13 1680 3039
V2= 0.0 A13 1690 3040
C A613 1700 3041
O0 11RO K=1,3 A613 1710 3042
VCOS(K)= VCOSIK) + PSIF*COS3(K) A13 1720 3043
11O V2= V2 + VCOSK)**2 A613 1730 3044
C A613 1740 3045
IF (NOTE) 1200,1150,1190 A13 1750 3046
1190 WRITE (KOUT,DBUG63) A13 1760 3047
LIN= LINX - 10 A13 1770 3048
1200 CONTINUE A13 1780 3049
C A13 1790 3050
VI= SQRT(V2) A13 1800 3051
no00 1210 K=1,3 A613 1810 3052
1210 VCOS(K)= VCOSKI/VI A613 1820 3053
C A613 1830 3054
VI= VI*(GAMA/SCALE) A13 1840 3055
C A13 1850 3056
RETURN A613 1860 3057
C XXXXXX A613 1870 3058
C A613 1880 3059
END A13 1890 3060
V FOR AL4,AI4 A14 10 3061
C A14 20 3062
C A14 30 3063
SUBROUTINE OMATIKIA,N,DETERMI A14 40 3064
C A14 50 3065
C MATRIX INVERSION %ITH ACCOMPANYING SOLUTION OF LINEAR EQUATIONS A14 60 3066
C * VERSION 2 ROUTINE (DOUBLE PRECISSION-LANGLEY MATINV SUBROUTINEI * A14 70 3067
C A14 80 3068
C * TRW MULTIPLE-SLRFACE VORTEX-LATTICE PROGRAM - REVISED 8 AUG.72 *A14 90 3069
C * PROGRAM DEVELOPED BY A.V.GOMEZ (TRW SYSTEMS) ON JUNE-JULY 1971 *A14 100 3070
C A14 110 3071
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXxXXXXXXXA14 120 3072
C A14 130 3073
DOUBLE PRECISION RIR2,DETERM,AMAX,TtSWAP,PIVOT, OTI A14 140 3074
DOUBLE PRECISION 1A100,1001, 8(1,11 A14 150 3075
DIMENSION IPIVOT(100I)INDEX(100,2) A14 160 3076
EQUIVALENCE (IRO,JROWI, (ICOLURJCOLUM), (AMAX, T, SWAP) A14 170 3077
M= 0 A614 180 3078
C A614 190 3079
C XXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXA14 200 3080
C A614 210 3081
C Al4 220 3082
C A614 230 3083
C INITIALIZATION A14 240 3084
C A14 250 3085
1000 ISCALE=O 414 260 3086
1010 PL = I.E36 A14 270 3087
1020 R2=1.0/RI A614 280 3088
1030 DETERM=1.0 A14 290 3089
1040 on 1050 J=I,N A14 300 3090
1050 IPIVnT(J)=O A14 310 3091
1060 D00 1630 I=I,N 614 320 3092
C A14 330 3093
C SEARCH FR PIVOT ELEMENT A614 340 3094
C A14 350 3095
1070 AMAX=O.0 A14 360 3096
1080 00 1170 J=1,N A114 370 3097
1090 IF (IPIVOTIJ)-1 1100,1170,1100 A14 380 3098
1100 no 1160 K=1,N A614 390 3099
1110 IF IIPIVOT(K)-L) 1120,1160,1750 A614 400 3100
1120 IF (OARSIAMAX)-OABSI(AJ,K)) 1130,1160,1160 614 410 3101
1130 IROW=J A14 420 3102
1140 ICULUM=K A14 430 31031150 AMAX=AiJ,Ki Al4 440 3104
1160 CONTINUE A614 450 3105
1170 CONTINUE A14 460 3106
IF (AMAX) L00,1180,1100 A14 470 3107
1180 DETERM=0.O A614 480 3108
ISCALE=O A14 490 3109
Go TO 1750 A614 500 3110
C xxxAxx A14 510 3111
C A14 520 3112
C A14 530 3113
1190 IPIVOTICOLUM)=IPIVOT(IICOLUMI+1 614 540 3114
C A14 550 3115
C INTERCHANGE ROWS TO PUT PIVOT ELEMENT ON DIAGONAL 614 560 3116
C A14 570 3117
1200 IF IIROW-ICOLUM 1210,1310,1210 A14 580 3118
1210 DETEPM=-DETERM A14 590 3119
1220 D00 1250 L=I,N A14 600 3120
1230 SWAP=A(IROW,L) A14 610 3121
1240 A(IROW,L)=AIICOLLR,L) A14 620 3122
1250 A ICOLUM,L)=SWAP A14 630 3123
C 614 640 3124
C At614 650 3125
1260 IF (M) 1310,1310,1270 A614 660 3126
1270 On 1300 L=1,M A14 670 3127
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1280 SWAP=BIIROW,Ll A14 680 3128
1290 BI IROW,LI)BIICOLLPL 614 690 3129
1300 B(ICOLUMLI=SWAP A14 700 3130
1310 INDEX(IlI)=TROW A14 710 3131
1320 INDEX(I,21=ICOLUM A14 720 3132
1330 PIVOT=A(ICOLUMICCLUM) A14 730 3133
IF (PIVOT) 1340,1180,1340 A14 740 3134
C A14 750 3135
C SCALE THE OETERMINANT A14 760 3136
C A614 770 3137
1340 PIVOTI=PIVOT AL4 780 3138
1350 IF (DABS(DETERMI-RII 1380.1360,1360 Al4 790 3139
1360 DETERM=OETERM/R1 A14 800 3140
ISCALE=ISCALE+1 A14 810 3141
IF IDARS(DETERMI-R1) 1410,1370,1370 A14 820 3142
1370 DETERM=DETERM/RI A14 830 3143
ISCALE=ISCALE+1 A14 840 3144
GO TO 1410 AL4 850 3145
1380 IF (DABSIDETERMI-R21 1390,1390.410 A14 860 3146
1390 OETERM=DETERM*RI A14 870 3147
ISCALE=ISCALE-1 A14 880 3148
IF (OABSIDETERMI-R2) 1400.1400,1410 A14 890 3149
1400 DETERM=DETERM*R1 A14 900 3150
ISCALE=ISCALE-1 A614 910 3151
1410 IF (DABS(PIVOTI)-R1I 1440,1420,1420 A14 920 3152
1420 PIVOTI=PIVOTI/RL A14 930 3153
ISCALESC SCALE+1 614 940 3154
IF (OABS(PIVOTII-RtI 1470.1430,1430 A14 950 3155
1430 PIVOTI=PIVOTI/R1 A14 960 3156
ISCALF=ISCALE+1 A14 970 3157
GO TO 1470 A614 980 3158
1440 IF IDABS(PIVOTI)-RZ) 1450,1450,1470 A14 990 3159
1450 PIVOTI=PIVOTI*RI A14 1000 3160
ISCALE=ISCALE-I A14 1010 3161
IF (DARS(PIVOTII-R21 1460,1460,1470 A614 1020 3162
1460 PIVOTI=PIVOTIRI A14 1030 3163
ISCALE=ISCALE-1 A14 1040 3164
1470 DETERM=DETERM*PIVOTI A14 1050 3165
C A614 1060 3166
C DIVIDE PIVOT ROW BY PIVOT ELEMENT A14 1070 3167
C A14 1080 3168
1480 A( ICOLUM,ICOLUM)=.0 A614 1090 3169
1490 DO 1500 L=1,N A14 1100 3170
1500 A( ICOLUM,LI=A(ICCLUM,LI/PIVOT A14 1110 3171
C A14 1120 3172
C A14 1130 3173
1510 IF (MI 1540,1540,1520 A14 1140 3174
1520 D00 1530 L=1,M A14 1150 3175
1530 B(ICOLUMLI)=BIICCLUM,LI/PIVOT A14 1160 3176
C A614 1170 3177
C REDUCE NON-PIVOT ROWS A14 1180 3178
C A14 1190 3179
1540 00 1630 LI-1,N A14 1200 3180
1550 IF (LL-ICOLUMI 1560,1630.1560 614 1210 3181
1560 T=AILLIEOLUMI A14 1220 3182
1570 A(LI,ICOLUMI=0.0 A14 1230 3183
1580 DO 1590 L=,N A614 1240 3184
1500 A(LI,L)=(L1I,LI-A(ICOLUM.L*T A614 1250 3185
C 614 1260 3186
C A14 1270 3187
1600 IF (M) 1630,1630,1610 A614 1280 3188
1610 00 1620 L=,M A614 1290 3189
1620 B(L1,LI=BIL1,L)-BIICOLUM,LI*T A14 1300 3190
1630 CONTINUE A614 1310 3191
C A614 1320 3192
C INTERCHANGE COLUMNS A614 1330 3193
C A614 1340 3194
1640 DO 1740 11,N A14 1350 3195
1650 L=N+1-I A14 1360 3196
1660 IF IINDEX(L.1)-INDEX(L,2)I 1670,1740,1670 A14 1370 3197
1670 JROW=INDEX(L,11 A14 1380 3198
1680 JCOLUM=INOEX(L,21 A14 1390 3199
1690 D00 1730 K=1,N A14 1400 3200
1700 SWAP=A(K,JPOWI A14 1410 3201
1710 A(K,JROWI=A(K,JCOLUMI A14 1420 3202
1720 A(KJCOLUM)=SWAP A14 1430 3203
1730 CONTINUE A14 1440 3204
1740 CONTINUE A14 1450 3205
1750 RETURN A14 1460 3206
C XXXXXKX A614 1470 3207
C A614 1480 3208
END A14 1490 3209
V FOR AI5,A5 A615 10 3210
C A615 20 3211
C A15 30 3212
SUBROUTINE DOTPIA,B,C) A615 40 3213
C 615 50 3214
C * TRW MULTIPLE-SLRFACE VORTEX-LATTICE PROGRAM - REVISED 8 AUG.7T2 *A15 60 3215
C * PROGRAM DEVELOPED BY A.V.GOMEZ (TRW SYSTEMS) ON JUNE-JULY 1971 *A15 70 3216
C A15 80 3217
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXAs5 90 3218
C A615 100 3219
DIMENSION A(3),8(3) 615 110 3220
C= Atl)*B(1)1 A(2)*B(21) A(3)*8131 A15 120 3221
C A15 130 3222
RETURN A15 140 3223
C XXXXXX A15 150 3224
C 615 160 3225
END AI15 170 3226
V FOR AL6,A6 A16 10 3227
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C 416 20 3228
C A416 30 3229
SUBROUTINE CROSPI A.R,C) 416 40 3230
C 416 50 3231
C * TRW MULTIPLE-SLRFACE VORTEX-LATTICE PROGRAM - REVISED 8 AUG.72 *A16 60 3232
C * PROGRAM DEVELOPED BY A.V.GOMEZ ITRW SYSTEMSI ON JUNE-JULY 1971 *Al6 70 3233
C A16 90 3234
C XXXXXXXXKXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXxXXXKXXXAI 90 3235
C A16 100 3236
DIMENSION A(3).8(3),C(31 A16 110 3237
C A416 120 3238C(1)= A(21*8(3) - A43)*82) A16 130 3239
C(21= A(3*B(1) - A(1)*8(3) A16 140 3240
C(31= A(11*B(2) - AI2)*8(1) A16 150 3241
C A16 160 3242
RETURN 416 170 3243
C XXXxxx A16 180 3244
C A16 190 3245
END A416 200 3246
V FOR A17,TA7 A17 10 3247
C A17 20 3248
C A17 30 3249
SUBROUTINE PAGE A17 40 3250
C A17 50 3251
C * TRW MULTIPLE-SURFACE VORTEX-LATTICE PROGRAM - REVISED 8 AUG.72 *A17 60 3252
C * PROGRAM DEVELOPED BY A.V.GOMEZ (TRW SYSTEMS) ON JUNE-JULY 1971 *A17 70 3253
C A17 80 3254
C xxXX XXXXXXXxxXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXxxXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXA17 90 3255
C A17 100 3256
DIMENSION AILRDX(2) A17 110 3257
C A17 120 3258
COMMON/DATAOO/ TITLE1411, ALFAO, LHO, CMAK 417 130 3259
C A17 140 3260
COMMON/DATAO1/ KI,. KOUT. KTI, KT2, KT3, KREC, KFILE. LIN, LINK A17 150 3261
1 ,RAD, PIE, CUTOFI, 2UTOF2, DELALF, LFLAPt LORAG, COLOCP A17 160 3262
2 ,IFLG(20, EXECKIIS) A17 170 3263
C A17 180 3264
C A17 190 3265
1000 FOPMAT(7OHIJOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16417 200 3266
1 17 18 19 20 ,9A6,6H PAGE,/, 417 210 3267
2 2X,5HVALUE,LX,2013, 7X,5HALFA=,F6.2,9H MACHNO=,F6.4,IIH ALTITUDA17 220 3268
3F=,F6.2, 7X,14,/#,1X) 417 230 3269
C A17 240 3270
C A17 250 3271
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXX X XXA 260 3272
C 417 270 3273
C A17 280 3274
IF (NSTU-19711 IC10,1020,1010 A417 290 3275
1010 NSTU= 1971 A417 300 3276
FLAPDX = 0.0 A17 310 3277
AILROX()= 0.0 A17 320 3278
AILRDX(2 =I 0.0 A17 330 3279
NP= 0 417 340 3280
1020 NP= NP+I A17 350 3281
WRITE (KOUTO000)(TITLE(II,I=1,91,tIFLG(II,I=1,20,ALFAOCMAKZHO,A17 360 3282
*NP A17 370 3283
LIN= 5 417 380 3284
C A17 390 3285
RETURN A17 400 3286
C XXXXXX A17 410 3287
C 417 420 3288
END A17 430 3289
V FOR Al8,A18 418 10 3290
C A18 20 3291
C Al8 30 3292
C MAIN ROUTINE A18 40 3293
C TEST MATRIX INVERSION A18 50 3294
C A18 60 3295
C * TPRW MULTIPLE-SURFACE VORTEX-LATTICE PROGRAM - REVISED 8 AUG.72 *Al8 70 3296
C * PROGRAM DFVEL1PED BY A.V.GnMEZ (TRW SYSTEMS) ON JUNE-JULY 1971 *ALB 80 3297
C Al8 90 3298
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXxXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXA 100 3299
C A18 110 3300
DOURLE PRECISION DELTA,AMAT(60,60),CMAT(60,601 A19 120 3301
DOUBLE PRECISION EMAT(1001001 418 130 3302
C A18 140 3303
1000 FORMAT((IOXIS9.2FI4.4 I I A18 150 3304
1010 FORMAT( 1X,/,1X A 18 160 3305
1020 9ORMAT((1OX,5(IPE14.6 1) 418 170 3306
C Al48 180 3307
C XX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX X X XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXA18 190 3308
C AI8 200 3309
C AI1 210 3310
C A18 220 3311
NOR= 5 A41 230 3312
C A19 240 3313
AMAT(1,1) = 1.032 Al8 250 3314
AMAT(I,21 = 7.865 A18 260 3315
AMAT(1,3) = 3.218 A18 270 3316
AMAT(1,41 = 3.031 A418 280 3317
AMAT(I,5) = 10.32 A18 290 3318
AMAT(2,11 = 7.68 A18 300 3319
AMAT(2,2) = -6.39 418 310 3320
AMAT(2,3) = 8.90C 418 320 3321
AMAT(2,41 = -1.01 A18 330 3322
AMAT(2,53 = 9.69C A18 340 3323
AMAT(3,11 = 3.03C A18 350 3324
AMAT(3,2) = -3.3 A18 360 3325
4MAT(313) = -11.67 A18 370 3326
AMAT(3,41 = 4.19C 418 380 3327
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AMAT(3,5) = -3.60 A18 390 3328
AMAT(4,1) = -2.93 Ale 400 3329
AMAT(4,21 = 5.67C A18 410 3330
AMAT(4,3) = 8.323 A18 420 3331
AMAT(4,4) = 9.073 A18 430 3332
AMAT(4,5) = 0.0378 A18 440 3333
AMAT(5,1) = -. 0S78 A18 450 3334
AMAT(5,21 = 7.103 A18 460 3335
AMATI53) = 9.992 A18 470 3336
AMAT(5,41) 0.978 A18 480 3337
AMAT(5,5) = 15.14 A18 490 3338
C AI8 500 3339
DO 1040 J=I,NOR A18 510 3340
DO 1030 K=1,NIR A18 520 3341
1030 BMAT(JK)- AMATIJ,K) A18 530 3342
1040 CONTINUE A18 540 3343
C AIB 550 3344
CALL DMATIN(BMAT,NOR,DELTA) Al8 560 3345
C A18 570 3346
DO 1070 K=I,NOR A18 580 3347
DO 1060 J=1,NOR A18 590 3348
CMATIJ,(K) 0.0 AIB 600 3349
00 1050 L=L,NOR A18 610 3350
1050 CMAT(JK)= CMAT(J,K) + AMAT(JL)*BMAT(L,K A18 620 3351
1060 CONTINUE A18 630 3352
1070 CONTINUE AL8 640 3353
C A16 650 3354
CALL PAGE Al8 660 3355
WR ITE 16,10201((AVRATIJ,KI J=I,NCRI,K=1,NDRI AlB 670 3356
WRITE (6,1010) A18 680 3357
WRITE (6,10201((IBAT(J,K),J=1,NCRIK=1,NORI A18 690 3358
WRITE (6,10101 A18 700 3359
WRITE (6,1020)((CMAT(J,KI,J=1NOR)I,K=1,NOR) A18 710 3360
WRITE (6,10101 A18 720 3361
WRITE (6,10101) A18 730 3362
WRITE (6,10201DELTA A18 740 3363
STOP A18 750 3364
END A18 760 3365
V FOR 801BOBO 601 10 3366
C R01 20 3367
C 801 30 3368
C 801 40 3369
C * MAIN ROUTINE WING /WING LIFT PROGRAM HAOIOBIREVISED 15 MARCH 71 *801 50 3370
C BOL 60 3371
C * THEORY AND PROGRAF DEVELOPED BY ANTULIO V. GOMEZ,STAFF ENGINEER * 801 70 3372
C * TRW SYSTEMS GROUP, DIVISION OF TRW INC.t HOUSTON, TEXAS - 77058 * 801 80 3373
C * VERSION 2 ROUTINE (DOUBLE PRECISSION-LANGLEY MATINV SUBROUTINE) * BOL 90 3374
C 801 100 3375
C * TRW MULTIPLE-SURFACE VORTEX-LATTICE PROGRAM - REVISED 8 AUG.72 *801 110 3376
C * PROGRAM DEVELOPED BY A.V.GOMEZ (TRW SYSTEMS) ON MARCH-MAY 1971 *801 120 3377
C BOL 130 3378
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXIXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXx XXXXXXXXXXXXROI 140 3379
C 801 150 3380
REAL MACHN(IO 801 160 3381
DIMENSION COMMTS(421 801 170 3382
DIMENSION YSPAN(42) 801 180 3383
DIMENSION WCL(21),ALFA(2O1,HEIGHTI1O) 801 190 3384
DIMENSION FLAPD(101, AILRND(2,10) B01 200 3385
DIMENSION FLAPDJ(10), AILDJ(2,10) 801 210 3386
C B01 220 3387
COMMON/OATAOO/NSTL ,ALFAO ,CMAK ,ZHO eFLAPDX,AILRDXI2) 801 230 3388
* ,TITLE(141 ,STORE(14) 801 240 3389
C 801 250 3390
COMMON/DATAOI/KIK ,KOUT ,KT1 ,KT2 ,LINEX ,LINES 801 260 3391
C 801 270 3392
COMMON/DATAO2/IFLG(151 ,EXECK(SI5 ,RAD ,PIE 801 280 3393
C 801 290 3394
COMMON/DATAO3/NYS .NCS ,XOCREF,XIIO) ,Y(10) ,Z(10) .E(10) 801 300 3395
* ,C(10) ,ZOC(I10 101 ,XOCI(OI 801 310 3396
C B01 320 3397
COMMON/DATA04/YFLAPI,YFLAP2,FLAPC 801 330 3398
* ,YAILRN,AILRNC,WSMOTH 801 340 3399
C 801 350 3400
COMMON/0ATA06/YFFL1,YFF 12YFF21 ,FF22YFF31,YFF32 ,DELTFIDELTF2 801 360 3401
* ,NOFLAP,NOAILR 801 370 3402
C 801 380 3403
COMMON/DATAOT7/LFLAPLDRAG,CUTOFI~CUTOF2 801 390 3404
C 801 400 3405
EQUIVALENCE (LIN,LINFXI,(NSSNYS) ,(XOCRXOCREF) 801 410 3406
EQUIVALENCE (WFLAPLYFLAP1),IWFLAP2,YFLAP2I,IWFLAP3,YAILRI) 801 420 3407
EQUIVALENCE (FLAPDJFLAPDI,(AILDJAILRND) 801 430 3408
C 801 440 3409
C 801 450 3410
NAMELIST/INPUT/ KOUT, KTI, KT2, KT3, LINX, COLOCP, 801 460 3411
1 CUTnFI, CUTOF2, LFLAP, LDRAG, PMECF, DELALF, 801 470 3412
2 NSS, NCS, X, Y, Z, E, C, xOC, ZOC, XCCR, 801 480 3413
3 WFLAPI,WFLAP2,WFLAP3,FLAPC, WSPOTH, YSPANt 801 490 3414
4 NJOB. NJOBL, ALFA, MACHN, HEIGHT, FLAPDJ, AILDJ, WCL, CLEANF, 801 500 3415
5 IFLG 801 510 3416
C 801 520 3417
DATA TEST/6H SENDJ/ 801 530 3418
DATA NJOR/1/ NJOBL/20/, ALFA/20*0.0/ BOL 540 3419
DATA WCL/1.0, -0.4,-0.3,-0.2,-0.1,0.0,0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5,0.6, 801 550 3420
S 0.8,0.9,1.0,t.1.1.2,1.3,1.4,1.5,1.6/ BOL 560 3421
DATA MACHN/IO0*0.0/, HEIGHT/10*10000.0/ 801 570 3422
DATA AILRND/20*0.0/, FLAPD/10*0.0/ BOL 580 3423
DATA PMECF/1.O/, COLOCP/0.75/, CLEANF/0.0035/, DELALF/1.0/ 801 590 3424
C 801 600 3425
C 801 610 3426
1000 FORMATI 3A6,A21 801 620 3427
C 801 630 3428
O1010 FORMAT(//,IX,14H**** JOB TIME=,14,16H / ELAPSED TIME=,I4, BOL 640 3429
1 17H / NJ.PLOT FILES=,I4,35H / ISURF EXEC. VERSION 6-18-72 ****, 801 650 3430
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2 //,5X,471?H**I,/.15Xt,472H**) 801 660 3431
C BOL 670 3432
1020 FORMATIIHI , 0X,35H*** JfBS INPUT LIST-CONTINUED ****,I/<1 I 801 680 3433
1030 FORMAT(IX,13A6,A2) 801 690 3434
1040 FORMAT(IX,11H7 XCT ISURF) 801 700 3435
C 801 710 3436
1040 FDRMAT(1HI,I//,///l29X, 801 720 3437
I 53HSUBSONIC-FLO1 LIFTING SURFACE ANALYSIS PROGRAM HA0108,//,37X. 801 730 3438
2 36HTRW SYSTEMS INC., HOUSTON OPERATIONS,/1,44X, 801 740 3439
3 22HHOUSTON, TEXAS 1770581,///,16X, 801 750 3440
4 25H**** JOBS INPUT LIST ****,/ IX I 801 760 3441
C 801 770 3442
C BOL 780 3443
C XXXXXXXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxKxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxX8OI 790 3444
C 801 800 3445
C R01 810 3446
CALL BLKOAT 801 820 3447
REWIND KT1 ROL 830 3448
WRITE (KOUT,1050) 801 840 3449
WRITE (KOUT,10501 801 850 3450
WRITE (KOUT1040) 801 860 3451
LINES= 15 801 870 3452
1060 REAC (KIN,000I(STORFII),I=I,
1 4
) BOL 880 3453
WRITE (KTL,I000I(STORE(I),I=I,14) 801 890 3454
IF (LINEX-LINESI 1070,1080,1080 801 900 3455
1070 WRITE IK3UT,1020) 801 910 3456
LINES= 3 801 920 3457
100PO LINES= LINFS+I 801 930 3458
WRITE (KOUT,10301STOREI),11,1t) 801 940 3459
C 801 950 3460
IF ISTORE(II.NE.TESTI GO TO 1060 801 960 3461
END FILE KT1 8OL 970 3462
REWIND KTL 801 980 3463
wRITF (KOUT,1040) 801 990 3464
C 501 1000 3465
NCOMT=-I 801 1010 3466
NCALCP=-1 801 1020 3467
ISUM = 0.0 B01 1030 3468
CALL RESFT O81 1040 3469
C R01 1050 3470
C 801 1060 3471
1090 REAC (KTI,1000IITITLEIII 1=1,14) 801 1070 3472
IF(TITLE(1I.EQ.TEST) CALL EXIT 801 1080 3473
IF (NCOMT)I IOC,1100,1110 8OL 1090 3474
1100 READ (KTI,1000)(COMMTSII),I=1,42) 801 1100 3475
1110 NCOMT= 1 501 1110 3476
READ (KTIINPUT) 801 1120 3477
ALFAO= 1.OF+10 BOL 1130 3478
ZHO = 1.0E+10 801 1140 3479
FXECKI1O)= CLEANF 801 1150 3480
EXECK(III= COLOCP 801 1160 3481
FXECK( 121= DELALF 801 1170 3482
EXECK(13)= PMECF 801 1180 3483
IPLOTK= IFLG12) IFLG(131 + IFLGI(14 - I B01 1190 3484
C 801 1200 3485
IF INCAL:P) 1120,1120,114C 801 1210 3486
1120 NCALCP= I B01 1220 3487
IF (IPLO
T
K) 1140,1130,1130 RO 1230 3488
1130 REWIND KT2 801 1240 3489
IFLG(IS1= 0 801 1250 3490
1140 CONTINUE 801 1260 3491
C 801 1270 3492
C 801 1280 3493
CALL PAGF 801 1290 3494
WRITE (KUTINPUT) 801 1300 3495
C BOL 1310 3496
ITEST=70-IIFLGI6I*IFLGI3))/(2-IFLG(1II 801 1320 3497
IF (ITEST) 1150,1160,1160 801 1330 3498
1150 IFLGI31= 70*(2-IFLG(iI)/IFLG(6) 801 1340 3499
1160 IFLGX3= 21*(2/(IFLG(1)+1)I 801 1350 3500
IF (IFLGx3-IFLG(3)) 1170,1180,1180 801 1360 3501
1170 IFLG(31= IFLGX3 801 1370 3502
1180 CONTINUE BO1 1380 3503
C OI1 1390 3504
AILRDX(II = AILRKD(1,) + AILPND(I,2) 801 1400 3505
AILRDX(2) = AILRND(2,1) + AILRND(2,2) B01 1410 3506
FLAPOX= FLAPD(II + FLAPD(21 801 1420 3507
C 801 1430 3508
N3AILR = 0 R01 1440 3509
NOFLAP= 0 801 1450 3510
IFLGIl)= 0 8OL 1460 3511
UTEST= ABSI AILRCXI() - AILROXI2) I -0.5 801 1470 3512
C 801 1480 3513
IF (UTEST) 1200,1200,1190 BOI 1490 3514
1190 IFLG1II= 1 R01 1500 3515
NOAILP= 2 801 1510 3516
1200 IF (FLAPOX) 1210,1220,1210 801 1520 3517
1210 NnFLAP = 2 801 1530 3518
1220 NOFLPX= VNFLAP + NOAILP 301 1540 3519
IF (NOFLPXI 1290,120,1230 801 1550 3520
1230 IF (TFLG5I11 124C,1240,1250 801 1560 3521
1240 IFLG(5= 1 801 1570 3522
1250 IF (IFLGI 6)-l) 1260,126C,1270 801 1590 3523
1260 IFLG(6)= 2 801 1590 3524
1270 IF (IFLG(I2-5) 1290,1280,1290 BOL 1600 3525
1280 IFLG(2)= 4 BOL 1610 3526
1290 CONTINUF 801 1620 3527
C 801 1630 3528
AILRD(11) = 0.0 801 1640 352
Q
AILROXI2) = 0.0 801 1650 3530
FLAPDX= 0.0 O8 1660 3531
NJnRs= NJORL+1 501 1670 3532
C 801 1680 3533
C 801 1690 3534
CALL LOFT(YSPANI 801 1700 3535
C 801 1710 3536
9-34
C 801 1720 3537
D0 1360 N=1,NJOB B01 1730 3538
C 801 1740 3539
ALFAD= ALFAINI 801 1750 3540
HEICT= HFIGHTIN) 801 1760 3541
ALFAO
= 
ALFAD 801 1770 3542
ZHO = HFIGT 801 1780 3543
CMAK = 0.0 BO1 1790 3544
EXECK(i)= 1.0 801 1800 3545
IF (IACHNINI-O.q5) 1300,1300,1310 801 1810 3546
1300 CMAK = MACHN(N) 801 1820 3547
EXECKi(l= SQRTIl.0-CMAK**2) B01 1830 3548
1310 FLAPDX= FLAPDIN) 801 1840 3549
AILRDX(I
= 
AILRND(1,NI BOL 1850 3550
AILROX(2)= AILRNDI2,N) 801 1860 3551
C 801 1870 3552
CALL DLIFT(ALFADHEIGT) 801 1880 3553
C 801 1890 3554
C 801 1900 3555
IF (IFLGIB8-1I 1330,1320,1320 B01 1910 3556
1320 CALL DLINERIALFACHEIGTALFAWCLNJOBX) 801 1920 3557
1330 CONTINUE 801 1930 3558
C 801 1940 3559
CALL TIMF(IMS) B01 1950 3560
IS= IMS/L000 801 1960 3561
ISJB= IS-ISUM B01 1970 3562
ISUM= IS BOl 1980 3563
C B01 1990 3564
LINES= LINES +6 801 2000 3565
IF (LINEX-LINES) 1340,1350.1350 801 2010 3566
1340 CALL PAGE 801 2020 3567
1350 WRITE (KOUT,1010IO SJB,IS,IFLGII5) 801 2030 3568
LINES= LINES + LINEX 801 2040 3569
C 801 2050 3570
1360 CONTINUE B01 2060 3571
C 801 2070 3572
GO TO OqO190 801 2080 3573
C 801 2090 3574
C 801 2100 3575
END 801 2110 3576
V FOR 802,802 B02 10 3577
C 802 20 3578
C B02 30 3579
C 802 40 3580
SUBROUTINE 8LKDAT 802 50 3581
C 802 60 3582
C * TRW MULTIPLE-SLRFACE VORTEX-LATTICE PROGRAM - REVISED 8 AUG.72 *802 70 3583
C * PROGRAM DFVELOPED RY A.V.GOMEZ (TRW SYSTEMS) ON MARCH-MAY 1971 *802 80 3584
C 802 90 3585
C XxXXXXXXXXXXXXXXxXXxXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXxXXXXXXX8X02 100 3586
C 802 110 3587
COMMnN/DATAOO/NSTL ,ALFAO ,CMAK ,ZHO ,FLAPDX,AILRDX(2I 802 120 3588
* ,TITLE(141 ,STORE(14) 802 .130 3589
C 802 140 3590
COMMON/OATAOL/KIN ,KOUT ,KTI tKT2 ,LINEX ,LINES B02 150 3591
C 802 160 3592
COMMON/OATAO2/IFLG(15) ,EXECK(151) RAD ,PIE 802 170 3593
C 802 180 3594
COMMON/DATAO3/NYS ,NCS ,XOCREF,X(OI ,YI101 .(10) E(I10) 802 190 3595
* ,C(10 ,1ZOC10 ,10) ,XOC(LO) 602 200 3596
C 802 210 3597
COMMON/DATA04/YFLAP1,YFLAP2.FLAPC 802 220 3598
* ,YAILRN,AILRNCWSMCTH 802 230 3599
C 802 240 3600
COMMON/DATAOS/WINGD(15) ,FY(42,101 ,EC(42,101 ,ES(42,10I R02 250 3601
*,EYEIIO) ELEI10) ,ETEIIO) ,EHE(10 ,EG(42,10) 802 260 3602
*,EN(42,10,6) ,FV442,10,6) ,VVINDX(42,10,3) 802 270 3603
C 802 280 3604
COMMON/OATAO6/YFF11,YFF12,YFF21,YFF22,YFF31,YFF32,DELTFIDELTF2 802 290 3605
* ,NOFLAP,NOAILR 802 300 3606
C 802 310 3607
COMMON/DATA07/LFLAPLDRAGCUTOFI,CUTOF2 802 320 3608
C 802 330 3609
C 502 340 3610
DATA NSTU/1/, ALFAO/0.0/, CMAK/O.0/, ZHO/O10000.0/,FLAPDX/0.0/ 802 350 3611
* AILRDX/2*0.O/ 802 360 3612
C 802 370 3613
DATA KIN/5/, KOU1/6/, KT1/1/, KT2/8/, LINEX/56/, LINES/IO/ 802 380 3614
C 802 390 3615
DATA IFLG/0,O100,0,0,1,00,0,1,5*O/, EXECK/15*0.0/, RA/0157.29578/,02 400 3616
* PIE/3.14159/ 802 410 3617
C 802 420 3618
DATA NYS/2/,NCS/2/,XOCRFF/0.25/,X/10*0.0/,Y/0.0,100.0,8*1000.0/, 802 430 3619
* Z/10*0.0/,F/10*0.0/,C/10*100.0/,ZOC/100O*0.0/,XOC/0.0,1.0,8*O.O/ 802 440 3620
C 802 450 3621
DATA YFLAPI/0.0/, YFLAP2/0.6/, FLAPC/0.3/, YAILRN/1.3/, AILRNC/.3/802 460 3622
*, WSMOTH/0.20/ 802 470 3623
C 802 480 3624
DATA LFLAP/0/, LDRAG/O/, CUTOF/0.0001/, CUTOF2/0.0029/ B02 490 3625




C 802 520 3628
RETURN 802 530 3629
C 802 540 3630
END 802 550 3631
V FOR R03,803 803 10 3632
C 803 20 3633
C 803 30 3634
C 803 40 3635
SUBROUTINE LOFT(VSPAN) 803 50 3636
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YFF22= YFF21 + DELTF2 803 1120 3743
YFF32 = YFF31 + OELTF2 803 1130 3744
C 803 1140 3745
NY1= NYS-1 B03 1150 3746
NY2= NYS+I 803 1160 3747
Y(NY2)= YINYS) + 0.20*(YNYSI-Y(NYI 803 1170 3748
RAT=(Y(NY2)-Y(NYIII/IY(NYS-(NYINYI 803 1180 3749
X(NY2)= X(NYS| + RAT*I X(NYS) - X(NY1)) 803 1190 3750
Z(NY2I= Z(NYS) + RATS( Z(NYS) - Z(NYI) 803 1200 3751
F(NY2)= F(NYS) + RAT*( F(NYS) - E(NYII) 803 1210 3752
C(NY2)= CINYS) + RAT*( C(NYS) - C(NY1)) 803 1220 3753
DO 1180 L=1,NCS 803 1230 3754
1180 ZOC(LNY2) = ZOC(LNYS) + RAT*( ZOC(LNYS) - ZOC(LNYI) I 803 1240 3755
C 803 1250 3756
L= NCS 803 1260 3757
L1= L-1 803 1270 3758
L2= L+1 803 1280 3759
NCSPI= L2 803 1290 3760
XOC(L21= XOCIL) + 0.10IOXOCIL)-XOC(LI1) 803 1300 3761
RAT-= XOC(L21-XCCIL) )/ XOC(L)-XOC(L1) I 803 1310 3762
DO0 1190 N=1,NY2 803 1320 3763
1190 ZOCIL2,N)= ZOCtL,N + RAT*( ZOC(L,NI-ZOCILI,N) ) 803 1330 3764
C 803 1340 3765
C 803 1350 3766
C 803 1360 3767
C * CALCULATE SPAN FUNCTIONS * 803 1370 3768
C 803 1380 3769
NSPV= IFLG(31 803 1390 3770
NSPS= NSPV . 1 803 1400 3771
NDIS= IFLGI21 803 1410 3772
IFLAG= IFLG(4) B03 1420 3773
C 803 1430 3774
CALL SPANI(IFLAGNSPSNDISSPAN, YSPANI 803 1440 3775
C 803 1450 3776
00 1220 L=1,NY2 803 1460 3777
EYE(LI= Y(L) 803 1470 3778
FLEIL)= X(L) - XOCREF*C(L) 803 1480 3779
ETE(L)= ELEILI + C(LI 803 1490 3780
CF = FLAPC 803 1500 3781
IF (FLAPC-0.8) 1200,1200,1210 803 1510 3782
1200 CF = CF*C(Ll 803 1520 3783
1210 EHE(L)= ETE(L) - CF 803 1530 3784
1220 CONTINUE 803 1540 3785
C 803 1550 3786
C 803 1560 3787
C 803 1570 3788
C 803 1580 3789
C * CALCULATE CHORD FUNCTIONS * B03 1590 3790
C 803 1600 3791
IFLAG= IFLG(7) 803 1610 3792
NCV = IFLG(6) 803 1620 3793
NDIS = IFLG(5) 803 1630 3794
NOFLPX = NOFLAP + NOAILR 803 1640 3795
C 803 1650 3796
IF (NOFLPXI 1240,1240,1230 803 1660 3797
1230 NCV = NCV -1 803 1670 3798
NDIS= NDIS-1 803 1680 3799
1240 CONTINUE 803 1690 3800
C 803 1700 3801
CALL CHORDI(IFLAGNCVNDIS, XV.XNXC) 803 1710 3802
C 603 1720 3803
DO 1280 J=1,NSPS 803 1730 3804
C . 803 1740 3805
YF= YSPAN(JI 803 1750 3806
C 803 1760 3807
CALL CHORDT(YF,XLE,XCO4.XTEXHE,CW,CFI 803 1770 3808
C 803 1780 3809
IF (NOFLPX) 1260,1260,1250 803 1790 3810
1250 CW= CW-CF 803 1800 3811
1260 CONTINUE 803 1810 3812
C 803 1820 3813
00 1270 L=I1NCV 803 1830 3814
EC(J,Ll= XLE + XC(L)*CW 803 1840 3815
EY(J,L= YF 803 1850 3816
EV(JL,1t)= XLE + XV(L)*CW 803 1860 3817
EVIJ,L.2)= YF 803 1870 3818
EV(JLt3)= 0.0 803 1880 3819
ENIJLI)= XLE + XN(LI*CW 803 1890 3820
EN(J,L,2)= YF 803 1900 3821
1270 EN(JL,31=  0.0 803 1910 3822
C 803 1920 3823
1280 CONTINUE 803 1930 3824
C 803 1940 3825
C 803 1950 3826
IF (NOFLPXI 1310,1310,1290 803 1960 3827
1290 CONTINUE 803 1970 3828
C 803 1980 3829
NCV= NCV + 1 803 1990 3830
C 803 2000 3831
DO 1300 J=1,NSPS 803 2010 3832
YF= YSPAN(JI 803 2020 3833
C 503 2030 3834
CALL CHORDT(YFXLE,XC04,XTEXHE,CWCF) 803 2040 3835
C B03 2050 3836
EY(JNCVI= YF 803 2060 3837
EC(JNCVI = XTE 803 2070 3838
EV(J,NCV,11= XHE + 0.25*CF 803 2080 3839
EVtJ,NCV,21= YF 803 2090 3840
EV(JNCV,31) 0.0 803 2100 3841
EN(J,NCV,1I= XHE + 0.75*CF 803 2110 3842
EN(JNCV,2)= YF 803 2120 3843
1300 EN(J,NCV,3)= 0.C B03 2130 3844
C 803 2140 3845
1310 CONTINUE 803 2150 3846
C 803 2160 3847
C B03 2170 3848
9-37
NCVPI = NCV +1 803 2180 3849
C 803 2190 3850
00 1370 J=INSPS 803 2200 3851
J2= J+1 803 2210 3852
YF= YSPANIJ) 803 2220 3853
C 803 2230 3854
CALL CHORDTIYFXLE,XCO4.XTE,XHECWCFI 803 2240 3855
C 803 2250 3856
IF IJ-NSPSI 1320.L340.1340 803 2260 3857
1320 CONTINUE 803 2270 3858
00 1330 K=1,NCV 803 2280 3859
1330 EY(JKl
= 
EY(J2,KI-EYIJK) 803 2290 3860
1340 CONTINUE 803 2300 3861
C 803 2310 3862
EVIJ,NCVPI,1) = XTE 803 2320 3863
EV(J,NCVPI,2) = VF 803 2330 3864
EV(JNCVP1,3) = 0.0 803 2340 3865
EC(J,NCVPI) = 0.0 803 2350 3866
C 803 2360 3867
00 1350 K=1,NCV 803 2370 3868
1350 EC(JK)I= EC(JKI-XLE 803 2380 3869
00 1360 L=2,NCV 803 2390 3870
K= NCV +2 -L 803 2400 3871
KI= K-i 803 2410 3872
1360 FCIJ,KI= EC(JKI-EC(J,KII 803 2420 3873
C 803 2430 3874
1370 CONTINUE 803 2440 3875
C 803 2450 3876
C 803 2460 3877
DO 1390 J=1,NSPV 803 2470 3878
J2= J+1 803 2480 3879
00 1380 K=1,NCV 803 2490 3880
EC(J,K)= 0.5*(EC(JKI+EC(J2,Kl) 803 2500 3881
1380 ES(JKI= EC(JKIE*Y(JKI 803 2510 3882
1390 CONTINUE 803 2520 3883
C 903 2530 3884
C 803 2540 3885
C 803 2550 3886
C * CALCULATE AIRFOIL SECTION CAMBER 803 2560 3887
C * CALCULATE GEOMETRIC TWIST * 803 2570 3888
C 803 2500 3889
00 1580 J=1NSPS 803 2590 3890
C 803 2600 3891
YF= YSPAN(JI 803 2610 3892
YA= ABS(YFI 803 2620 3893
C 803 2630 3894
M= -1 803 2640 3895
DO 1420 L=2,NY2 803 2650 3896
IF (MI 1400,1400.1420 003 2660 3897
1400 TEST= YA - Y(L 803 2670 38Q98
IF (TFST) 1410,1410,1420 B03 2680 3899
1410 M= L 803 2690 3900
1420 CONTINUE 803 2700 3901
Mt= M-1 803 2710 3902
IF (1M) 1430,1430,1440 803 2720 3903
1430 Ml= 1 803 2730 3904
M= 2 803 2740 3905
1440 PAT= (YA-Y(MIIl/IY(MI-Y(|I)) 803 2750 3906
C 303 2760 3907
TANFPS= E(MII + RAT*( EI1I-E(MIl I 803 2770 3908
TANEPS= TAN(TANEPS/RAODI 03 2780 3909
DELTAZ= ZIMI) + RATS( Z(M)-ZtM1) I 803 2790 3910
C 803 2800 3911
DO 1450 L=1,NCSPI 803 2810 3912
1450 ZOCY(Ll= ZOC(L,MI) + RAT* ZOC(L,M) - ZOCILMi) I 803 2820 3913
C 803 2830 3914
CALL CHORDT(YF,XLF,XCO4.XTF,XHECWCF) 803 2840 3915
C 803 2850 3916
XROTAT= XLE + XOCREF*CW 803 2860 3917
C 803 2870 3918
C 803 2880 3910
D0 1560 K=1,NCV 803 2890 3920
C 803 2900 3921
N=-1 803 2910 3922
XTEST= EVI(JK.11 - XLE 803 2920 3923
DO 1480 L=2,NCSPI 803 2930 3924
IF (N) 1460,1460,1480 803 2940 3925
1460 TEST= XTFST - XOC(LI*CW 803 2950 3926
IF (TEST) 1470,1470,1480 803 2960 3927
1470 N= L 803 2970 3928
NL=L-1 B03 2980 392
o
1480 CONTINUE R03 2990 3930
IF (NI) 1490,149q1500 803 3000 3931
1490 N1=1 803 3010 3932
N= 2 803 3020 3933
1500 RATS=I(XTEST-CW*CCIN1II/(XOCNI-XOCINL)I B03 3030 3934
EV(JK,3)= nELTA+ CW*ZOCYIN1) + IZnCYIN)-ZOCY(IN1)*RATS 803 3040 3935
C 803 3050 3936
N=-1 803 3060 3937
XTFST= EN(JK,1I - XLE 803 3070 3938
00 1530 L=2,NCSPI 803 3090 339
IF IN) 1510,1510,1530 B03 3090 3940
1510 TEST= XTFST - XL)CILI*Cw B03 3100 3941
IF (TFST) 1520,1!20,1530 803 3110 3942
1520 N= L 803 3120 3943
NI= L-I 803 3130 3944
1530 CONTINUE 803 3140 3945
IF (N) 1540,154C,1590 803 3150 3946
1540 I11= 1 803 3160 3947
N = 2 803 3170 3948
1550 RATS= IXTEST-CW*>CC(N1)I/(xOC(N)-XOC(N1)) 803 3180 3949
FN(J,K,3)= DFLTAZ + CW*ZOCY(NI) + (ZOCY(NI-ZOCY(INI*SRATS 803 3190 3950
C 803 3200 3951
1560 CONTINUE 803 3210 3952
C 803 3220 3953
C 803 3230 3954
9-38
803 3240 3955
DO 1570 K1I,NCV 803 3250 3956
EVIJ.K,3= EV(JK,3)1 (EV(JK,I)-XROTAT)*TANEPS 803 3250
1570 ENIJK,31= EN(J,K,3) + (EN(JK,II-XROTATI*TANEPS 803 3260 3957803 3270 3958
C 803 3280 3959
1580 CONTINUE 803 3290 3960
C 803 3300 3961
C 803 3310 3962
C 803 3320 3963
C * CALCULATE UNIT VECTORS * 803 3330 3963
C 803 3330 3965
D00 1640 J=1,NSPV 803 3350 3966
J2= J+1 803 3360 3967
C 803 3370 3968
no 1630 K=1,NCV 803 3380 3969
C 803 3390 3970
SUM1= 0.0 803 3400 3971
SUM2= 0.0 803 3410 3972
00 15Q0 L=1,3 803 3420 3973
M= L+3803 3430 3973
EN(JK,L)= 0.5*( EN(J2,K,LI + ENIJ,KL) 803 3430 397
RAT = 0.5*( EV(J2,K,L) + EVIJK,L) I 803 3440 3975
EVtJ,K,M)= EV(J2,KL) - EV(JK,LI 803 3460 3977
EN(J,K,M)= RAT - EN(JK,L) 803 3470 3978
SUM[= SUMI + EV(J,KM)**2 803 34870 3979
1590 SUM2= SUM2 + EN(JK,Mt**2 803 3490 3980
SUM1= SORT( SUMI I 803 3590 3981
SUM2= SORT( SUM2 ) 803 35100 3982
00 1600 L=1,3 803 3520 3983
M= L+3 803 3520 398
EV(JK,M)= EVI(JK,MI/SUM1 803 3530 3984
EN(J,K,M)= EN(J,K.M)/SUM2 803 3550 39856
COS1(L)= FN(J,1,M) 803 3560 3987
1600 COS2(L)= -EV(JK,M) 803 3570 3988
C 803 3580 
3989
CALL CROSPICOS1,CCS2,COS3I 803 350 39890
C 803 3600 3991
SUMI= 0.0 803 3610 3992
DO 1610 L=1,3 803 3620 3993
1610 SUMI= SUM1 + COS3(L)** 2  803 3630 3994
SUM1= SORT( SUM1 I 803 3640 3995
00 1620 L=1.3 803 3650 3996
M= L3 803 3660 3997
1620 ENIJK.M)= COS3(LI/SUMl 803 3670 3998
C 803 3680 3999
1630 CONTINUE 803 3690 4000
C 803 3700 4001
1640 CONTINUE 803 3710 4002
C 803 3720 4003
C 803 3730 4004
C 803 3740 4005
C * WING DATA * 803 3750 4006
C 803 3760 4007
C WINGD( 11 SPAN 803 3760 4007
C WINGDI 21 ROOT CHORD 803 37780 4008
C WINGD( 31 TIP CHORD 803 3780 4009
C WINGD( 4) ROOT GEOMETRIC TWIST 803 3790 4010
C WINGD( 5) TIP GEOMETRIC TWIST 803 3800 4011
C WINGD( 6) = AREA 803 3810 4012
C WINGD( 71 = ASPECT RATIO 803 3820 4013
C WINGD( 8 MEAN CHORD 803 3830 4014
C WINGOI 9) MEAN GEOMETRIC CHORD 803 3840 4015
C WINGD(I = SPAN LOCATION OF MEAN GEOMETRIC CHORD 803 3850 4016
C WINGD(II = XMGC, HORIZONTAL MOMENT ARM TO 1/4 CHORD OF MGC 03 3860 4017
C WINGD(12) = GC, VERTICAL MOMENT ARM TO 1/4 CHORD OF MGC 803 3870 4018
C WINGD(14) = SWEEP ANGLE OF 1/4 MGC 803 3880 4019803 3890 4020
C 803 3900 4021
C 803 3910 4022
DO 1570 K=1,NCV 4023
EVIJK,31= EV(JK,31 + (EVIJK,I)-XROTATI*TANEPS 803 3920 023
1570 ENIJK,3)
= 
EN(JK,3) + IEN(JK,11-XROTAT)*TANEPS 803 3930 4024
C 803 3940 4025C B03 3950 4026
1580 CONTINUE 803 3960 4027
C 803 3970 4028
C 803 3980 4029
C 803 3990 4030
C CALCULATE UNIT VECTORS r 803 3000 4031
C 803 4010 4032
D 1640 J=1INSPV 803 4020 4033
J2= J+l 803 4030 4034
C 803 4040 4035
DO 1630 K=I.NCV 803 4050 4036
C 803 4060 4037
SUM1= 0.0 803 4070 4038
SUM2= 0.0 803 4080 4039
DO 1590 L=1,3 803 4090 4040
M= L+3 03 
ENIJ,KLI= 0.5*( EN(J2,KL + ENIJKL) 803 4100 4041
RAT = 0.5( EV(J2,KL) + EV(J,K,LI 803 4110 4042
EVIJK,M)= EV(J2,K.Ll - EV(.JK,LI 803 4120 4043
ENIJK,M= RAT - ENIJtKtL) 803 4130 4045
sUMi= SUMi + EV(J,KM)**2 803 4140 4045
150 SUM2= SUM2 + ENIJ,KMI** 2 803 4150 4046
SUM1I SORT( SUMI I 803 4160 404
SUM2
=  
SORT( SUM2 I 803 4170 4048
00 1600 L=13 803 410 405049
M= L3 803 419200 405
EVIJKM1= EV(JKMI/SUM1 803 4200 4051
FN(J,KMl= ENIJ,K,M)/SUM2 803 4210 4052
COSI(LI= EN(J,K,M) 803 4220 4053
1600 COS21L)= -EVIJIM) 803 4230 4054
C 803 4250 4056
CALL CROSP(CSICCS2,C0S3) R03 4260 4057
C 803 4270 4058
5UM1 0.0 803 4270 4059
no 1610 L=1,3 803 4290 4060
1610 SUMI= SUMI + COS3(L)**2
9-39
SUM1= SORT( SUMI I B03 4300 4061
00 1620 L=1,3 803 4310 4062
M= L+3 803 4320 4063
1620 EN(JK,M= COS31L)/SUM1 B03 4330 4064
C 803 4340 4065
1630 CONTINUE 803 4350 4066
C 803 4360 4067
1640 CONTINUE 803 4370 4068
C 803 4380 4069
C 803 4390 4070
C 803 4400 4071
C * WING DATA * 803 4410 4072
C 803 4420 4073
C WINGD( I) = SPAN 803 4430 4074
C WINGD( 21 = ROOT CHORD 803 4440 4075
C WINGD( 3) = TIP CHORD 803 4450 4076
C WINGD( 4) = ROOT GEOMETRIC TWIST 803 4460 4077
C WINGD( 5l = TIP GEOMETRIC TWIST BO03 4470 4078
C WINGO( 6) = AREA 803 4480 4079
C WINGD( 7) = ASPECT RATIO 803 4490 4080
C WINGO( 8I = MEAN CHORD 903 4500- 4081
C WINGD( 9) = MEAN GEOMETRIC CHORD 803 4510 4082
C WINGD(10) = SPAN LOCATION OF MEAN GEOMETRIC CHORD 803 4520 4083
C WINGD(OLI = >MGC, HORIZONTAL MOMENT ARM TO 1/4 CHORD OF MGC 803 4530 4084
C WINGD(I12 = ZWGC, VERTICAL MOMENT ARM TO 1/4 CHORD OF MGC 803 4540 4085
C WINGDI14) = SWEEP ANGLE OF 1/4 MGC 803 4550 4086
C WINCD(IS) = FLAP CHORD 803 4560 4087
C • 803 4570 4088
SUMI = 0.0 803 4580 4089
SUM6 = 0.0 803 4590 4090
SUM8 = 0.0 803 4600 4091
SUM9 = 0.0 803 4610 4092
SUMIO = 0.0 803 4620 4093
SUMIl = 0.0 803 4630 4094
SUMI2 = 0.0 803 4640 4095
C 603 4650 4096
DSPAN= SPAN/200.0 803 4660 4097
C 803 4670 4098
DO 1720 J=1,101 803 4680 4099
C 803 4690 4100
JM= J-1 803 4700 4101
YA2= DSPAN*FLOAT(JMI B03 4710 4102
C 803 4720 4103
CALL CHORDT(YA2,XLE,XMGC2.XTEXHECW2,CF 803 4730 4104
C 803 4740 4105
M=-1 B03 4750 4106
DO 1670 L=2,NY2 803 4760 4107
IF (MI 1650,1650,1670 803 4770 4108
laSO TEST= YA2-Y(L)-0.0001 803 4780 4109
IF (TEST) 1660,1660,1670 803 4790 4110
1660 M=L 803 4800 4111
MI= L-1 803 4810 4112
1670 CONTINUE 803 4820 4113
IF (M13 1680,169(,1690 803 4830 4114
1680 Ml= 1 803 4840 4115
4 = 2 803 4850 4116
1690 RAT= (Y42-Y(MI/II/Y(M)-YMI)I 803 4860 4117
C 803 4870 4118
TANEPS= F(IMI+IE(I-F(MI)I*RAT 803 4880 4119
DEFLTAZ= Z(Mt)+(Z(MI-Z(1M)I*RAT 803 4890 4120
DELTA2= DELTAL + (XMGC2-XLE-XOCREF*CW21*TANITANEPS/RADI 803 4900 4121
C 803 4910 4122
IF (JM) 1710,171C,1700 803 4920 4123
C 803 4930 4124
1700 CW = 0.5*1CW2+C.11 803 4940 4125
AREA= CW*DSPAN 803 4950 4126
SUMI = SUMI + DSPAN 803 4960 4127
SUM6 = SUME + AREA 803 4970 4128
SUMS = SUMS + AREA 803 4980 4129
SUMS = SUMq . AREA*C 803 4990 4130
SUMIO = SUMIO + AREA*(YA2+YAIl*0.5 803 5000 4131
SUM11 = SUM11 + AREA(fXMGC2+XMGCII*0.5 803 5010 4132
SUM12 = SUM2 + AREA*(ELTDELTADELTAI)*0.5 803 5020 4133
C 803 5030 4134
1710 DELTAI= DELTA2 803 5040 4135
XMGC1= XMGC2 803 5050 4136
CWl = CW2 803 5060 4137
YAl = YA2 803 5070 4138
C 803 5080 4139
1720 CONTINUE 803 5090 4140
C R03 5100 4141
C 803 5110 4142
ZERO = 0.0 803 5120 4143
C 803 5130 4144
CALL CHOROTIZERO,XLE,XCO4,XTEXHECW,CFI) 03 5140 4145
C 803 5150 4146
XOOT= XC04 80RO3 5160 4147
IROOT= Z(1) 803 5170 4148
C 803 5180 4144
WINGO( 1) = SUMI*2.0 803 5190 4150
WINCD( 6) = SU46*2.0 803 5200 4151
WINGD( 7) = 2.0*(SUMI**21/SUM6 803 5210 4152
WINGD( 8) = SLME/SUMI 803 5220 4153
WINGDI 9q = SLMe/SUM6 803 5230 4154
WINGD(IO) = SUMIC/SUM6 803 5240 4155
WINGD(Il) = SUMIl/SUM6 803 5250 4156
WINGD(1I2 = SUI2/SUM6 803 5260 4157
WINGD(131 = RAD*ATANI(WINGDI12)- ZROOT)IWINGDOIO) 803 5270 4158
WING(14) = RAD*ATAN((WING11I)- XROOT)/WINGD(IO)I 803 5280 4159
WINGD(15) = FLAPC 803 5290 4160
C 803 5300 4161
C 803 5310 4162
C 803 5320 4163
CALL PAGE 803 5330 4164
WRITE (KDUT,1010)(WINGO(I,I=1,121,YFLAPI,YFAP2,FLAPCYFLAP2,BOTUB03 5340 4165
1,FLAPCWINGOII3IWINGD13 NGD 4 ),IFLG(3),IFLG(2,IFLGI),IFLG(5) 803 5350 4166
9-40 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
oF POOR Q1UALI
LINES= LINES + 1I 803 5360 4167
C 803 5370 4168
C 803 5380 4169
WRITE IKOUT,10301 803 5390 4170
LINES= LINES +3 803 5400 4171
C 803 5410 4172
DO 1R20 J=I,NSPS 803 5420 4173
C 803 5430 4174
YF= YSPAN(JI 803 5440 4175
YA= ABSIYFI 803 5450 4176
YOB= YF/BOTU 803 5460 4177
C 803 5470 4178
CALL CHORDT(YFXLEXCO4,XTEXHECWCFI 803 5480 4179
C 803 5490 4180
4= -1 803 5500 4181
DO 1750 L=2,NY2 803 5510 4182
IF (M) 1730,1730,1750 803 5520 4183
1730 TEST= YA - YILI - 0.0001 803 5530 4184
IF (TEST) 1740,1140,1750 803 5540 4185
1740 4= L 803 5550 4186
Ml= M-1 803 5560 4187
1750 CONTINUE 803 5570 4188
IF (MIL 1760,176C,1770 803 5580 4189
1760 M= 2 803 5590 4190
MI= 1 803 5600 4191
1770 RAT= (YA-Y(MIll/(YIMI-YIM1II 803 5610 4192
C 803 5620 4193
ZY= Z(Mi) + RAT*( Z(M) - Z(MNI ) 803 5630 4194
EK= E(MI) + RAT*( E(M) - E(MI) ) 803 5640 4195
C 803 5650 4196
IF (J-LI 1780,1780,1790 803 5660 4197
1780 YFI
= 
YF - 0.05*SPAN/FLOAT(NSPVI 803 5670 4198
YA= ABS(YFl) 803 5680 4199
C 803 5690 4200
CALL CHOROT(YA,XLEI,XCO41,XTE1,XHE1,CW1,CFII 803 5700 4201
LYI = Z(MI) + (I(M)-ZIMI)*(IYA-Y(IMI)/(YIMI-Y(MI)) B03 5710 4202
C 803 5720 4203
1790 DELTA1= YF-YFI 803 5730 4204
C 803 5740 4205
BETA= RAD*ATANI (XCO4-XCO41/ODELTAIl B03 5750 4206
DIHE= RAD*ATAN( IZY-ZYII/DELTAI ) 803 5760 4207
C 803 5770 4208
IF (LINEX-LINESI 1800,1810,1810 803 5780 4209
1800 CALL PAGE 803 5790 4210
WRITE IKOUT,10301 803 5800 4211
LINES= LINES+2 803 5810 4212
1810 WRITE (KOUT,1040)YOBYFXLEXC0O4XHE XTE,ZYEK,BETA.DIHECW,CF 803 5820 4213
C 803 5830 4214
LINES= LINES + 1 803 5840 4215
YFI= YF 803 5850 4216
ZY1
= 
ZY 803 5860 4217
XC041= XC04 803 5870 4218
1'20 CONTINUE 803 5880 4219
C 803 5890 4220
C 803 9900 4221
WRITE (KOUT,1000) 803 5910 4222
LINES= LINES +3 803 5920 4223
LINES= LINES +7 803 5930 4224
IF (LINEX-LINES) 1830,1840,1840 803 5940 4225
1830 CALL PAGE 803 5950 4226
ILINES= LINES +7 803 5960 4227
1840 WRITE (KOUT,105O)(XO(II,IOI) 803 5970 4228
LINFS= LINES +1 803 5980 4229
C 803 5990 4230
00 1870 J=1,NYS 803 6000 4231
IF (LINEX-LINESI 1850,1860,1860 803 6010 4232
1850 CALL PAGE 803 6020 4233
WRITE (KDUT105OOI 803 6030 4234
LINES= LINFS+7 803 6040 4235
1860 CONTINUE 803 6050 4236
YO8= Y(JI/BOTU 803 6060 4237
WRITE (K3UT,1060)Y(JIYOB,IZOCII,JII=
I
NCSI 803 6070 4238
LINES= LINES + 1 803 6080 4239
1870 CONTINUE 803 6090 4240
C 803 6100 4241
LINES= LINES+3 803 6110 4242
IF (LINEX-LINES) 1880,1890,1890 803 6120 4243
1880 CALL PAGE 803 6130 4244
LINES
= 
LINES +3 803 6140 4245
18q0 WRITE (KOUT,100) 803 6150 4246
C 803 6160 4247
C 803 6170 '248
C 803 6180 4249
C * DERUG OUTPUT O 803 6190 4250
C 803 6200 4251
IF ( IFLG(O10)1 2030,1900,1900 803 6210 4252
1900 IFLGI(0II= IFLG(IC)-I 803 6220 4253
C 803 6230 4254
C 803 6240 4255
LINES= LINES+2 803 6250 4256
IF (LINEX-LINES 1910,1920,1920 803 6260 4257
1910 CALL PAGE 803 6270 4258
LINES= LINES 2 803 6280 4259
1920 WRITE {KOUT,1070I 803 6290 4260
C 803 6300 4261
00 1950 K=1,NCV 803 6310 4262
LILINESI LNESIl 803 6320 4263
D00 1940 J=INSPV 803 6330 4264
LINES = LINES I 803 6340 4265
IF ILINEX-LINESI 1930,1940,1940 803 6350 4266
1930 CALL PAGE 803 6360 4267
WRITE (KOUT,10701 803 6370 4268
LINES= LINES + 2+1 803 6380 4269
1940 WRITE (KOUTLO,1080)JKEN(JK,2),EY(JK),EC(JK),ES(JK) 803 6390 4270
1950 WRITE (KDUT,1020) 803 6400 4271
C 803 6410 4272
9-41
LINES= LINES+3 B03 6420 4273
IF ILINEX-LINES) 1960.1970,1970 803 6430 4274
1960 CALL PAGE 803 6440 4275
LINES= LINES+3 803 6450 4276
19q70 WRITE (KDUT,100) B03 6460 4277
C 803 6470 4278
IF (LINEX-LINESI 1980.1990,1990 803 6480 4279
1q80 CALL PAGE 803 6490 4280
LINES= LINES + 2 B03 6500 4281
1990 WRITF (KOUTl0901 803 6510 4282
C 803 6520 4283
DO 2020 K=1,NCV 803 6530 4284
LINES= LINES+1 803 6540 4285
DO 2010 J=1,NSPV 803 6550 4286
LINES= LINES+1 803 6560 4287
IF (LINEX-LINES) 2000,2010.2010 803 6570 4288
2000 CALL PAGE 803 6580 4289
WRITE (KOUT.1090) 803 6590 4290
LINES= LINES + 2 803 6600 4291
2010 WRITE (KOUT,11001)JK,(EVIJ,K,II,I=1 ,6),IEN(JK,1|,1=1,6) B03 6610 4292
2020 WRITE (KOUT,10201 803 6620 4293
C 803 6630 4294
2030 CONTINUE 803 6640 4295
C 803 6650 4296
LINES= LINES+3 803 6660 4297
IF (LINEX-LINESI 2040,2050,2050 803 6670 4298
2040 CALL PAGE 803 6680 42Q9
LINES
= 
LINFS+3 803 6690 4300
2050 WRITE (KOUT,1000I 803 6700 4301
C 803 6710 4302
C 803 6720 4303
C * WRITE ON CALCOMPLOT TAPE * 803 6730 4304
C 803 6740 4305
IF (IFLGII21-I1 2460,2060,2060 803 6750 4306
2060 IREC1=1 803 6760 4307
IREC2=7 803 6770 4308
XZERO = X(I) - 0.4*BnTU 803 6780 4309
ZZERO = Z(1 803 6790 4310
C 803 6800 4311
DO 2C70 J=1,NSPS 803 6810 4312
YSPN = YSPANIJI 803 6820 4313
C 803 6830 4314
CALL CHORDT(YSPNXLEXCO4,XTEXHECWCFI B03 6840 4315
C 803 6850 4316
YSPN = YSPN/BOTL 803 6860 4317
XLE = IXLE -XLERCI/BOTU 803 6870 4318
XC04= (XC04 -XZERC)/BOTU 803 6880 4319
XTE = (XTE -XZERCI/8OTU 803 6890 4320
XHE = (XHE -XZEPOI/ROTU 803 6900 4321
Cw = CWIBOTU 803 6910 4322
CF = CF/8OTL 803 6920 4323
2070 WRITEIKT2)IREC1,IREC2,YSPN,XLE,XCO4,XTEXHE.CWCF 803 6930 4324
C 803 6940 4325
C 803 6950 4326
IRECI
= 
2 803 6960 4327
IREC2= 2 803 6970 4328
K=1 803 6980 4329
DO 2100 J=1,NSPS 803 6990 4330
YSPN = EV(J,K,21 803 7000 4331
C 803 7010 4332
CALL CHORDT(YSPN,XLE,XCnO4XTE,XHFCWCFI B03 7020 4333
C 803 7030 4334
YSPN = YSPN/BOTU 803 7040 4335
XLE = IXLE -XZEROI/ROTU 803 7050 4336
XTE = (XTE -XZERO)/0OTU 803 7060 4337
IF (ITFT) 2080,2C80,2090 803 7070 4338
2080 ITET = 1 803 7080 4339
WR ITE(KT21IREC1,IREC2,YSPN,XLE 803 7090 4340
WRITE(KT2)IEC1,IREC2,YSPN,.TE B03 7100 4341
GO TO 2100 803 7110 4342
2090 ITET = -1 803 7120 4343
WRITE(KT2IIRFCI,IREC2,YSPNXTE 803 7130 4344
WR ITE(KT2)IPEC1,IREC2,YSPN,XLE B03 7140 4345
2100 CINTINUF B03 7150 4346
C 803 7160 4347
C 803 7170 4348
IREC1
= 
3 803 7180 4349
ITEC2= 2 803 7190 4350
ITET =-1 803 7200 4351
Do 2150 K=1,NCV 803 7210 4352
D0 2140 J=1,NSPS 903 7220 4353
IF (ITFTI 2110,2110,2120 803 7230 4354
2110 JR= J 803 7240 4355
GO TO 2130 803 7250 4356
2120 JR= NSPS +l-J 803 7260 4357
2130 CONTINUE 803 7270 4358
YSPN = I EV(JRK21 )I/BOTU 803 7280 4359
XLE = (FV(JR,KLI -0.25*ECIJR,K) -XZEROII/BOTU 803 7290 4360
2140 WRITE(KT2IIRECI, IEC2,YSPNXLE 803 7300 4361
ITET = -1*ITET 803 7310 4362
2150 CONTINUF 803 7320 4363
C 803 7330 4364
C B03 7340 4365
IPECI=4 803 7350 4366
IREC2=3 803 7360 4367
C 803 7370 4368
00 2210 J=1,NSPS 803 7390 4369
C 803 7390 4370
YSPN= EV(J,1,2) 803 7400 4371
YA= ABS(YSPNI 803 7410 4372
4=-I 803 7420 4373
DO 2180 K=I,NY2 803 7430 4374
IF IM) 2160.2180,2180 803 7440 4375
2160 TEST= YA-Y(KI 803 7450 4376
IF ITEST) 2170,2170,2180 803 7460 4377
2170 M= K 803 7470 4378
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2180 CONTINUE 803 7480 4379
C 803 7490 4380
Ml=M-1 803 7500 4381
IF (M11I 2190,219C,2200 803 7510 4382
2190 M=2 803 7520 4383
M1=1 803 7530 4384
2200 RAT= I YA -Y(MIll/IYIMI-Y(MI1) 803 7540 4385
C 803 7550 4386
CALL CHORDT(YSPNXLEXCO4,XTEXHECWCFI B03 7560 4387
C 803 7570 4388
OELTAZ= Z(M1)l + 2(M)-ZIM1)I*RAT 803 7580 4389
TANEPS=(IE(M1 + IE(M-E(M1))*RATI/RAD 803 7590 4390
TANEPS= TANITANEPSI 803 7600 4391
ZLE= (-DELTAZ + TANEPS*CW*(XOCREFI )/BOTU 803 7610 4392
LTE= (-DELTAZ + IANEPS*CWO(XOCREF-L.0 )/BOTU 803 7620 4393
YSPN= YSPN/BOTU 803 7630 4394
2210 WRITE(KT2)IRECIelREC2,YSPNeZLEZTE 803 7640 4395
C 803 7650 4396
C 803 7660 4397
IREC1= 5 803 7670 4398
IREC2= 6 803 7680 4399
ZERO = 0.0 803 7690 4400
XZERO= X(II + C(I)*(0.5-XOCREF) 803 7700 4401
YZERO= Y(1) 803 7710 4402
ZZERO= Z(1) 803 7720 4403
PHIR= 45.0/RAD 803 7730 4404
PHIP = -PHIR 803 7740 4405
PHIQ = 0.5tPHIP 803 7750 4406
C 803 7760 4407
C 803 7770 4408
DO 2270 J=1,NSPS 803 7780 4409
C 803 7790 4410
YSPN = YSPAN(JI 803 7800 4411
YA = ABSIYSPNI 803 7810 4412
C 803 7820 4413
CALL CHORDT(YSPNXLE,XCO4,XTE'XHE,CWCF) 803 7830 4414
C 803 7840 4415
M=-1 803 7850 4416
DO 2240 K=1,NYS 803 7860 4417
IF (MI 2220,2240,2240 803 7870 4418
2220 TEST= YA-Y(KI-0.0001 803 7880 4419
IF (TEST) 2230,2230,2240 803 7890 4420
2230 M=K 803 7900 4421
2240 CONTINUF 803 7910 4422
IF (M-1) 2250,2250,2260 803 7920 4423
2250 M= 2 803 7930 4424
2260 Ml= M-1 803 7940 4425
C 803 7950 4426
RAT= (YA-Y(IMI)/(YIMI-YIMI)I 803 7960 4427
DELTAZ= Z(MI) + (Z(M)-Z(Mll)*RAT 803 7970 4428
TANEPS= E(MI) + (E(MI-E(MI))*RAT 803 7980 4429
TANEPS= TAN(TANEPS/RADI 803 7990 4430
C 803 8000 4431
ZLE = I-DELTAZ * TANEPS*CW*( XOCREF I +ZZERO )/BOTU 803 8010 4432
YLE = YSPN/ROTU 803 8020 4433
XLE = ( XLE -XZEPOI/BOTU 803 8030 4434
ZTE = (-DELTAZ + TANEPS*CW*(XOCREF-1.0I)ZZERO I/BOTU 803 8040 4435
YTE = YLE 803 8050 4436
XTE = ( XTE -XZERO)/BOTU 803 8060 4437
C 803 8070 4438
CALL ROTATE( XLE,ZLE, ZERCZERO, PHIR, ZERO,ZERO, XLE,ZLE I 803 8080 4439
CALL ROTATE( YLE,XLE, ZERO,ZERO, PHIP, ZERO,ZEROD, YLEXLE ) 803 8090 4440
CALL ROTATE( YLEZLE, ZERC,ZERO, PHIQe ZERO,ZERO, YLEZLE I 803 8100 4441
CALL ROTATE( XTE,ZTE, ZERO,ZERO, PHIR, LEROZERO, XTEZTE 1 803 8110 4442
CALL ROTATE( YTE,XTE, ZERO,ZERO, PHIP, ZERO,ZERO, YTE,XTE 1 803 8120 4443
CALL ROTATE( YTE,ZTE, ZEROZERO, PHIQ, ZERO,ZERO, YTE,ZTE 1 803 8130 4444
C 803 8140 4445
2270 WRITE(KT2)IRFC1,IREC2,YLEZLFYTEZTEXLEXTE B03 8150 4446
C 803 8160 4447
C 803 8170 4448
IREC1
= 
6 803 8180 4449
IREC2= 3 803 8190 4450
1=1 803 8200 4451
C 803 8210 4452
00 2350 J=1,NSPS 803 8220 4453
C 803 8230 4454
YSPN = EV(J,121 803 8240 4455
YA = ABSIYSPN) 803 8250 4456
C 803 8260 4457
CALL CHORDT(YSPNXLE,XC04,XTEXHECWCF) 803 8270 4458
C 803 8290 4459
M: -1 803 8290 4460
DO 2300 K=1,NYS 803 8300 4461
IF (MI 2280,2300,2300 803 8310 4462
2280 TEST= YA-Y(KI-0.C001 803 8320 4463
IF (TEST) 2290,2290,2300 803 8330 4464
2290 M= K 803 8340 4465
2300 CONTINUE 803 8350 4466
IF (M-1) 2310,2310,2320 803 8360 4467
2310 M= 2 803 8370 4468
2320 MI= M-i 803 8380 4469
C 803 8390 4470
RAT= (YA-Y(MI))/(Y-Y(-MII B 03 8400 4471
DELTAZ= Z(MI) + (ZIM)-l(M1)I*RAT 803 8410 4472
TANEPS= EMII + (E(M)-EIM1)I*RAT 803 8420 4473
TANEPS=.TAN(TANEPS/RAD) 803 8430 4474
C 803 8440 4475
ZLE = (-DELTAL + TANEPS*CWS( XOCREF I + ZZERO I/BOTU 803 8450 4476
YLE = YSPN/ROTU 803 8460 4477
XLE = ( XLE - XZERO )/BOTU 803 8470 4478
ZTE = (-DELTAZ + TANEPS*CW*(XOCREF-1.0 ) + ZZERO )/BOTU 803 8480 4479
YTE = YLE 803 8490 4480
XTE = I XTE - XZERO )/BOTU 803 8500 4481
C 803 8510 4482
CALL ROTATE( XLE,ZLE, ZERO,ZERO, PHIR, ZEROZERO, XLE,ZLE I 803 8520 4483
CALL ROTATE( YLEXLE, ZEROZERO, PHIP, ZERO,ZERO, YLE,XLE ) 803 8530 4484
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CALL POTATE( YLEZLE, ZERCZEROt PHIQ, LERO,ZERO, YLEZLF I B03 8540 4485
CALL ROTATF( XTE,ZTE, ZERC,ZERO, PHIR, ZEROD,ERO, XTE,ZTE I B03 8550 4486
CALL ROTATE( YTE,XTE, ZFRCLFRO, PHIP, ZERO,ZERO, YTE,XTE I B03 8560 4487
CALL ROTATE( YTEZTE, ZERC,ZERO, PHIQ, ZERO,LERO, YTE,ZTE I B03 8570 44P8
C 803 8580 4489
IF IITETI 2330,2320.2340 803 8590 4400
2330 ITET = 1 803 8600 4491
WRITE(KT2)IRECL,IREC2,YLE,ZLE.XLE 803 8610 4492
WRITE(KT2)IRECI,IREC2,YTE ZTE,XTE 803 8620 4493
GO TO 2350 803 8630 4494
2340 ITET = -1 803 8640 4495
WRITEIKT21IRECI,IREC2,YTE,ZTE,XTE 803 8650 4496
WRITE(KT2)IREC1,IREC2,YLE,ZLE,XLE 803 8660 4497
C 803 8670 4498
2350 CONTINUE 803 8680 4499
C 803 8690 4500
C 803 8700 4501
IRECI= 7 803 8710 4502
IREC2= 3 803 8720 4503
ITET = -1 803 8730 4504
C 803 8740 4505
00 2450 I=1,NCVPI 803 8750 4506
DO 2440 J=1,NSPS 803 8760 4507
C 803 8770 4508
IF (ITET) 2360,2360,2370 803 8780 4509
2360 JR= J B03 8790 4510
GO TO 2380 B03 8800 4511
2370 JR= NSPS *1-J 803 8810 4512
2380 CONTINUE 803 8820 4513
C 803 8830 4514
YSPN= EV(JR I,2) 803 8840 4515
VA = ABS(YSPNI 803 8850 4516
C 803 8860 4517
CALL CHOROT(YSPN,XLE,XCO4,XTEXHE,Cw,CFI 803 8870 4518
C 803 8880 4519
M= -1 B03 88Q0 4520
DO 2410 K=1,NYS 803 8900 4521
IF (MI 2390,2410,2410 803 8910 4522
2390 TEST= YA -Y(K)-0.0001 803 8920 4523
IF (TEST) 2400,2410,2410 803 8930 4524
2400 M= K 803 8940 4525
2410 CONTINUE 803 8950 4526
IF (M-II 2420,2420,2430 B03 8960 4527
2420 M= 2 803 8970 4528
2430 ML= M-1 803 8980 4529
C 803 8990 4530
RAT= (YA-YIMI))/(1(M)-Y(MII) 803 9000 4531
DELTAZ= Z(MII + I ZIMI-ZIMl) l*PAT B03 9010 4532
TANEPS= E(M1 I ( E(MI-E(M1I )*RAT 803 9020 4533
TANEPS
= 
TANITANEPS/RADI 903 9030 4534
C 803 9040 4535
XTE = XLE B03 9050 4536
XLE = EVIJRl,1I -0.25*EC(JR,I) 803 9060 4537
YLE = YSPN/BOTU 803 9070 4538
ZLE = (-DELTAZ + TANEPS*( XTE + CW*XCREF - XLE I + ZZERO )I/BOTU 803 9080 4539
XLE = IXLE-XZERC)/ROTU 803 9090 4540
C 803 9100 4541
CALL ROTATE( XLE,ZLE, ZFRC,ZERO, PHIR, ZERO,ZERO, XLEZLE I 803 9110 4542
CALL ROTATE( YLE,XLE, ZERO,ZERO, PHIP, ZERO,ZERO. YLE,XLE 1 803 9120 4543
CALL ROTATE( YLEZLE, ZERC,ZERO, PHIQ, ZERO,ZERO, YLEZLE ) 803 9130 4544
C 803 9140 4545
2440 WRITEIKT2)IRECIREC2.YLE.ZLF,XLE B03 9150 4546
C 803 9160 4547
ITET= -I*[TFT 803 9170 4548
C 803 9180 4549
2450 CONTINUE 803 9190 4550
C 803 9200 4551
C 803 9210 4552
END FILE KT2 803 9220 4553
IFLC(15)= IFLG(1I +.1 803 9230 4554
LINES= LINES +2 803 9240 4555
WRITF (K3UT,1130)IFLG(19) B03 9250 4556
C 803 9260 4557
C B03 9270 4558
2460 CONTINUE 803 9280 4559
C 803 9290 4560
C 803 9300 4561
RETURN 803 9310 4562
C XXXXXX 803 9320 4563
C 803 9330 4564
C 803 9340 4565
END 803 9350 4566
V FOR 804,804 804 10 4567
C B04 20 4568
C 804 30 4569
C 804 40 4570
SUBROUTINE DLIFT(ALFA,ZHEIGT) 804 50 4571
C B04 60 4572
C * TRW MULTIPLE-SLRFACE VORTEX-LATTICE PROGRAM - REVISED 8 AUG.72 *R04 70 4573
C * PROGRAM DFVELOPED RY A.V.GOMEZ (TRW SYSTEMS) ON MARCH-MAY 1971 *804 g0 4574
C B04 90 4575
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX04 100 4576
C 804 110 4577
OOUBLF PRECISION SCALE SUP,DETERM,AMAT(71,711,VMAT711I B04 120 4578
DIMFNSION P(31,B(3),D0(3) 04 130 4579
nIMFNSION COS1(3),COS2(3),COS3(31 804 140 4580
DIMENSION SUMWL(I4I,SUMSL(4) 804 150 4581
DIMENSION P6(31,R h(3),W(3) 804 160 4582
C 804 170 4583
COMMON/DATAOI/KIN ,KOUT ,KTI ,KT2 ,LINEX *LINES 804 180 4584
C 804 190 4585
COMMON/DATAO2/IFLG(15) ,EXECKI151 ,RAD ,PIE B04 200 4586
C 804 210 4587
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COMMON/DATAOS/wINGDI15) ,EY142,101 ,EC(42.101 ES42,l10) 804 220 4588
*,EYE(1)O ,ELEI10) *ETEIO1) ,EHE(IO) ,EG(42,10) 804 230 4589
*.EN(42.10,61 ,EV(42,10,6) ,VVINDXi42,10,31 804 240 4590
C 804 250 4591
C 804 260 4592
1000 FORMAT(1X) B04 270 4593
1010 FORMAT(IX1//1XI 804 280 4594
C B04 290 4595
1020 FODPMAT47X,28HVORTEX LATTICE MATRIX DETAIL,/.47X,28(1H*ti //,IX) 804 300 4596
1030 FORMAT( IX,12H J K NP NGO 804 310 4597
2 60F VFSIMAT) VIN(MAT) P(XI P(Y) PIll B(XI t 804 320 4598
3 50H 6(Y) B(ZI D(X) D(Y) O(Zl ,I/lXI 804 330 4599
1040 FORMAT(1X,413.11F10.4) 804 340 4600
C 804 350 4601
1050 FORMATI48X,24HLIFT DISTRIBUTION DETAIL,/.48X,24(IH*I,//,IXI 804 360 4602
1060 FORMAT(3X,4HJ K,5X,40HP(IX) PY) PiZ) AREA , 804 370 4603
160HCPN GIX) G(Y) G(Z) VI(X) VI(YI , B04 380 4604
215HVI(Z) GAMA , /,1X) 804 390 4605
1070 FORMAT( 1X, 213, 3F10.3, 2F10.4, 6F10.5, E1O.4 I 804 400 4606
C 804 410 4607
1080 FORMATI48X24HSECTION LIFT COEFFCIENTS,/,48X.24(IH*),//,IX) 804 420 4608
1000 FORMAT( BX,3H J.g9H 2Y/B Y C SCL SCLBO4 430 4609
IC/B DLIFT SCM(C/4) lXL LYL IZL I.IX) 804 440 4610
1100 FORMAT( 8X,I3,FIO.4,2F10.3,7F1O.41 804 450 4611
C 804 460 4612
1110 FORMAT(///,47X,25HWING AIRLOAD COEFFICIENTS,/,47X,25(1H*I,///,18XB,04 470 4613
2 60H WCL WCDI WCMP WCMR WCMY 1XL , 804 480 4614
3 40H 1YL IZL DELTA SCALE 1//1 804 490 4615
4 3X,15HWITH LE SLCTION, 5F10.5,3FI0.6, 2E10.4,/. 804 500 4616
5 3X,15H NO LE SUCTION , 5F10.5,3F10.6,/,1X ) 804 510 4617
C 804 520 4618
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXxXXXXXXXXxXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX804 530 4619
C 804 540 4620
C 804 550 4621
C B04 560 4622
C 804 570 4623
C * INITIALIZE * 804 580 4624
C 804 590 4625
NSPV = IFLG(3) 804 600 4626
NCV = IFLG(6) 804 610 4627
SPAN = WINGO(I) 804 620 4628
WAREA= WINGD(6) 804 630 4629
WMGC = WINGn(9) 804 640 4630
BOTU= SPAN/2.0 804 650 4631
C 804 660 4632
ALFAR= ALFA/RAD 804 670 4633
TANA = TAN(ALFAR) 804 680 4634
COSA = I.O/SQRT(I.0+TANA**2) 804 690 4635
SINA = TANA*COSA 804 700 4636
TANV= -TAN(O.5*ALFAR) B04 710 4637
TANVG
= 
-TAN(1.5*ALFAR) 804 720 4638
UNIT = 0.25/PIE 804 730 4639
UNITG= -UNIT 804 740 4640
C 804 750 4641
C B04 760 4642
C * SYMMETRIC OR UNSYMMETRIC TEST * 804 770 4643
C 804 780 4644
NZERO= 1 804 790 4645
IF (IFLG(I-11I 1120,1130,1130 804 800 4646
1120 CONTINUE 804 810 4647
NSP02= NSPV/2 B04 820 4648
NTEST= NSPV-NSPO2*2 804 830 4649
NZERO= NSPO2 + 1 804 840 4650
1130 CONTINUE 804 850 4651
C 804 860 4652
C 804 870 4653
C 804 880 4654
C * CALCULATE MATRICES VMAT(NV) S AMAT(NGNVI * 804 890 4655
C 804 900 4656
NV= 0 B04 910 4657
NM= 0 804 920 4658
DO 1420 KV=1,NCV 804 930 4659
DO 1390 JV=NZERONSPV 804 940 4660
NV= NV+1 804 950 4661
C 804 960 4662
C 804 970 4663
COS1(1)= COSA 804 980 4664
COS1(2) = 0.0 804 990 4665
C051(3= -SINA 804 1000 4666
YSPN= EN(JV,KV,2) 804 1010 4667
C 804 1020 4668
CALL CHORDT(YSPNXLEXCO4,XTEXHECWCF) 804 1030 4669
C 804 1040 4670
DO 1140 L=1,3 B04 1050 4671
M= L+3 804 1060 4672
COS2(L)= ENIJV,K.,M) 804 1070 4673
1140 PIL)= ENIJVKV.LI 804 1080 4674
C 804 1090 4675
CALL FLAPSIYSPNXHE, PCOS2) 804 1100 4676
C 804 1110 4677
CALL DOTPICOSI,CCS2,VMATDP) B04 1120 4678
C 804 1130 4679
VMAT(NVI= VMATDP 804 1140 4680
C 804 1150 4681
C 804 1160 4682
00 1150 L=1,3 804 1170 4683
1150 COS1(L)= COS2(L) 804 1180 4684
C B04 1190 4685
NG
= 
0 804 1200 4686
DO 1380 KG=1,NCV B04 1210 4687
00 1370 JG=NZFRCNSPV 804 1220 4688
NG= NG+1 804 1230 4689
C 804 1240 4690
I= JG+I 804 1250 4691
DO 1160 L=1,3 804 1260 4692
BILI= EV(JGKGL) 804 1270 4693
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1160 DIL)= FVI IKGL) 804 1280 4694
C 804 1290 4695
YSPN= 8(21 804 1300 4696
CALL CHOROTI YSPh,XLE,XCO4,XTEXHECW,CF I 804 1310 4697
CALL FLAPS( YSPN,XHE,B,COS2 804 1320 4698
YSPN= 0(21 804 1330 4699
C 804 1340 4700
CALL CHORDT( YSPr,XLEXCO4,XTEXHEtCWCF ) 804 1350 4701
CALL FLAPS( YSPN, XHE.D.COSZ2 804 1360 4702
00 1170 L=1,3 804 1370 4703
PW(LI = P(L) 804 1380 4704
8W(L) = B(IL 804 1390 4705
1170 OW(L) = D(L) 804 1400 4706
C 804 1410 4707
CALL VORTEXIPtB,DTANVUNIT, VICOSZ) 804 1420 4708
CALL DOTP(COSI,CCS2,SUNI) 804 1430 4709
C 804 1440 4710
SUM1= SUMl*VI 804 1450 4711
SUM2- 0.0 804 1460 4712
C 804 1470 4713
IF (IFLG(9)-1I 1190.1180,1180 804 1480 4714
1180 CONTINUE 804 1490 4715
CALL REFLEC(BtZHEIGT,ALFAR,COSAI 804 1500 4716
CALL REFLEC(D,ZHEIGT,ALFAR,COSAI 804 1510 4717
C 804 1520 4718
CALL VORTEX(P,BDTANVG,UNITG, VICOS2I 804 1530 4719
CALL DOTP(CnSICCS2,SUM31 804 1540 4720
C 804 1550 4721
SUM1= SUnI + SUM?*VI 804 1560 4722
1190 CONTINUE 804 1570 4723
C 804 1580 4724
IF (IFLGI1)-13 1200,1250,1250 804 1590 4725
1200 JGM= NSPV-JG+1 804 1600 4726
IF (JGM-JG) 1210,1250,1250 804 1610 4727
DO 1420 KV=t1NCV 804 1620 4728
00 1390 JV=NZERC,NSPV 804 1630 4729
NV= NV+I B04 1640 4730
C 804 1650 4731
C 804 1660 4732
COSI(1I= COSA 804 1670 4733
COS1(21= 0.0 804 1680 4734
C3S1(3)= -SINA 804 1690 4735
YSPN= ENIJVKV,2) 804 1700 4736
C 804 1710 4737
CALL CHORDT(YSPhXLE,XCO4,XTEXHECWCFI 804 1720 4738
C 804 1730 4739
DO 1140 L=1,3 804 1740 4740
M= L+3 804 1750 4741
COS2(L)= EN(JVK4.HM) 804 1760 4742
1140 P(L)= EN(JVKVtLI 804 1770 4743
C 804 1780 4744
CALL FLAPS(YSPNXHE, PCOS2) 804 1790 4745
C 804 1800 4746
CALL DOTP(COS1,COS2,VMATOP) 804 1810 4747
C 804 1820 4748
VMAT(NVI= VMATOP 804 1830 4749
C 804 1840 4750
C 804 1850 4751
DO 1150 L=1,3 804 1860 4752
1150 COS1(Ll= COS2ILI 804 1870 4753
C 804 1880 4754
NG= 0 804 1890 4755
DO 1380 KG=1,NCV 804 1900 4756
00 1370 JG=NZERO,NSPV 804 1910 4757
NG= NG+1 804 1920 4758
C 804 1930 4759
1= JG+1 804 1940 4760
DO 1160 L=1,3 804 1950 4761
B(LI= EV(JGKG,L 804 1960 4762
1160 n(L)= EV( I.KGtL, 804 1970 4763
C 804 1980 4764
YSPN= B(21 804 1990 4765
CALL CHORDT( YSPf,XLE,XCD4.XTEXHE,CW,CF ) 804 2000 4766
CALL FLAPSI YSPN,XHE,BCOS2 3 804 2010 4767
YSPN
= 
0(21 804 2020 4768
CALL CHORDT( YSPhXLE,XCO4,XTEXHE,CW,CF 1 804 2030 4769
CALL FLAPS( YSPN, XHEDCOS2 1 804 2040 4770
00 1170 L=1,3 804 2050 4771
PWILI = PILI B04 2060 4772
RW(L) = BILl 804 2070 4773
1170 DW(L) = DILI 804 2080 4774
C 804 2090 4775
CALL VORTEX(P8,DTANVUNIT, VI,COS2) 804 2100 4776
CALL DOTPICOSI,CCS2,SUMI) 804 2110 4777
C 804 2120 4778
SUM1= SUMl*VI 804 2130 4779
SUM2= 0.0 804 2140 4780
C 804 2150 4781
IF (IFLG(9)-1I 1190,1180,1180 804 2160 4782
1180 CONTINUE 804 2170 4783
CALL REFLEC(B,ZHEIGT,ALFARCOSA) 804 2180 4784
CALL REFLECIO,ZHEIGT,ALFARCOSA) 804 2190 4785
C 804 2200 4786
CALL VORTEX(PB,,DTANVG,UNITG, VICOS2) 804 2210 4787
CALL DOTP(COSI,CCS2,SUM3) 804 2220 4788
C 804 2230 4789
SUM1= SUMI + SUM3*VI 804 2240 4790
1190 CONTINUE 804 2250 4791
C 804 2260 4792
IF ( IFLG(L-I) 1200,1250,1250 804 2270 4793
1200 JGM= NSPV-JG+1 804 2280 4794
IF (JGM-JGI 1210,1250,1250 804 2290 4795
1210 CONTINUE 804 2300 4796
I = JGM + 804 2310 4797
On 1220 L=1,3 804 2320 4798
B(LI = EV(JGM,KGLI 804 2330 4799
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1220 O(L) = EV( IKG,L 804 2340 4800
C 804 2350 4801
YSPN= 812) 804 2360 4802
CALL CHORDT( YSPN.XLE,XCO4,XTE.XHE,CW.CF I 804 2370 4803
CALL FLAPS( YSPNXHEB,,COS2 I 804 2380 4804
YSPN= 0(2) 804 2390 4805
CALL CHORDTI YSPh,XLF,XCO4,XTE,XHE,CW,CF I 804 2400 4806
CALL FLAPS( YSPN, XHE.D.COS2 I 804 2410 4807
C 804 2420 4808
CALL VORTFX(PB,D,TANV,UNIT, Vl.COS2I 804 2430 4809
CALL DOTP(COSI,CCS2.SUM2) 804 2440 4810
C 804 2450 4811
SUM2= SUM2*VI 804 2460 4812
C 804 2470 4813
IF (IFLG(91-11 1240,1230,1230 804 2480 4814
1230 CONTINUE 804 2490 4815
CALL REFLEC(,ZHEIGT,ALFAR.COSA) 804 2500 4816
CALL REFLECID,ZHEIGTALFARCOSA) 804 2510 4817
C 804 2520 4818
CALL VORTEX(P,BO,TANVGUNITG, VtCOS2) 804 2530 4819
CALL DOTP(COS1,CCS2,SUM4) 804 2540 4820
C 804 2550 4821
SUM2= SUM2 f SUM4*VI 804 2560 4822
1240 CONTINUE 804 2570 4823
C 804 2580 4824
1250 CONTINUE 804 2590 4825
C 804 2600 4826
AMAT(NGNV)= SUMI+SUM2 804 2610 4827
C 804 2620 4828
C 804 2630 4829
IF IEXECK(15)-I.Cl 1260,1360,1360 804 2640 4830
1260 IF (IFLG(101-5) 1360,1270,1270 804 2650 4831
L270 IF (NM-II 12R0,12e0,1340 804 2660 4832
1280 LINES= LINES+4 804 2670 4833
NM= 10 804 2680 4834
IF (LINEX-I.INESI 1290,1300,1300" 804 2690 4835
1290 CALL PAGE 804 2700 4836
LINES= LINES+4 804 2710 4837
1300 WRITE (KOUT,10201 804 2720 4838
1310 LINES=LINES+2 804 2730 4839
IF (LINEX-LINES) 1320,1330,1330 804 2740 4840
1320 CALL PAGE 804 2750 4841
LINES= LINES+2 804 2760 4842
1330 WRITE IK3UT,1030) 804 2770 4843
1340 LINES=LINES+i 804 2780 4844
IF (LINEX-LINES) 1320,1350,1350 804 2790 4845
1350 WRITE I(KOUT,10401JV,KVNVNGVMAT(NVI,AMAT(NGNV),(PW(I),I=t,3),(BB04 2800 4846
IWIItI=1,3),(OW(I),1=1,3) 804 2810 4847
1360 CONTINUE 804 2820 4848
C 804 2830 4849
C 804 2840 4850
1370 CONTINUE 804 2850 4851
1380 CONTINUE 804 2860 4852
C 804 2870 4853
1390 CONTINUE 804 2880 4854
C 804 2890 4855
IF (EXECK(15)-1.CI 1400,1420,1420 804 2900 4856
1400 IF ( IFLG(10)-5) 1420.1410,1410 804 2910 4857
1410 WRITE (KOUT.1000) 804 2920 4858
LINES=LINES+1 804 2930 4859
C B04 2940 4860
1420 CONTINUE 804 2950 4861
C 804 2960 4862
C B04 2970 4863
LINES= LNES+3 804 2980 4864
IF (LINEX-LINES) 1430,1440,1440 804 2990 4865
1430 CALL PAGE 804 3000 4866
GO TO 1450 804 3010 4867
1440 WRITE (KnUT, 100) 804 3020 4868
1450 CONTINUE 804 3030 4869
C 804 3040 4870
C 804 3050 4871
C 804 3060 4872
C 804 3070 4873
C * SOLVE FOR GAMA * 804 3080 4874
C 804 3090 4875
C 804 3100 4876
NM= 0 804 3110 4877
SUP= 0.0 804 3120 4878
DO 1470 J=lNV 804 3130 4879
00 1460 K=I,NG 804 3140 4880
NM= NM+1 804 3150 4881
1460 SUP= SUP + DABS( AMAT(K,JI ) B04 3160 4882
1470 CONTINUE 804 3170 4883
SCALE = FLOATINM) 804 3180 4884
SCALE = SUP/SCALE B04 3190 4885
00 1490 J=1,NV 804 3200 4886
DO 14P0 K=1,NG 804 3210 4887
1480 AMAT(J,K)= AMAT(J,KI/SCALE 804 3220 4888
1490 CONTINUE 804 3230 4889
C B04 3240 4890
CALL DMATIN(AMATNV,OETERM) 804 3250 4891
C 804 3260 4892
C 804 3270 4893
NG= 0 804 3280 4894
00 1530 K=1,NCV 804 3290 4895
DO 1520 J=NZEROtNSPV 804 3300 4896
NG=NG+I 804 3310 4897
C 804 3320 4898
SUP= 0.0 804 3330 4899
NV= 0 804 3340 4900
00 1510 KV=1INCV 804 3350 4901
no 1500 JV=NZERO,NSPV 804 3360 4902
NV=NV+1 804 3370 4903
1500 SUP= SUP - VMAT(KVI*AMATINVNGI B04 3380 4904
1510 CONTINUE 804 3390 4905
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C 804 3400 4906
SUP = SUP/SCALE 804 3410 4907
SUM = -SUP 804 3420 4908
1520 EG(JKl = SUM/EXECK(II 804 3430 4909
1530 CONTINUE 804 3440 4910
C 804 3450 4911
C 804 3460 4912
C 804 3470 4913
C 804 3480 4914
IF (IFLG(1)-Il 1540,1570,1570 804 3490 4915
1540 CONTINUE 804 3500 4916
DO 1560 J-NZERC.tSPV 804 3510 4917
JM= NSPV+I-J 804 3520 4918
00 1550 K-t,NCV 804 3530 4919
1550 EG(JM,K) = FGIJ,KI 804 3540 4920
1560 CONTINUE 804 3550 4921
1570 CONTINUE 804 3560 4922
C 804 3570 4923
C 804 3580 4924
C 804 3590 4925
C * SOLVE FOR INDUCED VELOCITY MATRIX * 804 3600 4926
C 804 3610 4927
00 1700 K=I,NCV 804 3620 4928
DO 1690 J=NZERONSPV B04 3630 4929
C 804 3640 4930
I = J+1 B04 3650 4931
DO 1580 L=1,3 804 3660 4932
SUMSL(LI= 0.0 804 3670 4933
8(LI= EV(JKL) 804 3680 4934
1580 D(L) = EV(lKL) 804 3690 4935
YSPN= 8(2) 804 3700 4936
CALL CHORDT(YSPN.XLEXCO4,XTEXHE.CWCF) 804 3710 4937
CALL FLAPS( YSPNXHE,BCOS3) 804 3720 4938
YSPN= 0(21 804 3730 4939
CALL CHDRDT(YSPNXLE,XCO4.XTE,XHECW,CFI 804 3740 4940
CALL FLAPSI YSPNXHE,D.COS3) 804 3750 4941
00 1590 L=1,3 804 3760 4942
1590 PiL)= 0.5*( 8ILI)DIL) I 804 3770 4943
C 804 3780 4944
DO 1660 KG=L,NCV 804 3790 4945
DO 1650 JG=1,NSPV 804 3800 4946
C 804 3810 4947
I = JG+1 804 3820 4948
DO 1600 L1.,3 804 3830 4949
BILl
= 
EV(JG.KG.L) 804 3840 4950
1600 D(Ll= EV( IKGL) 804 3850 4951
YSPN= 8121 804 3860 4952
CALL CHORDT( YSPNhXLE.XC04,XTEXHE,CWCF I 804 3870 4953
CALL FLAPSI YSPNXHE,8,COS2 1 804 3880 4954
YSPN
= 
D(21 804 3890 4955
CALL CHORDT( YSPN,XLE,XC04,XTE,XHE,CW,CF ) 804 3900 4956
CALL FLAPS( YSPN, XHEDCOS2 I 804 3910 4957
C 804 3920 4958
CALL VORTEX(PB,D,TANV,UNITVI.COS2) 804 3930 4959
C 804 3940 4960
DO 1610 L-1.3 804 3950 4961
1610 SUMSL(L)= SUMSL(LI - EG(JG,KGI*VI*COS2(LI 804 3960 4962
C 804 3970 4963
IF IIFLG91)-11 1A40,1620,1620 804 3980 4964
1620 CALL REFLEC(BZHEIGTALFARCOSA) 804 3990 4965
CALL REFLEC(O,ZHEIGT,ALFARCOSA) 804 4000 4966
C 804 4010 4967
CALL VORTEX(P,B0,TANVG.UNITGVICOS2) B04 4020 4968
C 504 4030 4969
DO 1630 L=1,3 804 4040 4970
1630 SUMSL(LI= SUMSL(L) - EG(JGKGl*VI*COS2(L 804 4050 4971
1640 CONTINUE 804 4060 4972
1650 CONTINUE 804 4070 4973
1660 CONTINUE 804 4080 4974
C 804 4090 4975
DO 1670 L=1,3 804 4100 4976
1670 VVINDX(JK,L = SUMSL(LI*EXECK(1I 804 4110 4977
IF (NZER3-21 169C,1690,1680 804 4120 4978
1680 M = NSPV +1 -J 804 4130 4979
VVINOX(IM.K,1) INDX(JK,11 804 4140 4980
VVINOX(M,K,21= -VVINDX(J,K,2) 804 4150 4981
VVINDX(MK.3)= %VINDX(JK,3) 804 4160 4982
C 804 4170 4983
1690 CONTINUE 804 4180 4984
1700 CONTINUE 804 4190 4985
C 804 4200 4986
C R04 4210 4987
C 804 4220 4988
C * WING COEFFICIENTS * 804 4230 4989
C 804 4240 4990
FACTI= 2.0/WINGDO61 804 4250 4991
FACT2= FACT1/WINGD(91 804 4260 4992
FACT3- FACTI/WINGD(1) 804 4270 4993
WPMO= 0.0 804 4280 4994
WRMO= 0.0 804 4290 4995
WYMO= 0.0 804 4300 4996
WCLV= 0.0 804 4310 4997
WCDV= 0.0 804 4320 4998
WPMV= 0.0 804 4330 4999
WRMV
= 
0.0 804 4340 5000
WYMV= 0.0 804 4350 5001
NM-= 804 4360 5002
DO 1710 L=1.4 804 4370 5003
1710 SUMWL(LI= 0.0 804 4380 5004
C 804 4390 5005
C 804 4400 5006
00 1990 J=1,NSPV 804 4410 5007
C 804 4420 5008
YSPN= EN(J,1,21 804 4430 5009
YA= ABS(YSPNI 804 4440 5010
M= -1 804 4450 5011
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On 1740 L2,10O B04 4460 5012
IF (MI) 1720,1740,1740 804 4470 5013
1720 TEST= YA-EYE(LI 804 4480 5014
IF (TESTI 1730,1740,1740 B04 4490 5015
1730 M- L 804 4500 5016
1740 CONTINUE 804 4510 5017
IF (M-21 1750,170,1760 804 4520 5018
1750 M = 2 804 4530 5019
1760 Ml= M-1 804 4540 5020
C 804 4550 5021
RATS= (YA-EYE(MI/(llEYE(M)-EYE(IMI) 804 4560 5022
XLE = ELE(MI) + RATS*(ELEfMI-ELE(M1)) 804 4570 5023
XHE = EHE(MI) + RATS*(EHE(M-EHF(M1)) 804 4580 5024
TANLE= (ELF(MI-ELE(MII)/IEYE(M)-EYE4M13) 804 4590 5025
COSLE= SQRTIL.0+TANLE**2) 804 4600 5026
C 804 4610 5027
C 804 4620 5028
00 1960 K=1,NCV 804 4630 5029
NM= NM+1 804 4640 5030
C 804 4650 5031
CDS1(1)= VVINDXIJ,K,I1 + COSA 804 4660 5032
COS2II)- VVINDXIJK,2) 804 4670 5033
CDSI(3)= VVINDX(JK,33 - SINA 604 4680 5034
C 804 4690 5035
I = J+t 804 4700 5036
DO0 1770 L=1,3 804 4710 5037
B(Ll= EV(JK.L) 804 4720 5038
0(L) EV(IIK,L 804 4730 5039
1770 P(L)= 0.5*1 BIL)+D(L) 3 604 4740 5040
YSPN = B(21 804 4750 5041
CALL FLAPSIYSPN,XHE,B.COS3) 804 4760 5042
YSPN = 0(21 804 4770 5043
CALL FLAPS(YSPN,8HE1,DCOS3) 804 4780 5044
YSPN = P42) 804 4790 5045
SUMS = 0.0 804 4800 5046
DO 1780 L=1.3 804 4810 5047
CDS2(L)= D(L)-B(L) 804 4820 5048
1780 SUMe = SUMS + COS2(Li**2 804 4830 5049
SUMS = SQRTISUM8I 604 4840 5050
no 1790 L=1,3 604 4850 5051
1790 COS24(L = COS2(L3/SUM8 604 4860 5052
C 804 4870 5053
CALL FLAPSI YSPN,XHE, PCOS3 ) B04 4880 5054
C 804 4890 5055
CALL CROSP(ICSI,CCS2,COS3) 004 4900 5056
C 604 4910 5057
SLIFT- (EYJ,IK)/COS2(2)*EGIJ,K) 804 4920 5058
C B04 4930 5059
DO 1800 L=1,3 804 4940 5060
1800 SUMSL(L) = SLIFT*CCS3(L) 804 4950 5061
C B04 4960 5062
XARM = PIIll - WINGDIII 804 4970 5063
YARN = PI2) 804 4980 5064
ZARM = P(3) - MINGD(123 804 4990 5065
WPMO . WPMO + ( XARM*SUMSL(3) * ZARM*SUMSL(1) )*EXECK(131 804 5000 5066
WRMO = WRMO - ( VARM*SUMSL(31 + ZARM*SUMSL(2) ) 804 5010 5067
WYMO = WYMO - ( IARM*SUMSL(1) - XARM*SUMSL(2) ) 804 5020 5068
SCTS = -SUMSL(1) 804 5030 5069
IF ISCTSI 10IO,1EIO,1820 804 5040 5070
1810 SCTS - 0.0 B04 5050 5071
1820 SNFC = COSLF*SCTI B04 5060 5072
IF (SUMSL(3) 1830,1840,1840 804 5070 5073
1830 SNFC = -SNFC B04 5080 5074
1840 CONTINUE 804 5090 5075
WCLV= WCLV + SNFC 604 5100 5076
WCDV= WCOV + SCTS 804 5110 5077
XARM = XLE - WINGODI1) 804 5120 5078
WPMV = WPMV + ( XARM*SNFC + LARM*SCTS ) 804 5130 5079
WRMV = WRMV - I 'ARM*SNFC I 804 5140 5080
WYMV = WYMV - ( NARM*SCTS I 804 5150 5081
C B04 5160 5082
DD 1850 L=1,3 804 5170 5083
1850 SUMWL(LI= SUMWLIL) + SUMSL(L) 804 5180 5084
C B04 5190 5085
C 804 5200 5086
IF (EXECKI151-1.C 1860,1950,1950 804 5210 5087
1860 IF (IFLG(10)-2) 1550,1870,1870 804 5220 5088
1870 IF (NM-1) 18800leeO,1930 B04 5230 5089
1880 LINES
= 
LINES+4 804 5240 5090
IF (LINEX-LINES) 1890,1900,1900 804 5250 5091
1890 CALL PAGE 804 5260 5092
LINES= LINES+4 804 5270 5093
1900 WRITE (KOUT,1050) 804 5280 5094
LINES- LINES+2 604 5290 5095
IF (LINEX-LINES) 1910,1920,1920 804 5300 5096
1910 CALL PAGE 804 5310 5097
LINES= LINFS+2 B04 5320 5098
1920 WRITE (K3UT,1060) 04 5330 5099
1930 LINES= LINES+1 804 5340 5100
IF (LINFX-LINES) 1910,1940.1940 804 5350 5101
1940 CPLIFT= -2.0*SUMSL(31/ES(J,KI B04 5360 5102
WRITE (KOUT,10701J,KIPill,I=1,3),ES(JK),CPLIFT,(COS3(I1,1=1,3),t804 5370 5103
IVVINDX(JKII,I=I,3),EGI(J,KI 804 5380 5104
1950 CONTINUE 804 5390 5105
C 804 5400 5106
C 804 5410 5107
1960 CONTINUE 804 5420 5108
C 604 5430 5109
IF (EXECK(151-1.01 1970,1190,1990 804 5440 5110
1970 IF (IFLG(10I-2) 1990,1980,1980 804 5450 5111
1980 WRITE (KOUT,1000) 804 5460 5112
LINES=LINES+1 804 5470 5113
1990 CONTINUE 804 5480 5114
C 804 5490 5115
SUMWL(41= 0.0 804 5500 5116
DO 2000 L=1,3 804 5510 5117
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2000 SUMWLII4- SUMWLI(4) SUNWL(L*e2 804 5520 5118
SUMWLE43= SQRTISLWL(411 804 5530 5119
DO 2010 L=1,3 804 5540 5120
2010 SUMNL(L)= SUMWL(LI/SUMWL(4) 804 5550 5121
C 804 5560 5122
WCL=-FACTI*SUMWL4)*(SUMWL(3)*COSA+SUMWL(1*SINAI 804 5570 5123
WCO= FACTI*SUMWLI41*(SUMWL(13*COSA-SUMWLI33*SINA) 804 5580 5124
WPMO= WPMO*FACT2 804 5590 5125
WRMO- WRMO*FACT3 804 5600 5126
WYNMO WYMOOFACT3 804 5610 5127
SNFC= FACTI*( WCLV*COSA + WCOV*SINA I 804 5620 5128
SCTS- FACTI*I MCDV*COSA - WCLV*SINA I 804 5630 5129
WPMV = WPMO + FACT2*WPMV 804 5640 5130
WRMV= WRMO + FACT3*W8MV 804 5650 5131
WYMV- WYMO + FACT3*WYMV 804 5660 5132
WCLV= WCL - SNFC 804 5670 5133
WCDV= WCD + SCTS 804 5680 5134
C 804 5690 5135
IF IEXECK(15)-1.CI 2020,2050,2050 804 5700 5136
2020 LINES- LINES+3 804 5710 5137
IF ILINEX-LINES) 2030,2040,2040 804 5720 5138
2030 CALL PAGE 804 5730 5139
GO TO 2050 804 5740 5140
2040 WRITE (KOUT,1010) 804 5750 5141
2050 CONTINUE 804 5760 5142
C 804 5770 5143
EXECK(2)= WCL 804 5780 5144
EXECK(31= WPMO 804 5790 5145
EXECK(4)= WRMO 804 5800 5146
EXECKIS)- WYMO 804 5810 5147
EXECK(I6=IIWCLV-kCL) 804 5820 5148
EXECK(7=(IWPMV-WFMO) 804 5830 5149
EXECK(8I=IWCDV-kCD) 804 5840 5150
EXECK(9)I WCO 804 5850 5151
C 804 5860 5152
IF (EXECK(15-1.CI 2060,2250,2250 804 5870 5153
2060 CONTINUE 804 5880 5154
C 804 5890 5155
C 804 5900 5156
C 804 5910 5157
C * SECTION COEFFICIENTS * B04 5920 5158
C 804 5930 5159
NJ= 0 804 5940 5160
C 804 5950 5161
DO 2220 J=NZERO.,SPV 804 5960 5162
C 804 5970 5163
NJ=NJ+1 804 5980 5164
C 504 5990 5165
SPMO. 0.0 804 6000 5166
YSPN= EN(J,I,2) 804 6010 5167
C 804 6020 5168
CALL CHORDTIYSPN,XLEXCO4,XTEXHE,CWCFI 804 6030 5169
C 804 6040 5170
CORD- CW**2 804 6050 5171
C 804 6060 5172
00D 2070 L=1,4 804 6070 5173
2070 SUMSL(Ll= 0.0 804 6080 5174
C B04 6090 5175
DO 2120 K=1,NCV 804 6100 5176
C 804 6110 5177
C0511SH = VVINDX(JK,1) + COSA 804 6120 5178
CDSI(2)= VVINDX(JK,21 804 6130 5179
COSt03)= VVINDX(JK,3) - SINA 804 6140 5180
C 804 6150 5181I - J.l 804 6160 5182
DO 2080 L=1.3 804 6170 5183
RILI= EVIJ,K,LI 804 6180 5184
D(L)= EVIIKL 804 6190 5185
2080 PILl. 0.5*( BIL)+D(L) I 804 6200 5186
YSPN = 82)1 804 6210 5187
CALL FLAPSIYSPNXHE,9.COS33 804 6220 5188
YSPN = D0(2 804 6230 5189
CALL FLAPS(YSPN,3HE,D,COS3) 804 6240 5190
YSPN = P(2) 804 6250 5191
SUMB = C.0 804 6260 5192
DO 2090 L=1,3 804 6270 5193
COS2(LI= DILI-BILl 804 6280 5194
2090 SUMS = SUMS + COS2(L)**2 804 6290 5195
SUM8 = SQRTISUM8I 804 6300 5196
DO 2100 L=1,3 804 6310 5197
2100 COS2(LI = COS2(L)/SUM8 804 6320 5198
CALL FLAPS(YSPN,XHEP,COS3) 804 6330 5199
C 804 6340 5200
CALL CROSP(COS1,CCSZ2COS31 804 6350 5201
C 804 6360 5202
SLIFT= EGIJ,KI/CCS2(2) 804 6370 5203
C 804 6380 5204
DO 2110 L=1,3 804 6390 5205
2110 SUMSL(Ll= SUMSLIL + SLIFT*COS3i1L 804 6400 5206
C 804 6410 5207
XARM= EVIJ,Kll + 0.5*EYIJ,KI*EV(JK,4)/EV(J,K,S) 
-XC04 804 6420 5208
SPMO= SPNO + SLIFT*COS3I(3*XARM B04 6430 5209
C 804 6440 5210
2120 CONTINUE 804 6450 5211
C B04 6460 5212
DO 2130 L=1,3 804 6470 5213
2130 SUMSLI4)= SUMSL(4) + SUMSL4LI**2 804 6480 5214
SUMSL(41= SQRT(SLVSL(411 804 6490 5215
DO 2140 L=1,3 804 6500 5216
2140 SUMSLIL)= SUMSLILI/SUMSL4) 004 6510 5217
C 804 6520 5218
SCL= SUMSL(4)*2.0/CW 804 6530 5219
SPMO= SPMO*2.0/CORD 804 6540 5220
C 804 6590 5221
IF INJ-t) 2150,2150,2200 804 6560 5222
2150 LINES- LINFS+4 804 6570 5223
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IF (LINEX-LINES) 2160,2170,2170 804 6580 5224
2160 CALL PAGE 804 6590 5225
LINES= LINES+4 804 6600 5226
2170 WRITE (KOUT,10801 804 6610 5227
LINES=LINES+2 804 6620 5228
IF ILINEX-LINESI 2180.2190,2190 804 6630 .5229
2180 CALL PAGF B04 6640 5230
LINES= LINES+2 804 6650 5231
2190 WRITE IKOUT,10901 804 6660 5232
2200 LINES= LINES+I 804 6670 5233
IF (LINEX-LINES) 2180,2210,2210 804 6680 5234
2210 YOB. EN(J,1,21/BCTU 804 6690 5235
SPL = 0.5*SCL*CkW/BTU 804 6700 5236
SLIFT= SCL*CW*EYI(J.1/WINGD(6) 604 6710 5237
WRITE (KDUT,1100)JYOBEN(J,1,21,CWSCL,SPLSLIFT,SPMO,ISUMSL(II1804 6720 5238
1=1,31 804 6730 5239
C 804 6740 5240
2220 CONTINUE 804 6750 5241
C 804 6760 5242
C 804 6770 5243
CALL INTERP(ALFA,ZHEIGT,WCLWCD) 804 6780 5244
C 804 6790 5245
C 804 6800 5246
RATS= SORT( WCDV**2 + WCLV**2 ) 804 6810 5247
COS3(1)= I WCDV*COSA - WCLV*SINA I/RATS 804 6820 5248
COS3(21= 0.0 804 6830 5249
C3S3(3)= I-WCLV*COSA - WCOV*SINA )I/RATS 804 6840 5250
C 804 6850 5251
LINES=LINES+11 804 6860 5252
IF ILINEX-LINES) 2230,2240,2240 804 6870 5253
2230 CALL PAGE 804 6880 5254
LINES= LINES +11 804 6890 5255
2240 WRITE (KOUTll10)hCLWCD,WPMOWRMO,WYMDISUMWLIIII=1,31,DETERM.SC804 6900 5256
1ALEWCLV,WCDV,WPPV,WRMV,WYMV,(COS3(II,IT-,31 B04 6910 5257
LINES=LINES+10 B04 6920 5258
C B04 6930 5259
C 804 6940 5260
2290 RETURN 804 6950 5261
C XXXXXX B04 6960 5262
C 804 6970 5263
C 804 6980 5264
END 804 6990 5265
V FOR 805,805 805 10 5266
C 805 20 5267
C 805 30 5268
C 805 40 5269
SURROUTINE INTERP(ALFA,ZHEIGTWCLCFWCDCFI 805 50 5270
C 805 60 5271
C * TRW MULTIPLE-SURFACE VORTEX-LATTICE PROGRAM - REVISED 8 AUG.72 *805 70 5272
C * PROGRAM DEVELOPED BY A.V.GOMEZ ITRW SYSTEMS) ON MARCH-MAY 1971 *805 80 5273
C 805 90 5274
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXxXXXXXXXXxxxxxxxx XXXXxxxxxx XXXXXxxXXXX805 100 5275
C 805 110 5276
DIMENSION XFUNIIII, CPFUNI31i 805 120 5277
DIMENSION YSPANI221, XCORD(221, SPRES(22I 805 130 5278
nIMENSION SLIFT(22),SDRAGI22),CMOMT(22) 805 140 5279
DIMENSION ALIFT(42,ADRAGI42),AMOMT(42) 805 150 5280
DIMENSION FLAPN(22),FLAPX(221,AFLPN(42),AFLPX(42) 805 160 5281
DIMENSION SCLMV22)SPMV(22),SCOV(22),ACLV(42),APMVi42ACDV(421 805 170 5282
C 805 180 5283
DIMENSION COSI(3)COS2(3),COS3(3) 805 190 5284
DIMENSION SUMSL(4I),B1O() 3),P(3) 805 200 5285
C 805 210 5286
COMMON/DATAO1/KIN ,KOUT ,KT1 ,KT2 ,LINEX ,LINES B05 220 5287
COMMON/DATAO2/IFLG(IL) ,EXECK(151 ,RAD ,PIE 805 230 5288
COMMON/DATAO5/WINGD(15) ,EY(42,10) ,EC(42,10) ,ES(42,10) 805 240 5289
*,EYE(IO1) ELF(10) ,ETE(10) ,EHE(O1) ,EG(42,101 B05 250 5290
*,EN142,10,6) ,EV(42,10,6) ,VVINDX(42,10,31 805 260 5291
COMMON/DOATAO6/YFFII,YFF12,YFF21,YFF22,YFF31,YFF32,DELTF1,DELTF2 B05 270 5292
S,NOFLAPNOAILR 805 280 5293
C 805 290 5294
DATA XFUN/ 0.0,0.1,0.2,0.310.4,0.5,0.6,0.7,0.8.0.9,1.0/ 805 300 5295
C ROS 310 5296
C 805 320 5297
1000 FORMATi(XI 805 330 5298
1010 FORMAT(IX,//,1X) 805 340 5299
C 805 350 5300
1020 FORMAT(41X,3RHCHCRDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DETAIL,/41IK,38(1HRI 805 360 5301
1,//,19X,19(2H* ),23HCHOPRD STATION (X-XLE)I/C1942H *),//,19X, 805 370 5302
2 11F9.5,//19H 2Y/B SCL ,1812H* I29HCHORD PRESSJRE (CPL 805 380 5303
3-CPUI*IZL,1'(2H *),/,lX ) 805 390 5304
1030 FORMATIIX,13F9.5 ) 805 400 5305
C B05 410 5306
1040 FORMAT(41X,41HSPANWISE SECTION LIFT DISTRIBUTION DETAIL,/41Xl,411I805 420 5307
IH*I,//,33X,15HWITH LE SUCTION,16X,13HNO LE SUCTION,17X,12HFLAP/AILBO5 430 5308
2ERON,//,SX,20H Y 2Y/B ,2(30H SCL SCDI SCM(B05 440 5309
3C/411, 30H FCN FCX FCH ,/,1X) 805 450 5310
1050 FORMAT(SX,F10.3,1OF1O.6 ) 805 460 5311
C 805 470 5312
1060 FORMAT(IX,/,IXI4HIEOF PLOT FILEI3,1HI I 805 480 5313
C 805 490 5314
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXxXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXxxxXXXXXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx805 500 5315
C 805 510 5316
C 805 520 5317
C 805 530 5318
C 805 540 5319
C * INITIALIZE * 805 550 5320
C 805 560 5321
IF (IFLG(11i-1) 1630,1070,1070 805 570 5322
1070 CONTINUE 805 580 5323
C 805 590 5324
ZERO = 0.0 B05 600 5325
ZEROI= 0.0 805 610 5326
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ZERO2= 0.0 805 620 5327
C 805 630 5328
NO= 0 805 640 5329
N1= 1 805 650 5330
N2= 2 805 660 5331
NSPV = IFLG(3) 805 670 5332
NCV = IFLG(6I 805 680 5333
C BOS 690 5334
IREC4 = 1 805 700 5335
IWORDI- 2 805 710 5336
IMORD2= 10 B05 720 5337
C 805 730 5338
SPAN = WINGD(II 805 740 5339
MAREA- WINGD(6) 805 750 5340
WMGC - WINGOD() 805 760 5341
BOTU - SPAN/2.0 805 770 5342
C 805 780 5343
BETAM- EXECK(II 805 790 5344
UCL - EXECK(2) 805 800 5345
WPMO = EXECK(3 805 810 5346
URMO = EXECK(4) 805 820 5347
WYMO - EXECK(SI 805 830 5348
C 805 840 5349
FACT1= 2.0/WINGD(6) 805 850 5350
FACT2= FACTI/WINGD(9) 805 860 5351
FACT3- FACTI/WINGD( 1 805 870 5352
C 805 880 5353
ALFAR- ALFA/RAD 805 890 5354
TANA = TAN(ALFAR) 805 900 5355
COSA - 1.0/SQRTII.0+TANA**21 805 910 5356
SINA = T&NA*COSA 805 920 5357
C 805 930 5358
NZERO- 1 805 940 5359
IF (IFLG(1)-11 1080,1090,1090. 805 950 5360
1080 CONTINUE 805 960 5361
NSPO2= NSPV/2 805 970 5362
NTEST= NSPV-NSPO2*2 805 980 5363
NZERO
= 
NSP02 + 1 805 990 5364
1090 CONTINUE 805 1000 5365
C 805 1010 5366
LINES- LINES +3 805 1020 5367
IF (LINEX-LINES) 1100,1110,1110 805 1030 5368
1100 CALL PAGE 805 1040 5369
LINES= LINES +3 805 1050 5370
1110 WRITE I(KOUT,1010) 805 1060 5371
C 805 1070 5372
C 805 1080 5373
C 805 1090 5374
C * SECTION COEFFICIENTS * 805 1100 5375
C 805 1110 5376
NJ- 0 805 1120 5377
C 805 1130 5378
C 805 1140 5379
NSPAN - 0 805 1150 5380
C 805 1160 5381
C 805 1170 5382
DO 1390 J-NZERO.NSPV 805 1180 5383
C 805 1190 5384
J2= J+1 805 1200 5385
NJ-NJ+1 805 1210 5386
NSPAN - NSPAN+1 805 1220 5387
C 805 1230 5388
YSPN- EN(J,1,21 805 1240 5389
C 805 1250 5390
YA- ABSIYSPNI 805 1260 5391
M= -1 805 1270 5392
DO 1140 L-2,10 B05 1280 5393
IF I(M 1120,1140,1140 805 1290 5394
1120 TEST- YA-EYEIL) 805 1300 5395
IF (TEST) 1130,1130,1140 805 1310 5396
1130 M= L 805 1320 5397
1140 CONTINUE 805 1330 5398
IF (M-2) 1150,116C,1160 805 1340 5399
1150 M= 2 805 1350 5400
1160 ML= M-1 805 1360 5401
C 805 1370 5402
RATS (YA-EYE(MI)II)/EYEIMI-EYE(MIl) 805 1380 5403
XLE = ELE(M11 + RATS*( ELE(MI-ELE(MIl ) 805 1390 5404
XTE = ETE(MI) + RATS*( ETE(M-ETEI(M)I 805 1400 5405
XHE = EHE(IM) + RATS*( EHEIMI-EHE(MlI ) 805 1410 5406
CW = XTE-XLE 805 1420 5407
CF - XTE-XHE 805 1430 5408
XC04= XLF + CW*0.25 805 1440 5409
TANLF = (ELEIM)-ELEIM1I) /(EYEIMI-EYE(MI)I 805 1450 5410
COSLE = SQRT(I.O + TANLE**21 805 1460 5411
C 805 1470 5412
CORD= CW**2 R05 1480 5413
C 805 1490 5414
C 805 1500 5415
C * SECTION LIFT LOOP * 805 1510 5416
C 805 1520 5417
NX = 0 805 1530 5418
C 805 1540 5419
SPNO= 0.0 805 1550 5420
C 805 1560 5421
no 1170 L1.*4 805 1570 5422
1170 SUMSLELI- 0.0 805 1580 5423
C 805 1590 5424
00 1220 K=I1NCV 805 1600 5425
C 805 1610 5426
NX= NX+I 805 1620 5427
C 805 1630 5428
COS1()=i VVINDX(JKll + COSA 805 1640 5429
COS1(2)= VVINDXJK,2) 805 1650 5430
COS1(31- VVINODX(JK3) - SINA 805 1660 5431
C 805 1670 5432
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I - J+1 805 1680 5433
00 1180 L=1,3 805 1690 5434
8IL)- EV(J,KL 805 1700 5435
DIL)= EV(IK,LI BOS 1710 5436
1180 P(LI= 0.5e* B(L)O+DL) 1 BO5 1720 5437
YSPN = 8(22 805 1730 5438
CALL FLAPS(YSPN,>HEB,COS3I 805 1740 5439
YSPN = n(2) 805 1750 5440
CALL FLAPS(YSPN,1HE,DCOS3) 805 1760 $441
YSPN = P(21 805 1770 5442
SUM8 = 0.0 805 1780 5443
00 1190 L=1,3 805 1790 5444
COS2(L)= D(Ll-BIL) 805 1800 5445
1190 SUM8 = SUM8 + COS2ILI**2 805.1810 5446
SUM8 = SQRT(SUMS) 805 1820 5447
no 1200 L=1,3 805 1830 5448
1200 COS2(L) = COS2(LI/SUM8 805 1840 5449
C 805 1850 5450
CALL FLAPS(YSPNXHE P,COS3) 805 1860 5451
C 805 1870 5452
CALL CROSPICOS1,CCS2,COS3 805 1880 5453
C 805 1890 5454
ZLIFT= EG(J,K)/COS2(2) 805 1900 5455
C 805 1910 5456
SPRES(NXI= 2.0*LLIFT*COS3(3)/EC(JKI 805 1920 5457
XCORD(NX)= (P(1i-LE)/CW 805 1930 5458
C 805 1940 5459
DO 1210 L=1,3 805 1950 5460
1210 SUMSL(LI= SUMSL(L) + ZLIFT*COS3(LI 805 1960 5461
C 805 1970 5462
XARM= P(II-XCO4 805 1980 5463
SPMO= SPMn + ZLIFT*COS3(3)*XARM 805 1990 5464
C 805 2000 5465
1220 CONTINUE 805 2010 5466
C 805 2020 5467
C 805 2030 5468
FLAPN(NSPAN) = -2.0*ZLIFT*COS313)/ECIJtNCV) 805 2040 5469
FLAPX(NSPAN) = 2.0*ZLIFT*COS3(1)/EC(J,NCV) 805 2050 5470
C 805 2060 5471
00 L230 L=1,3 805 2070 5472
1230 SUMSL(4)= SUMSL(4) + SUMSL(L)**2 805 2080 5473
SUMSL(4= SORTISUPSL(41) 805 2090 5474
nD 1240 L=1.3 805 2100 5475
1240 SUMSL(LI= SUMSL(L)/SUMSL(4) 805 2110 5476
SUMSL(41= 2.0*SLVSL(I4/CW 805 2120 5477
C 805 2130 5478
C 805 2140 5479
NX= NX+I 805 2150 5480
SPRES(NXi= 0.0 805 2160 5481
XCORD(NXI= 1.0 805 2170 5482
C 805 2180 5483
CALL CURFITIXCORDOSPRESALIFT, NX,ZFRO1,ZER02,Z2,N2) 805 2190 5484
C 805 2200 5485
YSPAN(NSPANI= YSPN/ROTU 805 2210 5486
SLIFT(NSPANI=-SUMSL(41*(SUMSL3*COSA + SUMSL(1)*SINA) 805 2220 5487
SDRAG(NSPANI= SUESL(4)*(SUMSL(I)*COSA - SUMSLI3)*SINAI 805 2230 5488
CMOMT(NSPANI= 2.0*SPMO/CORD 805 2240 5489
SCTS = -SUMSL(4)*SUMSL(1) 805 2250 5490
IF (SCTS 1250,1250,1260 805 2260 5491
1250 SCTS = 0.0 805 2270 5492
1260 SNFC = COSLE*SCTS 805 2280 5493
IF (SUMSL(31) 127C,1280,1280 805 2290 5494
1270 SNFC= -SNFC 805 2300 5495
12PO CONTINUE 805 2310 5496
SCLV(NSPANI = SLIFT(NSPAN) - SNFC*COSA - SCTS*SINA 805 2320 5497
SCDV(NSPANI = SORAG(NSPANI +SCTS*COSA - SNFC*SINA 805 2330 5498
SPMV(NSPAN) = CMCOTINSPAN) - SNFC*(XC04-XLE)/CW 805 2340 5499
C 805 2350 5500
C 805 2360 5501
C 805 2370 5502
DXAPG= XCORD(NXI/30.0 805 2380 5503
C 805 2390 5504
DO 1300 K=1,31 805 2400 5505
C 805 2410 5506
XARG = DXARG*FLOAT(K-1) 805 2420 5507
YARG = 0.0 805 2430 5508
C 805 2440 5509
IF (K-1) 1300.13CC,1290 805 2450 5510
1290 CONTINUE 805 2460 5511
C 805 2470 5512
C 805 2480 5513
CALL CURVE(XCORDSPRESALIFT, XARG,YARGDUMYK,NX,NI) 805 2490 5514
C 805 2500 5515
1300 CPFUN(K)= -YARG 805 2510 5516
C 805 2520 5517
C 805 2530 5518
IF (J-NZERO) 1310,1310,1340 805 2540 5519
1310 LINES= LINES + 9 805 2550 5520
IF (LINEX-LINESI 1320,1330,1330 805 2560 5521
1320 CALL PAGE 805 2570 5522
LINES= LINES +9 805 2580 5523
1330 WRITE (KOUT,1020(XFUNIIIl=I1,11) 805 2590 5524
1340 IF (LINEX-LINES) 1320,1350,1350 805 2600 5525
1350 LINES
= 
LINES+1 805 2610 5526
WRITE (KJUT,1030)YSPAN(NSPAN),SLIFT(NSPANI,(CPFUN(II,I=1,31,33 805 2620 5527
C 805 2630 5528
C 805 2640 5529
IF IIFLG(13)-11 1390,1360,1360 B05 2650 5530
1360 CONTINUE 805 2660 5531
C 805 2670 5532
DO 1370 K=1,31 805 2680 5533
XARG = DXAPG*FLOAT(K-1 805 2690 5534
1370 WRITE(KT2)IREC4RhlORDlXARGCPFUN(KI 805 2700 5535
IREC4 = IREC4 + 1 805 2710 5536
IF (J-NSPVI 1390,1380,1380 805 2720 5537
1380 END FILE KT2 805 2730 5538
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IREC4- 1 805 2740 5539
LINES= LINES +2 805 2750 5540
IFLG(15)= IFLG(15) +1 805 2760 5541
WRITE (KOUT,1060)IFLG(15) 805 2770 5542
C 805 2780 5543
C 805 2790 5544
1390 CONTINUE 805 2800 5545
C 805 2810 5546
C 805 2820 5547
LINES- LINES+3 805 2830 5548
IF (LINEX-LINES) 1400,1410,1410 805 2840 5549
1400 CALL PAGE 805 2850 5550
LINES- LINES+3 805 2860 5551
GO TO 1420 805 2870 5552
1410 WRITE (KOUTI1010) 805 2880 5553
1420 CONTINUE 805 2890 5554
C 805 2900 5555
C B05 2910 5556
C 805 2920 5557
CALL CURFITIYSPAh, SLIFT,ALIFT, NSPAN.ZEROI,1ERO2,N2,N2) 805 2930 5558
CALL CURFITIYSPAN, SDRAG,ADRAG, NSPAN,ZERO1,ZERO2,N2,N2) 805 2940 5559
CALL CURFITIYSPAN, CMOMT,AMOMT, NSPANZEROEROZERO2N2,NI) 805 2950 5560
CALL CURFITIYSPAK, FLAPNAFLPN, NSPANtZEROlIZERO2,N2,N2) 805 2960 5561
CALL CURFIT(YSPANt FLAPX,AFLPX. NSPANZEROI.ZERO2N2,N2) 805 2970 5562
CALL CURFIT(YSPAN, SCLV, ACLV, NSPAN,ZEROIZERO2,N2.N2) 805 2980 5563
CALL CURFIT(YSPAN. SCDV, ACDV, NSPANIZER01lZERO2NZN2N2) 805 2990 5564
CALL CURFIT(YSPAN, SPMV, APMV, NSPANtZERO1,ZERO2.N2.N2) 805 3000 5565
C 805 3010 5566
C 805 3020 5567
C 805 3030 5568
DELTAB = 1.0/20.0 805 3040 5569
WCLCF = 0.0 805 3050 5570
WCOCF = 0.0 805 3060 5571
SUMSS - 0.0 805 3070 5572
C 805 3080 5573
DO 1580 J-=141 805 3090 5574
C 805 3100 5575
YOB8 DELTAB*FLOAT(J-11 - 1.0 805 3110 5576
YOBO= YOB 805 3120 5577
YSPN= YOBO*BOTU 805 3130 5578
C 805 3140 5579
IF (NZERO-11 144C,1440.L430 805 3150 5580
1430 YOB= ABSIYOB) 805 3160 5581
1440 CONTINUE 805 3170 5582
C 805 3180 5583
CL = 0.0 805 3190 5584
CO = 0.0 805 3200 5585
CM = 0.0 805 3210 5586
CLV = 0.0 805 3220 5587
CDV = 0.0 B05 3230 5588
CPV = 0.0 805 3240 5589
FCN - 0.0 805 3250 5590
FCX - 0.0 805 3260 5591
C 805 3270 5592
TEST- ABS(Y08 - 0.999 805 3280 5593
IF (TEST) 1450,1460.1460 805 3290 5594
1450 CONTINUE 805 3300 5595
C 805 3310 5596
CALL CURVE(YSPAN,SLIFTALIFT, YOBCL, DUMYK.NSPANNII 805 3320 5597
CALL CURVE(YSPANtSORAGADRAG, YOBtCDO DUMYKNSPANNI) 805 3330 5598
CALL CURVE(YSPANCMOMT,AMCMT, YOB.CM, DUMYK.NSPANN1) 805 3340 5599
CALL CURVE(YSPANFLAPN,AFLPN, YOBFCNDUMYKNSPAN.N1I 805 3350 5600
CALL CURVE(YSPANFLAPX.AFLPX, YOBFCX,ODUMYKNSPANtN1) 805 3360 5601
CALL CURVE(YSPAN. SCLV, ACLVI YOB.CLV,DUMYK.NSPANNI) 805 3370 5602
CALL CURVE(YSPAN, SCOV, ACDV. YOBCDV,DUMYK.NSPANINIL 805 3380 5603
CALL CURVE(YSPAN, SPMV. APMV, YOBCPVtOUNYK.NSPANNI) 805 3390 5604
C 805 3400 5605
1460 CONTINUE 805 3410 5606
C 805 3420 5607
CALL CHORDTIYSPNXLEXCO4,XTEXHECW,CF) 805 3430 5608
C 805 3440 5609
FCM = -FCN/4.0 805 3450 5610
C 805 3460 5611
CLCI = CL*CW 805 3470 5612
CDC1 = CD*CW 805 3480 5613
CWCI = CW 805 3490 5614
C 805 3500 5615
IF (J-l1 1480,14O8,1470 805 3510 5616
1470 WCLCF = WCLCF + DELTAB*(CLC1+CLC2) B05 3520 5617
WCOCF = WCDCF + DELTA8*(CDCI+CDC2I 805 3530 5618
SUMSS = SUMSS + DELTAB*(CwCICWC2) 805 3540 5619
1480 CLC2 = CLC1 805 3550 5620
CDC2 = CDC 805 3560 5621
CWC2 = CWC1 805 3570 5622
C 805 3580 5623
C 805 3590 5624
C 805 3600 5625
IF (J-ll 1490,149SC 1520 805 3610 5626
1490 LINES= LINES+7 805 3620 5627
IF (LINEX-LINESI 1500,1510,1510 805 3630 5628
1500 CALL PAGE 805 3640 5629
LINES= LINES+T 805 3650 5630
1510 WRITE IKOUT.1040) 805 3660 5631
1520 IF (LINEX-LINES) 1500,1530,1530 805 3670 5632
1530 LINES= LINES +1 805 3680 5633
NOFLPX= NOFLAP + NOAILR 805 3690 5634
IF (NOFLPXI 1540.1540.1550 B05 3700 5635
1540 WRITE (KOUTlOSOIYSPNYOBOtCLCDCMCLV,CDVtCPV 805 3710 5636
GO TO 1560 B05 3720 5637
1550 WRITE (KOUT,105C)YSPNYOBOCLCDCMCLVtCDV,CPVFCNFCXFCM 805 3730 5638
1560 CONTINUE 805 3740 5639
C 805 3750 5640
IF IIFLG14I-1I 1580,1570.1570 805 3760 5641
1570 WRITE(KT2)IREC4,lWORD2,YOBO,CL.CODCMFCN XFCM,CLVCDVCPV 805 3770 5642
C 805 3780 5643
C 805 3790 5644
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1580 CONTINUE 805 3800 5645
C 805 3810 5646
C 805 3820 5647
WCLCF = WCL 805 3830 5648
WCDCF - WCDCF/SUMSS 805 3840 5649
C 805 3850 5650
C 805 3860 5651
LINES= LINES+3 805 3870 5652
IF (LINEX-LINESI 1590,1600,1600 805 3880 5653
1590 CALL PAGF 805 3890 5654
LINES= LINES+3 805 3900 5655
1600 WRITE (KOUT,10101 805 3910 5656
C 805 3920 5657
IF (IFLG(141-1I 1620,1610,1610 8OS 3930 5658
1610 END FILE KT2 805 3940 5659
LINES
= 
LINES +2 805 3950 5660
IFLCGI15= IFLG(151 +1 805 3960 5661
WRITE (KOUT,1060I1FLG(15) 805 3970 5662
1620 CONTINUE 805 3980 5663
C 805 3990 5664
C 805 4000 5665
C 805 4010 5666
1630 RETURN 805 4020 5667
C XXXXXX 805 4030 5668
C 805 4040 5669
C 805 4050 5670
END 805 4060 5671
V FnR 806,806 806 10 5672
C 806 20 5673
C 806 30 5674
C 806 40 5675
SUBROUTINE OLINER(ALFA,ZHEIGT,ALFALWINGCLNJOBLI 806 50 5676
C 806 60 5677
C * TRW MULTIPLE-SURFACE VORTEX-LATTICE PROGRAM - REVISED 8 AUG.72 *806 70 5678
C * PROGRAM DEVELOPED RY A.V.GOMEZ (TRW SYSTEMS) ON MARCH-MAY 1971 *806 80 5679
C 806 90 5680
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXBO6 100 5681
C 806 110 5682
DIMENSION YSPAN(22) 806 120 5683
DIMENSION ALFALI20), WINGCLI211 806 130 5684
DIMENSION CLAI(32),CLB(32),RCL(2,321)RCM(2Z32),RYSPAN321 806 140 5685
DIMENSION SCLV(22),SPMV(22) ,SCDVI22IACLV(42),APMV(42),ACDV(421 806 150 5686
DIMENSION RCD(2,32),RCLV(2,321,RCDV(I232),RPMV(2,321 806 160 5687
DIMENSION WCLVS(I2), DVS(2),WCPVS(2), WCPOSI2),WCDIS(2I 806 170 5688
DIMENSION SLIFT(22)tSDPAGI22),CMNMTI22) 806 180 5689
DIMENSION ALIFT(421,ADRAG(42),AMOMT(42) 806 190 5690
DIMENSION FLAPN22),FLAPX(22),AFLPN(42),AFLPX(42) 806 200 5691
DIMENSION RCFL(2.321, RCFD(2,32) 806 210 5692
C 806 220 5693
DIMENSION COS1(31,COS2(3),C0S3(3) 806 230 5694
DIMENSION SUMSL(4I,RI3),D(3).P(3) 806 240 5695
DIMENSION WC03131,WCL33).WCL4(3I 806 250 5696
C 806 260 5697
COMMON/DATAO1/K6I ,KOUT ,KTI ,KT2 ,LINEX ,LINES B06 270 5698
COMMON/DATAO2/IFLG(15II EXECK(15) RAD ,PIE 806 290 5699
COMMON/DATA05/WINGD(151 ,EY1421101 ,EC(42,10) .ES(42.10I B06 290 5700
*,EYE(10 IO ELF(IO) .ETE(IO) ,EHE(10I) EG(42,101 806 300 5701
*,EN142,10,6) EV(42,10,61 ,VVINDXI42,10,31 806 310 5702
COMMON/IOATAO6/YFFI1,YFF1Z,YFF21,YFF22,YFF31,YFF32,DELTF1,DELTF2 B06 320 5703
* ,NOFLAP,NOAILR 806 330 5704
COMMON/OATA7/LFLAPLDRAG 806 340 5705
C 806 350 5706
C 806 360 5707
C 806 370 5708
1000 FORMAT(IXI 806 380 5709
1010 FORMATI1X,//,l) B06 390 5710
C 806 400 5711
1020 FORMAT(42X,35HLINEARIZED SOLUTION WITH LE SUCTION/42X35(IH*I//25X,806 410 5712
1 60H ALFA ALFARO WCL WCL CMP CMR , 806 420 5713
2 O1H CMY ,/,45X,40H SLOPE SLOPE SLOPE//BO6 430 5714
3,25X.2F10.3,FIO.4,4FI0.5,///lX) 806 440 5715
C 806 450 5716
1030 FORMAT(3OX,50H Y ZY/B SCLAI SCLB SCL , 806 460 5717
1 LOH SCM(1/41,/,lX 1 806 470 5718
C 806 480 5719
1040 FORMAT(30X, F10O.3, 5F10.5 ) 806 490 5720
C 806 500 5721
1050 FORMAT(34X,15HWITH LE SUCTION,16X.13HNO LE SUCTION,17X,12HFLAP/AILB06 510 5722
1ERON,//,5X,20H Y 2Y/B ,2(30H SCL SCDI SCM(BO6 520 5723
2C/4)), 30H FCN FCX FCH t/,1X) 806 530 5724
1060 FORMAT(5XF1O.3,10FL0.6I 806 540 5725
C 806 550 5726
1070 FORMAT(IX,/,17XleHWITH LE SUCTION ,4HWCL=,F10.5,8H / WCDI=,FIO.RBO6 560 5727
15, 12H / WCM(C/4)=,F10.5, 7H / L/ ,FIO.5,/, BX,13HNO LE SUCTION,4XB06 570 5728
2, 4X,FIO.5,2H /,EXF10.5,2H /,IOX,F1O.5,ZH /,5X,FIO.5 I 806 580 5729
C 806 590 5730
1080 FORMAT(41X.37HLIKEARIZED SOLUTICN WING COEFFICIENTS,/.41X,371(I1*I06 600 5731
I //,44X,15HWITH LE SUCTION,17X,13HNO LE SUCTION,//, B06 610 5732
2 30X.5HALFA , 2(30H WCL WCD WCMIC/41),/.IX) 806 620 5733
1090 FORMAT( 25X1 F10.3, 6F10.4 ) 806 630 5734
C 806 640 5735
1100 FORMAT(1X,/tIX,14H(EOF PLOT FILEI3,lHI ) 806 650 5736
C 806 660 5737
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXBO6 670 5738
C B06 680 5739
C 806 690 5740
C 806 700 5741
C 806 710 5742
C * INITIALIZE * 806 720 5743
C B06 730 5744
NO
= 0 806 740 5745
NI
= 1 806 750 5746
N2= 2 806 760 5747
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NSPV = IFLG(3) 806 770 5748
NCV = IFLG(6) 806 780 5749
NCLFLG= 1 B06 790 5750
C B06 800 5751
ZERO = 0.0 806 910 5752
ZEROI1= 0.0 806 820 5753
ZERO2= 0.0 806 830 5754
C 806 840 5755
SPAN = WINGD(II 806 850 5756
WAREA- WINGD(6 806 860 5757
WMGC = WINGD(I9 B06 870 5758
BOTU = SPAN/2.0 806 880 5759
C 806 890 5760
FACTI= 2.0/WINGOD() 806 900 5761
FACT2= FACT1/WINGD(9) 806 910 5762
FACT3= FACTI/WINGO(1I 806 920 5763
SKINFC- EXECK(1OI*2.0 806 930 5764
DELALF= EXECK(121 806 940 5765
EXECKI 151 2.0 806 950 5766
C 806 960 5767
NZEPO= 1 806 970 5768
IF (IFLGI1-11 1110.1120.1120 806 980 5769
1110 CONTINUE 806 990 5770
NSPO2= NSPV/2 806 1000 5771
NTEST= NSPV-NSPO2*2 806 1010 5772
NZERO= NSPO2 + 1 806 1020 5773
1120 CONTINUE 806 1030 5774
C 806 1040 5775
C 806 1050 5776
C 806 1060 5777
C 806 1070 5778
C * LINEARIZFD LIFT TO PASS LOOP * 806 1080 5779
C 806 1090 5780
DO 1420 4CLC=1.2 806 1100 5781
C 806 1110 5782
IF INCLFLGI 1130,1140,1140 806 1120 5783
1130 ALFA= ALFA ODELALF 806 1130 5784
C 806 1140 5785
CALL DLIFT( ALFA,ZHEIGT) 806 1150 5786
C 806 1160 5787
GO TO 1150 806 1170 5788
1140 NCLFLG= -1 806 1180 5789
C 806 1190 5790
BETAM= EXECKII) 806 1200 5791
WCL = EXECK(2) 806 1210 5792
WPMO = EXECKI(3 806 1220 5793
WRMO = EXECK(41 806 1230 5794
WYMO = EXECK(5) 806 1240 5795
C 806 1250 5796
1150 CONTINUE 806 1260 5797
C 806 1270 5798
C 806 1280 5799
ALFAR= ALFA/RAD 806 1290 5800
TANA = TAN(IALFARI 806 1300 5801
COSA - 1.O/SQRT(I.O+TANA**Z 806 1310 5802
SINA = TANA*COSA 806 1320 5803
UCPOS(NCLC)= EXECK(3) 806 1330 5804
WCLVS(NCLCI= EXECK(6) 806 1340 5805
WCDVS(NCLCI= EXECK(8) 806 1350 5806
WCPVSINCLC)= EXECK(7) 806 1360 5807
WC)IS(NCLC)= EXECK(9) 806 1370 5808
C 806 1380 5809
C 806 1390 5810
C 806 1400 5811
C 806 1410 5812
C * SECTION COEFFICIENTS * 806 1420 5813
C 806 1430 5814
NJ= 0 806 1440 5815
C 806 1450 5816
C 806 1460 5817
NSPAN = 0 806 1470 5818
C 806 1480 5819
C 806 1490 5820
DO 1330 J=NZEROlSPV 806 1500 5821
C 806 1510 5822
J2= J+1 806 1520 5823
NJ=NJ+ 806 1530 5824
NSPAN = NSPAN4I 806 1540 5825
C 806 1550 5826
YSPN= FN(J,1,2) 806 1560 5827
C 806 1570 5828
YA= ABS(YSPN) 806 1580 5829
M -1 806 1590 5830
L 806 1600 5831
00 1180 L=2,10 806 1610 5832
IF (Mi 1160,1180,1180 806 1620 5833
1160 TEST= YA-EYF(L) 806 1630 5834
IF (TEST) 1170,1170,1180 806 1640 5835
1170 M= L 806 1650 5836
1180 CONTINUE 806 1660 5837
IF (M-2) 1190.I2CC,1200 806 1670 5838
1190 M= 2 806 1680 5839
1200 Ml= M-1 806 1690 5840
C 806 1700 5841
RATS= (YA-EYE(MII)/IEr4EYEII-EYEI 806 1710 5842
XLE = FLE(IMII RATS*( ELFIMI-ELEIMI) I 806 1720 5843
XTE = ETE(MI) + RATS*( ETE(MI-ETE(MII I 806 1730 5844
XHE = EHEIM1l 4 RATS*( EHEIM)-EHE(MI) I 806 1740 5845
CW = XTE-XLE 806 1750 5846
CF = XTE-XHE 806 1760 5847
XC04= XLE + CW*C.25 B06 1770 5848
TANLF = (ELF(M)-ELE(MI)II/EYE(MI-EYE(IM1l 806 1780 5849
COSLE = SQRT(I.O+TANLE**21 B06 1790 5850
C 806 1800 5851
CORD= CW**2 806 1810 5852
C 806 1820 5853
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C 806 1830 5854
C * SECTION LIFT LOOP * 806 1840 5855
C 806 1850 5856
C 806 1860 5857
SPMO
= 
0.0 806 1870 5858
C 806 1880 5859
00 1210 L-1.4 806 1890 5860
1210 SUMSLI(L= 0.0 806 1900 5861
C 806 1910 5862
DO 1260 K=1,NCV 806 1920 5863
C 806 1930 5864
C 806 1940 5865
COSI(11) = VVINOX(JK,t) + COSA 806 1950 5866
COS1(24= VVINDO(J.K,2) 806 1960 5867
COSl(3)= VVINDX(J,K,3) - SINA 806 1970 5868
C 806 1980 5869
I = J+1 806 1990 5870
nO 1220 L=1.3 806 2000 5871
R(Ll = EV(J,K,Ll 806 2010 5872
OIL)= EV(IK,L 806 2020 5873
1220 P(L) = 0.5*4 BIL)+D(L) 1 806 2030 5874
YSPN = 8(21 806 2040 5875
CALL FLAPS(YSPNIHE,8,COS3) 806 2050 5876
YSPN = D(21 806 2060 5877
CALL FLAPS(YSPNIHE,D,COS3) 806 2070 5878
YSPN = P(21 806 2080 5879
SUM8 = 0.0 806 2090 5880
00 1230 L=1,3 806 2100 5881
COS2(L)= D(L)-81L) 806 2110 5882
1230 SUM8 = SUMS + COS2(Ll**2 806 2120 5883
SUM8 = S3RT(SUMSI 806 2130 5884
00 1240 L=13 806 2140 5885
1240 COS2(L) = COS2(L)/SUM8 806 2150 5886
C 806 2160 5887
CALL FLAPS(YSPN,1HEP,COS3) 806 2170 5888
C 806 2180 5889
CALL CROSPICOSI,CCS2,COS3J 806 2190 5890
C 806 2200 5891
ZLIFT= FG(JK) 806 2210 5892
C 806 2220 5893
00 1250 L=113 806 2230 5894
1250 SUMSL(Ll= SUMSL(L) + ZLIFT*COS31L) 806 2240 5895
C 806 2250 5896
XARM= PitI-XCO4 806 2260 5897
SPNO= SPMO + ZLIFT*COS343*XARM 806 2270 5898
C 806 2280 5899
1260 CONTINUE 806 2290 5900
C 806 2300 5901
C 806 2310 5902
FLAPN(NSPANI = -2.0*ZLIFT*COS3(31/ECIJNCVI 806 2320 5903
FLAPX(NSPAN) = 2.0*ZLIFT*COS3(11/ECJNCVI 806 2330 5904
C 806 2340 5905
On 1270 L-1,3 806 2350 5906
1270 SUMSL(41± SUMSLI4) + SUMSLIL**2 806 2360 5907
SUMSLE44) SQRTISL(4)) 806 2370 5908
00DO 1280 L=1.3 806 2380 5909
1280 SUMSLILI= SUMSL(LI/SUMSL(4) 806 2390 5910
SUMSL(4)= 2.0*SUPSL4)/CW 806 2400 5911
C 806 2410 5912
C 806 2420 5913
YSPAN4NSPANI= YSPN/BOTU 806 2430 5914
SLIFT(NSPANI=-SUPSL41*(SUMSLI3)*COSA + SUMSL()*SINAI B06 2440 5915
SDRAG(NSPAN)= SUMSL14)*(SUMSL(I)*COSA - SUMSL43)*SINA) 806 2450 5916
CMOMT(NSPAN)= 2.0*SPMO/CORD 806 2460 5917
SCTS = -SUMSLI4*SUMSLiL) B06 2470 5918
IF (SCTS) 1290,1290.1300 806 2480 5919
1290 SCTS = 0.0 806 2490 5920
1300 SNFC = COSLE*SCTS 806 2500 5921
IF (SUMSL(3)I 1310,1320,1320 806 2510 5922
1310 SNFC= -SNFC 806 2520 5923
1320 CONTINUE 806 2530 5924
SCLVINSP4N)= -ShFC*COSA - SCTS*SINA 806 2540 5925
SCOV(NSPAN)= SCTS*COSA - SNFC*SINA 806 2550 5926
SPMV(NSPAN)= SNFC*(XLE-XC041/CW 806 2560 5927
C 806 2570 5928
C 806 2580 5929
1330 CONTINUE 806 2590 5930C 806 2600 5931
C 806 2610 5932
LINES= LINES+3 806 2620 5933
IF (LINEX-LINES) 1340.1350,1350 806 2630 5934
1340 CALL PAGE 806 2640 5935
LINES= LINES+3 806 2650 5936
GO TO 1360 806 2660 5937
1350 WRITE (KOUT[OIOI 806 2670 5938
1360 CONTINUE 806 2680 5939
C 806 2690 5940
C 806 2700 5941
C 806 2710 5942
CALL CURFITIYSPAN, SLIFT,ALIFT, NSPAN,ZEROI,ZERO2,N2,N2) 806 2720 5943
CALL CURFIT(YSPANt SDRAG,ADRAG, NSPAN,ZERO1,ZERO2,N2,N2) 806 2730 5944
CALL CURFIT(YSPAN, CMOMTAMOMT, NSPANZEROIZERO2,N2,N2I B06 2740 5945
CALL CURFIT(YSPAN, FLAPNAFLPN, NSPAN,ZEROIZERO2,N2tN2) 806 2750 5946
CALL CURFIT(YSPAN, FLAPXAFLPX, NSPAN,ZEROLtZERO2,N2,N2) 806 2760 5947
CALL CURFITIYSPAN, SCLV, ACLV, NSPANZERO1,ZERO2,N2,N2 806 2770 5948
CALL CURFIT(YSPAK, SCDV. ACOV, NSPAN,ZEROI,ZERO2,NtN2,) 06 2780 5949
CALL CURFITIYSPAN, SPMV, APMV, NSPAN,ZEROI,ZERO2,NZ,N2) R06 2790 5950
C 806 2800 5951
C 806 2810 5952
C 806 2820 5953
DELTAB= 2.0/30.0 806 2830 5954
YSPANO
= 
-1.0 806 2840 5955
IF (IFLGI14-1) 1370,1380.1380 806 2850 5956
1370 DELTAB= 1.0/30.0 806 2860 5957
YSPANO
= 
0.0 806 2870 5958
1380 CONTINUE 806 2880 5959
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C 806 2890 5960
00DD 1410 J=1,31 806 2900 5961
C 806 2910 5962
YO8= DELTAB*FLOAT(J-11 + YSPANO 806 2920 5963
YSPN= YOB*B TU 806 2930 5964
C B06 2940 5965
CL = 0.0 806 2950 5966
CD = 0.0 B06 2960 5967
CM = 0.0 806 2970 5968
CLV = 0.0 806 2980 5969
CDV = 0.0 806 2990 5970
CPV = 0.0 806 3000 5971
FCN = 0.0 806 3010 5972
FCX = 0.0 806 3020 5973
C 806 3030 5974
TEST= ABS(YD8) - 0.999 806 3040 5975
IF (TEST) 1390,14C01400 806 3050 5976
1390 CONTINUE 806 3060 5977
C 806 3070 5978
CALL CURVEIYSPANSLIFTALIFT, YO8,CL, DUMYKNSPANNII 806 3080 5979
CALL CURVE(YSPANSDRAGAORAG, YOBCD, DUMYKNSPAN.NI) 806 3090 5980
CALL CURVEIYSPAN.CMOMT,AMOMT, YOBCM, DUMYKNSPANNI) 806 3100 5981
CALL CURVEIYSPAN,FLAPNAFLPN, YORFCN,DUMYK,NSPAN,NI) 806 3110 5982
CALL CURVE(YSPANFLAPXAFLPX, YCOBFCXtDUMYK.NSPANNI) 806 3120 5983
CALL CURVE(YSPAN,SCLV, ACLV, YOB.CLVDUMYK,NSPAN.NI 806 3130 5984
CALL CURVE(YSPANSCDV, ACOVI YOBCDVDUMYKNSPAN,NI 806 3140 5985
CALL CURVE(YSPANSPMV, APMV, YCBCPVDUMYKNSPANN1) 806 3150 5986
C 806 3160 5987
1400 CONTINUE 806 3170 5988
C 806 3180 5989
C 806 3190 5990
C B06 3200 5991
RCLINCLC,JI = CL 806 3210 5992
PCOINCLC,JI = CO 806 3220 5993
RCM(NCLC.J) = CM 806 3230 5994
RCLV(NCLCeJ)= CLV 806 3240 5995
RCDV(NCLC,Ji= CD' 806 3250 5996
RPMV(NCLC,J)= CPV 806 3260 5997
RCFLINCLC,JI= FCN*COSA - FCX*SINA 806 3270 5998
RCFDINCLC,J)= FCX*COSA + FCX*SINA 806 3280 5999
RYSPAN( JI = YO8 806 3290 6000
C 806 3300 6001
C 806 3310 6002
1410 CONTINUE 806 3320 6003
C 806 3330 6004
C 806 3340 6005
1420 CONTINUE 806 3350 6006
C 806 3360 6007
C 806 3370 6008
OELCL- EXECKI2I-CL 806 3380 6009
EXECKI(15 = 0.0 806 3390 6010
SCLI= WCL**2 806 3400 6011
SCL2= SCL1 - EXECK(2)**2 806 3410 6012
WCLVS(2= ( WCLS(I) - WCLVSIZ) )/SCL2 806 3420 6013
WCLVS(I)= WCLVS(I) - WCLVSI2)*SCL1 806 3430 6014
WCOVS(21= ( WCOSIII - WCDVS(I2) I/SCL2 806 3440 6015
WCOVStLI= WCDOS(I) - WCOVS(2I*SCLI 806 3450 6016
WCPVS(2)= I WCPVS(I - WCPVS(2) )/SCL2 806 3460 6017
WCPVS(I)= WCPYSII - WCPVS(2)*SCL 806 3470 6018
WCPOS(21= ( WCPOS(2) - WCPOSI1) )/DELCL 806 3480 6019
WCPOS(I)= WCPCS(II - WCPOS(2)*WCL 806 3490 6020
WCDIS(2)= I WCOISIII - WCDIS(2) I/SCL2 806 3500 6021
WCOIS(Il= 0.0 806 3510 6022
C 806 3520 6023
DO 1460 J=1,31 806 3530 6024
CFNS = RCFL(1,JI**2 806 3540 6025
C 806 3550 6026
TEST = CFNS - RCFL(2,J)**2 806 3560 6027
ATEST= ABS(TESTI-0.001 806 3570 6028
IF (lATEST) 1430,1430,1440 806 3580 6029
1430 RCFD(2tJ)= 0.0 806 3590 6030
GO TO 1450 806 3600 6031
1440 RCFD(2,JI= (RCFD(,IJ)-RCFDIZ,Jll/TEST 806 3610 6032
1450 RCFD(IIJI= RCFD(,JI - RCFD2,J)*CFNS 806 3620 6033
RCFLI2,Ji= (RCFL(2,J-RCFLi1,J))/DELCL 806 3630 6034
RCFL(1IJI= RCFL(I1JI-RCFL(2,J)*WCL 806 3640 6035
RCM12,J)= (RCM2,JI-RCMII.J)I/DELCL 806 3650 6036
RCMIl.J)= PCM(llJ) - RCMI2,J)*WCL 806 3660 6037
C 806 3670 6038
SCLI= WCL**2 806 3680 6039
SCL2= SCLI-EXECK(21**2 806 3690 6040
RCLV(2,JI= (RCLV(1,JI-RCLV(2,J)I/SCL2 806 3700 6041
RCLVI,Ji= RCLVilJI-PCLV(2,J)*SCL1 806 3710 6042
RCOV(I2J)= (RCDVII,JI-RCDV12,JI)/SCL2 806 3720 6043
RCOV(I,J= RC)VI(1J)-RCDVI2,Ji*SCLI 806 3730 6044
RPMVI2,J)= (RPMV(IlJ)-RPMV(2,J)I/SCL2 806 3740 6045
RPMV(1,JI= RPMV(I,JI-RPMV(2,J)*SCLI 806 3750 6046
C B06 37560 6047
SCLL= RCLItJ**2 806 3770 6048
SCL2= SCLI - RCL(2,Ji**2 806 3780 6049
RCD(2,J) = (RCD(I,JI -RCO(2.JI )/SCL2 806 3790 6050
RCD(1,J) = RCDIIJ) -RCOI2,J)SCLI 806 3800 6051
CLAIIJI= (RCLI2,JI-RCLI1,JI)/DELCL 806 3810 6052
1460 CLR(JI = RCL(I,JI 
- CLAI(JI*WCL' 806 3820 6053
C B06 3830 6054
C 806 3840 6055
WLIFTS= DELCL/DELALF 806 3850 6056
WPMOSL= IEXFCK(3)-WPMO)/DELALF 906 3860 6057
WRMOSL= IEXECK(4)-WRMO)/DELALF 806 3870 6058
WYMOSL= (EXFCK(5I-WYMO)/DELALF 806 3880 6059
C 806 3890 6060
ALFA = ALFA - DELALF 806 3900 6061
ALFARO= ALFA - WCL/WLIFTS 806 3910 6062
C 806 3920 6063
C 806 3930 6064
LINES= LINES+10 806 3940 6065
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IF (LINEX-LINES) 1470,1480,1480 806 3950 6066
1470 CALL PAGE 806 3960 6067
LINES= LINES+10 806 3970 6068
1480 WRITE (KOUT,O020OALFA,ALFAROCLWLIFTSWPMOSLWRMOSLWYMOSL 806 3980 6069
C 806 3990 6070
DO 1540 J=1,31 806 4000 6071
IF (J-l) 1490,1490,1520 806 4010 6072
1490 LINES= LINES+ 2 806 4020 6073
IF (LINEX-LINESI 1500,1510,1510 806 4030 6074
1500 CALL PAGE 806 4040 6075
LINES= LINES+2 806 4050 6076
1510 WRITE (KOUT,1030) 806 4060 6077
1520 LINES= LINES+1 806 4070 6078
IF (LINEX-LINESI 1500,1530,1530 806 4080 6079
1530 CONTINUE 806 4090 6080
YSPN= RYSPANIJ)*BOTU 806 4100 6081
WRITE (KOUT,1040YSPNRYSPANIJiCLA1IJ)ICL8IJIRCLIIJIRCMI1,J) 806 4110 6082
1540 CONTINUE 806 4120 6083
C 806 4130 6084
C 806 4140 6085
C 806 4150 6086
C * LINEARILEO SOLUTION ARRAY * 806 4160 6087
C 806 4170 6088
IF (WINGCLLI-11I 1550,1570,1570 806 4180 6089
1550 CONTINUE 806 4190 6090
DD 1560 N=2,NJOBL 806 4200 6091
M= N-1 806 4210 6092
1560 WINGCL(N)= WLIFTS*( ALFALIMI-ALFAROI 806 4220 6093
1570 CONTINUE 806 4230 6094
SLOPEO = 0.5/PIE 806 4240 6095
SLOPEW = 1.O/(WLIFTS*RAD) 806 4250 6096
IRECN= 0 806 4260 6097
IWORD=10 806 4270 6098
C 806 4280 6099
C 806 4290 6100
00 1830 N=2,NJOBL 806 4300 6101
C 806 4310 6102
C 806 4320 6103
WCL= WINGCL(N) 806 4330 6104
ALFA= WCL/WLIFTS + ALFARO 806 4340 6105
SIGNL= 1.0 806 4350 6106
IF (WCLI 1580,155C,1590 806 4360 6107
1580 SIGNL= -1.0 806 4370 6108
1590 CONTINUE 806 4380 6109
IRECN= IRECN +1 806 4390 6110
C B06 4400 6111
LINES= LINES + LINEX 806 4410 6112
IF (LINEX-LINESI 1600,1610,1610 806 4420 6113
1600 CALL PAGE 806 4430 6114
LINES
= 
LINES 10 806 4440 6115
1610 WRITE (KOUT,O120)ALFA,ALFARO,WCL,WLIFTSWPMOSL,WRMOSL,WYMOSL 806 4450 6116
C 806 4460 6117
DO 1770 J=1,31 806 4470 6118
C 806 4480 6119
YSPN
= 
PYSPANIJI*BCTU 806 4490 6120
RCLil,JI= CLAI(JI*WCL + CLB(J) 806 4500 6121
C 806 4510 6122
CALL CHORDT(YSPNXLEXCO4,XTE,XHF,CWCFI 806 4520 6123
C 806 4530 6124
SCLI= RCL(1,J)**2 B06 4540 6125
SCL2= WCL**2 806 4550 6126
RCLI2.Ji= RCD(I,J) + RCD(2,JI*SCLt 806 4560 6127
IF (LORAG-Il 164C,1620,1620 806 4570 6128
1620 RCL(2,J)= 0.0 806 4580 6129
IF (CLAI(JI) 164C,1640,1630 806 4590 6130
1630 RCL2,JI= (SLOPE6/CLAII(J-SLOPEOI)SCL1 806 4600 6131
1640 CMAC= RCM(IJ) + RCMI2,JI*WCL 806 4610 6132
C 806 4620 6133
CLV = ( RCLVII,JI + RCLVI2,J)*SCL2 )*SIGNL + RCLILJ) 806 4630 6134
CPV = ( RPMV(1,JI + RPMV(2,JI*SCL2 )*SIGNL + CMAC 806 4640 6135
CDV = I RCDVI(1JI + RCDVI2.JI*SCL2 I + RCL(2,J) 806 4650 6136
CMLFT= (WINGD(11)-XC04)*IRCLI1,J)*COSA + RCL(2,JI*SINA) 806 4660 6137
FCN = RCFL(I,J) + RCFLZ2,J)*WCL 806 4670 6138
FCX = RCFD(IIJI * RCFD(2,JI*(FCN**2) B06 4680 6139
CFNS
= 
FCN*COSA + FCX*SINA B06 4690 6140
FCX = FCX*COSA - FCN*SINA 806 4700 6141
FCN = CFNS 806 4710 6142
FCM = -FCN/4.0 806 4720 6143
C 806 4730 6144
IF (J-1) 1650,160.1680 806 4740 6145
1650 LINES
= 
LINES + 4 B06 4750 6146
IF (LINEX-LINES) 1660,1660,1670 806 4760 6147
1660 CALL PAGE 806 4770 6148
LINES= LINES + 4 806 4780 6149
1670 WRITE (KOUT, 1050 806 4790 6150
1680 LINES= LINES + 1 806 4800 6151
IF (LINEX-LINES) 1660,1690,1690 806 4810 6152
1690 CONTINUE 806 4820 6153
C 806 4830 6154
NnFLPX= NOFLAP + AOAILR 806 4840 6155
IF (NOFLPX 1700,1700,1710 806 4850 6156
1700 WRITE (KDUT,1O60)VSPN,RYSPAN(J),RCL(I,JI,RCL(2,J),CMACCLV,CDOVCPV8O6 4860 6157
GO TO 1720 806 4870 6158
1710 WRITE (KOUT,IO6I0YSPN,PYSPANIJi,RCL(I1JI,RCLI2,JI,CMACCLV,CDV.CPVB06 4880 6159
I,FCNFCXFCM 806 4890 6160
1720 CONTINUE 806 4900 6161
C 806 4910 6162
IF (J-11 1730.1730,1740 B06 4920 6163
1730 CONTINUE 806 4930 6164
SUMS= 0.0 806 4940 6165
SUMC= 0.0 806 4950 6166
SUML= 0.0 806 4960 6167
SUMD= 0.0 806 4970 6168
SUMP= 0.0 806 4980 6169
GO TO 1750 806 4990 6170




SUMS + 2.0*DELTAS 806 5010 6172
SUMC= SUMC + DELTAS*ICW+CWF) 806 5020 6173
SUML= SUML + DELTAS*IRCL(I,JI+RCL11 806 5030 6174
SUMD= SUMD + DELIAS*(RCL(2,J)+RCL21 806 5040 6175
SUMP= SUMP + DELTAS*(CW*RCMII,JI+CWF*RCMI+CMLFT+CMLFT1I 806 5050 6176
1750 CONTINUE 806 5060 6177
C 806 5070 6178
CWF= CW 806 5080 6179
YSPNP
= 
YSPN 806 5090 6180
RCL1= RCL(I J) 806 5100 6181
RCL2= RCL(2,JI 806 5110 6182
RCMI- RCMI1,J) 806 5120 6183
CMLFTI= CMLFT 806 5130 6184
C 806 5140 6185
IF IIFLGi4II-I1 1770,1760.1760 806 5150 6186
1760 WRITE(KT2)IPECNIWORDRYSPANIJ3iRCL(IJ)IRCL(2,JI,CMACo B06 5160 6187
1 FCN,FCX.FCM, CLV,CDV,CPV 806 5170 6188
1770 CONTINUE 806 5180 6189
C 806 5190 6190
C 806 5200 6191
WCO= SUMDISUMS 806 5210 6192
WCMAC= WCPOSI1) * WCPOS(2)*WCL 806 5220 6193
WLOD- WCL/WCD 806 5230 6194
C 806 5240 6195
SCL2 = WCL**2 806 5250 6196
WCLV = I WCLVS(1) + WCLVS(2)*SCL2 )*SIGNL * WCL 806 5260 6197
WPMV = ( WCPVS(1) + WCPVSI21*SCL2 )*SIGNL + WCMAC 806 5270 6198
WCOV = I WCOVS(II) WCDVSI2)*SCL2 I + WCD 806 5280 6199
WLODV= WCLV/WCOD 806 5290 6200
C 806 5300 6201
IF IN-4) 1780,17EC,1800 806 5310 6202
1780 M=N-1 806 5320 6203
WCD3(MI= WCO B06 5330 6204
WCL3IMI= wCL 806 5340 6205
WCL4IM= WCL**2 806 5350 6206
C 806 5360 6207
IF IN-41 1800,17SC,1800 806 5370 6208
1790 WCO3(3 = I WC03(12 - WCD3(3) )/( WCL3(2) - WCL313) 1 806 5380 6209
WCD3(2) = I WCD3(1) - WC03(21 )/I WCL3(1) - WCL3(2) I 806 5390 6210
WCL3(3) = I WCL4(2) - WCL4(3) /4 WCL3(2 - WCL3(3) I 806 5400 6211
WCL312) = ( WCL4(II) - WCL412) )/( WCL3(1) - WCL3(2) I 906 5410 6212
WCDIS(2)= I WCD3(21-WCD313 I1( WCL3(2) - WCL3(3) 3 806 5420 6213
WCDIS(1)= WCD3(2) - WCOISI2)*WCL3(2I 806 5430 6214
SKINFC = SKINFC + WCD311I - WCDISII)*WCL3(II - WCDISI2)*WCL4(II 806 5440 6215
1800 CONTINUE 806 5450 6216
C 806 5460 6217
LINES= LINES+3 806 5470 6218
IF ILINEX-LINES) 1810,1820,1820 806 5480 6219
1810 CALL PAGE 806 5490 6220
LINES= LINES+3 806 5500 6221
1820 WRITE IKOUT,1070)kCL,WCD,WCMACWLOD,WCLV,WCDV,WPMV,WLODV 806 5510 6222
C 806 5520 6223
1830 CONTINUE 806 5530 6224
C 806 5540 6225
C 806 5550 6226
CALL PAGE 906 5560 6227
WRITE I(KOUTt0803 806 5570 6228
KALFA= IFIX( ALFARO - 2.0 ) 806 5580 6229
LINES= LINES + 9 806 5590 6230
IRECN= IRECN +1 806 5600 6231
IWORD= 7 806 5610 6232
C 806 5620 6233
NIMAX= 20.0 -ALFARO 806 5630 623400 1870 N=1,NIMAX B06 5640 6235
ALFA= FLOAT( N + KALFA ) 806 5650 6236
WCL = WLIFTS*( ALFA-ALFARO ) 806 5660 6237
SCL2 = WCL**2 806 5670 6238WCD = SKINFC + CODISIIl*WCL + WCDIS(2)*SCL2 806 5680 6239
WCMAC= WCPOS(1) 4 WCPOSI2)*WCL 806 5690 6240
WCLV = WCLVS(1) * WCLVS(2)*SCL2 806 5700 6241
WCDV = WCDVS(III) WCOVSI2*SCL2 806 5710 6242
WPMV = W:PVSIIL + WCPVS(2)*SCL2 806 5720 6243
C B06 5730 6244
IF (WCL) 1840,11I0,1850 806 5740 62451840 WCLV = WCLVSI) 4 WCLVSIIIll -WCLV 806 5750 6246
WPMV = WCPVS(1I * WCPVS(I) - WPMV 806 5760 6247
1850 WCLV = WCLV + WCL 806 5770 6248
WCOV = WCOV + WCO 806 5780 6249
WPMV = WPMV + WCPAC 806 5790 6250
C 806 5800 6251
'WRITE IK3UTEO90IALFAWCLWCO,WCMACWCLVWCDV,WPMV 806 5810 6252
C 806 5820 6253
IF iiFLG(i14-i) 1E70,1860.1960 806 5830 6254
1860 CONTINUE 806 5840 6255WRITEIKT21)IPECN,IORDALFAWCL,hCD,WCMACWCLVWCOV,WPMV 806 5850 62561870 CONTINUE 806 5860 6257C 806 5870 6258C 806 5880 6259IF (IFLG(141-1) 1e90,1880,1880 806 5890 6260
1880 LINES= LINES +2 806 5900 6261
IFLCII51= IFLG(I15) +1 806 5910 6262END FILE KT2 B06 5920 6263
WRITE (K3UT,1100)IFLG(151 806 5930 6264
1890 CONTINUE 806 5940 6265C 806 5950 6266C 806 5960 62671900 RETURN 806 5970 6268C XXXXXX 806 5980 6269C 806 5990 6270C 806 6000 6271END 806 6010 6272
V FOR B07,807 807 10 6273C 807 20 6274
9-60
C 807 30 6275
C 807 40 6276
SUBROUTINE SPANI(IFLAG,NSPS,NDIS.SPAN, YSPANI 807 50 6277
C 807 60 6278
C * TRW MULTIPLE-SURFACE VORTEX-LATTICE PROGRAM - REVISED 8 AUG.72 *807 70 6279
C * PROGRAM DEVELOPED BY A.V.GOMEZ (TRW SYSTEMSI ON MARCH-MAY 1971 *807 80 6280
C 807 90 6281
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXKKXX807 100 6282
C 807 110 6283
DIMENSION YSPAN(42) 807 120 6284
COMMON/DATAO2/IFLG(15I EXECK(15) .RAD *PIE 807 130 6285
COMMON/OATAO4/YFLAP1,YFLAP2,FLAPC 807 140 6286
* ,YAILRN,AILRNCWSMOTH 807 150 6287
C 807 160 6288
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX07 170 6289
C 807 180 6290
C 807 190 6291
C B07 200 6292
IF (IFLAG-11 100C.1020,1250 807 210 6293
C 807 220 6294
C 807 230 6295
C 807 240 6296
C * FIXED SPACING * B07 250 6297
C 807 260 6298
1000 CONTINUE 807 270 6299
C 807 280 6300
DELTA= SPAN/FLDAI(NSPS-1 807 290 6301
BOTU= SPAN/2.0 + DELTA 807 300 6302
C 807 310 6303
00 1010 K=1.NSPS 807 320 6304
1010 YSPAN(K)=-BOTU + DELTA*FLOAT(KI 807 330 6305
C 807 "340 6306
RETURN 807 350 6307
C XXXXXX 807 360 6308
C 807 370 6309
C 807 380 6310
C 807 390 6311
C * VARIABLE SPACING * 807 400 6312
C 807 410 6313
1020 CONTINUE 807 420 6314
C 807 430 6315
PHI= PIE*I 1.0 + FLOAT(NDIS) I 807 440 6316
DPHI= PHI/FLOATINSPS-11 807 450 6317
ROTU= SPAN/2.0 807 460 6318
DBO = 0.5*SPAN/FLOATINDIS+1I) 807 470 6319
C 807 480 6320
C 807 490 6321
PIFF= PIF 807 500 6322
PIEM= 1.0 807 510 6323
C 807 520 6324
00 1040 N=I1NSPS 807 530 6325
PHI= OPHI*FLOAT(N-1) 807 540 6326
IF (PHI-PIEFI 1040,1040.1030 807 550 6327
1030 PIEF- PIE + PIEF 807 560 6328
PIEM- PIEM + 2.0 807 570 6329
1040 YSPAN(N)
= 
-ROTU + 0BO*(PIEM - COS(PH1+PIE-PIEF)I B07 580 6330
C B07 590 6331
C 807 600 6332
IF IYFLAP21 1250t1250,1050 807 610 6333
1050 YFI= YFLAP1 807 620 6334
YF2= YFLAP2 807 630 6335
* TEST= YFLAP-1.0O 807 640 6336
IF (TEST) 1060,1060,1070 807 650 6337
1060 YFI
= 
YFIlBOTU 807 660 6338
YF2= YF2*BOTU 807 670 6339
1070 CONTINUE 807 680 6340
C 807 690 6341
IF (NDIS-1) 1250,1250,1080 807 700 6342
1080 IF (NDIS-3) 1090.1090,1150 807 710 6343
1090 Yv = DBO*FLOATINOIS-1I 807 720 6344
C 807 730 6345
C 807 740 6346
C * NDIS=2 OR 3 * B07 750 6347
C 807 760 6348
RAT1= YF2/YI 807 770 6349
RAT2= (BOTU-YF2I/(BOTU-YI) 807 780 6350
DO 1140 N=1,NSPS 807 790 6351
T1 = YSPANINI + V1 807 800 6352
T2 = YSPANINI - V1 807 810 6353
IF (TII 1100.1100,1110 B07 820 6354
1100 YSPANINI= -YF2 + (YSPAN(N)+YI)*RAT2 807 830 6355
GO TO 1140 807 840 6356
1110 IF (T2) 1120,1120,1130 807 850 6357
1120 YSPAN(NI= YSPAN(Ih*RAT1 807 860 6358
GO TO 1140 807 870 6359
1130 YSPAN(NI= YF2 + IYSPAN(N)-YLI1RAT2 807 880 6360
1140 CONTINUE B07 890 6361
GO TO 1250 807 900 6362
C 807 910 6363
C 807 920 6364
C * NDIS
= 
4 * 807 930 6365
C 807 940 6366
1150 YL= DBO 807 950 6367
Y2= 3.0*YV 807 960 6368
RATO = YFL/IY 807 970 6369
RATI = IYF2-YFI)/(Y2-Y11 807 980 6370
RAT2 = (BOTU-YF2II(BDOTU-Y2) 807 990 6371
00 1240 N=1,NSPS 807 1000 6372
T1 = YSPAN(NI + V2 807 1010 6373
T2 = YSPANIN) + V1 807 1020 6374
T3 = YSPAN(N) - f1 807 1030 6375
T4 = YSPAN(NI - V2 807 1040 6376
IF (TI) 1160,1160,1170 807 1050 6377
1160 YSPAN(N)= -YF2 +(VSPAN(NI+Y2$*RAT2 807 1060 6378
GO TO 1240 807 1070 6379
1170 IF (T2) 1180,IIBCl190 807 1080 6380
9-61
1180 YSPAN(NI= -YFL *(YSPANIN)+YI)*RATI 807 1090 6381
GO TO 1240 807 1100 6382
1190 IF IT3) 120C,120C,1210 807 1110 6383
1200 YSPANINI= YSPANI(I*RATO 807 1120 6384
GO TO 1240 807 1130 6385
1210 IF (T4) 1220,1220.1230 807 1140 6386
1220 YSPAN(N)= YFI + (YSPAN(N)-YII*RATI 807 1150 6387
GO TO 1240 807 1160 6388
1230 YSPAN(N)= YF2 + IYSPAN(NI-Y2)*RAT2 'B07 1170 6389
1240 CONTINUE 807 1180 6390
C 807 1190 6391
C 807 1200 6392
1250 RETURN 807 1210 6393
C XXXXXX 807 1220 6394
C B07 1230 6395
C 807 1240 6396
END 807 1250 6397
V FOR 808.808 808 10 6398
C 908 20 6399
C 808 30 6400
C 808 40 6401
SUBROUTINE CHOROI( IFLAGNCVNDIS, XVXNXC) 808 50 6402
C 808 60 6403
C * TRW MULTIPLE-SLRFACE VORTEX-LATTICE PROGRAM - REVISED 8 AUG.72 *808 70 6404
C * PROGRAM DEVELOPED RY A.V.GOMEZ (TRW SYSTEMS) ON MARCH-MAY 1971 *BB08 80 6405
C 808 90 6406
C XXXXXXXXXXX XXXXX xx XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXxXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 08 100 6407
C 808 110 6408
DIMENSION XV(10)XN(10).XC(11I 808 120 6409
COMMON/DATAO2/IFLG(15) *EXECK(15) ,RAD ,PIE 808 130 6410
C 808 140 6411
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX808 150 6412
C 808 160 6413
C 808 170 6414
C 808 180 6415
COLOCP= EXFCK(11) - 1.0 808 190 6416
IF (IFLAG-1) 100C,1020,1020 8OB 200 6417
C 808 210 6418
C 808 220 6419
C 808 230 6420
C * FIXED SPACING * 808 240 6421
C 808 250 6422
1000 CONTINUE 808 260 6423
NPI= NCV.1 BOA 270 6424
XC(NPI)=1.0 808 280 6425
DELTA= I.O/FLOAT(NCV) 808 290 6426
DELTA1 = -0.75*DELTA 808 300 6427
DELTA2 = COLOCP*DELTA 808 310 6428
X = 0.0 808 320 6429
C 808 330 6430
DO 1010 N-1,NCV 808 340 6431
X= X + DELTA 808 350 6432
XCIN)= X 8OB 360 6433
XV(NI= X + nELTA41 808 370 6434
1010 XN(NI= X + DELTA2 808 380 6435
C 808 390 6436
RETURN 808 400 6437
C XXXXXx 808 410 6438
C 808 420 6439
C 808 430 6440
C 808 440 6441
C * VARIABLE SPACING * 808 450 6442
C 808 460 6443
1020 CONTINUE 808 470 6444
C BOB 490 6445
NPI
= 
NCV+1 R08 490 6446
PHI= PIE*I1.0 + FLOATINDISI) 808 500 6447
DP-I= PHI/FLOATINCVI 808 510 6448
DCO= O.5/FLOATINDIS+1) 808 520 6449
C 808 530 6450
PIEF= PIE 808 540 6451
PIEM= 1.0 B08 550 6452
XX= 0.0 808 560 6453
C 808 570 6454
D0 1050 N=2,NPI 808 580 6455
M= N-1 808 590 6456
PHI= OPHI*FLOAT(I) 808 600 6457
IF (PHI-PIEF) 1040,1040,1030 808 610 6458
1030 PIEF= PIEF + PIE 808 620 6459
PIEM= PIEM + 2.0 808 630 6460
1040 PHIX= PHI+PIF-PIEF BOB 640 6461
XCIMI= DCO*(PIEM-COS(PHIX)) 808 650 6462
0ELTA= XC(MI-XX 08R 660 6463
XX = XC(M) 808 670 6464
XVIM)= XX-O.75*DELTA 808 680 6465
XN(M)= XX +COLOCP*DELTA 808 690 6466
1050 CONTINUE 808 700 6467
C 808 710 6468
RETURN 808 720 6469
C XXXXXX 808 730 6470
C 808 740 6471
C 808 750 6472
C 808 760 6473
END 808 770 6474
V FOR 809,809 809 10 6475
C 809 20 6476
C 809 30 6477
C 809 40 6478
SUBROUTINE CHORDI(Y. XLE.XC04,XTE,XHEtCW,CFI 809 50 647q
C 809 60 6480
9-62
C9-6
6299 OS9 019 04ll'tillO£11 41A) 9T
z2859 9 049 019 (I)XO9Ilv = O1IV OZ1
159 069 019 DZ0lI'OZ001 ZI (I1I1VON) 1 0111
08599 OZ9 01O 3







8LS9 009 019 0111011V0011 IZZISI) Ob0601
LL99 06 019 0111O 01 00
9LS9 029 019 XOdVI9 = OdVIJ 0801
SL99 OL 019 0601108)DI0801 (1Z1SI) 91 OLO
4LS9 099 01 0111 01 09
CLS9 099 019 (( 01S*O-I1130/11IiS)
*
31d|NIS+0|*1)*9099*9* = OdVI9 0901
ZLG9 049 019 OL01'OLDOI'0901 iZIISI) 91 OSO1
1L59 OE 019 OSO10111'O111 (1111S) :1 0POI
OLS9 OZ9 019 0;010OLO'OLOI (1dVJA) 9I 00O
6959 019 019 OEO1OTT11Olll (dVIAON) J1
89&9 009 019 3
L969 06t 019 3
9959 089 019 ZEI:A -VA =ZEISI
&999 OL1 019 1E-A -VA =16ISi
969 o 09 012Z A11 -A =ZZ lSl
6999 054 019 1Z 9A -VA =12.SI
Z999 044 019 ZIA9 -VA =ZIISI
1999 Ot6 019 11A9 -VA =IliSi
099 Z09 019 2
6559 014 019 0"0 = OIV
9959 OOt 019 0"0 =UdV1
L59 066 019 () S03 =ZSU3
9999 026 019 fI1SO3 =XS03
9999 OL 019 3
SS9 096 019 3
ES99 096 019 (9A)SBV =VA OZOl
Z559 046 018 3
1999 066 012 X1XXXX 3
S09 OZ1 019 Ndn13d 0101
699 OTE 019 021OZOlO310101 IONONI 91 0001
899 006 019
1969 b06z 01 0001'01O10101 (X1'1301 AI
999 08z 019 3DNIHX-Ilid =X1130
94?9 OLZ 019 dII1ON 4 dV1ON -ONON
V999 09Z Ol 3
6459 OSZ 019 3
Z99 OZ 019 3
1959 OZ OIBX 33XX3333311I1XIXXXXIIXXXX X XXKXXXXXXXXXXIX 3
099 OZZ 012 3
bE59 OIZ 019 Zi30l 1 3 oin3' 0901' Id1110YO/NO0
9S9 OOZ 01 6111VON'dV1ON'
















9E99 081 012 HIOWSM')Nb1I'NdIlVA$ *














9ES9 091 012 391d' )IIOV 1911V33X3, (91)09/ZOVIVO/NOWW03
6E99 091 019 13
)
01 ' (i)3111 *




0f99 021 012 IE)J39 '()d NOISN3WIG
6259 011 012 3
9259 001 OI2XXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXxxxxxxxxxXXxIXXxxx XXXXXXXXXXXX 3
LZ59 06 019 3
92Z9 09 019* 1L61 AVW-H32VW NO ISW31SAS MI11 Z32WDOA'V AG O3d013A90 WV100d * 3
5259 OL 019* ZL'5lv 9 03S1A3d -WV2lSd 321111-X310A 33V-VS-3dl1lnw ~2I * 3
429 09 019 3
EZS69 0S 018 ISO3'dd30N1HX'9A)SdV NIiAOulgns
Z1S9 0O 019 3
1259 OE 019 3
0159 OZ 019 3
6199 01 019 019'019 309 A
8159 044 609 UN
1199 064 609 3
9159 OZ4 609 XXXXXX 3
9199 014 602 Ndn13b
4199 004 609 3
£I19 06E 602 3
Z159 08E 609 3*i'O + 31X =402X
1159 OL 609 3HX -3X = :3
0199 096 609 31X -31X = M3
6099 OSE 609 1 (IW)3H3-IW3H3 )*1V1 + Ilw)3H3 = 3HX
8059 OF 609 1 IIW)313-iW)313 )*iV 1(T1)913 = 9ix
1099 OE bOB609 I1W)313-IW)313 4*2 4 W)313 = 31X
9059 OZ 609 (6IW)3A3-(W)3A3)/(1W)13A3-VA) LIVb
9069 016 bOB
4099 006 608 1-1 =I1 0401
EOS69 06Z 609 Z= OE01
2099 02 602 O401'OI'010OI (?-W) 91
1059 OLZ 609 3N1iN03 OZI001
0099 09Z 609 1 w 0101
6649 05z 609 OZOl'0101'0101 (1$31) 1
9649 OZ 609 1000(1)3A3-VA =IS31 0001
1699 OEZ 609 OZOI'0001'0001 (W) 91
9649 OZ 609 01.Z=1 OZO1 00
9649 Olz 609 1- = W
0649 OOZ 609 IA)S99 =VA
E699 061 609B 3
2649 021 609 3
1649 OL1 609 3
0649 091 6O9XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 3
6829 06I 609 3




Le2 OE 609 l01'Z1l03' (013H3' 01313iL 101)3131 40113A3'*
989 OZ OB O z0)s3' (01Z,9)331 (01'1 )A3' (S1)90I0/S9OVlVOINOW03
9249 011 609 3
4249 001 609XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXxx XXXXX XXIXXX XKXxxxx XIx XXIXXXXXXXIXXX 3
6249 06 609 3
Z24 08 609s 1161 AVY-H32N22 NO (S2WISAS 2)1 23Wi2O*A *V A9 03dO93A3 2V9O9 * 3
1949 01 609* 21'0oflv 9 03oSIA3 -W0Ud 331L1I-X310OA 323921S-3Idliifw 441 * 3
1130 AILD = AILROX(2) 810 660 6584
1140 IF (TST211 1150,1150,1160 RIO 670 6585
110 AILD = 0.0 810 680 6586
GO TO 1210 810 690 6587
1160 IF (TST22) 1170,1180,1180 810 700 6588
1170 AILD = 0.5*AILD*(I.O SINIPIE*(TST21/DELTF2 -0.5)1) 810 710 6589
GO TO 1210 810 720 6590
1180 IF (TST31I 121011190,1190 810 730 6591
1190 IF (TST32) 1200,1150.1150 810 740 6592
1200 AILD= 0.5*AILD*(1.0 + SIN(PIE*ITST31/1DELTF2+0.511 810 750 6593
1210 TAND = TANI (AILD+FLAPDI/RAD) 810 760 6594
C 810 770 6595
C 810 780 6596
COSD= 1.O/SQRT( 1.0 + TAND**2 I 810 790 6597
SINO = TAND*COSD 810 800 6598
C 810 810 6599
COSFII = COSXCOSOD - COSZ*SIND 810 820 6600
COSF31 = CnSZ*COSD + COSX*SIND 810 830 6601
C 810 840 6602
IF (LFLAP-1) 1220C,1230,1230 810 850 6603
1220 Pill = P(1) - DELTX*(I.O-COSD) 810 860 6604
P(3) = P13) + DELTX*SIND 810 870 6605
1230 CONTINUE 810 880 6606
C 810 890 6607
RETURN 810 900 6608
C XXXXXX 810 910 6609
C 810 920 6610
C 810 930 6611
END B10 940 6612
V FOR 811,811 811 10 6613
C 811 20 6614
C B11 30 6615
C 811 40 6616
SUBROUTINE VORTEXPB,0,TANAGAMA, VIVCOSI 811 50 6617
C 811 60 6618
C * TRW MULTIPLE-SLRFACE VORTEX-LATTICE PROGRAM - REVISED 8 AUG.72 *811 70 6619
C * PROGRAM DFVELOPED BY A.V.GCMEZ (TRW SYSTEMS) ON MARCH-MAY 1971 *811 80 6620
C 811 90 6621
C XXXXXXXXXXXxXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX11 100 6622
C 811 110 6623
DIMENSION P31,B(3)1(331 811 120 6624
DIMENSION COS1(3),COS2(3).COS3(3I, X(3),A3)1,VCOS(3) 811 130 6625
DIMENSION G(3) 811 140 6626
C 811 150 6627
COMMON/DATAO1/KIN ,KOUT ,KTI ,KT2 ,LINEX ,LINES 811 160 6628
COMMON/DATAO2/IFLGIISI ,EXECK(15I ,RAO ,PIE 811 170 6629
COMMON/DATA07/LFLAP,LDRAGCUTOFI,CUTOF2 811 180 6630
C B11 190 6631
NAMELIST/DBUGVI/P,8,D,TANA,GAMA,PSIF,VCOS 811 200 6632
NAMELIST/OBUGV2/PSIF,VCOS 811 210 6633
NAMELIST/DBUGV3/PSIF,VCOS 811 220 6634
C 811 230 6635
1000 FORMATIIX//,lX) 811 240 6636
C 811 250 6637
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXxXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXBII 260 6638
C 811 270 6639
C 811 280 6640
C 811 290 6641
NOTE= IFLG(IO)-8 811 300 6642
TANAS= TANA**2 811 310 6643
COSA= 1.0 - TANAS/2.0 811 320 6644
IF (TANAS-0.0001 1020,1010.1010 811 330 6645
1010 COSA= 1.0/SORT(TANAS+1.0) 811 340 6646
1020 SINA= COSA*TANA 811 350 6647
C B11 360 6648
SCALF= SQRT((D(1)-Bill)**22+(D(2-BI2**2+ID(31-B(3 **21 811 370 6649
DO 1030 K=1,3 811 380 6650
X(K)= (PIK)-0.5B*(8(KI+O IIKl/SCALF 811 390 6651
A(KI= (0.5*(DiKl-BI(K))/SCALE 811 400 6652
1030 VCOS(KI= 0.0 811 410 6653
C 811 420 6654
C 811 430 6655
C 811 440 6656
C * SEGMENT INF-A-B * 811 450 6657
C 811 460 6658
H5 = TANA*( X(11+ A(11 811 470 6659
C 811 480 6660
HSI = (XRIl AIlII**2 + H5**2 811 490 6661
HS2 = (XI(2+AI2l)**2 + (X(3)+A(3I-H5I**2 811 500 6662
HS3 = i((il)Aiiiiw2 + IXZI*+A(2)I**2 + (XI3)+A(31**2 811 510 6663
HL = SORT(HSII 811 520 6664
H2 = SORTIHS2) 811 530 6665
C 811 540 6666
COSG= 0.0 811 550 6667
SING= 1.0 B11 560 6668
TEST = CUTOFI - H1 811 570 6669
C Bi 580 6670
IF (TESTI 1040,IC0,1050 811 590 6671
1040 COSG= (HS3-HSI-HS2I)/2.0*HI*H2I R11 600 6672
SING= SQRTIABS(1.C-COSG**2) 511 610 6673
1050 CONTINUE 811 620 6674
C 811 630 6675
R = H2*SING B11 640 6676
H4 = H2*CSG 811 650 6677
SH14= H1+H14 811 660 6678
C 811 670 6679
PSIF= ( 1.0 +SH14/SQRT(SH14**2+R**2) |/R 811 680 6680
C 811 690 6681
COSL(1I = COSA 811 700 6682
COSI(21 = 0.0 811 710 6683
COS1(3) = SINA 811 720 6684
COS2(1) = I X(I1)tAIl-SH14*CDSA I/R 811 730 6685




16L9 06L1 119 3nNIN03 00Z1
06L9 01 liB 01 -X3NII =S3NI1
b0L9 OLI TIO i£09 BO'inO)o 3141m 0611
Ski9 09±1 110 061'0511'OOZ1 (3IUN) 41
LOL9 01 11
989 0.L1 11I Z**IA)SOA + ZA =?A 0811
58L9 0UI 119 (l)ES03*ISd + I)SU3A =IW)ISOA
.8L9 OZLI 11S £'=)I 0811 00
COL9 01U1 11 2
ZOL9 00LT 11 0"0 =ZA
IL9 0691 11 3
089 0891 11 3nNI IN0 OLII
6LL9 OL91 11 3
BLL9 0991 IB IES03'ZS0O'TS)dS0d3 1V13
LLL9 0591 11 2
9LL9 0991 110 IH/()I)V*OZ- =()ZS03 0911
±LL9 0091 I19 b/(14X-IA) =01MSC)
9LL9 OZ91 11 IIll)V =(1
£LL9 0191 119 E=~=A 0911 00
ZLL9 0091 110 3
ILL9 0651 119 d/I|S6+Z**tH9 jO8S/vH- (Sb+Z**91HS|ibSI6/IHS) =AISd
OLL9 081 11
69L9 OLS1 119 IHIH*O'Z + 0*1 =11
89L9 0951 110 9HI4H =91HS
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L99 0OL 110 %/( VNIS$9IHS-i0E)V+(EX I I=)ZS03
VI= SQRT(V2I 811 1810 6793
DO 1210 K=1,3 811 1820 6794
1210 VCOS(KI= VCOS(KI/VlI II 1830 6795
C 811 1840 6796
VI= VT*(GAMA/SCALE) 811 1850 6797
C 811 1860 6798
RETURN 8111 870 6799
C XXXXXX 811 1880 6800
C 811 1890 6801
END 811 1900 6802
V FOR 812,812 812 10 6803
C 812 20 6804
C 812 30 6805
C 812 40 6806
SUBROUTINE REFLEC(PZLALFARCOSR) 812 50 6807
C 812 60 6808
C * TRW MULTIPLE-SLRFACE VORTEX-LATTICE PROGRAM - REVISED 8 AUG.72 *812 70 6809
C * PROGRAM DEVELOPED BY A.V.GCMEZ (TRW SYSTEMS) ON MARCH-MAY 1971 *812 80 6810
C 812 90 6811
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXB12 100 6812
C 812 110 6813
DIMENSION P(3) 812 120 6814
COMMON/DATAOI/KIN ,KOUT ,KTI ,KT2 *LINEX ,LINES 812 130 6815
COMMON/DATAO2/IFLGI53I IEXECKIS5) ,RAD .PIE 812 140 6816
NAMELIST/REFLEX/PXPY,X1,YI,PHI,ALFARRXRYZLCOSR 812 150 6817
DATA X2/0.0/, Y210.0/ 812 160 6818
C 812 170 6819
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 12 180 6820
C 812 190 6821
C 812 200 6822
C 812 210 6823
PX= P43) 812 220 6824
PY= Pi1) 812 230 6825
XI= ZL/COSR 812 240 6826
Y1
= 
0.0 812 250 6827
PHI= -ALFAR 812 260 6828
NOTE= IFLG(IO-15 812 270 6829C 812 280 6830
CALL ROTATEIPX,PN,XI,Y1,PHIX2,Y2,RXRY) 812 290 6831
C 812 300 6832
IF (NOTE) 1010,IC10,1000 812 310 6833
1000 WRITE (KOUT,REFLEX) 812 320 68341010 CONTINUE 812 330 6835
C BIZ 340 6836
RX=-RX B12 350 6837
C 812 360 6838
CALL ROTATEIRXRY,X2,Y2,ALFAR.X1IYIPX,PYI 812 370 6839
C 812 380 6840
IF (NOTE) 1030,1C30,1020 812 390 6841
1020 WRITE (KOUT,REFLEX) 812 400 6842
LINES= LINES+24 B12 410 6843
1030 CONTINUE 812 420 6844
C 812 430 6845
P(31= PX 812 440 6846
P(11= PY 812 450 6847
C 812 460 6848
RETURN 812 470 6849
C XXXXXX 812 480 6850
C 812 490 6851
END 812 500 6852
V FOR 813,813 813 10 6853
C 813 20 6854
C 813 30 6855
C 813 40 6856
SUBROUTINE DMATIRIAN,DETERM) 813 50 6857
C 813 60 6858
C MATRIX INVERSION WITH ACCOMPANYING SOLUTION OF LINEAR EQUATIONS 813 70 6859
C * VERSION 2 ROUTINE (DOUBLE PRECISSION-LANGLEY MATINV SUBROUTINE) * 813 80 6860
C 813 90 6861C * TRW MULTIPLE-SURFACF VORTEX-LATTICE PROGRAM - REVISED 8 AUG.72 *813 100 6862
C * PROGRAM DEVELOPED BY A.V.GOMEZ (TRW SYSTEMS) ON MARCH-MAY 1971 *813 110 6863
C 813 120 6864
C XxXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXxXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXB3 130 6865
C 813 140 6866
DOUBLE PRECISION RIR2,DETERM,ArAXTSWAP,PIVOT,PIVOTI 813 150 6867
DOURIF PRECiSi.ON .PVOT(71),A.171,71.),(.,!NDEX(71,2) 813 160 6868
EQUIVALENCE (IRCI,JROW), (ICOLUMJCOLUM), (AMAX, T, SWAP) 813 170 6869
M= 0 B13 180 6870
C 813 190 6871
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXB13 200 6872
C 813 210 6873
C B13 220 6874
C 813 230 6875
C INITIALIZATION 913 240 6876
C B13 250 6877
1000 ISCALE=O 813 260 6878
1010 RI = 1.E36 813 270 68791020 82=1.0/I1 813 280 6880
1030 OETERM=I. 813 290 68811040 00 1050 J=1,N 813 300 6882
1050 IPIVOT(JI=O B13 310 6883
1060 DO 1630 I=1,N 813 320 6884C B813 330 6885C SEARCH FOR PIVOT ELEMENT B13 340 6886
C B13 350 68871070 AMAX=O.O 813 360 6889
10R0 DO 1170 J=1,N 913 370 6889
10O90 IF (IPIVJT(J)-[) 1100,117C.1100 813 380 6890
1100 DO 1160 K=1,N 813 390 6891
1110 IF IIPIVOT(K)-1) 1120,1160,1750 813 400 6892
9-66
1120 IF IDABS(AMAX)-DABS(AJ.K)I) 1130,110,1160 B13 410 6893
1130 IROW=J 813 420 6894
1140 ICOLUM=K 813. 430 6895
1150 AMAX=A(J,K) 813 440 6896
1160 CONTINUE 813 450 6897
1170 CONTINUE 813 460 6898
IF (AMAXI 1190.1180,1190 813 470 6899
1180 DETERM O.0 B13 480 6900
ISCALE-0 813 490 6901
GO TO 1750 813 500 6902
C XXXXXX 813 510 6903
C 813 520 6904
C 813 530 6905
1190 IPIVOTIICOLUM)=IPIVOT(ICOLUMI+1 813 540 6906
C 813 550 6907
C INTERCHANGE ROWS TO PUT PIVOT ELEMENT ON DIAGONAL 813 560 6908
C 813 570 6909
1200 IF (IROW-ICOLUMI 1210,1310,1210 813 580 6910
1210 DETERM-DETFRM 813 590 6911
1220 DO 1250 L=1,N 813 600 6912
1230 SWAP=A(IOW,L) 813 610 6913
1240 A(IROW,LI=A(ICOLLOL) 813 620 6914
1250 A(ICOLUM,L)=SWAP 813 630 6915
C 813 640 6916
C 813 650 6917
1260 IF (M) 1310,1310,1270 813 660 6918
1270 DO 1300 L=1,M 813 670 6919
1280 SWAP=B(IROW.L) 813 680 6920
1290 B(IROWLI=B(ICOLUV,L) 813 690 6921
1300 8( ICOLUM,L)=SWAP 813 700 6922
1310 INDEXII,1)=TROW 813 710 6923
1320 INDEXII,21=ICOLUM 813 720 6924
1330 PIVOT=A(ICOLUMICCLUM) 813 730 6925
IF (PIVOT) 1340,1180,1340 813 740 6926
C 813 750 6927
C SCALE THE DETERMINANT 813 760 6928
C 813 770 6929
1340 PIVOTI=PIVOT 813 780 6930
1350 IF (DABSIDETERM)-RI) 1380.1360,1360 813 790 6931
1360 DETERM=DETERM/R1 813 800 6932
ISCALE=ISCALE+L 813 810 6933
IF (DOASIDETERM)-R1) 1410,1370,1370 813 820 6934
1370 DETERM=DETERM/R1 813 830 6935
ISCALE=ISCALE+1 813 840 6936
GO TO 1410 813 850 6937
1380 IF (DABS(DETERMI-R2) 1390,1390,1410 813 860 6938
1390 DETERM=DETERM*Rt B13 870 6939
ISCALE=ISCALE-I 813 880 6940
IF (DARSIDETERM)-R2) 1400,1400,1410 813 890 6941
1400 DETERM=DETERM*RL 813 900 6942
ISCALE=ISCALE-1 813 910 6943
1410 IF (DABS(PIVOTI)-R1) 1440,1420,1420 813 920 6944
1420 PIVOTI=PIVOTI/RI 813 930 6945
ISCALE=ISCALE+1 813 940 6946
IF (DABS(PIVOTI)-RI) 1470,1430,1430 813 950 6947
1430 PIVOTI=PIVOTI/RL 813 960 6948
ISCALE=ISCALE+ 1  813 970 6949
GO TO 1470 813 980 6950
1440 IF (DABS(PIVOTII-R21 1450,1450,1470 813 990 6951
1450 PIVOTI=PIVOTI*RL 813 1000 6952
ISCALE=ISCALE-1 813 1010 6953
IF (DARS(PIVOTI)-R2) 1460.1460,1470 813 1020 6954
1460 PIVOTI=PIVOTI*R1 B13 1030 6955
ISCALE=ISCALE-1 B13 1040 6956
1470 OETERM=OETERM*PIrCTI 313 1050 6957
C B813 1060 6958
C DIVIDE PIVOT ROW BY PIVOT ELEMENT 813 1070 6959
C 813 1080 6960
1480 A(ICOLUM,ICOLUM)=1.0 813 1090 6961
1490 DO 1500 L=1,N 813 1100 6962
1500 A ICOLUMLI)=AIICCLUM,LI/PIVOT 813 1110 6963
C 813 1120 6964
C 813 1130 6965
1510 IF (M) 1540,1540,1520 813 1140 6966
1520 DO 1530 L=1,M 813 1150 6967
1530 B( ICOLUM,L)=B(ICCLUM,L) /PIVOT B13 1160 668
C 813 1170 6969
C REDUCE NON-PIVOT ROWS 813 1180 6970
C 813 1190 6971
1540 00 1630 Lt=1,N 813 1200 6972
1550 IF (LI-ICOLUMI 1560,1630,1560 813 1210 6973
1560 T=AIL1,ICOLUM) 813 1220 6974
1570 A(LIICOLUM)=O.O 813 1230 6975
1580 DO 1590 L=1,N 813 1240 6976
1590 A(LI,L)=AILI,L)-A(ICOLUM,Ll*T 813 1250 6977
C 813 1260 6978
C 813 1270 6979
1600 IF (MI 1630,1630,1610 B13 1280 6980
1610 00 1620 L=1,M 813 1290 6981
1620 B(LI,L)=BIL1,L)-B(ICDLUM,L)*T 813 1300 6982
1630 CONTINUE 813 1310 6983
C 813 1320 6984
C INTERCHANGE COLUMNS 813 1330 6985
C 813 1340 6986
1640 DO 1740 I=I.N 813 1350 6987
1650 L=N+I- 813 1360 6988
1660 IF (INDEXIL,11-IDEX(L,2)) 1670,1740,1670 813 1370 6989
1670 JROW=INDEXIL,1l 813 1380 6990
1680 JCOLUM=INDEXIL,2) 813 1390 6991
1690 DO 1730 K=1,N 813 1400 6992
1700 SWAP=AIK,JROWI B13 1410 6993
1710 A(KJROW)=A(K,JCOLUM) 813 1420 6994
1720 A(KJCOLUMi=SWAP 813 1430 6995
1730 CONTINUE 813 1440 6996
1740 CONTINUE B13 1450 6997
1750 RETURN 813 1460 6998
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C * TRW MULTIPLE-SLRFACE VORTEX-LATTICE PROGRAM - REVISED 8 AUG..72 *817 0T 7093
C * PROGRAM DEVELOPED BY A.V.GOMEZ (TRW SYSTEMS) ON MARCH-MAY 1971 *817 80 7094C BIT 90 7095
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXKXX8 100 7096
C 817BT 110 7097
DIMENSION X(22).(22),A(42)lB(42),C(1) 617 120 7098





C 817 160 7102
C.....FOR THE WHOLE TABaLATED TABLE 817 170 7103
C X(II = INDEPENDENT VARIABLE.....I-1,N IGIVENI BIT 180 7104
C Y(II = DEPENDENT VARIABLE....I1,N (GIVEN) 817 190 7105
C N = LENGTH OF Y-VS-X TABLE (GIVEN) 817 200 7106
C DY1 = 1ST OR 2ND DERIVATIVE AT LONER END OF TABLE 817 210 7107
C OY2 = 1ST OR 2ND DERIVATIVE AT UPPER END OF TABLE BIT 220 7108
C KI = I ...... DYI = 1ST DERIVATIVE (GIVEN) 817 230 7109
C KI = 2 ...... DYI 2ND DERIVATIVE (GIVEN) BIT 240 7110
C K2 = 1 ...... DY2 = 1ST DERIVATIVE (GIVEN) 817 250 7111
C KZ = 2 ...... OY2 = 2ND DERIVATIVE (GIVEN) 817 260 7112
C 817 270 7113
C THE DIMENSION CIL) MUST FOLLOWS THE DIMENSION OF B 817 280 7114
C MINIMUM DIMENSION OF B IS......(2*N-21 817 290 7115
C DIMENSION OF A IS SAME AS 8, BUT GIVEN IN MAIN PROGRAM 817 300 7116
C 817BT 310 7117
C 817 320 7118
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXSXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXB17 330 7119
C 817 340 7120
C 817 350 7121
C 817 360 7122
C( 1)=0.0 817 370 7123
NRNG= 100 817 380 7124
C 817 390 7125
NL = N-2 817 400 7126
Cl = X(2)-X(L) 817 410 7127
IF (C1) 1170,1170,1000 BIT 420 7128
1000 GO TO (1010,1020)1,K 817 430 7129
1010 B(1) = 0.0 817 440 7130
All) = (DY1-IYI2)-Y(1I)/CI)/CI 817 450 7131
GO TO 1030 817 460 7132
1020 B(i) = -Cl 817 470 7133
All) = -DY1/2.0 817 480 7134
1030 J = 1 817 490 7135
C B17 500 7136
IF (NI) 1150,1090l1040 817 510 7137
1040 IF (NPNG-N) 1150,1050,1050 BIT 520 7138
C 817 530 7139
1050 DO 1060 I=I,N1 817 540 7140
K = +1 817 550 7141
Cl = X(IKI-X(II) BIT 570 7143C2 = XIK.II-X(K) 817 580 7144
C3 = YIKI-Y(II) 817 590 7145
C4 - Y(KI)-YiK) 817 600 7146
CS = C3/C1-C4/C2 817 610 7147
C6 = C1/C2 817 620 7148
C7 = CI*C2 817 630 7149
R(J) = 1.O/(C6*(IC-B(J-1) I) 817 640 7150
A(J) = (CS5/C2-C6*A(J-11*B(J) 817 650 7151
J = J+1 B17 660 7152
B(J = 1.0/((-CL-C2)/C7-C6*BIJ-1)) 817 670 7153
(lJ) =(-z5/C7-C6*A(J-1))*B(J) 817 680 7154
1060 CONTINUF 817 690 7155
C 81T 700 7156
GO TO (1070,1080),K2 817 710 7157
1070 A(J+1) = (DY2-C4/C2+C2*A(JI)/IC2*(B(JI-CZ)) 817 720 7158
GO TO 1120 817 730 7159
1080 A(J+1) = (IDY2/2.+A(JII/I-2.*C2+BIJ)) 817 740 7160
GO TO 1120 817 750 7161
C B817 760 7162
C STATEMENTS 42 TO 44 ARE FOR N=2 ONLY 817 770 7163
C 817 780 7164
1090 C3 = KI 817 790 7165
C2 = 1.0/C3 817 800 7166
GO TO (1100,1110),K2 817 810 7167
1100 A(J+1l = ((Y(21-Y(l))/Cl-AIJI*C1-DY2)/(C1*C1)*C2 817 820 7168
GO TO 1120 817 830 7169
1110 A(J+I) = C3*((DY2+2.O*A(1)I/4.O0*CI) 817 840 7170
C 817 850 7171
1120 J = 2*(N-1) 817 860 7172
C B817 870 7173
1130 J = J-1 817 880 7174
IF (J) 1170,1170,1140 817 890 7175
1140 A(JI = A(JI-BtJ)*A(J+I) 817 900 7176
GO TO 1130 B17 910 7177
C 817 920 7178
C B17 930 7179
1150 WRITE (6,1160)N,NRNG 817 940 7180
C CALL EXIT T17 950 7181
1160 FORMATI4HON =15,3X9HIN CURFIT/31H ...... N MUST BE IN THE RANGE 817 960 7182
1 13HBETWEEN 2 ANDI5/39HO*INCREASE DIMENSION OF B IN CURFIT 81 970 7183
2 19HIF N IS TOC LARGE /12HOB = 2*IN-1) I 817 980 7184
1170 RETURN 817 990 7185
C 817T 1000 7186
C XXXXXX 817 1010 7187C BIT7 1020 7188
END 817 1030 7189
V FOR 818,818 B18 10 7190
C 1BB 20 7191
C 818 30 7192C 818 40 7193
SUBROUTINE CURVEIXY,A XPYPDYP,N,ITI BI8 50 7194
C BIB 60 7195
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C * TRW MULTIPLE-SLRFACE VORTEX-LATTICE PROGRAM - REVISED 8 AUG.72 *818 70 7196
C * PROGRAM DEVELOPED BY A.V.GnMEZ (TRW SYSTEMS) ON MARCH-MAY 1971 *818 80 7197
C B18 90 7198
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXBL 100 7199
C Bi8 110 7200
OIMENSION X(22),t'22),A(421 818 120 7201
C *************************** 818 130 7202
C 818 140 7203
C XXXXXXXXXXXxXXXXAXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXBI8 150 7204
C 818 160 7205
C.....USING A(I) COMPUTED IN CURFIT SUBROUTINE B18 170 7206
C XP = A PARTICULAR VALUE OF -X- (GIVEN) 818 180 7207
C YP = A PARTICULAR VALUE OF -Y- BI8 190 7208
C DYP = DY/DX AT -XP- 818 200 7209
C IT = EFFICIENCY CCNTROL INDEX (GIVENI 818 210 7210
C IT = 1 .....ONLY YP IS COMPUTED 818 220 7211
C IT = 2 .....ONLY DYP IS COMPUTED 818 230 7212
C IT = 3.....BOTH YP AND DYP ARE COMPUTED 818 240 7213
C 818 250 7214
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX818 260 7215
C 818 270 7216
C 818 280 7217
C 818 290 7218
IF IXIl)-XP) 1020,1020,1000 B18 300 7219
1000 CI1 = X(21-XIll B18 310 7220
DYP = (Y(2)-Ytl))/C1+AIlI*C1 818 320 7221
GO TO (1010.1100,1010),IT 818 330 7222
1010 YP = Y(1I+DYP*IXP-X(Il) B18 340 7223
GO TO 1100 818 350 7224
1020 N = N 818 360 7225
IF (XP-X(NI) 10!C,1030,1030 B18 370 7226
1030 N2 = 2*IN-L) 818 380 7227
CI1 = X(N)-XIN-1I 818 390 7228
OYP = (YINI-YIN-11I/CL-A(N2-11*CI-AIN2)*C1*CI B18 400 7229
GO TO (1040,100,101401IT 818 410 7230
1040 YP = YIN)+DYP*(XP-X(NIl 818 420 7231
GO TO 1100 818 430 7232
1050 1 = 1 818 440 7233
1060 1 I 1= 1 818 450 7234
IF (X(II-XPI 106C,1070,1070 818 460 7235
1070 K = 2*1-3 BIB 470 7236
Cl = XP-XiI-1I BIB 480 7237
C2 = X(II-XP B18 490 7238
SLOPE = (Y(II-Y(I-I)1/IXII-XII-11) 818 500 7239
GO TO (1080.1090,10801,IT 818 510 7240
1080 YP = Y(I-1)+(SLOPE+A(K*C2+AIK+1)*CI*C21*CI 818 520 7241
GO TO (1100,1090,1090),IT 818 530 7242
1090 DYP = SLOPE +AIK)*(C2-CI)+ A(K+1*(2.*C2-C1)*C1 818 540 7243
1100 RETURN 818 550 7244
C XXXXXX 818 560 7245
C 818 570 T246
END 818 580 7247
9 FOR 819,819 819 10 7248
C 819 20 7249
C 819 30 7250
C 819 40 7251
SUBROUTINE PAGE R19 50 7252
C 819 60 7253
C * TRW MULTIPLE-SLRFACE VORTEX-LATTICE PROGRAM - REVISED 8 AUG.72 *819 70 7254
C * PROGRAM DEVELOPED BY A.V.GOMEZ (TRW SYSTEMS) ON MARCH-MAY 1971 *819 80 7255
C 819 90 7256
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXB9 100 7257
C 819 110 7258
COMMON/OATAOO/NSL ,ALFAC ,CMAK ,ZHO ,FLAPDX,AILRDX(2) 819 120 7259
* ,TITLE(141 ,STORE(14) 819 130 7260
C 819 140 7261
COMMON/DATAO1/KIN ,KOUT ,KT1 tKT2 ,LINEX *LINES 819 150 7262
C 819 160 7263
COMMON/DATAO2/IFLG(15) ,EXECK(15 ,RAD ,PIE 819 170 7264
C 819 180 7265
C 819 190 7266
1000 FORMAT(38H1JOBFLAG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10,2X.I3A6,A2,3X 819 200 7267
1 4HPAGE./,2X,5HVALUEIX.I103,2X. 819 210 7268
2 SHALFA=,F6.2.2X.7HMACHNO-,F6.4 2X,6HFLAPD=,F6.2.2X.9HAILEROND=, B19 220 7269
3 2F6.2,2X,9HALTITUOE=,F6.2.2XI,4,//,IXI 819 230 7270
C 819 240 7271
C 819 250 7272
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXB9 260 7273
C 819 270 7274
C 819 280 7275
IF INSTU-19711 ICIO11020,1010 819 290 7276
1010 NSTU= 1971 819 300 7277
NP= 0 819 310 7278
1020 NP= NP+1 819 320 7279
WRITE (KOUT,1000)(TITLE(II),I=1,14,IIFLG(I).[=1.10),ALFADCMAKFLAB19 330 7280
IPDX,(AILRDXIII.I=1,2),ZHO,NP 819 340 7281
LINES= 5 819 350 7282C 819 360 7283
RETURN 819 370 7284
C xxxxxx 819 380 7285
C 819 390 7286
END 819 400 7287
7 FOR B20,820 820 10 7288C 820 20 7289C 820 30 7290C 820 40 7291C MAIN ROUTINE B20 50 7292C TEST MATRIX INVERSION 820 60 7293C 820 70 7294C * TRW MULTIPLE-SLRFACE VORTEX-LATTICE PROGRAM - REVISED 8 AUG.72 *820 80 7295
C * PROGRAM DEVELOPED BY A.V.GOMEZ (TRW SYSTEMS) ON MARCH-MAY 1971 *B820 90 7296C 820 100 7297
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C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXK20 110 7298
C 820 120 7299
DOURLE PRECISION DELTA,AMAT(7171)T71,71 TI771),CMAT(71,71) 820 130 7300
1000 FORMAT((O1X15.2FI4.4 ) ) B20 140 7301
1010 FORMAT( 1X,/,IX ) 820 150 7302
1020 FORMATI(1OX,5(1PE14.6) 1) 820 160 7303
C 820 170 7304
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX20 180 7305
C 820 190 7306
C 820 200 7307
C 820 210 7308
NOR= 5 820 220 7309
C B20 230 7310
AMAT(1,11 - 1.032 820 240 7311
AMAT(1,2) = 7.865 820 250 7312
AMAT(1,31 = 3.216 B20 260 7313
AMAT(1,41 = 3.031 820 270 7314
AMAT(1,51 = 10.32 820 280 7315
AMAT(2,) = 7.68 820 290 7316
AMAT(2,2) = -6.3r 820 300 7317
AMAT(2,3I) 8.90C 820 310 7318
AMAT(2,4) = -1.02 B20 320 7319
AMAT(2,51 = 5.69C 820 330 7320
AMAT(3,1) = 3.030 820 340 7321
AMAT(3,2) = -3.3e 620 350 7322
AMATI3,3) = -11.67 820 360 7323
AMAT(3.4) = 4.180 820 370 7324
AMAT(3,5 = -3.60 820 380 7325
AMAT(4.1) = -2.93 B20 390 7326
AMATI4,21 = 5.67C B20 400 7327
AMAT(4,3) = 8.323 820 410 7328
AMAT(4,4I 9.073 820 420 7329
AMAT(4,5 = 0.0378 820 430 7330
AMAT(5,t) = -.0978 820 440 7331
AMAT(5,21 = 7.10? 820 450 7332
AMATI5,3) = 9.992 B20 460 7333
AMAT(5,41 = 0.97E B20 470 7334
AMAT(5,5) = 15.11 820 480 7335
C B20 490 7336
DO 1040 J=1,NOR B20 500 7337
no 1030 K=1,NOR B20 510 7338
1030 RMAT(J,Kl= AMAT(JK) B20 520 7339
1040 CONTINUE 820 530 7340
C 820 540 7341
CALL DMATINIBMATNORDELTA) B20 550 7342
C B20 560 7343
DO 1070 K=1,NOR B20 570 7344
00 1060 J=1.NOR 820 580 7345
CMAT(JKI) 0.0 820 590 7346
00 1050 L=I,NOR 820 600 7347
1050 CMAT(J,K)I CMAT(J,KI + AMATIJ,LI*BMAT(L,KI 820 610 7348
1060 CONTINUE 820 620 7349
1070 CONTINUE 820 630 7350
C B20 640 7351
CALL PAGE B20 650 7352
WRITE (6.1020)(AMAT(JK,J=1,NOR),K=lINORI B20 660 7353
WRITE (6,10101 820 670 7354
WRITE (6,1020)((BMATIJ,KIJ=1,NCRIK=1,NORI 820 680 7355
WRITE (6,1010) 820 690 7356
WRITE (6,1020)((CPAT(J,KI,J=1,NCR),K=1,NOR) 820 700 7357
WRITE (6,1010) 820 710 7358
WRITE (6.1010) B20 720 7359
WRITE (6,1020)DELTA 820 730 7360
STOP 820 740 7361
END 820 750 7362
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